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Introduction 
 

We had the distinct honor to jointly host the 21st Symposium of the American Peptide Society on 
the campus of Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana. The meeting theme was “breaking 
away”, embracing the spirit of the scientific and social program we witnessed. The University 
setting was reminiscent of the Symposia from earlier years in the formative period of the Peptide 
Society. What was especially unique about this 2009 meeting was the level of commercial 
participation from pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies that complemented the traditional 
academic excellence. The unprecedented interest in the use of peptides as drugs separates this 
period from any other in the history of the Society and it is a direct result of the advances in core 
peptide chemistry and biology that have been achieved in recent years.  
 The meeting opened with a Sunday social gathering at the center of the Indiana University 
campus.  Monday consisted of a full day focused on advances in chemical biology and receptor 
signaling. The day concluded with the Merrifield lecture given by Stephen Kent and two associated 
lectures that extended the scope of advances in chemical synthesis. Tuesday lectures focused 
predominately on advances in rational design, analysis and material aspects of peptide chemistry. It 
concluded with a first ever session co-sponsored by the American Association of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences (AAPS) pertaining to technology directed at accelerating the transition of peptides from 
the lab to the clinic. Wednesday was highlighted by the presentation of the Makineni lecture by 
William DeGrado, the first Goodman award lecture by Charles Deber, and a set of lectures 
pertaining to advances in biosynthesis with non-native amino acids. 

The Symposium program moved to peptide biology and pharmacology in the last two days of 
the meeting. A particular emphasis was placed on capturing the unprecedented success currently 
being experienced in peptide-based therapeutics. Thursday represented an array of several 
therapeutic areas, most notably neuroscience, infectious diseases and cancer. Metabolic diseases 
with a particular emphasis on obesity and the related disorders in glucose and lipids were the focus 
of the last day. At the end of each of the first four days were poster sessions that stimulated 
communication among all participants and highlighted the importance of young investigator 
participation. 
 The social program was abundant and diverse.  Whether your primary interest was the arts, 
athletics, or outdoor activities, there was something to meet all needs. The campus and the 
Bloomington community with its easily accessible open spaces and attractive architecture provided 
a stimulating social environment for the multiple activities. A few items of particular note were the 
Wednesday night social event at the Musical Arts Center where the renowned Jacobs School of 
Music staged a performance exclusively for Symposium guests. Additionally, the Thursday night 
social banquet themed, Mix, Mingle & Move, an evening of Martinis, Moonshine and Music, is 
destined to be one to that will be remembered as unlike anything previously experienced at an APS 
meeting 
 It has been a pleasure to host this late spring week of science and entertainment. We are 
deeply grateful to all of the individuals who helped in the assembly, funding and operations 
associated with this event. The dedicated University-based conference staff, numerous volunteers 
and especially conference director Mary Morgan made seminal contributions to the success of this 
meeting. Of course, we wish to thank all of you for helping us create such a memorable 
Symposium. 
 

       
      

Richard DiMarchi                Henry Mosberg  
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Editor’s Remarks 
 
This year’s proceedings production was a test about readiness of American Peptide Society 
members to accept the new technologies allowing the book to be available three months after the 
symposium, or earlier. On top of the speed of production, reduction of the book cost was an 
additional goal. Manuscripts were accepted through the internet page, entered into the database 
which allowed to create indexes on the fly and simplified communication with authors. Processed 
manuscripts were available for proofing – helping us to correct blunders made by us and authors in 
the rush to deliver the book as soon as possible. The finalized book was available on the website 
for downloading 10 weeks after the symposium. The CD version was distributed to all APS 
members by kind sponsorship by AAPTEC. And the “real book” is available from “just in time” 
printing process both in hard bound and paperback version. Due to the fact that the American 
Peptide Society is a nonprofit organization, there is no margin charged for the book, and all 
members can order it for production cost (we recommend to compare the price with the price of 
previous symposium volumes). 
 Our thanks go to all authors who delivered manuscripts of a high technical quality before the 
deadline. Problems with authors trying to “squeeze in” three pages of text on two pages of 
manuscript, or fixing their problems by modifying the template of the text file, were diligently 
solved by the team of technical editors, who worked very long hours to make sure that the book 
goes to production three weeks after the last manuscript is delivered. (Actually, the last manuscript 
was delivered just three days before the book went to production – you know who you are…). Due 
to the time constraints, we were not able to redo the graphical components of the manuscripts – 
graphs and illustrations – authors have to understand that some of the graphs looking good at the 
poster size are far from ideal for book page size. If you like the book cover, you should know that it 
was designed by our young perspective graphic designer, Alexandria Ferguson.  
 Our company, Prompt Scientific Publishing, produced the proceedings of the 17th and 18th 
American Peptide Symposia using the classical book printing and distribution processes. The new 
way of delivering the information promptly and economically, introduced by the proceedings of 
21st APS, may not be universally accepted – for example, the hard bound books of the last 
symposia were undisputably of higher quality than paperback version of this proceedings, however, 
we believe that the promptness of the production and multitude of distribution avenues more than 
compensates for its appearance. Our ambition for the future proceeding volumes is that the book is 
delivered at the time of the symposium. Using the modern technologies and dedicated effort of our 
team, it is definitely realistic goal. We would like to hear your opinion. 
 
Roseann Story-Lebl 
Michal Lebl  
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Message from the President of the American Peptide Society 
 
The 21st American Peptide Symposium was the most recent successful addition to the American 
Peptide Society’s series of biennial symposia. An international group of 550 registrants contributed 
to the high quality scientific program documented in the present volume. Thank you to all lecturers 
and poster presenters for your excellent contributions. I congratulate co-chairs Richard DiMarchi 
and Henry Mosberg along with their staff and the organizing and program committees for a terrific 
meeting, and I thank them for all of their hard work and dedication. Thank you also to all of our 
sponsors and exhibitors. Finally, thank you to immediate Past President Richard Houghton for his 
oversight of this effort. 

There were several special events from the Symposium that I would like to highlight. The 
American Peptide Society’s Bruce Merrifield Award, which recognizes outstanding career 
achievements in peptide science, was presented to Stephen B.H. Kent of the University of Chicago. 
Steve’s award lecture described his exciting work on “Inventing Chemistries to Reveal How 
Proteins Work”. The Makineni Lecture, which honors long time peptide science supporter Rao 
Makineni, was presented by William DeGrado of the University of Pennsylvania. The inaugural 
Murray Goodman Award was presented to Charles Deber of Hospital for Sick Children and the 
University of Toronto. The meeting also featured the satellite symposium “Peptides in Metabolic 
Diseases.” The scientific quality was high and the competition was keen in the Young Investigators 
Poster Competition. Symposium social events, such as “Bowling, Billiards, Movie and More,” 
“Passport to Bloomington,” “Music at the MAC,” and “Mix, Mingle and Move” provided 
enjoyable opportunities to meet colleagues. 

I will now make a few comments about the American Peptide Society, which is committed to 
advancing and promoting the knowledge of the chemistry and biology of peptides and proteins. I 
invite you to visit our web site at www.americanpeptidesociety.org to learn more about the Society 
and the benefits of membership. The Society has a dedicated Council of 15 individuals elected by 
Society members. Society Officers are also elected by the membership. There are several active 
committees, which administer areas such as awards, membership, publications, and student affairs. 
The official journal of the Society is Biopolymers – Peptide Science, and all members receive a 
subscription. The new editor of the journal is Joel Schneider who succeeded Lila Gierasch at the 
beginning of 2009. The journal publishes original research and review articles, and will feature 
research publication awards beginning in 2010. Dr. Schneider and I encourage you to submit your 
best work to our journal. The American Peptide Society also actively participates in activities of the 
broader research community through our associate membership in the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB). 

My term as President of the Society runs from June, 2009 to June, 2011. During this period, 
one of my priorities is to increase the membership of the Society and enhance the benefits to 
members. The Society will be exploring the sponsorship of peptide-focused sessions at national 
American Chemical Society meetings and at the annual Experimental Biology meetings. The 
Society will increase the visibility of its Awards. The Society will explore the representation of 
peptide-based research on specific study sections within the Center for Scientific Review of the 
NIH. Please contact me if you would like to get involved in any of these activities. 

The American Peptide Society is already planning for future symposia. The 22nd American 
Peptide Symposium will be held June 25 - 30, 2011 at the Sheraton Hotel and Marina in San Diego. 
Co-chairs Phil Dawson and Joel Schneider are actively assembling the scientific program based on 
the theme “Peptides – The Way to Go”. 

It was a pleasure to interact on a scientific and personal level with many of you at the 
American Peptide Symposium in Bloomington. I look forward to working with you on American 
Peptide Society activities and to seeing you in San Diego in 2011. My best wishes for success in 
your professional endeavors. 
 
Gregg B. Fields, Ph.D. 
University of Texas Health Science Center 
July 31, 2009 
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List of 21st American Peptide Symposium Sponsors 
 
The 21st American Peptide Symposium was made possible through the generous support of the 
following organizations: 
 

MAJOR SPONSORS 
Cook Pharmica 
Eli Lilly and Company 
Indiana University College of Arts and Sciences 
Marcadia Biotech 
 
DAY SPONSORS 
Roche 
Zydus Cadila Healthcare 
 
GOLD SPONSORS 
aapptec 
Polypeptide Laboratories 
 
SILVER SPONSORS 
Jupiter Bioscience, Ltd. 
Peptisyntha 
 
BRONZE SPONSORS 
Aileron Therapeutics 
Amylin Pharmaceuticals 
AnaSpec, Inc. 
Bachem Americas 
Baxter 
Indiana University Office of the Vice-President for Engagement  

& Indiana University Research and Technology Corporation 
Midwest Bio-Tech 
New England Peptide 
Senn Chemicals 
 
ADDITIONAL SPONSORS 
Escom Science Foundation 
5AM Ventures 
New England BioLabs 
Novo Nordisk 
RSP Amino Acids 
University of Michigan 
Wyeth Research 
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Student Affairs Committee 
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Tianjin Nankai Hecheng 
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The American Peptide Society 
The American Peptide Society (APS), a nonprofit scientific and educational organization founded 
in 1990, provides a forum for advancing and promoting knowledge of the chemistry and biology of 
peptides. The approximately one thousand members of the Society come from North America and 
from more than thirty other countries throughout the world. Establishment of the American Peptide 
Society was a result of the rapid worldwide growth that has occurred in peptide-related research, 
and of the increasing interaction of peptide scientists with virtually all fields of science.  

A major function of the Society is the biennial American Peptide Symposium. The Society 
also sponsors the Journal of Peptide Research and Biopolymers (Peptide Science), recommends 
awards to outstanding peptide scientists, works to foster the professional development of its 
student members, interacts and coordinates activities with other national and international 
scientific societies, sponsors travel awards to the American Peptide Symposium, and maintains a 
website at www.ampepsoc.org. 

The American Peptide Society is administered by Officers and Councilors who are nominated 
and elected by members of the Society. The Officers are: President: Gregg B. Fields, University of 
Texas Health Science Center, President Elect: Ben Dunn, University of Florida, Secretary: Robin 
Offord, University of Geneva, Treasurer: Pravin Kaumaya, The Ohio State University, Past 
President: Richard A. Houghten, Torrey Pines Institute for Molecular Studies. The councilors are: 
Maria Bednarek, MedImmune Ltd, Phil Dawson, Scripps Research Institute, Charles Deber, 
Hospital for Sick Kids, Ernest Giralt, Barcelona Biomedical Research Institute, Carrie Haskell-
Luevano, University of Florida, Jeffery W. Kelly, Scripps Research Institute, Michal Lebl, 
Illumina Inc., DeAnna Wiegandt Long, Peptides International, John Mayer, Eli Lilly and Co., 
Henry I. Mosberg, University of Michigan, Tom Muir, Rockefeller University, Joel Schneider, 
University of Delaware. 

Membership in the American Peptide Society is open to scientists throughout the world who 
are engaged or interested in the chemistry or biology of peptides and small proteins. Categories of 
membership include Active Member, Associate Member, Student Member, Emeritus Member and 
Honorary Member. For application forms or further information on the American Peptide Society, 
please visit the Society web site at www.americanpeptidesociety.org or contact Becci Totzke, 
Association Manager, P.O.Box 13796, Albuquerque, NM 87192, U.S.A., tel (505) 459-4808; fax 
(775) 667-5332; e-mail “APSmanager@americanpeptidesociety.org”. 
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American Peptide Symposia 
 
Symposium 
Year 

Chair (s) Location 

1st 1968 Saul Lande & Boris Weinstein Yale University 
New Haven, CT 

2nd 1970 F. Merlin Bumpus 
 

Cleveland Clinic 
Cleveland, OH 

3rd 1972 Johannes Meienhofer 
 

Children’s Cancer Research 
Foundation, Boston, MA 

4th 1975 Roderich Walter 
 

The Rockefeller University  
New York, NY 

5th 1977 Murray Goodman 
 

University of California-San 
Diego, San Diego, CA 

6th 1979 Erhard Gross 
 

Georgetown University 
Washington, DC 

7th 1981 Daniel H. Rich 
 

University of Wisconsin-
Madison, Madison, WI 

8th 1983 Victor J. Hruby 
 

University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 

9th 1985 Kenneth D. Kopple & Charles M. Deber University of Toronto 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

10th 1987 Garland R. Marshall 
 

Washington University 
St. Louis, MO 

11th 1989 Jean E. Rivier 
 

University of California-San 
Diego, San Diego, CA 

12th 1991 John A. Smith 
 

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, MA 

13th 1993 Robert S. Hodges 
 

Edmonton Convention Center 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

14th 1995 Pravin T.P. Kaumaya 
 

The Ohio State University 
Columbus, OH 

15th 1997 James P. Tam 
 

Nashville Convention Center 
Nashville, TN 

16th 1999 George Barany & Gregg B. Fields 
 

Minneapolis Convention 
Center, Minneapolis, MN 

17th 2001 Richard A. Houghten & Michal Lebl 
 

Town and Country Resort 
Hotel, San Diego, CA 

18th 2003 Michael Chorev & Tomi K. Sawyer 
 

Marriott Copley Place 
Boston, MA 

19th 2005 Jeffery W. Kelly & Tom W. Muir Town and Country Resort 
Hotel, San Diego, CA 

20th 2007 Emanuel Escher & William D. Lubell Palais des congres de 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

21st 2009 Richard DiMarchi & Hank Mosberg Indiana University, 
Bloomington, Indiana 
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The Merrifield Award 
(previously the Alan E. Pierce Award) 

 
The Merrifield Award was endowed by Dr. Rao Makineni in 1997, in honor of R. Bruce Merrifield 
(1984 Nobel Prize in Chemistry), inventor of solid phase peptide synthesis. Previously, this award 
had been called the Alan E. Pierce Award and was sponsored by the Pierce Chemical Company 
from 1977-1995. 

Stephen B. H. Kent 
 
The American Peptide Society is very pleased to announce that 
Stephen Kent of the University of Chicago has been chosen to 
receive the R. Bruce Merrifield Award for 2009. Kent is cited for 
‘the development and application of innovative and robust methods 
for the total chemical synthesis of enzymes’. This award will be 
presented during the 21st APS Symposium to be held in 
Bloomington, Indiana on June 7-12, 2009.  
 Stephen Kent has pioneered modern methods for the total 
chemical synthesis of proteins, and has used these novel synthetic 

methods for unprecedented studies of protein structure and function.  
 Kent’s early work focused on fundamental studies of methods for the chemical synthesis of 
peptides, and on the application of chemical peptide synthesis to studies of the hepatitis B virus 
and the human immunodeficiency virus. In 1989, this work culminated in the use of total chemical 
synthesis to prepare protein used for the determination, by crystallography collaborators, of the 
original X-ray structures of the HIV-1 protease molecule. These data were made freely available 
and formed the basis for the highly successful worldwide programs in structure based drug design 
that culminated in the development of the ‘protease inhibitor’ class of AIDS therapeutics.  
 The total chemical synthesis of proteins, especially enzymes, was one of the grand challenges 
in 20th century chemistry. In 1992, Kent effectively solved this problem by introducing the 
‘chemical ligation’ principle, the use of chemoselective reaction for the covalent condensation of 
unprotected peptides in aqueous solution. In 1994, Kent and his colleagues at The Scripps 
Research Institute extended this concept to ‘native chemical ligation’, the amide-forming thioester-
mediated covalent condensation of two unprotected peptides at a cysteine residue. Chemical 
ligation methods are a break-through in protein science and for the first time have led to practical, 
reproducible, and general synthetic access to the world of proteins.  
 In 2003, Kent and his industry colleagues reported the systematic design and total chemical 
synthesis of the neoglycoprotein ‘synthetic erythropoiesis protein’, an improved version of 
erythropoietin. Synthetic EPO contained a polypeptide chain of 166 amino acid residues and had 
two covalently attached branched glycan-mimetics, homogeneous polymer entities of defined 
molecular structure each carrying four negative charges. Synthetic erythropoiesis protein is the 
largest synthetic protein construct ever made, with a molecular mass of 50,825 Daltons; it 
displayed full biological activity and improved duration of action in vivo. 
 The principal focus of the Stephen Kent laboratory at The University of Chicago is to 
understand the chemical basis of protein function, particularly enzyme catalysis, and to 
demonstrate that knowledge by the design and construction of protein molecules with novel 
properties. Kent and his colleagues have continued to develop improved synthetic chemistries for 
the study of proteins. These include ‘one pot’ methods (2004), and novel catalysts for native 
chemical ligation based on detailed mechanistic studies (2007). In 2006, the Kent lab introduced 
‘kinetically controlled ligation’, a method that has enabled the fully convergent total chemical 
synthesis of large protein molecules, including the crystalline fully active enzyme molecules 
human lysozyme and a covalent-dimer form of the HIV-1 protease containing a 203 amino acid 
residue polypeptide chain. In 2008, the Kent laboratory reported the use of racemic protein 
crystallography for the determination of novel molecular structures, using mirror image proteins 
prepared by total chemical synthesis to enable crystallization of difficult-to-crystallize proteins and 
to facilitate the determination of their X-ray structures by direct methods. 
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2009 – Stephen Kent, University of Chicago 
2007 – Isabella Karle, Naval Research Laboratory, D.C. 
2005 – Richard A. Houghten Torrey Pines Institute for Molecular Studies 
2003 – William F. DeGrado, University of Pennsylvania 
2001 – Garland R. Marshall, Washington University Medical School 
1999 – Daniel H. Rich, University of Wisconsin-Madison   
1997 – Shumpei Sakakibara, Peptide Institute, Inc. 
1995 – John M. Stewart, University of Colorado-Denver 
1993 – Victor J. Hruby, University of Arizona 
1991 – Daniel F. Veber, Merck Sharp & Dohme 
1989 – Murray Goodman, University of California-San Diego 
1987 – Choh Hao Li, University of California-San Francisco 
1985 – Robert Schwyzer, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
1983 – Ralph F. Hirschmann, Merck Sharp & Dohme 
1981 – Klaus Hofmann, University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine 
1979 – Bruce Merrifield, The Rockefeller University 
1977 – Miklos Bodansky, Case Western Reserve University 
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The 2009 Makineni Lecture Award 
 

Endowed by PolyPeptide Laboratories and Murray and Zelda Goodman (2003) 
 

William F. DeGrado 
 

The 2009 Makineni Lectureship is meant to recognize a recent scholarly 
contribution of broad significance, and Bill DeGrado's 2008 Nature 
paper entitled "Structural basis for the function and inhibition of an 
influenza virus proton channel" is a stellar example of high-impact 
peptide science. The M2 protein from influenza virus self-assembles in a 
host cell membrane to form a tetramer, which enables protons to cross 
the membrane. DeGrado's lab (and many others) has studied this protein 
for some time. The 2008 Nature paper reports the crystal structures of 
two 25-mer peptides that correspond to the membrane-spanning alpha-
helical segment of the M2 protein. In both cases the peptides form a 
four-helix bundle that represents the proton channel region of the native 
M2 tetramer.  
 This work is highly significant because of insights regarding M2 

channel assembly, function and inhibition (in one of the two crystal structures an antiviral agent 
blocks the center of the channel). Perhaps even more important, however, is the fact that this work 
represents the first example in which the transmembrane segment of an integral membrane protein 
has been structurally characterized at atomic resolution via crystallography. This monumental 
achievement is likely to inspire related studies in many groups, which will ultimately bring our 
understanding of membrane protein structure and function to new levels of sophistication. The first 
crystal structure of a membrane protein led to the award of the 1987 Nobel Prize, because this 
accomplishment was viewed as leading the way to many more structures of membrane proteins. 
Water-soluble peptides of medium length (10-40 residues) are typically much more difficult to 
crystallize than are full-length soluble proteins. This trend is likely to apply as well to medium-
length membrane-embedded peptides, relative to membrane proteins. Thus, DeGrado’s goal of 
growing high-quality crystals of M2 transmembrane peptides was extremely courageous (one 
might have said “foolhardy” at the time he began); this goal would probably not even have been 
imagined by most workers in the field because success seemed so unlikely.  
 The importance of acquiring high-resolution structural data for self-associating trans-
membrane segments of embedded proteins cannot be overstated. Interactions among such 
segments play crucial roles in determining the identity, geometry and stoichiometry of membrane 
protein assemblies. These assemblies play vital roles in normal and pathological cellular 
physiology and in the behavior of infectious agents. Many integral membranes involved in signal 
transduction, for example, contain single-pass helical segments that link an extracellular receptor 
domain to an intracellular effector domain (e.g., a tyrosine kinase domain). There is good evidence 
that such helical segments have intrinsic propensities for homo- and/or heteroassociation, and these 
association phenomena play a crucial role in normal signaling as well in aberrant signaling that can 
lead to development of disease. Our understanding of physiologically important interactions 
among intrinsic membrane proteins has been hampered by our lack of high-resolution structural 
information for the associated states. DeGrado’s stunning success with M2-derived integral 
membrane peptides suggests that this deficiency of structural data will soon be remedied. 

 
2009 - William DeGrado, University of Pennyslvania  
2007 - Ronald T. Raines, University of Wisconsin - Madison  
2005 - Robin E. Offord, Centre Medical Universitaire, Switzerland  
2003 - James P. Tam, Vanderbilt University 
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The 2009 Murray Goodman Scientific Excellence & 
Mentorship Award 

The Goodman Award recognizes an individual who has demonstrated career-long research 
excellence in the field of peptide science. In addition, the selected individual should have been 
responsible for significant mentorship and training of students, post-doctoral fellows, and/or other 
co-workers. The Awards Committee may also take into account any important contributions to the 
peptide science community made by the candidate, for example through leadership in the 
American Peptide Society and/or its journals. Endowed by Zelda Goodman (2007). 
 

Charles M. Deber 

The announcement that Dr. Charles M. Deber, Professor of Biochemistry 
at the University of Toronto and Acting Head of the Division of 
Molecular Structure and Function at the Research Institute Hospital for 
Sick Children at the University of Toronto, was the first recipient of the 
Goodman Award of the American Peptide Society is certainly well 
deserved recognition of Charlie’s many scientific contributions to 
peptide and protein science and to the American Peptide Society. 
  Professor Deber is known worldwide for his seminal research on 
the structure and function of membrane peptides and proteins, and in the 
examination of disease states that involve misfolding of membrane 
proteins. At the more fundamental level he was among the first to 
recognize that peptide and protein folding in membranes had 

fundamental differences from peptide and protein folding in aqueous environments. This led to a 
critical re-evaluation of the structural properties in amino acids in proteins that are in membrane 
environments, which has provided new tools for the design of membrane peptides and proteins. 
Among these tools, the web based TM Finder Program is a most valuable tool, available 
worldwide. 
  As a mentor and teacher, Dr. Deber’s contributions also have been exemplary. He teaches 
widely acclaimed courses from large undergraduate courses, to advanced Chemistry courses for 
graduate students. For his excellent undergraduate teaching he received the W.T. Aikins Award 
from the University of Toronto. He has mentored more than 60 graduate students and postdoctoral 
fellows, many of who have gone on to have outstanding careers in academia and industry. 
 Finally, Charlie has made many outstanding contributions in service to our field worldwide. 
In addition to being President of the APS from 1991-1993, he has been a long time Editor of 
Peptide Science, on the editorial board of several international journals in our field, and has 
organized or helped organize several international conferences. 
 The Murray Goodman Scientific Excellence and Mentorship Award is well-deserved 
recognition for the above and many other contributions. 
 
 
2009 – Charles M. Deber, University of Toronto, Hospital for Sick Children 
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Young Investigators' Poster Competition 
Judges 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winners 
 

Jessica Anand  University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 
Leah Cohen   College of Staten Island, CUNY 
Arnab De   Columbia University Medical Center 
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Introduction 

Proteins are the ‘natural products’ of our era, and now play the same role as targets for synthetic 
organic chemistry that plant and microbial natural products played in the second half of the 20th 
century.  Millions of proteins are being discovered at the DNA level as predicted open reading 
frames, by highly automated genome and metagenome sequencing [1]. Numerous proteins are 

also being identified by mass spectrometry from a 
variety of natural sources such as the venoms of 
spiders, snakes, and cone snails [2]. It has been 
estimated that there are between 105 and 106 unique 
venom-derived proteins alone [3]. Many of these 
venom-derived proteins have post-translational 
modifications that are essential for biological 
activity. The challenge for chemists in the current 
era is to develop synthetic methods that are 
powerful enough to enable the straight-forward 
preparation of predicted proteins and post-
translationally modified protein molecules, of 
defined structure and high purity, in order to 
elucidate and control the molecular basis of the 
diverse biological activities of protein molecules. 
 Here I will briefly present a set of 
scientific ideas and consequent synthetic methods 
that have enabled the general application of 

chemistry to proteins. Selected case studies will be used to illustrate the application of synthetic 
chemistry to elucidate the molecular basis of protein function 
 
Results and Discussion 

Chemical Ligation  
Modern chemical protein synthesis (Figure 1) is based on the chemoselective and regiospecific 
covalent condensation of unprotected peptide segments, a process termed ‘chemical ligation’ 
[4]. Chemical ligation makes use of two unique functional groups that are designed to be 
mutually reactive and to not react with any of the functionalities found in the twenty genetically 
encoded amino acids found in protein molecules (Figure 2). The key conceptual breakthrough 
was that the product of reaction of these two 
unique functional groups does not need to be 
a native amide bond [4]. Freed from this 
constraint, a wide range of chemoselective 
reactions can potentially be used to covalently 
join two unprotected peptide segments. The 
chemical ligation principle is a radical 
departure from the synthetic approaches that 
in the latter half of the 20th century dominated 
attempts to make proteins using chemistry. 
Conventional solution synthesis relied on the 
reaction of maximally protected peptide 
segments in organic solvents. Poor solubility 
of the protected peptides frequently led to 
slow and incomplete reactions, and partial 
racemization of the C-terminal amino acid of 

 

Fig. 2. The chemical ligation principle. 

 

Fig. 1. Modern chemical protein synthesis. 
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the activated peptide segment often compromised the chiral integrity of the synthetic products. 
By contrast, the chemical ligation of unprotected peptide segments is usually carried out at 
neutral or slightly acidic pH in aqueous solution containing a chaotrope such as 6M 
guanidine.HCL. Peptides are freely soluble under these conditions and millimolar 
concentrations of reacting peptides can be used, giving rapid and complete condensation 
reactions.  

Native Chemical Ligation. The most widely used and successful of the new synthetic 
chemistries is ‘native chemical ligation’ (Figure 3) [5,6]. In native chemical ligation, one 
reacting peptide segment has a thioester at the C-terminal; the other peptide segment has an N-
terminal cysteine residue. At neutral pH in the presence of a suitable thiol catalyst, thioester-
linked products are formed by reaction of the thiol(ate) functionalitiy of Cys side chain(s) with 
the thioester moiety (transthioesterification). In accord with the chemical ligation principle, the 

initial product(s) do not have a peptide bond 
at the site of ligation. Uniquely, the thioester 
ligation product formed by transthio-
esterification with the side chain of the N-
terminal Cys- is set up for intramolecular 
nucleophilic attack by the primary amino 
group of the Cys, through a favorable five-
membered ring (Figure 3). Whereas the 
transthioesterication reactions are freely 
reversible in the presence of thiol catalyst, the 
product of the intramolecular nucleophilic 
attack is a native amide (peptide) bond, which 
is stable under the reaction conditions used. 
Reaction typically takes hours and gives a 
near-quantitative yield of the covalent 
condensation product with a native peptide 
bond at the ligation site. Native chemical 
ligation owes its selectivity and robust 
efficacy to the unique properties of thioesters. 
Peptide-thioesters are completely stable under 
the acidic conditions used for preparative 
HPLC purification. Thioesters are less 

susceptible than oxoesters to hydroxide ion-catalyzed hydrolysis, and so are stable in aqueous 
solution at neutral pH. However, thioesters are 10,000 times more susceptible than esters to 
attack by thiolate or amine nucleophiles. The peptide-thioester thus undergoes facile transthio-
esterification with the thiolate side chain of an N-terminal Cys-, followed by rapid intra-
molecular nucleophilic attack by the free primary amine of the Cys- residue to give a stable 
amide-linked condensation product (Figure 3). 

Supporting Technologies. Chemical ligation of unprotected synthetic peptides is supported by a 
number of key technologies. Peptide building blocks contain ~20 to ~50 amino acid residues 
and are readily prepared by stepwise solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) [7]. The versatility of 
polymer supported chemistry and the extraordinary purity of crude products produced by highly 
optimized SPPS enables the preparation in the research laboratory of hundred milligram 
amounts of a peptide or peptide-thioester building block in a matter of days. After an 
unprotected peptide building block has been assembled by SPPS in suitably derivatized form, it 
is purified by preparative reverse phase HPLC and characterized by analytical LC-electrospray 
mass spectrometry (LCMS). LCMS is also used to monitor ligation reactions, and to 
characterize the ligation products in terms of purity and exact mass. In conjunction with 
knowledge of the synthetic chemistry used, the exact mass serves as a powerful confirmation of 
the covalent structure of the peptide building blocks and ligation products. After the full-length 
target peptide – typically containing 50-200+ amino acids – has been assembled from two or 
more starting segments, the polypeptide chain is folded (with formation of disulfides if present) 
to give the synthetic protein molecule. Multidimensional NMR is used to show that the protein 
has a unique folded structure in solution, and X-ray crystallography is used to determine the 
three-dimensional structure of the synthetic protein molecule. 

 

Fig. 3. Native chemical ligation. 
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Impact of Chemical Ligation. Whatever size 
of peptide is synthetically accessible to a 
researcher, chemical ligation enables that to 
be immediately doubled; reaction of two such 
ligation products gives a synthetic poly-
peptide chain that is four times the size of the 
starting peptide segments. Since its intro-
duction ~15 years ago [4,5], chemical 
ligation has enabled the total chemical 
synthesis of a wide range of correctly folded, 
fully active protein molecules with masses 
ranging from 5 kiloDaltons to more than 50 
kiloDaltons (Figure 4).  
 
Convergent Synthesis  
A typical enzyme is a protein molecule made 
up of two folded domains formed from a 
single polypeptide chain of 250-300 amino 
acids. Even the smallest enzymes have more 
than 120 amino acid residues. In order to 
prepare protein molecules of 200+ amino acids, we must use at least four synthetic peptide 
building blocks. The most efficient way to condense four starting materials is by a fully 
convergent strategy, in which each starting compound is the same number of steps from the 
final product [8]. This strategy exposes each part of the product molecule to the fewest synthetic 
manipulations, and is also the most versatile synthetic route to analogues of the parent 
compound. In a four segment convergent synthesis, each of the two middle peptide segments 
contains an N-terminal Cys- and a C-terminal –thioester; under native chemical ligation reaction 
conditions, these two peptides would each form cyclic monomers rather than undergo the 
desired intermolecular ligation. The challenge is to independently control the reactivity of the 
N-terminal Cys- and the C-terminal -thioester in these segments, to allow reaction at either end 
at will. 

Kinetically Controlled Ligation. We were able 
to control the reactivity of the thioester moiety 
by taking advantage of the large reactivity 
differences between a peptide1-thioarylester and 
a peptide2-thioalkylester, when reacted with a 
Cys-peptide in the absence of added thiol 
catalyst. Under these ‘kinetically controlled 
ligation’ conditions, a unique peptide1-peptide2-
thioalkylester ligation product was formed [9]. 
We were also able to protect the N-terminal Cys 
as the thiazolidine (Thz), and to cleanly convert 
a Thz-peptide-thioalkylester to a Cys-peptide-
thioalkylester by reaction with CH3ONH2.HCl at 
pH 4, without damage to the thioester moiety. 
This combination of chemistries (Figure 5) 
enabled us to control the reactivity of the middle 
pieces in a fully convergent synthesis. 
 
Chemical Synthesis of Enzymes  
Human Lysozyme. To illustrate the utility of a fully convergent synthetic strategy based on a 
combination of native chemical ligation and kinetically controlled ligation, we undertook the 
total chemical synthesis of human lysozyme (Figure 6). Lysozyme was one of the classic targets 
for the total chemical synthesis of an enzyme molecule by conventional solution methods [10], 
but was never made in active form. Using a convergent chemical ligation approach, human 
lysozyme (130 amino acid residues, 8 Cys, 4 disulfides) was made in high purity and with the 
correct mass; the synthetic enzyme molecule had a unique fold in solution and had full 
enzymatic activity; finally, the high resolution (1.04 Angstrom) molecular structure of the 
crystalline synthetic enzyme was determined by X-ray diffraction [11].   

 

Fig .4. Impact of chemical ligation. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Control of the reactivity of a Cys-peptide-
thioester. 
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HIV-1 Protease. The human immunodeficiency virus-1 protease is a homodimeric protein 
molecule made up of two identical 99 residue polypeptide chains. Each monomer contributes a 
catalytic aspartic acid side chain to the active site of the enzyme. In addition, there are two 
mobile ‘flap’ structures that close down over the peptide substrate, desolvating the scissile bond. 
The exact role of the two flaps in the catalytic mechanism of the HIV-1 protease remains to be 
determined; it is noteworthy that the corresponding cell-encoded aspartyl proteinases, believed 
to have the same catalytic mechanism, are single polypeptide chain-two domain proteins that 
have only one ‘flap’ structure. 
 In the HIV-1 protease complex with substrate-derived inhibitors, observed by X-ray 
crystallography [12], both flaps close down over the substrate. Gly51 is the amino acid residue at 
the tip of each flap, and in the closed conformation adopts distinct conformations; in one flap, 
Gly51 is in the L-amino acid region of the Ramachandran plot, while in the other flap in the 
same enzyme molecule Gly51 adopts a D-amino acid backbone conformation. Based on this 
distinction between the conformations of the two flaps, we set out to establish a modular total 
synthesis of a covalent dimer form of the HIV-1 protease containing a 203 residue polypeptide 
chain (Figure 7(A)). This would then allow us to make asymmetric chemical analogues of the 
flaps in a single enzyme molecule. Our fully convergent synthetic strategy, by chemical ligation 
of four peptide segments, is shown in Figure 7(B) [13]. The left half of the target polypeptide 
chain was made by kinetically controlled ligation; the right half was made by native chemical 
ligation, followed by the conversion of the Thz-peptide product to a Cys-peptide. A final native 
chemical ligation step gave the full-length 203 residue polypeptide chain; the three Cys residues 
at the ligation sites were alkylated with bromoacetamide, and the polypeptide was folded to give 
high purity crytalline HIV-1 protease with full enzymatic activity (Figure 7 (C)-(E)). 
 The modular synthetic route to covalent dimer HIV-1 protease enabled us to design 
and prepare a series of analogue enzyme molecules in which the Gly51 residue at the tip of each 
flap was replaced by L-Ala, D-Ala, or the achiral α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib). Both 
symmetrically substituted and asymmetric analogues were prepared. The purity and identity of 
each analogue was established by analytical LCMS of the synthetic proteins. High-resolution X-
ray diffraction crystal structures were determined for all the synthetic enzyme molecules, 
complexed with the reduced isostere hexapeptide inhibitor MVT101 [12]. Enzyme assays of 
each analogue and the parent molecule with native Gly51 in both flaps were carried out under 
initial velocity conditions using the fluorogenic substrate Abz-Thr-Ile-Nle-Phe(NO2)-Gln-
Arg.amide (Abz = anthranilic acid) [14]. The kinetic parameters for the analogue enzymes are 
shown in Table 1 [15]. 
 Substitution of Gly51 in both flaps with L-Ala51 or D-Ala51 resulted in a substantial 
reduction of the enzymatic activity. In contrast to this, an asymmetric analogue with L-Ala51 in 
one flap and D-Ala51 in the other flap in the same enzyme molecule had near-full activity, as 
did the enzyme molecule with Gly51 in one flap and L-Ala51 in the other flap (Table 1). 
Clearly, in the HIV-1 protease molecule the two flaps do not function in an equivalent manner 
in the enzyme-substrate complex. Further work is being undertaken on selected flap analogues 
with site-specific NMR and EPR probes, in order to correlate the conformational properties of 
the flaps with catalytic properties in the HIV-1 protease protein molecule. 

 

Fig. 6. Total chemical synthesis of lysozyme. (Left) Convergent synthetic strategy. (Right) Characterization. 
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Fig. 7. Total chemical synthesis of HIV-1 protease covalent dimer. (A) 203 amino acid target sequence. 
(B) Fully convergent synthetic strategy. (C) Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance electrospray MS 
of the synthetic protein. (D) X-ray crystal structure. (E) Enzymatic activity. 
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Conclusions 

Robust, reproducible total chemical synthesis of proteins has been achieved by application of 
the chemical ligation principle: the chemo- and regio-selective covalent condensation of 
unprotected peptide segments, enabled by the formation of a non-native chemical structure at 
the ligation site. In native chemical ligation, the initial thioester-linked ligation product 
undergoes an intramolecular nucleophilic rearrangement to give a native peptide bond at the 
ligation site. Fully convergent, modular total synthesis of larger protein molecules has been 
achieved by a combination of native chemical ligation and kinetically controlled ligation. 
 Chemical synthesis gives atom-by-atom control over the molecular structure of a 
protein, and allows the preparation of essentially unlimited sites, number, and kinds of ‘non-
coded’ chemical analogues. Mirror image proteins, fixed elements of secondary structure, 
backbone engineering, and protein molecules of novel backbone topology not found in nature 
are just some of the protein analogues that have been prepared. Chemical protein synthesis and 
the wide range of chemical protein analogues prepared by total chemical synthesis have been 
reviewed [16]. In combination with advanced physical techniques such as NMR, FTIR, and 
single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy, total chemical protein synthesis enables the 
systematic dissection of the molecular basis of protein function. 
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Table 1. Enzymatic activity of chemically synthesized HIV-1 protease ‘flap’ analogues 

 51 151 Kcat(S-1) Km(µM) Kcat/Km 
Native Gly Gly 23.4 25 0.93 

Symmetric L-Ala L-Ala 3.7 50 0.07 

 D-Ala D-Ala 4.9 434 0.01 

 Aib Aib (very low activity) <0.001 

Asymmetric D-Ala L-Ala 17.6 26 0.67 
 Gly L-Ala 22.2 47 0.47 
 Gly D-Ala 6.2 44 0.14 

 Gly Aib 4.0 105 0.04 
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Introduction 

β-Substituted γ,δ-unsaturated amino acids are important unnatural amino acids. The versatile 
reactivity of the terminal double bond and their ability to functionalize at the β-position make 
them extremely useful in the peptide sciences. Among the methods to prepare these amino 
acids, the Claisen rearrangement has turned out to be a very efficient strategy due to its high 
asymmetric selectivity. The chelation-Claisen rearrangement has already proved to be good in 
producing syn-β-substituted γ,δ -unsaturated amino acids,[1] but the corresponding anti amino 
acids were not readily available until our recently developed novel Eschenmoser-Claisen 
rearrangement [2,3]. Following this success, we envisioned that the thio-Claisen could be a 
complementary method towards these amino acid preparations: the selectivity of forming (Z)-N, 
S-ketene acetal and the pseudochairlike conformations during the rearrangement could provide 
good asymmetric introduction. We here report the novel synthesis of anti-β-substituted γ,δ-
unsaturated amino acids, which gave excellent diastereoselectivities and enantioselectivities via 
the thio-Claisen rearrangement [4]. 

Table 1. Results of thio-Claisen rearrangement 

NH

Ph

Ph
Cbz-Gly-OH 
EDC, HOAt

92%

N

Ph

Ph

O

NHPG Lawesson's rgt
N

Ph

Ph

S

NHPG

1 2 PG = Boc
3 PG = Cbz

Boc-Gly-OH CIP, 
TEA

95%

4 PG = Boc, yield = 80%
5 PG = Cbz, yield = 99%

n-BuLi/THF

Br R
-78 °C

N

Ph

Ph

NPG

S R
Warm Up

Li

N

S

NHPG

Ph

Ph

R

6 PG = Boc, Anti, Major
7 PG = Cbz, Anti, Major

+ Anti, Minor and Syn

 
Entry Product anti/syn de* yields 

6a N

S

NHBoc

Ph

Ph  
20:1[a] 70[b] 65 

6b N

S

NHBoc

Ph

Ph

Ph

 
99:1[b] 82[b] 89 

7a N

S

NHCbz

Ph

Ph  
99:1[c] 99[c] 78 

7b N

S

NHCbz

Ph

Ph

Ph

 
73:1[c] 75[c] 65 

*Diastereomer excess between two anti isomers. [a] Determined by weight. [b] Determined by 1H-NMR. [c] 
Determined by chiral HPLC. [d] Isolated yield of total isomers 
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Results and Discussion  

Our amino acids synthesis started from coupling Nα-protected glycine to (2R,5R) 
diphenylpyrrolidine (1), which was obtained from a literature reported method with high optical 
purity [5]. Despite the steric bulkiness of the amine, the coupling reaction gave excellent yields. 
The resulting amides 2 or 3 was treated with Lawesson’s reagent at 120 °C to form the 
thioamides 4 or 5. The thioamide was then treated with n-BuLi at -78 °C to form the thioenolate 
dianion, which was allylated with allylic bromides at the sulfur position. When the reaction 
mixture was warmed up, the thio-Claisen rearrangement took place to generate the thioamides 6 
or 7 as the major products. The anti/syn ratios and diastereoselectivities were summarized in 
Table 1. We were happy to see that this rearrangement gave strong preference to the anti 
product as we expected. This is due to the use of C2 symmetric chiral auxiliary, which 
eliminated the C-N bond rotation problem that is known to reduce the stereoselectivities.   

Table 2. Results of amino acids generation 

8

1) LiBHEt3, THF, -78 oC

+ 1N

Ph

Ph

S

NHCbz

O

NHCbz

HO

7

MeOTf
2,6-DTBP

N

Ph

Ph

S

N
OBn

O 9

2) AcOH, NaClO2
    2-methyl-2-butene

R R R

 
entry Product anti/syn[a] de* yields[b] 

6a 
O

NHCbz
HO

 
100:9 98 40 

7b 
O

NHCbz
HO

Ph

 
100:12 81 34 

*Enantiomer excess between two anti isomers, determined by chiral HPLC. [a] Determined by 1H-NMR. 
[b] Isolated yield of total isomers. 

Amino acid generation was achieved by reducing the thioamide 7 to an aldehyde, and then 
oxidizing to the carboxylic acid. Since there is no reagent that can directly reduce a thioamide to 
and aldehyde or alcohol, we have to alkylate the thioamide with MeOTf first and followed by 
Superhydride reduction. The resulting N,S-acetal was then quenched to generate the aldehyde in 
situ and oxidized immediately to avoid the epimerization problem. Results of this three-step 
one-pot reaction were summarized in Table 2. 

In summary, we have developed a novel methodology for synthesizing-β-substituted 
γ,δ-unsaturated amino acids via asymmetric thio-Claisen rearrangement, which offered excellent 
anti/syn ratios and diastereoselectivities. The amino acids were obtained with high optical 
purities. 
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Introduction 

Peptides and proteins synthesized by chemical means have been widely used in biological 
studies. To synthesize longer peptides and proteins, many kinds of convergent synthetic 
methods have been proposed. Among them, “segment condensation”, in which a side-chain 
protected peptide carboxylate is coupled with an amino group of another peptide segment to 
construct a longer peptide, has attracted attention as an important method. However, a 
fundamental drawback of the segment condensation is that epimerization at the C-terminal 
residue of an N-segment occurs during the condensation reaction with a C-segment (Figure 1A), 
limiting the N-segment to contain either a C-terminal Gly or Pro. This epimerization occurs 
because, in contrast to urethane-protected amino acids, peptides easily form chirally labile 
oxazolones upon C-terminal carboxyl activation.  

Recently, we have developed “racemization-free segment condensation” based on the 
O-acyl isopeptide method (Figure 1) [1]. The idea was that an N-segment with a C-terminal 
isopeptide structure (O-acyl Ser/Thr residue) can be coupled to an N-terminal amino group of 
the C-segment without any epimerization, because the amino group of C-terminal isopeptide 
part is protected by a urethane-type protective group [2]. Activation of the carboxyl group of the 
isopeptide was thus expected to suppress the formation of racemization-inducing oxazolone. 
Toward future protein synthesis, we herein synthesized bioactive peptides by the O-acyl 
isopeptide method-based racemization-free segment condensation method. 
 
Results and Discussion 

We synthesized humanin (H–MAPRGFSCLLLLTSEIDLPVKRRA–OH, 1) to examine the 
advantage of the method in the synthesis of a longer peptide. Humanin is reported as a “difficult 
sequence”-containing peptide because of highly hydrophobic L9L10L11L12 sequence. In our 
hand, the total isolated yield of 1 was only 6% using the conventional stepwise Fmoc-SPPS 
because of the poor quality of crude 1. Thus, 1 was synthesized via sequential segment 
condensation using protected O-acyl isopeptide 2 and 3 (Scheme 1). Both N1-segment 2 and N2-
segment 3 could be efficiently prepared using Fmoc SPPS, and purified by RP-HPLC (24% 
yield for 2 and 40% yield for 3). Using the DIPCDI–HOAt method in NMP, N2-segment 3 was 
coupled to peptide-resin 5, which was synthesized by standard Fmoc SPPS on a 2-chlorotrityl 
resin. The reaction was monitored by HPLC analysis of the deprotected/cleaved compound. In 
the next, N1-segment 2 was coupled by the HATU–HOAt method in DCM–NMP (1:4). The 
resulting peptide-resin 7 was subsequently treated with a TFA cocktail to give isopeptide 8. 
Also, both of D-Ser7 or D-Ser14 derivative were not identified (<2.0%, verified by comparison 
with authentic samples using the analytical HPLC) in crude 8 (Figure 2). Pure 8 was then 
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Fig. 1. O-Acyl isopeptide method based-racemization free segment condensation reaction. 
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dissolved in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer to afford target peptide 1 via an O-to-N intramolecular 
acyl migration reaction (half time: ca. 10 min at 37°C), followed by a final HPLC purification to 
give pure 1 with a total yield of 41% based on the resin-bound-Ala residue. These results 
suggest that middle-sized peptides could be efficiently synthesized by use of the O-acyl 
isopeptide method-based segment condensation reaction. 

These results suggested that the racemization-
free segment condensation reaction of middle-sized 
peptide segments becomes possible at not only the C-
terminal Gly/Pro but also Ser/Thr residues of the N-
segment. In addition, final deprotected peptides and 
proteins were effectively purified by HPLC, because a 
simple isomerization to an O-acyl isopeptide remarkably 
and temporarily changed the physicochemical properties 
of the native peptide. Especially, higher water solubility 
of O-acyl isopeptide would enable easy purification of 
hydrophobic peptides. Finally, an O-to-N intramolecular 
acyl migration reaction triggered the native amide bond 
formation quantitatively under neutral conditions. These 
observations would be useful information for future 
chemical protein synthesis based on the segment 
condensation method [3]. 
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Fig. 2. HPLC profile of crude 1. 
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Introduction 

Automated peptide synthesis allows for preparation of a large number of peptide sequences in a 
fairly straightforward manner. Currently, the most widely applied methodologies utilize Fmoc-
protection in combination with uronium/phosphonium activating agents for synthesis of 
peptides. While these new and powerful activating agents can be applied to the majority of 
commonly used Fmoc amino acids, there are some exceptions such as cysteine and histidine. 
Racemization of these amino acids during activation with above listed reagents is well 
documented [1]. Herein we reevaluate the degree of racemization of cysteine and histidine 
residues using several popular currently available activating agents applied to a typical 
automated peptide synthesis using an in-situ activation method. Two modified model peptides 
[1e,1g] Z-Ile-Cys(Trt)-Pro-OH and Z-Ile-His-Pro-OH were used as a targets. HPLC analysis 
was used to evaluate the extent of racemization during cysteine and histidine incorporation. 
 
Experimental 

Model peptides Z-Ile-Cys(Trt)-Pro-OH and Z-Ile-His-Pro-OH were prepared on 2-chlorotrityl 
resin using the Tetras (Thuramed) multiple peptide synthesizer using in-situ activation. 
Reagents used in the studies were: 0.6 M solution in NMP (BOP, PyBOP®, HCTU, HATU, 
COMU), 0.4 M solution in NMP (HBTU, PyClock®), 0.9 M solution in NMP (DIEA, NMM), 
1.0 M solution in NMP (DIC, HOBt, 6-Cl-HOBt, Oxyma Pure). Coupling conditions for 
uronium/phosphonium reagents (order of addition to the 150 mg of resin (0.6 meq/g), no 
preactivation): Fmoc-amino acid 0.5 mmole, amine 0.9 mmole, reagent 0.5 mmole, mixing for 
120 min; with diisopropylcarbodiimide/additive (order of addition to the resin, no 
preactivation): additive 0.5 mmole, Fmoc-amino acid 0.5 mmole, DIC 0.5 mmole, mixing for 
120 min. Target peptides were cleaved from the resin with the mixture of TFA : water : phenol : 
TIPS (87.5:5:5:2.5) for 2 hours at RT or AcOH : TFE : DCM (1:2:7) for 1 hour at RT. The 
products were precipitated by addition of cold diethyl ether or hexane, centrifuged and dried. 
Chromatographic analysis of the obtained products was performed on a Waters Alliance HPLC 
system using a Vydac C18 column (4.6x250 mm, 218TP54) with the linear gradients (20-50 % 
B in 30 min for Z-Ile-His-Pro-OH and 50-80 % B in 30 min for Z-Ile-Cys(Trt)-Pro-OH in 
H2O/MeCN/0.05% TFA solvent system with detection at 220 nm. The content of LDL isomer 
was calculated as relative peak areas (Absorbance) from HPLC as: A (LDL isomer)/[A (LDL 
isomer + A (LLL isomer)] x 100. Results of the analysis are presented in Table 1 and 2. 
 
Table 1. Racemization during SPPS of Z-Ile-His-Pro-OH 

Reagent %LDL Isomer 
 DIEA NMM None 

BOP 1.1 3.1 - 
PyBOP ® 1.3 1.2 - 

PyClocK ® 4.1 3.6 - 
HBTU 2.0 2.8 - 
HCTU 2.8 4.6 - 
HATU 0.7 3.6 - 
COMU 14.9 5.2 - 

DIC/HOBt - - 2.3 
DIC/6-Cl-HOBt - - 0.7 

DIC/Oxyma - - 2.2 
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Table 2. Racemization during SPPS of Z-Ile-Cys(Trt)-Pro-OH 

Reagent %LDL Isomer 
 DIEA NMM None 

BOP 5.1 13.8 - 
PyBOP ® 5.0 21.0 - 

PyClocK ® 7.5 16.3 - 
HBTU 4.4 18.6 - 
HCTU 6.5 15.4 - 
HATU 2.9 16.2 - 
COMU 1.5 7.3 - 

DIC/HOBt - - 0.6 
DIC/6-Cl-HOBt - - 0.6 

DIC/Oxyma - - 0.1 
 
Results and Discussion 

We have used two model peptides, Z-Ile-Cys(Trt)-Pro-OH and Z-Ile-His-Pro-OH, as targets to 
evaluate the degree of racemization during incorporation of Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH and Fmoc-
His(Trt)-OH to the solid support utilizing a Tetras automated peptide synthesizer. We have 
selected the most popular and widely used coupling agents and bases in our experiments. We 
also included the recently introduced reagents: COMU [2,3], PyClock [4] and Oxyma Pure 
[2,3,5,6]. Published racemization results so far have covered mostly either solution or manual 
solid phase synthesis. 

We have applied, in our studies, the in-situ activation method routinely used in batch 
type automated peptide synthesis. In many cases of the routine peptide synthesis the same 
activating method is used to prepare an entire peptide sequence. This approach is necessary due 
to the limitation of instrumentation (lack of sufficient number of reagents precisely delivered on 
board of synthesizer) or the user’s choice. This strategy is acceptable for preparation of the 
routine peptide sequence where cysteine and histidine residues are not present. In cases where 
cysteine and/or histidine are present in the sequence a single activation methodology will not 
yield the highest quality peptide product due to extensive racemization with uronium / 
phosphonium chemistry. 

Our studies confirmed that N-Methylmorpholine is not acceptable for activation with 
uronium and phosphonium type activating agents. DIEA gave better results but the level of 
epimerization was still too high when applied to Cys and His residues. New reagents such 
PyClock and COMU also are found not to be acceptable for incorporation of cysteine. COMU 
in the combination with DIEA gave lower level of racemization for Cys residue but still high 
enough (>1%) to make it unacceptable for its incorporation. Future studies of less basic and 
more hindered bases like TMP, as noted by Barany group [1a, 1d], may possibly reduce 
racemization even further. 

Use of diisopropylcarbodiimide with various additives was found to be a good method 
for introduction of cysteine and histidine residues using an automated peptide synthesis. The 
new Oxyma Pure additive with DIC as activator gave the lowest racemization level observed in 
all tested reagents (0.1%).  
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Introduction 

In solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS), while certain peptide sequences are synthesized 
relatively easily, some sequences are much more difficult. Efficient couplings occur within a 
fully solvated peptide-polymer matrix, where reagent penetration is rapid and unhindered. 
Sudden decreases in reaction rates and incomplete couplings have been attributed to peptide 
aggregation resulting in poor solvation [1]. Microwave energy represents a fast and efficient 
way to enhance both the deprotection and coupling reactions hindered by aggregation. The N-
terminal amino group and peptide backbone are polar and they constantly try to align with the 
alternating electric field of the microwave, this helps in breaking up the chain aggregation. The 
application of microwave energy has proved to be a major enabling tool for enhancing slow and 
difficult chemical reactions [2]. Unlike conventional heating, microwave energy directly 
activates any molecule with a dipole moment and allows for rapid heating at the molecular 
level. Microwave assisted SPPS has been successfully applied to and shown useful for the 
synthesis of a range of difficult peptides [3]. Microwave peptide synthesis routinely shows 
substantial improvements in crude purity with reduced synthesis time compared to conventional 
SPPS. Previous studies have investigated the effects of microwave on aspartimide formation 
and epimerization, and offered optimized conditions for susceptible sequences to these well-
known side reactions [4]. We now report our recent results on the development of microwave 
assisted N-terminal modifications and head-to-tail on-resin cyclization.  
 
Results and Discussion 

N-Terminal modifications: Fatty acid acylation on the N-terminus of a peptide increases its cell 
permeability and affinity, and is a common post-translational modification for a wide variety of 
viral, bacterial and eukaryotic proteins and peptides [5]. Biotin labeled peptides have numerous 
biochemical and microbiological applications [6]. Under conventional conditions, these 
modifications often require coupling reactions of 24 h or more due to poor solubility and 
reactivity of the fatty acid or biotinylating reagents. We envisaged that sluggish reaction kinetics 
in these couplings could be overcome by the application of microwave irradiation 
 The acyl carrier protein, ACP-(65-74) sequence (Val-Gln-Ala-Ala-Ile-Asp-Tyr-Ile-
Asn-Gly) was selected as the test peptide for the present study. ACP-(65-74) was synthesized on 
Fmoc-Gly Wang resin (0.61 mmol/g) in less than 5 h using the CEM Liberty automated 
microwave peptide synthesizer. Fmoc deprotection with 20% piperidine in DMF for 0.5 min 
and 3 min at 75 oC and coupling with Fmoc-AA-OH/HBTU/DIEA for 5 min at 75 oC gave the 
ACP-(65-74) with a crude purity of more than 95% (Figure 1a). Double coupling of n-hexanoic 
acid to ACP for 5 min at 75 oC using HCTU/DIEA activation gave the N-capped peptide in 80% 
crude purity (Figure 1b). Similarly, microwave coupling of biotin-LC to ACP using 
HATU/DIEA for 5 min at 75 oC gave the biotin labeled peptide in 93% crude purity (Figure 1c). 
Thus, N-terminal modifications with a fatty acid or biotin were completed in excellent yields in 
less than 15 min using microwave energy.   

                          
Fig. 1. HPLC crude chromatograms of (a) ACP-(65-74), (b) n-Hexanoic-ACP-(65-74), (c) Biotin-LC- 
ACP-(65-74). 
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Head-to-tail on-resin cyclization: Introduction of a conformational restraint in peptides through 
cyclization increases their receptor affinity. Cyclic peptides exhibit improved metabolic 
stability, and increased potency and bioavailability as compared to their linear counterparts [7]. 
Head-to-tail on-resin cyclization strategy is an important tool in SPPS that takes advantage of 
the resin induced pseudo-dilution effects. However, such cyclizations often require long 
reaction times under conventional conditions and result in a low crude purity of the cyclized 
peptide.  
 The present work describes optimized microwave reaction conditions for each step in 
the head-to-tail on-resin cyclization method (Scheme 1). All of the synthesis steps were carried 
out in a fully automated fashion using the CEM Liberty microwave peptide synthesizer. The test 
sequence (Gly-Val-Tyr-Leu-His-Ile-Glu) for the cyclization studies was synthesized on Fmoc-
Glu(Wang resin)-ODmab (0.32 mmol/g) in which the side chain γ-carboxyl group is anchored 
to the resin and the α-carboxyl is protected by Dmab orthogonal protecting group. A small 
amount of peptidyl resin was cleaved at the end of each step to assess the purity. Thus, Fmoc 
deprotection with 20% piperidine in DMF for 0.5 min and 3 min at 75 oC and coupling with 
Fmoc-AA-OH/HBTU/DIEA for 5 min at 75 oC assembled the backbone 1 in 91% crude purity 
(Scheme 1). Selective on-resin removal of Dmab protection was effected by treatment with 5% 
hydrazine in DMF (2 x 3 min at 75 oC) to give the linear precursor 2 in 91% crude purity. Head-
to-tail cyclization of resin bound peptide 2 was accomplished using DIC/HOBt (3 x 10 min at 
75 oC); cleavage of the cyclic peptide 3 from the resin followed by LC-MS analysis of the crude 
product indicated 77% purity. 
 In summary, we have developed efficient microwave assisted methods for the  
N-terminal modifications and head-to-tail on-resin cyclization of peptides. Microwave synthesis 
allows the completion of these transformations in high yields and purities in a fraction of the 
time compared to conventional peptide synthesis.  
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Introduction 

For many businesses, success and growth are measured not just by formulating quality products, 
but by how efficient they are at launching new products. The strategy and tools utilized during 
research and development directly impact the success of a product’s launch. Chemical Design 
for Six Sigma (CDFSS) provides the methodology needed to build customer requirements into 
every aspect of the development process [1,2]. This systematic approach uses statistical tools to 
align an organization’s goals with their customer’s expectations by consistently providing 
reliable and manufacturable products in a reasonable time. Understanding the customer’s 
expectations and correctly implementing CDFSS tools will increase the likelihood of overall 
success. In an effort to meet the demands of a current customer, Six Sigma tools were applied to 
optimize the oxidation of a peptide containing multiple cysteine residues. Tools including 
process maps, cause and effect (C&E) matrices, failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) and 
design of experiments (DOE), as they relate to the oxidation, are outlined in this paper. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Process Map: Process mapping (Figure 1) 
graphically outlines the steps in a 
process—identifying both the key process 
input and output variables (KPIVs and 
KPOVs, respectively), as well as 
controlled or uncontrolled variables. Once 
the inputs have been identified, 
subsequent tools are used to fully 
characterize the factors that impact 
customer satisfaction.  
 
Cause and Effect Matrix: The Cause and 
Effect (C&E) matrix (Figure 2) uses the 
process map as the primary tool to 
prioritize input variables that significantly 
impact the process and customer 
requirements (outputs). By using this 
rating system, key variables emerge, which 
later become inputs for the FMEA and 
DOEs. 
 
Failure Modes & Effects Analysis: 
Failure Mode & Effect Analysis assesses 
the risk to a customer if a key process 
input were to fail and helps identify 

Inputs Type Outputs (requirements)

Setup reactor C Reactor size
Operator visually inspects reactor C,N Clean and dry reactor
Measure/charge salt C,N Amt. of salt
Measure/charge water C,N,X Amt. of water
Stir until dissolved C Stir speed
Operator calibrates pH meter C,N Final buffer concentration
Operator adjusts pH using base C,N Calibrated pH meter

Initial pH
Final pH

Buffer preparation

Fig. 1. Section of Process map. 
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Fig. 2. Section of C&E diagram. 
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controls needed to minimize risk. The FMEA also serves as living documentation of all process 
improvements (Figure 3). 
 
Design of Experiments: Design of Experiments (DOE) is used to understand the effects of 
selected input variables (factors) that impact the output variables (responses). The factors are set 
at selected levels of interest and in randomized combinations to determine the effects of the 
factors and their interactions on output variables. DOEs provide information to increase the 
control of the process, as well as help identify the conditions needed to yield optimal process 
output.   
 
Design Layout (full factorial) 
Input variables: pH, peptide concentration, buffer concentration, % solvent 
Output variables: % peptide content (yield), % polymer (impurity) 
 
Statistical analysis of the DOE data showed a normal distribution of the data (p >0.05) and 
favorable R2 adjusted values, which indicated that the model was sufficient. The response 
optimization plot (Figure 4) shows a composite desirability of 0.895, with the peptide content 
(PC) maximum at 76.0% and the polymer minimum at 10.0%. Figures 5 and 6 show the effects 
of the two-way interactions on peptide content and polymer, respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Fig. 5. PC interactions plot. 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Optimization plot for DOE.                 Fig. 6. Polymer interactions plot. 
 
Implementation of selected Six Sigma tools provided a means to develop a scalable and robust 
oxidation process. This methodology enabled the R&D group to utilize experience from a cross-
functional team, allowed for identification of critical process parameters and reduced risks 
associated with the process by our evaluation of key failure modes. 
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Abstract 

HOBT has often been used with the coupling agents to suppress racemization and to prevent 
side-reactions.  Recently, it has been placed under explosive category and its transportation has 
been restricted. Due to the ongoing development of peptide-based drugs, it would be highly 
advantageous to have a new and efficient reacemization supressing peptide coupling additive 
free of the above hazardous nature. In the quest for such a coupling additive to replace HOBT, 
we examined 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (2-MBT) and oxymaPure (ethyl cyanoglyoxylate-2-
oxime) by preparing several peptides for comparison study. 
 
Introduction 

In peptide synthesis, coupling of two amino acids - one with a free acid function, and the other 
with a free amino group - is generally carried out with DCC or DIC carbodiimide [1, 2]. 
Sometimes other coupling agents such as EDC [3, 4] or CDI [5, 6] have also been used. These 
coupling reagents are known to suffer from high levels of racemization and other side reactions. 
As a consequence, coupling reactions of molecules containing various functional groups have 
generally been performed with HOBT [7] as a racemization suppressant. Recently, 
benzotriazole derivatives like HOBT, HOAT, HBTU, TBTU, etc… are considered potentially 
explosive and their transport/delivery, storage and handling needs special attention. More so, 
HOBT has been placed under an explosive category and as a result, its availability on a large 
quantity is not possible because of transport limitations. A few years back, replacement of 
HOBT by 2-MBT (2-mercaptobenzothiazole) was proposed by Reaxa Company [8]. 
Luxemborg Biotechnologies Ltd. is now advertising oxymaPure [9] as the most effective 
racemization suppressing coupling additive available. We, as a contract manufacturer of peptide 
API are considering substituting 2-MBT or oxymaPure for HOBT in our synthesis process. As a 
result, we decided to study their applicability by synthesizing several peptides of different types 
such as peptide-acids, peptide-amides and peptide alkylamides. 
 
Synthesis of Peptides 

Several peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-SPPS method using DIC in combination with 
HOBT, 2-MBT, and oxymaPure. They were then released from the support by cleaving with 
TFA+H2O+TIS. The crude peptides were analyzed by analytical HPLC to determine their 
purity. 
Peptide 1:  Peptide-acid containing Arg, Leu, Phe, Ser, Tyr 
Peptide 2:  Peptide-acid containing Arg, Gly, Leu, Phe, Ser, Tyr, Trp 
Peptide 3:  Peptide-amide containing Ala, Gly, Gln, His, Leu, Met, Trp, Val 
Peptide 4:  Peptide-ethylamide. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 

Condensation reactions of molecules containing various functional groups often require mild 
reaction conditions to avoid side reactions. Widely used condensing agents are DCC, DIC, or 
EDC but they suffer from racemization and side-reaction formation because of their high 
reactivity. Presently, addition of HOBT in a coupling mixture has become a very common 
practice. It is because of its racemization suppressing ability and minimization/elimination of 
by-product formation due to its participation in the conversion of over-reactive species into a 
milder but sufficiently reactive intermediate species. We explored the use of 2-MBT and 
oxymaPure to replace HOBT. Our investigation showed that both additives were found suitable 
but not as good as HOBT.  But, because of safety and environmental concerns, when a choice of 
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reagents, solvents, or reactions conditions exists, the less dangerous alternative is preferred, 
even at the expense of the yield or the purity of the products. 
 
Conclusion 

HOBT, 2-MBT and oxymaPure all prove to be suitable coupling additives for the avoidance of 
racemization during the coupling step of solid phase peptide synthesis. In fact, different 
additives proved to be more advantageous on a peptide to peptide basis, and dependent on the 
coupling conditions. HOBT, 2-MBT and oxymaPure are all suitable coupling additives. This 
examination was inconclusive to recommend any particular additive, and further study will be 
required. 
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Introduction 

The secretion of luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone/follicle stimulation hormone (LH-
RH/FSH) is under the stimulatory control of the gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH), a 
decapeptide-amide. Leuprolide, a nonapeptide with a C-terminal alkylamide moiety is an analog 
of LH-RH/FSH and has been approved and marketed as a drug for prostate cancer. Leuprolide 
has been prepared by both solution phase and solid phase methods, employing Boc/Benzyl 
chemistry [1-4] and Fmoc/t-butyl methodology [5-10]. During the synthesis, the C-terminal 
amino acid of leuprolide either has a benzyl ester group or is attached to a solid support via a 
benzyl ester linkage. This requires alkylaminolysis at the end of the synthesis to yield the 
protected leuprolide, which after acidolysis results into leuprolide. Nowadays, the most common 
way to synthesize peptides quickly is via solid phase approach, where the success is heavily 
determined by the solid support applied and its performance. Currently, there is no general rule 
to decide on the most convenient and effective solid support for a particular peptide synthesis. 
However, it is important to consider the type of chemistry to be carried out during the synthesis, 
resin-reagent compatibility, swelling to solvent ratio, and the length as well as the sequence of 
the desired peptide.  
 
Results and Discussion 

To produce leuprolide inexpensively and safely employing Fmoc-SPPS method, an intellectual 
effort was initiated to develop a low-cost solid support containing a few steps in its synthesis. 
The newly developed resin, called, “ethylaminomethyl-indolylmethyl resin” or EAM-IMR was 
then tested for its suitability in the synthesis of leuprolide. The yield and purity of the crude 
leuprolide obtained after its release from the support was appreciably high and was comparable 
to leuprolide synthesized on another developed support, which is also commercially available 
and known as, “ethylamiomethyl-indolylacetyl-aminomethyl resin” or EAM-IA-AMR. The 
application of this support also avoided the exposure of the constructed peptide chains to an 
excess ethylamine. This developed technology was able to lower the production cost of 
leuprolide by at least 50% compared to Boc-chemistry process on Merifield resin. 

The entire sequence of the peptide was assembled in a stepwise fashion on the solid 
carrier by a series of N-α-deprotection and amino acid coupling steps. The simultaneous 
removal of all the protection groups and the release of the peptide from the support was 
accomplished by an acid cleavage method. Leuprolide was synthesized by the linear Fmoc-solid 
phase method [5-7] using DIC-HOBT coupling method [8-10]. 
Preparation of 3-formyl-indolylmethyl resin 
A mixture of Merrifield resin (12g, sub=1.25mmol/g; 15mmol/total), 3-formylindole (3.3g, 1.5 
fold) and anhydrous potassium carbonate (3.1g, 1.5 fold) or sodium methoxide/methanol 
solution (1.5 mole equivalents) in 100-120ml DMF was agitated for overnight. Water (100-
120ml) was added and after agitation for 30 minutes, it was filtered and washed with water, 
50%DMF/H2O, DMF, DCM, and MeOH (2x each) and was dried to get 13.72g (97%) of the 
aldehyde-resin. According to nitroghen analysis, the substitution of the aldehyde group was 
1.20mm/g. 
Loading of ethylamine by reductive amination 
Aldehyde-resin (2g, sub=1.2mmol/g; 2.4mmol/total) was agitated with 40ml of THF and 
ethylamine (5 fold, 0.8ml) was added and agitation was continued for overnight. Sodium 
borohydride (10 fold, 0.91g) and EtOH (10ml) were added and agitation was continued for 
additional 6-7 hours. Water (~20ml) was added and after stirring for 20-30 minutes, it was 
filtered and washed with H2O, MeOH, DMF, and MeOH (2x each) and was dried to yield 
ethylaminomethyl-indolyl methyl resin with a sub=0.85mm/g. 
Preparation of Ethyl-3-formyl-indolylacetate 
A mixture of 3-formyl-indole (30g, 1 equivalent), ethylbromoacetate (34ml, 1.48 equivalents) in 
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300ml DMF was stirred for overnight and then at 60°C for an hour. The mixture and potassium 
carbonate (43g, 1.48 equivalents) were poured into stirred water (~1.5L) at 0°C and after one 
hour, the solid was filtered followed by washing twice with water and dried to yield 38.8g 
(80%) of the etyl-3-formyl-indolylacetate. 
Preparation of 3-formyl-indolylacetic acid 
A mixture of ethyl-3-formyl-indolylacetate (46.3g, 1 equivalent) and KOH (16.8g, 1.5 
equivalents) in 500ml MeOH was refluxed for 2 hours and then the solvent was removed by 
evaporation. The residue was dissolved in ~250ml of water and was washed twice with 
ethylacetate. The aqueous phase was acidified to pH ~1 and the solid separated and filtered 
followed by washing with water (3-4x) and was dried to yield 37.2g (91.5%) of the product. It 
was recrystallized from hot ethanol to yield 36.5g (89.8%) of the 3-formyl-indolylacetic acid. 
Preparation of 3-formyl-indolylacetyl-aminometyl resin (CHO-IA-AMR) 
Aminomethyl resin (20g, sub=0.9mmol/g; 18mmol/total) was added to a stirred solution of 3-
formyl-indolyl acetic acid (7.3g, 2 equivalents) and HOBT (19.5g, 8 equivalents) in 140ml of 
50% DCM/DMF followed by the addition of DIEA (9.4ml, 3 equivalents) and then DIC 
(22.6ml, 8 equivalents). The agitation was continued for 3-4 days and then the resin was filtered 
and washed with DCM, MeOH, DMF, MeOH, and DCM (1x each). It was dried to yield 26.5g 
of indole resin. 
Loading of ethylamine by reductive amination 
The ethylamine was loaded on the resin by reductive amination using different reducing agents 
[11-15] to get amine substitution from 0.2mmol/g to 0.9mmol/g. 
Synthesis of leuprolide 
EAM-IMR=22.0g(sub=0.5mmol/g; 11mmol/total). 
Fmoc-AA-OH, HOBT, DIC=1.5 mole equivalents; Coupling solvent=DMF+DCM (3:1). 
Yield of peptide-resin=38.9g (92.7%). 
Cleavage: 2.0g (0.5mmol) of the peptide resin was cleaved with 10ml of TFA+H2O+TIS 
(95+2.5+2.5) for 3 hours to yield 0.48g (78.7%) of the crude leuprolide with a purity of 
>69.34% (TFA method). 
EAM-IA-AMR=18.6g (sub=0.54mmol/g; 10mmol/total); Fmoc-AA-OH, HOBT, DIC=1.5 mole 
equivalents; Coupling solvent=DMF+DCM (3:1). 
Yield of peptide-resin=37.3g (99.5%). 
Cleavage: 2.0g (0.53mmol) of the peptide-resin was cleaved with TFA+H2O+TIS (95+2.5+2.5) 
to yield 0.53g (82.2%) of the crude peptide with a HPLC purity of 69.53% (TFA method). 
 
Conclusion 

We examined several solid supports and subsequently developed a new solid support. The 
suitability and the effectiveness of the support developed was tested by synthesizing leuprolide. 
The process was found efficient, reproducible and economical. 
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Introduction 

The use of high quality starting materials in SPPS is a prerequisite to obtain peptides of high 
purity and with high yields [1]. Beside AA derivatives and reagents, the quality of employed 
resins like Fmoc-AA-Wang is also of crucial importance. Due to the insolubility of resins, the 
range of analytical methods suitable to assess their quality directly is restricted. Many attempts 
have been described in literature to overcome this difficulty [2-4]. Nevertheless, the quality 
control of resin beads still remains challenging compared to building blocks and reagents. 

MAS NMR enables direct analysis of resin beads without prior cleavage and sample 
preparations. 1D 13C MAS NMR with conventional MAS probes has already been used 
successfully to determine quantitatively the loading of resins using internal references [5]. The 
significantly better resolution of HR-MAS probes enabled quantitative results from 1D 1H MAS 
NMR spectra as well [6,7]. Owing to overlap of resonances, the 1D NMR methods cannot 
always be successfully applied, particularly in cases with weak resonances. Herein, results 
obtained with the much more powerful HSQC tool on the generic example Fmoc-Ala-Wang 
resin are presented. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Wang resin (1.3 mmol/g) was loaded with a substoichiometric amount of Fmoc-Ala-OH via the 
standard esterification method (DCCI/DMAP in DMF/THF at 0°C), aiming at an incomplete 
loading. The resulting Fmoc-Ala-Wang resin (0.43 mmol/g, corresponding to approx. 33% of 
the theoretical full loading) was subsequently treated with benzoylchloride/pyridine in THF to 
cap the remaining active sites leading to a 33:67 mixture of Fmoc-Ala-Wang resin and benzoyl-
Wang resin. Characteristic signals of Fmoc-Ala-Wang can be identified at 172.2 ppm (C-(11)), 
155.0 ppm (C-(14)), 66.4 ppm (C-(10)), 49.1 ppm (C-(12)) and 18.0 ppm (C-(13)) (Figure 1). 
As a result of endcapping the residual hydroxyl groups of Wang to benzoyl-Wang, a second 
signal of carboxyl C-(11) can be observed at 165.8 ppm. The integral ratio of the Fmoc-Ala-
Wang signals C-(11), (12), (13) and (14) to C-(11) of benzoyl-Wang enables to determine 
quantitatively the proportions of Fmoc-Ala- and benzoyl-Wang. For the resin shown in Figure 1, a 
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Fig. 1. Structure and 1D 13C MAS NMR spectrum of Fmoc-Ala-Wang resin with benzoyl endcapped residual 
Wang sites recorded at 100.6 MHz (Bruker Avance 400, MAS rate 2 kHz). 
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content of 34% Fmoc-Ala-Wang 
versus 66% benzoyl-Wang has been 
determined which corresponds well 
with the substitution determined by 
Fmoc cleavage / UV absorption. 

In order to avoid free 
hydroxyl groups of Wang and thus 
the formation of side products, 
endcapping of Fmoc-AA loaded 
Wang resins is an important 
synthesis step. Therefore, a direct 
and sensitive detection method to 
verify the completeness of the 
endcapping is of high interest.  
1D 13C MAS NMR is principally 
able to distinguish between C-(10) 
of unloaded Wang and the 
corresponding C-(10) of Fmoc-Ala-
Wang resin. However, 10% Wang 
resin or more had to be spiked to 
Fmoc-Ala-Wang in order to detect a 
Wang-C-(10) signal. 

A significantly lower LOD 
of unreacted Wang hydroxyl groups 
can be achieved by 1H,13C-HSQC 
HR-MAS NMR. The 2D spectrum 
of Fmoc-Ala-Wang spiked with 2% 
Wang resin shows a characteristic cross-signal of H-(10) / C-(10) at 4.7/64.1ppm (Figure 2). 
The intensity of the cross signal depends directly on the amount of Wang resin spiked. 
Quantitative determinations using calibration curves are therefore possible. 
 
Conclusion  

The NMR method presented here is considered to be a powerful tool for investigating quality 
aspects of resins used in SPPS. The main advantage of the method is that significant structural 
information can be acquired directly from the resins without the need for cleavage and sample 
preparation. The quantitative determination of residual unreacted Wang in Fmoc-Ala-Wang 
resin is shown as an example. Further investigations will be performed with the aim to improve 
the analytical method (lower LOD for unreacted Wang) and to extend its application to other 
resins used in SPPS. 
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Fig. 2. Expansion of the 1H,13C-HSQC HR-MAS NMR 
spectrum of benzoyl endcapped Fmoc-Ala-Wang spiked with 
2% Wang (Bruker Avance 400, MAS rate 4 kHz). 
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Fig. 2. Separation of a peptide in sec-butanol/0.1%aq. 
TFA with the lower phase mobile at 1ml/min, 830rpm. 
Mobile phase emerged at fraction 15 (solvent front).  
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Introduction 
Countercurrent chromatography (CCC), a liquid-liquid partitioning method carried out in flow-
through tubing coils mounted in planetary centrifuges, has served well in laboratory-scale 
preparative purification of small molecules, including peptides. A recent breakthrough in the 
design of the CCC rotor has enabled the use of aqueous-organic solvent systems containing the 
heavy alcohols (polar solvent systems) and the aqueous 2-phase solvent systems which extend 
the technique to the large molecules such as proteins, other polymers and many more types of 
peptides. Here we present application of the new spiral tubing support (STS) separation rotor to 
the preparative purification of peptides and proteins. 
 
Results and Discussion 
In a centrifuged rotor consisting of coiled tubing due to the Archimedean screw, the upper phase 

(of a 2-phase solvent system) goes to the head end 
and the lower phase goes to the tail. The 
centrifugal force field induces hydrodynamic 
mixing of the phases. When the mobile phase is 
passed into the system against the stationary 
phase direction the stationary phase is retained. 
Yoichiro Ito coupled this discovery to the design 
of continuous-flow entry and outflow to create the 
coil planet centrifuge. This countercurrent 
chromatography instrument is used for 
purification of compounds with high sample load 
capacity due to the high volume of the stationary 
liquid phase. Heretofore instruments with the 
multi-layer tubing coils have successfully 
provided synthesis and natural product 
purification. The organic-aqueous solvent system 
phases were well retained as stationary phases, 

except for the heavy alcohol organic solvents—the very ones more suitable for polar, larger 
MW substances, such as peptides and proteins. Recently, Ito introduced a frame support rotor 
with channels wherein the tubing is placed in 4 loops per layer resulting in a spiral flow 
pathway of higher pitch [1,2]. This increases stationary phase retention from 40% to over 70% 
for all the 2-phase solvent systems including the polyethylene glycol / aqueous salt solutions. 

 We manufactured the rotor in 
lightweight material using laser sintering. 
The 1.6 mm ID FEP tubing is wound 
inside the rotor frame and a top is affixed 
with tubing union holders to connect the 
tubing to 0.85 mm ID PTFE in/outflow 
tubing (Figure 1). The STS rotor has been 
operated in experiments of separating 
small molecules, peptides and protein 
mixtures [4]. In Figure 2 is shown a CCC 
chromatogram of the purification of 50 
mg of a synthetic peptide. The major peak 
(fractions 23-31) contained 25 mg pure 
peptide as determined by HPLC. 
Stationary phase retention was 76%. 

 
Fig. 1. The STS rotor made of nylon polymer 
plastic mounted in a planetary centrifuge [3]. 
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Similar results were obtained with a sample load of 100 mg in the 135-ml volume rotor.  
 A peptide produced as a UBL fusion (called Tosyn2) expressed in E.coli was isolated 
from the fusion protein cleavage by CCC in the sec-butanol/1% TFA-water solvent system with 
lower phase mobile (Figure 3). The fractions identified with peptide were lyophilized to a dry 
powder.  Experiments are underway to directly isolate the fusion protein from the cell lysate 
prior to the protease digestion step to reduce multiple filtration and column steps. 

A non-denaturing 2-phase aqueous solvent system described in Figure 4 consists of the 
polyethylene glycol rich upper phase and phosphate buffer rich lower phase. The lower phase 

was used as the mobile phase at a flow of 1 ml/min.  The online UV detection showed the 
elution of solvent front at approximately 40 ml, indicating a stationary phase retention of 70%, 
followed by the two protein peaks that were baseline separated. These results indicate the 
potential of spiral CCC in the STS rotor to be a useful and highly versatile tool for laboratory 
separations.   
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Fig. 4. Left. Spiral CCC separation of proteins, 24 mg myoglobin (17.67kD) and 31 mg lysozyme 
(14.39kD) Solvent system: PEG (MW=1000) 12.5%/K2HPO4 12.5% in water. Right. PAGE analysis lane 
3-5 100-min peak, 7-9  200-min peak. Standards: MW 1, lysozyme 10 and myoglobin 11.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Left. Identification of the AF2 peptide (HDMNKVLDL, antiflammin) in a UBL fusion biosynthesis 
product digestion. Right. HPLC analysis of CCC separation of UBL protease digestion. Early pooled 
fractions contain the peptide isolated from other products. (Color version available on the CD.)  
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Introduction 

Peptide thioesters are key building blocks in the ligation strategy for polypeptide synthesis. In 
the thioester method, partially protected peptide thioesters are used as building blocks and are 
condensed in the presence of silver ions, which function as an activating reagent for the 
thioester [1]. In native chemical ligation, chemoselective ligation of an unprotected peptide 
thioester with a peptide having a cysteine residue at the N-terminus is carried out in an aqueous 
buffer solution [2]. During the course of our investigations directed toward new, potentially 
more efficient ligation methods, our research focused on an N to S acyl shift reaction of a thiol 
auxiliary- or a cysteine-containing peptide, to ultimately produce an S-peptide (peptide 
thioester) [3,4]. It is noteworthy that, in 1985, Zanotti et al. reported that the peptide p-
nitrophenyl (Np) ester, PhCH2CO-Cys(StBu)-Pro-ONp (1), was transformed into a diketo-
piperazine thioester, cyclo(-Cys(COCH2Ph)-Pro-) (2) in the presence of tributylphosphine, 
under aqueous conditions [5]. The thioester 2 would be formed via the intramolecular N-S acyl 
shift reaction followed by diketopiperazine (DKP) formation. Consistent with these 
observations, we found that a peptide containing a cysteinyl prolyl ester (CPE) at the C-
terminus (CPE-peptide) 3 is transformed into a peptide thioester containing a DKP moiety 4 via 
an intramolecular reaction in neutral aqueous solution [6,7]. In this paper, we describe peptide 
thioester formation and the ligation of the CPE-peptide (Figure 1).   
 
Results and Discussion 

We assumed that a peptide containing a CPE unit at the C-terminus would be spontaneously 
transformed into a DKP thioester in a neutral buffer solution and on the addition of a Cys-
peptide, the ligation reaction would occur in one pot. The CPE peptide, Fmoc-His-Pro-Ile-Arg-
Gly-Cys-Pro-OCH2CONH2 (3a), was reacted with a Cys-peptide, Cys-Asp-Ile-Leu-Leu-NH2 (5) 
in phosphate buffer solution (pH 8.3, 37 °C). The ligated product, Fmoc-His-Pro-Ile-Arg-Gly-
Cys-Asp-Ile-Leu-Leu-Gly-NH2 (6a), was produced in a yield of 90% after 24 h. A small peak 
(5%), corresponding to the hydrolysis product, Fmoc-His-Pro-Ile-Arg-Gly-OH (8a), was 
observed in the RP-HPLC elution profile. CPE-peptides (Fmoc-His-Pro-Ile-Arg-Xaa-Cys-Pro-
OCH2CONH2) containing different amino acid residues, denoted as Xaa (Xaa = Ala, 3b; Val, 
3c; and Ser, 3d) were reacted with Cys-peptide 5 in phosphate buffer at pH 8.4 and 37 °C for 24 
h. The ligated products 6b-d (6a, Ala; 6b, Val; and 6c, Ser) were all obtained in good yields 
(70-80%) similar to that for the ligation at the Gly residue. A small amount of epimerization at 
the ligation site was observed: 1% (D-Ala), 2% (D-Val), or 5% (D-Ser), respectively. 

 
Fig. 1. Peptide thioester formation and ligation of CPE-peptide. 
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Epimerization of the Ser residue during the ligation was slightly higher than that for amino acids 
containing aliphatic side chains. It has been reported that the highly reactive His-thioester also 
undergoes slight epimerization during ligation [8,9], but that this can be suppressed by 
conducting the reaction at a lower pH (vide infra). 

The CPE peptides containing four different amino-acid residues, Gly, Ala, Val, and Ser 
at the thioesterification sites were applied to the formation of the peptide thioesters 7 by reaction 
with sodium 2-mercaptoethanesufonate. At pH 8.2 and 37 °C, the rates of thioester formation 
were very similar for all of the different amino acid residues used, and the yield of thioester 
reached about 70% after 6 h. The thioesters of Gly, Ala, and Ser residues underwent gradual 
hydrolysis with increasing reaction time, but the Val-thioester was stable for reaction periods of 
up to 24 h. Epimerization was observed to some extent in amino acid residues adjacent to the 
thioester moiety. The extent of epimerization was determined to be as follows: 5% (7b, Ala), 
1% (7c, Val), and 26% (7d, Ser), respectively, after a 6-h reaction. The extent of epimerization 
of the Ser residue was exceptionally high and, when examined more closely, it was found to 
increase with reaction time. The epimerization of Ser-thioester 7d increased from 12% (2 h) to 
26% (6 h). The isolated peptide thioester of L-Ser 7d underwent epimerization in a buffer 
solution at pH 8.2. These findings clearly indicate that epimerization occurs after thioester 
formation. The α-proton of the thioester is slightly acidic, is deprotonated in the presence of a 
base and, as a result, the amino acid undergoes racemization [10]. Amino acid residues with 
aliphatic side chains, such as a Val residue, would be expected to be more resistant to 
deprotonation, and, in the case of an electron-withdrawing group such as a Ser residue, 
deprotonation would be accelerated. When the CPE peptide 3d was reacted with sodium 2-
mercaptoethanesufonate at pH 7.3, Ser-thioester 7d was formed in 65% yield after 10 h and in 
80% yield after 24 h, and the degree of epimerization was determined to be 9% and 16%, 
respectively. Under lower pH conditions, the thioester was relatively stable to hydrolysis, and 
epimerization was suppressed somewhat, even in the case of the sensitive Ser-thioester. 
Furthermore, when the peptide thioester is immediately reacted with a Cys-peptide, these 
undesirable reactions are suppressed to minimum levels, and the desired ligated product can be 
obtained in good yield (vide supra). 

In conclusion, a peptide containing a CPE unit at the C-terminus (CPE peptide) is 
spontaneously transformed into a peptide thioester through an N-S acyl shift reaction, followed 
by DKP formation. Ligation proceeds spontaneously when the CPE peptide is mixed with a 
Cys-peptide, and the ligation can be carried out using a variety of amino acid residues with 
minimal epimerization. The CPE peptide can be readily prepared by Fmoc solid phase peptide 
synthesis, and can be used as an alternative building block to the peptide thioester, for use in the 
synthesis of polypeptides by the ligation strategy. The CPE peptide can also be transformed into 
the corresponding peptide thioester via an intermolecular thiol-thioester exchange reaction after 
Cα-DKP thioester formation. Hydrolysis of thioester bond and epimerization of the amino acid 
residue adjacent to the thioester moiety are suppressed when lower pH reaction conditions are 
employed. Further investigations are currently in progress. At this stage, the CPE peptide is the 
reagent of choice for use as a building block in one-pot thiol-mediated ligation reactions. 
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Introduction 

Thioester-mediated peptide ligation at valine was reported recently [1]. The method utilizes an 
N-terminal penicillamine to mediate the ligation reaction, similar to the Cys-mediated native 
chemical ligation [2]. Subsequent desulfurization gives a Val residue at the ligation site. 
However, the steric hindrance of the tertiary thiol group in penicillamine significantly slows 
down the ligation reaction, which limits the practical value of this method. Herein, we report 
that thioacid capture ligation can overcome this problem and be used for ligation at Phe-Val, 
Leu-Val and even Pro-Val junctions. Using thioacid capture ligation, we successfully 
synthesized a histone protein H2B. Moreover, a new strategy was developed for the purification 
of the ligation product. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Thioacid capture ligation (TCL) was developed in 1996 [3]. It works through acyl disulfide-
mediated intrarnolecular acylation for peptide bond formation. In order to test the efficiency of 
TCL at Val, several peptide thioacids were prepared with the last residue as Gly, Ala, Leu, Pro 
and Phe, respectively. The results showed that the TCL worked very well in all cases (Figure 1). 
The ligation was performed at 37 ℃ for only 1 h. The ligation efficiency was very high with a 
C-ter Gly or Ala thioacid. The efficiency was also good with a C-ter Leu, Phe or even Pro 
thioacid. 

Next, the synthesis of a histone protein H2B was attempted using both native chemical 
ligation and thioacid capture ligation. For NCL, after 24 h of ligation at 37 ℃ with benzyl 
mercaptan as the catalyst, only the hydrolyzed protein was found with no ligation product 
detected (Figure 2A). On the other hand, TCL gave a ligation yield of 60 % after 2 h reaction at 
37 ℃ (Figure 2B).   

 

Fig. 1. Results of peptides ligation by thioacid capture ligation for 1 h at 37℃.  
EG5-COSH: H-Glu-Gly-Thr-Lys-Gly-SH;  EA5-COSH: H-Glu-Gly-Thr-Lys-Ala-SH;  
EL5-COSH: H-Glu-Gly-Thr-Lys-Leu-SH;  EP5-COSH: H-Glu-Gly-Thr-Lys-Pro-SH 
EF5-COSH: H-Glu-Gly-Thr-Lys-Phe-SH; Pen(Npys)K8: H-Pen(Npys)-Thr-Lys(Ac)-Tyr-Thr-Ser-Ala-
Lys-OH 
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The tertiary thiol group in 
penicillamine would impose 
considerable steric hindrance on its 
engagement with the thioester, making 
the NCL reaction much less efficient 
than in the case of Cys ligation. In 
thioacid capture ligation, the first step 
is a very efficient thiol exchange 
reaction between a thioacid, a super 
nucleophile and a highly activated 
disulfide with a much better leaving 
group. Although steric hindrance of 
the tertiary thiol of penicillamine 
would slow down the capture reaction 
to some degree, its highly efficient 
feature would still allow the ligation to 
proceed at a reasonable rate. Our 
results indicate that thioacid capture 
ligation is particularly useful for 
ligation at sterically unfavourable 
junctions.  

For the protein ligation, 
because the C-ter peptide was small 
and hydrophilic, after the ligation the 
ligation product would elute together 
with the hydrolyzed H2B(1-114). For 
this reason, the C-ter peptide with an 
Fmoc group PenKFmoc-8 was used 
first.  

The hydrophobic Fmoc 
group made the ligation product more 
separable and easily purified from the 
hydrolyzed H2B(1-114) (Figure 2B). 

But the removal of Fmoc group in solution was difficult due to the insolubility of the protein in 
DMF and other solvents used for Fmoc removal. We therefore devised another method to help 
isolate the protein ligation product (Figure 3). The idea is to modify the ligation product with a 
hydrophobic moiety via the formation of a S-S bridge. For this purpose, NpyS-SCH2CO-
TKFmoc-7 was prepared and used to modify the H2B ligation product to facilitate its purification. 
The disulfide formation step was very fast and finished within several minutes, as the HPLC 
results showed in Figure 4A. The ligation product was easily separated from the hydrolyzed 
H2B(1-114). After purification, Raney nickel was used to remove the thiol in the presence of 
TCEP [4] and the final product H2B K117Ac was purified (Figure 4B). This new purification 
method can be generally useful for the isolation of ligation products which are difficult to 
separate from the other reaction components. 
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Fig. 2. Results of protein ligation.   

Fig. 4. Synthesis and purification of H2B K117Ac. 

Fig. 3. A new strategy for purifying the ligation product 
from the hydrolyzed protein fragments. 
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Introduction 

Proteins with post-translational modifications, e.g. glycoproteins and phosphoproteins, play 
important roles in many biological processes. Dysfunctions in their attachment or removal from 
proteins lead to illness, including autoimmune diseases and cancer. Detailed analysis of these 
modifications requires the use of homogeneous samples that, so far, can only be obtained by 
chemical peptide synthesis. With these considerations, reliable synthetic methods for post-
translational modified peptides have gained considerable attention. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Recently, we have described a method to synthesize C-terminal, N-acylurea peptides using 
Fmoc-SPPS and we have shown their utility as precursors of peptide thioesthers [1], which are 

key intermediates for Native Chemical Ligation 
(NCL) [2]. Synthesis of N-acylureas involves the post 
assembly acylation of diaminobenzoic moiety 1 with 
p-nitrochloroformate (2), followed by intramolecular 
cyclization (3) (Scheme 1). Final cleavage of the resin 
affords the C-terminal, N-acylurea peptides 4, which 
can undergo thiol exchange (5) or direct ligation with 
N-terminal cysteine peptides (6). Several C-terminal 
amino acids (Gly, Ala, Tyr, Phe, Leu), including those 
with high steric hindrance (Pro, Val), have been 
successfully incorporated in N-acylurea peptides and 
yielded efficient NCL (Table 1).  

In order to span the applicability of this new 
strategy, we have pursued the synthesis of glyco- and 
phosphopeptides. Therefore, we synthesized the glyco- 
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Fig. 2. A) Synthesis of CKII-OGalNAc (7) and CKII-OPO3H2 (8). B) Native Chemical Ligation of 
peptides 7 and 8 with cys-peptide 9. Ligations were carried out at 2 mM of 7 or 8 and a slight excess of 9 
(1.2 and 1.03 equiv). 
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and phosphoforms of CKII (GSTPVTSANM), a 10-mer substrate for O-GlcNAc transferase 
(OGT), which is a nuclear and cytosolic glycosyltransferase [3]. Synthesis of CKII-OGalNAc 
(7) was undertaken by coupling Fmoc-Met-Dbz-OH to the resin, whereas for the CKII-OPO3H2 
(8), Fmoc-Met-OH was coupled on solid phase to the Dbz linker already attached to the resin 
(Figure 2A). 

NCL could be efficiently carried out in presence of the polypeptide 9, a peptidic fragment 
of the immunoglobulin light chain, which is part of the pre-B-cell receptor, at pH 7.0 using 4-
mercaptophenyl acetic acid to form in situ the thioester peptide [5] (Figure 2B). Under these 
conditions, reactions were completed under 2h affording the desired products 10 and 11 in high 
yields (80 and 87%, respectively). 

In summary, we have shown that: 
1. Synthesis and Native Chemical Ligation of glyco- and phosphopeptides was accomplished 
using C-terminal, N-acylureas. 
2. No appreciable side reactions were observed in the glycosylated and phosphorylated amino 
acids. 
3. The acylurea method is compatible with all amino acids and with no needs for extra 
protecting groups. 

These accomplishments have motivated to us to pursue the synthesis of another post-
translational modifications, e.g. lipidation and cyclization. 
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Table 1. Synthesis and ligation yields for a set of several N-acylureas 

Peptide-Nbz Recovered yield (%) Ligation with CRAFS (%)a 

LYRAG-Nbz 90 LYRAGCRAFS 97 

LYRGA-Nbz 70 LYRGACRAFS 93 

LARGY-Nbz 90 LARGYCRAFS 95 

LARGF-Nbz 88 LARGFCRAFS 98 

AYRGL-Nbz 87 AYRGLCRAFS 96 

LYRAP-Nbz 71 LYRAPCRAFS 90 

LYRGV-Nbz 77 LYRGVCRAFS 95 

aCalculated by integration of HPLC signal at 280 nm 
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Introduction 

We previously showed [1] that polypeptides can be rapidly immobilized on glass substrates by 
means of thiol catalyzed native chemical ligation (NCL) [2]. The aim of the present contribution 
is to build long unordered molecules on glass surfaces for biosensors application. Linear ω-
amino-PEG thioesters of 10 kDa (PEG = polyethylene glycol) were to be attached on glass 
surfaces and to be extended to 20 kDa oligomers. NCL proved to be a useful method to attach 
PEG-thioester over cysteine modified substrate. 

In this study, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been used to follow attachement of 
these PEG to the substrate. Native chemical ligation reaction rates of 5 and 10 kDa α-Boc-PEG-
ω-thioester were monitored and compared. Using the same strategy 20 kDa oligomers were 
created using successive NCL. For this purpose, first α-Boc-Cys(Boc)-PEG-ω-thioester was 
synthesized and coupled to cysteine modified glass surfaces by NCL. A second PEG unit was 
then attached by the same procedure after acid deprotection of the Boc group of the first Boc-
Cys(Boc)-PEG unit. 

In order to measure the length of the attached constructions, α-biotinyl PEG (10kDa)-
 ω-thioester modified surfaces were probed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM 
cantilevers were coated with biotinyl BSA and then with avidin. PEG length was measured by 
pulling perpendicularly and the pulling force was recorded. 
 
Results and Discussion 

SPR substrates were prepared using metal evaporation and plasma enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition (PECVD) to create glass-chromium-gold-silicon oxyde substrates. Final SiO2 layer 
allowed to graft 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTS) followed by Boc-Cys(Boc)-OH (DCC, 
1h30). After acid deprotection, native chemical ligation was carried out. At first, NCL of α-
Boc-PEG-ω-thioester of 5kDa and 10Kda (1mM in 0,5M phosphate buffer, pH=7,2) were 
monitored. Reactions were conducted in the presence of 4-mercaptophenylacetic acid [2] 
(MPAA, 24 mM) and Tris[2-carboxyethyl] phosphine (TCEP, 20 mM) as a reducing agent. 

The time-dependent measurement 
of the SPR signal shift allows a direct 
determination of NCL reaction kinetics 
(Figure 1). Both PEG showed similar 
kinetic though the 10kDa PEG NCL seems 
to proceed slightly slower. This might be 
due to the diffusion rate in the medium.  

Following successful attachment of 
one PEG-thioester to the surface, we 
proceeded to extend to double length PEG 
constructions. The progression of the 
construction starts with the Boc-Cys(Boc) 
and is followed by deprotection (Figure 2). 
The first NCL (Boc-Cys(Boc)-PEG-SR, 
10kDa) was succesfully realised. Remaining 
uncapped amino groups were acetylated 
prior to second cysteine deprotection with 
40% TFA-DCM. A second NCL with Boc-
PEG-SR (10 kDa) was carried out. A right 
shift is observed meaning that PEG thioester 

Fig. 1. Comparison of the normalised kinetic curves  
of NCL of 5kDa and 10Kda α-Boc-PEG-ω-thioesters.  
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has been attached. The smaller shift 
after the second NCL can be explained 
either by a lower reaction yield or the 
increased distance of the second PEG 
from the metal interface or a 
combination of both. SPR sensitivity is 
decaying exponentially with increasing 
distance from the surface.   

In order to assess the length of 
the introduced PEG unit an identical but 
differently functionalized PEG-thioester 
was attached, SPR monitored and then 
probed by AFM in Force Spectroscopy 
mode [3]. A 10kDa α-biotinyl-PEG-ω-
thioester was ligated by NCL. Using 
avidin coated AFM tips [4], the 
functionalized surface was probed in 
PBS medium. Biotin functionality in 
terminaison of the PEG allowed it to 

bind to the tip and stretch the PEG until rupture of the Avidin-Biotin bond. Multiple approach-
retraction cycles were recorded and rupture length were measured. Figure 3 shows a 
compilation of values collected over 4 samples (n=179).  

According to literature, a single ethylene glycol unit has a length of 2.8Å [5]. 
Therefore a 10kDa PEG (which contains 227 ethylene glycol units) should measure around 64 
nm.  This theoretical value is in excellent accordance with the mean experimental value. Similar 
experiments were conducted on non-SPR glass substrates and showed equivalent length values.  

We showed that it is possible to 
covalently attach to solid surfaces suitably 
modified polyethylene glycol amino acid 
through native chemical ligation. SPR 
allowed us to follow each step sequentially 
as well as to evaluate the kinetic process. 
These modified surfaces were probed by 
atomic force microscopy in force 
spectroscopy mode for length and end-cap 
functionality. Such combined techniques 
showed the capacity to create molecular 
tethers of desired length (50-100nm or 
more) and their functionality. 
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Introduction 

Thioester method [1] is one of the ligation methods useful for (glyco)protein synthesis. This 
method has the advantage that there is no limitation on selecting the ligation site, whereas the 
coupling by the native chemical ligation [2] is almost exclusively carried at Xaa-Cys site. 
Instead, the side chain amino and thiol groups have to be protected to achieve the 
chemoselective ligation in the thioester method. To realize this, the Boc groups have to be 
reintroduced to the side chain amino groups, which are made free during the deprotection step 
after SPPS. In this paper, we examined the direct preparation of the side chain-N-protected 
peptide segments by introducing azido- and pyruvoyl (Pyr)-protected Fmoc-lysine (Figure 1) 
during SPPS to overcome the inconvenience for segment preparation. Using pigment dispersing 
hormone (PDH)-I and glycopeptide toxin, Contulakin-G as models, the usefulness of these 
protecting groups were examined.  

 
Results and Discussion 

Fmoc-Lys(N3)-OH 1 was synthesized from Fmoc-Lys-OH by the copper(II)-catalyzed diazo 
transfer method [3] with slight modifications. Fmoc-Lys(Pyr)-OH 2 was prepared by reacting 
Fmoc-Lys-OAll with dimethylhydrazonopropionic acid by DCC-HOBt method, followed by the 
removal of allyl ester by Pd(PPh3)4 and dimedone in dimethoxyethane. These amino acids were 
then introduced during the synthesis of PDH-1 (Asn-Ser-Glu-Leu-Ile-Asn-Ser-Leu-Leu-Gly-Ile-
Pro-Lys-Val-Met-Thr-Asp-Ala-NH2) by the thioester 
method. First, the N-terminal peptide thioester, Fmoc-
PDH-I (1-10)-SC6H4CH2COOH 3 was synthesized by the 
N-alkylcysteine (NAC)-assisted thioesterification method 
developed in our previous study [4]. Fmoc-N-ethyl-S-
trityl-cysteine was introduced to Rink Amide MBHA 
resin and the peptide chain was elongated by ordinary 
Fmoc-based SPPS. After cleavage from the resin, the 
peptide was dissolved in aq CH3CN and thioesterified by 
the addition of 4-mercaptophenylacetic acid. This 
reaction was almost completed within 24 h giving the 
desired peptide thioester 3. C-Terminal segments having 
azido- or Pyr-protected Lys12 (peptide 4a, 4b) were 
prepared by introducing 1 or 2 during the Fmoc SPPS. 
The azido and Pyr groups were stable during the SPPS. Final deprotection was achieved by 
thiol-free (for the preparation of 4a) or thiol- and silane-free (for 4b) TFA cocktail. 

The peptide segments were condensed by the Ag+-free thioester method [5] as shown 
in Figure 2. Peptides 3 and 4a or 4b were dissolved in DMSO containing 5% HOOBt. Then the 
coupling reaction was initiated by adding DIEA at a concentration of 5%. The reaction was 
almost completed within 2 h without decomposition of azido or Pyr group to give peptide 5a or 
5b. The N-terminal Fmoc group was removed by adding piperidine to the solution at a 
concentration of 20%. After the product was precipitated by adding ether to the solution, side 
chain amino protecting group was removed. In the case of the peptide derived from 5a, the 
precipitate was dissolved in 50% aq AcOH and treated with Zn for 30 min. The azido group was 
readily converted to the amino group without serious side reaction and the desired PDH-I 6 was 
successfully obtained in 47% isolated yield based on peptide 3. On the other hand, the removal 
of Pyr group from the peptide derived from 5b was carried out by treating the peptide by  
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Fig. 1. Azido- and pyruvoyl-protected 
lysine. 
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o-phenylenediamine in 2 M acetate buffer (pH 6) following the reported conditions [6]. 
However, almost complete oxidation of Met residue as well as conversion of Pyr to formyl 
group were observed. We found that the addition of 10% dimethylsulfide effectively suppressed 
the oxidation of Met and increase in the acidity of the solution to pH 5 prevented the latter side 
reaction. Using this modified condition, the desired product 6 was obtained in 30% yield. 

The efficiency of the new amino protecting group was further demonstrated by the 
synthesis of Contulakin-G: pGlu-Ser-Glu-Glu-Gly-Gly-Ser-Asn-Ala-Thr*-Lys-Lys-Pro-Tyr-Ile-
Leu 7, where Thr* denotes O-glycosylated Thr residue. The peptide was divided at Gly6-Ser7 
and the N-terminal peptide thioester, Contulakin-G (1-6)-SC6H4CH2COOH 8 was prepared in 
the same manner as described for peptide 3. The C-terminal peptide carrying N-
acetylgalactosamine at Thr10 9 was synthesized starting from Fmoc-Leu-
CLEAR-Acid resin by the Fmoc strategy. Thr10 was introduced using 
compound 10 by DCC-HOBt method. Lys11 and Lys12 were introduced 
using compound 2. After the completion of the peptide chain assembly, 
the peptide was cleaved from the resin by TFA cocktail, followed by low-
TfOH treatment [7, 8] to remove benzyl group on the glycan moiety. After 
RPHPLC purification, the desired Contulakin-G (7-16) 9 was obtained. 
Then the segment coupling by the thioester method was carried out 
following the procedure for PDH-I synthesis. After removal of Pyr group 
by o-phenylenediamine at pH 5, the desired Contulakin-G carrying 
GalNAc 7 was successfully obtained in 32% yield.  

In conclusion, azido- and Pyr-groups were successfully used as the amino protecting 
groups in the thioester method. Peptide segments carrying these protecting groups can be 
directly prepared by the SPPS and thus, the inconvenience for the segment preparation in the 
thioester methed was overcome by the use of these protecting groups.   
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Introduction 

In order to study the effects of N-linked glycosylation and develop N-linked glycopeptide based 
vaccines and therapeutics [1-2], it is important to have an efficient and rapid strategy of 
synthesizing glycopeptides containing large N-linked oligosaccharides. However, the difficulty 
of obtaining sufficient amounts of N-linked oligosaccharides [3] and the problematic 
aspartimide side reaction [4-6] have seriously limited and slowed down the development of N-
linked glycopeptide synthesis. As an alternative to solution phase synthesis, solid-phase 
synthesis can avoid repetitive purification steps which reduce yield, and has the possibility of 
achieving higher yields with excesses of materials and reagents. Herein, we studied the 
chemical synthesis of N-linked glycopeptides containing the high mannose oligosaccharide 
Man8GlcNAc2 on solid phase using both the glycosyl asparagine building block approach and 
the on-resin glycosylamine coupling approach, and applied it to the synthesis of HIV gp120 
glycopeptides and HIV gp41 C34 glycopeptides.   
 
Results and Discussion 

The traditional use of preformed glycosyl asparagine as building blocks on solid phase has 
proven to be a reliable method [7], yet, we found that the coupling of the glycosyl building 
block was not satisfying both on PEG-polyacrylamide-based (PEGA) and polystyrene-based 
(PS) Rink amide resins, and the building block synthesis itself is inefficient resulting in losses of 
precious oligosaccharide precursors during their synthesis. However, in the on-resin 
glycosylamine coupling strategy, we found that the 2-phenyl-isopropyl protecting group was an 
excellent handle on Aspartic acid for the introduction of N-glycosylation, not only allowing 
selective deprotection of aspartic acid residues for creation of glycosylation sites but also 
efficiently suppressing aspartimide formation during peptide synthesis. The key step of on-resin 
glycosylamine coupling to an aspartic acid residue was first optimized for a small sugar, N-
acetylglucosamine, and then applied to a much larger high mannose oligosaccharide, 
Man8GlcNAc2. Satisfying yields were obtained for both small and large sugars on aspartimide 
prone peptides. The use of on-resin glycosylamine coupling simplifies purification of N-linked 
glycopeptides, and also allows convenient recovery of un-reacted, valuable large 
oligosaccharides. This approach has been successfully applied to the solid phase synthesis of 
HIV gp120 glycopeptides and different glycosylated forms of the 34 amino acid HIV-1 gp41 
C34 glycopeptide.  
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Introduction 

Glycopeptides are valuable tools for studying the enzyme activities involved in the process of 
post-translational protein glycosylation, particularly for O-linked glycosylation. They can also 
be useful diagnostics for detecting disease related glycosylation defects. One such case relates to 
the function of the enzyme POMGnT1 which attaches an N-acetyl-glucosamine to a mannose in 
assembling the tetrasaccharide epitope on the glycoprotein α-dystroglycan, (DG) important in 
the proper organization of muscles [1]. Defects in this enzyme prevent proper glycan assembly 
and lead to muscle-eye-brain disease, one of the congenital forms of muscular dystrophy. We 
have prepared several O-Man glycopeptides based on α-DG sequences as substrates for the 
enzyme to study this process. Towards extending the application of these O-Man glycopeptides 
to improving diagnostic assays with patient tissue extracts [2], we report here preparation of 
forms with fluorescent tags for sensitive detection of glycopeptide products.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Since intermediate glycoprotein or glycopeptide substrates for POMGnT1 are not accessible 
from natural sources, we have turned to solid-phase methods in preparing several DG related O-
Man glycopeptides, as reported previously [3]. They have now been evaluated as substrates for 
the POMGnT1 enzyme. Of these, VEPT(α-D-Man)AV, had the advantages of both good 
substrate properties, and only one site of mannosylation, and was therefore chosen for further 
optimization as a fluorescent assay substrate. Data suggest that the Thr residue is mannosylated 
in the native glycoprotein [4]. In optimizing the fluorescent glycopeptide assay construct, 
several related structures were prepared with sequences successively shortened by one or two 
amino acid residues, or lengthened by one (Tyr) from the N-terminus, and their substrate 
properties examined. 

Glycopeptide assembly was carried out with coupling of Fmoc-Thr(Ac4-α-D-Man)-
OPfp for the glycosylated residue [3]. Incorporation of fluorescent probes at the N-terminus of 
the glycopeptides was accomplished in aqueous solution of NaHCO3 (pH ~9) in the dark with 
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) dissolved in acetone. Four FITC-labeled glycopeptides, with 
mannose attached to Thr through side chain hydroxyl group, FITC-PT(α-D-Man)AV, FITC-
EPT(α-D-Man)AV, FITC-VEPT(α-D-Man)AV, and FITC-YVEPT(α-D-Man)AV (Figure 1) 
were synthesized by this route.  

Derivatization of EPT(α-D-Man)AV with FITC was also evaluated in DMF adjusted to 
pH ~8.5 using DIEA, and compared to the NaHCO3/acetone system. While the former reached 
completion more rapidly, 3 h, than the latter, usually complete in 24 h, the reaction in 
NaHCO3/acetone was much cleaner as monitored by RP-HPLC and the products were easier to 
purify by semi-preparative RP-HPLC. Surprisingly, with the NaHCO3/acetone conditions, the 
labeling of PT(α-D-Man)AV and PT(Ac4- α-D-Man)AV with FITC was faster than for EPT(α-

       
Fig. 1. FITC-/FAM-labeled glycopeptides.  
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D-Man)AV, VEPT(α-D-Man)AV, or YVEPT(α-D-Man)AV in spite of the terminal secondary 
amine. The reaction with PT(Ac4-α-D-Man)AV was complete in 2 h, followed by deacetylation 
of the acetyl groups on mannose residue to give FITC-PT(α-D-Man)AV quantitatively. 
Decomposition of FITC was observed during the labeling process in the presence of a base, i.e. 
NaHCO3, and in an extreme condition, FITC completely decomposed within a few hours at a 
high base concentration (>> 1 mg/ml) and high molar ratio of NaHCO3 to FITC (> 10:1), giving 
rise to slow and incomplete FITC labeling. 

In an alternative approach, carboxyfluorescein (FAM) was coupled on-resin to the  
N- terminus of Tyr residue after peptide assembly (Figure 2), via HCTU-mediated coupling in 
the presence of HOBt and DIEA, followed by peptide cleavage using a TFA-phenol cocktail. 
The acetyl groups were then removed by NaOMe in methanol to give FAM-YVEPT(α-D-
Man)AV. Coupling of FAM on the solid-phase support, followed by washing the resin with 
piperidine-DMF (1:4, 2 × 2 min) presumptively precluded the formation of acylated by-product 
from carboxyfluorescein [5]. In practice, mixtures of 5(6)-isomers of FITC and FAM were used 
in labeling the mannosylated glycopeptides, and the labeled glycopeptide isomers were not 
distinguishable before or after deacetylation (one single peak) by analytical RP-HPLC, except 
for 5(6)-FAM-YVEPT(α-D-Man)AV (tR 32.4, 32.8 min respectively).  

Fluorescamine was also tested for labeling mannosylated glycopeptides, due to its 
efficient coupling with primary amines at room temperature, but the fluorophor rapidly 
deteriorates in acidic solution, making it incompatible with analysis and purification using  
RP-HPLC. Even in neutral or mildly alkaline solution, the fluorophor has limited stability to 
light at ambient temperature, and survives for only several days in the dark, limiting its 
usefulness in this application. The fluorescently labeled mannosylated-glycopeptides have the 
wavelength for maximum excitation at 484 nm and emission at 516 nm.  

Initial determination of reaction kinetics for POMGnT1 action on FAM-YVEPT(α-D-
Man)AV shows good substrate properties, consistent with what was previously observed for 
unmodified VEPT(α-D-Man)AV. Thus, addition of FAM does not compromise the activity. The 
Km is 1,000 times more favorable for the FAM glycopeptide compared to benzyl-Man, that had 
been used conventionally as a substrate for POMGnT1 in the clinical assay [2].  
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Introduction 

Hemopressin (HP), a naturally occurring nonapeptide (Pro-Val-Asn-Phe-Lys-Phe-Leu-Ser-His-
OH) derived from the α-chain of hemoglobin [1] has recently been identified as an endogenous 
selective CB1 antagonist [2]. Because of widespread interest [3] in this bioactive nonapeptide, 
which is reported to have been synthesized using solid phase Fmoc chemistry [1b], the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) authorized the solution phase synthesis of HP as part of its 
Drug Synthesis Program. The fragment condensation approach involves peptides fragments 
derived from synthetic intermediates that can also be used in possible structure-activity studies.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Our synthesis of HP involved appropriately N-protected acids and C-protected amines (Figures 
1 and 2). Specifically, the N-protected dipeptide Boc-Pro-Val-OH (4) and C-protected dipeptide 
H-Asn(Trt)-Phe-OBn (8) were prepared by coupling of Boc-Pro-OH (1) with HCl•Val-OBn (2) 
and Fmoc-Asn(Trt)-OH (5) with HCl•Phe-OBn (6) respectively, followed by deprotection of 
intermediates 3 and 7 (Figure 1). 
 
              
 

Fig. 1. Synthesis of hemopressin (part 1).  
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A (2+2) condensation of 4 with 8, followed by hydrogenolysis of intermediate 9, afforded the 
tetrapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-Asn(Trt)-Phe-OH (10), the N-terminal tetrapeptide fragment.
Similarly, the dipeptide H-Lys(Boc)-Phe-OBn (12) was prepared by coupling Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-
OH (11) with HCl•Phe-OBn (6), followed by exposure to piperidine. Subsequent (4+2) 
condensation of the tetrapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-Asn(Trt)-Phe-OH (10) with the dipeptide H-
Lys(Boc)-Phe-OBn (12) furnished the corresponding hexapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-Asn(Trt)-Phe-
Lys(Boc)-Phe-OBn (13). Hydrogenolysis of 13 to the N-terminal hexapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-
Asn(Trt)-Phe-Lys(Boc)-Phe-OH (14), followed by conversion of 14 to the N-terminal 
heptapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-Asn(Trt)-Phe-Lys(Boc)-Phe-Leu-OH (17) by coupling to p-Tos Leu-
OBn (15) gave 16, which was  hydrogenolyzed to 17 (Figure 2). Condensation of Cbz-Ser(But)-
OH (18) with His(Trt)-OBut (19), followed by hydrogenolysis of the resulting dipeptide 
intermediate Cbz-Ser(But)-His(Trt)-OBut (20) gave the C-terminal dipeptide fragment H-
Ser(But)-His(Trt)-OBut (21) (Figure 2). With heptapeptide 17 and dipeptide 21 on hand the 
protected nonapeptide Boc-Pro-Val-Asn(Trt)-Phe-Lys(Boc)-Phe-Leu-Ser(But)-His(Trt)-OBut 
(22) was assembled using WSCI/HOBt/NMM in a (7+2) condensation. Finally, the protecting 
groups were removed by exposure to TFA to afford HP (TFA•Pro-Val-Asn-Phe-Lys-Phe-Leu-
Ser-His-OH, 23), which was purified by preparative reversed phase HPLC. Purified HP 
trifluoroacetate was characterized by TLC, HPLC, 1H NMR, amino acid analysis and was 
identical with a reference sample [1b]. 
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Introduction 

Trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4), an endopeptidase and natural protease cleaves peptide chains and 
proteins predominantly at the carboxyl side of the amino acids Lys and Arg (except when 
followed by Pro). Because shorter homologues of arginine with appropriate protecting groups 
for conventional Fmoc/tBu peptide synthesis are now available, three model peptides containing 
arginine and two shorter homologues of arginine were synthesized. They were incubated with 
trypsin in order to explore how stable the corresponding peptides are towards enzymatic 
degradation. It could be demonstrated that a peptide gains significant stability if arginine is 
being exchanged by a homologue containing one methylene group less. If arginine is substituted 
by a homologue with two methylene groups less the model peptide was almost fully stable over 
24h towards enzymatic degradation. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Peptides and proteins are gaining importance as modern biopharmaceuticals, due to their high 
specifity and efficacy. One drawback, however, is their low stability and resulting unfavourable 
pharmacokinetics. Proteases such as trypsin degrade peptides and proteins rather rapidly 

decreasing in this way their 
bioavailability. Many efforts have been 
made, in order to improve the stability of 
peptides and proteins, like modifying 
their structure by forming cyclic 
structures or altering the surface of 
biopharmaceuticals through PEGylation 
[1]. It is well known that side chain 
modification of Arg in the substrate has a 
definite influence on the activity of 
trypsin [2]. As cleavage typically happens 
at the C-terminal position of Lys and Arg, 
exchange of these amino acids with 

longer and shorter homologues could have an effect on the protein resistance towards digestion 
[3]. As we developed the protected derivatives of shorter homologues of Arg (Figure 1) (having 
a chain of 5 carbons) α-amino-4-guanidino-butyric acid (Agb), having 4 carbon chain, and α-

amino-3-guanidino-propionic 
acid (Agp), consisting of a 3 
carbon chain - that are suitable 
for Fmoc/tBu SPP synthesis 
strategy - we were interested 
in whether substituting Arg 
with these shorter homologues 

would have an influence on tryptic digestion of a peptide containing these building blocks. 
Therefore the sequence in Figure 2 was selected, which contains one Arg that can be exchanged 
with Agb and Agp; the corresponding peptides would then be hydrolysed into two fragments 
that would easily be detected by mass spectrometry and well separated by HPLC. The original 
three peptides contain Arg and Arg-like amino acid in the middle of the sequence [4].  

As expected, the natural Arg (C=5) containing peptide is being completely digested 
even at a low concentration of trypsin. The concentration of original sequence and digested 
fragments of each peptide was determined by HPLC. Identity was confirmed by MS. These 
experiments were carried out with two different peptide/trypsin ratios. If the side chain of Arg is 
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reduced by one methylene group (C=4), digestion after 24h has hydrolyzed approx. 50% of the 
peptide at a peptide:trypsin ration of 50:1. This digestion is a function of the concentration, i.e. 
lower relative concentrations of enzyme resulting in a lower extent of hydrolysis. In the case of 
C=3, the α-amino-3-guanidino-propionic acid, trypsin appears almost inactive. At a low 
concentration of trypsin (1:100) no fragmentation can be observed, at all. At a higher 
concentration even after 24 h hydrolysis is observed only to a level of approx. 1%. The 
consequences from these results are if Arg is substituted by its shorter homologues Agb and 
Agp, Arg containing peptides can be stabilized towards proteolysis. The stability of biologically 
active peptides or peptide drugs can therefore be improved by appropriate substitution of Arg, if 
this substitution is not resulting in a lower biological activity of the peptide sequence. Although 
the C4 analogue Agb containing peptide is not fully resistant towards digestion, it is still much 
more stable compared to the natural Arg containing peptide. Thus, the half life of peptide drugs 
in biological media can be significantly improved and therefore can further help to establish 
peptides as standard drugs in pharmacological applications. Laminin YIGSR fragments 
containing Agp and Agb have already been synthesized, however, via different chemistry. The 
advantage of the developed building block Fmoc-L-Agp(Boc)2-OH is that it can be incorporated 
in standard peptide synthesis procedures and enables researchers to explore new sequences in a 
very convenient way. Current commercial productions can manufacture Agp containing 
sequences in a very economic way. However, Fmoc-L-Agb(Boc)2-OH is better coupled using a 
manual strategy. Presumably, the active ester tends to cyclize forming the corresponding 
pyrrolidone. Currently, synthetic strategies are being developed in our laboratories, to 
incorporate Agb in peptide sequences. 
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Table 1. Summary of the degree of digestion of all three model peptides with two different 
trypsin concentrations 

 HPLC (retention time) 
and MS (m/z) 

trypsin:peptide 
1/50 

trypsin:peptide 
1/100 

Arg-Peptide 21.3min (m/z = 955) 48.4% 48.4% 
C = 5 22.1min (m/z = 1112) 51.6% 51.6% 

 Approx. 26min 0% 0% 
% Digested  complete complete 

Agb-Peptide 21.3min (m/z = 955) 33% 21.0% 
C = 4 21.6min (m/z = 1098) 35.4% 21.9% 

 26.0min (m/z = 2032) 31.6% 57.1% 
% Digested  52% 27.0% 

Agp-Peptide 20.6min (m/z = 1084) 1.0%  
C = 3 21.2min (m/z = 955) 1.1%  

 25.9min (m/z = 2018) 97.9% 100% 
% Digested  approx. 1% none 
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Introduction 

In the past years the research directed toward protease-catalysed synthesis of small therapeutic 
peptides and oligopeptides received increasing attention. Obvious advantages of enzymatic 
synthesis over chemical approaches are the minimal protection required, the virtual absence of 
undesired side reactions and the easy separation of the products, features that make enzymatic 
processes really appealing, also from an industrial point of view. However, this approach has 
still not been thoroughly explored. Recently, we published the protease-catalysed selective 
deprotection of the C-terminal tert-butyl esters of peptides [1]. In this paper, we present recent 
developments by our groups in new synthetic applications for the modification of the carboxy-
terminus of peptides, such as the C-terminal amidation and the synthesis of various esters by 
transesterification. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Selective enzymatic C-terminal amidation 
Many biological active peptides, e.g. gonadorelin, oxytocin and arginine vasopressin, contain an 
amide as the C-terminal functionality. Their synthesis can start from the free C-terminal amino 
acyl amide. However, this approach often entails serious solubility problems in solution-phase 
synthesis. Alternatively, the C-terminal amide function can be protected, though this approach is 
limited by the poor (commercial) availability of the precursors. The synthesis from amino acyl 
esters, followed by hydrolysis, activation of the free acid and amidation, includes considerable 
risks of racemization in both the esterification and the amidation steps. On the other hand direct 
ammonolysis of the amino acyl esters can lead to many side reactions. Considering the good 
results obtained in the ester hydrolysis, it was envisaged to use proteases in combination with an 
ammonium source to achieve amidation under mild reaction conditions. The screening of 
different ammonium sources was carried out with Alcalase-CLEA on the dipeptide Z-Ala-Phe-
OMe. Among the ammonium sources tested, NH2COONH4 afforded the best results leading to 
complete conversion in 2 hours in a ButOH/DMF (82.5/17.5, v/v) mixture at 30°C. However, a 
certain degree of hydrolysis of the ester starting material could not be avoided, since extremely 
dry conditions were not contemplated due to the possible inactivation of the enzyme. Under the 
optimized reaction conditions several peptides were screened and the results are listed in Table 1. 

The amidation was also tested with several substituted amines, resulting in high 
chemoselectivity and little formation of the hydrolysis products (Table 2). However, 
diethylamine gave selectively Z-Ala-Phe-OH, probably due to sterical hindrance. 
 
Transesterification of peptides esters  
To further expand the scope the use of other nucleophiles was investigated. It was demonstrated 
that transesterification of methyl esters with Alcalase-CLEA could be achieved. Up to 
quantitative conversions could be achieved for alcohols such as Tmse-OH, EtOH, n-pentanol 
and i-propanol. Ester hydrolysis could, however, not be completely suppressed. Thiols on the 
other hand proved to be poor nucleophiles. 
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Conclusion 

Subtilisin is a powerful enzyme for the conversion of C-terminal peptide methyl esters into 
primary and secondary amides. Transesterification of methyl esters of peptides can also be 
achieved with alcohols, but further optimization is needed. In view of the possible industrial 
applicability, patents have been filed [2,3]. 
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Table 2. Reactivity with different amines (10 moleq) in ButOH/DMF (82.5/17.5, v/v) after 24 h 
at 30°C 

Amine P-OH (a/a%) P-Nu (a/a%) 
EtNH2 HCl + TEAa 10.8 88.9 

DMAPAb 2.4 97.6 
nBuNH2 1.4 98.6 

nHepNH2 2.8 97.2 
Et2NH 95.7 4.2 

a Without the addition of triethylamine (TEA) incomplete conversion was obtained after 96 h 
  

Table 1. Reactivity of different dipeptides in the presence of NH2COONH4 

Peptide 
Time 
(h) 

P-OMe (a/a%) P-OH (a/a%) P-NH2 (a/a%) 

Z-Val-Phe-OMe 75 0.0 13.3 86.7 
Z-Val-Tyr-OMe 75 0.8 40.0 59.2 
Z-Val-Leu-OMe 4 0.0 26.5 73.5 
Z-Val-Thr-OMe 4 0.0 9.2 90.8 
Z-Val-Ala-OMe 2 0.0 11.2 88.8 
Z-Val-Met-OMe 4 0.0 27.3 72.7 

Z-Val-Lys(Boc)-OMe 75 1.3 24.0 74.7 
Z-Ala-Phe-OMe 4 0.5 6.7 92.8 

Z-Ala-Phe-Ala-OMe 4 1.0 6.9 92.1 
Z-Ala-Phe-D-Ala-OMe 75 54.3 10.4 35.4 

Boc-Pro-Pro-Ala-Phe-Ala-OMe 21 0.0 0.0 > 99 
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Introduction 

Many depsipeptides of natural origin display high biological activities. [1] However, only a few 
of these compounds have entered clinical trials because of problems associated with 
bioavailability as well as low stability in plasma favored by the presence of the ester bonds. 
Another key feature of natural peptides and depsipeptides is the presence of N-methylated 
residues in their sequence. Cyclosporin, for example, bears six N-methyl amino acids. [2] Since 
the presence of N-methyl groups confers resistance to proteolytic cleavage, [3] the introduction 
of these groups has been widely used to prevent enzymatic degradation. Nevertheless, to date, 
N-methylation has been limited mostly to the backbone but has not been extensively studied as 
the replacement of the ester bond into a depsipeptide [4]. 
 Here we describe the application of this strategy to two distinct depsipeptides of 
marine origin: (i) thiocoraline, [5] a bicyclic thiodepsipeptide which acts as bisintercalator to 
DNA; and (ii) kahalahide F, [6] which is now in preclinical stage. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Following previous experience in solid-phase synthesis of some thiocoraline analogues and 
natural product kahalalide F, NMe-azathiocoraline and NMe-kahalalide F (Figure 1) were built 
on 2-chlorotrityl (CTC) resin. NMe amino acids were synthesized in solution using protocols 
previously optimized. In the case of NMe-azathiocoraline, N-methylation of the side-chain of 
Dap was carried out on solid-phase under Mitsunobu conditions of the o-nosyl(o-NBS)-

protected amine. The synthesis followed a [4+4] 
fragment coupling strategy (Scheme 1, A). Fmoc-
Gly-OH was loaded as a first amino acid, followed 
by Fmoc removal and coupling of Boc-D-
Dap(Fmoc)-OH. After performing the 
N-methylation, the tetrapeptide was obtained in 
good purity. Coupling between consecutive NMe 
amino acids was accomplished by using 
HATU/HOAt/DIEA in DMF. At this point the 
resin was split in two portions: in 1/3 of the resin, 
the Alloc group was removed whereas protected 
peptide from the remaining 2/3 of the resin was 
cleaved, lyophilized, and coupled to the 
unprotected tetrapeptidyl resin using PyAOP and 
DIEA. After obtaining the disulfide bridge with I2 
in DMF, the peptide was cleaved, and cyclized in 
solution by using PyBOP, HOAt, DIEA, in 
CH2Cl2−DMF. Finally, the Boc groups were 
removed using TFA−CH2Cl2 (1:1), and the 

3-hydroxyquinaldic units introduced with the aid of EDC⋅HCl and HOSu, and purified by 
reversed-phase HPLC. 

For NMe-Kahalalide F, solid-phase synthesis started by anchoring Fmoc-D-Val-OH on 
CTC resin (Scheme 1, B). Elongation of the linear chain was performed by using DIPCDI, 
HOAt in DMF, including the coupling of (2R,3R)-2-amino-3-azidobutanoic acid. Afterwards, 
reduction of the azide group was carried out with a freshly prepared solution of 0.2 M SnCl2, 0.8 
M PhSH and 1.0 M DIEA in THF. 
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Fig. 1. Structures of 1 NMe-azathiocoraline 
and 2 NMe-kahalalide F 
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CTC resin
b, g, b
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h

i

NMe-Azathiocoraline

g
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Boc-D-Dap-Gly-O

H2N
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HN

Alloc-NMe-Cys(Acm)-NMe-Cys(Me)-(Boc)-D-Dap(Me)-Gly-O

Alloc-[NMe-Cys(Acm)-NMe-Cys(Me)-(Boc)-D-Dap(Me)-Gly]2-O

Cl
a, b, cA)

CTC resin
Cl

aMeHex-D-Val-Thr-Val-D-Val-D-Pro-Orn-D-aIle-NH

N3

O

D-aIle-D-Val-O
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O

D-aIle-D-Val-O

b, c, h

MeHex-D-Val-Thr-Val-D-Val-D-Pro-Orn-D-aIle-NH

N

O

D-aIle-D-Val-OH

Val-(Z)-Dhb-Phe-H

NMe-Kahalalide F

n, e, f, g
Fmoc-D-Val-O

(b, c)n, d

i, o, p

B)

Scheme. 1. Solid-phase synthesis of (A) NMe-azathiocoraline and (B) NMe-kahalalide F: (a) Fmoc-AA-
OH, DIEA, DCM; (b) PG1-AA(PG2)-OH, HATU, HOAt, DIEA, DMF; (c) piperidine−DMF (1:4); (d) o-
NBS-Cl, DIEA, DCM; (e) PPh3, MeOH, DIAD, THF; (f) OH-CH2-CH2-SH, DBU, DMF; (g) Pd(PPh3)4, 
PhSiH3, DCM; (h) TFA−DCM (1:99); (i) PyAOP, DIEA, DMF; (j) I2, DMF; (k) PyBOP, HOAt, DIEA, 
DMF−DCM (1:1); (l) TFA−H2O (1:1); (m) 3-hydroxyquinaldic acid, EDC·HCl/HOSu/DIEA, DCM; (n) 
SnCl2, PhSH, DIEA, THF; (o) DIPCDI, HOBt, DIEA, DCM; (p) TFA−DCM (19:1). 
 

After 4 treatments (4 × 1 h), 66% of the amine was obtained. N-Methylation following 
Mitsunobu conditions proceeded well and after coupling of the two remaining amino acids 
using Alloc chemistry, cleavage, and cyclization, a crude NMe-kahalalide F of 35% purity was 
obtained, which was purified by semi-preparative HPLC.  

Stability assays in human serum for a period of 120 h showed more resistance to 
degradation, with a half-life of 23.1 h for NMe-azathiocoraline compared to 14.4 h for 
thiocoraline. [7] 
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Introduction 

Parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) is a 141-residue long protein (Figure 1) that plays 
a critical role in bone and tissue development. The intact protein can be obtained by 
recombinant methods, but shorter-length synthetic fragments, such as PTHrP(1-36), are used in 
most studies. Knowledge on the structural and functional properties of intact PTHrP is thus 
limited. No attempt at chemical synthesis of full-length PTHrP has so far been reported. We 
thus sought to produce full-length PTHrP(1-141) by chemical synthesis methods.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results and Discussion 

To produce full length PTHrP(1-141), we used an Applied Biosystems Model 431A automated 
peptide synthesizer. We started assembly of the peptide chain using 370mg (74 micromoles) of 
a preloaded Fmoc-His(Trt)-NovaSyn-TGT resin. Residues 140 through 61 were sequentially 
coupled at the 0.25mmol scale (HBTU/HOBt/DIEA activation) [1]. The synthesis was 
continued with ten micromoles of this peptide resin using 0.1 mmole-scale cycles and 
HOBt/DIC activation. A one-hundred-fold molar excess of Fmoc amino acid and activator was 
employed at each coupling cycle. During synthesis, the peptide resin was selectively capped 
with HOBt/DIC-activated acetic acid after the coupling cycles of G60, R37, S14 and A1. The 
final Fmoc group on A1 was left intact until the final purification step. The completed peptide, 
with the A1 Fmoc group intact, was cleaved from the resin by treatment for 4 hours at room 
temperature with Reagent K [2]; the crude protein was then precipitated in cold MTBE, and the 
precipitate was washed twice with MTBE, dissolved in 20% CH3CN/0.1%TFA.dH2O, and 
freeze-dried. 

Sixteen mg of the crude Fmoc-PTHrP(1-141)-OH was dissolved in 20% 
CH3CN/0.1%TFA.dH2O and purified by reversed-phase HPLC using a 250 x 20 mm column 
(Higgins Targa C18 Semi-Preparative) and a 2-72% gradient of Buffer B (0.1%TFA in CH3CN) 
in Buffer A (0.1% TFA in dH2O) run over 35 minutes at a flow rate of 15 ml/min. Eluted 
fractions containing peptide were collected, freeze-dried, and assessed for Fmoc-PTHrP(1-141)-
OH content by mass-spec analysis. The yield of the Fmoc-containing product was 1.7mg. The 
Fmoc group was then removed by treating the product with 25% piperidine in DCM for 30 
minutes and then precipitating the peptide in cold MTBE. The dried protein was then 
reconsituted and purified by a second RP-HPLC step.  

Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time of Flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF/MS) analysis of the final product confirmed the mass expected for full-length 
PTHrP(1-141) (~16kD). Tryptic digest peptide mass finger print analysis, performed in tandem 
with recombinant PTHrP(1-141), further confirmed identity. 

Of note, in HPLC-processing of the crude peptide, intact Fmoc-PTHrP(1-141) eluted 
considerably later than the internally deleted or truncated failed peptides; the product could thus 
be obtained at near homogeneity by a single HPLC step. Isolation of this later-eluting peak 
followed by removal of the Fmoc group and a second HPLC step resulted in the final product at 
approximately 95% purity. The final yield was 220 micrograms. 
 

 
1AVSEHQLLHDKGKSIQDLRRRFFLHHLIAEIHTAEIRATSEVSPNSKPSPNTKN
HPVRFGSDDEGRYLTQETNKVETYKEQPLKTPGKKKKGKPGKRKEQEKKKR
RTRSAWLDSGVTGSGLEGDHLSDTSTTSLELDSRRH 141 

 
Fig. 1. Sequence of full length PTHrP. 
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The chemically synthesized PTHrP was tested for activity in cells or cell membranes expressing 
the PTH/PTHrP receptor. Competition binding studies performed in COS-7 cell membranes 
expressing the rat PTHR using 125I-PTH(1-15) analog as tracer radioligand revaled an affinity 
comparable to that of PTH(1-34) and PTHrP(1-36) (Figure 2, left). The synthetic PTHrP(1-141) 
was also comparably potent to PTH(1-34) for stimulating cAMP production in mouse 
preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells (Figure 2 right).  
 
Fig. 2. Functional properties of synthetic PTHrP(1-141). 

 
An 11Kd protein has been synthesized using a similar strategy; however this work involved 
utilizing a specialized removable lipophilic probe at the N-terminus [3]. By using the N-terminal 
Fmoc group alone for aiding the purification process, we were successful in the synthesis of a 
longer, 16Kd protein by a simpler process. 

This work shows that peptides longer in length than previously appreciated can be 
approached via the automated synthesis route, and opens new avenues of investigation into 
PTHrP biology. 
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Introduction 

Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) are known to internalize exogenous macromolecules and have 
received much attention for their pharmaceutical potential. The most commonly studied natural 
and synthetic CPPs include Penetratin, Tat, and (Arg)9; these CPPs are between 9-30 amino acid 
residues, feature multiple positive charges, and can efficiently internalize cargo without cell-
type specificity or chiral receptors [1]. Although their secondary structure and amphipathicity 
varies, it is thought that the presence of multiple positively-charged residues is critical to 
achieve uptake into the cell [1]. In addition to the presence of positive charges, past research 
shows that myristoylation of peptides increases their uptake into cells [2]. Our research suggests 
that pseudopeptides much simpler than the commonly studied CPPs can also efficiently 
internalize cargo, so long as the critical cationic and lipophilic features are conserved [3]. The 
solution-phase synthesis of a novel, minimalist CPP which encapsulates these core features is 
presented here (Figure 1).  
 
Results and Discussion 

The central feature of our minimalist CPP is the pseudo-amino acid bis-ornithine [4], which is 
formed from a double Michael addition on the α-carbon of glycine methyl ester, 1. In order for 
both additions to occur, the α-carbon protons must be sufficiently acidic. This is achieved by the 
formation of a Schiff base at the amino terminus from para-chlorobenzaldehyde, 2. This imine 
allows for the efficient double-addition of acrylonitrile, 3; the nitrile of acrylonitrile acts a 
protecting group yet can be conveniently converted to a number of nitrogen-based functional 
groups. Removal of the Schiff base in aqueous acid yields the methyl ester of bis-ornithine, 4. 
When in its reduced form, the bis-ornithine will allow for two positive charges on a single 
amino acid residue, and its achirality simplifies the synthesis of the minimalist CPP.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Synthesis of the minimalist CPP. i. p-chlorobenzaldehyde, Et3N, MgSO4, DCM; ii. acrylonitrile, 
K2CO3, MeOH; iii. 1 N HCl, THF, 0° C; iv. myristoyl chloride, DIEA, DCM, 0° C; v. 2 M NaOH, 1:3 
THF/EtOH; vi.1, HBTU, DIEA, DMF; vii. 1. 2 M NaOH, 1:3 THF/EtOH, 2. 5 atm H2, PtO2, MeOH; viii. 
Boc2O, 1:1 H2O/dioxane, pH 8-9; ix. p-methoxybenzyl-protected cysteamine, HCTU, DIEA, DMF; x. 1. 
trifluoroacetic acid, DCM, 2. 1-H-pyrazole-1-carboxamidine HCl, DIEA, DMF; xi. HF; xii. cargo-SH. 
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A lipid chain is added via N-acylation with myristoyl acid chloride, 5. This myristoyl chain 
should increase the minimalist CPP’s ability to cross the cell membrane [2,4]. Hydrolysis of the 
bis-ornithine from ester to acid, 6, in aqueous base allows for subsequent coupling reactions at 
the carboxy-terminus. Next, a glycine spacer is introduced using HBTU as a carboxyl activating 
agent, 7. The glycine spacer serves two purposes. First, it increases the distance between the 
sterically-hindered α-carbon of the bis-ornithine, thus improving yields in subsequent reactions. 
Second, it prevents intramolecular lactam formation upon reduction of the nitriles. Following 
the hydrolysis of the terminal glycine from ester to acid, the nitriles are reduced to amines using 
5 atmospheres of hydrogen gas and a platinum oxide catalyst, 8. The free amines are 
immediately protected with tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) groups to minimize unwanted side 
reactions in the next steps, 9. Next, a para-methoxybenzyl (PMB) protected cysteamine is 
coupled to the terminal glycine using HCTU as a carboxyl activating group, 10. This thioether 
was introduced so that the cargo could later be linked to the CPP via disulfide bond, a common 
method of linking the cargo to the carrier [1]. Next, the Boc protecting groups are cleaved in 
aqueous acid and the resulting amines are guanylated, affording their final cationic character 
essential for uptake into the cell, 11. Finally, the PMB protecting group is removed using HF, 
12, the cargo is linked to the carrier via a disulfide bond, 13, and the CPP-cargo complex is 
purified by HPLC. 

We have presented the efficient synthesis of a novel, minimalist CPP which will serve 
as a simplified model for CPP activity. Future studies will quantify CPP-cargo uptake into 
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry [5], and measure the thermodynamic properties of 
interactions between the minimalist CPP and artificial membranes using Plasmon Waveguide 
Resonance (PWR) spectrometry and microcalorimetry [6]. 
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Introduction 

There are many naturally occurring monodehydro-2,5-diketopiperazines (monodehydroDKPs) 
possessing biological activity such as phenylahistin (PLH) with microtubule depolymerization 
activity, which is a lead compound of plinabulin (NPI-2358) under Phase II clinical trials as a 
vascular disrupting agent (VDA) [1]. Additionally, monodehydroDKPs are useful building 
blocks and templates for combinatorial chemistry. However, racemization at the α-position of 
the amino acid moiety is often observed during cyclization of the corresponding dipeptide unit, 
or introduction of the dehydromoiety in the synthesis of monodehydroDKPs [2]. In order to 
develop a new method that reduces such unfavorable racemization and to provide a new 
efficient synthetic route of monodehydroDKPs, in our previous study, we focused our work on 
Gladiali et al.’s report [3] that the reaction of α-ketoester and Boc-NH2 in the presence of a 
catalytic amount of p-TsOH resulted in the formation of dehydroamino acid, and successfully 
applied this method to N-α-ketoacyl-Phe-NH2 to synthesize monodehydroDKPs in a reasonable 
yield with no racemization [4]. In the present study, we have also expanded this method to other 
amino acid residues such as Leu and Ser(Bzl) in case that β-aliphatic-α-keto acid derivatives 
were used. Additionally, the effect of acids was examined on this reaction and the reaction 
condition was optimized. Then, we successfully synthesized a derivative of natural microtubule 
depolymerization agent PLH, (-)-tBu-oxa-PLH, by using this reaction as a key step.  

Results and Discussion 

In order to expand this method to other amino acid residues such as Leu and Ser(Bzl) in place of 
Phe residue, corresponding α-ketoacyl amino acid allylamides were refluxed in toluene in the 
presence of 5 mol % p-TsOH. As a result, similar chemical yield to the L-Phe derivative (92%, 
>99% ee) was obtained in the case of L-Leu derivative (96%, >99% ee). In the case of L-
Ser(Bzl) derivative, it needed longer reaction time and showed moderate chemical yield (69%, 
>99% ee) probably due to some steric effect. No racemization was observed in both cases.  
 Then, to understand the effect of acids, which were required in the cyclization reaction, a 
model substrate pyruvoyl-Phe-NH-allyl was refluxed in the presence of a variety of acids. The 
reaction did not proceed with a catalytic amount (3 mol%) of TFA (pKa = -0.25) or MSA (pKa 
= -2.6). However, in the catalytic use of stronger acids p-TsOH (pKa = -6.57) and TFMSA (pKa 
= -14), a corresponding monodehydroDKP was produced with no racemization. Especially, the 
use of p-TsOH resulted in the highest chemical yield (92%) of the desired product. 
Alternatively, the effect of the large amount of TFA or AcOH as a weaker acid was evaluated. 
1% TFA solution (corresponding to 50 mol%) in toluene, promoted the production of 
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corresponding monodehydroDKP in 26% yield and a higher chemical yield of 62% was 
obtained in 10% TFA. AcOH (10%, pKa = 4.76) was not effective in this cyclization reaction. 
As a result, the catalytic use of p-TsOH with a pKa value of -6.57 was superior for this 
cyclization reaction. Additionally, we found that 5 mol% p-TsOH and 6 h reflux was the best 
reaction condition on this p-TsOH catalyzed cyclization reaction from the examinations using 
N-phenylpyruvoyl Phe-NH2.  
 We applied this optimized reaction condition to the synthesis of (–)-tert-butyl-oxa-
phenylahistin 8, which is a derivative of natural anti-microtubule agent phenylahistin. The key 
amino acid intermediate 7 was synthesized from tert-butyl-P,P-dimethylphosphonoacetate 3 in 
five steps as shown in Scheme 2. Then, the acid catalyzed intramolecular cyclization reaction in 
the presence of 5 mol% p-TsOH for 6 h was performed to give desired compound 8 with no 
racemization (>99% ee), although the chemical yield of the final step was low (20%). Observed 
low reactivity in β-aryl-α-keto acid derivative was surely caused by keto-enol tautomerism at 
the α-keto acid moiety with β-aromatic ring, i.e., an unfavorable enol form for the cyclization 
was stabilized by conjugation with the aromatic ring. Reaction conditions that are able to 
accelerate the keto formation might be effective to solve this problem, which should be 
considered in the future study. However, it is certain that this method is beneficial for the 
synthesis of monodehydroDKPs from β-aliphatic-α-ketoacyl amino acid derivatives, likely to 
be applied to combinatorial synthesis of monodehydroDKP derivatives in the future [5]. 
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Introduction 

Incorporation within the peptide sequence of an aza-amino acid, in which the alpha-carbon is 
substituted for a nitrogen atom, has been shown to induce a β-turn conformation as a direct 
consequence of lone pair – lone pair repulsion [1]. Particularly, aza-proline has been shown to 
enhance cis-amide conformation, thereby favoring type VI β-turns [2] (Figure 1). Whereby 
native GHRP-6 shows affinity for both the CD36 and GHS-R1a receptors, [3] AzaPro-
containing GHRP-6 azapeptide analogs were anticipated to introduce conformational rigidity 
that could allow for preferential binding towards the CD36 receptor, and constituted promising 
targets for the treatment of angiogenesis related diseases.  

Fig. 1. Representative peptide, aza-peptide and azaPro peptide with type VI β-turn.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Peculiarities of the azaPro moiety give rise to conformational preferences biasing β-VI folding 
of Xaa-AzaPro sequences, as observed by X-ray crystallography [2]. Previously synthesized 
biologically active peptide analogs possessing AzaPro include thyrotropin-releasing hormone 
analogs [4], and FKBP12 ligands [5] which were synthesized via tert-butyl pyrazolidine-1-
carboxylate and di-tert-butylpyrazolidine-1,2-dicarboxylate intermediates, respectively. In the 
context of our research, an Fmoc approach was developed to introduce aza-proline into analogs 
of GHRP-6 (His-D-Trp-Ala-Trp-D-Phe-Lys-NH2), a ligand with dual receptor affinity, in order 
to modulate turn geometry and introduce selectivity for the CD36 receptors as opposed to the 
GHS-R1a receptors.  

Synthesis of aza-proline containing peptides was previously achieved via tert-butyl 
pyrazolidine-1-carboxylate intermediate, which can be used to couple with an amino-ester 
derived isocyanate to form N-Boc-aza1-depipetides in solution [6]. In contrast, Fmoc protected 
aza-amino acid chlorides intermediates were shown to be effective for incorporation of aza-
amino acids onto growing peptides on rink amide resin [7]. Extending this methodology for the 
synthesis and incorporation of aza-proline, we prepared Fmoc carbazate building block 2 by 
acylation of tert-butyl pyrazolidine-1-carboxylate [4] with Fmoc succinamide, followed by Boc 
group removal using a 1:1 TFA:DCM mixture. Phosgene activation of 2 allowed incorporation 
of Fmoc protected aza-amino acid chloride intermediate 3 onto resin-bound peptide. Coupling 
of the next amino acid was achieved using BTC as the acylating agent. Further peptide chain 
elongation, cleavage and purification were conducted according to general solid-phase peptide 
synthesis protocols [8] (Figure 2).  
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Fig. 2. Representative synthesis of GHRP-6 aza-proline containing aza-peptide analogues. 

Systematic incorporation of aza-proline within the D-Trp2-Ala3-Trp4-D-Phe5 region GHRP-6 
sequence afforded four [aza-Pro]GHRP-6 analogs, which were prepared in parallel using a split-
and-mix approach with IRORI kans. Briefly, macrokans undergoing identical reactions were 
combined in a single reaction vessel, into which reagents passed through the walls of the 
macrokans. Following reaction completion, kans were separated and pooled accordingly for the 
next reaction. A radiofrequency (Rf) tag associated to a unique ID number allowed for 
identification of each IRORI kan. The IC50 binding values of the aza-peptides for affinity to 
both the GHS-R1a and CD36 receptors will be presented in the near future. 
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Introduction 

Aza-peptides incorporate an aza-amino acid residue (in which N replaces the alpha-CH) into the 
peptide backbone. They have improved peptide pharmacokinetic properties and enhanced 
substrate activity and specificity towards receptor targets [1], likely because of lone pair 
interactions of the hydrazine nitrogen causing a pre-organized backbone secondary structure 
related to β-turn types [2]. Aza-peptides are useful probes for exploring the influences of 
peptide backbone configuration and conformation on the biological activity of the native 
peptide.   
 
Results and Discussion 

Solid-phase aza-peptide synthesis has typically necessitated synthesis of a hydrazine building-
block in solution prior to incorporation on solid-phase [3]. By building the aza-residue directly 
on the supported peptide during solid-phase synthesis, our submonomer approach circumvents 
tedious hydrazine synthesis in solution and paves the way for broader diversity to be added at 
the aza-residue side-chain [4]. To a standard Fmoc protection strategy for SPPS, we’ve 
incorporated a 3-step procedure for the construction of the aza-residue directly on resin: (a) 
acylation of peptide-bound resin with a benzylidene carbazate, (b) regioselective semicarbazone 
alkylation and (c) chemoselective semicarbazone deprotection. Completion of SPPS is 
performed as usual to provide aza-peptide (Scheme 1). [aza-Phe4]-GHRP-6 (7) related to the 
growth hormone releasing peptide GHRP-6 (His-D-Trp-Ala-Trp-D-Phe-Lys-NH2, 8) was 
synthesized by selective aza-residue incorporation at the Trp4 position of the sequence in good 
yield (25%) and high purity (>99%) as confirmed by LCMS analyses. 
The conformations of aza-peptide 7 and the native GHRP-6 sequence 8 were studied using 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy in three solvents (water, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 
methanol, Figure 1). In water, aza-peptide 7 exhibited a CD curve indicative of an ordered β-

 
Scheme 1. Submonomer synthesis of [aza-Phe4]-GHRP-6 (7).  
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turn conformer with characteristic negative maximum values at around 190 and 230 nm and a 
positive maximum band near 215 nm; whereas, the parent peptide displayed a random coil 
structure with characteristic negative maximum band observed at 190 nm [5]. The solvent 
effected the conformations of 7 and 8 which both gave curves indicating ordered structure in 
TFE, and disorder in MeOH. In TFE, the parent peptide 8 and aza-peptide 7 possessed 
comparable traces with negative maximum values at around 230 nm and 205 nm and a 
maximum band near 210 nm. Methanol destabilized the ordered peptide conformation, 
rendering both 7 and 8 with curves absent of strong intensity nor characteristic bands in the 
spectra.  

Although GHRP-6 8 and aza-Phe4 counter-part 7 exhibited conformational liberty 
contingent on solvent system, both showed potential to adopt conformations that exhibited 
characteristic CDs for turn geometry in TFE. Moreover, aza-peptide 7 favored an organized turn 
conformation in water as well as TFE. 
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Fig. 1. Circular dichroism spectra of: A. [aza-Phe4]-GHRP-6 (7) and B. GHRP-6 (His-D-Trp-Ala-Trp-D-
Phe-Lys-NH2, 8); in water (squared line), TFE (line) and MeOH (crossed line). 
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Introduction 

C-3 Acyl-tetramic acids are key structural motifs in many natural products (Figure 1). They 
exhibit a wide range of biological activities including antibiotic, antiviral, antifungal, cytotoxic 
and enzyme inhibitory activities. Thus, the synthesis of such compounds represents a 

worthwhile and challenging goal for the organic chemist.  
We have recently presented an improved method based on 

previous works [1] for the microwave assisted acylation of tetramic 
acid derivatives in solution which allowed the access to a variety of 
acyl-tetramic derivatives [2]. As an effort for improving the versatility 
of this method, we have designed and synthesized a novel acyl-tetramic 
building block as “privileged scaffold” that can be easily reacted with 
many aliphatic compounds in solution or introduced into peptides in 
solid phase using classical coupling methods. Synthetic results 
demonstrate that introduction of acyl-tetramic acid building block into 

peptides and other small molecules is an attractive approach for discovering novel anticancer 
and antibacterial candidates. Products are currently being screened in a panel of bioassays 
including a series of bacteria and cancer cell lines, additionally some of them were submitted to 
high content screening revealing interesting morphological changes in cells treated with some of 
the products. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Diglycolic anhydride was reacted in solution with various tetramic acid derivatives adding 
DMAP and TEA (one equivalent of each) in DMF. The reaction was performed under 
microwave irradiation (Biotage). Reaction times varied depending on the starting tetramic acid: 
5 min for Val and Leu scaffold, and 10 min for Phe scaffold, at 800C (Figure 2). Yields were 
about 25 %. This strategy opens the gate to acyl-tetramate building blocks that can be directly 
coupled to peptides as any classical amino acid. In order to demonstrate the versatility of the 
new building blocks, they were coupled to a series of aliphatic amines such as hexylamine, 
tetradecylamine and 1, 6-hexamethylenediamine, activated by BOP and TEA in acetonitrile 
solution at room temperature (Figure 3).  
 

Finally, the scaffolds were coupled to 
model peptide RRKK (an antiviral tetramer 
peptide) using solid phase peptide synthesis 
(SPPS). Each coupling reaction was conducted 
according to known SPPS procedures at room 
temperature, and lasted 1.5 h. Cleaved peptides 
were purified by HPLC and characterized by 
HRMS and some of them by NMR (Figure 4). 
Derivative TMM-1062 showed anti-
proliferative activity against L929 mouse 
fibroblasts (IC50: 21 µg/ml).  
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Compound TMM-1116 showed toxicity in U-937 leukemia cells (IC50: 10 µg/ml). 

Both compounds were submitted to phenotypic screening as follows: PtK2 potoroo 
kidney cells (Potorous tridactylis) were incubated at a concentration of 40 µg/ml overnight. At 
the end of incubation cells were fixed and stained for endoplasmic reticulum by immunostaining 
of GRP-94, a marker protein of the ER, and for the nuclei by DAPI. Figure 5 (left panel) shows 
control cells stained green (ER) and blue (nuclei). Cells treated with TMM-1116 are shown in 
the right panel. We see cells with more than one nucleus, and in the middle one giant 
multinuclear cell with four nuclei. In some of the cells we observe that the nuclei have the 
tendency to decay into pieces (e.g., cell at the top of the right panel, see arrow). The reason for 
these phenotypical changes might be an interference with cell division. We did not observe 
these effects with TMM-1062. 

Conclusions 

We have developed a versatile method for the acylation of tetramic acid derivatives, a 
privileged scaffold has been synthesized using microwave energy and was introduced into a 
variety of compounds. The method is suitable for synthesizing lipid, amino acid and peptide 
derivatives both in solution and on solid phase. Product TMM-1116 displayed interesting 
toxicity in leukemia cell line and induced phenotypic changes that might indicate cytokinesis 
impairment, maybe by action of the compound on actin polymerization. Positional libraries 
using the new building blocks are currently being synthesized and their biological results will be 
discussed soon. 
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Introduction 

Heart-type fatty acid-binding protein (H-FABP) is a cytoplasmic protein with a molecular 
weight of 14-15KDa [1]. It was initially identified in heart tissue and subsequently shown to be 
present in several other tissues such as skeletal muscle, kidney and brain [2]. Because H-FABP 
levels are highly elevated in blood and urine during the hyperacute phase of acute myocardial 
infarction (AMI), it can be used as a good biological marker for detection of AMI [3]. Up-to-
date, there are several monoclonal antibodies prepared for the determination of H-FABP level in 
the diagnosis of AMI. Although these antibodies have high specificity to the serum H-FABP, 
they are not easy to prepare and relatively expensive. To overcome these defects, we have 
developed a ligand peptide probe of H-FABP using 12-mer phage display peptide libraries. The 
small peptide probe we synthesized is specific to H-FABP and the process of synthesizing this 
peptide is much less time consuming and less costly. This peptide probe could be applicable to 
the purpose of diagnosis of AMI in the emergency room. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Panning the ligand peptide of H-FABP was carried out by incubating the phage-displayed 
peptide library which carries random 12-mer peptides with a plate coated with H-FABP. After 
washing off the non-specific binding peptide-containing phage, the phage that carry peptides 
which specifically bind to H-FABP were eluted. This pool of phage were then amplified and 
subjected to the second and third round of panning. Three rounds of panning were conducted. 
The amino acid sequences of the peptide displayed on selected phage were determined by DNA 
sequencing which displayed a related pattern. The selected 12-mer peptide sequences are shown 
in Table 1. From this table, we can see some similarity in individual sequences. Some conserved 
motifs such as W~P and H-H-R are found also. We selected one sequence of W-P-N-H-H-M-L-
H-K-R-W-P as target sequence to synthesize. 

Table 1. The comparison of peptide sequences of selected phage clones 

Clones Sequences Conserved sequences 

1 N-Y-S-A-H-L-Y-N-H-L-R H~H; N-H~R 

1 H-W-K-H-N-R-H-D-P-S-P-P H-W~H~S; N-R~H;W~P 

1 A-R-L-H-D-H-H-W-H-P-R-M H~H~R; W-H-P 

1 K-H-M-H-W-H-P-P-A-L-N-T H~W-H; W-H-P 

1 W-P-N-H-H-M-L-H-K-R-W-P W-P; N-H~H~R 

1 V-P-H-N-F-H-W-H-P-R-H-Y W-H-P; H~H~R 

1 H-K-M-H-S-H-P-R-L-T-S-P H~H~R; H~S 

1 E-E-W-R-C-R-Q-E-I-H-R-L R~H-R 

1 K-L-W-H-C-P-P-Y-H-A-M-R W-H~P; H~R 
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This sequence was synthesized by the solid-phase method using FMOC chemistry. Briefly, each 
amino acid in DMF (dimethylformamide) was activated in situ with PyBOP (benzotriazole-l-yl-
oxy-tris-pyrrolidinophosphonium) and NMM (N-methylmorpholine) using Rink Resin. 
Dicarboxylate pyrene (Mw 290, Excitation wavelength: 310nm, Emission wavelength: 400 nm) 
as a fluorescent marker was coupled to the target peptide at N-terminus by the same method. 
The target peptide probe marked with dicarboxylate pyrene was cleaved from resin. It was 
purified by reverse phase HPLC on a C18 column at with detection at 400nm (Figure 1A). As 
determined by mass spectrometry (Figure 1B), its molecular mass was 1908 as was expected.  

In this work, fifty serum samples of AMI patients were collected to 96-well plates and 
coated by overnight incubation at 4°C, while forty-five serum samples of healthy volunteers 
were used as negative control. The wells were blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in 50mM 
PBS for two hours at room temperature and washed six times with 0.1%Tween-20 in PBS 
buffer. The synthesized peptide probe in PBS with 20μg/ml was added to each well and 
incubated for two hours at room temperature. After washed off excess peptide probe, the 

fluorescence intensity was measured at 400nm. The 
result is shown in Figure 2.  

In this study, the ligand peptides binding to 
H-FABP were selected in 12-mer phage display 
peptide libraries. After sequence determination and 
comparison, the target peptide sequence was defined. 
The target peptide coupled with dicarboxylate 
pyrene was then synthesized to be used as the 
biological probe. It was purified and identified by 
reverse phase HPLC (high pressure liquid 
chromatography) and mass spectrometry. The 
peptide probe was used to analyze the serum samples 
of AMI patients. The peptide probe we prepared has 
some advantages such as easy preparation, 
convenient testing and high sensitivity. The result 
suggests that the target peptide probe we have 
synthesized has potential in clinical application for 
diagnosis of AMI.  
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Fig. 2. Conjunction Activity of the Probe 
to Serum Samples by ELISA. Mean ± S.D.; 
n=50. p***<0.001 indicates significantly 
different from control. 

 
Fig. 1. Purification of the Peptide Probe by HPLC. B MS Spectrum of the Peptide Probe Buffer A: 
0.1%Trifluoroacetic Acid (TFA)/H2O. Buffer B: 90%CH3CN, 0.1%TFA. Loaded peptide was washed first 
with10% buffer B for 2.5 minutes, then eluted by 10% to90% gradient of buffer B at flow rate of 1 ml/min 
for20 minutes. 
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Introduction 

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a class of proteins, involved in cellular signaling 
cascades, which are composed of seven transmembrane (TM) domains connected by intra- and 
extracellular loops (IL and EL, respectively).  Structural information regarding these proteins is 
extremely valuable, but characterization of these proteins is difficult due to their 
hydrophobicity, flexibility and large size. Smaller fragments of GPCRs are useful for studying 
membrane protein folding and NMR structural analysis.   
 Our group has been focusing on NMR analysis of fragments of the yeast α-factor 
receptor, Ste2p. We have recently published an NMR structure for a fragment containing the 
first two TMs of the receptor in LPPG micelles and have also conducted biophysical analysis of 
this 80-residue peptide in TFE/water mixtures [1,2]. Here, we report the cloning, expression and 
purification of two larger fragments of Ste2p for biophysical investigations. A 3TM fragment 
containing 130 residues of Ste2p, G31-R161, including 19 residues from the N-terminal 
domain, the first TM through the third TM with connecting loops and five residues of the 
second IL was cloned downstream of the Trp∆LE fusion protein. Similarly, a 5TM fragment 
containing 212 residues of Ste2p, I128-L340, including 13 residues of the first EL, the third TM 
through the seventh TM with connecting loops, and 40 residues of the C-terminal domain was 
cloned into the same plasmid. The 3TM fragment was chosen because it may prove to be more 
stable than the TM1-TM2 fragment. An unsatisfied Arg residue in the TM1-TM2 fragment may 
form a salt bridge with a Glu residue in the TM1-TM3 fragment. The 5TM fragment was chosen 
because we wish to mix the TM1-TM2 fragment with the unlabeled 5TM fragment and perform 
NMR experiments on the reconstituted receptor. Expression for both constructs was optimized 
in E. coli and CNBr and thrombin cleavages and purification of the target peptides from the 
fusion tag were attempted. The 3TM peptide has been isolated, characterized by MS and 
biophysical analysis has begun. The 5TM fusion protein has proven to be more challenging and 
attempts at purification are in progress.  
 
Results and Discussion 

The DNA sequences corresponding to Ste2p TM1-TM3 (G31-R161) and TM3-TM7 (I128-
L340) were cloned into a Trp∆LE vector with an N-terminal His-Tag by PCR amplification, 
restriction enzyme digestion and ligation. The resulting plasmids were named pKC01 and 
pST01 respectively. The plasmids were transformed into the BL21-AI E.coli expression vector 
and expression of the Trp∆LE fusion proteins was optimized in both rich and minimal media. 

The 15N labeled TM1-TM3 fusion protein was expressed in both rich and M9 minimal 
media containing 15NH4Cl, and the fusion protein was isolated in inclusion bodies. The 
inclusion bodies were solubilized in 70% TFA and CNBr cleavage was performed in order to 
release the TM1-TM3 peptide. The resulting cleaved peptide was purified by RP-HPLC on a 
Zorbax 300SB-C3 Prep HT column using a 50-90% acetonitrile gradient with 20% isopropanol 
at 60oC. The yield of purified 15N labeled TM1-TM3 was 15-20mg/L. The unlabeled TM1-TM3 
gave the expected mass as judged using electron spray ionization MS, and 15N labeled TM1-
TM3 had a mass of 14580.5 indicating 95% incorporation of the 15N isotope.  

The purified peptide was subject to CD analysis in order to determine the helicity of 
the peptide. Analysis was done in both TFE:water mixtures (Figure 1) and lipid micelles. In 
TFE:water, the spectra contained a maximum at 192 nm and two minima at 208 nm and 222 
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nm, which are indicative of a helical peptide. The helicity increased with increasing percentage 
of TFE and the peptide was highly helical at TFE concentrations of greater than 50% v/v. 
Similar spectra were observed in several lipid micelles, including 1-myristoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-
glycero-3-[Phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (LMPG) (data not shown). [15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra were 
obtained for the 15N labeled fragment in 50% TFE (Figure 1B) and a [15N, 1H]-HSQC-TROSY 
spectrum was obtained in LMPG micelles (data not shown). In both cases, well-dispersed 
chemical shifts and narrow crosspeaks were obtained. 

The 5TM fusion protein proved to be more challenging to express, purify and subject 
to biophysical analysis. The fusion protein was successfully expressed, and the identity of the 
protein was verified by Western Blot using anti-His antibodies. Initial attempts at purification 
were conducted by RP-HPLC on a Zorbax 300SB-C3 column with a 36-81% acetonitrile 
gradient with 10% isopropanol. However, the protein did not efficiently elute from the column. 
A fraction containing a small amount of purified fusion protein was collected and subject to MS 
analysis. The obtained mass was very close to the expected mass. Subsequent attempts at 
purification of this construct have been unsuccessful, and sufficient quantities for biophysical 
analysis have yet to be obtained. Optimization of the purification protocol for this construct is 
underway. 
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Introduction 

α-Helices are one of the most commonly found protein secondary structures and often play a 
vital role in mediating protein-protein interactions. However, helical peptide segments are prone 
to be damaged by entropy effect when taken out of proteins, and fall in to random coil or other 
structure [1]. Several approaches have been developed in order to stabilize α-helices in short 
peptides, such as lactam, salt and disulfide bridge formations between the i and i+4 positions of 
a helix [2]. An alternative approach is to achieve small molecules that mimic α-helices by using 

rigid and pre-organized scaffolds including terphenyls [3], 
trispyridylamides [4], polycyclic ethers [5], pyridazines [6], and tris-
benzamides [7]. These α-helix mimetics focus on presenting only one 
side of a helix that comprises of the side chains of amino acids found 
at the i, i+3 (or i+4), and i+7 positions. On the contrary, α-helix 
mimetics that have a capability to represent two opposing helical 
faces have not been reported yet. Hence, we report a new bis-
benzamide scaffold that can place four side chain functional groups, 
two found at the i and i+7 positions on one helical face; and the other 
two from the i+2 and i+5 positions on the opposite side (Figure 1). 
The spatial arrangement of the four substituents was fixed by two 
hydrogen bonds between a benzamide proton and two adjacent alkoxy 
groups that promote high structural rigidity and superior α-helix 
mimicry.   
 

Results and Discussion 

For the construction of bis-benzamides as amphiphilic α-helix mimetics, we have first focused 
on the synthesis of an amphiphilic subunit 5. A persulfate oxidation of a benzoic acid 2 
provided a hydroquinone 3, and the 2-hydroxyl group was protected as a ketal 4 together with 
the 1-carboxylic acid group by reacting with acetone and trifluoroacetic anhydride. The 
reduction of the nitro group produced the amphiphilic subunit 5 (Scheme 1). 

To evaluate α-helix mimicry of the bis-benzamide scaffold, we have sought to emulate 
a helical region of a peptide hormone, glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1). GLP-1 is a 30 amino 
acid-containing peptide and plays an important role in glucose homeostasis by stimulating 
insulin secretion and restoring pancreatic β-cell mass, which are highly favored for treating type 
2 diabetes [8]. 2D-NMR studies showed that GLP-1 has two α-helical segments between 
residues 11-21 and 24-35, and the significance of two helices in receptor interaction was 
confirmed by our recent cyclization scanning study [9]. These helices in GLP-1 present key 
functional groups on both helical sides, indicating the importance of helical amphiphilicity [9c]. 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of an amphiphilic subunit. 
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To emulate two helical segments in the N- and C-terminal regions of GLP-1, two amphiphilic 
α-helix mimetics (1a,b) were designed by using the bis-benzamide scaffold described above. 
The bis-benzamide 1a mimics the N-terminal helix and presents side chain functional groups of 
Phe12, Ser14, Ser17, and Tyr19, whereas the C-terminal α-helix mimetic 1b represents Ala24, 
Lys26, Ile29, and Trp31. Starting from the ketal 6, a series of O-alkylation, ester hydrolysis, and 
coupling reactions were carried out to synthesize the two amphiphilic α-helix mimetics 
(Scheme 2). 
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Introduction 

Type-2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is characterized by increased blood glucose levels, either 
because of defect in insulin secretion or due to insulin resistance or a combination of both [1]. 
During the last decade, incretin hormones such as Glucagon-Like Peptide (GLP-1) have been 
extensively explored in order to develop new therapeutic agents for the safe and effective 
treatment of T2DM [2]. GLP-1 stimulates insulin secretion from the pancreatic β-cells in a 
glucose-dependent manner, prevents pre- and post-prandial hyperglycemia, suppresses glucagon 
secretion from pancreatic α-cells, delays gastric emptying, reduces food intake and stimulates β-
cell proliferation [3]. The native GLP-1 has an extremely short half-life as it is rapidly degraded by 
the enzyme DPP-IV. Although continuous infusions of GLP-1 could be useful for the short-term 
control of hyperglycemia, the long-term treatment of T2DM would require a more feasible 
approach to achieve sustained activation of GLP-1 receptors. Exendin-4 was discovered as the first 
clinically relevant, potent and metabolically stable GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) agonist. Exendin-4 
at 10 µg (sc twice a day) dose effectively reduces elevated plasma glucose level and HbA1c levels 
[4]. Under clinical regime, Exendin-4 treatment causes incidences of nausea and vomiting, 
immunogenicity, pancreatitis, hypoglycemia (in combination therapy) and reaction at the site of 
injection [5]. Thus Exendin-4 represents a potent GLP-1 agonist with several safety concerns. 
Considering these side-effects of Exendin-4, we decided to develop ZY-GLP1, a short-chain 
peptidomimetic based novel GLP-1 agonists, for long-term treatment of T2DM. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Structurally, ZY-GLP1 consists of optimal activation and binding components, which were linked 
together by suitable spacer and it exhibits close homology with the native GLP-1 peptide. 
Classically, in a membrane-mimetic environment, ZY-GLP1 showed helix formation, similar to 
the native peptide [6]. In general, the ZY-GLP1 is a highly water soluble (150 mg/ ml) molecule 
and was found to be stable in plasma, blood, PBS and water for more than 24 h. Under accelerated 
stability testing, ZY-GLP1 was found to be stable up to 6 months at 25ºC. 

ZY-GLP1 is a potent and selective agonist of GLP-1 receptors. In an in vitro assay using 
CHO cells stably transected with human GLP-1R, ZY-GLP1 showed a GLP-1R-mediated 
concentration-dependent cAMP production with an EC50 of 34nM. The maximum cAMP 
stimulation by ZY-GLP1 was similar to native GLP-1 indicating full receptor agonism. ZY-GLP1 
was also tested for its selectivity over 75 common molecular targets comprising of receptors, ion-
channels and drug transporters. These experiments showed that ZY-GLP1 is a highly selective to 
GLP-1 R and showed no significant affinity to other molecular targets at 10µM. Significantly, ZY-
GLP1 showed a glucose-dependent insulin secretion in RIN5F cells in a concentration-dependent 
manner [7]. 

Various in vivo experiments revealed that ZY-GLP1 has similar antidiabetic actions as that 
of native GLP-1 peptide. Acute ZY-GLP1 treatment in various diabetic animal models resulted in 
consistent and dose-dependent reduction in plasma glucose. In C57 mice subjected to intraperitoneal 
glucose load, subcutaneous ZY-GLP1 administration produced significant anti-hyperglycemic effect 
with an ED50 of 0.116 mg/kg (Table 1). Studies in ob/ob mice demonstrated that the reduction in 
plasma glucose was mediated via stimulation of insulin secretion in a glucose-dependent manner 
(Table 1). Similar observations were made in db/db mice. Secondary pharmacodynamic effect such 
as delayed gastric emptying was observed, which was of lesser magnitude than one seen at efficacy 
doses of Exendin-4 [8]. In repeated-dose efficacy studies in diabetic db/db mice, ZY-GLP1 reduced 
HbA1c levels, food intake and body weight at doses, which produced efficacy in acute studies (Table 
2). In this context, ZY-GLP1 is quite distinct from Exendin-4, which is reported to produce chronic 
metabolic effects such as reduction in body weight and HbA1c at significantly higher doses (24X) 
than those required for its acute antihyperglycemic effects [9].  
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Table 1. Acute antihyperglycemic effect of subcutaneous ZY-GLP1 treatment in male C57 and 
ob/ob mice. 

 

Treatment (dose 
mg/kg)

Treatment (dose 
mg/kg)

ZY-GLP1 (0.075) -16.6 ± 2.4 ZY-GLP1 (0.015) -11.2 ± 5.7 59.9 ± 7.5
ZY-GLP1 (0.1) -27.0 ± 3.3* ZY-GLP1 (0.045) -20.9 ± 7.3* 42.4 ± 12.4
ZY-GLP1 (0.15) -43.6 ± 3.3* ZY-GLP1 (0.15) -24.1 ± 2.0* 113.7 ± 5.3*
ZY-GLP1 (0.3) -50.4 ± 4.8* ZY-GLP1 (0.45) -46.4 ± 6.5* 145.8 ± 27.6*
ZY-GLP1 (0.6) -51.3 ± 6.0* ZY-GLP1 (1.5) -39.0 ± 4.6* 90.4 ± 9.6*
ZY-GLP1 (1.2) -51.3 ± 6.2* Exendin-4 (0.008) -45.2 ± 3.0* 105.1 ± 9.4*

Data are mean ± SE from 6 mice in each group.  Results indicate changes in glucose and insulin in the intraperitoneal glucose tolerance 
test after 2g/kg glucose load administered at 0 min. AUC glucose and insulin calculated based on the 0-240 min changes. *, P<0.05 as 
compared to vehicle control group. 

Animal Model : C57 mice Animal Model: ob/ob mice

Percent change  against 
vehicle control AUC 

glucose (mg/dL*240 min)

Percent change against 
vehicle control in AUC 

glucose (mg/dL*240 min)

Percent change against 
vehicle control in AUC 

insulin (ng/mL*240 m in)

 
Table 2. Effects of ZY-GLP1 on metabolic parameters in male db/db mice after repeated-dose sc 
treatment for 50 days 

 

Treatment (dose) 

Vehicle Control 44.5 ± 1.6 42.4 ± 1.7 520.8 ± 19.2 595.7 ± 20.9 1.6 ± 0.5
ZY-GLP1 (1.5mg/kg/day) 46.0 ± 1.8 41.4 ± 1.4* 522.2 ± 19.2 398.4 ± 50.2* -33.1 ± 8.4 -0.8 ± 0.8
ZY-GLP1 (3 mg/kg/day) 44.5 ± 1.8 35.7 ± 2.4* 521.4 ± 17.9 417.4 ± 30.9* -29.9 ± 5.2 -1.4 ± 0.5
ZY-GLP1 (6 mg/kg/day) 47.7 ± 1.8 33.2 ± 2.0* 520.4 ± 18.0 423.0 ± 12.3* -29.0 ± 2.1 -1.1 ± 0.9

Body Weight (g) 
on Day-0 

Body Weight (g) 
on Day-50

Data expressed as mean ± SE from 9 mice in each group.  *, P<0.05 as compared to vehicle control group.

Difference in % 
HbA1c (Day 50-

Day 0)

Fed glucose (mg/dL) 
on Day-0 

Fed glucose (mg/dL) 
on Day-50 

 Percent change  Vs 
vehicle control in 
serum glucose on 

Day-50

 
 

Pharmacokinetic studies of ZY-GLP1 were conducted in rats and dogs using subcutaneous (sc) 
route of administration. ZY-GLP1 showed rapid Tmax (15 min) and extended T½ (3.8h in rats and 
15h in dogs). ZY-GLP1 was found to be eliminated via non-renal pathways. 

In preclinical safety studies, ZY-GLP1 showed good margin of safety (the NOAEL was 
more than 500X of the acute efficacy dose). In repeated dose toxicity studies, it did not show any 
adverse effects on cardiovascular & CNS functions and was found to be non immunogenic. The 
observed untoward effects at very high doses were limited to GLP-1R-mediated exaggerated 
pharmacodynamic effects. Unlike Exendin-4, ZY-GLP1 did not cause emetic effect in dogs and 
nausea-like symptoms in rats in conditioned taste aversion model, even at very high doses, 
whereas, Exendin-4 produces nausea-like symptoms at efficacy doses [10]. 

In summary, ZY-GLP1 represents a novel short-chain peptidomimetic GLP-1 agonist. It 
has shown desirable incretin effect and antidiabetic activity in different non-clinical screening 
models. Unlike many other GLP-1 agonists, ZY-GLP1 treatment is less likely to be associated 
with nausea or immunogenic effects. The overall pre-clinical profile of ZY-GLP-1 was found to 
be very promising with significantly higher safety index, for the safe and effective treatment of 
T2DM. 
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Introduction 

As the most abundant structural motif in proteins, an α-helix often involves in the formation of 
protein complexes. To modulate such protein-protein interaction, α-helix mimetics have been 
designed by using rigid and pre-organized scaffolds with low molecular weights and high 
synthetic efficiency. During the past decade, a handful of α-helix mimetics were reported 
including terphenyls [1], trispyridylamides [2], polycyclic ethers [3], pyridazines [4], and tris-

benzamides [5]. However, all of them focus on 
representing only one side of an α-helix organized by 
side chains at the i, i+3/i+4 and i+7 positions. 
Compared to these “one-sided” α-helix mimetics, 
engineering a molecule to mimic two opposing 
helical faces is still a formidable task. Amphiphilic α-
helix mimetics that present side chains from both 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces of a helix, will 
strongly interact with target proteins, which in turn 
leads to high binding affinity and potent biological 
activity. Thus, we have designed new amphiphilic α-
helix mimetics by using our recently developed tris-
benzamide scaffold [5] as a template due to its high 
structural rigidity, synthetic efficiency, and easy 
derivatization (Figure 1). The new scaffold places 
five side-chain functionalities, three found at the i, 
i+3/i+4, i+7 positions on one helical face and two at 
the i+2, i+5 positions on the opposite side. 

 
Results and Discussion 

To facilitate the synthesis of amphiphilic α-helix mimetics, we have first developed an efficient 
synthetic method for amphiphilic subunits (5). After iodination of an aniline 1, a Sonogashira 
cross-coupling reaction was carried out with a variety of alkynes. An amphiphilic subunit 5 was 
produced in high yield by hydrogenation of the triple bond of the alkyne 3 (Scheme 1A).  

Then, an amphiphilic α-helix mimetic was constructed to emulate a helical segment in 
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1). GLP-1 is a 30 amino acid-containing peptide hormone and 
plays an important role in stimulating insulin secretion and restoring pancreatic β-cell mass, 
which are highly beneficial to treat type 2 diabetes [6]. 2D-NMR studies of GLP-1 revealed the 
presence of two α-helical segments [7], and their significance in receptor binding and activation 
was confirmed by our recent cyclization scanning study [8]. Based on the sequence of the N-
terminal helix of GLP-1 (residues 12-19), an amphiphilic tris-benzamide 10 was designed to 
hold side chains of Phe12, Ser14, Val16, Ser17 and Tyr19 that correspond to the i, i+2, i+4, i+5 and 
i+7 positions of the helix, respectively.  

The synthesis of the amphiphilic tris-benzamide 10 was outlined in Scheme 1B.  After 
acetylation of the aniline 1, an O-alkylation of the 3-hydroxyl group was carried out with benzyl 
bromide and NaOMe. Saponification of the ester 6 and a subsequent coupling reaction with an 
amphiphilic subunit 5a resulted in an ester intermediate 7 that was rearranged to a bis-
benzamide during a next O-alkylation reaction. Repeating the steps of ester hydrolysis, coupling 
of an amphiphilic subunit 5a, and an O-alkylation successfully synthesized the designed 
compound 10 in high yield (Scheme 1B). 
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Fig. 1. Structures of tris-benzamides as 
(A) one-sided and (B) amphiphilic α-
helix mimetics. 
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Scheme 1. Synthetic schemes for (A) amphiphilic subunits and (B) amphiphilic α-helix mimetics. 
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Introduction 

Regulation of cell death relative to cell proliferation is crucial for tissue homeostasis, and any 
impairment in this process may lead to life-threatening diseases like cancer. Among numerous 
genes and proteins involving in apoptosis, members of a Bcl-2 family play a pivotal role in the 
control of cell death. The Bcl-2 family is divided into two groups, anti-apoptotic proteins like 
Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL that inhibit programmed cell death, and pro-apoptotic proteins like Bak, Bad, 
and Bax that promote the process of apoptosis [1]. The formation of heterodimers between pro- 
and anti-apoptotic proteins regulates cell death since unbound pro-apoptotic proteins trigger the 
formation of pores in mitochondrial membrane, resulting in the release of cytochrome c, which 
in turn activates caspase cascade that ultimately leads to cell death. Since over-expression of 
anti-apoptotic proteins are commonly observed in many cancers, small molecules that can 
inhibit Bcl protein complex formation would be of high potential for cancer treatment. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Pro-apoptotic proteins (e.g., Bak, Bad, Bax, Bid, Bik) interact with anti-apoptotic proteins 
through BH3 domains, and the structure of a peptide derived from a BH3 domain of Bak was 
determined by 2D-NMR when it was bound to Bcl-xL [2]. It was found that the Bak BH3 
domain adopts α-helical structure and interacts with a hydrophobic cleft in Bcl-xL by using 
Val74, Leu78, and Ile81,85. Since these residues organize one side of the helical BH3 domain, they 
have been targeted by small molecules that mimic α-helices [3,4]. Recently, we have designed 
new α-helix mimetics based on a tris-benzamide scaffold that places three functional groups 
found at the i, i+3 (or i+4), and i+7 positions in two helical turns [5]. In addition to proper α-
helix mimicry demonstrated by molecular modeling, the tris-benzamide scaffold allows facile 
synthesis that uses straightforward and high-yielding reactions.   
 Thus, we have designed four tris-benzamides to mimic helical BH3 domains of Bak 
and Bad proteins. Since the important hydrophobic amino acids span over three helical turns of 
the BH3 domain, two tris-benzamides were prepared to represent its hydrophobic surface. For 
the N-terminal two helical turns of the Bad BH3 domain, a tris-benzamide (6a) contains 4-
fluorobenzyl, isobutyl, and n-butyl groups that correspond to the side chain functional groups of 
Tyr147, Leu151, and Met154, respectively. Due to an unexpected synthetic difficulty, 4-
fluorobenzyl group was used as a surrogate for the side chain of Tyr. For the C-terminal two 
helical turn of the Bad BH3 domain, another tris-benzamide (6b) was designed to present 
isobutyl, n-butyl, and benzyl groups for Leu151, Met154, and Phe158, respectively. In the same 
manner, two tris-benzamides were designed for the Bak BH3 domain comprising of isopropyl, 
isobutyl, and s-butyl groups for Val74, Leu78, and Ile81, respectively (6c); and isobutyl, s-butyl, 
and s-butyl groups for Leu78, and Ile81,85, respectively (6d). 
 The synthesis of the four tris-benzamides was summarized in Scheme 1. Starting from 
a methyl 4-acetamido-3-hydroxybenzoate (1), an alkylation reaction was carried out with a 
variety of alkyl halides and NaH. After hydrolysis of a methyl ester (2a-d), an allyl 4-amino-3-
hydroxybenzoate was coupled to the release benzoic acid with PyBOP to produce an ester 
intermediate (3a-d) resulting from significantly low nucleophilicity of the 4-aminobenzoate. 
However, the ester intermediate was rearranged to a bis-benzamide during a subsequent 
alkylation reaction with NaH and an alkyl halide. After an allyl ester (4a-d) was removed with 
Pd0, coupling and alkylation reactions were repeated to yield a final tris-benzamide (6a-d). 
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Inhibitory effects of the tris-benzamides (6a-d) were evaluated by PARP cleavage and MTT 
assays by using a prostate cancer cell line (PC3) grown in RPMI medium with 1% FBS (Figure 
1). As a downstream indicator of apoptosis, the observed PARP cleavages confirm that the tris-
benzamides well emulated the hydrophobic helical faces of the BH3 domains and indeed 
disrupted the heterodimer formation of anti- and pro-apoptotic proteins. Among the four α-helix 
mimetics designed for the BH3 domains, the tris-benzamide 6c was found to be the most 
effective in PARP cleavage as well as inhibiting cell growth of the prostate cancer cells. 
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Fig. 1. Inhibitory effects of α-helix mimetics designed for BH3 domains of pro-apoptotic proteins on a 
prostate cancer cell line, PC3. (A) PARP cleavage and (B) MTT assay. 
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Introduction 

α-Helix is the most common structural motif in proteins and frequently plays an important role 
in protein-protein interactions [1,2]. Thus, small molecules that can modulate this fundamental 
process would be of great value in studying numerous key biochemical pathways. Whereas 
short peptide fragments derived from helical segments in proteins have been employed to 
regulate protein complex formations, their effective use has been limited by high 
conformational flexibility in solution, rapid enzymatic degradation, and difficulty in penetrating 
membrane.  

To overcome these issues, non-peptidic α-helix mimetics have been developed by 
using rigid and pre-organized scaffolds to interact with target proteins [2-7]. Although rational 
design of α-helix mimetics has been successful in modulating protein-protein interaction, it is 
still difficult to arrange all functional groups of α-helix mimetics as accurately as found in an 
ideal α-helix. Therefore, it is often necessary to produce a number of analogues for rapid 
identification of initial leads with high biological activity. Recently, we have designed a tris-
benzamide scaffold to present side chain functional groups found at the i, i+4, and i+7 positions 
in a helix [7], and report herein an efficient solid-phase synthetic strategy to construct a library 
of tris-benzamides. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The solid-phase synthesis of a tris-benzamide started from anchoring the first benzoate (1) on a 
2-chlorotrityl-chloride polystyrene resin (Scheme 1). To achieve high loading efficiency, a 
glycine was used as a linker between a 3-alkoxy-4-aminobenzoate and the resin. The allyl ester 
of the resin-bound benzoate (2) was removed with Pd(PPh3)4 and phenylsilane, and the second 
benzoate was coupled to the released carboxylic acid (3) to give an ester intermediate (4) that 
was rearranged to a bis-benzamide (5) by treating NaH. Then, an alkyl group (R2) 
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Scheme 1. Solid-phase synthesis of α-helix mimetics based on a tris-benzamide scaffold  Reagents and 
conditions: a Pd(PPh3)4, PhSiH3, CHCl3, rt, 1 h; b allyl 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoate, PyBOP, DIEA, DMF, rt, 
20 h; c NaH, nBu4NBr, DMF, rt, 1 h; d R2-X (or R3-X), Cs2CO3, nBu4NBr, DMF, rt, 12 h (or 24 h); e 10% 
TFA/CH2Cl2, rt, 10 min. 
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corresponding to the i+4 position of a helix was introduced to the 3-hydroxyl group of the bis-
benzamide (5) by treating with a variety of alkyl halides and a base. After screening bases to 
optimize the reaction condition, cesium carbonate along with tetrabutylammonium bromide as a 
catalyst was found to be the most effective. Reactive benzyl bromides showed faster completion 
of the reaction (<12 h) compared to less reactive alkyl halides (e.g., 2-bromopropane, 1-bromo-
2-methylpropane) that typically require 24 h. The alkylation reaction was repeated to ensure 
complete conversion to a bis-benzamide with two alkoxy substituents (6). 

After ester cleavage, O-acylation, and ON acyl migration reactions were carried out, 
an alkyl group (R3) corresponding to the i+7 position of a helix was installed in the same 
manner described above. Each step in the synthesis was carried out with high yield, and a tris-
benzamide (7) was finally released from the resin as a TFA salt. In addition to hydrophobic 
alkyl groups, tris-benzamides with hydrophilic functionalities like 3-carboxypropyl and 4-
aminobutyl groups were also assembled in high yields. 

To demonstrate the synthetic efficiency, a small library of 13 tris-benzamides was 
constructed (Table 1). Hydrophobic functional groups like i-propyl, i-butyl, and benzyl groups 
were used to represent Val, Leu, and Phe, respectively, whereas 3-carboxypropyl and 4-
aminobutyl groups were used for the hydrophilic side chains of Glu and Lys, respectively. 

In summary, an efficient synthetic route to produce α-helix mimetics based on the tris-
benzamide scaffold was developed by using allyl ester cleavage, amide bond formation via 
ON acyl migration, and O-alkylation reactions. A small library of tris-benzamides was 
produced in high purity (>80%). This solid-phase synthetic strategy will facilitate rapid 
production of a number of α-helix mimetics that can be broadly applied to numerous protein 
targets where α-helical structure plays an important role. 
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Table 1. Tris-benzamides produced by the solid-phase synthesis 

R1 R2 R3 Purity (%) 

Bn iPr iPr 87 
Bn iPr iBu 90 
Bn iPr Bn 93 
Bn iBu iPr 96 
Bn iBu iBu 92 
Bn iBu Bn 89 
Bn Bn iPr 83 
Bn Bn iBu 99 
Bn Bn Bn 88 
iPr CPr a CPr 99 
iPr CPr ABu a 81 
iPr ABu CP 91 
iPr ABu ABu 99 

 a CPr=3-carboxypropyl, ABu=4-aminobutyl  
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Introduction 

The occurrence of prematurity has increased significantly over the three last decades and 
constitutes an unmet medical need with the highest per patient cost per year in the USA [1]. 
Actually, two hormones are known to be implicated in the initiation of parturition and labor. On 
one hand, oxytocin, a nona-cyclopeptide, is routinely used to induce labor in mammals [2] and 
its antagonist, Atosiban [3] is used in clinic to stop preterm uterine contractions. On the other 
hand, labor, parturition and consequently preterm labor, all can be initiated by the prostaglandin 
F2α (PGF2α) receptors in uterine muscles [4,5] making this receptor an ideal complementary 
target for designing new tocolytic agents. (Knock out mouse for PGF2α receptor never go into 
labor.) The FP receptor is a member of the GPCR family receptors and may be regulated by 
allosterism.  In our laboratory, peptides and mimics were designed as allosteric antagonists [6,7] 
of the PGF2α receptor. For example, peptide THG113 and peptide mimic THG113.824 (Figure 
1) were synthesized and exhibited selective non competitive inhibition on PGF2α receptor with 
good specificities (IC50 340 nM and 1.1 nM respectively) [6,7].  

Phenacetamido mimic THG113.824, features an indolizidin-2-one (I2aa) of 3S,6S,9S 
configuration which induces an active type II’ β-turn geometry and enhances lipophilicity such 
that it serves as a probe for cell based assays. [8,9] A protocol for the synthesis of radio-labelled 
THG113.824, iodide 1 has now been developed for the goal of studying its affinity for the 
PGF2α receptor.  
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Results and Discussion 

Iodide 1 was synthesized employing Boc-protection in solution, using TBTU and HOBt as 
coupling agents in the presence of DIEA in dichloromethane (Figure 2). First, Boc-PyAla-OH 2 
was coupled to β-Phe-OBn 3 [10]. After removal of the Boc group with 20% TFA in DCM for 
1h and a salt exchange to the hydrochloride, the dipeptide was coupled to (3S,6S,9S)-Boc-I2aa-
OH [11]. After TFA treatment and salt exchange, phenylacetic and p-N-(Boc)aminophenylacetic 
acid (synthesized from benzylcyanide in 4 steps, Figure 3) were respectively coupled, and the 
protected peptide mimics were hydrogenated in EtOH to give THG 113.824 and its respective 
aniline 5 which were purified by preparative HPLC. Iodide incorporation was performed by 
submitting 5 to sodium nitrate treatment to afford the diazonium salt, which was substituted by 
sodium iodide in situ to give cold 1 in 80% yield.  
 

Fig. 1. Peptide and peptide mimics active against uterine contractions. 
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Fig. 2. Synthesis of radiolabelled mimic 1. 
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Fig. 3. Synthesis of Boc-aminophenylacetic acid. 
 
Iodinated THG113.824 was thus synthesized to develop a method for preparing radioactive 
mimics for binding and dissociation assays on the PGF2α receptor. 
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Introduction 

GHRP-6 (HwAWfK) is a member of the growth hormone-releasing peptides (GHRPs) family 
[1]. It stimulates GH liberation from somatotrophs in a dose 
dependent manner in different species including humans [2] 
by its interaction with the ghrelin receptor GHS-R1a. Through 
their interaction with the scavenger receptor CD36, GHRP-6 
analogs are able to exert protective effects on 
ischemia/reperfusion injury and anti-atherosclerotic activity 
[3,4]. A β-turn conformation around Ala3 is suspected to be an 
important feature for binding and differentiating the CD36 
from the GHS-R1a receptor [5,6]. Thus, preparation of 
analogs bearing β-turn mimics in position 3 would provide 
information about the structural requirements to achieve 
activity and/or selectivity. In that context, analogs of GHRP-6 
bearing α- and β-amino γ-lactam (respectively Agl 1 and Bgl 
2, Figure 1) residues in this position, in both (S)- and (R)-
forms, have been synthesized using suitably configured cyclic 
sulfamidate reagents 3 and 4. These reagents are respectively derived from homoserine, and 
aspartate [6]. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Four lactam analogs of GHRP-6 (5-8, Scheme 1) were prepared on Rink amide resin according 
to a recently reported Fmoc-based protocol relying on two key steps [6]: (1) selective 
monoalkylation of 
the free N-terminal 
amine of the 
supported tripeptide 
precursor 9 with (S)- 
and (R)-configured 
reagents 3 and 4 and 
(2) microwave 
assisted lactam 
formation. Con-
ventional Fmoc 
peptide synthesis was 
then pursued to 
elongate the peptide 
and TFA cleavage 
provided the lactam 
GHRP-6 analogs 
with crude purities 
ranging from 22% to 
46%. Purification by 
preparative RP-
HPLC furnished 99% 
pure peptides 5-8 in 
4% to 25% yields. 

 
Fig. 1. Agl 1, Bgl 2 and cyclic 
sulfamidates 3 and 4. 

 

 
Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy for preparation of Agl3 and Bgl3 GHRP-6 
analogs 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
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Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the four GHRP-6 analogs were measured in water and TFE 
(Figure 2). In water, GHRP-6 displayed a random coil characteristic curve (maximum negative 

band at 190 nm). The curve shapes of 
the lactam analogs indicated an 
equilibrium between disorder and a β-
turn structure, with a negative maximum 
at 230 nm [7]. The lactam curves also 
featured a smaller negative maximum at 
215 nm particularly apparent for (S)-
Agl3 5 and (R)-Bgl3 8 suggesting 
similarities in their conformations in 
water. The double negative curve shape 
in water was similar to that of 
Gramicidin S, albeit with a 10 nm blue 
shift compared to 5 and 8 and may 
indicate type II’ β-turn geometry [8]. In 
TFE, GHRP-6 and its lactam analogs 5-
8 all gave curves indicative of ordered 
β-turn conformers with negative 
maxima around 225-235 nm, the most 
intense being displayed by the (S)-Agl 
and (R)-Bgl analogs 5 and 8. Bgl3 
peptides 7 and 8 also had curves with a 
positive maximum around 210-220 nm. 
Agl3 analogs 5 and 6 exhibited a 
shoulder in that region, underlining the 
differences of geometry induced by Agl 
and Bgl in TFE.  

This CD study confirms that 
Agl and Bgl residues are able to induce 
β-turn conformations at position 3 of 
GHRP-6. Although the two types of 
lactams bring about differences in 
geometry, some similarities seem to 
arise from lactams of both different 
types and configuration as exemplified 
by (S)-Agl and (R)-Bgl peptides 5 and 8. 
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Fig. 2. CD spectra of GHRP-6, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (20 µM). 
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Introduction 

Eukaryotic ribonucleotide reductase (RR) catalyzes nucleoside diphosphate conversion to 
deoxynucleoside diphosphate. Crucial for rapidly dividing cells, RR is a well-recognized target 
for cancer therapy. Active mammalian RR (mRR) depends on the association of two different 
subunits, mR1 and mR2 in which the mR2 C-terminal peptide binds to mR1. Inhibitors of 
human RR (hRR) currently in clinical use or in clinical trial, target either the active site or an 
allosteric site within mR1, or the diferric-tyrosyl radical center within mR2/p53R2 [1]. A 
potential problem with these hRR inhibitors has been their relative lack of specificity. In 
contrast, inhibitors that target quaternary structure, because of their higher intrinsic specificity, 
have the potential to be effective with fewer side effects. mRR can be inhibited by competitive 
binding at the mR1 subunit by hR2 C-terminal heptapeptide, NAcFTLDADF, P7, and its 
peptidomimetic, Fmoc(Me) PhgLDChaDF, denoted P6 [2,3].  

Recently, we reported crystal structures of heterocomplexes containing P7 or P6 bound 
to Saccharomyces cerevisiae R1 (ScR1) at a locus consisting of residues that are highly 
conserved between yeast, mouse, and human R1 [4,5]. ScR2 and ScR4 C-terminal peptides 
(ScR2pep and ScR4pep, respectively), P7 and P6 (Kd 300 nM) bind to ScR1 in three distinct 
conformations, those adopted by: (i) P7/ScR2pep, (ii) P6, and (iii) ScR4pep. Both P7 and ScR4 
bind with a reverse turn, although the turn is in opposite directions for each, whereas P6 binds in 
an extended fashion. These three conformations demonstrate the inherent flexibility of the 
eukaryotic R1 peptide binding site, and provide the basis for the design and synthesis of 
peptidomimetics reported here. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Design of peptidomimetic inhibitors: 
Based on the structure of ScR1 complexed with ScR2-pep, ScR4-pep, P7, P6; binding site was 
created using the PROTOMOL module and then COMBIMAKER module allowing facile 
alterations of different sites of these molecules by varying diverse R-groups. Best fit molecules 
were docked and energy minimized with the SURFLUX module in SYBYL8.0. This led to the 
design of [1,2,3]-triazolyl containing cyclic peptides (Figure 1) with the potential of very tight 
binding to R1. The cyclic backbone rigidifies the reverse turn as seen in P7, ScR2 and ScR4 
while improving the interactions in the spacer region. 
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Fig. 1. Structure of Cyc10 and table of cyclic peptides synthesized. 
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Synthesis of Peptidomimetic inhibitors: 
The cyclic peptides were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis using Fmoc chemistry. 
NovaSyn TGA resin with a loading of 0.2 mmoles/g was used as the solid support. Lower 
loading capacity facilitated intra-molecular 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition. For Cyc10 (lys), the 
linear precursor Phe1-Pra2-Phe3-Gln4-Lys5-Ser6-Phe7 was assembled with propargylglycine 
(Pra) and Lys in positions i and i+3 respectively. Alloc protecting group on Lys was selectively 
removed using Pd(PPh3)4 to provide free amine  
which upon reaction with triflic azide was 
converted to azide. Both the diazotransformation 
of Lys residue into Nle(ε-N3) and the Cu(I) 
catalysed 1,3-dipolar addition of azido and 
alkynyl functionalities, leading to the conversion 
of linear precursor into the 1,4-disubstituted 
[1,2,3]triazolyl containing peptide were carried 
out efficiently on resin. Disappearance of the 
characteristic azide IR band (KBr) at 2100 cm-1 
was used to monitor azide conversion to triazole 
(Figure 2). All the peptides were purified by 
HPLC and their structure confirmed by ESI-mass 
spectroscopy.  
Crystal Structure of Cyc10(lys): 
The crystal structure of Cyc10(lys) at 2.7 Å resolution as bound to ScR1 (Figure 3) shows two 
strong interaction sites, denoted subsites 1 and 2, separated by a spacer region which interacts 
only weakly with the inhibitor. Subsite 1 is predominantly hydrophobic and interacts with the 
N-terminus up until residue three. The hydrophobic pocket is well occupied by two 
phenylalanines. Subsite 2 is partially polar/hydrophobic and has strong interactions with the Phe 
and Ser. Cyclization via the triazole ring connects the two sites; thus rigidifying the turn 
between residues 2-5 [1PhePraPheGlnLysSerPhe7] 
and enhancing the interactions in the spacer region. It 
appears from the structure of Cyc10, that some side-
chains do not make extensive interactions with R1. 
Removing these groups may have little impact on 
binding while reducing the molecular weight. Also 
efforts will be made to enhance the interactions at 
subsite 1 by the introduction of hydrophobic groups at 
the N-terminal and altering the spacer region.  

This structure of Cyc10(Lys) will be used for 
a new round of modeling, synthesis, testing, and 
structural characterization, and the process will 
continue until no further improvements are seen. We 
plan to test the best compounds emerging from this 
iterative process for in vivo efficacy in mice 
containing human breast cancer tumors, optimizing 
for both efficacy in reducing tumor size and low 
toxicity.  
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Fig. 2. Conversion of azide to triazole as 
monitored by IR. 

 

Fig. 3. Structure of Cyc10(Lys) bound to 
ScR1. The 2Fo-Fc electron density map is 
contoured at 0.8 s. Subsites 1 and 2 are 
shown as surfaces. 
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Introduction 

Myocardial infarction is the major cause of death in the world. Reperfusion of ischemic tissue is 
necessary to terminate the processes of ischemic injury. However, abrupt reperfusion may 
results in the so-called ischemia/reperfusion (IR)-injury that can provoke further tissue injury 
and myocardial cell death. There is great interest in the development of adjunct therapies, which 
might attenuate reperfusion injury and thereby maximize the benefits of reperfusion. Therefore, 
studies on the safe and effective new cardioprotective agents used to prevent IR injury are still a 
pivotal issue [1]. 

DhHP-6 (Deuterohaemin – Ala-His-Thr-Val-Glu-Lys) is a novel peptide mimic of 
peroxidases designed and synthesized in our laboratory. The in vitro peroxidase activity of 
DhHP-6 is very similar to that of microperoxidase-11 (MP-11), but DhHP-6 has very good 
water solubility, stability and its chemical synthesis is much simpler. DhHP-6 has been 
demonstrated to exert anti-cataract activity in vitro and significant cardio protective effects 
against myocardial ischemia reperfusion injury in rats previously. In this study, we investigate 
the protective effects and potential molecular mechanism of DhHP-6 on cardiomyocytes against 
oxidative injury induced by hypoxia/reoxygenation. 

 
Results and Discussion 

In hypoxia/reoxygenation-induced H9c2 cardiomyocytes injury model, the H9c2 
cardiomyocytes were exposed to hypoxia/reoxygenation (1 h of reoxygenation after 13 h of 

 
Fig. 1. The flurorescence microscope observation by AO/EB staining. A: Control, H9c2 cells were 
cultured in a low volume of substrate-free medium (serum-free, glucose-free and sodium pyruvate-free 
DMEM) in 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere, at 37° C for 13 h. Simulated ischemia was followed by a 
simulated “reperfusion” period during which the cells were exposed to normoxic fresh culture medium 
at 37° C for 60 min. .B: IR injury group, H9c2 cells were cultured in a low volume of substrate-free 
medium (serum-free, glucose-free and sodium pyruvate-free DMEM) into an anaerobic Plexiglas 
chamber , saturated with 95% N2 and 5% CO2, at 37° C for 13 h. Simulated ischemia was followed by 
a simulated “reperfusion” period during which the cells were exposed to normoxic fresh culture 
medium at 37° C for 60 min. C,D,E and F: H9c2 cells were pretreated with 0.08, 0.41, 0.82, 
4.10µmol·L-1DhHP-6 for 30 min before IR injury. 
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hypoxia), with or without DhHP-6-treatment. Cell viability was assessed by the Trypan blue 
exclusion and 3-(4,5-dimethyl-thiazol-2yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide(MTT) uptake 
assay. A clear increase in cell death was observed when the cells were exposed to 
hypoxia/reoxygenation. Pretreatment with DhHP-6 significantly increased the viability of 
hypoxia/reoxygenation-induced H9c2 cardiomyocytes by 20% in the model injury group 
compared with the normal group (P<0.01). Besides, the alleviation of DhHP-6 on the 
morphologic changes of myocardial cells, swelled, shrank and fell off in model injury group, 
was observed. The fluorescence microscope observation by AO/EB staining showed that there 
were many apoptosis and necrosis myocardial cells in model injury group, but there was little 
apoptosis and necrosis cells in DhHP-6 treated groups (Figure 1). 

Hypoxia followed by reoxygenation caused a significant increase in LDH release, 
DhHP-6 significantly lowered LDH release in a dose-dependent manner, with 4.10µmol·L-1 
DhHP-6 reducing LDH release to 50% of control. DhHP-6 also significantly increased the SOD 
activity and decreased the MDA level in the model injury cells. This suggests that DhHP-6 
protect myocardial cells via an antioxidant effect. Furthermore, in severely ischemic 
myocardium, subsequent reperfusion will lead to calcium overload due to the amplified 
sequestration of the elevated Ca2+ into the endoplasmic reticulum by Ca2+-ATPase as ATP 
synthesis begins to resume [2]. Therefore, reduction of [Ca2+] during ischemia can greatly 
alleviate calcium overload during reperfusion. Our data (not shown) showed that DhHP-6 
significantly improved Ca2+-ATPase activity in the model injury cardiomyocytes compared with 
in normal group (P<0.01). This indicates that alleviating calcium accumulation during 
myocardial ischemia and reperfusion may be one of the mechanisms of the cardioprotective 
effect of DhHP-6. 

The previous study results indicate that some cardioprotectors inhibit hypoxia-induced 
apoptosis via the activation of SIRT1 in H9c2 cells [3]. Therefore, to investigate the potential 
molecular mechanism of DhHP-6 protect cardiomyocytes injury, we studied the expression of 
SIRT1 both in mRNA and protein levels in DhHP-6 treated cardiomyocytes. The mRNA 
expression level of sirt1 by real time RT-PCR is 24 times higher in treatment groups (Figure 2). 

Western blot analysis showed that SIRT1 expression was higher in DhHP-6 treatment groups 
than in control groups. These results indicated that exposures of the cells to DhHP-6 caused 
increase the expression of SIRT1. This may be one of mechanisms of DhHP-6 protect H9c2 
cardiomyocytes injury. 

In summary, DhHP-6 exerts significant protective effects on cardiomyocytes against 
oxidative injury induced by hypoxia/reoxygenation. This function may be related to its 
antioxidant properties and activation of SIRT1. 
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Fig. 2. DhHP-6 increases the expression of SIRT1. A: mRNA expression of SIRT1 relative to 
housekeeping gene gapdh, were determined by real time RT-PCR. DhHP-6: 0.82µmol·L-1 DhHP-6 treated 
24 hours. Control: no treated. ***: p<0.001, n=4. B: Western blot of SIRT1. DhHP-6: 0.82µmol·L-1 
DhHP-6 treated 24 hours. Control: no treated. 
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Introduction 

The hydroxycinnamic acid compounds are an important source of antioxidants [1] due to their 
ubiquitous occurrence in the plant kingdom. They usually exist as esters of organic acid, 
glycosides, or amides. Only a small number of them exist as free acids in nature [2,3]. As the 
quantity of hydroxycinnamoyl amides in the nature is very low and their enzyme stability is 
higher than esters, we decided to synthesize series of cinnamoyl-, feruloyl-, caffeoyl- and 
sinapoyl- cysteine amides in order to define their antioxidant activity.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Four hydroxycinnamoyl amides (1-4) were prepared by condensation of the corresponding 
phenylpropenoic acids with H-Cys(Bzl)-OEt using 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBT), and N-
methylmorpholine in methylene chloride and dimethylformamide in 52-70% yields (Scheme 1). 
The products were purified by CC on silica gel with CH2Cl2:CH3COCH3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The structure of the amides 1 – 4 has been characterized using UV, 1H NMR, 1H, 1H- COSY 
and EI-MS spectroscopy. All 1H-NMR spectra are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) in 
CDCl3 in δ units ppm. The values of the proton-proton vicinal coupling constants (3JH/H about 
15.6 Hz) measured for the olefinic protons of cinnamoyl-, feruloyl-, caffeoyl- and sinapoyl 
residues define E configuration of the double bond of the studied compounds.  

The model of scavenging stable DPPH free radical was used to evaluate the antioxidant 
activities of synthesized amides in relatively short time compared to previously used method 
against lipid peroxidation [4]. The DPPH test was determined according to the method of 
Pekkarinen et al.[5]. As shown in Table 1, the scavenging activities of N-hydroxycinnamoyl 
cysteine amides (1-4) were compared to the standard antioxidants as quercetin, eugenol, 
isoeugenol, sinapic acid, ferulic acid and D,L α-Tocopherol. It has been established that 
feruloyl-, sinapoyl- and caffeoyl amides exert higher antioxidant activity than the standards- 
eugenol and isoeugenol, but lower than the free hydroxycinnamic acid and quercetin, 
tocopherol.  
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of amides of cinnamic (R’, R’’, R”’=H), ferulic (R’=OCH3, R’’=OH, 
R”’=H), sinapic (R’=OCH3, R’’=OH, R”’=OCH3,) and caffeic acids (R’=OH, R’’=OH, 
R”’=H). 
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Table 1. Radical scavenging activity of hydroxycinnamoyl amides against DPPH* test 

 (%) RSA 

 0.9 mM 1.8 mM 3.6 mM 

 Reaction time ( min ) 

AH 10' 20' 10' 20' 10' 20' 

Quercetin 49.0 54.0 80.1 86.2 85.2 87.8 

Eugenol 9.0 11.4 17.1 21.2 30.4 37.6 

Isoeugenol 7.8 8.6 13.5 14.7 23.8 25.3 

Sinapic acid 16.1 17.2 26.5 31.9 69.0 69.6 

Ferulic acid 12.0 13.8 21.0 25.1 36.7 44.3 

D,L α-Tocopherol 15.5 15.9 34.9 38.4 53.0 58.1 

CA-Cys(Bzl)-OEt (1) 2.9 3.7 2.9 3.7 2.9 3.7 

FA-Cys(Bzl)-OEt (2) 11.9 14.9 22.7 28.1 31.0 38.4 

SA-Cys(Bzl)-OEt (3) 14.9 16.6 25.9 28.6 42.3 47.3 

CafA-Cys(Bzl)-OEt (4) 12.3 13.2 21.5 22.8 42.8 44.9 

% RSA—percent radical scavenging activity; % RSA = [Abs516nm (t = 0) - Abs516nm(t = t’ ) x 
100/Abs516nm(t = 0)], as proposed by Pekkarinen et al.[5]; quercetin, eugenol, isoeugenol, tocopherol, 
sinapic-and ferulic- acids were used as standards. 
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Introduction 

Agl (α-amino γ-lactam) residues in peptides have stabilized β-turn structures and have enhanced 
potency and receptor selectivity [1], underlining their importance as synthetic tools in 
conformational analysis and drug discovery [2]. The solid-phase synthesis of Agl peptide 
sequences has been performed on SynPhase lanterns [3] using a six-member cyclic sulfamidate 
derived from homoserine to annulate the amino lactam residue onto the peptide chain. Parallel 
synthesis of Agl analogs of the allosteric modulator 101.10 (D-Arg-D-Tyr-D-Thr-D-Val-D-Glu-
D-Leu-D-Ala, rytvela) of the interleukin-1 receptor (IL-1R) [4] was performed by split and mix 
chemistry on the lanterns, including analogs with two Agl residues in the same peptide 
sequence. Conformational analysis of the Agl analogs of rytvela by CD spectroscopy is now 
reported and shows the pronounced influence of the lactam constraint on peptide conformation. 
 
Results and Discussion 

With the goal to better understand the conformational preferences responsible for the biological 
activity of 101.10, six (R)-Agl analogs were synthesized on Rink amide resin and their efficacy 
in inhibiting IL-1 induced TF-1 cell proliferation was examined [5]. Substitution of (R)-Agl for 
either D-Thr3 or D-Val4 in rytvela caused respectively the complete loss and retention of the 
activity of the parent peptide. In addition, replacement of the N-terminal D-Arg1 residue by (R)-
Agl led to a 2.2 fold increase in efficacy compared to the parent peptide [5]. In light of the 
improved activity of the (R)-Agl1 analog 1 and the retained potency of (R)-Agl2, (R)-Agl4 and 
(R)-Agl5 analogs of rytvela [5], combinations of two (R)-Agl residues, one at position 1 as well 
as one at either position 2, 4 or 5, respectively, were synthesized to give bis-Agl rytvela analogs 
2-4 [6].  

The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of the parent peptide rytvela in water was 
compared with that of (R)-Agl1 analog 1 and double Agl analogs 2-4. The D-peptide rytvela and 
(R)-Agl-analogs exhibited curve shapes that were inverted indicative of mirror image secondary 
structures of those formed by L-peptides [7]. The insertion of an Agl motif into the rytvela core 
had a pronounced influence on the shape of the CD spectra (Figure 1). The CD spectrum of 
rytvela exhibited a curve shape indicative of a disordered structure, as suggested by the 
maximum around 198 nm [8]. The replacement of the D-Arg1 residue by (R)-Agl caused the 
spectrum of the parent peptide to change into a predominant α-helical conformation, as 
suggested by the maximum around 200 nm and the presence of a shoulder at about 220 nm [7]. 
The better-defined maximum around 200 nm in the spectra of bis-Agl analogs 2-4 suggests that 
the insertion of the second Agl motif increases the α-helical-like character of the mono-Agl 
analog 1 which may be important for the activity of this peptide.  
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Fig. 1. Far UV CD spectra in water at 20 µM of rytvela and its mono-Agl analog 1 and bis-Agl  
analogs (2-4). 
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Introduction 

Abraxane and Doxil are the first two nanotherapeutic agents approved by the FDA for 
cancer treatment. However, because of their relatively large sizes (130 and 150 nm, 
respectively), it is doubtful that they can penetrate deep inside the tumor mass [1]. Furthermore, 
they have a propensity to be trapped in the reticuloendothelial system (RES), liver, and lung 
[2,3]. To take full advantage of the enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR) [4,5] and 
to ensure deep penetration of these nanotherapeutic agents into a tumor mass, the size of the 
nanoparticles needs to be smaller. We have recently developed novel biocompatible 
telodendrimers (PEG-block-dendritic oligomer of cholic acids) that can self-assemble, in the 
presence or absence of hydrophobic drug such as paclitaxel, into stable micelles (~50 nm). In 
vivo optical imaging studies in xenograft models demonstrated preferential uptake of the 
paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles in tumor compared to normal organs. When decorated with 
cancer targeting ligands identified from the one-bead-one-compound (OBOC) combinatorial 
library methods, the drug-loaded nanoparticles were rapidly taken up by the target tumor cells 
causing cell death. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Using Fmoc-chemistry, we have 
synthesized a number of amphiphilic 
polymers, comprised of a cluster of 
cholic acids (4 to 16) linked by a 
series of lysines and attached to one 
end of a linear polyethylene glycol 
chain (PEG, 2000-10,000 Dalton) 
(Table 1). PEG5kCA8 is a represen-
tative telodendrimer and the structure 
is shown in Figure 1. Under aqueous 
condition, it self-assembles to form 
highly stable nanomicelles in a size of 
21 nm. The proportional increase in 
the molecular weight of telodendri-
mers with the increasing number of 
cholic acids was observed with 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 
analysis. The measured molecular 
weights by 1H NMR were also almost 
identical to the theoretical molecular 
weights of the telodendrimers (Table 
1), indicating the well-defined 
structure of the telodendrimers. The 
size of the final nanocarriers loaded with paclitaxel (15-150 nm in diameter) and their loading 
capacities are tunable depending on the size of the PEG chain and the number and arrangement 
of cholic acid molecules in the dendrimer (Table 1). Unlike Abraxane®, a paclitaxel-loaded 
human serum albumin nanoparticles (130 nm diameter), which aggregate in saline and serum 
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of the representative. 
telodendrimer (PEG5kCA8). 
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over time, our paclitaxel-loaded nanomicelles are highly stable in normal saline and 50% serum. 
We can readily load hydrophobic drugs, radionuclides, and fluorochromes, as well as quantum 
dots, and iron nanoparticles into the hydrophobic core of these nanomicelles. We have also 
compared the therapeutic efficacy and toxicity profile of our paclitaxel-loaded nanomicelles 
with the two FDA approved formulations of paclitaxel (Taxol® and Abraxane®) in nude mice 
bearing ovarian cancer xenograft, and determined that the nanomicelles had superior anti-tumor 
activity and toxicity profile. Using near infra-red optical imaging techniques, we were able to 
show that nanomicelles smaller than 64 nm preferentially targeted xenografts with great 
efficiency and with low liver and lung uptake (Figure 2), whereas those nanomicelles at 154 nm 
targeted the tumor poorly but with very high liver and lung uptake (data is not shown).  
 

Table 1. The physical properties of telodendrimers with different PEG chain length, number 
of cholic acids and lipophilic molecules 

Teloden-
drimers 

Mw 
(theo.) 

Mw a 
(MS) 

Mwb 

(NMR) 
CMC 
(µM)c 

Size (nm) d 
Size with 

 PTX (nm) d 
PTXe 

(mg/mL) 

PEG2k-CA4 3914 4105 4511 7.9 11.5 15 5.2 

PEG3k-CA4 5250 5606 5251 12.5 15 141 5.6 

PEG5k-CA4 6644 6313 6082 67 10 131 2.3 

PEG2k-CA8 5986 5985 6127 1.3 302/6000 96/348/1863 N/D 

PEG3k-CA8 7322 7624 8025 5.9 20 58 4.7 

PEG5k-CA8 8716 8814 8805 5.3 21 61 7.3 

PEG10k-CA16 8172 N/D N/D 0.97 42.7/2163 102/602/2435 0.6 

a Obtained via MALDI-TOF MS analysis, α -cyano-hydroxyl-cinnamic acid as a matrix compound. 
b Obtained via 1H NMR method. The molecular weight was calculated based on the ratio of proton 
signals of the methyl groups on cholic acid to the proton signals from PEG in the 1H NMR spectra. 
c CMC was measured by fluorescence spectrometry using pyrene (2×10-6 M) as a probe; d Measured by 
dynamic light scattering particle sizer (Nanotrac); ePTX loading, in the presence of 20 mg/mL of 
telodendrimers, were measured by HPLC after passing through an 0.22 µm filter. N/D means not 
detectable. 

 
This nanoplatform is multifunctional and highly versatile. We can also conjugate cancer-
targeting peptides to the distal end of the telodendrimer such that these peptides will be 
displayed on the surface of the final drug-loaded nanoparticles. When decorated with cancer 
targeting ligands identified from the OBOC combinatorial library methods, the drug-loaded 

 

Fig. 2. In vivo and ex vivo NIR optical imaging. (A) Left: Bioluminescence signal of the  athymic nude 
mice bearing SKOV3-luc ovarian cancer xenograft; right: In vivo NIR fluorescence images of the same 
mouse was obtained with Kodak imaging system 24 hr after i.v. injection of PEG5k-CA8 NP co-loaded 
with hydrophobic dye (DID) and paclitaxel. (B) Ex vivo NIR image of dissected organs and tumor was 
obtained at 24 h after i.v. injection. Tumor exhibited strong NIR fluorescence intensity, whereas the 
fluorescence signal in normal organs and tissues was low. (Color version available on CD.)  
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nanoparticles were rapidly taken up by the target tumor cells causing cell death. These ligands 
include LLP2A [6], OA02 [7], LXY3 [8] and LXW7 which target the α4β1, α3 β1, α3 β1, and 
αv β3 integrins, respectively. In vitro cellular uptake of FITC-labeled OA02-PEG-5kCA8 
(ligand-conjugated) was observed to be more significant compared with the unconjugated 
micelles (Figure 3). In vivo near infra-red optical imaging studies with hydrophobic fluorescent 
dye demonstrated that xenograft uptake of the nanomicelles was greatly enhanced by the cancer 
targeting peptide. Confocal microscopy revealed that the targeted nanomicelles, unlike the 
naked nanomicelles, were distributed throughout the entire tumor mass and not just at the 
perivascular space (data is not shown).  
 

 
In addition to paclitaxel, we have also successfully loaded SN-38, etoposide, doxorubicin and 
vincristine into these nanocarriers with high efficiency. This novel nanoplatform, in conjunction 
with cell surface targeting ligands, shows great promise in future cancer therapy and imaging. In 
addition, it could also be exploited as a highly efficient intracellular delivery tool for basic 
research. 
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Fig. 3. (A) Chemical structure of FITC-labeled telodendrimer conjugated to OA02 ovarian cancer 
targeting ligand. (B) Fluorescent microscopy of FITC-labeled paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles with or 
without decoration with OA02, the ovarian cancer targeting ligand. It is evident that the tumor 
targeting ligand greatly facilitates the uptake of the nanoparticle into the SKOV3 ovarian cancer cells. 
OA02 is related to LXY3, a ligand against α3β1 integrin. 
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Introduction 

The one-bead-one-compound (OBOC) combinatorial technology [1] allows one to efficiently 
generate thousands to millions of chemical entities on tiny beads (100 microns), such that each 
bead displays 1013 copies of only one chemical entity. In the last decade, we have successfully 
used this enabling technology to identify targeting ligands against specific cell surface receptors 
[2,3] or intracellular proteins. We have modified the OBOC method to a one-bead-two-
compounds (OBTC) cell-based screening strategy which enables easy identification of cell 
surface acting functional molecules. In the OBTC library, every bead has two compounds on its 
outer layer: (i) a known adhesion ligand for cell binding and (ii) a random library compound 
constructed with “split-mix” synthesis technique [1]. Screening methods for OBTC libraries to 
identify cell surface acting signaling ligands are relatively simple, inexpensive, robust and can 
be easily adapted to academic laboratories.  

Results and Discussion 

One-bead two-compounds concept: Meldal et al first reported the use of an OBTC strategy to 
identify specific protease inhibitors through screening bead libraries with each bead displaying a 
random library compound and a fixed fluorescence quench substrate [4,5]. We have exploited 
this concept by developing cell-based screening methods that allow us to identify cell-surface 
acting molecules which induce specific cell signaling. In our OBTC method, topographically 
segregated bilayer beads were generated with the outer layer displaying both a cell specific 
adhesion ligand and a random combinatorial library compound, and an inner layer with a coding 
tag. Under this configuration, when mixed with living cells, each library bead will be coated 
with a monolayer of cells, and the many receptors displayed on the outer surface of the cell 
membrane will be placed in close proximity to the tethered library compounds. Using this 
strategy, we synthesized two OBTC combinatorial libraries: a random hexamer peptide library 
and a lipo-tripeptide library, both of which displayed LLP2A as the peptidomimetic cell 
adhesion ligand against activated α4β1 integrin of malignant lymphoma cells (Figure 1). The 
OBTC libraries were screened for bioactive ligands that trigger specific cell functions such as 
proliferation, necrosis, apoptosis and specific tyrosine phosphorylation of signaling proteins. 
Screening for pro-apoptotic, anti-proliferative and cell signaling activaing ligands: 
Fluorescence quenched caspase-3 substrates (D2R) and propidium iodide were used as probes to 
detect cells that undergo early or late apoptosis, respectively. For example, after 72 hours of 
incubation, Jurkat lymphoma cell coated OBTC hexapeptide library beads were stained with 
propidium iodide (1 µg/mL). Beads coated with apoptotic cells (fluorescent red, Figure 2) were 

 
 

Fig. 1. Synthetic scheme of an OBTC combinatorial library using topographically segregated bilayer 
beads. R: known cell adhesion ligand, in this case LLP2A, against Jurkat T-lymphoma cell; XL: lipid 
building blocks; X4: amino acids which encode lipids. 
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isolated for Edman microsequencing. Using this method, six hexapeptides were identified, some 
of which were able to induce apoptosis when added in solution form to Jurkat lymphoma cells. 
 

A                        B  

 

 
Fig. 2. Screening for pro-apoptotic beads: Jurkat cells were 
incubated with OBTC library for 3 days and propidium 
iodide staining was then performed. (A) Under the white 
field two beads were shown to cover with cells but only one 
was found to induce apoptosis. (B) Fluorescent micrograph 
of the propidium iodide stained cells covering the positive 
bead .  

 

Fig. 3. The use of immunohistochemistry to screen OBTC 
library with Jurkat lymphoma cells for cell surface acting 
hexapeptides that activate JNK. One positive bead covered 
with brown colored cells, indicating JNK activation 
(tyrosine phosphorylation) was detected in this field. The 
rest of the beads were also coated with cells but no JNK 
activation was detected. The positive control bead (stained 
by charcoal) was coated with cells that underwent JNK 
activation. (Color version of the figure available on the CD.)  

 
Screening OBTC libraries for specific cell signaling with immunohistochemistry: Beads 
coated with cells that undergo specific cell signaling can be easily identified with antibodies 
against specific phosphorylated intracellular signaling proteins. After incubation with living 
cells, the bead library was treated briefly with formaldehyde, permeated with non-ionic 
detergent, and stained with specific antibodies such as anti-phospho-JNK antibody-horse radish 
peroxidase conjugate. Upon addition of colorimetric substrate, cells that underwent JNK 
phosphorylation turned brown (Figure 3). Since numerous antibodies against various forms of 
cell signaling proteins are commercially available, this ultra-high-throughput immuno-
histochemical screening strategy will allow rapid discovery of cell surface acting molecules that 
trigger specific cell signaling pathways of interest.  
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Fig. 1. Using anti-sulfotyrosine antibody to identify peptide 
substrate beads. 
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Introduction 

Protein tyrosine sulfation is a common post-translational protein modification in eukaryotic 
cells, catalyzed by tyrosylprotein sulfotransferase (TPST). It has been reported that almost 1% 
of the total protein tyrosine is sulfated in Drosophila melanogaster [1]. TPST1 and TPST2 are 
Golgi-membrane bound proteins and exist in many different tissues [2]. Protein tyrosine 
sulfation affects homeostasis, chemokine receptor functions, leukocyte adhesion and peptide 
bioactivities [3]. For example, the chemokine receptor CCR5 tyrosine sulfation is responsible 
for co-receptor binding to glycoprotein 120 (gp120) on HIV for its cell entry [4]. These 
observations indicate that protein tyrosine sulfation plays an important role in protein-protein 
interactions. Leary and her colleagues have developed elegant mass spectrometric methods to 
determine tyrosine sulfation sites of selected peptides and proteins [5]. However, experimental 
determination of protein sulfation sites at the proteomic level is challenging; only about 60 
proteins have been confirmed to be sulfated. Here we report the use of one-bead-one-compound 
(OBOC) combinatorial peptide library method [6] to map the substrate specificities of TPSTs. 
 

Results and Discussion 

A random OBOC heptapeptide 
library with a fixed tyrosine in the 
middle, XXXYXXX- PEGA bead 
(X=19 L-amino acids., Y=L-
Tyrosine), was synthesized by using 
the “split and mix synthesis” 
method [6]. 105 beads were 
incubated with TPST1 or TPST2, 
isolated from culture supernatants 
of CHO-K1 cells transfected with 
TPST1-HPC4 or TPST2-HPC4, in 
the presence of PAPS as the sulfate 
donor (Figure 1). After 2 hr, the 
sulfated peptide beads were 
identified with a 2 step image 
subtraction screening method [7] 
using anti-sulfotyrosine antibody and BCIP substrate to colorize the background beads in the 
first step, followed by incubation with anti-sulfotyrosine antibody and anti-mouse antibody-
alkaline phosphatase conjugate in the second step. The beads were then immobilized in 1% 
agarose, the image of the plate was then captured prior to the addition of BCIP. Beads that 
turned turquoise color after 2 hr incubation with BCIP in the second step were the true-positive 
beads and isolated for automatic Edman microsequencing. 
 Based on the amino acid sequences of known sulfation sites, Rosenquist et al has 
developed software that allows one to predict sulfation sites on proteins [8]. Such sites contain 
at least 3 acidic residues within the -5 to +5 positions, and typically with an acidic residue at the 
-1 position. Although our OBOC heptapeptide library was designed to only scan -3 to +3 
positions, the sulfation sites derived from the positive beads (Table 1) closely resemble those 
reported by Rosenquist but with some exceptions. First, almost all the 30 peptides shown in 
Table 1 have an acidic residue at the -1 position. Second, most of the peptide substrates are 
acidic with 5 acidic residues in 1 peptide, 4 acidic residues in 3 peptides, 3 acidic residues in 10 
peptides, and 2 acidic residues in 14 peptides. There are 2 peptide substrates (WHEYPGM and 
YYMYPEP) identified for TPST1 that contain only 1 acidic residue and do not fit the general 
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motif reported. Interestingly, 11 of the 30 peptides contain 2 or 3 tyrosine residues in their 
sequence. It is not clear at this time which of these tyrosines are sulfated. Data from Table 1 
suggests that -DYD- is the preferred motif for TPST1, whereas, -DYX- is the preferred motif 
for TPST2.  

 

 
The OBOC combinatorial library method enables us not only to determine in a non-bias manner 
the substrate recognition elements by the TPST enzymes, but also predict potential sulfation 
sites of native proteins. Through searching the protein database with our identified sequences 
with NCBI BLAST [9], we discovered that 6 out of 30 peptides in Table 1 are either identical or 
very similar to the previously identified sulfation sites (Table 2). 
 In summary, we have demonstrated that the primary sequence of a short linear tyrosyl 
peptide is necessary and sufficient for TPST1 and TPST2 recognition, and that OBOC 
combinatorial library methods can be used to identify peptide substrates specific for these 
enzymes. 
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Table 1. Peptide sequence of positive beads identified from OBOC library screening 

TPST1  TPST2 
Y Y D Y D G Y  T W D Y G D V  E L D Y Y W T  F D D Y E W T 
F Y D Y D D L  E D D Y D D K  F G D Y G W D  D Y A Y L D Y 
F F D Y D G L  I E Y Y F D N  E H D Y D E W  V Y D Y E F V 
H L D Y F E D  F T D Y F D A  D Y A Y A D A  N D E Y S D Y 
E E D Y A W L  D E D Y D W S  W G D Y E D D  D F D Y G D H 
W Q D Y D V D  W H E Y P G M  Y F D Y E G I  F D Y Y G E E 
W S E Y D Y A  Y Y M Y P E P  W A D Y W M D  V W D Y T D D 
H D Y Y D V P          I F D Y A W E         

Table 2. Previously identified sulfated proteins whose sequences are similar to the peptide 
substrates identified from OBOC library screening 

Sequence Matched protein Description Sequence matched 
YYDYDGY LUM_HUMAN Lumican     1     YYDYD  5 

    20   YYDYD  24 
VYDYEFV LUM_HUMAN Lumican     2     YDYEF  6 

    21   YDYDF  25 
FFDYDGL CCR2_HUMAN Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 2     1      FFDYD  5 

    23    FFDYD  27 
DYAYLDY SELPL_HUMAN P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1     1      YAYLDY  7 

    45    EYEYLDY  51 
FDYYGEE GP1BA_HUMAN Platelet glycoprotein Ib alpha chain     1       FDYYGEE  7 

    292   YDYYPEE  298 
DEDYDWS NID1_HUMAN Nidogen 1     1       DEDYD  5 

    293   DEDYD  297 
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Fig.1. Core scaffold for the 
combinatorial tetrapeptide library. 
Scaffold is a tetrapeptide with an amide 
C-termini synthesized using standard 
Boc chemistry on mBHA resin. 
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Table 1. List of examined samples from combinatorial tetrapeptide library 

Sample R4 R3 R2 R1 
DALDA L-Tyr D-Arg L-Phe L-Lys 

Dmt-DALDA L-(2,6)-dimethyl-Tyr D-Arg L-Phe L-Lys 
1575-1 L-Tyr X X X 
1575-3 L-(2,6)-dimethyl-Tyr X X X 
1702-2 L-Tyr D-Arg X X 
1702-4 L-(2,6)-dimethyl-Tyr D-Arg X X 

1826-269 L-Tyr D-Arg L-Phe X 
1826-270 L-(2,6)-dimethyl-Tyr D-Arg L-Phe X 

 “X”refers to an equal molar mixture of 52-Boc-amino acids. Therefore, sample 1702-2 contains an 
approximately equal molar mix of 2704 (52x52) tetrapeptides. 

The Direct In Vivo Use of Mixture-Based Libraries in the Drug 
Discovery Process 
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Introduction 

Using a mixture-based synthetic combinatorial approach, libraries composed of tens of 
thousands to millions of different compounds have been produced in a fraction of the time and 
cost of equivalent individual compound arrays [1,2]. Two approaches have evolved over the 
past two decades to screen and evaluate the large numbers of compounds now available. These 
are: 1) the massive parallel screening of large individual compound arrays; and 2) the generation 
and screening of extremely large, focused mixture-based libraries. The first approach, testing 
individual compounds, has been successfully utilized for decades to identify useful therapeutics. 
However, while the use of this method is common in large pharmaceutical companies, it 
remains impractical for the majority of academic and small research organizations to screen 
such large numbers of samples. Additionally, the harsh reality is that many drug candidates 
resulting from combinatorial approaches lack desirable drug-like properties at later stages of 
testing, thereby suffering a high rate of attrition due to poor physicochemical properties [2]. 
 To circumvent the limitations of existing screening methods, we sought to directly test 
samples from a mixture-based combinatorial library in vivo for analgesic properties, thereby 
simultaneously increasing the evaluation of compounds while decreasing the failure rate 
inherent in the traditional drug discovery process [2]. Previous screening of a library of 400 
separate mixtures each of 132,000 hexapeptides by monitoring blood pressure and heart rate in 
rats and dogs [3] demonstrated the feasibility of this approach, identifying useful therapeutic 
candidates while simultaneously eliminating compounds with poor absorption, distribution, 

metabolism and pharmacokinetic properties [3]. We 
hypothesized that direct in vivo antinociceptive screening 
would identify potentially useful analgesics from a 
mixture-based combinatorial library of tetrapeptides 
consisting of 7,311,616 compounds derived from the 
substitution of 52 different Boc-amino acids at each of 
the four positions of a core scaffold (Figure 1). Notably, 
these samples included the high affinity, high potency mu 
opioid receptor (MOR) agonists DALDA and Dmt-
DALDA [4,5]. As MOR agonists are useful therapeutics 
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for the treatment of pain [6], we used 
these structures as comparative 
standards to prove the validity of our in 
vivo screening of library samples for 
novel analgesics. Specifically, this 
preliminary study sought experimental 
proof of the hypothesis by testing in 
vivo a series of samples from the 
mixture-based combinatorial library that 
became progressively more defined as 
the active compounds, DALDA and 
Dmt-DALDA (Table 1). 
 
Results and Discussion 

Six mixture-based samples from this 
library progressively based on the 
structures of DALDA and Dmt-DALDA 
(Table 1) were evaluated in this study, 
along with morphine and Dmt-DALDA 
as positive controls, using C57Bl/6J 
mice in the 55oC warm-water tail-
withdrawal assay [7]. Following 
intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration, 
antinociception was measured 
repeatedly up to 24 hr later. Morphine 
produced antinociception up to 2 hr, but 
Dmt-DALDA produced a dose-
dependent analgesia up to 24 hr later 
(Figure 2A). Mixture samples from the 
combinatorial library fixed at the R4, N-
termini position (1575-1, Figure 2B, and 
1575-3, Figure 2C) also produced 
significant, if less potent, dose-
dependent antinociception lasting up to 
5 hr. Importantly, mixture samples fixed 
at the R4 and R3 position with amino 
acids corresponding to the structures of 
DALDA (1702-2, Figure 3A) and Dmt-
DALDA (1702-4, Figure 3B) resulted in 
a progressively more robust, longer-
lasting antinociception. This increase in 
analgesic potency was further improved 
with additional samples fixed at the R4, 
R3 and R2 positions with amino acids 
corresponding to DALDA and Dmt-
DALDA (1826-269 and 1826-270, 
respectively, Figure 3C). Notably, the 
antinociception produced by 1575-1 and 
1702-4 was determined to be mediated 
by activation of opioid receptors, as pre-
treatment with the opioid receptor 
antagonist naloxone blocked the 
analgesic effects (triangles, Figures 2B 
and 3B, respectively). 
 In conclusion, the data 
suggests a correlation of increasing 
antinociceptive potency with the 
progressive definition of the mixture-
based samples as they approach the 

Fig. 2. Dose- and time-dependent antinociception. A: 
MOR agonists morphine and Dmt-DALDA; B: 1575-1; 
C: 1575-3. *=sig. diff. (p<0.05) from baseline response. 
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structures of the comparative MOR 
agonists, DALDA and Dmt-
DALDA. These findings demon-
strate that direct in vivo testing of 
mixture-based library samples can 
identify analgesics of varying 
potency, and supports the validity of 
this approach for screening the 
library for additional novel analgesic 
compounds. Moreover, the potency 
of the tetrapeptide library samples 
screened here promises potentially 
valuable lead compounds for future 
development, a set of studies which 
are currently underway in our 
laboratories. 
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Introduction 

In the field of drug discovery through the combinatorial preparation and HTS of arrays of 
compounds, peptide libraries play a pivotal role for the rapid identification of high- or medium-
affinity target ligands that can be subsequently optimized in terms of potency, selectivity and 
stability [1]. Our novel approach is based on the use of simplified synthetic peptide libraries 
(SSPL) composed by a minimum number of non redundant amino acids for the assembly of 
short peptides. This approach offers the advantage of simplifying the synthesis and 
deconvolution of libraries and provides new active compounds with a molecular size similar to 
that of small molecules, to which they can be easily converted [2]. 

PED/PEA15 (Phosphoprotein Enriched in Diabetes/in Astrocytes) is an ubiquitously 
expressed protein regulating different biological processes and over-expressed in several tissues 
of a consistent population of individuals affected by type 2 diabetes. It has been observed that 
increasing PED/PEA15 abundance in human cell lines, favours its interaction with PLD1 
(phospholipase D) and alters a downstream signaling that controls glucose transport [3]. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that the inhibition of PLD1/PED-PEA15 complex restores 
glucose transport in PED-PEA15-overexpressing cells, thereby validating this protein-protein 
interaction as an important target for type 2 diabetes [4].  
 
Results and Discussion 

In order to find new antagonists for PLD1/PED-PEA15 interaction, we have prepared two 
simplified synthetic peptide libraries of general formula: (K or E)-G-G-X1-X2-X3-X4, whereby 
X indicates random residues and the two glycines are spacers for the charged residues. 
Employed building blocks were 12 different amino acids (instead of 20) selected preserving a 
wide distribution of hydrophobicity, charges, pKa, aromaticity (Table 1).  

In our strategy libraries are generated in the Positional Scanning format, this allows to 
assay all the sub-libraries in one round of screening in which, each variable position is tested 
separately, permitting the selection of the most active sequence at the end. This format also 
provides a general applicability of these libraries to different targets. Assays are carried out in 
high throughput mode, with fully automated station for the handling and storage of samples, 
employing different assays based on several techniques (FRET, Chemiluminescence, 
Fluorescence, Absorbance, Surface Plasmon Resonance). In particular the identification of 

Table1. Selection of the building blocks for a simplified synthetic peptide library  

Side Chain Seleceted aa 
Basic Arg 
Acidic Asp 
Amide Gln 
Polar Ser 
Hydrophobic Ala, Pro, Met 
Aliphatic Leu, Cys (Acm) 
Hydrophobic, Polar, Aromatic Tyr 
Hydrophobic, Aromatic Phe 
Hydrophobic, Polar His 
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inhibitors of protein-protein interaction is carried out by competition experiments, then direct 
binding experiments are developed in order to investigate the entity and the molecular basis of 
binding. 

The search for inhibitors of the complex between PED/PEA-15 and a subdomain of 
PLD1 named D4α [5] has been carried out through the screening of two peptide combinatorial 
libraries, having at their N-termini a charged residue, alternatively, positive and negative (Lys 
and Glu (library I and library II, respectively)), introduced in order to evaluate charge effects in 
this region and to enhance peptide solubility. Four positions were randomized providing an 
overall complexity of 124=20736 divided, for PS format, in 48 sub-libraries each containing 
1728 peptides. The first competitive  screening allowed to selected: residue Ser for P1, Pro for 
P2, Phe for P3 and Tyr and Gln for P4 for the library I, while for library II residue Tyr for P1, 
Pro and Asp for P2, His for  P3 and Tyr for P4. From all the possible combinations several 
single peptides were synthesized and analyzed by competitive ELISA, in particular dose-
response competitive ELISAs carried out on them provided EC50 values in the high micromolar 
range, as reported in Table 2.  

In conclusion, our combinatorial approach led to the selection of a consensus inhibitor 
sequence for PED/PEA-15/D4α, indeed the selected residues for each position present similar 
chemical-physical features, in particular an H-bonding residue in position P1 (Ser, Tyr), a 
sterically hindranced side chain in P2 (Pro) and aromatic groups at P3 (His, Phe) and P4 (Tyr). 
Further, the presence of different charged residues at the N-terminal position seem not crucially 
affect peptide recognition, even if EC50 values presented from this first generation of inhibitors 
are in the high micromolar range. 

On this basis the ability of these peptides to inhibit the binding between the protein 
PED/PEA-15 and D4α will investigate at molecular level, employing other techniques such as 
SPR and NMR. Deriving from these sequences, second generation peptides will be designed to 
enhance their biological activity and several of them will be submitted to cellular assays in lines 
overexpressing PED/PEA-15 to establish their ability to restore physiological conditions on 
glucose uptake. 
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Table 2. EC50 values of most active peptides selected from competitive ELISA screening of 
the interaction PED-PEA15/D4α  

Peptide sequence 
EC50 
(µM) 

EGGYPHY 79.2 ±1.4 

KGGSPFY 105.5 ±1.6 

KGGSPFQ 261.5±1.4 
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence emission intensity (y) vs. λ(x) plots from TG resin. 
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Introduction 

One-bead-one-compound (OBOC) combinatorial libraries have been used to identify a diverse 
range of ligands against a broad spectrum of biological targets [1]. Many screening methods 
have been developed: e.g. enzyme-linked colorimetric assays and fluorescent assays for protein 
binding, fluorescent-quench assays and radioactive assays for protease and kinase substrates 
respectively, and whole cell binding assays. In principle, the use of fluorescent-tagged target 
proteins as probes to screen OBOC libraries could permit highly efficient automated screening 
via high speed fluorescent-activated bead sorting. However, such assays are limited by strong 
autofluorescence emission (AFEM) due to the intrinsic properties of the bead resin, the 
covalently attached library compound, as well as residual coupling reagents from chemical 
synthesis. AFEM increases false positive frequency, decreases sensitivity, and renders 
automated screening techniques highly impractical. Previous studies have described methods by 
which one can theoretically circumvent the AFEM dilemma by restricting the screening process 
to the use of high-intensity probes with minimal fluorescence emission (FEM) overlap with the 
substrate and/or by secondary analysis of the probe binding characteristics at the bead surface 
[2-4]. Nonetheless, a method that enables one to lower the AFEM of the resin/compound across 
a broad range of the quantum spectra would greatly enhance the versatility and compatibility of 
fluorescent-based screening of OBOC libraries. 3-Nitro-tyrosine [Y(NO2)], has previously been 
characterized as an efficient energy acceptor pair in FRET techniques and has been used 
extensively in protein characterization [5]. We show here that the addition of Y(NO2) to the 
interior of TentaGel (TG) bead resin (Rapp Polymere) in a topologically segregated fashion [6] 
dramatically reduces the AFEM of both the bead resin as well as the covalently attached random 
peptide library. This modification to the screening process greatly enhances the sensitivity and 
efficiency of performing fluorescent-based screens using OBOC libraries. By dramatically 
reducing AFEM we demonstrate the potential this modification presents to automated high-
throughput fluorescent-based OBOC screening. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Spectral scans were obtained using a confocal microscope (405 nm iex). These scans were 
performed on a random sampling of blank TG beads and TG beads with interior-coupled (95%) 
Y(NO2) [Y(NO2)-TG]. 
The resulting spatially 
resolved spectra obtained 
exhibited the characteristic 
AFEM for TG between 
the 420 nm to 600 nm 
(Figure 1a) [4]. The levels 
of AFEM were even more 
pronounced with the 
addition of a random 5-
mer peptide (XXXXX-
TG) (Figure 1c). The 
spectra obtained for the 
internally quenched TG 
beads had near indistin-
guishable levels of fluo-
rescence across the 
analysis spectrum com-
pared to background emission (Figure 1b). Furthermore, the addition of Y(NO2) to 95% of the 
interior of beads displaying 5-mer natural amino acid peptide-bead library [XXXXX-Y(NO2)-
TG] dramatically reduced the AFEM detected across the wavelengths analyzed (Figure 1d). The 
reduction in AFEM intensity can also be seen in the fluorescent photomicrographs in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence emission (y) vs. TOF (x) 
plots of TG. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Fluorescence photomicrographs of 
quenched and unquenched TG resin. 

 

TG (A), Y(NO2)-TG (B), XXXXX-TG (C) and 
XXXXX-Y(NO2)-TG (D) were imaged using 3 filter 
sets [(1. λex 330-385; λem 420+), (2. λex 437, 501; λem 
475, 545), and (3. λ ex 360; λ em 590+), to determine 
the quenching capacityy of Y(NO2) at multiple λex 
/ λem settings. 

Fluorescent-based automated flow sorting of 
bead-bound combinatorial libraries such as the 
Complex Object Parametric Analyzer and Sorter 
(COPAS) (Union Biometrica) greatly enhances the 
high-throughput capabilities of the OBOC combi-
natorial method. However, the AFEM dilemma 
reduces the feasibility and versatility of utilizing this 
platform. Figure 3 is comprised of a series of TOF (x) 
vs. FEM (y) plots compiled by data obtained from 
COPAS analysis. These plots depict quenched (A) and 
unquenched (B) populations of biotinylated TG beads 
as well as observed data point acquisition regions of 
quenched (A) and unquenched (B) pentapeptide 
libraries (shown in gray) excited with UV laser diode 
(375 nm λex) and detected through 1. “blue” (420 ± 10 

nm λem) 2. “green” (535 ± 20 nm λem) and 3. “red” (585 ± 20 nm λem) range photomultiplier tubes 
(PMT). Biotinylated beads were incubated with STVD-conjugated fluorescent probes (1. Alexa 
Fluor® 405, 2. Qdot® 525, and 3. Qdot® 585) and mixed with equal amounts of unlabeled beads. 
The presence of Y(NO2) on the bead interior permitted concise separation of labeled and unlabeled 

populations of biotinylated beads whereas 
unquenched beads were impossible to sort into 
bound and unbound states when detected through 
“blue” range PMT. Substantial overlap was 
observed between labeled biotinylated beads and 
unlabeled libraries when detected through “green” 
range PMT. While no library overlap was observed 
for unquenched beads detected through “red” range 
PMT, quenched populations afforded increased 
separation of bound and unbound bead states. 
 
Conclusions 

Due to AFEM, the feasibility and functionality of 
performing high-throughput combinatorial solid-
state screening is limited. Accordingly, there 
exists the need to circumvent the problems that 
arise when dealing with the AFEM properties of 
both the solid state resin and attached target. 
Consequently, quenching properties of Y(NO2) 
greatly enhance the versatility and functionality of 
the OBOC combinatorial approach. 
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Introduction 

HIV-1 budding represents a potentially promising yet under-exploited target for new anti-HIV-1 
therapeutics. The UEV (ubiquitin E2 variant) domain of the human protein Tsg101 (tumor 
susceptibility gene 101) facilitates viral budding through recruitment by the Gag p6 protein, a 
major structural component of HIV-1 [1]. We had previously improved the Tsg101-binding 
affinity of p6-derived peptoid-peptide hybrids by applying hydrazone and hydrazide chemistries 
[2]. We had also reported a promising oxime-based post solid-phase diversification approach to 
peptide library construction [3,4]. However, the peptide mimetics resulting from this earlier 
work showed poor cellular uptake. Furthermore, conjugation of ligands with antennapedia and 
HIV-Tat (48-60)-derived membrane carrier peptides, seriously disrupted binding affinity. 
Published NMR solution studies of the interaction between the p6-derived "wild-type" (WT) 9-
mer peptide, P1E2P3T4A5P6P7E8E9 and Tsg101, indicated that the key "A5P6" dipeptide region 
binds to Tsg101 in a PPII helix-like conformation [5]. In the current study, ring-closing 
metathesis (RCM) macrocyclization strategies were applied to a parent Tsg101-binding peptide 
to investigate effects on conformational stabilization and Tsg101-binding affinity and 
bioavailability. This study is of particular interest because it provides new insights into the use 
of RCM macrocyclization to stabilize PPII helix conformations. Since the overall macrocycle 
ring size and the insertion locations of the alkenyl chains needed to produce the most effective 
binding conformations were not known at the outset, an empirical "scanning" approach to 
macrocycle design was taken. This involved situating the needed ring-closing N-alkenylglycine 
residues within the N-terminal and C-terminal “P1E2” and “E8E9” sequences, respectively. In 
this fashion RCM macrocyclization would occur with maintenance of the critical “P3T4A5P6” 
recognition region. By employing a range of chain lengths in the N-alkenyl side chains, four 
series of macrocycles (1-4) were constructed that varied in ring size and location of ring-closing 
junctions (Figure 1). 

 
Results and Discussion 

The synthesis of macrocycles 1-4 was achieved using standard Fmoc-based solid-phase 
protocols. The precursor open-chain peptides 5 were built up on the NovaSyn® TGR resin and 
amino-terminally acylated with an N-Fmoc 5-aminovaleric acid (N-Fmoc Ava) group. 

2-(m,n)

1-(m,n) 3-(m,n)

4-(m,n)

FITC-Ava-X-E-P-T-A-P-P-E-X-NH2

n m

FITC-Ava-X-E-P-T-A-P-P-X-E-NH2

n m

FITC-Ava-P-X-P-T-A-P-P-E-X-NH2

n m

FITC-Ava-P-X-P-T-A-P-P-X-E-NH2

n m

 
 
Fig. 1. Macrocyclic Tsg101-derived ligands prepared in the current study: X = N-substitued glycine. 
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Macrocyclizations of intermediates 5 were conducted on the resin at room temperature in 
CH2Cl2 using Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst. The N-Fmoc Ava groups were then 
deprotected and the peptides were acylated using fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). Cleavage 
of the peptides from the resin (TFA) followed by HPLC purification provided final macrocycles 
(Figure 2).  

 
In order to explore a variety of binding conformations, four series of macrocyles were prepared 
as defined by the locations of the ring-closing segments (Figure 1). For each series, the ring-
closing alkenyl chains varied in length to provide a total of 11 gradually expanding 
macrocycles, with overall ring sizes from 23 to 39 members. In this fashion, in excess of 50 
macrocyclic peptide–peptoid hybrids were prepared. Stabilization of left-handed PPII helix 
conformations was evident for members of series 2 and 4 macrocycles as indicated by CD 
spectral data. Unexpectedly, series 2 and 4 macrocycles that showed the greatest degree of PPII 
helix stabilization, also exhibited significantly diminished Tsg101-binding affinities. In contrast, 
series 1 and 3 macrocycles that displayed helicities similar to those of the WT 9-mer peptide 
showed higher affinities. It was also found that macrocycles showing greater PPII helix 
character exhibited enhanced resistance to protease digestion. The best cellular uptakes were 
shown by macrocycles with larger ring sizes. Compared to the WT 9-mer peptide, peptide-
peptoid hybrid 1-(6,6), with a total ring size of 39 members, showed the best combination of 
Tsg101-binding affinity (Kd = 19 µM, 3-fold enhancement) and cellular uptake (4.5 fold 
enhancement). Work is in progress to evaluate the antiviral efficacy in whole cell systems of 
macrocycles such as 1-(6,6). 
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Fig. 2. Solid-phase synthesis of macrocyclic Tsg101-based ligands. 
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Introduction 

Peptides modeled on consensus recognition sequences provide valuable starting points for the 
development of protein-protein binding inhibitors. We have recently incorporated aminooxy 
handles into consensus recognition sequences and used these for post-solid phase construction 
of libraries bearing tethered components. These libraries can be easily assembled and directly 
evaluated without intermediate purification. We have previously reported the application of this 
approach to the discovery of TSG101-directed HIV-1 budding antagonists [1]. The current 
study applies this technique to an entirely unrelated system. Over–expression of the 
serine/threonine polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) is tightly associated with oncogenesis in several 
human cancers [2]. Interference with Plk1 function induces apoptosis in tumor cells but not in 
normal cells. Accordingly, Plk1 is a potentially attractive anti–cancer chemotherapeutic target. 
Plk1 possesses a unique phosphopeptide–binding “polo box domain” (PBD) that is essential for 
its intracellular localization and mitotic functions. Unlike kinase domains, PBDs are found only 
in the four members of Plks. Therefore, they represent ideal targets for selectively inhibiting the 
function of Plks. By examining various PBD-binding phosphopeptides, we previously found 
that a 5–mer phosphopeptide “PLHSpT” (1, Figure 1) specifically interacts with the Plk1 PBD 
with high affinity, whereas it fails to significantly interact with the PBDs of two closely-related 
kinases, Plk2 and Plk3 [3]. The crystal structure of the 5-mer peptide bound to the Plk1 PBD 
has also recently been solved. This structure shows that the N-terminal Pro residue, which is 
critical for high affinity and specificity, binds in a pocket formed by two aromatic amino acids, 
Trp414 and Phe535 [3]. The current report describes our use of oxime-based post solid-phase 
diversification to optimize binding interactions originating from this Pro residue. 
 

 
Results and Discussion 

Oxime–containing peptide libraries were prepared by conjugating parent peptides 2 and 3 with a 
collection of aldehydes (Figure 1). Without purification, the resulting oxime peptide libraries (4 
and 5) were directly evaluated for PBD binding affinity in an ELISA-based competition assay 
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Fig. 1. PBD-binding peptide libraries obtained by diversification of an N-terminal aminooxy-containing 
Pro residue. 
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using an immobilized PLHSpT-containing peptide (1) and cell lysates expressing a recombinant 
full-length Plk1 [3]. Certain of the oxime peptides (4 and 5) exhibited enhanced PBD-binding 
affinity as compared to the wild-type 5–mer sequence (1). Further PBD binding experiments 
were also conducted using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). These latter experiments 
confirmed the earlier data from the ELISA-based competition binding assays. ITC data 
indicated that relative to the wild-type peptide (1), certain oxime peptides 4 and 5 exhibit more 
enthalpically-driven binding with Plk1 PBD. However, these advantages are also accompanied 
by large entropic penalties. This could potentially indicate that further binding enhancement 
may be achieved by induction of conformational constraint.  
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Introduction 

The major goal of biochips is their use for rapid and economical characterization of biological 
samples. We have devoted considerable effort to the development of practical bio-detection 
systems. Most of protein-chips, in which proteins (antibodies) are immobilized as capture 
molecules, are impractical especially with regard to their stability. We have proposed a novel 
biochip-concept for a protein detection system involving labeled structured peptides as capture 
molecules that are arrayed on the chip surface. Visualization of interactions is not in a “one to 
one” manner, but as bar-code like patterns with fluorescent intensities generating "protein 
fingerprints", while the protein-protein interaction can be mimicked by a protein-peptide 
interaction [reviewed in 1]. Peptide array has greater potential, as even after drying immobilized 
peptides recognized analytes in a dose dependent manner [2]. Important factors for peptide 
micro-arrays are the construction of peptide libraries, the use of chip materials with a suitable 
surface chemistry, the deposition of peptide solutions by an arrayer, detection and data mining. 
In practice our system has been shown to discriminate the structures of a number of different 
proteins. As several toxic proteins, such as Ricinus communis agglutinin (RCA), cholera toxin, 
staphylococcal enterotoxin B, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa lectin (PA-I) recognize cell-surface 
carbohydrates of the host cells, these carbohydrate-binding species with protein-structure 
recognition may be applied for detection. The present paper describes the construction of 
glycopeptide libraries in addition to fluorescently labeled structured peptides (α-helical, β-loop 
and β-strand) and the development of the novel chip-material made from amorphous carbon 
with a special surface chemistry. The loading amounts on this amino-carbon plate were 
calculated ca 4 pmol/mm2 [3]. This novel microarray, designated PepTenChip®, satisfies all the 
requirements for protein detection, specificity, reproducibility, sensitivity, easy handling, 
stability (storage/transport) and production economics. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Peracetylated glucose, mannose, galactose and lactose were successfully attached to the 
hydroxyl group of Fmoc-Thr in good yields using BF3OEt2-mediated glycosylation and 
resulting Thr-building blocks were manually incorporated into the automatically assembled 
peptide chains and further elongated by the synthesizer to generate protected glycopeptidyl 
resins. Their diversity arises from the use of four different glycosides, their position and number 
(one or two) in addition to the backbone amino acid sequence. The architecture of the present 
glycopeptides is shown in Figure 1. After deacetylation with hydrazine hydrate, fluorescent dye 
(TAMRA) was incorporated at the N-α-amino group and then cleaved. The desired 
glycopeptides were purified by preparative HPLC and characterized by LCMS. CD spectra 
indicated that the sugar moieties did 
not significantly influence their 
secondary structures. Thus, a total 
number of ca 100 O-glycosylated 
peptides have been successfully 
prepared by the improved SPPS [4]. 
The Acm group of the Cys residue 
was removed with silver trifluoro-
methanesulfonate in a mixture of 
TFA/anisole just before arraying. The 
peptide (350 picoLiter, ca. 2.1 
femtomole) was immobilized on the 
chip-surface through N-ε-maleimido-

 
 

     Fig. 1. Architecture of present glycopeptides. 
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caproic acid to form a ca 100 micron spot on the above PepTenChip® by a Piezorray™. The 
prepared amorphous carbon plates were chemically inert, not self-fluorescent, easily 
manufactured by laser drawing, and mechanically stable. The surface chemistry we have 
developed produces extremely low background and non-specific adsorption, uniform 
distribution of functional groups on the plate surface and a much higher concentration on the 
surface than conventional materials, thereby making immobilization much easier. The toxic 
protein solutions (RCA from Vector lab. and PA-I from Sigma) were added onto this array and 
the fluorescent responses were measured. The experiments were performed twice and the 
peptides that showed reproducible responses were picked out for fingerprint imaging (Figure 2.). 
 One of the most important issues in bio-chips for protein detection is quantitative 
analysis. Bio-detection of toxicant proteins has been achieved by application of O-glycopeptides 
libraries as capture molecules. Significant differences have been observed in the responses 
against RCA and PA-I. The fluorescent changes (∆I/I0) of the α-helical peptides (19, 21, 22, and 
23) are decreased against RCA 
upon increasing the concen-
tration, in contrast they increased 
against PA-I. The β-sheet 
peptides (30, 41, 42, and 52) 
responded more strongly against 
RCA than against PA-I. The 
results reflect differential 
recognition between RCA and 
PA-I, due to different sugar-side 
chains and the secondary 
structures of the backbone 
peptide sequences. As is well 
known RCA and PA-I have 
affinities for galactose (peptides: 
21, 22, 23) and lactose (peptides 
52), hence the proteins should 
bind to these carbohydrates in 
the glycopeptides. In contrast, 
peptides 19, 30, 41, and 42 have 
mannosyl residues, which should 
be recognized by lectins in a 
non-specific manner. The 
response was dose dependent and 
fingerprints have been generated. In fact, assays using microtiter plates require larger amounts 
of capture molecules and analytes. At the present the optimized amounts of arrayed peptides on 
a chip was 9 femtomoles and toxic protein as an analyte was ca 20 ng. The assay has also been 
performed in the presence of 2% milk to simulate practical conditions, hence the range of 
fluorescence changes (∆I/I0) in milk solution was within - 0.3 ~ +0.3. These results suggested 
that glycopeptide arrays show promising applications as a toxin detection tool.  
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Fig. 2. The fluorescent responses and their fingerprints of toxic 
proteins (A: RCA, B: PA-I) using selected glycopeptides. Each 
protein in PBS was added to the array at three different 
concentrations. Peptides 27 and 53 are non glycosylated 
(controls). 
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Introduction 

The development of safe and effective drugs always has been a challenge. Indeed most drugs 
have LD50’s, and many have additional toxicities. Many small molecular scaffolds which posses 
“drug-like” properties have inherent toxicities and their uses are coupled with the development 
of tolerance. It is increasingly evident that the “classical” approach to drug design is limiting, 
and in general these drugs do not address the problems of treating most of our major diseases 
(prolonged and neuropathic pain, diabetes, cancer, heart disease, etc.) but only their symptoms. 
A new paradigm for drug design and development is needed, and given the lessons we are 
learning from comparative genomics and proteomics of normal vs. disease states, drug design 
and development will require new approaches. From this perspective, peptides offer many 
advantages. Currently there are over 40 peptide drugs on the market and many additional 
peptide mimetics; about 270 peptides are in various phases of clinical trials, and over 400 
peptides are in advanced preclinical studies [1]. Among the advantages of peptides are: 1) non-
toxic scaffold; 2) remarkable chemical landscape; 3) easily modified for proteolytic stability; 4) 
inherent manipulation for bioavailability; and 5) readily designed to cross the blood brain 
barrier and other barriers. Here we will re-examine perceived wisdom regarding peptide drug 
design, with special emphasis on those common beliefs that are wrong, and provide an 
illustrative example of the design of a family of multivalent peptide ligands that may treat 
prolonged and neuropathic pain states that currently have no effective treatment. 
 It is interesting that in going from unicellular to multicellular life, especially animal 
life, most “small molecule chemistry” was dropped, probably due to their inherent toxicities. 
Instead amino acids, amino acid derivatives and peptides were chosen for intercellular 
communication. We should learn from Mother Nature! Despite the ubiquitous use of peptides 
for intracellular communication and maintenance of homeostasis, there is perceived wisdom that 
peptides have poor pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties. Of course many do, and 
were designed by Nature that way. But many do not, and Nature uses various chemical 
approaches to enhance these properties. We should learn from Mother Nature! Similarly 
perceived wisdom is that peptides do not cross the BBB. There are many solutions to this 
problem including: 1) stabilization of 3-D conformations, e.g. α helix or β-turns; 2) N-
methylation; 3) glycopeptides; 4) amphipathic peptides; 5) cell penetrating peptides; and 6) 
pegylation etc.  
 
Results and Discussion 

New Paradigms for Drugs Discovery Using Peptides: A key observation from genomics and 
proteomics is that disease states such as chronic pain, cancer, addiction, CNS diseases, diabetes 
etc. involve changes in gene expression. Drug design should consider these system level 
adaptations which involve increased complexity and more than one target. Advantage can be 
taken of these changes in drug design (e.g. 2, 3). We will illustrate the use of peptides for design 
of novel ligands that utilize this new paradigm for drug design and discovery, with an example 
of novel drugs for pain states for which there is no current treatment methods. 
 Though there generally are good drugs for the treatment of acute pain, treatment of 
prolonged pain states leads to many problems including: 1) high levels of toxicity; 2) low levels 
of efficacy; and 3) system changes leading to more pain during prolonged use, etc. This is 
particularly the case for neuropathic pain states such as hyperalgesia and allodynia. 
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Table 1. Structure of design peptides with potent mu and delta opioid receptor agonist activities 
and potent NK-1 receptor antagonist activities 

TY005 H-Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-Met-Pro-Leu-Trp-0-3:5’- Bn(CF3)2 

TY027 H-Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-Met-Pro-Leu-Trp-NH-3:5’-Bn(CF3)2 

TY025 H-Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-Met-Pro-Leu-Trp-NH-BN 
 
In these cases, our most potent analgesics such as opioids are ineffective. There is much 
evidence that in these pain states, in ascending and descending pain pathways, there is up 
regulation of neuropeptides and their receptors that can cause pain (e.g. substance P and the 
neurokinin-1 receptor). Treatment attempts with e.g. morphine leads to up-regulation of 
neurotransmitters and their receptors in pain pathways that can cause more pain. Based on these 
and other observations, we hypothesized that the design of a ligand with delta and mu opioid 
receptor agonist activity, and selective NK1 receptor antagonist activity would provide a ligand 
that was efficacious in neuropathic pain states and in prolonged pain, where morphine has very 
little effect. Designing multiple pharmacophores in one molecule that would have a single 
metabolism, enhanced proximity effects due to multivalent activity, and greatly enhanced 
efficacy in vivo is our goal.  
 The design involved placing the pharmacophore for the delta/mu ligand at the N-
terminal and the pharmacophore for the NK-1R at the C-terminal with an intervening address 
residue(s) between the two pharmacophores such as in H-Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-Met-Pro-Leu-
Trp-0-3,5’-Bn(CF3)2 (TY005, Table 1) which was a nanomolar agonist at µ and δ opioid 
receptors and a nanomolar antagonist at the neurokinin-1 receptor [4] and has potent in vivo 
antinociceptive activities. However, when examined for stability in serum it was found that the 
ester functionality was readily hydrolyzed. For this reason we modified the structure at the N-
terminal to an amide to give analogues such as TY027 and TY025 (Table 1). 
 These compounds had superior binding affinities, and second messenger activities as 
agonists at δ and µ receptors, and especially in the NK-1 receptor binding assay [5]. Most 
importantly they have T1/2’s, in serum of 5 hours or more compared to the T1/2’s of 1 minute for 
the ester derivatives. Based on BBB penetration studies in vivo, and antinociception assays 
following i.v. administration, the amide compounds crossed the blood brain barrier (BBB) well. 
Ordinarily such linear peptides are not expected to cross the BBB well. So why do these cross 
well? To examine this question we evaluated the conformations of the peptides in aqueous 
solution and in the presence of lipid micelles using NMR methods. In aqueous solution these 
peptides showed no secondary structure, but they showed well defined helix or β-turn structures 
in the presence of lipid micelles [6]. We suggest that the ready formation of a helical structure 
or successive β-turn structures in the preserve of lipids provides these peptides with the three - 
dimensional structural features to cross the BBB. 
 We have begun extensive studies of the in vivo biological properties of TY005 and 
Ty027 using a variety of experimental models of pain. A summary of the results of these studies 
for TY005 are given in Table 2. In acute antinociceptive experiments TY005 was found to have 
potent antinociceptive effects. The SNL rat model was used for neuropathic pain. In the anti-
allodynic and antihyperalgesic assays in SNL rats, TY005 was a potent analgesic (Table 2), 
whereas in the same model morphine has only minor or no antinociceptive effects. An 
undesirable side effect of morphine is its impairment of motor skills. TY005 was tested at high 
doses, and it did not impair motor skills of rats in the Rotarod test (Table 2). These results 
suggest that many of the undesirable side effects of opioid may not obtain for this novel class of 
ligands. A hallmark of long term administration of opioids is the development of tolerance. In 
our studies to date we have found that these new ligands do not develop tolerance. These very 
exciting results suggest that these novel class of ligands will be especially useful for treatment 
of long-term neuropathic without the development of tolerance. 
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Table 2. Summary of some in vivo activities of trifunctional opioid receptor agonist, NK-1 
receptor antagonist activities of TY005* 

A Potent Though Short Lived Antinociceptive Effects in Naïve Rats (acute pain model) 

B Potent – Short Lived Anti-allodynic Effects in SNL Rats 

C Potent – Short Lived Anti-hyperalgesic Effects in SNL Rats 

D No Impaired Performance in Rotarod Test 

E No Development of Tolerance  

 
Concluding Remarks 

The studies briefly discussed above clearly establish this new paradigm for drug design. Its 
hallmarks are: 1) consider the evolutionary changes that account for the development of the 
disease, and then use these findings for drug design; 2) target the changes that have resulted in 
disease while simultaneously targeting symptoms – design of ligands for multiple targets 
generally needed; and 3) consider efficacy, tolerance and toxicities as a part of the design. The 
trifunctional ligands we have discussed address all of these issues, and furthermore do not 
appear to have undesirable side effects such as sedation or motor impairment associated with 
current analgesics. Preliminary studies suggest that these compounds will have little or no 
addiction liabilities. Clearly there is still much to do and learn to enhance in vivo potency and 
efficacy, enhanced bioavailability, and develop smart drug delivery systems, but the peptides 
designed thus far have most of the desired properties for a drug. 
 Considering how evolution has increasingly utilized peptides for maintaining 
homeostasis in multicellular life we believe that peptides can be readily developed with all of 
the desired activities, distribution properties, low toxicities, and maximal efficacies of good 
drugs. We look forward to continued development and promotion of peptides as safe drugs. 
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Introduction 

Developing meaningful Chemistry and Manufacturing Controls (CMC) specifications for early 
phase development of therapeutic proteins and peptides can be a difficult task. Many times, the 
scientist developing these specifications is limited by the amount of investigational product 
available to conduct the appropriate testing and the evolving manufacturing process. It is during 
this early development of the product that understanding of the critical specifications of the 
product’s life-cycle begins to take form. Early product specifications should be based on the 
knowledge, experience and mechanistic understanding of the process and formulation factors on 
the product performance quality characteristics. The aspect of building quality into the process 
and products (quality by design) at this early stage assures that the appropriate identity, strength, 
quality, purity and potency of the product is achieved on a consistent basis. This ensures the 
safety, efficacy, product consistency and stability of the clinical supplies. As drug development 
proceeds from the pilot-scale to larger-scale production, the information on the active and 
finished product specifications submitted in the IND should be strengthened and refined. These 
early quality assessments lay the groundwork for the stability and release specifications for the 
FDA registration of therapeutic proteins and peptides. 
 
Regulations Overview  

Early phase product development (Phase 0, Phase 1) of biopharmaceuticals must assure the 
safety and quality of the investigational new drug (IND) products. Current good manufacturing 
practices (CGMP) are required under section 501(a)(2)(B) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act) in the manufacture of most investigational new drugs (IND) used in 
phase 2 and 3 clinical trials [1]. However, phase 0 or 1 investigational drugs, which include 
proteins and peptides, are exempt from complying with 21 Codes of the Federal Registrar 
(CFR) part 211 [2] under 21 CFR 210.2(c). This does not except the sponsor from Good 
Scientific Practices and Principles, and interpreting and implementing CGMP consistent with 
good scientific practices and methodology. The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) review 
of Phase 1 IND submissions will focus primarily on assessing the safety of Phase 1 clinical 
investigation ([21 CFR § 312.22(a)]). The amount of information that must be submitted in an 
IND to assure the accomplishments of the objectives of safety and quality have been met will 
depend upon such factors as the novelty of the product, the extent to which it has been studied 
previously, the known or suspected risks and the phase of developmental of the product ([21 
CFR § 312.22(b)]). Although in each phase of the investigation sufficient information is 
required to be submitted to assure the proper identification, quality, purity, and strength of the 
investigational product, the amount of information needed to make that assurance will vary with 
the phase of the investigation, the dosage form, and the amount of information otherwise 
available ([21 CFR § 312.23 (a)(7)(i)]). Phase 2 and 3 investigational products are required to 
be manufactured in accordance with CGMPs. If not, the products are considered adulterated 
[501(a)(2)(B) FD&CA]. This applies to all components, raw materials, actives and final 
products. 

It is the sponsor’s responsibility, in all phase of development, to assure the safety and 
rights of subjects. Failure to comply can result clinical holds and termination. If human subjects 
are or would be exposed to an unreasonable and significant risk of illness or injury [21 CFR § 
312.42 (b) (1) (i)] or the IND does not contain sufficient information required under 312.23 to 
assess the risks to subjects of the proposed studies, the clinical studies may be placed on “hold” 
(clinical hold [21 CFR § 312.42 (b) (1) (iv)]) or terminated (21 CFR § 312.44). A clinical hold 
is an order issued by FDA to the sponsor to delay a proposed clinical investigation or to suspend 
an ongoing investigation (21 CFR § 312.42(a)). Absent, inadequate or incomplete CMC 
information can lead to clinical holds. Examples of CMC deficiencies that could result in 
clinical holds include (a) incomplete description of the manufacturing process,(b) inadequate 
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information regarding animal-derived components, (c) incomplete information regarding source 
material and history, (d) lack of detailed testing procedures (active, in-process, final product), 
and (e) inadequate product release testing (assay, viral clearance, endotoxin, mycoplasma, 
sterility, stability, etc.). A clinical study can be terminated for CMC issues if the methods, 
facilities, and controls used for the manufacturing, processing, and packing of the 
investigational biologic are inadequate to establish and maintain appropriate standards of 
identity, strength, quality, and purity as needed for subject safety. 
 
GMPs for Phase 1 Studies 
Adherence to GMPs during manufacture of phase 1 investigational drugs occurs mostly through 
well-defined written procedures, the use of adequately qualified equipment, controlled 
manufacturing environment, and accurately and consistently recorded data from manufacturing 
(including testing). The FDA issued July 2008 guidance for industry for CGMP for Phase 1 
Investigational Drugs [3]. The guidance describes an approach sponsors may use to implement 
manufacturing controls that are appropriate for the phase 1 clinical trial stage of development. 
Sponsors are expected to implement manufacturing controls that reflect product history, 
knowledge and experiences gained during the evolving development process. The guidance 
recommends the sponsor have sufficient controls regarding the personnel, quality systems, 
facility, equipment, components, manufacturing records, laboratory controls, packaging, 
labeling and record keeping. The sponsor should assure that the personnel involved in the 
product development have the education, experience, and training (including quality) to enable 
each individual to perform their assigned function. The sponsor should establish a written plan 
that describes the role of and responsibilities for quality functions including release and testing 
of all components used in the manufacture of the investigational product. It is preferred to 
assign an individual to perform QC functions independent of manufacturing responsibilities, 
especially for the cumulative review and release of phase 1 investigational drug batches. The 
facility and equipment should be adequately qualified and calibrated. Typical categories of 
systems and equipment which require performance qualification include HVAC, room 
classification, autoclave, compressed air, depyrogenation oven, steam, lyophilizer, centrifuge, 
purified water, WFI, central vacuum, etc. Each IQ, OQ, and PQ protocol should provide the 
specific procedure to follow, information to be recorded, a set of acceptance criteria, and a list 
of materials, equipment and documents needed to perform the validation.  

The components, containers and closures should have acceptance criteria, release 
testing and batch traceability. The sponsor should keep detailed manufacturing records 
(including microbiology) that details the materials, equipment, procedures used, and any 
problems encountered during manufacturing, including any change controls and out of 
specification (OOS) results. Additional assurances for sterile and aseptically processed products 
should be demonstrated and documented. Laboratory tests used in manufacture of the 
investigational product (e.g., testing of materials, in-process material, packaging, drug product) 
should be scientifically sound (e.g., specific, sensitive, and accurate), suitable and reliable to 
assess (and document) the identity, strength, potency, purity of the investigational product. Any 
methodology changes should be documented by change control. Early phase specifications 
should be based on clinical relevance, safety considerations, process capabilities, product 
development history and knowledge. Laboratory equipment should be qualified, calibrated and 
maintained. Clinical supplies should be adequately released and stability data generated. 
Adequate investigational samples and products should be retained. The sponsor should establish 
written procedures for controlling packaging, labeling, and distribution operations. The 
investigational product should be suitably packaged to protect it from alteration, contamination, 
and damage during storage, handling, and shipping. The sponsor should keep complete records 
relating to the quality and operation of the manufacturing processes, including but not limited to 
equipment maintenance and calibration, manufacturing records and related analytical test 
records, distribution records, quality functions, component records, deviations, investigations 
and complaints. Under 21 CFR § 312.57(c), sponsors must retain records for at least two years 
after a marketing application is approved for the drug, or if an application is not approved for 
the drug, until two years after shipment and delivery of the drug for investigational use is 
discontinued and FDA is notified.  

In summary, GMP adherence applies to all clinical IND studies. This is consistent with 
good scientific practices and principles that are applicable to product quality development. It is 
important that the sponsor assess risks and take appropriate actions during early product 
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development. This is the beginnings of the product lifecycle and it is important to address and 
integrate product quality (quality by design). Documentation of early phase observations, 
processes and testing is critical to the success of the investigational product and product’s 
lifecycle (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. CMC / GMP development lifecycle. 
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Introduction 

The melanocortin receptors are involved in many physiological functions, including 
pigmentation, sexual function, feeding behavior, and energy homeostasis, making them 
potential targets to treat obesity, sexual dysfunction, etc. [1]. Understanding the basis of the 
ligand-receptor interactions is crucial for the design of potent and selective ligands for these 
receptors. 

 
Results and Discussion 

NMR and Conformational Analysis. The conformational preferences of the cyclic 
melanocortin agonists MTII, and antagonists SHU9119 (Table 1) were comprehensively 
investigated by solution NMR spectroscopy in a 200 mM aqueous solution of DPC 
(dodecylphosphocholine). DPC was used as a membrane mimetic environment. For both 
peptides, NMR parameters (3JHN-Hα coupling constants, Hα chemical shifts, and NOE pattern) 
point to a helical structure of the N-terminal residues (4-7) and extended conformation of C-
terminal residues. 

NMR data obtained in DPC solution were used as input data for a restrained molecular 
dynamic calculation. Lowest energy conformer of MTII is shown in Figure 1a. Two β-turns that 
involve Nle4 to D-Phe7 and Asp5 to Arg8, respectively, can be identified in MTII. Conversely, 
residues 8 to 10 are in an extended conformation. Peptide surface has amphipathic nature. In 

fact, considering the pseudo-plane defined by 
the backbone atoms hydrophobic residues 
Nle4, D-Phe7 and Trp9 lie on one side (right in 
Figure 1a) while positively charged residues 
His6 and Arg8 lie on the other side. 3D 
structure of SHU9119 is very similar to that 
obtained for MTII (Figure 1b). The main 
difference is that D-Nal7 side chain of 
SHU9119 is more flexible than D-Phe7 side 
chain of MTII. 

Docking. The theoretical structures of 
the hMC4 receptor both in the active 
(hMC4Ra) and inactive (hMC4Ri) state were 
those proposed by Mosberg [2]. Since the 
currently available docking programs may not 

 
Fig. 1. Superposition of the 10 lowest energy 
conformers of MTII (a), SHU9119 (b). 

 

Table 1. Sequences of the ligands 

Peptide Sequence 

MTII Ac – Nle4-c[Asp5 – His6 – DPhe7 – Arg8 – Trp9 – Lys10]-NH2 

SHU9119 Ac – Nle4-c[Asp5 – His6 – DNal7 – Arg8 – Trp9 – Lys10]-NH2 
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work very well for peptide compounds, manual 
docking was conducted. The NMR-derived 
MTII and SHU9119 structures were placed in 
between the trans-membrane domains of the 
hMC4Ra and hMC4Ri, respectively. The 
following criteria were employed to achieve 
meaningful docking modes: (i) The positively 
charged side of the amphipathic surface of the 
peptides had to be close to the carboxylate 
groups of Asp122, Asp126, and Glu100, as 
suggested by several mutagenesis studies; (ii) 
No steric clashes should occur between any 
atom. Starting from 10 initial poses for both 
complexes, after optimization steps we could 
select one representative complex model for 
MTII/hMC4Ra and one for SHU9119/hMC4Ri 
(Figure 2). Interactions between the message 
segment His6-Trp9 and the receptors are shown 

in Figure 3. As shown, the two ligands have similar interactions apart for Phe/Nal7 side chains 
which occupy different hydrophobic pockets. 

The conformational behaviour of MTII and SHU9119 were studied in the presence of 
DPC micelles. The peptides show a well defined structure: two consecutive β-turns 
encompassing residues 4-7 (distorted type VIII) and 5-8 (distorted type II) and a brief extended 
C-terminal segment (residues 8-10) are observed. An amphipathic surface is defined by 
hydrophobic residues Nle4, D-Phe7 and Trp9 and positively charged residues His6 and Arg8. 
Docking studies indicate a similar binding modes of MTII and SHU9119 within hMC4R, with 
the exception of Phe/Nal7 side chains which are differently oriented.  

Understanding the conformational preferences of hMC4R peptide ligands, combined 
with information regarding their interactions with the receptor in both the active and inactive 
state, is crucial to increase the knowledge of structure-activity relationships aimed to the design 
of new potent MC4 receptor ligands. 
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Fig. 2. Superposition of the of hMC4 models in 
the inactive and active conformations complexed 
with SHU9119 and MTII, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) MTII within the binding pocket of hMC4a. (b) SHU9119 within the binding pocket of hMC4i. 
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Introduction 

The melanocortin system is made up of five G-Protein Coupled receptors (GPCRs), MC1-5R, 
involved in the regulation and signaling processes of a wide range of physiological functions 
from skin and hair pigmentation (MC1R), steroidogenesis (MC2R), energy homeostasis (MC3R 
and MC4R), and exocrine gland function (MC5R) [1-4]. The receptors are bound and activated 
by a series of endogenous agonists and inhibited by the only known endogenous antagonists of 
GPCRs, agouti (ASP) and agouti related protein (AGRP) [5]. The melanocortin agonists are 
derived from post-translational cleavage and modification of the proopiomelanocortin (POMC) 
gene product [6]. The melanocyte stimulating hormones (MSH), α-MSH, β-MSH, γ-MSH, and 
adrenocorticotropin hormone (ACTH) are capable of binding and activating each of the 
receptors with the notable exception of the MC2R, which is only capable of being stimulated by 
ACTH [1]. The melanocortin-3 and -4 receptors are expressed in the brain and are postulated to 
play important roles in the regulation of food intake and energy homeostasis [2,3,7]. The role of 
the MC4R in energy homeostasis has been well established with the generation of MC4R 
knockout (KO) mice which have an obese phenotype [8] and the identification of a subset of the 
obese human population which possess genetic mutations of their MC4R [9,10].  
 Previous data has shown that if provided with the means to voluntarily exercise (free 
access to a running wheel in the home cage), melanocortin-4 knockout mice do not develop the 
obese phenotype seen in sedentary littermates [11,12]. Over the course of the experiment a 
variety of parameters were monitored including body weight, body composition (fat mass as 
determined by quantitative MRI), and the plasma concentrations of the adiposity factors insulin 
and leptin. At the conclusion of the experiment hypothalamic gene expression levels were 
evaluated. Herein data is presented to support the hypothesis that voluntary exercise can prevent 
the onset of obesity and diabetes of the MC4R knockout mice. 
 
Results and Discussion 

MC4R+/- heterozygous knockout mice were generously provided by Dr. Dennis Huszar at 
Millennium Pharmaceuticals. Knockout (MC4R-/-) and wild-type (MC4R+/+) mice were 
generated using a heterozygous breeding scheme. Mice were housed in a room with a reverse 
light cycle room (12-h light/12-h dark). All animals had ad libitum access to food and water for 

the duration of the experiment. Male 
mice were housed in standard 
conventional (Conv) or in cages 
equipped with a running wheel (RW) at 
6 weeks of age. Data was recorded 
starting at 7 weeks of age for a duration 
of 8 weeks.  

Food intake and body weight 
were measured twice a week. Body 
composition of the mice was 
determined once a week, measured in 
terms of fat and lean mass (grams), 
using an EchoMRI-100 (Echo Medical 
Systems LLC, Houston, TX). Plasma 
hormone concentrations of insulin and 
leptin were determined using a 
commercially available mouse 
endocrine panel kits (Linco Research, 
Millipore) on a Luminex 200 platform 

(Austin, TX). Hypothalami were dissected out of the brain at sacrifice, homogenized, and RNA 
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Fig. 1. Body weight in grams.  Key – -WT Conv; -WT 
RW; -MC4R KO Conv; -MC4R KO RW. 
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was extracted using the Trizol method (Invitrogen). cDNA was synthesized from 2 µg of total 
RNA using a High Capacity cDNA Archive Kit (Cat. # 4322171, Applied Biosystems) 
according to manufacturer instructions. Quantitative, real-time PCR was performed using 100 
ng of sample cDNA with Taqman primers and reagents on an ABI 7300 System (Applied 
Biosystems). Samples were run in duplicate on a single 96-well plate for each Taqman probe to 
confirm the consistency of gene level expression. The Hprt1 gene was used as an internal 
housekeeping gene to correct for differences in starting amounts of cDNA and for data 
normalization across groups. mRNA levels are expressed as fold differences as compared to 
wild-type conventionally housed mice. The data was analyzed using two-way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni post hoc test (Prism 4 statistical software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA)). Values of 
p<0.05 were considered to be significant. 

At the start of the experiment, both the MC4R KO and wild-type littermate group body 
weights were not statistically different between the conventionally housed vs. running wheel-
housed groups. At 6 weeks of age, the MC4R KO mice (23.1±0.5 g) weighed significantly more 
than the wild-type mice (19.9±0.3 g) (p<0.001). Differences in body weight between the MC4R 
KO groups were observed 
2 weeks after running 
wheel exercise began and 
continued for the 
remainder of the 
experiment as seen in 
Figure 1. No statistically 
significant differences 
were observed between the 
wild-type groups at any 
time. Even though the 
exercised MC4R KO mice 
experienced a significant 
reduction in body weight 
compared to the MC4R 
KO conventional animals, 
they remained heavier than 
the wild-type mice 
throughout the study.  
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Fig. 2. (A) Fat Mass expressed as % of 
total body weight (B) Circulating insulin 
concentration (pM) (C) Circulating 
leptin concentration (pM). For all 
experiments p<0.001 using repeated 
measure ANOVA and post hoc tests. Key 
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Fig. 3. Hypothalamic POMC and MC3R Expression levels. Significant 
differences in gene expression level were seen between exercised and 
sedentary animals of both genotypes. (* p<0.05, **p<0.01). 
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Statistically significant differences were seen in fat mass (expressed as the percentage of total 
body weight) between the MC4R KO conventionally housed mice and. the exercising MC4R 
KO mice after two weeks of being allowed to voluntarily exercise (Figure 2A). No statistically 
significant differences were seen between the MC4R KO exercised mice and the wild-type 
conventionally housed mice. 

The plasma concentrations of leptin and insulin (Figures 2B and 2C respectively) were 
analyzed to determine if exercise prevents the hyperinsulinemia and hyperleptinemia seen in 
obese MC4R KO mice. Significant differences between the sedentary and exercising MC4R KO 
animals were observed after only 1 week (p<0.01) for both insulin and leptin. No significant 
differences in either insulin or leptin concentrations were seen between the MC4R KO exercised 
mice and either of the wild-type groups. 

Hypothalamic levels of POMC and MC3R mRNA were quantified to establish if there 
was a change in expression level caused by exercise, the data is shown in Figure 3. For the 
POMC gene, there was found to be a significant difference for both the MC4R KO and wild-
type animals between the groups with access to the running wheel equipment and 
conventionally housed animals (p<0.05). Additionally, significant differences between the 
sedentary and exercise groups were also seen for levels of MC3R expression (p<0.01). 

In conclusion, the beneficial effects of voluntary exercise in the MC4R KO mouse 
model, including prevention of the obese and hyperinsulinemic phenotype that corresponds to 
type II diabetes, were found to be supported by the data.  Since the area of voluntary exercise is 
a relatively young field of research, studies in this area are increasing at a rapid pace as 
scientific technologies continue to improve in sensitivity and selectivity. As such, determination 
of the mechanisms associated with the positive benefits of exercise will continue to be an 
important task in hopes of developing human therapeutic agents. Toward these goals, this study 
presented provides further physiological characterization of the genetic MC4R KO obese mouse 
model and the effects of voluntary exercise, and supports the hypothesis that voluntary exercise 
can prevent the genetic predisposition of obesity and diabetes associated with MC4R 
dysfunction. 
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Introduction 

The melanocortin receptor (MCR) family consists of five receptor subtypes (MC1R-MC5R) 
identified to date [1]. Agouti-related protein (AGRP) is one of two known naturally occurring 
antagonists of the brain melanocortin receptors MC3R and MC4R. The melanocortin peptides 
(α-, β-, γ- melanocyte stimulating hormones and adrenocorticotropin, ACTH) are the 
endogenous ligands for these melanocortin receptors [1]. All of these hormones possess a 
central His-Phe-Arg-Trp motif, which is responsible for receptor recognition and binding and is 
referred to as the “message” sequence. It is postulated that the bioactive conformation of 
melanocortin ligands involve β - turn structures in this region [2]. Centrally located MC3R and 
MC4R have been identified in knockout mice to play important role in regulating energy 
homeostasis, obesity, and metabolism and are potential drug targets for treatment of obesity and 
related diseases [3]. MC4R knockout mice are obese and hyperphagic which demonstrate the 
involvement of MC4R in feeding regulation [3]. The discovery of new selective and potent 
MC4R ligands will help in further investigation of the physiological role of this receptor 
subtype. It was hypothesized that insertion of reverse turn mimetics into a known peptide 
template will result in receptor selective and potent analogues by restricting the peptide template 
into its bioactive conformation. 

 
Results and Discussion 

A thioether cyclized peptidomimetic scaffold was postulated to mimic a reverse turn structure 
and resulted in a potent ligand (Figure 1) with 650 nM 
agonist potency at mMC4R [4]. Using the hypothesis that a 
reverse turn in the melanocortin agonist His-Phe-Arg-Trp 
core sequence results in ligands that have increased potency, 
a thioether cyclized mimetic was inserted into the potent 
chimeric AGRP-Melanocortin template (AMW3-130; 
Yc[CHDFRWNAFC]Y-NH2) (Figure 2) [4,5]. The 10-
membered macrocycle was generated on the resin by: i) 
synthesizing a linear peptide on solid polymer support; ii) 
reductive alkylation of an aldehyde amino acid derivative; iii) 
coupling of cysteine; iv) chloroacetylation of amine moiety; 
 

 
Fig. 2. Incorporation of small molecule reverse turn mimetic into AMW3-130 template. 

 
Fig. 1. Small molecule reverse 
turn mimetic.   
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Table 1. Agonist EC50 (nM) pharmacology of the modified peptides at the mouse MC4R 

 
and v) formation of a thioether linkage and disulifide brige formation within the linear peptide 
chain [4]. This methodology enabled the generation of ligands in which the cyclic mimetic 
scaffold was walked down the His-DPhe-Arg-Trp sequence. The “positional walking” approach 
allowed conformational scanning of the tetrapeptide residues that have been identified as key to 
binding and affinity for the melanocortin receptor subtypes [6]. 
  Peptide synthesis was performed using standard Fmoc methodology in a manual 
reaction vessel [7] or with microwave. The peptides were assembled on Rink amide MBHA 
resin with repeated cycles of deprotection and coupling. Synthesis of thioether cyclized 
peptidomimetic scaffold was done on solid support according to the literature procedure [2]. 
Disulfide bridge formation was obtained by stirring the peptides in 20 % DMSO/H2O solution at 
room temperature for 2 days. Progress of the reaction was monitored by HPLC. All peptides 
were purified by RP-HPLC, and analyzed and characterized by HPLC and MS. The purified 
peptides were at least >95% pure as determined by RP-HPLC in two diverse solvent systems. 
The synthesized peptides were pharmacologically characterized by the β-galactosidase reporter 
gene assay at the mouse melanocortin receptor isoforms [5]. By using microwave-assisted 
stepwise protocols, the synthesis time of template can be reduced to 1 day vs. 4 days using 
conventional methods. Synthesis was performed using a polypropylene reaction vessel on a 
Discover SPS synthesizer (CEM Corp). The Discover SPS is equipped with fiber-optic 
temperature probe for controlling the microwave power delivery. Agitation is accomplished by 
inert gas bubbling through external setup. A separate vaccum manifold is provided with the 
assembly for solvent drainage.  

This study resulted in the discovery that compound AMW610, having Arg and Trp in 
the reverse turn, was the most potent MC4R agonist (85 nM) (Table 1) ligand in the series. 
Moreover, it was observed that change in stereochemistry of thioether ring closure play an 
important role as change from LCys (AMW610) to DCys (AMW621) resulted in substantial 
change in potency. These results support the hypothesis that reverse turn mimetic into chimeric 
AGRP-melanocortin template results in ligands with varying potency. 
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                Agonist EC50 (nM) 

Peptide   mMC4R 
α-MSH   5.37±0.62 

NDP-MSH   0.21±0.03 

AMW3-130   0.27±0.09 

AMW610   85 

AMW621   780 

AMW6103   440 
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Introduction 

The melanocortin system belongs to a superfamily of GPCRs and consists of endogenous 
agonists, antagonists and five receptor subtypes [1]. The MC4R has been shown to be involved 
weight and energy homeostasis and feeding behavior [2]. MC4R deficient mice exhibit an obese 
and hyperphagic phenotype proposing that the MC4R is involved in the regulation of feeding 
behavior.[2] The antagonist, AGRP, is a target of interest because is involved in the regulation 
of food intake and is a competitive antagonist of the MC4R [3]. Therefore, it is postulated that 
AGRP mediates its effects through the MC4R in the CNS [1-3]. The C-terminus of AGRP is a 
cysteine-rich region of the protein and has receptor binding affinity and antagonism comparable 
to the full length protein. This region contains five disulfide bridges with a conserved Arg-Phe-
Phe motif that has been identified as being important for the antagonistic activity of AGRP [4-
5]. Truncation of this domain has led to the identification of monocyclic and bicyclic derivatives 
of AGRP that provide support to the hypothesis that not all five disulfide bridges are necessary 
for molecular recognition and receptor antagonism [6-8]. The stereochemical inversion of the 
Arg-Phe-Phe region led to the discovery of a new melanocortin agonist template [6]. Previous 
studies have shown that the incorporation of DArg111 in the monocyclic compound (EMH1-100) 
converts an antagonist into an agonist at the MC4R [6]. Within the homology model of the 
mMC4R complexed with hAGRP(87-132) [9], a putative interaction was observed that may 
explain the pharmacology [6]. It is postulated that DArg111 interacts with MC4R Asn115 [8]. 
Previous studies showed that the bicyclic peptide (EMH2-93) displayed equipotent binding 
affinity to that of hAGRP (87-132) at the mMC4R [7]. However, it was an 80-fold less potent 
antagonist at the mMC4R [7]. Homology modeling demonstrated a postulated interaction of 
Arg111 of the bicyclic compound interacting with Asn115 of mMC4R. This Arg111-mMC4R 
Asn115 interaction was not observed for hAGRP (87-132) and may attribute to the change in 
antagonist potency observed for the bicyclic compound [8]. It is hypothesized that similar 
pharmacological results will be observed when Arg111 is stereochemically inverted in the 
bicyclic compound as seen with the monocyclic compounds.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Monocyclic and bicyclic derivatives of AGRP and their DArg111 analogues were synthesized 
and tested at the mouse melanocortin receptors in this study. Table 1 displays the agonist EC50 
and antagonist pA2 values obtained for the peptides synthesized in this study. As previously 
reported, the DArg analogue (EMH1-120) 
became a full μM agonist at the mMC4R. As 
hypothesized, the incorporation of DArg into 
the bicyclic template (EMH3-45) caused a 
conversion of pharmacology from antagonist 
to agonist at the mMC4R (EC50 = 21 μM). 
Figure 1 displays the micromolar agonist 
activity of EMH3-45 at the mMC4R. The 
data obtained supports the hypothesis that the 
incorporation of DArg into the bicyclic 
AGRP derivative caused a conversion of 
pharmacology from antagonist to agonist 
resulting in a new agonist template at the 
mMC4R. AGRP and the MC4R are 
important therapeutic targets for both the 
understanding and treatment of obesity 
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Fig. 1. Dose response curve displaying agonist 
activity of EMH3-45 at the mMC4R. 
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related diseases and the involvement of the melanocortin system in the neuroendocrine 
regulation of energy homeostasis. Therefore, it is important to undertake further studies to 
examine ligand-receptor interactions. Receptor mutagenesis will be performed in future 
experiments to explore specific putative AGRP Arg111 interactions with the MC4R.   
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Table 1. Functional Activity at the mMC4R 

Name Peptide Sequence Agonist 
EC50 (nM) 
mMC4R 

Antagonist 
pA2 

mMC4R 

MTII Ac-Nle-c[DH-DPhe-RWK]-NH2  0.020 - 

NDP-MSH Ac-SYS-Nle-EH-DPhe-RWGKPV-NH2 0.052 - 

EMH1-100 DPAATAYc[CRFFNAFC]YARKL  - 6.1 

EMH1-120 DPAATAYc[C-DArg-RFFNAFC]YARKL  37700* - 

EMH2-93 c1[CUDPUATUYc2[CRFFNAFC]2YC]1RKL  - 8.2 

EMH3-45 c1[CUDPUATUYc2[C-DArg-FFNAFC]2YC]1RKL  21 μM - 

*EC50 values obtained from published work [6]  
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Introduction 

Melanocortin receptors (MCRs) found in different tissues are a target of intensive 
pharmacological research. Five MCRs (MC1R – MC5R) have been cloned and design of their 
selective ligands is very challenging. Activation of MC1R in skin by UV-induced paracrine 
factors stimulates pigmentation and DNA damage repair, thus confers natural photoprotection. 
We proposed that MC1R selective ligands can be used for prevention of the most fatal skin 
cancer-melanoma [1]. Based on the minimum melanocortin core sequence HfRW and our 
superpotent hMC1R selective agonist LK-184 Ph(CH2)3CO-HfRW-NH2 (1) [EC50 (nM): 
hMC1R 0.009±0.004, hMC3R 4.7±1.2, hMC4R 4.6±2.8] and its less potent truncated analog 
LK-394 Ph(CH2)3CO-HfR-NH2 (2) [hMC1R 5.0±0.6, weak partial agonist for hMC3R and 
hMC4R] [2], a new series of 30 RCO-HfR-NH2 derivatives was designed and tested on 
mMC1R, MC3R-MC5R. All N-capping groups had an aromatic ring attached to a C2, C3 or C4 
spacer (saturated, unsaturated or 1,4-diene) or directly, with special attention to cinnamic 
derivatives providing a shorter more rigid link compared to the saturated C3 chain in 1 and 2. 
Substituents in the phenyl rings offered an extended conjugated  system overlapping in space 
with the  system of the phenyl in 2 (Figure 1).  
 

Results and Discussion 

In contrast to hMCRs, 1 was more potent at mouse MC4R and MC5R [EC50 (nM): mMC1R 
1.60±0.29, mMC3R 26.0±4.0, mMC4R 0.54±0.19, mMC5R 0.33±0.14], while 2 showed some 
MC1R selectivity albeit with 590-fold loss in potency [EC50 (nM): mMC1R 940±260, mMC3R 
43700±1370, mMC4R 15140±8800, mMC5R 11800±5950; selectivity 1:46:16:12]. All 
synthesized tripeptides had very low or no activity at mMC3R-MC5R. At this time it is not 
clear, if this consistent increase in MC1 selectivity in the tripeptide series is caused by 
shortening of the molecule due removal of the Trp or linked to interaction with Trp specifically.  
The direct unsaturated 4-phenylbuten-3-oyl analog of the parent tripeptide 2 was equipotent to 2 
at mMC1R but showed some loss of selectivity (MC1/3/4/5Rs ratio 1:24:5:3). Potency of the 

simple cinnamoyl derivative at mMC1R was close 
to that of 2 and it selectivity improved 
(MC1/4/5Rs 1:44:25 and no activity at mMC3R). 
Several derivatives of 3- or 4-substituted cinnamic 
acids (3-Cl, 3-CF3, 3-OH, 4-MeO, 4-NO2) were 
more potent than LK-394 at mMC1R with trans-4-
HOC6H4CH=CHCO-HfR-NH2 (3) being the most 
active [EC50 (nM): mMC1R 83.3±13.7, mMC3R 
20500±12600, mMC4R 18130±3258, mMC5R 
935±310; selectivity 1:246:217:11]. Shifting 
position of the OH, O-methylation, CH=CH 
reduction or inclusion in a cyclic system (Figure 
1c, d) leads to a 3-7 fold drop in potency at 
mMC1R. Elongation of the C2 spacer or addition 
of polarizable non-hydrogen bonding substituents 
into 3- or 4-position to the cinnamic moiety 
(Figure 1a, b) weakened or abolished binding at 
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Fig. 1. N-capping group rational. Parent 
structures in thin lines: phenylbutyryl (a, b) 
and trans-4-HOC6H4CH=CH (c, d). 
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mMC3R. The elongation of the end-capping group due to spacer extensions (Figure 1a) or 
aromatic substituents (Figure 1b) elicited a weak mMC3R response, although polar groups on 
aryl in some cases could cancel it.  

The observed biological activity correlates with increased conformational rigidity of 
the HfR core (the backbone and side chains) stabilized by the semi-rigid cinnamoyl tail 

(modeled with Macromodel, OPLS_2005 in water, 
the Monte Carlo Multiple Minimum (MCMM) 
mixed torsional/low-frequency sampling in 
Macromodel [3]). Although the number of 
conformers for 2 (108 within 3 kcal/mol, 293 
within 5 kcal/mol) and 3 (55 within 3 kcal/mol, 
221 within 5 kcal/mol) does not vary drastically 
their 3D distribution is totally different - 2 has no 
preferred conformation, while all 221 conformers 
of 3 are very well aligned [4]. Polar basic Arg and 
His are situated on the same side of the molecule 
opposite to the non-polar aromatic D-Phe and 
cinnamoyl. The existence of 3 in multiple but 
similar conformations that can convert into the 
biologically active conformation upon binding and 
this “pre-alignment” is beneficial for initial 
recognition of the ligand by the mMC1R that 
contains compact acidic (Glu-94, Asp-117 and 

121) and aromatic hydrophobic (Phe-175, 179, 196, and 257) binding pockets [5]. Distribution 
of the conformations for the cyclic analogs of 3 (Figure 1c, d) are similar to 3, which 
demonstrates that their lower potency relative to 3 is due to misplacement of HO in the active 
site and not an increase in width or rigidity of the end-capping group.  

Thus, based on targeted screening, molecular modeling and a “soft” control of the 
peptide conformation without restricting dihedral angles of the backbone or side chains 
favorable for interaction with an active site of MC1R, we were able to reduce the minimum 
melanocortin sequence to the tripeptide HfR (previously known minimum melanocortin 
tetrapeptide Ac-HfRW-NH2 elicits full agonist response but with low potency [6]). The 
resulting flexible tripeptide 3 was much more selective than the native melanocortin 
tridecapeptide -MSH [EC50 (nM): mMC1R 7.20±3.73, mMC3R 10.20±2.53, mMC4R 
19.3±3.59, mMC5R 6.72±2.01] and only 11 times less potent at mMC1R. These findings 
provide an insight into the structure on the active site of MCRs that could be useful for future 
design of low molecular weight synthetic drugs acting only on targeted MCRs subtypes.  
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Introduction 

The protein hormone produced by the ob-gene and denominated leptin (LEP), is a product 
originating from adipose tissue, circulates in the plasma and affects the energy balance by 
interacting with the hypothalamus. Leptin plays a key role in regulating energy intake and 
energy expenditure, including appetite and metabolism. Total absence or resistance to leptin 
causes morbid obesity, diabetes and hypogonadism. In order to identify regions of the leptin 
molecule responsible for its bioactivity, we studied a series of decapeptides fragments 
encompassing the region of the amino acids residues 98-122 present in the leptin molecule [1,2] 
(Table 1). The effect caused by the fragments on body weight and food intake were assessed 
when administered into the lateral cerbroventricle of normal Wistar rats during four consecutive 
days [3]. LEP and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were used as positive and negative control, 
respectively. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Our results indicated that leptin induced a reduction of body weight and of food intake gain of 
6.3% and 36.0% respectively (Figure 1). Among the fragments studied we observed that with 
fragments Ac-LEP98-122-NH2 (I), Ac-LEP98-107-NH2 (II), Ac-LEP107-116-NH2(V) and Ac-[Ser117]-
LEP113-122-NH2 (VIII) no significative changes of body weight gain and also on the food intake 
were observed. Interestingly, with fragments Ac-LEP101-110-NH2 (III), Ac-LEP104-113-NH2 (IV) 
and Ac-hLEP113-122-NH2 (VII) we observed a great increase on the food intake, intriguingly, 
without any significant change in the body weight of the treated animals. Differently of the 
other leptin fragments behavior, fragment Ac-hLEP110-119-NH2 (VI) was able to induce a 
significant reduction of the food intake (39.8%) and a reduction of the body weight (6.0%) 
similarly as observed with leptin. Peptide fragments [3-5] design approach may offer the basis 
for the development of leptin-related compounds with potential application in human and 
veterinary obesity understanding. 

Table 1. Human leptin fragments synthesized and tested 

# Name Sequence 

I Ac-LEP98-122-NH2 Ac-S-N-D-L-E-N-L-R-D-L-L-H-V-L-A-F-S-K-S-C-H-L-P-W-A-NH2 

II Ac-LEP98-107-NH2 Ac-S-N-D-L-E-N-L-R-D-L-NH2 

III Ac-LEP101-110-NH2    Ac-L-E-N-L-R-D-L-L-H-V-NH2 

IV Ac-LEP104-113-NH2                         Ac-L-R-D-L-L-H-V-L-A-F-NH2 

V Ac-LEP107-116-NH2                                     Ac-L-L-H-V-L-A-F-S-K-S-NH2 

VI Ac-LEP110-119-NH2                                                 Ac-V-L-A-F-S-K-S-C-H-L-NH2 

VII Ac-LEP113-122-NH2                                                             Ac-F-S-K-S-C-H-L-P-W-A-NH2 

VIII Ac-[Ser117]-LEP113-122-NH2                                                             Ac-F-S-K-S-S-H-L-P-W-A-NH2 
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Fig. 1. Body weight and food intake variations after intracerebroventricular administration of the 
peptide in Wistar rats during four days. 
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Introduction 

Organisms must adapt substrate preference and energy expenditure to daily changes in dietary 
macronutrient intake and energy status. An impaired capacity for metabolic adaptation may 
increase risk for weight gain and insulin resistance [1,2]. The adaptive response involves an 
integrated response involving the central nervous system and several peripheral organ systems, 
with the liver having a central role in coordinating processing and distribution of metabolites 
[3]. Endocrine signals play a role in this process. Classical examples include insulin, glucagon, 
leptin, and adiponectin. We recently identified a novel liver secreted factor named adropin 
which is encoded by the Energy Homeostasis Associated transcript (Enho). Enho expression is 
altered by macronutrient content of the diet and fasting, and is proposed to have important role 
in maintaining energy homeostasis by regulating lipid and glucose metabolism [4]. Here we 
briefly summarize the identification of the Enho transcript and adropin, and present some of 
unpublished data from the analysis of FVB/NJ mice over expressing adropin. 

Results and Discussion 

Identification of the Enho transcript: Our laboratory has a long standing interest in 
the regulation of energy homeostasis by the hypothalamic melanocortin system. While 
melanocortin receptor knockout (Mc3r-/- and Mc4r-/-) mice exhibit obesity, they differ in the 
severity of insulin resistance (IR) and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) [5]. While 
investigating the differential sensitivity of melanocortin receptor knockout mice to obesity-
induced IR and NAFLD, we identified a transcript containing a high conserved open reading 
frame predicted to express a small 76 aa secreted protein (RIKEN cDNA 2310040A07). The 
transcript, highly expressed in liver, exhibited a decline in expression secondary to obesity. 
Based on our preliminary data from studies assessing function, we named the protein Adropin 
(derived from latin root “aduro” – to set fire, and “pinquis” – fats or oils). 

Regulation of Enho expression: Obesity induced by genetic mutation (AY/a, 
Lepob/Lepob, Mc4r-/-, Mc3r-/-) or diet is associated with reduced hepatic Enho expression. 
Prevention of obesity by calorie restriction or improvement of insulin sensitivity using β3 
agonist improves hepatic Enho expression. Reduced Enho expression in Mc4r-/- mice is 
secondary to obesity and insulin resistance. Together, these observations suggested an inverse 
association of Enho expression with obesity and diabetes. 

Fig. 1. Analysis of body weight as a functional of age in FVB-Tg mice maintained in chow showed a 
modest reduction in both sexes. 
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To investigate whether nutritional status regulates 
hepatic Enho expression, we examined C57BL/6J 
(B6) mice subject to fasting-refeeding using low 
or high fat diets. Fasting is associated with 
reduced Enho expression in liver. While diet 
induced obesity induced by 3 months of high fat 
diet (HFD) feeding is associated with reduced 
liver Enho expression, short term exposure to 
HFD actually increases expression. 2d of HFD 
feeding resulted in a 9-fold increase in liver Enho 
expression; 7d, 14d and 28d of HFD feeding 
resulted in a complex pattern of regulation, 
however altogether a significant increase 
expression was still observed compared to low fat 
fed groups. Presumably, long term HFD feeding 
sufficient to develop obesity and severe insulin 
resistance impairs normal regulation of the Enho transcript in liver. Collectively, these results 
suggested that adropin could be a secreted factor linking dietary macronutrient content and 
energy status with metabolic regulation.  

Adropin transgenic mice are protected against obesity induced metabolic disorders: 
As Enho level declines with obesity and insulin resistance, we investigated whether transgenic 
over-expression of Enho in mice could protect them against metabolic disorders associated with 
obesity. A transgenic line expressing the adropin open reading frame controlled by the human 
β-actin promoter was created by Dr. Robert Kesterson at the University of Alabama School of 
Medicine on the B6 background. A second line on the FVB/NJ background was created by the 
Transgenic Core Pennington Biomedical Research Center. Overall, both strains appear grossly 
normal with no mortality associated with overexpression. We have already reported the 
phenotype of B6 adropin transgenics, which exhibit improvements in glucose homeostasis, 
protection from obesity-induced NAFLD, and delayed diet-induced obesity [4]. Here we present 
some of the phenotype data of FVB/NJ adropin transgenics [FVB-Tg(adropin)]. Overall, the 
phenotype is similar to that of the B6-Tg(adropin) strain, suggesting conservation of function on 
a different genetic backgrounds. 

Regression analysis of body weight in male and female FVB-Tg(adropin) and control 
mice over a period of age ranging from weaning to 6 months indicated a modest reduction 
associated with adropin overexpression (Figure 1). In females, a significant reduction in fat 
mass (FM) and body weight of was observed in FVB-Tg(adropin) mice at 9 wk of age 
compared to controls (Figure 2 – left panel). Female FVB-Tg(adropin) mice also exhibited 
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Fig. 2. Body composition analysis revealed 
FVB-Tg mice have significantly reduced fat 
mass at 9 weeks and significantly reduced 
gain in FM after one month of HFD feeding. 
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Fig. 3. FVB-Tg mice (DARK BAR) exhibit increased oxygen consumption (A) and spontaneous physical 
activity (B) compared to WT controls (LIGHT BAR). 
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protection from increased adiposity associated with 4 wk ingestion of a HFD (Figure 2 – right 
panel). 

We next evaluated whether FVB-Tg(adropin) mice would exhibit improvements in 
glucose homeostasis observed in B6-Tg(adropin) mice. Female FVB-Tg(adropin) mice fed HFD 
for 4 wk exhibited lower fasting insulin (0.06 ± 0.02 vs. 0.22 ± 0.04 ng/ml, P<0.05), with no 
significant difference in blood glucose (123 ± 5 vs 128 ± 8 mg/dL, P=0.6). Insulin resistance 
promotes hepatic steatosis in part by stimulating hepatic lipogenesis [6,7]. Expression of a key 
lipogenic enzyme, stearoyl CoA desaturase was lower in liver of female FVB-Tg(adropin) mice 
compared to controls (expression in AU: WT 1.00±0.27; Tg 0.25±0.04, P<0.05, n=8/group). 

Delayed diet-induced obesity in B6-Tg(adropin) mice is due to altered metabolism, 
with no difference in food intake [4]. Oxygen consumption (VO2) of female FVB-Tg(adropin) 
mice was significantly elevated compared to controls at 13 wk of age after exposure to HFD for 
4 wk, but was not significantly different at 8 wk of age (Figure 3 – panel A). Female but not 
male B6-Tg(adropin) mice exhibit increased movement [4]. Female FVB-Tg(adropin) mice also 
exhibited increased activity during the dark phase (Figure 3 - panel B). Activity of male FVB-
Tg(adropin) mice was normal (data not shown). 

In summary, we have observed that FVB-Tg(adropin) mice exhibit a phenotype 
suggesting protection from metabolic disorders associated with diet induced obesity. As 
reported for B6-Tg(adropin) mice, these improvements are primarily due to altered metabolism 
and not altered food intake, while females also exhibited an increase in spontaneous physical 
activity. 

Conclusion 

Adropin is a novel secreted peptide that is regulated by nutrient content of the diet and energy 
status of the body. Characterization of the function of adropin using transgenic mouse models in 
two different backgrounds suggests an important role in regulating glucose homeostasis. The 
adropin peptide may have potential for developing a novel therapy for treating metabolic 
disorders associated with obesity.  
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Introduction 

Several studies have demonstrated that the urotensinergic system, composed of two cyclic 
peptides namely urotensin II and urotensin II-related peptide, was involved in numerous 
biological processes in normal and pathological states [1,2]. Both peptides mediate their actions 
through the activation of a specific G-protein coupled receptor (UT), belonging to the 1A 
subclass of the GPCR family, originally designated as sensory epithelial neuropeptide-like 
receptor (SENR) or GPR14 [3]. Up to now, the urotensin II peptides are being considered as the 
most potent vasoconstrictors identified so far. Based on their blood pressure-independent 
trophic and mitogenic actions, it has been suggested that UII and URP exert specific functions 
in pathological processes such as myocardial hypertrophy and fibrosis, vascular smooth muscle 
cell proliferation, atherosclerosis, and diabetic nephropathy [4]. Spectroscopic analysis of hU-II 
minimal active fragment, hUII(4-11), in which only the amino acid adjacent to the cyclic core 
differs from URP (Asp in hUII(4-11) versus Ala in URP), revealed a highly structured 
compound in SDS with a type II’ β-turn structure [5]. Conversely, the conformation of URP, 
investigated in aqueous solution, demonstrated the presence of an inverse γ-turn centered on the 
Trp4-Lys5-Tyr6 sequence, and an intramolecular hydrogen bond (i, i+2) between the C=O of 
Trp4 and the NH of Tyr6 [3]. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Apart from a D-isomer substitution, modifications of the Trp residue in UII or URP have always 
generated analogs with weak potency or affinity demonstrating its crucial role for biological 
activity. In this study, we investigated the impact of side chain modification or structural 
constrain introduction (Figure 1) on the biological activity of URP. These URP analogs have 
been evaluated for their binding affinity on hUT-transfected CHO cells and for their contractile 
activity on rat aortic rings stripped of endothelium (Table 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Chemical structure of L/D 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (Tic), L-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline-1-carboxylic acid (Tiq) and L-L-1,2,3,4-tetrahydronorharman-3-carboxylic acid 
(Tpi).  
As shown in Table 1, substitution of the Trp4

 residue with Tiq or Tpi yielded two compounds 
([Tiq4]URP (3) and [Tpi4]URP (6) that retained high binding affinity and almost equipotent 
contractile activity compared to URP (2) in the rat aortic ring assay. In contrast, replacement of the 
Trp4

 residue by the L-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (4) reduced by 500-fold the 
binding affinity and almost 2-fold the biological activity. Surprisingly, inversion of configuration 
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of the Tic residue produced an analog which is able to bind and to fully activate UT though its 
binding for the receptor is reduced. NMR studies are in progress to assess the impact of such 
modifications on the secondary structure. Interestingly, replacement of the Trp moiety by the 
para-iodo-phenylalanine amino acid did not dramatically modify the pharmacological profile of 
the peptide suggesting that this particular compound might be used for further modifications via 
the Suzuki-Miyaura and Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction. Although we expected that the 
aromatic feature was a critical requirement to ensure biological activity, we observed that the 
[D-tBu-Gly4]URP was able to exert the same contractile activity as the native peptide whereas 
its L-enantiomer was not able to bind the receptor. Besides, replacement by a non-aromatic 
moiety reduced both the binding ability and contractile potency (but not efficacy) of the 
compound suggesting that steric hindrance might induce a favourable environment to trigger 
biological activity. Other substitutions such as Tyr(PO4), Tyr(SO3), Sta, Sar, Deg, Tic(OH) or 
Hyp generated analogs totally devoid of binding affinity.  
 
Table 1. Pharmacological profile of URP derivatives 
 

 
Compounds  

Binding Aortic ring contraction 

 IC50 (nM)a pEC50 Emax (%)b 

1 hUII 13 (7.7-22.1) 9.9 ± 0.5 92.3 

2 URP 21 (5.5-82.8) 8.1 ± 0.2 90.3 

3 [Tiq4]URP 12 (7.0-19.8) 7.6 ± 0.1 96.3 

4 [Tic4]URP > 10-5 5.8 ± 0.7 49.0 

5 [D-Tic4]URP 137 (28.6-653) 6.4 ± 0.1 122.0 

6 [Tpi4]URP 30 (10.9-84.5) 7.4 ± 0.2 138.9 

7 [1-Nal4]URP 23 (10.7-49.7) 7.3 ± 0.2 73.4 

8 [D-1-Nal4]URP 52 (34.1-80.4) 6.1 ± 0.1 43.9 

9 [p-iodo-Phe4]URP 74 (33-167) 6.3 ± 0.5 108.4 

10 [Cha4]URP 250 (132-476) 5.5 ± 0.2 138.8 

11 [tBu-Gly4]URP > 10-5 - - 

12 [D-tBu-Gly4]URP 3681 (1671-8110) 6.8 ± 0.6 84.1 

aCompetitive binding assays using the 125I-labeled hUII. Values in parentheses are 95% confidence limits.  
bThe maximum effect is expressed as a percentage of the amplitude of the contraction induced by 40 mM 
KCl 
 
In summary, the present study has provided a detailed analysis of the structure-activity 
relationships of a series of URP analogs and suggested the presence of a very tight and well 
define hydrophobic binding pocket for the Trp residue inside UT. Using these in vitro and ex 
vivo assays, we were able to design and characterize new constrained URP agonists. These data 
should be useful for the development of selective UT antagonists. 
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Introduction 

For centuries, extracts of amphibian skin has been widely used as folk medicines. Amphibian 
skin is a morphologically, biochemically and physiologically multifunctional organ which 
subserves general survival roles, such as anti-predator, anti-microbial and anti-fungal defense 
[1,2]. The complex cocktails of bioactive molecules which constitute defensive secretion in the 
highly-specialized dermal granular glands contain proteins, biogenic amines, alkaloids and a 
plethora of bioactive peptides. Serine proteases are one of the most well studied grouping of 
proteins and are involved in key regulatory processes such as peptide hormone precursor 
processing and release, blood coagulation and complement fixation, and additionally, for their 
intimate involvement in the pathogenesis of numerous diseases, including cancer, pulmonary 
emphysema and inflammation [3,4]. TMPRSS2, a type II transmembrane-bound serine protease, 
has gained interest due to its highly localized expression in the prostate and its overexpression 
in neoplastic prostate epithelium [5]. Once activated, the serine protease domain of TMPRSS2 
is released from the cell surface into the extracellular space. TMPRSS may contribute to the 
prostate tumor metastasis via the activation of PAR (protease-activated receptor)-2 which 
belongs to a family of G-protein coupled receptors (PAR-1–4) activated by specific serine 
proteases expressed in many normal and malignant cell types. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Here we describe a novel C-terminally amidated heptadecapeptide, isolated from the skin 
secretion of the frog of the genus Rana pipiens,{SAPRGCWTK SYPPKPCK-amide 
(pSK)}which contains a disulphide loop between Cys6 and Cys16. pSK shares a high degree of 
homology with the core inhibitory motif found in Bowman–Birk type protease inhibitors (BBI) 
such as sunflower seed trypsin inhibitor (aSFTI) (Acyl-SAPRGCWTKSYPPKPCK-amide). A 
synthetic replicate of pSK, was found to be a potent inhibitor of trypsin with a Ki just slightly 
less than 96 nM, a value falling between those determined for aSFTI (2.2 nM) and the core 
inhibitory loop of BBI (CTKSIPPQC)(119.0 nM). pSK also exhibited inhibitory activity (Ki = 
6.85μM) against TMPRSS2 (type II transmembrane-bound serine protease), a trypsin-like serine 
protease involved in tumor proliferation. This compares very favorably with the degree of 
inhibition observed with aSFTI (Ki = 6.97μM) and BBI (Ki = 19.55 μM). The kinetic data for 
each peptide are summarized in Table 1. 

Proteases and their inhibitors are ubiquitous 
molecules regulating plethora fundamental functions. 
Generally, proteases could be grouped either 
according to the key catalytic amino acid residue 
within their active sites (serine, cysteine, threonine, 
aspartic acid) or the requirement for a metal cofactor 
essential for catalytic activity (metalloproteases). 
Likewise, protease inhibitors are classified according 
to the presence of a defined structural motif (Kunitz, 
Kasal, Bowman–Birk) or the reflection of the actual 
class of protease that they inhibit (cystatins, serpins, 

and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteases (TIMPS)) [6-8]. Amphibian skin secretions have been 

 
 
Fig. 1. Mechanism of activation of PARs.  
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found to contain protease inhibitors from several different classes. Kunitz-type protease 
inhibitors have been isolated and structurally-characterized from the skin secretion of the North 
American crawfish frog, Rana areolata, and the Madagascan tomato frog, Dyscophus guineti. 
Additionally, R. areolata, in common with four species of bombinid toad investigated (Bombina 
bombina, variegata, orientalis and maxima), contained a novel inhibitor of trypsin/thrombin in 
defensive skin secretions that shared a common motif with an inhibitor from the parasitic 
nematode, Ascaris suum. More recently, a Kasal-type inhibitor of post-proline cleaving enzyme 
was found in the skin secretions of the South American phyllomedusid [9]. Due to the tissue-
specific expression of TMPRSS2, and its location on the cell membrane, it provides a potential 
therapeutic target for prostate cancer. Treatment of invasive cancer depends increasingly more 
on therapeutic strategies for prevention and intervention before metastatic dissemination. pSK is 
one of the first examples of a naturally occurring inhibitor of TMPRSS2 and could prove useful 
in delineating the role of this protease in tumor proliferation and invasion.  
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Table 1. Inhibitor constants for Rana-cyclinE-Amide, BBI-Amide and a SFTI-Amide against 
trypsin and TMPRSS2. 

Peptide Ki (nM) (trypsin) Ki (μM)(TMPRSS2) 

Acyl-GRCTKSIPPICFPD- amide 2.2 6.97 

CTKSIPPQC 119 6.85 

SAPRGCWTKSYPPKPCK-amide 96 19.55 
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Introduction 

The F11 receptor (F11R) was characterized as an adhesion protein, aka JAM-A, which under 
normal physiological conditions is expressed constitutively on the surface of platelets and 
localized within tight junctions of endothelial cells. The utilization of specific F11R/JAM-A 
peptide antagonists and recombinant proteins demonstrated a role for F11R/JAM-A in the 
process of platelets adhesion to inflamed endothelial cells which initiates plaque formation 
leading to inflammatory thrombosis and atherosclerosis, where the platelets have a critical 
influence in the progression and development of cardiovascular disease [1]. Thus, the 
development of new drugs antagonizing the F11R/JAM-A function could evolve as an effective 
new strategy for the treatment of atherosclerosis, heart attacks and stroke [2]. We present one of 
the first trials toward development of peptide-based inhibitors of F11R/JAM-A function. 
Among many trials, the peptide D-Lys-Ser-Val-Ser-D-Arg-Glu-Asp-Thr-Gly-Thr-Tyr-Thr-Cys-
CONH2 proved to be a potent inhibitor of human platelets aggregation in vitro. Further 
molecular docking experiments showed that this peptide makes favorable hydrophobic and 
electrostatic interactions within the proposed binding site of JAM-1 (X-Ray structure 1nbq.pdb 
was used as a template in docking experiments).  
 
Results and Discussion 

The utilization of specific F11R/JAM-A peptide antagonists and recombinant proteins has 
begun to reveal the role of F11R/JAM-A in the process of platelet adhesion to inflamed 
endothelial cells and identified F11R/JAM-A as a potentially important molecule in platelet 
plaque formation leading to inflammatory thrombosis and atherosclerosis, with platelets as 
critical factors involved in the progression and development of cardiovascular disease [1,2]. The 
peptides were originally developed from the L-amino acid sequence (H2N-Lys-Ser-Val-Ser-
Arg-Glu-Asp-Thr-Gly-Thr-Tyr-Thr-Cys-COOH) predicted to be involved in the interaction 
between the two adhesion molecules, F11R and JAM-A (1), and were further modified with D-
amino acids to increase their stability to proteolysis in vivo. In silico modeling using the docking 
software SCULPT from MDL, predicted four different conformations for the new lead peptide 
H2N-D-Lys-Ser-Val-Ser-D-Arg-Glu-Asp-Thr-Gly-Thr-Tyr-Thr-Cys-CONH2 (peptide-4-D), that 
are characterized with the lowest free energy of interaction with the target protein, the F11 
receptor (1nbq.pdb) All predicted conformers are characterized by both van der Waals and 
electrostatic interactions with the target protein, the F11 receptor (1nbq.pdb) (Table 1).   
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All four conformations of the peptide-4-D are fitted within the steric active site of F11-R (1) 
(Table 1). The data from the docking experiments prompted us to further synthesize the lead 
compound and to analyze its efficacy as an inhibitor of platelets aggregation in vitro. Solid 
phase peptide synthesis was used for the synthesis of peptide-4-D on a Rink-Amide resin and by 
employing standard Fmoc chemistry. The ability of peptide-4-D to inhibit the platelets 
aggregation was determined using a standard platelets aggregation assay developed originally 
by Babinska et al. [1]. Platelets aggregation was initiated by the addition of a monoclonal 
antibody anti-F11R (0.65 ug/assay) which was shown previously to activate the platelets 
aggregation [1]. At 210 uM, peptide-4-D inhibited completely the platelets aggregation, as 
compared with the peptide-4-L (its L-analog), which had the same effect at a concentration two 
fold higher (~410 uM). This is the first report of a peptide containing D-amino acids at selective 
positions, potential inhibitor of platelets adhesion to the inflamed endothelium and can be used 
as a new scaffold for developing new anti-atherosclerosis and anti-thrombosis drugs. The new 
lead compound was stable to hydrolysis by different proteases (such as trypsin and thrombin) 
and had two fold higher efficiency to inhibit the platelets aggregation in vitro. 
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Table 1. The predicted free energy of interaction (based on van der Waals and Van der 
Waals+Electrostatics) between the lead peptide D-Lys-Ser-Val-Ser-D-Arg-Glu-Asp-Thr-Gly-
Thr-Tyr-Thr-Cys-CONH2 (peptide-4-D) and its target, the F11 receptor, together with its 
four different conformations adopted in the proposed active site of F11R/JAM-A receptor (1) 

Conformation 
Van der 
Waals  

(kcal/mol) 

Van der 
Waals+ 

Electrostatic    
(kcal/mol) 

Active site contacts (based on Van der Waals and 
electrostatic interactions) 

1 -138.6 -556.0 
Val38, Ile40, Asn44, Pro45, Val46, Lys47, Ser49, 

Gly93, Thr95 

2 -145.7 -591.6 
Ser82, Tyr83, Asp85, Arg86, Val87, Phe96, Lys97, 

Ser98, Val99, Thr100, Arg101, Glu102, Asp103 

3 -151.7 -593.6 
Lys47, Cys50, Tyr52, Val60, Asn77, Thr88, Phe89, 

Leu90, Pro91, Thr92, Gly93, Ile94, Thr95 

4 -142.2 -531.8 
Ser34, Glu35, Val38, Ile40, Asn44, Pro45, Val46, 

Lys47, Leu48, Ser49, Gly93, Thr95 
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Introduction 

Some twenty years after Sanger’s landmark report of the primary structure of bovine insulin, it 
was shown that porcine relaxin also consisted of two chains that were cross bridged by three 
disulfide bonds in an identical arrangement to that of insulin [1]. This established the concept of 
the insulin superfamily of peptides and led to a vigorous search for additional members in not 
only the human but other mammals as well. With the emergence of novel DNA sequencing 
methods, analysis of human DNA showed the presence of not one but two genes for relaxin 
which were named genes 1 and 2 [2]. Subsequent work has since shown that gene 1 relaxin is 
only found in humans and higher primates and has an unknown function. Shortly afterwards, 
gene 2 relaxin was identified and is now recognized to be the major circulating form of relaxin 
in all mammals and is simply called relaxin. The next two members of the superfamily to be 
identified were insulin-like growth factors 1 and II which, unlike all other members are single-
disulfide chain peptides that possess the insulin-like crosslinks. Differential screening of testis-
specific transcripts led to the identification of insulin-like peptide 3 (INSL3) and analysis of 
human placental cDNA library resulted in the discovery of the gene for insulin-like peptide 4 
(INSL4). It has not yet been confirmed that INSL4 is expressed in vivo and, if so, whether it 
consists of a one or two-chain structure. EST databases were used to identify the presence of 
both insulin-like peptide 5 (INSL5) and insulin-like peptide 6 (INSL6). Finally, the availability 
of the Celera Genomic database in the early 2000s allowed the most unexpected discovery of 
the final member of the superfamily, relaxin-3 [2]. Membership thus numbers ten peptides. The 
primary structure varies considerably between these members; only seven residues are invariant 
with six of these being the cysteine residues that make up the three disulfide bonds (Figure 1).   
 
Phylogeny of the human insulin superfamily 

The availability of comprehensive genomic sequence databases has allowed a detailed 
phylogenetic analysis of the insulin superfamily and an elucidation of the evolution of its 
members. The ancestral insulin gene is that of insulin itself. It is the precursor to the genes for 
IGFs I and II. However, the next gene to evolve was that of relaxin-3 followed closely by that of 
INSL5 at a time before the evolution of the fish. The genes of the remaining members of the 
family have evolved from this relaxin-3 ancestor [3]. Indeed, these are collectively classified as 
members of the relaxin sub-family of peptide hormones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Primary structures of members of the human insulin superfamily. Conserved residues are shaded. 
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Receptors for the relaxin family peptides 
 
The recognition that the receptors for insulin and IGFs I and II are tyrosine kinases led to a long, 
concerted search by several laboratories for similar receptors for relaxin. Finally, as recently as 
2002, it was shown that relaxin bound to and activated a G-protein coupled receptor known as 
LGR7 (leucine-rich GPCR7). It also interacts with the related receptor LGR8 with high affinity 
[4]. However, subsequent work showed this latter receptor to be that for INSL3. These two 
receptors are class C LGRs which share 60% amino acid sequence identity. Both contain the 
typical seven transmembrane spanning regions of GPCRs together with a large ectodomain 
containing leucine-rich repeat strands and a LDL class A module at the terminus. In contrast, 
the receptors for relaxin-3 and INSL5 have been determined to be conventional GPCRs that lack 
the LRR and LDLa module, and which are closely related to the receptors for somatostatin and 
angiotensin II. These have been termed GPCRs 135 and 142 respectively. To date, the receptors 
for INSLs4 and 6 remain unknown [5].      
 
Biological functions 
 
Relaxin was first discovered in 1926 and it was soon identified to be a substance that had key 
roles in the preparation of the birth tract for the delivery of the young. In higher primates, 
however, relaxin has evolved to assume a pleiotropic role. It is expressed in many tissues and is 
now recognized to be important for protecting several organs from the onset of fibrosis [6]. It is 
also a potent vasodilator and has significant cardiovascular actions including increasing cardiac 
output and heart rate. It has recently passed Phase II clinical trials for the treatment of acute 
heart failure [7]. INSL3 is expressed in both the male testes and the female ovary where it is 
known to regulate germ cell maturation. It is also involved in mediating testes descent during 
foetal development. In contrast, little is known about a possible function for INSL4. Its gene is 
principally expressed in placental tissue but it is not yet known whether a processed INSL4 
peptide is produced in vivo and, if so, if this has a single-chain IGF-like or two-chain structure. 
Highest expression of human INSL5 is in the gut, particularly the colon, leading to the 
speculation that it may play a role in appetite regulation. INSL6 is highly expressed in the male 
testis and a recent study has identified a role in the regulation of spermatogenesis [8]. The 
nature of the peptide in vivo remains unknown as does its receptor. The final member of the 
human insulin superfamily to be identified, relaxin-3, is highly expressed in the brain, more 
specifically in the neurons of the nucleus incertus. It is now clear that it has key roles in appetite 
regulation and in stress and anxiety [6].  
 
Contribution of chemical synthesis to the study of insulin-like peptides 
       
A great deal of our current knowledge of the biological roles of these peptides has stemmed 
from their availability via chemical synthesis. Their two-chain three disulfide bond structure has   
long been a technical challenge. The pioneering work of the Shanghai Insulin Synthesis group 
in the early 1960s showed that the individual A- and B-chains of insulin could be combined 
together in solution at high pH to produce correctly linked and folded peptide [9]. The same 
approach has enabled the provision of numerous analogues of insulin as well as relaxin and 
INSL3. However, it was soon apparent that the loss of secondary structure that accompanies 
truncated or mutated chains of INSLs was detrimental to the efficiency of folding, often 
completely so. The subsequent development of efficient solid phase synthesis strategies together 
with regioselective disulfide bond formation methods now provides a means of obtaining 
virtually any analogue of an INSL peptide [10]. It has been employed to systematically Ala-scan 
the receptor binding site of human INSL3 which is defined by just five key residues within the 
B-chain (Figure 2) [10]. To date, the data suggest that, despite these relaxin family members 
sharing a common insulin core structure, their respective binding sites are exquisitely dictated 
by few residues, seemingly all within their B-chains. 
  Much remains to be understood about this fascinating superfamily of peptides. Given 
that insulin-like peptides are present in all classes of vertebrates including the dog, cat and 
rabbit and also in amphibians, fish and birds. Remarkably, such peptides are also present in 
invertebrates including insects, mollusks and nematodes which highlights that insulin is an 
evolutionarily ancient molecule that is present in all metazoa. The ongoing studies on the human 
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insulin/relaxin superfamily will undoubtedly contribute to our understanding of the molecular 
evolution of this fascinating class of molecule.  
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Fig. 2. The tertiary structures of the B-chains of (A) human INSL3, (b) human relaxin-3, and (C) human 
relaxin showing the key residues involved in the binding of the native molecules to their receptors.  
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Introduction 
Glucagon and glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) are two highly homologous hormones involved 
in the maintenance of glucose homeostasis and of sizable importance to the clinical 
management of diabetes. These two peptides are highly specific in association with their native 
receptors through structural elements within different regions of their sequences that confer 
biological specificity. We explored the structure-activity relationship of these two hormones 
through the use of single residue substitutions and hybrid peptides. We have identified a set of 
novel 29-residue peptides which exhibit high potency and balanced co-agonism at the glucagon 
and GLP-1 receptors. Modifications to the glucagon C-terminal sequence resulted in a nearly 
complete loss of specificity, with minimal change to inherent activity. Three modifications to 
native glucagon and addition of a C-terminal amide produced a peptide with a 100-fold increase 
in potency at the GLP-1 receptor and potency equivalent to glucagon. The significant increase 
in potency at the GLP-1 receptor can be attributed to an increase in alpha helicity as well as 
enhanced positional interactions at the receptor. These high potency glucagon-based co-agonists 
represent a refined set of peptides that vary in selectivity within a dynamic range that spans a 
ten-fold preference for one or the other receptor while maintaining full potency at one of the two 
receptors. The analogs identified provide the basis for investigating through in vivo studies the 
relative efficacy and safety obtainable at each receptor for purposes of optimizing metabolism 
and body weight.   
 
Results and Discussion 
Glucagon/GLP-1 chimeric peptides: Chimeric peptides of glucagon and GLP-1 were 
synthesized around an E16 Glucagon-NH2 nucleus (Table 1). Substitution of the N-terminal 
half of E16 Glucagon-NH2 yielded GLP-E16-Glucagon-NH2. This peptide was equipotent at 
the GLP-1R and 1000-fold less potent at the GCGR relative to E16 Glucagon-NH2 (Table 1). 
Replacement of the C-terminal half of E16 Glucagon-NH2 yielded Chimera 1 (Table 1). C-
terminal GLP-1 sequence reduced potency 10-fold at the GCGR and enhanced potency at the 
GLP-1R by almost 12-fold relative to E16 Glucagon-NH2. This aligns with previously 
published glucagon/GLP-1 hybrid data that showed the N-terminal half of GLP-1 to be highly 
selective for the GLP-1R while C-terminal GLP-1 sequence provided less specificity [1]. 
Chimera 1 is a highly potent GLP-1R agonist, but is 14-fold more selective for the GLP-1R. We 
replaced the three C-terminal GLP-1 residues of Chimera 1 with glucagon residues resulting in 
Chimera 2 sequence. Chimera 2 exhibited less than 2-fold selectivity for the GLP-1R and 
potency greater than 100% relative to the native ligands at the glucagon and GLP-1 receptors. 
From the six divergent residues between E16 Glucagon-NH2 and Chimera 2, Ala18 and Lys20 
provided the molecular basis for the 6.5-fold increase in potency at the GLP-1R.   

Our work demonstrates that GLP-1 derives the majority of its specificity in biological 
action for the GLP-1R from its divergent N-terminal residues Ala2, Glu3, Val10, and Ser12. 
Our work also shows the importance of Val27, Lys28, and Gly29 for selective activation at 
GLP-1R. Key features of glucagon that confer selectivity for the GCGR are the C-terminal acid 
and positions 17-24, more specifically Arg18 and Gln20. Starting with highly selective native 
glucagon, we designed a peptide (Chimera 2) equipotent to glucagon at GCGR that showed a 
greater than 100-fold increase in potency at the GLP-1R. 
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Table 1. Data summary of glucagon/GLP-1 chimeric peptides 

Peptide Glucagon Receptor 
EC50(nM)±s.d. 

GLP-1 Receptor 
EC50(nM)±sd 

Relative % 
GCGR 

Relative % 
GLP-1R 

Selectivity 
GCGR:GLP-1R 

Glucagon 0.071±0.036 3.3±0.5 100 0.99 101 
GLP-1 >1000 0.033±0.017 <0.008 100 <10-4 
Glucagon-NH2 0.15±0.10 0.60±0.37 47 5.5 8.5 
E16 Glucagon-NH2 0.049±0.019 0.18±0.11 145 18 8.1 
E16 K20 Glucagon-NH2 0.077±0.026 0.071±0.034 92 46 2.0 
Chimera 1 0.47±0.19 0.015±0.009 15 220 0.07 
Chimera 2 0.068±0.029 0.026±0.012 104 127 0.82 
E16 A18 K20 Glucagon-NH2 0.087±0.018 0.028±0.019 82 118 0.69 
GLP-E16-Glucagon-NH2 50±17 0.18±0.10 0.15 18 0.008 
E16 GLP-1(1-29)-NH2 - 0.011±0.003 - 300 - 
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Introduction 

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) is a peptide hormone secreted from intestine upon food intake 
and stimulates insulin release by acting on pancreatic β-cells [1]. In addition, it was found to 
restore pancreatic β-cell mass and function, thus has been regarded as a potent therapeutic agent 
for treating type 2 diabetes. However, its clinical application is severely limited by rapid 
degradation by enzymes that result in a short half life [1]. Thus, developing enzymatically stable 
and potent GLP-1 agonists is of considerable interest.  

A solution structure of GLP-1 determined by 2D-NMR showed two α-helical segments 
between residues 13-20 and 24-35 connected by a short linker region between residues 21-23 
[2]. To confirm the presence and locations of the two helices when GLP-1 binds to its receptor, 
we have scanned a lactam bridge throughout the sequence of GLP-1 [3]. A lactam bridge was 
formed between Lysi and Glui+4 to induce and stabilize α-helical conformation at various 
regions of GLP-1. A series of the cyclic GLP-1 analogues were synthesized and assessed on 
GLP-1 receptors, and confirmed that the receptor-bound conformation of GLP-1 has two helical 
segments between residues 11-21 and 23-34, similar to the NMR structure. 

Based on these findings, a number of GLP-1 analogues containing multiple lactam 
bridges between Glui and Lysi+4 were synthesized and evaluated for their capability to activate 
the receptor. Simultaneous stabilization of both helices in GLP-1 is anticipated to enhance 
receptor interaction. In addition, these cyclic GLP-1 analogues were also examined for enzyme 
stability against dipeptidyl peptidase-IV (DPP-IV) and neutral endopeptidase (NEP) 24.11 that 
are found to rapidly degrade GLP-1. 

DPP-IV is a serine protease that cleaves protein substrates with Pro or Ala at the 
penultimate N-terminus, and cleaves GLP-1 between Ala8 and Glu9 [4] resulting in an inactive 
metabolite GLP-1(9-36)-NH2 [5]. On the other hand, NEP 24.11 is a membrane-bound zinc 
metallopeptidase that cleaves peptide bonds immediately after amino termini of hydrophobic 
residues. NEP 24.11 cleaves multiple sites of GLP-1, in particular Asp15-Val16, Ser18-Tyr19, 
Tyr19-Leu20, Glu27-Phe28, Phe28-Ile29, and Trp31-Leu32, all leading to inactive metabolites [6]. 
Although stability of GLP-1 against DPP-IV has been achieved by N-terminal modifications or 
DPP-IV inhibitors, limited studies have been reported for NEP 24.11 [7]. Thus, the cyclic 
GLP-1 analogues were examined for enzyme stability since the lactam bridges installed to 
stabilize α-helical conformation may also shield them from degradation by DPP-IV and NEP 
24.11.  
 
Results and Discussion 

All of the cyclic GLP-1 analogues were synthesized by using a standard Nα-Fmoc/t-butyl solid-
phase peptide synthesis protocol. Glu and Lys used to form a lactam bridge were orthogonally 
protected with allyl protecting groups. After selective removal of the allyl groups with 
Pd(PPh3)4 and an allyl scavenger like N,N’-dimethylbarbituric acid, a lactam bridge was created 
with PyBOP while the peptide was still bound to the resin. The synthesized peptides were then 
purified with RP-HPLC and analyzed by ESI-MS. The peptides were then examined for their 
capability to activate the GLP-1 receptor in subconfluent cultures of HEK293 cells stably 
expressing human GLP-1 receptors in the presence of a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, 3-isobutyl-
1-methylxanthine [8]. 

As summarized in Table 1, the introduction of a lactam bridge led to increase or no 
significant loss in potency, and all of the monocyclic GLP-1 analogues 1-3 showed high 
receptor activation presumably resulting from the stabilized α-helical conformation by placing a 
lactam bridge. In particular, the cyclic peptide 2 with a lactam bridge between Glu18 and Lys22 
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exhibited superior potency (10-fold increase) compared to GLP-1. No significant loss of 
potency was observed by placing a lactam bridge at the C-terminal region.  
 In order to stabilize both helices at the N- and C-terminal regions simultaneously, 
bicyclic GLP-1 analogues 4 and 5 were synthesized by combining lactam bridges found 
effective in the monocyclic peptides 1-3. The additional helix stabilization by the lactam bridge 
at the N-terminal region improved the potency of the monocyclic peptide 3 with a lactam bridge 
at the C-terminal region. Remarkably, this approach led to develop a highly constrained GLP-1 
analogue 5 with significantly higher potency compared to GLP-1 (4-fold increase).  
 The potent bicyclic GLP-1 analogue 5 was incubated with DPP-IV and found to have 
higher stability against the enzyme despite its native N-terminal sequence. It is interesting that 
the lactam bridge located in the N-terminal region did not protect GLP-1 analogues from DPP-
IV degradation whereas the C-terminal one did (peptide 2 vs. 3). On the other hand, the bicyclic 
GLP-1 analogue 5 was found to be quite stable against NEP 24.11. This superior NEP stability 
appears to be acquired from the lactam bridges placed in the sequence that protected the peptide 
from being recognized by the enzyme.  
 In summary, we have designed and synthesized GLP-1 analogues containing multiple 
lactam bridges, and the conformational restriction improved potency by stabilizing binding 
determinants, two α-helices. In addition, the lactam bridges used to create the bicyclic structure 
are found to enhance enzyme stability, especially against NEP 24.11. 
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Table 1. Summary of efficacy and half life of GLP-1 and its cyclic analogues against DPP-IV 
and NEP 24.11   
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nda24.0---------E---K----------------c[E16, K20] GLP-1(7-36) NH21

3.52.54.7HAEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVKGRGLP-1

NEP 
t½

DPP-4 
t½

EC50

(nM)Sequence

390

140

80

940

120

100

Relative 
Efficacy

>2441.2-----------E---K-------E---K--c[E18, K22] c[E30, K34] GLP-1(7-36) NH25

4.533.3---------E---K---------E---K--c[E16, K20] c[E30, K34] GLP-1(7-36) NH24

nda45.8-----------------------E---K--c[E30, K 34] GLP-1(7-36) NH23

82.50.5-----------E---K--------------c[E18, K22] GLP-1(7-36) NH22

nda24.0---------E---K----------------c[E16, K20] GLP-1(7-36) NH21

3.52.54.7HAEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVKGRGLP-1

NEP 
t½

DPP-4 
t½

EC50

(nM)Sequence

 
a Not determined 
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Introduction 

Glucagon, which consists of 29 amino acid residues, is a peptide hormone secreted by the α-
islet cells of pancreas and has a central function in glucose homeostasis. It is used as a critical 
care medicine in the treatment of insulin-induced hypoglycemia. Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-
1) is an incretin hormone that is secreted from intestinal L-cells, and it enhances insulin 
secretion, stimulates insulin biosynthesis, and decreases glucagon secretion. GLP-1 receptor is 
an attractive target for the treatment of hyperglycemia. 

Through the analysis of their native sequence, glucagon and GLP-1 are structurally 
homologous but of apparent opposite physiological function (Figure 1). We have pioneered the 
use of co-agonists of appropriate balance to obtain improved management of obesity and the 
associated diseases, such as Type II Diabetes. A thorough understanding of the respective 
chemical and physical elements involved in each receptor’s activation remains our goal as a 
means to a more informed design of new drug candidates. Starting from the native glucagon 
sequence, a series of receptor co-agonists have been prepared through insertion of specific 
helix-favoring amino acid substitutions and peptide backbone conformational constrains. 
Specifically in this report we studied backbone stabilization by using covalent lactam bridge 
formation at various positions and with differing linker size. In certain peptides, non-coded 
amino acids (Orn, and Dab) and D-amino acid isomers have been applied to further our 
structure-function analysis. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Helix-favoring amino acid substitutions in the central sequence of glucagon and GLP-1 have 
been associated with enhanced biopotency [1,2]. We have observed that co-agonism can be 
achieved through careful selection of the peptide sequence and site-selective optimization of 
secondary structure [3]. These results emphasize the importance of lactam ring location and size 
in the achievement of balanced co-agonism (Table 1). The central region of the peptide is the 
preferred location for backbone stabilization, with 16-20 and 17-21 being of similar character 
(peptides 1 & 7). Interestingly, the open and lactam forms of the 17-21 linear peptide was 
comparably potent and balanced in its co-agonism (peptides 1 & 2). The C-terminal was of 
considerable importance to achieving balanced co-agonism with GLP-1 activity diminished in 
the C-terminal acids. Shortening the size of the lactam-bridge in the 16-20 lactams (peptides 4-
6) decreased the potency at both receptors. Similar chemical changes in the N-terminus of the 
peptide (peptides 12-19) were uniformly less potent at both receptors. We conclude that 
glucagon C-terminal amides that are appropriately stabilized in the central region of the peptide 
can provide potent and balanced co-agonism. 

 
   Glucagon:   HSQGT FTSDY SKYLD SRRAQ DFVQW LMNT 
      GLP-1:     HAEGT FTSDV SSYLE GQAAK EFIAW LVKGR 

 

Fig. 1. Sequence homology of native glucagon and GLP-1. 
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Table 1. Bioactivity of glucagon analogues 

Peptide  
Glucagon Receptor GLP-1 Receptor 

EC50, nM Std. EC50, nM Std. 

Glucagon  0.14 0.01 7.12 0.442 

1.  K17,E21-glucagon amide  0.14 0.02 0.13 0.11 

2.  c[K17,E21]-glucagon amide  0.12 0.00 0.12 0.10 

3.  c[K16,E20]-glucagon acid  0.34 0.05 1.15 0.35 

4.  c[E16,Orn20]-glucagon acid  1.27 0.12 23.82 0.32 

5.  c[E16,Dab20]-glucagon acid  3.51  26.10  

6.  c[E16,Orn20]G-glucagon acid  0.61  2.38  

7.  E16,Orn20-glucagon amide  0.21  0.15  

8.  D16,Orn21-glucagon acid  1.76 0.05   

9.  D17,Orn20-glucagon acid  6.71 0.44 14.64 0.23 

10. c[D17,Orn20]-glucagon acid  6.80 0.38 16.15 0.13 

11. c[E17,Orn20]-glucagon acid  0.90  5.79  

12. K-1,A0,E3-glucagon amide 85.88  41.73  

13. c[K-1,E3]A0-glucagon amide 30.66  14.35  

14. dK0,dE4-glucagon amide 329.14  33.00  

15. c[dK0,dE4]-glucagon amide 19.42  73.42  

16. K4,E8-glucagon amide   120.51  

17. c[K4,E8]-glucagon amide 861.57  147.94  

18. E8-glucagon amide 719.31  116.60  

19. c[E8,K12]-glucagon amide 78.97  10.05  

GLP-1   0.023 0.002 
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Introduction 

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) is a glucose-dependent insulinotropic agent. It stimulates 
insulin secretion and inhibits glucagon release in a strictly glucose-dependent manner. GLP-1 
also promotes insulin gene expression and biosynthesis, induces pancreatic  β-cell proliferation, 
slows gastric emptying and suppresses appetite. These unique properties make GLP-1 a 
potentially important treatment of type 2 diabetes. However, native GLP-1 is rapidly degraded 
by proteases in vivo and the short circulating half-life greatly hampers its clinical utility [1].  
 After the extensive investigation on the GLP-1 structural elements that influence the 
potency and enzymatic stability, a novel human GLP-1 analog [Aib8,35]hGLP-1(7-36)-NH2 
(Taspoglutide) was designed [1-3]. The introduction of α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) at 
positions 8 and 35 protects both N- and C- terminal peptide bonds from enzymatic cleavage and 
results in increased circulating half-life [3]. In addition, the Aib8,35 mutations enhance α-helical 
content, especially in the C-terminal region. The combination of the high enzymatic stability 
and stronger C-terminal α-helix makes the analog highly efficacious in stimulating the insulin 
release in vivo. In this particular study, we analyzed the impact of Aib8,35 substitutions on the 
secondary structure of the peptide using NMR spectroscopy. 
 
Results and Discussion 

To characterize the membrane associated structure of the peptide, our NMR study was carried 
out in the presence of zwitterionic micelles formed by dodecylphosphocholine. All 2D TOCSY 
and NOESY experiments were recorded on a Burker 600 MHz at 308K. The calculated 

secondary shift values of Cα-protons (Hα) suggest 
the presence of two helical segments in the peptide. 
Namely, large negative deviations (-0.7 ppm) in the 
C-terminal part describe a well-defined helix, while 
N-terminus is more consistent with a poorly ordered 
helical conformation. The mid-region of the peptide 
around Gly22

 displays chemical shifts close to 
random coil values. 

A large number of medium-range NOEs 
typical of helical structures have been observed in 
NOESY spectrum [4]. The NOE-derived distances 
were merged into the holonomic distance matrix 
and the conformational space was sampled by 
metric matrix distance geometry (DG) method 
[5,6]. The structures were optimized first in four 
and then in three spatial dimensions. The calculated 
ensemble of structures fulfilling holonomic and 
experimental restraints is shown in Figure 1. A 
strong α-helical segment in the C-terminal part of 
the peptide extends from residue Ala24 to Arg36 

(backbone RMSD = 0.3 Å). Consistent with Hα secondary shift calculations, a poorly defined 
N-terminal helical segment is connected to C-terminal helix via a flexible region centered on 
Gly22.  

To refine the structural features of Taspoglutide, an NOE-restrained MD simulation in 
a water/decane membrane mimetic solvent box was carried out using OPLS force filed within 
GROMACS software [7]. An average conformation of [Aib8,35]hGLP-1(7-36)-NH2 peptide 
(Figure 2) clearly shows a well-defined α-helical structure in the C-terminal region, a flexible 

 
Fig. 1. Superposition of the C-terminal 
segment (Ala24 to Arg36) of the resulting 
structures from the DG calculations. One 
random structure is depicted with a ribbon. 
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mid-region around Gly22, and a poorly defined N-terminal α-helix. The stronger C-terminal α-
helix is clearly due to the presence of the helix promoting Aib substitution at position 35 and is 
consistent with the higher potency observed in the biological studies. 
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Fig. 2. One representative structure of the Taspoglutide while associated with the membrane environment 
as determined by NMR. Solvent is not shown for simplicity. 
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Introduction 

Peptides and proteins are routinely administered by parenteral injection and their delivery to 
specific sites in the body are a function of random delivery. Peptide hormone efficacy has been 
studied in model bio-nano formulations in which peptides are carried to specific cell receptors 
by means of a bipolar lipid membrane fragment which is “targeted” to receptors by specific 
receptor target molecules. The leading example is HDV-Insulin (hepatocyte directed vesicle 
insulin). HDV-Insulin has been shown in animals and humans to be effective in activating 
hepatocyte insulin responses by both injection and oral routes of administration, at very low 
doses. HDV-Insulin is in Phase 2b studies in type 2 diabetes mellitus subjects. The same 
formulation approach has been taken with other peptide hormones such as interferon alfa, 
calcitonin, growth hormone and IgG antibodies. All of these formulations have been 
successfully shown to be bioavailable by the oral route of administration. This formulation 
technology may represent a major advance in developing oral peptide products. 
 
Formulation Description 

SDG’s Bio-nano formulations use a 20-50 nm bipolar phospholipid membrane fragment as a 
basic structure to which targeted molecules and RES (reticuloendothelial system) masking 
molecules such as sialic acid can be attached to give the carrier both receptor specificity and 
immune cell anonymity HDV is a membrane consisting of lecithin, cholesterol and dicetyl 
phosphate. Hepatocyte specificity is by means of inserting biotin as a hepatocyte receptor 
targeting molecule. Human recombinant insulin is attached passively by means of association of 
insulin with the combined electrical and membrane hydrophobic regions. Large scale 
manufacturing of cGMP HDV-Insulin has been completed and is suitable for oral formulations 
by means of a specific complex with gelatin, which is then filled into standard hard gelatin 
capsules. Without gelatin, the formulation is suitable for injection. 

HDV-Insulin for subcutaneous administration is a mixture of 1% of total insulin bound 
to HDV, with the remaining 99% being non-HDV, or “free” insulin. Oral HDV-Insulin has 
100% of the insulin bound to HDV. 

The bio-nano cGMP oral HDV-Insulin capsules have extended stability even at 
elevated temperatures and humidity for six months. Injectable HDV-Insulin has the same 
stability profile as recombinant human insulin for injection. 

Other peptides, such as growth hormone, interferon, and calcitonin may be substituted 
for insulin, with similar kinetics of attachment to the basic membrane. The peptide-carrier 
structures can either be targeted or non-targeted. Extended circulation times and hepatic bypass 
characteristics can be achieved by adding sialic acid to the membrane carrier. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Therapeutic peptides and proteins have been administered parenterally because oral delivery did 
not work: the proteins and peptides were both digested in the gastrointestinal tract and they were 
also not absorbed across the gut into the portal circulation. HDV is an example of a bio-nano 
delivery particle that both protects peptides and proteins from digestion, and also facilitates their 
gut absorption. The effect of subcutaneously injected HDV-Insulin on oral glucose tolerance 
tests (OGTT) has been studied in dogs[1] and humans [2], and orally administered to type 1 and 
type 2 [3] diabetes mellitus patients. Results of an OGTT in pancreatectomized dogs is shown in 
Figure 1 and humans with type 1 diabetes in Figure 2. HDV-I treatment in insulin deficient dogs 
normalized OGTT, with the blood glucose levels closely approximating the normal control 
curves of intact dogs. This is in contrast to the abnormal curves of the insulin deficient dogs 
receiving equal subcutaneous doses of regular, non hepatic targeted insulin. A similar effect on 
OGTT was observed in the human study. Peripheral plasma insulin levels as well as blood 
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levels of relevant counter regula-
tory hormones such as glucagon 
and cortisol were the same for both 
forms of injected insulin, strongly 
suggesting that the improved 
OGTT curves were due to hepatic 
glucose retention and not a 
peripheral effect of insulin on fat 
and muscle tissues.  

HDV-Insulin (100% of 
insulin bound to HDV) was then 
formulated into an oral dose form 
by complexing aqueous HDV-
Insulin with pharmaceutical grade 
gelatin powder. The resultant dry 
granulation was put into small 
hard gelatin capsules containing 5 
IU human recombinant HDV-
Insulin.  In an open label crossover 
trial in which subcutaneous regular 
insulin at 0.07 IU/Kg body weight 
was compared to 0.1 IU Oral 
HDV-Insulin/ kg body weight, 
administered 30 minutes prior to 
meals to type 1 diabetes mellitus 
patients resulted in similar 
significant reductions for both 
forms of insulin in the post-
prandial area under the curve 
(AUC) analyses (Figure 3) 
compared to placebo control. Type 
2 diabetics [3] on background 
metformin therapy were 
administered Oral HDV-Insulin 
dosed over a dose range of 0.05 to 
0.4 IU HDV-insulin/kg body 
weight, following a baseline 

OGTT with metformin alone and 
an oral placebo. All responses 
were significantly different from 
placebo treatment (Figure 4). The 
“flat” dose response was predicted 
by earlier animal studies. The 
“flat” dose response suggested 
that a 5 IU oral HDV-Insulin dose 
would be sufficient for human 
diabetes subjects weighing 50-120 
kg. This 5 IU Oral Insulin dose 
form in a size 2 gelatin capsule is 
now in a large double-blind phase 
2b clinical trial in type 2 diabetes 
mellitus subjects. Phase 2a data 
from a number of studies all 
confirm this remarkable oral 
activity. The success of oral 
delivery with human recombinant 
insulin suggested using similar 

 

Fig. 1. OGTT in normal dogs and pancreatectomized dogs 
treated subcutaneously with either regular insulin or HDV-
Insulin. 

Fig. 2. OGTT in human type 1 diabetic subjects treated with 
subcutaneously administered regular insulin or HDV-Insulin.  

Fig. 3. OGGT in type 1 diabetics treated with subcutaneous 
regular insulin or oral placebo or HDV-Insulin.  
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delivery particles to deliver 
other materials to the liver by 
the oral route. Interferon alfa 
has been formulated with HDV 
for hepatocyte delivery. Pre-
clinical studies in mice in 
which PKR RNA markers that 
are responsive to interferon alfa 
have been used as indicators of 
hepatocyte delivery of inter-
feron. Equal doses HDV-
Interferon alfa were admini-
stered by intravenous and oral 
routes. The RNA markers of 
interferon activity were equally 
stimulated by HDV-Interferon 
administered by both routes of 
administration. 

HDV has also been 
used, in a similar manner, to carry 
human growth hormone (hGH), 
administered both orally and 
parenterally at 1 and 3 ug/kg body 
weight per day, to hypophysectomized 
rats for a week to determine growth 
hormone efficacy on growth. HDV-
hGH stimulated of the rats 
significantly compared to placebo 
treated rats (Figure 5). 
 The bio-nanoparticle deli-
very system exemplified by HDV is a 
versatile vehicle for both parenteral 
and oral delivery of a variety of 
peptides and protein hormones.  The 
pharmacodynamic efficacy of several 
therapeutic proteins has been shown 
to be similar by both parenteral and 
oral administration. The SDG bio-
nanoparticle delivery system is a 
potential mechanism for the delivery 
of many protein and peptide base 
pharmaceutical products. 
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Fig. 4. Post-Breakfast Blood Glucose levels in 6 type 2 diabetics on 
metformin treated with oral placebo capsules or increasing doses 
of oral HDV-Insulin.  

Fig. 5. Effect of Oral delivery of hGH in 6 Hypox rats on 
weight gain.  
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Introduction 

Glucagon, Glucagon-like Peptide-1 (GLP-1), as well as human (hCT) and salmon calcitonin 
(sCT) are all members of the secretin family of hormones that act on distinct G protein-coupled 
receptors in what are believed to be largely α-helical conformations [1-5]. Approximately 50% 
sequence homology exists between the two glucagon-related peptides and among the two 
calcitonins. The amino acid sequences and α-helical projections of these four peptides reveals a 
strong sequence and structural similarity between three N-terminal hydrophobic residues in 
GLP-1 (F6, V10 and Y13) and glucagon (F6, Y10 and Y13) and a set of equally-spaced, aromatic 
residues in hCT (Y12, Y16 and F19). The sCT sequence differs from this trend with a triad of 
leucine residues (L12, L16 and L19). Structural studies have indicated that both of these regions 
(6, 10, 13 for glucagon & GLP-1 and 12, 16, 19 in hCT & sCT) exhibit α-helical secondary 
structure. This structure is purported to be the most probable receptor-active conformation for 
these two regions [2-5].  

Fowler et al. (2005) reported the characterization of hCT-sCT chimeric peptides [1]. 
Most crucial to the design of our study was a H17R-hCT peptide substituted with residues K11, 
L12, E15, L16 and L19 of sCT. The resulting peptide (6CH-R) showed a ten-fold increase in 
receptor binding potency and a two-fold increase in cAMP production when compared to native 
hCT. This hCT analog was reported to be equipotent with sCT [1]. Given these results and the 
structural similarities in the aromatic regions of CT and the glucagon-related peptides, we 
questioned whether a L6, L10 and L13 variant of GLP-1 or glucagon would provide an analog 
with enhanced receptor potency. We characterized this assertion as the leucine hypothesis. The 
strategy was two-fold; if L6,10,13 analogs proved more potent in vitro we would explore the 
possibility of using aliphatic residues at these positions, and if not, we would determine the 
extent that these three residues could be modified with aromatic character. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The tri-substituted L6,10,13 GLP-1 and glucagon analogs showed a large decrease in receptor 
potency in our cell-based cAMP production assay, negating the leucine hypothesis derived from 
homology to calcitonin. Select mono- and di-substituted leucine analogs at position 6, 10 and 13 
for each peptide were made to interrogate the substitutions most responsible for the reduced 

 
 
Fig. 1. Venn-diagram of EC50 (nM) values for leucine analogs of Glucagon at the GluReceptor followed 
by the leucine analogs of GLP-1 at the GLP-1Receptor. 
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bioactivity. Receptor activation potency for the entire set of leucine analogs is presented in a 
Venn-diagram (Figure 1). Leucine substitution at position 6 inflicted the greatest loss in potency 
at both receptors but of sizably greater magnitude at the glucagon receptor. Substitutions at 
position 10 and 13 also reduced the potency at both receptors, but to a lesser magnitude than 
position 6. The results indicate that the native aromatic residues at positions 6, 10 and 13 for 
glucagon and GLP-1 are required for full receptor activation. 

A series of aromatic substitutions in both hormones where residues 6, 10 and 13 were 
substituted with phenylalanine, tyrosine or tryptophan was synthesized and characterized. In 
vitro potency values for this set of aromatic analogs are shown in Table 1. Substitutions made at 
position 6 in glucagon (Y6 and W6) yielded the greatest reduction in potency of all the analogs, 
stressing the importance of the native phenylalanine in glucagon receptor interaction. W10 and 
F13 substitutions in glucagon provided variants with slight increases in receptor potency. All 
other position 10 and 13 analogs were of reduced potency but less so than observed for position 
6, which is consistent with other work [6]. GLP-1 position 6 aromatic analogs (Y6 and W6) 
showed reductions in potency and were equally destructive with their position 13 counterparts 
(F13 and W13). Position 10 in GLP-1 proved to be most capable of allowing changes without loss 
of receptor potency. The F10 and W10 substitutions possess native hormone potency. In total, 
non-native aromatic residues at the three N-terminal region aromatic amino acids of glucagon 
diminished this ligand’s receptor potency more than the analogous change in GLP-1. 

While the leucine hypothesis based upon homology to calcitonin did not prove correct, 
our findings clarify the importance of the N-terminal hydrophobic faces of GLP-1 and glucagon 
for full receptor potency. The role of Y12, F16 and F19 in calcitonin receptor activation appears to 
differ from that of the comparably spaced hydrophobic ligand sequences in association with the 
glucagon-related receptors. The aromatic structure at position 6 in both GLP-1 and glucagon is 
most sensitive to modification of the native residue. Additionally, position 10 and to a lesser 
extent 13, have revealed themselves as tolerant to substitution with minimal losses in receptor 
potency for both peptides. Ongoing studies are exploring the depth and breath of structural 
modification that can be managed successfully at these sites for the two glucagon-related 
hormones. 
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Table 1: Bioactivity of aromatic analogs 

Residue # Amino Acid 
Receptor Potency EC50 (nM) Values 

Glucagon Analogs GLP-1 Analogs 

Residue 6 
Phe 
Tyr 
Trp 

0.06 
0.39 
0.27 

0.05 
0.08 
0.14 

Residue 10 
Phe 
Tyr 
Trp 

0.06 
0.04 
0.05 

0.05 
0.15 
0.05 

Residue 13 
Phe 
Tyr 
Trp 

0.05 
0.06 
0.11 

0.11 
0.05 
0.13 
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Introduction 

Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death after lung cancer in the Western 
world. Even in its locally advanced or metastatic phase, tumor growth is sensitive to the 
presence of testosterone, and androgen deprivation therapy is one important modality of 
treatment. Testosterone is produced by the testes in response to circulating luteinizing hormone 
(LH), in turn produced by the pituitary gland when hypothalamic gonadotropin releasing 
hormone (GnRH or LHRH) activates the corresponding GnRH receptor in gonadotrophs. 
Current treatment is by the use of GnRH superagonists incorporated in slow release 
formulations. During the initial two to three weeks after dosing, these actually increase LH and 
testosterone levels, a phenomenon termed “testosterone surge”, before gonadotrophs desensitize 
and LH and testosterone production ceases. During the surge, there is a transient increase in 
tumor growth, possible exacerbation of existing symptoms, and an overall delay in initiation of 
treatment [1]. By contrast, treatment with a GnRH antagonist directly blocks the receptor, 
resulting in fast reduction of circulating levels of LH and testosterone, avoidance of the surge, 
and the immediate initiation of treatment. 

The most effective known GnRH antagonist pharmacophore incorporates three 
lipophilic amino acids [Ac-D-Nal1, D-(Cl)Phe2, D-3Pal3] at the N-terminus of a nona- or 
decapeptide, which typically results in compounds with low solubility and limited duration of 
action after injection. The two antagonists in clinical use, cetrorelix and ganirelix, are 
administered by daily injection for the prevention of premature LH surges in assisted 
reproductive techniques. Cetrorelix, ozarelix, and teverelix are currently in clinical trials for the 
treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) by two separate injections, each one partially 
suppressing testosterone for a few days.  Only one peptidic GnRH antagonist, abarelix, was 
introduced, as a CMC complex, for the treatment of very advanced prostate cancer by monthly 
i.m, injection, but it was withdrawn due to serious allergic reactions and lack of efficacy over 
time.  

In 1996, Ferring initiated a program to discover a peptidic GnRH antagonist with 
physicochemical properties suitable for the treatment of prostate cancer by monthly injection or 
at longer dosing intervals. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Most of the classical pharmacophore [Ac-D-Nal1, D-(X)Phe2, D-AA3] was maintained (Figure 
1), but aliphatic and aromatic amino acids were explored in position 3 as well as the R2 

 
 

Fig. 1. The basic structure and modifications explored in Ferring’s GnRH antagonists program. 
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substituent in position 2. An N-isopropyl lysine replaced Arg8 with the intention of minimizing 
histamine release, and variations in position 10 were also examined. Crucially, aromatic amino 
acids were selected for positions 5 and 6 (the last one with D configuration) decorated with a 
variety of moieties (R5, R6) carrying hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, to encourage 
intermolecular interactions between peptide molecules and between peptide and the components 
of the interstitial space with the idea that these would modulate the release rate of the antagonist 
from the injection site.  

The primary screening assay was performed following the duration of LH suppression 
in castrated Sprague Dawley male rats after one subcutaneous administration of peptide at a 
dose of 0.25 mg/kg injected at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. This assay integrated solubility, 
pharmacokinetics, and potency of the antagonists at the rat GnRH receptor. 

A campaign of synthesis and testing of approximately 150 analogues resulted in the 
discovery of degarelix (Figure 2), which had the longest duration of action in the screening 
assay [2]. The distinguishing features of degarelix, possibly responsible for its unique 
physicochemical properties, are acylation of the side chain nitrogen of aminophenylalanine5 
with L-hydroorotic acid (Hor) and the presence of a carbamoyl moiety acylating the side chain 
nitrogen of D-aminophenylalanine6 to form a urea. Very small variations in the structure of 
these decorating groups resulted in substantial differences in duration of action in the rat 
screening assay. There was no simple SAR correlating duration of action with peptide structure, 

suggesting that the physicochemical properties of 
the peptides may be exquisitely dependent on fine 
details of the spatial arrangement of the groups 
involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonding, or of 
other moieties involved in peptide aggregation, like 
aromatic or lipophilic groups.  

When degarelix was injected s.c. to intact 
male rats at a dose of 2 mg/kg in 5% mannitol 
(5%M) (20 µl/rat) testosterone was suppressed for 
42 days [3], pointing at the formation of a drug 
reservoir at the injection site with slow release of the 
antagonist over time. Indeed, after injection of 0.25 
ml of a 10 mg/ml solution of degarelix in 5%M in 
the subcutaneous space of rats, a depot containing 
the injected material could be easily seen in the 
internal side of the skin structure. 

To investigate the factors responsible for 
this extraordinary behavior solutions of degarelix 
acetate, 10 mg/ml in 5%M, were incubated at room 

temperature and samples examined by phase contrast microscopy. Over a period of hours, small 
aggregates appeared, which elongated over time to form a fine stranded network with increasing 
density of aggregates (Figure 3).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Phase contrast micrograph (x200) 
of degarelix aggregates in 5% mannitol at 
10 mg/ml. The scale bar on the bottom 
right is 100 µm. 

 
 

Ac-D-2Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Ser-Aph(Hor)-D-Aph(Cbm)-Leu-Lys(iPr)-Pro-D-Ala-NH2 
 
Fig. 2. Structure and sequence of degarelix. 
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The possible interactions of degarelix with the subcutaneous milieu were examined by 
introducing a drop of a degarelix solution into 20% diluted human plasma to simulate the 
protein content of interstitial fluid. Under microscopy (Figure 4), the same network of degarelix 
strands was observed to form inside the drop of peptide solution, but a new layer formed at the 
interface between the peptide solution and diluted plasma, possibly containing degarelix and 

protein. We hypothesize that ions and other 
components of interstitial fluid infiltrate the 
depot contributing to its maturation and 
consolidation, whereas degarelix is able to 
slowly diffuse out through the depot surface 
at a rate sufficient to achieved complete 
GnRH receptor blockade for a long period of 
time. 

In clinical trials, degarelix had an 
i.v. elimination half life of 11-16 hs, and a 
s.c. terminal half life between 35 and 76 
days, depending on the concentration 
injected [4]. The combination of depoting 
behavior, slow release, and low clearance 
(2.9 L/h [5]) makes possible to use degarelix 
to antagonize the GnRH receptor in prostate 
cancer patients by s.c. monthly 
administration. After a s.c. induction dose of 
240 mg as 40 mg/ml solution, testosterone 
levels decrease to castration levels 
(<50 ng/dL) in 96% of patients by day 3 and 
in 99% of patients by day 7. Testosterone 
levels are maintained below castration levels 

by monthly injection of a maintenance dose of 80 mg at a concentration of 20 mg/ml. Degarelix 
(FIRMAGON) was approved by FDA in December 2008 and by EMEA in February 2009 for 
the treatment of advanced prostate cancer.  

Degarelix is probably the first example of a peptidic drug designed to rely on the 
spontaneous formation of a subcutaneous depot containing aggregates upon injection, followed 
by slow release of the drug to achieve very long duration of action, without the aid of polymeric 
formulations. 
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Fig. 4. Micrograph of a degarelix microdepot 
prepared by addition of a drop of degarelix 
solution to diluted human plasma. 
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Introduction 

Human islet amyloid polypetide (hIAPP) is a 37 amino acid peptide, co-secreted along with 
insulin in the islets of Langerhans of pancreatic beta cells. Postmortem exams show plaques of 
hIAPP found in the pancreas of 97 % of type 2 diabetic patients. Therefore, aggregation of 
hIAPP fibrils is believed to be toxic to beta cells and responsible for beta cell dysfunction and 
death associated with type 2 diabetes [1-2]. Insulin has been found to act against the actions of 
hIAPP. The internal sequence of insulin, HLVEALYLVC, recognizes and binds the 10-19 
region of hIAPP [3]. Since insulin reportedly blocks the formation of amyloid fibers, insulin 
analogs may protect cell membranes from damage. In an effort to study this effect, truncated 
analogs of hIAPP, namely VEALYLV and LVEALYLVC, were synthesized and tested in the 
presence of hIAPP 1-19, which has been found to have similar activity to the full length analog 
[4]. Carboxyfluorescein-encapsulating vesicles which mimic the β-cell were created using a 7:3 
ratio of the lipids 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-(phospho-L-serine) (DOPS), respectively, and the percent leakage of fluorescent dye 
from the vesicles in the presence of the peptides was calculated as compared to a 100% Triton-
X detergent-treated control. Assays were run in triplicate in a 96-well plate, and average values 
are reported. Fluorescence values were recorded by an FLx fluorescence microplate reader. The 
activity of the truncated analogs was compared to that of insulin under the same conditions.  
 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the preliminary 
experiment depicted in Figure 1 show 
that at a 9.1 µM constant concentration 
of hIAPP 1-19, increasing insulin 
reduces membrane damage after a 
threshold is reached. The greatest 
inhibition is exhibited when the insulin 
concentration is greater than or equal to 
48 µM, or in five-fold excess to hIAPP 
1-19. The maximal inhibition (change in 
extent of dye leakage) observed was 
17%. It should be noted that 
intermediate concentrations between 24 
and 48 µM, and concentrations greater 
than 72 µM, still need to be tested.  

For the nonapeptide insulin 
analog LVEALYLVC (Figure 2), 
preliminary data surprisingly indicate 
that this shorter analog optimally 

inhibits membrane disruption (same extent as insulin, about 15%) at only 13.5µM. The increase 
in liposome damage after that point warrants further investigation.  The shorter heptapeptide 
analog, VEALYLV, which is missing both the N- and C-termini relative to the nonapeptide, 
reduces membrane disruptive activity in a roughly concentration dependent manner (Figure 3). 
Membrane damage is reduced by 13% at 44.5 µM, which is similar to the activity exhibited by 
insulin. At the highest concentration tested (177 µM, a 20:1 ratio of inhibitor to hIAPP 1-19), 
dye leakage is reduced by about 65%, making it more effective than the nonapeptide inhibitor in 
this assay. It should be noted that insulin itself remains to be tested at this concentration, so a 
clear comparison to insulin cannot yet be drawn.  
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Fig. 1. Percent dye leakage from vesicles in the presence 
of 9.1 micromolar hIAPP 1-19 and varying insulin 
concentration. 
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Fig. 2. Percent dye leakage from vesicles in the presence of 9.1 micromolar hIAPP 1-19 and varying 
concentration of LVEALYLVC. 
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Fig. 3. Percent dye leakage from vesicles in the presence of 9.1 micromolar hIAPP 1-19 and varying 
concentration of VEALYLV. 

Overall, the truncated insulin analogs LVEALYLVC and VEALYLV show similar activity to 
insulin in reducing dye leakage from model membranes in this initial study. The nonapeptide is 
optimally effective at lower concentration than insulin. The heptapeptide is the most effective 
inhibitor analog of the two at high concentration in reducing liposome damage. These results are 
promising in that truncated analogs may be able to mimic the action of insulin in reducing cell 
damage caused by hIAPP. Future work will include expanding the concentration range and 
testing these analogs against full length hIAPP. 
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Introduction 

Peptides represent a rich natural source of potential medicines with one notable pharmaceutical 
limitation being their relatively short duration of action. A particularly good example of this 
phenomenon is glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP), a hormone of appreciable interest for the 
treatment of Type II diabetes. This is because GLP has been reported to enhance the 
endogenous secretion of insulin [1] only when blood glucose is elevated, significantly 
minimizing the risk of hypoglycemia. However, native GLP demonstrates an extremely short 
plasma half-life (~2 min) caused by the combined effect of rapid degradation by Dipeptidyl 

Peptidase IV (DPP-IV) and renal 
clearance [2]; along with a relatively 
narrow therapeutic index. Structure-
function studies have shown that the N-
terminal histidine is especially important 
for high potency of GLP [3]. Our work 
focuses on the assembly of GLP-prodrugs 
as a mean to extend the duration of action 
and broaden the therapeutic index. The 
design is directed at the conversion of 
GLP amide and ester prodrugs that 
differentially convert to the parent drug 
under physiological conditions, strictly 

by structural propensity for intramolecular cyclization of dipeptide-based amide/ester 
extensions. This conversion, driven by the inherent chemical instability of the prodrug 
eliminates the intrinsic variability in enzymatic cleavage within and across patient use. In a set 
of dipeptide extended GLP-analogs, we explored the rate of diketopiperazine (DKP) and 
diketomorpholine (DMP) formation, and the release of the active peptide at pH 7.2 and 37°C. 
These experimental conditions are virtually invariant in a chemical sense and should be 
translatable for use with other peptides where the N-terminus or the hydroxyl group 
(serine/threonine) is vital to bioactivity. Our goal is to identify a set of dipeptide prodrugs of 
different structures that might offer cleavage in the range 1-200 hrs. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Various dipeptide prodrugs were prepared through modification of side chain functionality 
using standard solid phase protocols utilizing Boc chemistry. The conversion of the prodrug to 
the parent drug was analyzed by HPLC and MALDI. The half lives of the degradation of the 
various prodrugs were then calculated by using the formula t1/2 = 0.693/k where ‘k’ is the 
dissociation rate constants of the prodrug. The ability of each GLP analog or prodrug to induce 
cAMP was measured in a luciferase-based reporter assay [4]. Percent potency calculations were 
done by comparing the mean EC50 of the parent with that of the prodrug. Our initial analysis had 
shown that amide-based prodrugs of GLP are appreciably stable under physiological conditions 
rendering them of little pharmaceutical utility [4]. Consequently, we replaced the N-terminal 
amine with an α-hydroxyl group and ester prodrugs were prepared at this site. We also 
previously demonstrated the utility of phenylalanine as a suitable synthetic and bioactive 
replacement for the N-terminal histidine [4]. A nine amino acid exendin-4 C-terminal extension 
(CEX) was linked to our GLP peptides as these analogs proved to be appreciably more soluble 
in physiological buffers than analogs of native GLP. Thus, the parent peptide used in this study 
was generated by changing the native N-terminal histidine to an α-hydroxyl-phenylalanine 
(OH-Phe) and adding a CEX extension peptide. The resulting HO-F7,GLP(8-36)-CEX, used in 
this study was determined to be of high potency (EC50 of 0.008nM comparable to native GLP 
with EC50 of 0.011nM).  
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Tables 1 show the rates of ester cleavage in HO-F7,GLP(8-36)CEX ester-based prodrugs with a 
glycine/ glycolic acid and phenylalanine/ phenyllactic acid in the first positions, respectively. 
The rate was observed to be a function of both the stereochemistry (14 vs 15 and 16 vs 17), and 
the steric bulk of the dipeptide side chains, with β branching having a greater effect than γ 
branching (14 and 15 vs 16 and 17). The rate depends on the hybridization of the β carbon as 
demonstrated in 5 and 6 where the β carbon is sp3 hybridized leading to enhanced steric 
crowding relative to peptide 8 where the β carbon is sp2 hybridized. Finally, the strength of the 
cyclization nucleophile also plays a role and the amine is generally a stronger nucleophile. Four 
longer duration prodrugs were studied in the in vitro bioassay and in each instance the potency 
is much reduced relative to the parent peptide. A steady increase in bioactivity as a function of 
time was demonstrated for prodrug 10 (48% of the parent bioactivity restored after 24 hours, 
consistent with previously measured half-life using MS and HPLC detection). This peptide was 
selected based upon the ability to examine more than five half-lives in a one week experiment.  

This work demonstrates the ability of a dipeptide-based ester to reversibly inactivate 
GLP-agonism. We also observed that addition of similar ester-linked dipeptides to the hydroxyl 
group of a bioactive serine in GLP significantly reduces its potency (data not shown). Through 
the careful selection of chemical functionality, a set of GLP ester prodrugs of variable half-lives 
have been identified. The observed rate in conversion of prodrugs to parent peptides has been 
extended to 64 hours and additional prolongation is envisioned through further chemical 
optimization. This represents a highly attractive range of options for prolonging peptide action 
to once-a-day and once-a-week formulations. Additional in vivo elements for minimizing 
premature renal clearance are likely to be required to achieve sustained action. 
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Peptide # Dipeptide extension T1/2(hrs)  Peptide # Dipeptide extension T1/2(hrs) 

1 NH2-Gly-Gly 0.9  11 HO-Phe-Gly 2.5 

2 HO-Gly-Gly 1.1  12 HO-Phe-Ala 2.8 

3 HO-Gly-Phe 0.7  13 HO-Phe-dAla 2.4 

4 HO-Gly-dPhe 0.9  14 HO-Phe-Phe 33.3 

5 HO-Gly-Val 4.7  15 HO-Phe-dPhe 7.7 

6 HO-Gly-dVal 5.1  16 HO-Phe-Val NA 

7 HO-Gly-tBu NA  17 HO-Phe-dVal 50.6 

8 HO-Gly-PhG 0.5  18 NH2-Phe-Val 64.0 

9 HO-Gly-AIB 0.8     

10 NH2-Gly-Val 20.4     

Table 1. Rates of prodrug ester cleavage 
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Introduction 

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) [1] is the major physiological regulator of 
granulopoiesis. Recombinant G-CSF has become a valuable supportive agent in the clinic that 
permits the administration of high dose chemotherapy by stimulating the production of 
granulocytes, and as a result, shortens the neutropenia associated with chemotherapy [2,3]. 
Screening against Affymax recombinant peptide display (RPD) libraries yielded one hit series 
which displayed tight binding affinity and agonist activity against the G-CSF receptor. More 
importantly, these peptide sequences have shown no homology to either the natural G-CSF 
ligand or the receptor [4]. This hit series containing three cysteines, after being allowed to 
dimerize via disulfide bond formation, acted as an antagonist with a single digit nM activity. 
Creating a tetramer version of this peptide (i.e., a dimer of dimers) has afforded a full agonist in 
a cell proliferation assay with similar activity to recombinant G-CSF. Further optimization of 
the lead peptide including selected amino acid mutations, architecture modifications, as well as 
various PEGylation strategies was conducted to increase the activity in the more relevant  
CFU-G colony assay.  

 
Results and Discussion 

An extensive RPD effort resulted in the discovery of a peptide with agonist activity as an MBP 
(Maltose Binding Protein) fusion. Possibly, the MBP fusion peptide may have formed inter-
molecular disulfide bonds through three cysteines within each peptide chain. Peptide monomer 
behaved as a weak antagonist with an IC50 of 10 mM, when separated from the MBP fusion or 
produced synthetically. The competition binding assay identified the most active form of the 
dimers as the parallel linked dimer as an antagonist with an IC50 of 2 nM. Figure 1 shows the 
oxidation condition to the parallel triple cysteine linked dimer and structural determination. All 
related fragments by both enzymatic digestions were observed in Figure 1; therefore, the 
disulfide linkages were confirmed to be in parallel.  

Dimerization of the parallel disulfide linked dimer has afforded a full agonist in a cell 
proliferation assay with similar activity to recombinant G-CSF. Subsequently, different 
tetrameric forms and PEGylations were explored for agonist activity in the proliferation assay 
with Hu-GCSFR cell lines. The EC50 of peptides were reported as ratios compared to the 
recombinant GCSF as a reflection of activity.  

Fig. 1. Oxidation of monomer to the parallel disulfide linked dimer and its structural determination. 
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Table 1. PEG size and position impact on agonist activity and efficacy 

Architectures 
Size & Position of 

PEG 
% Efficacy EC50 Ratio  

(peptide to rhGCSF) 

 

2 x 20 kDa 110 620 

2 x 10 kDa (linear) 61 170 

2 x 10 kDa (branched) 84 2007 

2 x 5 kDa 81 16 

 
2 x 20 kDa 103 182 

 
30 kDa 44 72 

Shown in Table 1, both activity and efficacy of PEGylated peptides were affected by the size, 
position, and nature (branched/linear) of the PEG.  

Further mutagenesis of the lead sequence indicated high sequence conservation except 
for the Leu2, Asp4, Arg16, and Asn18 positions. Ala scan analysis agreed with mutagenesis 
results, and confirmed that only a few substitutions could be made while maintaining activity. 
As a result, there were no significant differences in activity of tetramers with substitutions in 
positions Leu2, Asp4, and Asn18. Arg16 substitutions such as Phe and Tyr, however, resulted in 
more active PEGylated lead peptides with similar activity to recombinant G-CSF.  

Colony assay [5,6] results (Figure 2) indicate that G-CSF shows a clear dose response and 
yields large and dense colonies, while the lead PEGylated tetramer is able to form CFU-G 
colonies, but does not show full efficacy either by size or numbers, and a dose-response is not 
clearly evident. 
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Fig. 2. Colony Assay Results. 
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Introduction 

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) is the principal growth factor regulating the 
maturation, proliferation, and differentiation of the precursor cells of neutrophilic granulocytes. 
G-CSF is used to treat neutropenia (low neutrophil count) caused by chemotherapy [2,3]. The 
crystal structure of GCSF complexed to the BN–BC domains, the principal ligand-binding 
region of the GCSFR, shows that the two receptor domains form a complex in a 2:2 ratio with 
the ligand [1].  

A novel synthetic peptide, which has no homology to either G-CSF ligand or the G-
CSF receptor (G-CSFR) [4], was discovered using proprietary Affymax peptide libraries. This 
peptide, which contains a disulfide bond, bound to the G-CSFR with an IC50 of 5 mM. Upon 
dimerization with a chemical crosslinker, the dimeric peptide was an agonist in the cell 
proliferation assay with an EC50 of ~ 100 nM. Optimization of this initial dimeric peptide, 
including mutations, different chemical linkers, and position of dimerization, has resulted in a 
significant enhancement of activity in a cell proliferation assay. Further mutagenesis based on 
this initial hit has lead to a new optimized series. After further optimization, several lead 
peptides were shown to have comparable activity to recombinant G-CSF with full efficacy in a 
cell proliferation assay. Selected lead PEGylated peptides were also shown to induce 
granulopoiesis in normal mice and several mouse models of neutropenia [7,8].  

 
Results and Discussion 

The initial peptide, discovered from 
Affymax peptide libraries, was a 17-
amino acid long peptide containing a 
disulfide bond loop. All peptides 
resulting from optimization of the 
initial hit suffered from < 100% 
efficacy compared to recombinant G-
CSF in the cell proliferation assay. 
The best N-terminal dimeric peptides 
with N-terminal extensions combined 
with Q15A or Q15G have agonist 
activity with EC50 ranging from 0.5 – 
5 nM with ~ 60% efficacy. The SAR 
information, such as intolerable 
changes of residues within the 
cysteine loop, Gln15 substitutions, 
and amino acid extensions, was 
beneficial for the optimization of new 
lead series.  

The lead series of peptides were discovered by mutagenesis of the initial hit followed 
by chemical optimizations (Figure 1). Table 1 is a summary of in vitro activity of PEGylated 
lead peptides.  
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X X X X    X X X X
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Fixed Residues 
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Allow 50% preservation and 50% random replacement
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Allow random replacements

X X X X L X L C Q L R L E E C A R A X X X X X
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New Lead Series of Dimeric Peptides

Optimizations 
(truncation, deletion, AA replacement)
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within the Cys-Cys loop 

New Lead Series of Dimeric Peptides

Optimizations 
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Fig. 1. Discovery of new lead peptides. 
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Table 1. Biological results of PEGylated lead peptides in the cell proliferation assay 

Peptide Architecture PEG size 

Hu G-CSF (2G2) Mu NFS-60 

Difference 
EC50 
(nM) 

Efficacy 
(%) 

Ratio 
(peptide 

to 
GCSF) 

EC50 
(nM) 

Efficacy 
(%) 

Ratio 
(peptide 

to 
GCSF) 

Peptide
-636a 

N-terminal dimer 
through Lys side-

chain amine 

30 kDa 
on Linker 

3.6 70 10 0.30 84 112 
Higher 

efficacy on 
MuGCSF 

Peptide
-145b 

N-terminal dimer 
through β-Ala 

30 kDa 
on Linker 

0.63 104 16 0.30 92 145 
Same on 

HuGCSFR 
and MuGCSF 

Peptide
-259b 

N-terminal dimer 
through Lys α-

amine 

2 x 10 kDa 
on Lys side-
chain amine 

0.60 99 16 0.35 95 154 
Same on 

HuGCSFR 
and MuGCSF 

a Peptide sequence: Asp-Arg-Leu-Phe-Leu-Cys-Gln-Leu-Arg-Leu-Glu-Glu-Cys-Ser-Arg-Arg-Leu-Gln-Met-Phe 
b Peptide sequence: Ser-Arg-Leu-Phe-Leu-Cys-Gln-Leu-Arg-Leu-Glu-Glu-Cys-Ala-Leu-Asn 

Ex-vivo Colony Assay [5,6] results are shown in Figure 2. Bone marrow harvested from 5-
flurouracil-induced neutropenic mice on day-8 was evaluated in a colony forming assay 
compared to bone marrow from untreated animals in the normal group. Both lead peptides 
produced robust colonies.  

Fig. 2. Ex-vivo colony assay results. 

Neutrophilic activity of G-CSF receptor peptide agonists (Peptide-636, Peptide-145, and 
Peptide-259) was studied in normal mice [7,8] (Figure 3, top graphs). The study groups of 
animals received a single subcutaneous injection of vehicle, or 1 mg/kg Neulasta, or lead 
peptides. Peptide-636 showed a clear dose-response as the most active peptide and induced a 
dramatic rise in neutrophils. Peptide-259 with 2 x 10 kDa PEG showed a similar response at the 
earlier days as the 30 kDa PEGylated Peptide-145, but did not have the same response at later 
time points. This supports the hypothesis that a larger PEG size increases the circulating half life 
of the peptide. 

Neutrophilic activity of peptide-145 and peptide-259 was studied in 5-flurouracil-
induced neutropenic mice [7,8] (Figure 3, bottom graph). The animals were dosed with 150 
mg/kg 5-FU by IV injection on Day 0 to induce neutropenia. On Day 2, the animals were 
treated with vehicle, or 1 mg/kg NeulastaTM, peptide-145 or peptide-259 at 1 or 5 mg/kg by a 
single subcutaneous injection. Both peptides at 5 mg/kg clearly corrected neutropenia in this 
animal model. Peptide-259, being the less favored candidate in the normal mice model, had a 
comparable activity at a 5 mg/kg dose to NeulastaTM at a 1 mg/kg dose.  
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Fig. 3. In vivo study results. 
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Introduction 

The N-terminal 1-34 fragment of parathyroid hormone (PTH) is fully active in vitro and in vivo 
and it can reproduce all the biological responses characteristic of the native intact PTH. Recent 
studies [1] have demonstrated that helicity-enhancing substitutions yielded potent analogues of 
PTH(1-11) and PTH(1-14). The role of α-helicity on biological potency is well known [2]. 
Recently, we performed a D-scan in the PTH(1-11) sequence [3]; the analogue [Aib1,3, Nle8, 
Gln10, D-Har11] PTH(1-11) was the one which retained the highest activity. In the context of 
searching the pharmacological properties of PTH(1-11) analogues, we studied the role of a 
positive charge at the C-terminal position, which was identified to play an essential role in 
bioactivity and binding. A series of modified peptide analogues of PTH(1-11) were synthesized 
and characterized: 

1. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-Har-NH2 

2. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-Lys-NH2 

3. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-NH(CH2)4NH2 

4. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-NH(CH2)5NH2 

5. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-NH(CH2)6NH2 

6. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-NArgNH2     
    [NArg is the N-alkylglycine corresponding to Arg] 

7. H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-D-Har-NH2 

 
Results and Discussion 

As a reference [4], we synthesized an analogue peptide containing Lys in position 11: [Aib1,3, 
Nle8, Gln10, Lys11]PTH(1-11)NH2, to avoid the final guanylation reaction. This analogue 
exhibited an activity similar to that of [Ala1,3, Nle8, Gln10, Har11]PTH(1-11)NH2. Then, the 
synthesis of Fmoc ω-benzyloxy carbonyl aminoalkylglutamic acid amides [Fmoc-
GluNH(CH2)nNHZ] was carried out in solution by modifying glutamic acid (Glu). Fmoc-
GluNH(CH2)nNHZ was coupled to the resin and the stepwise elongation of the peptide was 
carried out on the solid support following published procedures. The coupling of Aib and Val 
residues was carried out by employing the HOAt/HATU/collidine system. 

A circular dichroism (CD) study of the synthesized peptides was performed in water 
containing 20% TFE to compare their conformation with biological activity. From the CD 
spectra, a reduced ellipticity was observed for analogues containing diamines. We found a 
reduced activity, too, for analogues containing diamines with n = 5 and n = 6, which could be 
justified by the role of the C-terminal amide group (Table 1). In fact, a residual activity of the 
H-Aib-Val-Aib-Glu-Ile-Gln-Leu-Nle-His-Gln-NArgNH2 analogue was detected and the activity 
of the analogue containing Lys11 was similar to those of the most active PTH(1-11) analogues.  
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Table 1. Parameters of PTH(1-11) analogs 

These initial results demonstrate that homoarginine plays an important role to anchor PTH(1-11) 
to the receptor. In particular, the 100-fold reduction in potency observed for mimetic analogues 
containing diamines with n = 5 and n = 6 in position 11, compared to the same analogue 
containing homoarginine (or lysine), highlights the critical role this charged residue (which 
replaces leucine of native PTH) in receptor binding [6]. Molecular modelling suggests that this 
role might involve the insertion of the guanidinium side-chain group between the extracellular 
ends of TM1 and TM7 [7]. 
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Entry MW calc. [M+1] MW found [M+1] Rt (min) a Yield (%) EC50 (nM)b 

1 1317.7 1317.7 12.07 35.4 1.0 

2 1276.7 1276.4 12.63 10 50 

3 1219.7 1219.4 13.29 7 Not active 

4 1233.7 1233.4 13.68 11 100 

5 1247.7 1247.4 13.95 12 200 

6 1303.7 1303.6 13.85 10 2130 

7 1317.73 1317.72 12.47 38.5 75 

a Determined with a linear gradient of 20-45 (v/v) B over 20 min (A: water + 0.1% TFA; B: 90% 
acetonitrile + 0.1% TFA) 
 b Defined as the half maximal effective concentration and is referred to the concentration of peptide which 
induces a response halfway between the baseline and the maximum. The experimental error on the 
measurement is ±7.5% 
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Introduction 

BAFF (B cell Activating Factor of the Tumor Necrosis Factor family), a soluble plasma 
membrane cleaved homotrimer, is a key regulator of B lymphocyte maturation [1-3]. BAFF 
binds to three cell surface receptors of the TNF receptor family, BCMA, TACI, and BAFF-R. 
Studies using B cells purified from BCMA, TACI, or BAFF-R knockout mice have 
demonstrated that the BAFF-R is the primary mediator of the effects of BAFF on B cell survival 
and maturation [1]. The application of Phage Display and Affymax Peptides on Plasmids 
technologies has identified a series of peptide sequences which bind specifically to human and 
murine BAFF. Furthermore, novel peptides with sequence features similar to these selected 
sequences have also been shown to antagonize BAFF binding to the BAFF-R in an ELISA 
assay. Importantly, these peptides were also shown to inhibit the proliferation of primary B cells 
when cultured in the presence of human BAFF. The structure activity relationships of the lead 
sequence, including an Ala scan, various architectures, and different sites and sizes of 
PEGylations, have been explored to enhance antagonist activity in the proliferation assay. A 
selected lead peptide, that shows equal potency to a BAFF antagonist currently in the clinic [4], 
was shown to significantly inhibit B cell proliferative responses in Balb/c mice stimulated with 
BAFF. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Among a series of BAFF-specific clones from phage display, a total of seven selected peptide 
sequences were extensively evaluated as GFP fusion proteins in BAFF-R competition and 
binding assays. All of them bind to hBAFF-R specifically with EC50s ranging from 14 nM to 
188 nM, listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Binding affinity to hBAFF and mBAFF 

Clones 3A4 2G91 3G12 3G11 4G5 3C9 4F5 

EC50/hBAFF 57 nM 188 nM 140 nM 36 nM 28 nM 14 nM 107 nM 

EC50/mBAFF 363 nM >10 mM 109 nM 23 nM 14 nM 72 nM 136 nM 

Synthetic peptides based on selected sequences (3A4, 4G5, and 3C9) were prepared as 
monomers and dimers. The monomers based on 3C9 sequence showed an IC50 of 1-2 mM 
inhibition of rhBAFF in the primary murine splenic B cell proliferation assay, while other 
monomers showed activity of an IC50 > 10 mM. Upon dimerization, the dimeric peptides, 
Peptide-311 (C-terminal dimer) and Peptide-312 (N-terminal dimer), exhibited increased 
activity as antagonists of rhBAFF with IC50s of 7-22 nM in Table 2.   

Table 2. Inhibition activity of peptides derived from 3C9 

Peptides Sequence IC50 (nM) 

Peptide-286 Ac-T-R-S-C-Y-D-A-L-T-Y-L-E-L-P-C-H-L-M-K-NH2 738 

Peptide-287 Ac-K-T-R-S-C-Y-D-A-L-T-Y-L-E-L-P-C-H-L-M-NH2 2114 

Peptide-311 Linker-[Ac-K-T-R-S-C-Y-D-A-L-T-Y-L-E-L-P-C-H-L-M]2 7 

Peptide-312 [Ac-T-R-S-C-Y-D-A-L-T-Y-L-E-L-P-C-H-L-M-K]2-Linker 22 
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The alanine scan analysis of hit peptide-311 (Figure 1, left) reveals that the N-terminal residues 
such as threonine and arginine can be replaced with alanine without losing activity, while the C-
terminal residues are more critical. The D-X-L-T residues within the Cys-Cys loop are the key 
residues for biological activity.  

Shown in Figure 1 (right), there is no significant difference in activity between peptide 
dimer and trimer architectures, despite the fact that the natural ligand configuration is a 
homotrimer. Peptide dimerization was demonstrated to enhance the antagonist activity of 
monomeric peptides 100-fold in the B cell proliferation assay. 

Linker2 has been chosen for easy assembly of two linear PEG conjugates. Since 
peptide activity is more tolerant of N-terminal amino acid changes, the N-terminal PEGylated 
dimers are more active than their corresponding C-terminal PEGylated dimers. The bis-30 kDa 
PEGylated N-terminal dimer (total MW 65 kDa) (Peptide-662) has shown excellent activity as a 
BAFF antagonist with an IC50 of 12 nM in the B cell proliferation assay. The t1/2 of the 40 kDa 
PEGylated peptide in the plasma stability study was determined to be ~ 4 hours, and the 60 kDa 
PEG size is known to increase t1/2.  Peptide-662 was chosen for evaluation in an animal model. 

The lead peptide Peptide-662 was evaluated in Balb/c mice stimulated with rhBAFF 
[4]. The animals were dosed with 0.3 mg/kg rhBAFF s.c. and 10 mg/kg Peptide-662 by IV bid 
on days 1, 2, 3, and 4. Spleen weight, serum IgG and IgA, and B cell subset analysis on 
splenocytes by flow cytometry was performed on day 5. Peptide-662 does not significantly alter 
blood chemistries of Balb/c mice. Hematopoiesis was observed in the animal group receiving 
Peptide-662.  
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Fig. 1. The structure activity relationships of the lead sequence. 
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Fig. 2 Peptide-662 inhibits the rise of Splenic B cell populations and Serum IgA levels. 
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Introduction 

Amylin (human Islet Amyloid Polypeptide, hIAPP) and insulin are both stored and secreted 
from the β-cells of the pancreas. In Type 2 diabetics, insulin resistance leads to an increase in 
both insulin and amylin release. This excess amylin is known to cause damage to the β-cells of 
the pancreas, and plaques of the peptide are found in these patients post-mortem [1-2]. The 
purpose of this study was to determine if insulin, which has been shown to limit amylin fiber 
formation [3], would protect against its damaging effects on cell membranes. Carboxy-
fluorescein-encapsulating vesicles which mimic the β-cell were created using a 7:3 ratio of the 
lipids DOPC and DOPS, respectively. Different concentrations of amylin and insulin were 
added alone and together, and the percent leakage of fluorescent dye from the vesicles was 
calculated as compared to a 100% Triton-X detergent-treated control. Assays were run in 
triplicate in a 96-well plate, and fluorescence values were recorded by an FLx fluorescence 
microplate reader.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows the structures of the lipids 
used to create the vesicles. The data in 
Figure 2 was gathered through a dye 
leakage assay showing the interaction 
between the β-cell mimics and twelve 
concentrations of hIAPP. Fluorescence 
values were recorded every minute for three 
hours, and the graph was produced by 
averaging the percent membrane disruption 
at each time point and plotting these values 
against hIAPP concentration.   

Concentration dependent damage 
to the β-cell membrane mimics by hIAPP 
was obseved, as displayed in Figure 2, left 
graph. The peptide was very destructive, 

causing greater than 80% dye leakage at 50 µM, the highest concentation tested. A logarithmic 
regression is shown with a correlation coefficient of 0.87. It should be noted that membrane 
leakage also increased over the time period observed (data not shown), indicating the possibility 
of aggregate formation.  

The data displayed in right graph in Figure 2 was gathered through a dye leakage assay 
where twelve concentrations of insulin ranging from 0 µM to 100 µM were run against a 
constant 10 μM hIAPP concentration, and fluorescence readings were recorded every minute for 
three hours. The plot was produced by averaging the percent membrane disruption over time at 
each insulin concentration and displayed as percent leakage versus the ratio of the concentration 
of insulin to the concentration of hIAPP. It can be observed that the trial without any insulin 
produces the greatest membrane disruption (46% leakage, which is comparable to that obtained 
at 10 µM hIAPP in the graph on the left). This confirms that insulin does inhibit membrane 
damage in this assay. However, the relationship between membrane disruption and the ratio of 
insulin to hIAPP is variable. A sharp spike can be noted at the ratio of 0.2[Insulin]:1[hIAPP]. 
This ratio maximizes the extent of inhibition induced by insulin. At this ratio, insulin inhibits 
membrane disruption by 13% (reducing percent leakage from 46% to 33%). As the 
insulin:hIAPP ratio is increased beyond this point, membrane disruption quickly increases to 
varying degrees but never surpasses the level of damage caused by hIAPP by itself.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine 
(DOPC, top) and 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-
[Phospho-L-Serine] (Sodium Salt) (DOPS, bottom). 
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One possible explanation of this observation is that hIAPP forms a five unit complex to which 
one molecule of insulin binds. This six unit complex is less toxic than free hIAPP, perhaps 
reducing its ability to interact with the membrane in a fully aggregated form. This result is 
conserved over many trials and is particularly interesting given that insulin is stored in secretory 
cells as a hexamer, so the six unit complex may have some physiological significance. 
However, even at the optimal ratio, membrane damage as measured by this assay is only 
reduced by ~15%. This suggests that membrane disruption may be mediated by more than 
simply hIAPP aggregation and fiber formation, perhaps transient deformations in the acyl chain 
arrangements induced by interaction of the positively charged peptide with the overall 
negatively charged membrane surface. Indeed, two phases of damage have been reported by 
some investigators [4].  

The relationship between membrane damage, hIAPP, and insulin will be further 
studied by assays probing the 0.2:1 ratio more closely.  In addition, Thioflavin T assays will be 
run to determine the ratio of insulin to hIAPP needed to inhibit fibrilogenesis in this model 
system. This value can then be compared to that required to inhibit dye leakage from the 
vesicles, in order to obtain a clearer picture of the mechanism of this effect. 
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Fig. 2. Left: Percent of dye leakage in model membranes caused by hIAPP. Right: Percent of dye leakage 
from model membranes in the presence of varying ratios of insulin to hIAPP. 
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Introduction 

Human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) is co-secreted with insulin in the -cells of the 
pancreas. Capable of forming amyloid fibers and causing membrane disruption, this 37 amino 
acid peptide is cytotoxic to -cells in type II diabetic patients [1,2]. The N-terminus of hIAPP 
(residues 1-19, KCNTATCATQRLANFLVHS) has been shown to bind to membranes and 
induce damage despite lacking the amyloidogenic (20-29) region [3]. These results indicate that 
the N-terminal (1-19) region of hIAPP can be used as a model in drug target studies, in place of 
the expensive and synthetically challenging full length hIAPP. It has been proposed that 
aggregation of hIAPP is mediated by pi-stacking interactions between phenylalanine residues 
[4]. In this study, two analogs of hIAPP 1-19 were synthesized by standard solid phase methods 
in which Phe

15
 was replaced with Ala (to reduce aromaticity) and 1-naphthylalanine (1-Nal, to 

increase aromaticity), respectively. These analogs were then purified by reverse phase high 
performance liquid chromatography and tested in a model system that mimics the pancreatic -
cell membrane, namely vesicles comprised of a 7:3 ratio of the lipids 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-(phospho-L-serine) (DOPS). The 
percent leakage of fluorescent carboxyfluorescein dye from the vesicles in the presence of the 
peptides was calculated as compared to a 100% Triton-X detergent-treated control. Assays were 
run in triplicate in a 96-well plate, and average values are reported. Fluorescence values were 
recorded by an FLx fluorescence microplate reader. 
 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows the effect of varying the concentration of hIAPP 1-19 on carboxyfluorescein-
encapsulating vesicles over time. Dye leakage is roughly concentration dependent. The maximal 
disruption observed was 80%, which was slightly higher than that produced by full length 
hIAPP (data not shown).  

In DOPC:DOPS (7:3), the membrane disruptive activity of  both the modified hIAPP 
1-19 analogs (Figures 2 and 3) were found to be lower when compared to the original hIAPP 1-
19 sequence, by roughly 3-10 fold. Again concentration dependence was observed, as well as 
time dependence for the naphthylalanine analog at higher concentrations. The hIAPP sequence 
modified with naphthylalanine (Figure 3) had slightly higher activity when compared to the 
sequence modified with alanine (Figure 2) at equal concentrations, especially at the higher 
concentrations tested. The Nal

15
 analog required a threshold concentration of 15 M to induce 
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Fig. 1. Percent dye leakage from vesicles in the presence of varying hIAPP 1-19 over time. 
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more than 10% leakage, whereas the Ala15 analog did not reach that mark even at the highest 
concentration tested (30 µM). In contrast, only 1 µM hIAPP 1-19 induced comparable (>10%) 
leakage of dye from the vesicles.   

Overall, these results indicate that the mechanism of membrane disruption may be 
more than just fibril formation, since these peptides lack the 20-29 region commonly thought to 

mediate fibrilization and still induce damage. However, the activity of both of the modified 
peptides was found to be less than that of the original hIAPP 1-19 sequence, suggesting that 
aromatic character or pi-stacking in this region has no significant influence on the aggregation 
of the peptide and/or that the membrane disruption might be due to other mechanisms. It is also 
possible that pi-stacking is important, but the naphthylalanine analog is unable to adapt to the 
appropriate structural conformation for aggregation or membrane damage. The native sequence 
shows optimal activity and modification is detrimental. These modified analogs will eventually 
be tested as possible inhibitors of membrane damage induced by full length hIAPP. Possible 
interactions with insulin also will be investigated. 
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Introduction 

Shc is a non-catalytic adapter molecule that participates in RAS activation and mitogenic signal 
transduction by promoting the formation of multimeric protein complexes through the 
recognition and binding of its Src homolgy 2 (SH2) domain to phosphotyrosyl (pTyr)-
containing sequences [1]. We have undertaken a program to develop Shc SH2 domain-binding 
antagonists as potential non-kinase directed signaling inhibitors. Using a fluorescence 
anisotropy (FA)-based competition assay that employs the high affinity fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC)-containing reference peptide 1 (Figure 1), the N-homoallyl-glycine-
containing peptide-peptoid hybrid 2 was identified as a preferred binding motif [2]. The 
importance of C-terminal hydrophobic character for high Shc SH2 domain-binding affinity was 
also shown. To further explore this latter observation, a series of peptoid-peptide hybrids (3) 
were prepared in which the original Leu residue in 2 was replaced by both natural and unnatural 
lipophilic amino acid residues (Figure 1). 

 
Results and Discussion 

Peptides (3) were prepared by solid-phase protocols using reported procedures [2]. Shc SH2 
domain-binding affinities were determined using the previously reported (FA)-based 
competition assay employing peptide 1 as a reference [2]. Binding data expressed as IC50 values 
are provided in Table 1.  
 

Fig. 1. Structures of Shc SH2 domain-binding peptides discussed in the text: R = hydrophobic functionality. 
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Our previous work had suggested that hydrophobic character C-proximal to the peptoid N-
homoallylglycine residue was beneficial to binding affinity [2]. Consistent with this, replacing 
the C-terminal Leu residue (2, IC50 = 48 µM) with an Ala residue (3a, IC50 = 286 µM), resulted 
in a significant loss of binding affinity. In contrast, replacement of Leu with Ile (3b, IC50 = 35 
µM) or Nle (3c, IC50 = 30 µM) resulted in slight increases in affinity. Replacement of the Nle 
residue with an isosteric Met residue (3d, IC50 = 80 µM) gave a two-fold loss of affinity. 
Replacement of Leu with Val (3e, IC50 = 53 µM) and the closely related tert-butyl-containing 3f 
(IC50 = 50 µM) resulted in nearly equal affinities for all three. Increasing steric bulk by 
employing neopentyl (3g, IC50 = 77 µM) or cyclohexylmethyl (3f, IC50 = 64 µM) side chains 
resulted in slight affinity losses. In summary, the best affinities were obtained with side chains 
3-carbons in length (2, 3b and 3c). Branching by addition of a single methyl group resulted in 
reduction of affinity, with higher affinity being shown when the branching occurred closer to 
the peptide backbone (3b versus 2 and 3g). 
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Table 1. Shc SH2 domain-binding affinitiesa 

No Rb IC50 (µM) 

2 
 

 
48 

3a  
286 

3b 

 

 
35 

3c  
30 

3d S  
80 

3e 
 

 
53 

3f 
 

 
50 

3g 
 

 
77 

3f 
 

 
64 

a Determined in a fluorescence anisotropy competition assay using peptide 1 as a reference ligand; bC-
terminal side chain functionality as indicated for peptide 3 
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Introduction 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) is the most abundant antibody class found circulating in human blood. 
Peptide fusions to the Fc portion of IgG are being explored for multiple research purposes and 
as a means to optimize pharmacology of certain medicinal agents. When fused to biologically 
active peptides, the Fc can improve pharmacological action by multiple mechanisms. Peptide 
Fc-based chimeric proteins increase the duration of action by decreasing in vivo clearance. 
Since the peptide is presented as a dimer, the Fc-fusion protein can also serve to increase 
inherent potency through an increase in the avidity of interaction with a target peptidyl-receptor. 
Lastly, the Fc-domain can stabilize peptides during biological-based synthesis and facilitate 
purification to dramatically increase the total yield. We have conducted studies directed at the 
production of peptide Fc-fusions in engineered yeast cells. Yeast expression, unlike bacteria, 
provides glycosylation, and yet it is faster and less costly than biosynthesis with mammalian or 
insect cells. Furthermore yeast expression is less expensive than chemical synthesis and, when 
produced as an Fc-fusion, does not require additional chemical modification to extend duration 
of action. We have produced a fusion of a glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) agonist to a specific 
IgG Fc as an example of this approach to medicinal peptide chemistry.  
 
Results and Discussion 

The Exendin-4-IgG-Fc fusion was cloned using standard vector restriction sites. When 
proteolysis was found within the EcoRI cloning site, a silent mutation was used to create a 
second restriction site within the IgG-Fc sequence. This removed two amino acids at the fusion 
site, which eliminated the proteolytic processing. Yeast growth conditions of time, pH, and 
temperature were altered until an average of 10 mg/L was expressed.   

A luciferase-based reporter gene assay was used to compare the effectiveness and 
potency of native synthetic GLP-1, Exendin-4, and the biosynthetic Exendin-4-IgG-Fc fusion. 
The native peptide proved to be extremely potent and slightly more so than the peptide fusion 
protein. The EC50 the peptide-Fc fusion protein of 0.057nM is only 2.2 fold less potent then 
GLP-1 and 4.5 fold less than the Exendin-4 peptide alone (Figure 1). These initial results are 
highly encouraging since the peptide has been increased in molecular size by more than tenfold 
and yet it retains subnanomolar potency as an Fc-dimer.   

GLP-1 and related peptides have proven in vivo pharmacology in lowering body 
weight and hyperglycemia in multiple species, including humans. We report here the 
biosynthesis and in vitro characterization of a highly potent Exendin-4-IgG-Fc fusion protein. 
We are currently exploring the in vivo evaluation of this fusion protein and related peptides in 
rodent models of the metabolic syndrome. This slight reduction in inherent receptor potency 
measured in the engineered reporter cells is only a portion of in vivo pharmacology. The 
increased serum half-life of the fusion protein should provide a relative increase in potency. 
Recently a fusion of Exendin-4 fused to human serum albumin of high in vitro potency 
demonstrated a half-life of 70-80 hours in rodents. This represents a dramatic increase relative 
to the native ligands. [1] To be presented in depth later, subsequent in vivo testing done in 
rodents has indicated that the fusion of IgG-Fc to the GLP-1 agonist to be as effective as other 
modifications. 
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  Average EC50 (nM) Stdev  
GLP-1 0.026 0.005 

Exendin-4 0.013 0.002 
Exendin-4-IgG-Fc 0.057 0.009 

 
Fig. 1. Mammalian cells displaying receptors for GLP-1 were exposed to GLP-1, Exendin-4, and Exendin-
4 fused to IgG-Fc. Each of these peptides proved to be full agonists with comparably shaped dose 
titrations.  
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Introduction 

To date, there are no efficient drugs available for neuropathic pain, which can arise from the 
nerve injuries resulting from inflammation. At the inflammatory site, due to the inflammation, 
there can be a large release of different types of neurotransmitters e.g. bradykinin, 
prostaglandins, substance P, etc., which can sensitize the nociceptors. These changes can lead to 
hyperalgesia and allodynia which are common symptoms associated with neuropathic pain. 
Opioids are considered to be the first line of treatment, e.g. fentanyl and morphine for pain. 
Their analgesic effect is helpful to overcome moderate to severe pain. Prolonged treatment is 
hampered by their side effects such as tolerance, withdrawal effects, constipation and nausea. 
The development of tolerance can occur for many reasons. For example, it has been found that 
chronic morphine administration increases release of the pain sensitizing neurotransmitter 
substance P [1,2], and decreased pain sensitizing thresholds in patients, which results in the 
development of tolerance. In addition, the literature indicates that the co-administer of a delta 
antagonist with a mu agonist decrease tolerance development [3].  

These observations prompted us to create novel analgesics which act as agonists at mu 
Opioid receptors, antagonists at delta Opioid receptors and antagonists at the Neurokinin1 
receptor. In this study we have made a series of trifunctional molecules which may have 
potential to reduce the development of tolerance and improve analgesic efficacy by combining 
the mu agonist and delta antagonist pharmacophore based on the DIPP-NH2 scaffold [4] (H-
Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH) and NK1 antagonist pharmacophore [5,6] (Phe-Pro-Leu-Trp-
CONHBzl(CF3)2 (see Figure 1 for initially designed molecule).  
 
Results and Discussion 

Several trifunctional molecules were made with overall reduced length of the peptides in order 
to understand the importance of each residue for the biological activities. This was done by 
systematically eliminating residues one by one at the center of the peptide. In addition, the first 
residue of the peptides which was initially made was replaced by the Dmt residue in order to 
observe the first residue effect on the biological activities. 
 

H-Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-Phe-Pro-Leu-Trp-CONH-Bzl(CF3)2 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Initially designed molecule. 

A combined Nα-Fmoc solid phase synthesis and solution phase synthesis were used to 
construct the trifunctional molecules. Boc-Dmt-OH was coupled to the H-Tic-OMe in the 
presence of the coupling reagent PyBOP, HOBt and the base NMM. The methyl ester of the di-
peptide was hydrolyzed with 1N NaOH, and the product was coupled to the Nα-Fmoc 
deprotected peptide synthesized on the chlorotrityl resin. It was cleaved by 1% TFA in DCM, 
precipitated from solution with either petroleum ether or diethyl ether to gain the crude peptide, 

NK1 pharmacophore Mu agonist and delta 
antagonist pharmacophore 
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Boc-Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-Phe-Pro-Leu-Trp(Boc)-OH. The crude peptide was coupled to 3,5-
Bis(trifluoromethyl)benzylamine in the presence of HOBt, PyBOP and NMM and the product 
was deprotected with 90% TFA in DCM to obtain the desired final product. The final 
deprotected peptide was purified by semiprep high performance liquid chromatography and was 
characterized by mass spectrometry and NMR. 

The designed molecules were subjected to competitive radio ligand binding assay to 
measure affinity for the mu, delta receptors and NK1 receptor. Binding affinities of the ligands  
for the human δ opioid receptor (hDOR), rat µ opioid receptor (rMOR) and human neurokinin 1 
(hNK1) were determined by using the radioligands [3H]-DPDPE/[3H]-Deltorphin, [3H]-
DAMGO and [3H]-Substance P respectively in cell membrane preparations from transfected 
cells that stably expresses the respective receptors. Ligands which had promising affinities for 
the mu and delta receptors were further probed for their efficacy using the GTP-S second 
messenger assay.  

Preliminary results have revealed that Mu affinities vary significantly depending on the 
chain length. Further mu affinities were shown to be the highest for smaller peptides compared 
to the longer peptides (Table1). The first residue of the peptide plays a vital role in maintaining 
the highest affinities towards the mu receptor.  

In our study, preliminary results suggest that the delta affinities are not as affected by 
the chain length compared to the mu affinities. Also Dmt residues at position one of the peptide 
are important for the delta affinities. In addition, peptides show the best delta affinities for delta 
receptors when the length of the peptide is shorter. Also, preliminary studies suggest that 
peptides with shorter lengths provide lower peptide affinities for the NK1 receptor.  
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Table 1. Preliminary affinity results of trifunctional molecules 

# Peptide sequence 
hDOR, [3H] 

-DPDPE 
Ki (nM) 

n 
rMOR, [3H] 
-DAMGO 
Ki (nM) 

n 
hNK1, [3H] 
substance P 

Ki (nM) 
n 

39b6 H2N-Tyr-Tic-Trp-CONH-BZl(CF3)2 10 2 2300 2 63 3 

35b6 
H2N-Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-Phe-Pro-Leu-

Trp-CONH-Bzl(CF3)2 
13 2 1200 2 41 3 
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Introduction 

Dynorphin A has classically been referred to as an endogenous opioid peptide. However, when 
a high dose injection of either dynorphin A or des-tyrosyl dynorphin A is administered into the 
spinal cord of rats, long-lasting allodynia is produced. The allodynia is not reversible by 
administering naloxone indicating that dynorphin A induced allodynia is non-opioid mediated 
[1]. In 2006 Lai and her colleagues determined that dynorphin A-induced intracellular Ca2+ 

increase and hyperalgesia are blocked by HOE140, a bradykinin 2 antagonist [2]. These 
findings have led to our hypothesis that dynorphin A promotes pain ultimately via the 
Bradykinin receptor. 
 
Results and Discussion 

To better understand what amino acids in dynorphin A's structure are essential for its non-opioid 
effects and binding to the bradykinin receptor several dynorphin A fragments of varying length 
and end groups were synthesized. The fragments synthesized are shown in Figure 1 below. Each 
fragment synthesized also had variations of itself synthesized with either acetylation of the N-
terminus, amidation of the C-terminus or both. All compounds were synthesized using solid 
phase peptide synthesis methods and either Rink Amide AM or 2-cholotrityl resins were used to 
synthesize these compounds.   

In vitro competition binding assays 
of these compounds were then done to 
determine the affinity for bradykinin 2 
receptors. For the assays we competed 1.50 
nM [3H] Kallidin binding against 10-4 to 10-13 
M concentrations of the compounds. 10 µM 
of the bradykinin 2 selective agonist 
bradykinin was used to determine non-
specific binding. Fresh rat brains from male 
S-D rats that were stored at -80°C were used 
to prepare the membranes used in these 
experiments. Once the results from the assays 
were obtained, a one-site competition 

analysis was used and the Ki value was corrected for using the KD value of 2000 nM and the 
ligand concentration of 1500 nM. The results are shown in Table 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Dynorphin fragments synthesized.  

 

Table 1. Dynorphin A fragment competition binding analysis data 

Compounds 
Ki 
(nM) 

Log [IC50 ± 
s.e.m] 

Compounds 
Ki 
(nM) 

Log [IC50 ± 
s.e.m] 

Ac-DynA(2-7)-H 6700 -4.93 ± 0.15 Ac-DynA(3-10)-H 1900 -5.49 ± 0.26 

H-DynA(2-7)-H 1400 -5.62 ± 0.21 Ac-DynA(3-10)-OH 5900 -4.98 ± 0.15 

Ac-DynA(2-9)-H 1000 -5.75 ± 0.31 Ac-DynA(3-6)-OH* 1300 -5.65 ± 0.14 

H-DynA(2-9)-H 4700 -5.08 ± 0.18 H-DynA(3-7)-OH* 5600 -5.01 ± 0.10 
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As shown in Table 1, the compounds assayed vary in length from four to eight amino acids in 
length. Even though the fragments varied in length, which amino acids were at the N- and C-
termini and end groups the Ki and log IC50 values were all fairly similar to each other. This 
indicates that analogues of shorter fragments, such as Dynorphin A(4-8), should be synthesized 
and analyzed by competition binding analysis to better understand how their structure affects 
their affinity for bradykinin receptors. These studies are currently in progress.  
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Introduction 

Substitution of a carboxamido (-CONH2) group for the Tyr1 hydroxyl group in opioid peptides, 
as achieved by replacement of the tyrosine with p-carboxamidophenylalanine (Cpa), resulted in 
compounds that retained high opioid activity in vitro [1,2]. Replacement of the phenolic 
hydroxyl group in cyclazocine with a –CONH2 group had previously been shown to lead to a 
compound that also retained high μ receptor binding affinity [3]. Furthermore, introduction of a 
(4’-phenyl)-phenethyl substituent at the –CONH2 group of 8-carboxamido-cyclazocine resulted 
in a compound with unaltered μ receptor binding affinity [4]. Interestingly, a cyclic enkephalin 
analog containing 4’-[N-((4’-phenyl)-phenethyl)carboxamido]phenylalanine (Bcp; Figure 1) in 
place of Tyr1, H-Bcp-c[D-Cys-Gly-Phe(pNO2)-D-Cys]NH2, also showed high μ receptor 
binding affinity and turned out to be a potent, μ-selective opioid agonist [5]. Here we describe 
analogs of the δ opioid antagonists TIPP (H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH) and H-Tyr-Tic-OH, in which 
the Tyr1 residue was replaced by derivatives of Cpa containing various substituents at the p-
carboxamido goup, including Bcp, 4’-[N-(hexyl)carboxamido]phenylalanine (Hcp), 4’-[N-(2-
(naphthalen-2-yl)ethyl)carboxamido]phenylalanine (Ncp) and 2’,6’-dimethyl-4’-[N-((4’-
phenyl)-phenethyl)carboxamido]phenylalanine (Dbcp) (Figure 1).  
 
Results and Discussion  

The novel amino acids Bcp, Hcp, Ncp and Dbcp were synthesized by coupling the respective 
alkylamines to the –COOH group of Boc-Phe(4’-COOH)-OMe  or Boc-Phe(2’,6’-Me2,4’-
COOH)-OEt, and peptides were prepared by solid-phase synthesis. The in vitro opioid activities 
of the compounds were determined in μ-, δ- and κ-opioid receptor binding assays and in the 
functional guinea pig ileum (GPI) and mouse vas deferens (MVD) assays, as described [2].  

The Bcp1-tetrapeptide analog H-Bcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH showed 2-fold higher δ receptor 
binding affinity (Ki

δ = 0.605 nM) than the TIPP parent and retained high δ receptor binding 
selectivity (Table 1). Surprisingly, this compound turned out to be a potent full δ opioid agonist 
in the MVD assay. The Hcp1- and Ncp1-TIPP analogs showed even higher δ opioid agonist 
potency. Most impressive was H-Hcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH (HIPP) which displayed subnanomolar 
δ receptor binding affinity, extraordinary δ receptor selectivity and subnanomolar δ agonist 
potency. HIPP is a more potent and more selective δ agonist than DPDPE (H-Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-
Phe-D-Pen]OH and is of interest as a pharmacological tool. [Cpa1]TIPP retained δ opioid 
antagonist activity, indicating that the presence of the large alkyl substituents attached to the p-
CONH2 group in the Bcp1-, Hcp1- and Ncp1-analogs are responsible for the δ agonist behavior 
of these compounds. Interestingly, the Dbcp1-tetrapeptide analog also turned out to be a δ opioid 
antagonist, having somewhat higher δ receptor binding affinity than [Cpa1]TIPP and somewhat 

               
Fig. 1. Structural formulas of Bcp, Hcp, Ncp and Dbcp. 
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lower δ receptor affinity than the Dmt1- and Cdp1-tetrapeptide antagonists [Dmt = Tyr(2’,6’-
Me2); Cdp = Phe(4’-CONH2,2’,6’-Me2)]. These results indicate that the biphenylethyl 
substituent of [Dbcp1]TIPP does not significantly contribute to δ receptor binding. Using 
Mosberg’s δ opioid receptor models [6] and the software program Glide (Schrödinger LLC), the 
tetrapeptides H-Bcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH (δ agonist) and H-Dbcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH (δ antagonist) 
were docked to the activated and the inactive form of the δ receptor, respectively. The obtained 
results indicated that the two peptides overall had similar modes of binding, except for the large 
biphenyl group which in the case of the Bcp1-agonist was positioned such as to interact with an 
accessory binding site of the activated receptor distinct from the binding site of the biphenyl 
group of the Dbcp1-antagonist bound to the receptor in the inactive state. The differential 
positioning of the biphenyl group of the two peptides is due to additional hydrophobic 
interactions of the 2’,6’-dimethyl groups of the Dbcp1-antagonist peptide with the receptor. 

The dipeptide H-Bcp-Tic-OH is a δ opioid antagonist with a low efficacy δ partial 
agonist component. The H-Dbcp-Tic-OH dipeptide showed subnanomolar δ receptor binding 
affinity, very high δ receptor binding selectivity and very high δ antagonist activity (Ke

δ = 1.76 
nM). In comparison with H-Tyr-Tic-OH and H-Dmt-Tic-OH, it has 150-fold and 4-fold higher 
δ antagonist activity, respectively, indicating that the biphenylethyl moiety of H-Dbcp-Tic-OH 
strengthens binding to the δ receptor significantly. H-Dbcp-Tic-OH obeys most of Lipinski’s 
and Veber’s rules and is of interest as a pharmacologicl tool and as a potential therapeutic agent. 
Receptor docking studies performed with H-Bcp-Tic-OH and H-Dbcp-Tic-OH revealed that the 
biphenyl moieties of these dipeptides assume a completely different orientation as compared to 
the one in the Dbcp1-tetrapeptide and interact with the same receptor region as the phenyl rings 
of Phe3 and Phe4 in the tetrapeptide.  
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Table 1. In vitro opioid activity profiles of TIPP peptide analogs 

Compound 
δ receptor binding MVD  

Ki
δ  (nM) Ki ratio (δ/µ/κ) IC50  (nM) Ke

δ  (nM) 
H-Bcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.605 1/145/446 3.42  

H-Hcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.369 1/1370/25500 0.392  

H-Ncp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 1.01 1/247/>10000 0.950  

H-Cpa-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.978 1/2240/>5000  18.3 

H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 1.22 1/1410/>1000  4.80 

(TIPP)     

H-Dbcp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.783 1/181/762  3.07 

H-Cdp-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.532 1/4150/>2000  0.627 

H-Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.248 1/569/>4030  0.196 

H-Bcp-Tic-OH 0.646 1/3510/7370  17.8 

H-Dbcp-Tic-OH 0.825 1/745/3330  1.76 

H-Dmt-Tic-OH 1.84 1/739/>543  6.55 

H-Tyr-Tic-OH 242 1/>1000/>1000  263 
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Introduction 

The amyloid plaque invariably deposited in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is mostly composed of a 
40-42 amino acid β-amyloid peptide (Aβ) [1]. Our goal is to understand the physiological and 
pathological function of Aβ, including its interaction with other molecules. While non–
pathological function for this peptide is poorly understood, Aβ has been shown to induce an 
increase in levels of the p53 apoptosis–associated protein (gene name P53). Furthermore, this 
induction was due to direct action of Aβ upon the P53 promoter, with Aβ binding located to a 
specific decamer within a known heat shock element (HSE) [2]. We undertook a search for 
similar sequences in the 5’-flanking sequence of the Aβ precursor protein (APP), apolipoprotein 
E (APOE), and β-site APP-cleaving enzyme (BACE1) genes, which are intimately involved in 
pathogenesis of AD [1]. We generated specific oligomers, and investigated interaction with the 
Aβ1-42 and 1-40 peptides. The sequences of interacting oligomers were used to generate a 
consensus sequence “GGATKGGGGT” and a similarity matrix. A single–base mutation in one 
of the Aβ-binding APP oligomers markedly reduced binding with the Aβ1-42 and 1-40 
peptides. We investigated the regions of the Aβ peptide that would bind the DNA decamer and 
determined that maximum binding was obtained with the cytotoxic Aβ25-35 peptide. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The APOE [3], APP [4], and BACE1 [5] 5’-flanking regions were compared to the  
5’-GGATTGGGGT-3’ Aβ-interacting decamer from the P53 HSE site. Sites with at least 80% 
homology were accepted as potential Aβ-interacting sequences. Within the APOE 5’-flanking 
region, 11 decamers were located. The APP sequence had 7 such decamers. The BACE1 
sequence had 4. To determine specificity of an Aβ-binding DNA motif, Aβ1-42 peptides were 
incubated with radiolabeled double-stranded oligomers corresponding to putative binding sites 
in the APOE (−899, +171, +284, +660/+665), APP (−3833, −3364, −2871, −1682), BACE1 
(−1939, −1766, −119, +36) and P53 (+104) 5’-flanking regions. Mixtures were run on 5% 
native polyacrylamide-TGE gel, which was subjected to radiography. Interaction was visualized 
as a slow migrating radioactive band on the gel. Of the 13 oligomers tested, six interacted with 
Aβ1-42, specifically APOE +171 and +660/+665; APP −3833, −2871, an d −1862; BACE1 
−119; and P53 +104. To test specificity of this binding with these particular oligomers, each 
binding reaction was repeated in the presence of high molar excess of unlabeled homologous 
oligomer (Figure 1). In all cases, self-competition visibly reduced Aβ-DNA interaction. 

Further specificity was shown by repeating the assay with all APP, APOE, and BACE1 
derived oligomers plus additional oligomers from the APP 5’-flanking region. The Aβ1-40 
peptide was screened with these oligomers, as well as reacting “reverse” (Aβ42-1, 40-1) 
peptides against the APP−3833 
oligomer. Interactions and their lack 
were similar between Aβ1-42 and 
Aβ1-40. The Aβ42-1 oligomer had no 
apparent DNA-protein interaction, 
while the 40-1 oligomer interacted 
with the APP−3833 DNA oligomer. 
The –3833 APP oligomer is of 
particular interest as its putative Aβ-
binding site includes an APP promoter 
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
at –3829 associated with a familial AD 
(FAD) [6]. This G→A substitution 
reduced Aβ binding with both the 1-42 
and 1-40 peptides. 

Promoter
Site
Competition - + - + - + - + - + - +
Lane 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

-1939 +104-119
APP BACE1 P53

-1862 -2871 -3833

          
       

    β     
        
       

          

Fig. 1. Competition gel shift assay. Each of 6 different 
double-stranded oligomers from APP, BACE1 and P53 
promoters was incubated with Aβ1-42 peptide in the 
absence or presence of unlabeled oligomer (140x molar 
excess). DNA-peptide complexes appeared as dark signal 
near the top of the gel and were reduced by competition. 
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When those oligomers that showed DNA-peptide 
interaction were aligned by Target Explorer, a consensus 
decamer of “GGATKGGGGT” was determined. A 
TransFac frequency matrix was generated. Four “G” 
bases within the decamer were invariant. The frequency 
matrix was used to probe the APOE, APP, and BACE1 
5’-flanking regions. This found 13 Aβ-binding sites in 
APOE; 6 sites in APP; and 1 site in BACE1. The matrix–
based search of APOE, APP, and BACE1 produced no 
“false negatives”. All six confirmed Aβ binding decamers 
were located. In addition, no decamers determined by our 
search corresponded to any of the decamers that had been 
experimentally verified to lack Aβ-binding capacity. 

To determine the specific DNA-binding site 
within the Aβ peptide, various peptide fragments of Aβ, 

specifically 1-42, 1-40, 1-28, 20-29, 25-35, 29-40, 31-35, 41-1, 40-1, and 35-25, were reacted 
with the oligomers for the Aβ-binding sites at APOE +171, APOE +660, and APP−3833. Of the 
peptides tests, the 1-28, 20-29, 31-35, 35-25, and 42-1 peptides had no apparent DNA-binding 
capacity. Of the remaining peptides, extent of binding capacity was, from lowest to highest, 40-
1 < 1-42 < 1-40 < 29-40 < 25-35. 

To determine if Aβ-DNA interaction occurred in a concentration–dependent manner 
typical of transcription factors, the Aβ1-42, 1-40, 42-1, 1-28, and 25-35 peptides were reacted 
with the APP−3833 oligomer pair at 5 different amounts. The 1-40 and 1-42 peptides both 
showed concentration dependent increases in apparent interaction as measured by the gel shift 
assay. In addition, the 1-40 peptide showed a greater interaction at any given amount of peptide 
when compared to the 1-42 peptide. These traits did not appear for the 25-35 peptide. 

Treatment of primary neuronal cultures transiently transfected with a 1.2kb fragment of 
the APP promoter fused to luciferase showed that Aβ1-28 had no significant effect on APP 
promoter activity, while 1-40, and 1-42 were capable of downregulating the apparent activity of 
the APP promoter in rat neuronal PC12 cells but not in primary rat cortical neuron (PRCN) 
cultures (Figure 2). 

Aβ modulates glutamatergic transmission in the rat basal forebrain [7]. It has also been 
noted that Aβ is likely to contain a helix–loop–helix structure common to certain transcription 
factors [8]. Aβ has been shown to locate intracellularly in response to conditions such as 
oxidative stress [2]. These aspects of Aβ structure and location suggest that some of Aβ’s 
pathological activity may be related to direct peptide-DNA interaction with genes such as those 
that determine apoptosis. Ohyagi et al determined that Aβ regulated p53 protein levels through 
direct interaction with a decamer on the P53 gene promoter/5’-UTR sequence [2]. 

These recent data from our laboratory and other groups lead us to propose that the Aβ 
peptide functions as a transcription factor that may regulate its own production through negative 
feedback on its precursor protein and the BACE1 enzyme. Thus, the possibility of intracellular 
amyloid β-protein as a therapeutic target for treating AD warrants further investigation [9]. 
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Fig. 2. APP promoter activity in 
transfected PC12 and PRCN cell 
cultures, treated with Aβ peptides. 
“*” indicates significant difference 
from untreated cultures at p<0.5. 
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Table 1. Sequence of Aβ42 CTFs and control Aβ–
derived fragments 

Peptide Sequence 
Aβ(39–42) VVIA 
Aβ(38–42) GVVIA 
Aβ(37–42) GGVVIA 
Aβ(36–42) VGGVVIA 
Aβ(35–42) MVGGVVIA 
Aβ(34–42) LMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(33–42) GLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(32–42) IGLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(31–42) IIGLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(30–42) AIIGLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(29–42) GAIIGLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(28–42) KGAIIGLMVGGVVIA 
Aβ(30–40)   AIIGLMVGGVV 
Aβ(34–40)       LMVGGVV 
Ac- Aβ(16–22)-NH2 Ac-KLVFFAE-NH2 
Aβ(21–30) AEDVGSNKGA 
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Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by aging-associated deterioration of learning and 
memory leading to dementia. A key event in AD etiology is the assembly of amyloid β-protein 
(Aβ) into neurotoxic oligomers [1]. Two predominant forms of Aβ are produced in vivo, 
comprising 40 (Aβ40) or 42 (Aβ42) amino acid residues. Aβ42 has been shown to be more 
neurotoxic than Aβ40 [2]. Disruption of Aβ oligomerization is a promising approach for 
developing therapeutics for AD. We have prepared a series of Aβ42 C-terminal fragments 
(CTFs), evaluated their bioactivity, and identified lead inhibitors of Aβ42 assembly and 
neurotoxicity [3]. Of 12 CTFs tested (Table 1), Aβ(31–42) and Aβ(39–42) were found to be the 
most potent inhibitors of Aβ42-induced toxicity. To decipher the mechanisms by which CTFs 
affect Aβ assembly and neuro-
toxicity, we investigated the solu-
bility, self-aggregation, secondary 
structure, morphology, and inter-
action with full-length Aβ42 of the 
CTFs and of 4 control, Aβ-derived 
fragments, including Ac- Aβ(16–
22)-NH2, Aβ(21–30), Aβ(30–40), 
and Aβ(34–40). The first two 
peptides are derived from Aβ 
regions that are involved in Aβ 
aggregation and nucleation, which 
enable to test if the inhibition of 
Aβ42-induced toxicity required 
CTF derived from Aβ42 itself or 
whether sequences derived from 
other regions also had inhibitory 
activity. The latter two peptides are 
CTFs derived from Aβ40. These 
fragments test the importance of the 
C-terminal dipeptide, I41–A42, in 
Aβ42 for the inhibitory activity. 
  
Results and Discussion 

Biophysical properties of CTFs and control peptides 
(1) Solubility. CTFs up to 10-amino acids long were found to be soluble at concentrations 
between 100–200 µM. Longer peptides were soluble at concentrations between 8–85 µM. The 
longest CTF, Aβ(28–42), was found to have the lowest solubility (~1 µM) of all the CTFs. All 
four control peptides were soluble between 120–200 µM. (2) Self aggregation. We used 
dynamic light scattering (DLS), a method commonly used for studying protein aggregation non-
invasively, to study particle size. Consistent with the solubility data described above, Aβ(35–
42) and shorter CTFs at 100–200 µM showed no change in scattering intensity over 96 h, 
suggesting no aggregation within the experimental timeframe. Aβ(33–42), Aβ(31–42) and 
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longer peptides produced strong scattering signals, indicating that these peptides aggregated 
over time. The aggregation rates roughly correlated with the solubility, i.e., fast aggregation 
correlated with low solubility and vice versa. Aβ(30–40) did not show aggregation in the same 
timeframe, suggesting that the C-terminal dipeptide, I41–A42, is important for CTFs 
aggregation. (3) Secondary structure. We used circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy as a 
complimentary method to investigate the correlation between aggregation and β-sheet 
formation. Aβ(35–42) and shorter CTFs did not show β-sheet formation over 96 h, whereas 
longer peptides formed β-sheet with similar kinetics to the aggregation observed by DLS.  
(4) Morphology. Samples of CTF and control peptides were examined by electron microscopy 
(EM) directly after dissolution and following incubation for 7 days. Electron micrographs of 
Aβ(35–42) and shorter CTFs did not show fibril formation within 7 days, whereas the longer 
CTFs, and Aβ(30–40) and Ac- Aβ(16–22)-NH2, formed fibrils. Substantial variability was 
observed in the morphology of fibrils formed by these peptides. 
  
CTF interaction with Aβ42 
To study the effect of CTFs on early-forming Aβ oligomers, LMW Aβ42 [4] was mixed with 
CTFs, cross-linked immediately, and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. CTF-mediated inhibition of 
Aβ42 oligomerization in PICUP [3] experiments correlated with the tendency of CTFs to form 
β-sheet and self-aggregate. Aβ(36–42) and shorter peptides did not inhibit Aβ42 hexamer 
formation, whereas Aβ(35–42) and longer CTFs showed inhibitory activity. 

To study the effect of CTFs on Aβ assembly, the particle size in solutions of Aβ42, 
DLS was measured in the presence or absence of CTFs. The data suggest that three strong 
inhibitors of Aβ42-induced toxicity, Aβ(39–42), Aβ(31–42) and Aβ(30–40), interact with Aβ42 
in a manner that perturbs the structure of relatively small oligomers (P1) and stabilizes a non-
toxic oligomeric structure. At the same time these peptides interfere with formation and/or 
growth of larger oligomeric structures (P2), which may contribute to Aβ42 toxicity. In contrast, 
inhibition of fibril growth in the presence of Aβ(29–42), Aβ(30–42), or Aβ(31–42) correlates 
roughly with inhibition of oligomerization but not with inhibition of toxicity. 

The results demonstrate that up to a certain point, peptide length determines the 
properties of Aβ42 CTFs but beyond that point, the particular sequence is the predominant 
factor in determining the biophysical and inhibitory properties of the CTFs. Peptides up to 7–8 
residues long have relatively high solubility and low propensity of self-aggregation and β-sheet 
formation. The two C-terminal amino acids I41–A42 are important for stabilizing β-sheet 
structure. Inhibition of Aβ42 oligomerization and fibril formation by CTFs correlates with low 
solubility, self-aggregation, and high propensity to form intramolecular β-hairpin [5]. In 
contrast, inhibition of Aβ42-induced neurotoxicity correlates with formation of a coil-turn 
structure [5], diminution and/or stabilization of P1 particles, and concomitant inhibition of P2 
particle growth. Stabilization of particular oligomer populations as a mechanism for inhibition 
of Aβ-induced toxicity is a common feature of Aβ42 CTFs and small molecule inhibitors. We 
propose that stabilization of non-toxic oligomers is a promising strategy for design of future 
inhibitors. 
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Introduction 

Neurotoxic oligomers of amyloid β-protein (Aβ) are believed to be the main cause of 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1]. Recently, we identified the C-terminal tetrapeptide, Aβ(39–42), 
as an inhibitor of Aβ42-induced neurotoxicity [2]. Here, we tested the mode of action of this 
peptide, investigated its binding sites on Aβ42, and performed structure–activity relationship 
(SAR) studies to test key structural features, including chirality, side chain identity, and 
functional groups at the N- and C-termini. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Aβ(39–42) was found to inhibit Aβ42-induced neurotoxicity in differentiated rat pheochromo-
cytoma (PC-12) cells using the (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide 
(MTT) (IC50=16±5 μM) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release (IC50= 47±14 μM) assays [2]. 
In addition, Aβ(39–42) rescued mouse primary hippocampal neurons from Aβ42-induced 
inhibition of miniature excitatory postsynaptic current (mEPSC) frequency [2]. Taken together, 
the data suggest that Aβ(39–42) inhibits Aβ42-induced toxicity in both of the early stage of 
synaptic activity and later stage of metabolism and cell death. 

To test if Aβ(39–42) inhibits Aβ42-induced neurotoxicity or acts as a general 
neuroprotective agent, we used the MTT and LDH assays to compare its effect on neurotoxicity 
induced by Aβ42 or staurosporine, a non-selective protein kinase inhibitor that induces 
apoptosis in multiple cell types [3]. The results showed that Aβ(39–42) selectively inhibited 
toxicity induced by Aβ42 but not by staurosporine. 

To determine the binding 
site of Aβ(39–42), on Aβ42, we 
used Aβ42 analogues in which Tyr 
was introduced at positions 1, 20, 
30, or 42, and the native Tyr10 was 
substituted by Phe [4,5]. We 
monitored changes in intrinsic 
fluorescence of Tyr in WT Aβ42 
and each of these analogues as a 
function of Aβ(39–42) binding [4]. 
When Aβ(39–42) was added to 
these peptides, changes in Tyr 
fluorescence were observed with 
the analogues in which the Tyr 
residue was in positions 1 or 30, 
but not in positions 10, 20, or 42 
(Figure 1). The results suggest that 
Aβ(39–42) binds predominantly at 
two distinct sites on Aβ42 - one at 
the N-terminus and the other near 
position 30.  

Systematic structural modifications were performed to study structure–activity 
relationships in Aβ(39–42). To identify the side-chain function, chirality, and terminal group 
function, we substituted the Val and Ile residues in Aβ(39–42) by Ala, changed the parent 
peptide to the inverso or retro sequences, and blocked the N- or C-termini by acetylation and 
amidation, respectively. We evaluated the inhibitory activity of each analogue on Aβ42-induced 
neurotoxicity in differentiated PC-12 cells using the MTT assay.  

 
Fig. 1. Intrinsic fluorescence of Aβ42 derivatives in the absence 
(white) or presence (grey) of Aβ(39–42). 
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The SAR data are presented in Figure 2. We found that: 
 
1. Ala substitutions at positions 39 
and 40 (full length Aβ numbering) 
were tolerated, but not at position 
41. 
2. Inversion of configuration to the 
inverso (all D)-peptide leads to loss 
of activity, suggesting that chiral 
requirements exist for inhibitory 
activity.  
3. A free -NH2 group at the N-
terminus is necessary for inhibitory 
activity. In contrast, the C-terminal 
carboxyl can be replaced by a 
carboxamide, providing protection 
from carboxyexopeptidases. 

The results demonstrate 
that despite the small size of 
Aβ(39–42) and the hydrophobic 
aliphatic nature of all four side 
chains, the interaction of Aβ(39–
42) and its derivatives with Aβ2 is 
based on specific interactions. The 
binding of Aβ(39–42) at the N-
terminus and position 30 of Aβ42 
may relate to its inhibitory activity. 
Comparing the binding modes of 
active and inactive peptides will 
help deciphering the mechanism of action of Aβ(39–42) and key regions of Aβ42 related to its 
toxicity. For example, the requirement for a free amino group for activity suggests that binding 
of Aβ(39–42) at the N-terminus likely is mediated by interaction with negatively charged Asp 
or Glu side chains. The binding sites of Aβ(39–42) analogues with acetylated N-terminus or 
amidated C-terminus currently are investigated. The data will serve as basis for design and 
testing of new peptidomimetics derivatives with improved activity and metabolic stability. 
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Fig. 2. Aβ(39–42) derivatives were tested for inhibitory activity 
using the MTT assay in differentiated PC-12 cells. Ten-fold 
excess of each derivative was used with Aβ42 (10 μM). 
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Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized principally by neuritic plaque deposition and 
hyperphosphorylated tau deposits in the brain. These pathological changes are thought to be the 
proximal cause of neuronal loss and, subsequently, memory dysfunction. The neuritic plaque is 
mostly composed of a 40–42 amino acid β–amyloid peptide (Aβ), which is proteolytically 
cleaved from the much larger amyloid precursor protein (APP). The amyloid cascade theory 
proposes that overproduction or impaired clearance of Aβ is the root cause of AD, leading to a 
variety of pathogenic changes, including plaque deposition and microtubule associated protein 
tau hyperphosphorylation [1,2]. While Aβ is known to exhibit a variety of toxic effects, little is 
known about what, if any, physiological role it may play in the brain. Our goal is to understand 
the physiological and pathological functions of Aβ (both the short Aβ1-40 and long form Aβ1-42), 
including its sites of action and localization. Current research suggests that intracellular A β is 
more important than extracellular Aβ, since intraneuronal Aβ accumulation commonly precedes 
extracellular Aβ deposition in several transgenic mouse models of AD [3,4]. Furthermore, it has 
been demonstrated that over-expressed Aβ in the cytoplasm can translocate to the nucleus under 
conditions of oxidative DNA damage and can alter p53 levels [5]. We have tested the 
hypothesis that Aβ is taken up by neurons and localized to the nucleus and may participate in 
regulating expression of certain genes and other physiological functions, such as stress response. 
In this context, we have recently demonstrated sequence-specific DNA binding of Aβ peptides 
within the upstream regulatory regions of several genes involved in AD (Society for 
Neuroscience Meeting, 2008), suggesting a regulatory role for Aβ in gene transcription. Herein 
we present data that suggest cellular uptake and nuclear localization of Aβ during oxidative 
stress in neuronal cells.  

Results and Discussion 

To investigate the possible uptake and nuclear localization of Aβ, human neuroblastoma (SK-N-
SH) cells neuronally differentiated with retinoic acid were used. Cells were exposed to 
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) tagged Aβ1-40 or Aβ1-42 in combination with Hoechst 33342 to 
label all nuclei, and ethidium homodimer (EthD-1) to label dead nuclei. Colocalization of FITC 
(green fluorescence) with Hoechst dye (blue fluorescence) was considered an Aβ-positive 
nucleus. Nuclei also stained with EthD-1 (red fluorescence) were considered dead and excluded, 
though nearly all dead nuclei were Aβ-positive. 

Under the oxidative stress condition (with 
50µM H2O2 treatment), significantly more retinoic 
acid differentiated SK-N-SH cells transported 
detectable quantities of FITC-Aβ1-40 to the nucleus, 
however there was much less Aβ uptake in the non-
H2O2 treated or Aβ1-42 conditions. This suggests that 
Aβ uptake and nuclear localization is part of a stress 
response mechanism. This may be a more general 
response to cellular stress and not specific to 
oxidative conditions, as heat shock also produced 
Aβ translocation from the cytosol to the nucleus [5]. 
Furthermore, our results also suggest that the 
biologically active peptide is Aβ1-40 as uptake of 
Aβ1-42 was not stimulated by H2O2 treatment 
(Figure 1).  
 To determine the effect of Aβ 
concentration on internalization, 1µM FITC-Aβ1-40 
was used for nuclear labeling, to which 5µM 

 

Fig. 1. H2O2 treatment increased nuclear 
localization of Aβ1-40 but not Aβ1-42 in 
neuronally differentiated SK-N-SH cells. 
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unlabeled Aβ1-40 was added. It was expected that the unlabeled Aβ would reduce nuclear 
labeling in the presence of H2O2, however it was observed that this treatment dramatically 
increased cell death as determined by nuclear counting. This effect was not observed when 5µM 
unlabeled Aβ40-1 (reverse sequence) peptide was used in combination with 1µM FITC-Aβ1-40, 
indicating that this synergistic effect of Aβ- and H2O2-mediated toxicity is not attributable to 
nonspecific peptide interactions in this cell culture system. We suspect this is the result of 
aggregation of the Aβ peptides, which are known to bind to a number of cellular targets in their 
oligomeric forms. This observation of altered binding patterns could have important 
implications for the role of Aβ in normal neuronal physiology and with respect to the 
pathogenesis of AD. 

To test the functional significance of Aβ binding to DNA, a 1.2kb fragment of the APP 
gene promoter region which is known to contain at least one Aβ binding sequence was cloned 
into a reporter plasmid upstream of a firefly luciferase gene. This plasmid DNA was then 
incubated with Aβ1-40 under conditions found previously to induce specific Aβ-DNA binding 
[7]. The Aβ-DNA complexes were then transfected into PC12 cells along with a renilla 

luciferase control plasmid. Aβ was observed to have 
an inhibitory effect on the APP gene promoter 
(Figure 2). This suggests that Aβ may be involved in 
a negative feedback regulation mechanism that 
inhibits transcription of its own precursor, the APP 
gene. 

Taken together, these findings suggest a 
novel physiological role for Aβ and a mechanism for 
AD pathogenesis. Deposition of insoluble Aβ 
aggregates is an invariable component of AD 
pathology, and our data using high Aβ 
concentrations hint that aggregated Aβ does not 
enter the nucleus, but rather binds to the cell 
elsewhere. If this is the case, high Aβ levels leading 
to A β aggregation could potentially exacerbate APP 
(and thereby Aβ) overproduction by removing the 

inhibitory influence Aβ exerts on the regulatory region of the APP gene. Aβ is also known to 
bind metal ions and catalyze reactive oxygen species production [6], which leads to the 
hypothesis that under normal physiological conditions, Aβ is taken up by neurons and localized 
to the nucleus as part of a stress response mechanism that results in reduced APP production. 
However, in AD, overproduction of Aβ leads to aggregation, which prevents its participation in 
this stress response and allows continued overproduction of APP, which may then be processed 
to form even more Aβ, continuing this cycle. Furthermore, as Aβ is overproduced and 
transitions into its pathological aggregated state, it may produce oxidative damage or other toxic 
effects. Taken together, these results reinforce the idea that intracellular Aβ could potentially be 
a novel therapeutic target for treating AD [3], and nuclear localization under pathological 
conditions and regulatory effects mediated by Aβ need further attention. 
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Fig. 2. Aβ binding reduced APP gene 
promoter activity in PC12 cells. 
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Introduction 

The human islet amyloid polypeptide, also known as hIAPP or amylin, is a 37-residue peptide 
that is the major component of the amyloid deposits frequently found in patients suffering from 
diabetes mellitus type 2 [1].  

Although it is not yet clear whether these amyloid deposits are a cause, consequence or 
side effect of the disease, it is hypothesized that the interaction between hIAPP and cellular 
membranes is a cause of IAPP cytotoxicity, leading to β-cell death [2].  

To provide further insights in the interaction between cell membranes and IAPP, we 
chemically synthesized human (h) and murine (m) IAPP precursors (ProhIAPP, ProhIAPP1-48, 
PromIAPP and PromIAPP1-51) as well as mature IAPP (m/h) [3]. mIAPP differs at only 6 
residues from hIAPP but is known not to aggregate into amyloid deposits. In addition, we also 
prepared fluorescently labeled derivatives of mature IAPP (m/h) (Figure 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1. Primary structures of murine/human IAPP and their precursors. Amino acids of the human proteins 
are shown in white, those of mouse proteins are shown in black. For the central part, only the amino acids 
at which the mouse proteins differ from their human counterparts are shown. aThe fluorescent label used 
was 6-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR). 
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Results and Discussion 

Both murine and human mature IAPP were synthesized by standard Boc-SPPS, followed by 
disulfide bridge formation through air oxidation (Scheme 1). The latter procedure was carried 
out in 6 M guanidinium hydrochloride, to prevent peptide aggregation. Single disulfide 
formation was confirmed by HPLC and mass spectrometry. After each step, the peptides were 
purified using semi-preparative RP-HPLC (Vydac C18 column, 0.1% TFA in CH3CN/H2O 
gradient) and lyophilized.  

The TMR-labeled mature IAPP derivatives were prepared by introducing the single 
lysine as its Nε-Fmoc derivative. Following Fmoc deprotection using piperidine/DMF, the 
peptides were reacted on-resin with 6-carboxytetramethylrhodamine N-hydroxysuccinimide 
ester and further processed as shown for native IAPP.  

All IAPP precursors were prepared via a native chemical ligation strategy, using 
K12/C13 (human) or K15/C16 (mouse) as ligation sites [4]. Disulfide bridge formation and 
purification procedures were similar to those used for IAPP peptides. 

The IAPP, ProhIAPP and ProhIAPP1-48 peptides were used for studying the influence 
of IAPP precursors on IAPP fibril formation and IAPP-related membrane damage. A report on 
this work was submitted for publication [5]. Murine IAPP and its precursors, as well as the 
TMR-labeled IAPP (m/h) will be used for future biophysical studies. 
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Scheme 1. Synthetic Strategies. a) N-term = T1…K12-mpa-L-NH2 (ProhIAPP1-48, ProhIAPP) or T1…K15-
mpa-L-NH2 (PromIAPP1-51, PromIAPP). b) C-term = C13…Y48-NH2 (ProhIAPP1-48), C13…L67-OH 
(ProhIAPP), C16…Y51-NH2 (PromIAPP1-51) or C16…V70-OH (PromIAPP). c) Reaction conditions: 
thiophenol 2%, guanidinium hydrochloride 6 M, pH 7.5-8, 37°C. d) Reaction conditions: guanidinium 
hydrochloride 6 M, pH 8, rt., overnight. 
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Introduction 

Amyloid β peptides (Aβs) are the main proteinaceous components of amyloid plaques found in 
the brains of Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients. Although many studies support the notion that 
Aβs are crucial in the pathogenesis of AD [1], the details remain in controversies. To investigate 
its pathology, Aβs samples should be used in their monomeric random coil states, because the 
neurotoxicity of Aβs is directly related to their assembly states (monomer, oligomer and 
aggregate). However, it is difficult to prepare monomeric Aβs with random coil structures due 
to their low water-solubility and uncontrollable aggregation. These handling problems result in 
discrepant outcomes in Aβ studies. Hence, we conceived the idea that an "in situ" production 
system that affords only monomeric Aβs from water-soluble and non-aggregative precursors 
would be a superb tool in understanding the pathological role of Aβs. 
 To achieve this system, we developed a water-soluble "click peptide" [2–6] of Aβ1–42 
on the basis of an "O-acyl isopeptide method" [7] (Figure 1). The peptide has an O-acyl 
isopeptide structure at Gly25-Ser26, and converts to intact Aβ1–42 via an O-to-N intramolecular 
acyl migration upon a stimulus ("click"; e.g. pH-change or photo-irradiation). Here, we verified 
the useful features of pH-click peptide (1) for Aβ studies. 

 
Results and Discussion 

pH-Click peptide 1 in 0.1% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was stable (>95%, 37 °C, 24 h). 
However, when the 0.1% aqueous TFA solution of 1 was neutralized by dilution with phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.4) and incubated at 37 °C ("pH-click"), 1 was converted to Aβ1–42 via the O-to-N 
acyl migration (t1/2: ~10 s). The conversion mostly completed (>90%) after 2 min. 

In size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) of pH-click peptide 1 (30 µM) in 0.1% 
aqueous TFA at 37 °C ("before pH-click"), the monomeric form (elution time: 28 min) was 

 
Fig. 1. Click peptide: Production of Aβ1-42 upon a stimulus ("click"). 
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Fig. 2. Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) (A,C) and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy (B,D) 
using pH-click peptide 1 in 0.1% TFA solution ("before pH-click") (A,B) or in pH 7.4 buffer ("after pH-
click") (C,D). 

 

retained during 24 h incubation (Figure 2A). Moreover, circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of 1 
showed a random coil structure after both ~1 min and 24 h incubations (Figure 2B). 
 pH-Click peptide 1 (140 µM) in 0.1% aqueous TFA was neutralized by dilution with 
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) to obtain 30 µM of 1 and incubated at 37 °C to produce Aβ1–42 
("after pH-click"). In the SEC profile of the Aβ1–42 right after pH-click (~2 min) (Figure 2C), 
the monomer was solely observed without any oligomer. An oligomer (>octamer, elution time: 
17 min) appeared after 1 h incubation and increased with incubation time at the expense of the 
monomer. The CD spectrum of the Aβ1–42 showed a random coil structure right after pH-click 
(~1 min) (Figure 2D). A CD spectrum after 12 h incubation indicated a β-sheet structure. 

We established an in situ system in which monomeric 1 quickly migrated to monomer Aβ1–42 
with a random coil structure upon pH-change (pH-click) from acidic to neutral conditions, and 
the Aβ1–42 underwent both self-assembly and conformational changes. We also developed a 
photo-click peptide which produced Aβ1–42 upon photo-irradiation (photo-click) [2, 4]. These 
click peptides could provide a mean to recreate the Aβ assembly events that originate from the 
monomeric random coil state. The study of these events is important in elucidating the 
pathological role of Aβ1–42 in AD. Thus, this click peptide strategy would provide a reliable 
experiment system in Aβ-related AD research. 
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Introduction 

Peptide self-assembly processes are central to the etiology of amyloid diseases [1]. Much effort 
has been devoted to characterizing amyloid structure and the mechanisms of peptide self-
assembly leading to amyloid. It has been proposed that aromatic π-π interactions play a central 
role in early self-assembly recognition events [2], but this contention remains somewhat 
controversial [3]. Recent studies have indicated that in some amyloid peptides, including the 
islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), aromatic residues can be exchanged for other hydrophobic 
residues and these non-aromatic variant peptides still retain competency to form amyloid, 
although with attenuated kinetics [3]. In an effort to understand the relative contributions of 
aromatic versus generic hydrophobic interactions, studies to quantify the self-assembly 
properties of amyloid peptides as a function of increasing hydrophobicity and altered aromatic 
character have been undertaken. Model peptides have been chosen in which at least one 
aromatic side-chain is present; the focus of this abstract is the amphipathic (FKFE)2 peptide [4]. 
The aromatic residues have been systematically replaced with natural and nonnatural residues 
with varying hydrophobicity and aromaticity and the self-assembly properties have been 
characterized [5]. These studies confirm that aromatic interactions are not strictly required for 
amyloid formation. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Initial studies focused on a series of five (XKXE)2 peptides (general sequence Ac-
XKXEXKXE-NH2, Table 1) with increasing hydrophobicity. (FKFE)2, peptide 1, is the only 
member of the series with the potential for aromatic interactions. Peptides 2–4 (X = Ala, Val, 
Leu respectively) are less hydrophobic than peptide 1, although Val, a β-branched amino acid, 
has a greater propensity to adopt the β-sheet secondary structure that is critical for self-
assembly. In the context of self-assembly, it is impossible to separate hydrophobicity from the 
other biophysical characteristics of amino acids, and any effort to study this class of peptides 
must acknowledge that hydrophobicity alone does not drive self-assembly. The final peptide of 
the series, peptide 5, contains cyclohexylalanine (Cha) in the X position. Cha is significantly 
more hydrophobic than Phe (Table 1) and lacks the ability to participate in aromatic 
interactions. Cha is sterically similar, but not identical to Phe, so it is possible that the intra- and 
interstrand packing modes will not be identical. Nonetheless, Cha to Phe is an intriguing 
mutation in the context of the hydrophobic/aromatic debate in peptide self-assembly. The Cha-
containing peptide should display enhanced self-assembly rates if hydrophobicity is the most 
important determinant in molecular recognition events leading to nucleation and elongation in 
self-assembly. 

Table 1. (XKXE)2 peptide sequences, hydrophobicity, and secondary structure propensity 

Peptide Sequence X Πa Pβ
b 

1 Ac–(FKFE)2–NH2 Phe 1.79 1.33 
2 Ac–(AKAE)2–NH2 Ala 0.31 0.75 
3 Ac–(VKVE)2–NH2 Val 1.22 1.86 
4 Ac–(LKLE)2–NH2 Leu 1.70 1.1 
5 Ac–(ChaKChaE)2–NH2 Cha 2.72 – 

a Amino acid hydrophobicity based on water/octanol partition coefficients relative to Gly [6] 
b Propensity to occur in β-sheet secondary structures from the PDBselect dataset [7] 
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The self-assembly of these peptides was characterized by secondary structure analysis and 
microscopic analysis of the resulting aggregate structures. With the exception of (AKAE)2, 
peptide 2, which failed to self-assemble at any of the concentrations studied (10 µM to 4 mM), 
each of the other peptides self-assembled to form fibrillar structures (Figure 1). Peptides 3 and 4 
formed morphologically similar fibrils 8–10 nm in diameter as observed using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Both peptides displayed β-
sheet secondary structures by CD and IR spectroscopy. Interestingly, the Phe-containing peptide 
1 formed two morphologically distinct structures, ~8 nm diameter fibrils and left-handed helical 
ribbons having a diameter of ~8 nm with a helical pitch of ~19 nm. This polymorphism was 
only observed with the (FKFE)2 sequence, implying an interesting potential role for aromatic π-
π interactions in the self-assembly of this peptide. The Cha-containing 5 displayed unique 
morphology. TEM images indicated a highly entangled fibril mesh containing fibrils that were 
significantly smaller than those observed for each of the other peptides (Figure 1D). Fibrils 
derived from 5 were ~3–4 nm in diameter in contrast to the ~7–9 nm fibrils observed in each of 
the other peptides. We hypothesize that the highly hydrophobic nature of the Cha-peptide results 
in very rapid nucleation and elongation, depleting the monomeric state at a rate that precludes 
the development of longer, wider fibrils. Unfortunately, the self-assembly of each of these 
variants was exceptionally rapid, even at concentrations as low as 10 µM, precluding any 
quantitative kinetic analysis of self-assembly. This rapid assembly is likely due to the strong 
attractive ionic interactions that occur on the hydrophilic face of the bilayer architecture. Future 
studies will focus on peptide sequences that lack this strong ionic complementarity. 

These studies confirm that aromatic π-π interactions are not essential for peptide self-
assembly. In addition, increasing the hydrophobicity appears to enhance and alter the self-
assembly of (XKXE)2 peptides even if X is not an aromatic amino acid. Future work will apply 
this strategy to other amyloid sequences in which the effects of increasing hydrophobicity can 
be more effectively quantified. 
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Introduction 

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized clinically 
by progressive impairment in memory and cognition. The neuropathology of AD is 
characterized by extraneuronal deposition of amyloid-β (Aβ) and neurofibrillary tangles. Aβ is 
a short polypeptide (40 to 43 amino acids) that at sufficiently high concentration tend to self-
assemble into soluble aggregates, which in turn accumulate as amyloids [1]. The aggregates are 
associated with pathological changes in the surrounding brain neurons that lead to neuronal 
death and synaptic loss. Therefore, interfering with Aβ formation and aggregation or 
sequestering its accumulation in the brain are promising strategies for AD therapy. Lowe et al. 
have showed that compounds containing a recognition element KLVFF (residues16-20 in A β) 
can bind to the homologous sequence in Aβ through hydrophobic and π−π interactions and 
disrupt its aggregation, thus protecting neurons from Aβ-associated toxicity. Therefore, this 
fragment was served as a lead compound for the development of inhibitory agents that are 
aimed at preventing Aβ aggregation in vivo [2]. Moreover, it was shown that dendrimeric 
analog of KLVFF display superior activity compared to the monomeric KLVFF [3]. The 
concept of multivalency to enhance the affinity and specificity of a ligand to its receptor is an 
important feature in biology. Here, we describe the design, preparation and characterization of 
novel proteinous microspheres (PM) decorated with KLVFF peptides at their surface, and 
demonstrate their efficacy to inhibit Aβ aggregation by sequestering it from the solution. The 
preparation of these microspheres is based on sonochemical approach that uses high-intensity 
ultrasound to make aqueous suspensions filled with water-insoluble liquids [4]. The 
microspheres are spherical microcapsules that are generated from intermolecular disulfide bonds 
between protein’s cysteines. We showed that the surface of such microspheres can be readily 
modified with different thiol containing substances through the exchange reaction with the 
disulphide groups of bovine serum albumin; and they can effectively encapsulate different 
substances such as drugs or contrasting agents. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Amyloid-β fragment, KLVFF, and its derivatives were synthesized by SPPS utilizing Fmoc-
chemistry. A PEG-like spacer was used to separate the "recognition element" from the 
microsphere surface. The free SH group of the Cys at the C-terminal of the peptides was used to 
insert the KLVFF fragments to the proteinous shell of the microspheres by thiol exchange 
reaction, while the free α-amine group of the terminal Lys was coupled to fluorescent tag 
(NBD) to follow its incorporation to the BSA shell. The peptides were mixed with different 
ratio of BSA (1:10 to 1:1000; BSA:Peptide molar ratio) in water, over-layered with soybean oil 
or dodecane and subjected to sonochemical reaction using an acoustic power of 150 W/cm2 (20 
kHz) for 3 min, while it was cooled in an ice-water bath. The microspheres were also loaded 
with Nile red as a fluorescentic model for different drugs by dissolving different amounts of the 
dye in dodecane prior to the irradiation. Figure 1 shows the morphology, size distribution and 
encapsulation capability of KLVFF-conjugated microspheres, studied by electron microscopy 
(SEM), light scattering and fluorescent microscopy. The data revealed that the observed 
microspheres are core-shell structures with average size of 1.8 µM and narrow size distribution 
(±1.43 µM), enabling them to be used for different therapeutic and diagnostic applications. The 
fluorescent studies demonstrated that the microspheres have a hydrophobic core that can 
encapsulate different molecules, such as Nile red (Figure 1E. and F.) or curcumin (not shown) 
as a fluorescent dye or an anti-amyloidogenic agent [5], while the shell of the microspheres is 
composed of BSA and KLVFF molecules (Figure 1D, F). 
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Fig. 1. The morphology (A. and B.), size distribution (C.) 
and encapsulating capability (E. and F.) of KLVFF-
conjugated PMs prepared from sonochemical irradiation 
of aqueous solutions of BSA and KLVFF analogs. 

 
Fig. 2. KLVFF conjugated PMs (E-I) and native PMs (A-
D) were incubated with FITC-labeled Aβ(1-40) for 72 h. 
The microspheres were then washed with cold PBS and 
visualized by fluorescent microscope (A-C and E-G) and 
SEM (D. and H.). Pictures A. and E. represent the bright 
field micrographs of the native and conjugated PMs, 
respectively, while micrographs B. and F. demonstrate 
the fluorescent images. Pictures C. and G. show the 
merge of bright field and fluorescent images. The 
microspheres were also analyzed by SEM (D. and H.). 
The 3D images of KLVFF-conjugated PM’s interacted 
with FITC-labeled Aβ were analyzed by confocal 
microscopy (I.). Image J. and K. respectively show the 
TEM images of Aβ(1-40) fibrils that were generated from 
incubation of soluble Aβ(1-40) for 4 days, and the effect 
of the conjugated microspheres on the fibrilization 
process. 

To evaluate the effect of the conjugated microspheres on Aβ(1-40) aggregation, the thioflavin 
(ThT) assay was performed [6] and further confirmed by electron microscopy (TEM, Figure 2J. 

and K.). The data revealed that KLVFF-
conjugated PMs potently inhibit the 
aggregation of Aβ (1-40), while 
unconjugated microspheres have no 
effect (data not shown).  

To unravel the mechanism by 
which conjugated microspheres inhibit 
the aggregation of Aβ, they were 
incubated with soluble FITC-labeled Aβ 
(1-40) for 4 days and studied by 
fluorescent and electron microscopy 
(Figure 2). The data demonstrated that 
KLVFF-conjugated microspheres 
selectively bind Aβ(1-40) and thus 
sequester it from the solution, while the 
naked BSA microspheres did not 
interact with Aβ(1-40) and thus had no 
effect on its aggregation.  

In conclusion, we have 
demonstrated a facile and efficient 
sonochemical method for preparation of 
proteinous microspheres containing 
anti-amyloidogenic peptides, such as 
KLVFF analogs, on their outer surface. 
The microspheres were characterized by 
their particle size, surface morphology, 
stability and drug entrapment efficiency. 
We found that the conjugated 
microspheres effectively inhibit the 
aggregation of soluble Aβ(1-40) and 
sequester it from the solution by 
adsorbing it on their surface. 
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Introduction 

ApolipoproteinE (apoE) mimetic peptide Ac-hE18A-NH2 was designed to test the hypothesis 
that covalently linking the arginine rich putative receptor binding region from residues  
141-150 of apoE (LRKLRKRLLR) to a class A amphipathic helical peptide 18A 
(DWLKAFYDKVAEKLKEAF) would produce a peptide with cholesterol lowering properties 
as well as anti-inflammatory properties. We have already shown the ability of this peptide to 
bind to apolipoprotein-B (apo-B) containing lipoproteins and enhance their clearance both in 
vivo and in vitro [1].We have also shown that injecting this peptide causes rapid clearance of 
plasma cholesterol in different dyslipidemic mouse models because of its ability to cause rapid 
uptake and degradation of apo-B containing lipoproteins [2]. Such an effect was not observed 
with Ac-18A-NH2 (2F). Injection of this peptide into Watanabe Heritable Hyperlipidemic 
Rabbits caused a dramatic reduction in plasma 
cholesterol levels and also reduced plasma 
lipid hydroperoxide levels [3]. The objective of 
this study was to determine if the addition of 
LRKLRKRLLR to 18A alters the cellular 
function of 2F. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Many differences were observed in the cellular 
properties of 2F and Ac-hE18A-NH2. Pulse 
chase studies using [125I]-Ac-hE18A-NH2 in 
THP-1 derived macrophages and HepG2 cells 
showed greater amounts of intact peptide in the 
cells at later time points indicating recycling of 
the peptide. Such an effect was not observed 
with 2F. Ac-hE18A-NH2, unlike 2F, induced a 
2.5 fold increase in preβ-HDL in the 
conditioned media of HepG2 cells. Cells 
incubated with 2F for 20h were similar to 
control cells; 92% of secreted apoA-I was in 
the α-HDL form and only 8% of apoA-I was in 
the preβ-HDL form while the Ac-hE18A-NH2 
treated cells the conditioned medium contained 
99% of apoA-I in the preβ-HDL form. This 
effect persisted for three days after removal of 
the peptide from culture medium. Ac-hE18A-
NH2 also induced the secretion of cell-surface 
apoE from THP-1 macrophages. In addition, 
the peptide increased cholesterol efflux from 
THP-1 cells by an ABCA-1 independent 
mechanism. In contrast, 2F-mediated 
cholesterol efflux was ABC1 dependent.  

Both 2F and Ac-hE18A-NH2 inhibited 
LPS-induced vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 
(VCAM-1) expression, and reduced monocyte 
adhesion in human umbilical vein endothelial 

Recycling of [125I]Ac-he18A-NH2 in HepG2 cells
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Fate of 125I-2F in HepG2 cells
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Fig. 1. Ac-he18A-NH2 recycles in HepG2 cells 
(top panel), unlike 2F (bottom panel). Black 
bar: medium, grey bar: cell. 
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cells (HUVECs). Both peptides reduced the secretion of LPS-induced secretion of interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) from THP-1 macrophages when 
administered with LPS. However, only Ac-hE18A-NH2 reduced the secretion of interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) from THP-1 macrophages when 
administered post-LPS and pre-LPS treatment. Taken together, these results suggest that 
addition of the putative apoE receptor-domain to the Class A amphipathic peptide, 18A results 
in a peptide that, similar to apoE, recycles, thus enabling the potentiation and prolongation of its 
anti-atherogenic and anti-inflammatory effects. Such a peptide has great potential as a 
therapeutic agent in the management of atherosclerosis and other inflammatory diseases. 
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Introduction 

Peptidergic hormones and neurotransmitters are produced from their inactive precursor proteins 
by specific proteolytic cleavages. Recently, we discovered mitocryptide-1, a novel neutrophil-
activating peptide that was produced from mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIII 
[1,2]. We named these functional peptides that were hidden in protein structures as “cryptides” 
[2,3]. We also found that many cryptides activated other cells such as mast cells [4-6]. Here, we 
report the identification of mitocryptide-2 (MCT-2), another type of neutrophil-activating 
cryptide from porcine heart. MCT-2 activated not only HL-60 cells, which differentiated into 
neutrophilic/granulocytic cells, but also purified neutrophils from human peripheral blood. 
These results suggest the presence of novel regulatory mechanisms involving such cryptides.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Several chemokines such as interleukin 8 have been implicated in the induction of neutrophil 
infiltration into damaged tissues of the heart and lungs after reperfusion injuries. However, the 
molecular mechanisms underlying the actions of neutrophils at their migrated sites are not well 
understood. Namely, neutrophil migration in tissues such as the heart and lungs after 
reperfusion injury appears to be very rapid, proposing that substances inducing such migration 
may exist even in healthy tissues. In fact, the presence of neutrophil-activating peptides in 
various healthy organ extracts including those from the heart has been observed in our 
preliminary experiments. Therefore, we tried to identify peptidergic neutrophil-activating 
factors by purifying them from porcine hearts.  
 Peptides that activate neutrophils were extracted and purified from porcine hearts as 
described previously [2] with several modifications (Figure 1). The activity of the purified 
fractions was monitored for the induction of β-hexosaminidase (β-HA) release from 
differentiated HL-60 cells into neutrophilic/granulocytic cells, because these cells share a 

number of common features with 
neutrophils. In addition, well-known 
neutrophil-activating factors such as C5a 
and fMLF are demonstrated to stimulate 
the release of β-HA from the 
differentiated HL-60 cells [2,3]. 

First, after inactivating proteases 
by boiling in distilled water, we extracted 
peptides from porcine hearts with 1M 
AcOH containing 20 mM HCl. Various 
proteins were then removed by 
precipitation with 60% acetone. Extracted 
peptides were separated into three 
fractions by cation-exchange chromato-
graphy using SP-Sephadex C25. Since 
the PA fraction eluted with 2 M pyridine-
AcOH (pH 5.0) significantly induced β-
HA release, this fraction was further 
purified by gel filtration chromatography 
using Sephadex G-25. The active 

fractions containing peptides whose molecular weights were approximately 1,000 ~ 3,000 were 
combined as the PAG1 fraction. The fraction was concentrated and purified by preparative RP-

 
 
Fig. 1. Purification procedure of mitocryptide-2. 
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HPLC using ODS column (20 × 250 mm, YMC, Kyoto, Japan). The following purification by 
cation-exchange HPLC on a TSK-CM2SW column (4.6 × 250 mm, Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) gave 
three major active fractions. Among these three major active fractions, the PAG1-I-c fraction 
was then purified by micro-RP-HPLC using a C4 column (Develosil C4, 1.0 × 150 mm, 
Nomura Chemicals, Aichi, Japan). This purification process yielded three active fractions: 
PAG1-I-c1, PAG1-I-c2, and PAG1-I-c3. The most active PAG1-I-c2 fraction was purified twice 
by micro-RP-HPLC using analytical ODS column (Develosil ODS-HG5, 1.0 × 250 mm, 
Nomura Chemicals), and ultimately yielded the active PAG1-I-c2 peak-peak fraction.  

The substance in the PAG1-I-c2 peak-peak fraction was analyzed for its structural 
identification. Since a modification at the N-terminus of the peptide was suggested by MS/MS 
analysis, the fraction was treated with proteolytic enzyme Arg-C and the cleaved peptides were 
purified by micro-RP-HPLC. We collected four major peaks and investigated the amino acid 
sequences of the corresponding peptides by Edman degradation and MS/MS analysis using 
FAB-mass spectrometry. Taken together the analyses, the primary structure of the peptide is 
shown in Figure 2. We named the active peptide “mitocryptide-2” (MCT-2) because it is a 
cryptide hidden in mitochondrial cytochrome b, and because we purified and identified it as the 
second neutrophil-activating peptide derived from a mitochondrial protein [2].  

Because the primary structure of MCT-2 was identified, we next synthesized MCT-2 
and its human homologue hMCT-2, and investigated their activities on not only differentiated 
HL-60 cells into neutrophilic/granulocytic cells but also human neutrophils isolated from 
peripheral blood. MCT-2 and hMCT-2 induced chemotaxis and the increase in intracellular Ca2+ 
concentration in the differentiated HL-60 cells. Moreover, both MCT-2 and hMCT-2 promoted 
β-HA release in the differentiated HL-60 cells and human neutrophils. These results 
demonstrate that both peptides are neutrophil-activating cryptides.  

In conclusion, we purified and identified MCT-2, a novel neutrophil-activating 
cryptide from porcine hearts. These results suggest the presence of regulatory mechanisms 
involving such mitocryptides in innate immunity [7].  
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Fig. 2. Amino acid sequences of mitocryptide-2 and its human homologue. 
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Introduction 

Integrins constitute a family of transmembrane cell surface receptors mediating various cell-cell 
and cell-extracellular matrix interactions. The pioneering observation that integrins - especially 
αvβ3 and α5β1 - are hallmarks of metastatic cancer and seriously involved in the process of 
tumor angiogenesis turned them into attractive targets for cancer therapy. Recent reevaluation 
pointed out the importance of the subtype α5β1 in the process of tumor angiogenesis in contrast 
to αvβ3 as assumed so far [1]. Hence, the imaging of cancer via integrin ligands is one of the 
major goals in personalized medicine. Potent ligands are currently developed but integrin 
subtype specific ligands have not yet been modified for application in Molecular Imaging. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Starting from α5β1 (1) and αvβ3 (2) selective RGD-mimics based on a tyrosine scaffold (Table 
1) [2,3] we succeeded in functionalizing these ligands with the 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodecane-
1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) derivative, suitable for radioisotope labeling [5]. By means of 
SAR-studies and docking experiments [4] we determined the linking position of the ligand. 
 
Table 1. Highly active and selective nonpeptidic αvβ3 and α5β1 integrin ligands. 

 IC50 αvβ3[nM] IC50 α5β1[nM] Selectivity 
 
 
 

1 

 
 

1455 

 
 

2.0 

 
 

~700 fold 

 
 
 

2 

 
 

13 

 
 

3946 

 
 

~300 fold 

 
For the α5β1 ligand 9 we started with 4-bromo-3,5-dimethyl phenol (Figure 1). After 
introduction of the tert-butyl protected carboxylic group and the Mitsunobu-type alkylation we 
coupled with an aminooxy component.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Synthesis of the integrin ligand: a) NaH, 0°C, 30 min, BnBr, 2 h, DMF; b) BuLi, -78°C, 30 min, di-
tert-butyl dicarbonate, 2 h, THF; c) Pd/C, H2 , 1 atm, 12 h, MeOH; d) 3-(benzyloxy-carbonylamino)-
propan-1-ol, PPh3, ADDP, 0°C, 18 h, THF; e) Fmoc-3-(aminooxy) acetic acid, TBTU, DIPEA, 24 h, 
DMF; f) 95% TFA,2.5% TIPS, 2.5% H2O, 18 h. 
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H
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Fig. 2. Synthesis of the integrin ligand: g) 6, HATU, DIPEA, 20 h , DMF; h) LiOH, 18 h, MeOH/H2O; i) 2-
[1-(1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodecane)-4,7,10-trisacetate]-(4-acetylphenyl) acetic acid, 20 h, TFA, ACN/H2O. 
 
The resulting compound 6 reacted with the ligand precursor (precursor of 2) and after 
deprotection the aminooxy-functionalized compound reacts under formation of an oxime bond 
via an oxime ligation with the 4-acetylphenyl-DOTA derivative [6] (Figure 2). The resulting 
ligand 9 was tested in a competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using the immobilized 
natural integrin ligands fibronectin and vitronectin and the soluble integrins respectively. 

As can be seen in Table 2, the functionalisation of both the α5β1 (9) and the αv β3 
(10) selective compounds by the oxime ligation with a DOTA-derivate results in new ligands 
that still show activity in the nanomolar range. To our knowledge, there is no nonpeptidic 
radiolabeled subtype selective α5 β1 ligand for imaging reported in literature until now. 
 
Table 2. Highly active and selective integrin ligands for radioimaging 

 IC50 αvβ3 [nM] IC50 α5β1[nM] Selectivity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
 

 
 
 
 

>1000 

 
 
 
 

18.6 

 
 
 
 

>50 fold 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                  10 

 
 
 
 

4.4 

 
 
 
 

1134 

 
 
 
 

~250 fold 

 
Furthermore, we succeeded in labeling the compounds with 69Ga and 68Ga (suitable for PET).  
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Introduction 

Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane glycoproteins which are found in many animal 
species ranging from sponges to mammals. These cell adhesion receptors regulate cell-cell and 
cell-extracellular matrix interactions [1], thus mediate the physical anchoring and the 
bidirectional transmembrane signalling. Hence they are involved in fundamental cellular 
processes such as migration, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis. The peptide sequence 
Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) is by far the most prominent ligand to promote specific cell adhesion 
through integrin stimulation. It is known to bind integrins, e.g., α5β1 (Fibronectin, Vitronectin, 
Fibrinogen), αvβ3 (Fibronectin, Vitronectin), and αIIbβ3 (Fibronectin, Vitronectin, Fibrinogen) 
among many others. 

Fibronectin (Fn) is a large glycoprotein which is secreted as a disulfide-bonded dimer 
consisting primarily of three types of repeating modules. It is an ubiquitous and abundant ECM 
protein, which plays an important role in haemostasis, thrombosis, inflammation, wound repair, 
angiogenesis, and embryogenesis.  

Recently, it was shown that a mutation of the RGD sequence in the Fn-III-10 domain 
to RGE still exhibits binding, although RGE binds no integrin. However, these fibrils have a 
slightly different phenotype than wild-type Fibronectin. Takahashi et al. observed that only a 
αvβ3-selective compound is able to block the 'irregular' Fn assembly. This suggests that αvβ3 
is, to some extent, able to bind to fibronectin at another binding site [2]. 

A hypothetical model for these unexpected results was proposed by Curnis et al. [3]. 
The NGR (Asn-Gly-Arg) sequence, present at four positions in the fibronectin molecule, is able 
to undergo a rearrangement into isoDGR (isoAsp-Gly-Arg), which shows activity on αvβ3 and 
- with much less potency - on α5β1.  

The mechanism of Asn-deamidation has already been known for a long time and has 
widely been considered to be a process of degradation, acting as a biochemical clock that limits 
protein lifetimes in vivo [4]. This non-enzymatic isoAsp formation can be enzymatically 
repaired to RGD by the protein-L-isoAsp-O-methyltransferase [3]. 

However, Curnis et al. have shown that the asparagine deamidation occurs via 
hydrolysis of the succinimide intermediate which leads to the formation of DGR or isoDGR [3]. 
The deamidation reactions can take a few hours, days, or years to occur, depending on 
neighboring amino acid sequences, temperature, buffer composition, and ionic strength. Hence, 
Curnis et al. have shown for the first time that the deamidation process can also increase protein 
function and does not necessarily lead to functional degradation [3]. So the Asn in the retro-
sequence NGR is used as a switching element in the ECM protein fibronectin by rearrangement 
into isoAsp. 

This new sequence could be interpreted as a kind of retro sequence of RGD. Such a 
retro sequence approach had already been investigated by Wermuth et al. in 1996, but only a 
few compounds out of their synthesized library showed activity towards αvβ3 [5].  

Cyclic peptides are well known to adopt stable conformations, which can be 
determined using NMR techniques. Biologically active peptides incorporating the isoDGR 
sequence can serve as model compounds for the various NGR-containing modules of Fn and 
may help to elucidate the structure-activity and the structure-selectivity relationships of the 
isoDGR sequence. Additionally, these compounds form a new class of peptidic integrin ligands, 
whose application potential in biology and medicine is under investigation. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The findings of Curnis at al. stimulated us to create a library of cyclic peptides containing the 
isoDGR sequence. Biological evaluation of this library showed various new peptides with high 
activity and selectivity towards the integrin receptor α5β1 or towards αvβ3. 
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Our goal was to introduce an isoDGR-sequence into head-to-tail cyclized pentapeptides. First of 
all, the isoDGR-sequence was surrounded with two flanking glycines to create a structure 
similar to the GNGRG loops found in Fn [6]. Furthermore, we substituted one of the flanking 
glycines with phenylalanine (Phe), phenylglycine (Phg), and homophenyl alanine (homoPhe) 
(Table 1). Surprisingly, our new isoDGR peptides show either affinity for the integrin α5β1 or 
no affinity at all. We observed the highest activity and selectivity towards the integrin receptor 
α5β1 with 3.3 nM for the cyclic peptides with D-phenylglycin. But also the peptide with L-
phenylglycin showed good activity. All cyclic peptides with a D-isoAsp in their sequence show 
very low affinity for both integrins. Moreover, the inverso peptides of the first library showed 
very low affinity for the integrins α5β1 and αvβ3. 

After these results, we continued screening in two different directions: we changed the 
amino acid flanking the Arg and, additionally, synthesized some cyclic hexa-peptides. 
Surprisingly, both show activity for the αvβ3 integrin. The comparisons of the peptides with 
phenylglycine on different positions show different integrin affinity (as depicted in Table 1). 
The conformation of the active cyclic peptides by NMR spectroscopy is currently under 
investigation. 

We were able to show that it is possible to address the αvβ3 and α5β1 integrin ligands 
selectively using the recently found isoDGR sequence. Our library approach resulted in a series 
of highly active and already quite selective cyclic pentapeptids that could be used as a basis 
towards a new class of integrin ligands.  

It is important to point out that it seems that nature uses the enzymatic or non-
enzymatic rearrangement of Asn to isoAsp as a switch to regulate adhesion function. 
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Table 1. isoDGR peptides as integrin ligands 

Analogue 
α5β1  
(nM) 

αvβ3  
(nM) 

c(-G-isoDGR-G-) 147 106 

c(-phg-isoDGRG-) 3.3 518 

c(-Phg-isoDGR-G-) 29 >1000 

c(-G-isoDGR-Phg-) 643 16.4 

c(-G-isoDGR-phg-) 225 6.7 
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Introduction 

In 2006, the market of modern biopharmaceuticals has reached a volume of over $40.3 billion in 
USA and over $45 billion world wide (IMS Health, Inc.). It is projected to grow to an annual 
value of some $100 billion within the next 5 years. The big advantage of proteins, antibodies, 
siRNA, and other natural products in their usage as drugs is their high specifity in combination 
with their low side effects. They normally interact with the dedicated target only, and thus do 
not have activities at any other place in the body. A current focus is the study of modern drug 
carrier systems where polyethylene glycol linkers are connecting a recognition part with a drug-
active part. Such conjugations can reach the size of a nanoparticle. The recognition part can be a 
peptide or hormone, which binds specifically to the surface of a certain cell. After 

internalization of the whole nanoparticle 
the active part (DNA or siRNA, for 
example) is released. Inhibition or 
activation of certain enzymes or the 
nucleus follows with the consequence to 
repair the sick cell, to shut it down by 
initiating apoptosis or other mechanisms. 
In conjugation with hydrophobic 
compounds forming amphiphilc and 
biodegradable block-copolymers like 
PEG-PLA (polylactic acid) and PEG-
PLGA (copolylactic acid-glycolic acid) 
sophisticated micelles are formed, where 
drug molecules can be masked and 
protected against attacks of the immune 
system. Modern biopharmaceuticals are 
ideal drugs; however, their significant 

drawback is their low stability under physiological conditions. Due to the fact that they are 
similar to biological components, they are also easily attacked by the immune system of the 
body, i.e. by antibodies and proteolytic degradation enzymes. Many efforts have been made by 
highly sophisticated formulation techniques, special application methods (depots) and chemical 
modification to improve their pharmacokinetic properties. One recent approach, which shows 
much better results than other methods tried in the past, is PEGylation, i.e. attaching 
PolyEthylene Glycol chains (PEG) to the active component. The simplest possibility of 
PEGylation is attaching a monofunctional PEG chain to a protein, antibody or small drug 
molecule. Using bifunctional PEGs a link between two compounds can be formed, in order to 
build dimers or more complex conjugates. Many highly sophisticated compositions are under 
development and already published. 
 
Advanced Applications of PEGs in Drug Carriers 

The simplest possibility of PEGylation is attaching a monofunctional PEG chain to a protein, 
antibody or small drug molecule. Using bifunctional PEGs with the same or different chemical 
functional groups enables the capabilities to bridge and link two compounds forming dimers or 
more complex conjugates. Many highly sophisticated compositions are under development and 
already published.  

A current focus is the study of modern drug carrier systems, where polyethylene glycol 
linkers are connecting a recognition part with a drug-active part. Such conjugations can reach 

Fig. 1. If the PEG part of the conjugate interferes 
physically and/or chemically with the receptor pocket, 
the pharmacological activity of the drug compound is 
drastically reduced. 
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the size of a nanoparticle. The recognition part can be a peptide or hormone, which binds 
specifically to the surface of a certain cell. After internalization of the whole nanoparticle the 
active part (DNA or siRNA, for example) is released. Inhibition or activation of certain enzymes 
or the nucleus follows with the consequence to repair the sick cell or shut it down by initiating 
apoptosis [1-5]. In conjugation with hydrophobic compounds forming amphiphilc and 
biodegradable block-copolymers like PEG-PLA (polylactic acid) and PEG-PLGA (co-polylactic 
acid-glycolic acid) micelles are formed, where drug molecules can be masked and protected 
against attacks of the immune system. 

In order to improve the pharmacokinetic properties and the drug performance in 
general of biopharmaceuticals PEGylation is an efficient tool. It has shown promising results as 
drug delivery technology and seems to have a bright future, as products are stabilized, which 

tend to be degradated under 
physiological conditions rather 
quickly. Looking at lead 
compounds, which have failed in 
the past in toxicology or clinical 
studies, PEGylation might help to 
diminish the toxicologic property. 
Many more applications are 
expected in the future, which 
require tailor made PEG reagents 
protecting the drug compound 
properly against the immune 
system, but not against interactions 
with the target receptor. A 
renaissance of failed drugs 
substances is expected, as 
PEGylation technology can help to 
formulate these drugs into safe, 
stable and efficacious delivery 
systems. 
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Fig. 2. Modern PEG applications in drug carrier systems 
conjugated with PEI (polyethyleneimine) forming a polymeric 
cationic network, which can uptake polyanionic DNA or RNA. 
Conjugated with hydrophobic parts micelles are formed, 
which can carry small drug molecules. 
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Introduction 

Thymosin α1 is a natural peptide hormone that circulates in the thymus gland, a gland that plays 
a critical role in the immune system where T-cells mature. Thymosin α1 is being used for the 
treatment of hepatitis B and C in several countries, and is a potential cancer therapy [1]. It is 
being evaluated as a combination therapy with interferon alpha for the treatment of other 
immunomodulatory diseases including chronic hepatitis C [2]. Combination therapy of 
thymosin α1 with PEG-interferon α-2a plus Ribavairn is reported to be well tolertated [3]. These 
preliminary reports encouraged us to prepare pegylated thymosin α1 for eventual biological 
studies with interferon or pegylated interferon. 

Growth hormone–releasing factor (GRF) stimulates the pituitary gland to release 
growth hormone (GH), which causes an increase in lean body mass, bone density and skin 
thickness, and decreases adipose tissue mass [4]. GH is currently being used to treat several 
conditions, which include pediatric growth hormone deficiency, short stature, and adult growth 
hormone deficiency. Our goals in this study were to develop conditions for the pegylation of 
these intermediate-sized peptides, GRF(1-29)-NH2 and GRF(1-44)-NH2 as well as the 
pegylation of thymosin α1. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Before modification of GRF(1-29)-NH2, GRF(1-44)-NH2 or thymosin α1, a model pentapeptide, 
H-Leu-Lys(Boc)-Lys(Boc)-Gly-Thr(tBu)-NH2 was used to optimize pegylation conditions. 
PEG2000-aldehyde was used followed by reduction with NaCNBH3 in methanol. The crude 
PEG2000-Lys(Boc)-Lys(Boc)-Gly-Thr(tBu)-NH2 was purified by dialysis, followed by 
lyophilizaton and characterized by hydrolysis and amino acid characterization using thin layer 

chromatography.  
Thymosin α1 was pegylated 

by a slightly modified aminoalkylation 
procedure with PEG2000-aldehyde 
(2.5 eq), followed by reduction with 
NaCNBH3 using a novel H2O-TFE 
(1:3) solvent required to maintain 
complete solubility of the reaction 
mixture. Purification by dialysis was 
followed by lyophilization and 
characterization by hydrolysis and 
amino acid characterization using thin 
layer chromatography. This procedure 
was successfully repeated using 
various excesses (2.5 and 5.0 eq) of 
PEG5000-aldehyde. 

These reaction conditions 
were extended to include the 
pegylation of GRF(1-29)-NH2 and 
GRF(1-44)-NH2 using PEG5000-

aldehyde (Figure 1). It was determined that the optimum conditions for pegylation of these 
intermediate-sized peptides were achieved using a minimum of 2.5 equivalents of PEG5000-
aldehyde. Confirmation of structure and successful pegylation were provided by hydrolysis of 
samples of GRF(1-29)-NH2 and PEG-GRF(1-29)-NH2, followed by thin layer chromatography 
(Figure 2, left). Similar chromatographic procedures were used for GRF(1-44)-NH2 and PEG-
GRF(1-44)-NH2 (Figure 2, center) and for thymosin α1 and PEG-thymosin α1 (Figure 2, right). 

 
Fig. 1. Procedure for the pegylation of intermediate-sized 
peptides. 
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Fig. 2. Hydrolysis/tlc of peptides and pegylated peptides. 

Using ESI-MS mass spectrometric methods we were able to confirm the consumption of 
GRF(1-29)-NH2 during the pegylation step, but were unable to directly detect PEG-GRF(1-29)-
NH2 by this method.  

In conclusion, reaction conditions for the pegylation of GRF(1-29)-NH2, GRF(1-44)-
NH2 and thymosin α1 have been developed using PEG-aldehyde in H2O-TFE followed by 
reduction with NaCNBH3. Preliminary in vitro studies revealed that combination of thymosin α1 
or PEG-thymosin α1, with IFN-α2a showed no synergistic effects on the virus over IFN-α2a 
alone using an A549/EMCV CPE assay system [5]. Plans are being made to carry out additional 
biological studies to further delineate the advantages of PEG-thymosin α1. In addition, since 
GRF has been reported to be effective in the treatment of growth hormone deficiency in 
children, and because GH is being used for adult growth hormone deficiency, we anticipate that 
these PEG-GRF derivatives will be of importance as an alternative to GRF itself due to the 
many advantages of pegylation. 
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Introduction 

Peptides are viable biopharmaceutical agents because of their superior specificity and their 
smaller size [1]. The clinical application of peptides has been limited by their susceptibility to 
proteolysis. Of many strategies for improving their pharmacokinetics, coupling therapeutic 
peptides to serum albumin or a peptide (protein) domain that will allow association with 
albumin, represents a promising strategy for extending the circulation half-life (t1/2) of peptides 
[2-3]. In this work, we demonstrate the application of native plasma proteases to sustained 
release albumin-protected peptides in order to achieve the effective peptide concentration in 
vivo, using glucagon like peptide-1 (GLP-1), a potent therapeutic peptide for Type 2 diabetes 
[4], as model. 
 
Results and Discussion 

A fusion polypeptide was designed in such a construction that it can associate with human 
serums albumin (HSA). The fusion polypeptide is composed of three functional segments: a 
therapeutic peptide (PEP), an albumin-binding peptide (ABP) and a protease-cleavable linker 
(LK). One simple constitution of the fusion polypeptide is ABP-LK-PEP. Human thrombin 
(TBN) is used as scissors to release the therapeutic peptide from the polypeptide, as TBN is a 
sequence-specific protease for the amino acid sequence of FNPR-GA/P/S.  

We selected ABPs by biopanning a M13 phage-peptide library against HSA. One peptide 
exhibited high affinity binding to HSA and the sequence of the peptide is LPHSHRAHSLPP. 
Therefore, three ABP-LK-GLP fusion polypeptides were constructed based on selected ABP 
(Figure 1a), and prepared by recombinant peptide expression system [5]. These fusion 
polypeptides exhibited very similar binding affinities for HSA to their cognate ABP moieties 
alone measured by surface plasma resonance (SPR), as shown in Figure 1b for GP62 fusion 
polypeptide. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The construction of albumin-associated GLP-1 fusion polypeptides is shown in detail with 
TBN-cleavable sequences and the GLP-1 peptide (a). The binding affinity of GP62 fusion 
polypeptide to HSA was assayed using SPR. 
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Table 1. The t1/2 (hours) of ABP-LK-GLP fusion polypeptides 

In in-vitro experiments, TBN can function as scissors to release GLP-1 from three ABP-LK-
GLP fusion polypeptides in a simulated plasma environment. The half-life of these fusion 
polypeptides is summarized in Table 1. Fusion polypeptides containing FNPR-GA/P linker 
exhibited longer half-lives than those containing FNPR-GS linker. The presence of HSA in 
reactions significantly increased the half-life of polypeptide against TBN-cleavage. For 
instance, the half-life of GP62 polypeptide is increased two-fold when reaction mixture contains 
600 µM HSA. Furthermore, our data suggests that the presence of DPP IV does not affect the 
half-life of fusion polypeptides, regardless if reaction solutions contain HSA or not.  

Through protease-mediated hydrolysis, ABP-LK-GLP polypeptides can generate active 
GLP-1 peptide as detected by HPLC (data not shown). The amount of GLP-1 released from 
polypeptides with FNPR-GA/P linkers reached a maximum within 4 hrs. Afterwards, the GLP-1 
concentration in these reactions decreased because of the sensitivity of the two N-terminal 
residues (i.e., HA) of GLP-1 to DPP IV. On the other hand, we found that DPP IV can also 
recognize GS dipeptide but its turnover is slower than that of GA/P dipeptide.  

In future work, we are planning to examine whether GP62 fusion polypeptides has the 
same biological activity in vivo as GLP-1 as well as exendin-4. Nevertheless, this work 
represents a new direction in the design of effective controlled delivery systems simply utilizing 
plasma environment. Sustained release of GLP-1 from albumin-associated fusion polypeptides 
is not only just one example of this strategy, but also provides a promising treatment for Type-2 
diabetes. Moreover, our strategy could be applied to other therapeutic peptides as well as small 
molecules, providing an alternative approach to improving the pharmacokinetics of many 
medicinal compounds. 
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Peptide (nM) TBN DPP IV HSA (µM) GLP-1 GA61 GP62 GS63 

10 + - 0 ND 4.2  ± 0.4 5.6  ± 0.8 2.6  ± 0.3 

10 + - 600 ND 8.7 ± 0.8 8.9 ± 0.7 6.8 ± 0.7 

100 + - 600 ND 8.5 ± 0.6 9.2 ± 0.5 6.7 ± 0.4 

10 + + 0 0.063 4.1 ± 0.4 5.8 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.3 

10 + + 600 0.077 8.6 ± 0.5 9.5 ± 0.4 6.7 ± 0.5 

100 + + 600 0.068 8.4 ± 0.4 9.8  ±  0.5 6.5 ± 0.3 

Note that all errors are expressed as standard deviation (± s.d.). ND, not determined. 
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Introduction 

Neuromedin U (NMU) is a highly conserved peptide, widely distributed throughout the body 
with particular abundance in the central nervous systems (CNS), gastrointestinal and 
genitourinary tracts. NMU has two high affinity G-protein coupled receptors: NMUR1, which is 
widely expressed in the peripheral tissues, and NMUR2, which is mainly expressed in the CNS. 
Originally isolated for its ability to contract uterine smooth muscle, NMU has later been found 
implicated in many physiological processes, including stress, nociception, immunity, 
inflammation, blood pressure, feeding and energy homeostasis. The latter role in particular is 
supported by a wealth of pharmacologic and genetic data [1,2], including the report that acute 
and chronic central administration of NMU in mice inhibits food intake and increases energy 
expenditure, and that NMU-deficient mice are hyperphagic and obese, while transgenic mice 
overexpressing NMU are lean and hypophagic. In addition, an association has been found 
between NMU gene variants and obesity in humans [1,2]. 

While the above literature suggests the potential of NMU as an anti-obesity agent, the 
typical liabilities of native peptides (proteolytic degradation, rapid renal clearance) preclude its 
direct use as therapeutic. Derivatization with poly(ethylene)glycol ("PEGylation") has emerged 
as a promising method to extend circulatory half-life, decrease metabolism and immunogenicity 
of peptides and proteins [3]. These improvements are correlated with the size of the attached 
polymer, with larger sizes being more effective. PEGylation however typically reduces the 
biological activity of the attached molecule, because of steric hindrance preventing access to 
and/or recognition of the receptor, and this decrease is also correlated with increasing PEG size. 
In addition, the effect is dependent on the specific site of attachment of the polymer [3]. Overall 
therefore, development of a PEGylated peptide/protein requires multi-parameter optimization, 
which is molecule-specific. Here we describe the development of a PEGylated analog of NMU. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The sequence of human NMU is shown in Table 1. The peptide hormone consists of 25 amino 
acids and has a carboxy-terminal amide, which is essential for biological activity. While the N-
terminal region of the peptide differs in length and/or amino acid composition between species, 
the C-terminal region (aa 19-25) is remarkably conserved, and indeed has been shown to be the 
biologically active part of the molecule [1] (Table 1). 

To determine the minimal size of a PEGylated NMUR agonist, we prepared four 
PEGylated analogs of increasing length, starting from the C-terminus: NMU19-25, NMU12-25, 
NMU7-25 and full-length NMU. All were synthesized with an extra-Cys residue at the N-
terminus, to enable chemoselective ligation with maleimido-activated PEG. 

As expected, PEGylation dramatically reduced the in vitro potency of the shorter-
length analog, and the effect of shielding was progressively attenuated in the analogs with PEG 
farthest from the C-terminus. Still, C(PEG40)NMU was 10-40-fold less potent than the naked 
peptide. The control peptide C(NEM)NMU showed that N-terminal addition of cysteine did not 
influence the activity. 

Accordingly, we found that the conjugation chemistry did not significantly influence 
potency. Taking advantage of the absence of other amine groups in the sequence, we PEGylated 
full-length NMU by regioselective amide bond formation between the N-terminus and N-
hydroxysuccinimide-PEG. PEG40-NMU and C(PEG40)NMU are comparably potent (Table 1). 
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We then explored if reducing PEG size would mitigate the loss of activity, and produced 
C(PEG20)NMU and C(PEG5)NMU. While the in vitro potency of the derivative with 20 kDa 
PEG was comparable to that with 40 kDa PEG, the derivative with 5 kDa PEG was equipotent 
to the parent peptide (Table 1). However, this smaller PEG size was not sufficient to modulate 
the pharmacokinetic properties appropriately (see below). 

Based on the above data, a number of PEGylated NMU analogs were profiled in vivo. 
We found that the significantly lower potency in vitro was more than compensated by the 
superior pharmacological properties, resulting in a performance in vivo considerably better than 
the native peptide. 

First, unlike the parent peptide, which has a half-life of <5 min in mice, PEG40-NMU 
showed excellent pharmacokinetics in lean mice upon subcutaneous and intravenous 
administration (10 and 1 mg/kg respectively), with a half-life of 25 hours, a clearance of 0.03 
ml/min/kg, and 47% bioavailability. Similar results were obtained for C(PEG40)-NMU. 

Second and more important, in diet-induced obese (DIO) mice a single subcutaneous 
administration of 10 mg/kg of PEG40-NMU induced robust food intake suppression, 
accompanied by body weight loss, which lasted for three days (51% food intake reduction 
relative to vehicle on day 1, 57% on day 2, and 22% on day 3). At the same dose (which 
corresponds to approximately 10-fold higher molar dose), native NMU showed an effect only 
on the first day after administration (45% food intake reduction relative to vehicle). These data 
clearly indicate the benefit of the improved pharmacological profile brought by PEGylation. 
The derivatives with smaller-size PEG (20 and 5 kDa) both showed greater acute efficacy than 
PEG40-NMU at the same molar dose (99% and 79% food intake reduction relative to vehicle on 
day 1), but their duration of action was reduced to two and one day post-administration, 
respectively. Overall, N-terminal PEGylation with a 40 kDa polymer appears the best 
compromise to maximize the biological potency of the peptide. 

In conclusion, PEGylation of human NMU yields analogs, able to induce robust and 
long-acting food intake and body weight reduction upon subcutaneous administration, which 
represent promising leads for an anti-obesity peptide therapeutic. 
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Table 1. Activity of NMU and analogs on the human receptors NMUR1 and NMUR 2 

Peptide Sequencea 
EC50 (nM)b 

hR1 hR2 
NMU             FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 2.3 1.4 
Ac-NMU          Ac-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 4.8 2.6 
Ac-NMU19-25                            Ac-FLFRPRN 0.6 2.8 
C(PEG40)NMU19-25               Ac-C(PEG40)-Tds-FLFRPRN >1000 >1000 
C(PEG40)NMU12-25            Ac-C(PEG40)-ASQSRGYFLFRPRN 434 >1000 
C(PEG40)NMU7-25       Ac-C(PEG40)-FQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 227 224 
C(PEG40)NMU Ac-C(PEG40)-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 36 109 
C(PEG20)NMU Ac-C(PEG20)-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 20 37 
C(PEG5)NMU Ac-C(PEG5)-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 5.8 12 
C(NEM)-NMU   Ac-C(NEM)-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 8.9 5.2 
PEG40-NMU     (PEG40)-FRVDEEFQSPFASQSRGYFLFRPRN 125 147 

aAll peptides C-terminal carboxyamide; NEM, N-ethyl-maleimide; Tds = 1-amino-4,7,10-trioxa-13-
tridecamine succinimic acid; PEG40 is a branched PEG, PEG20 and PEG5 are linear PEGs of 40, 20 
and 5 kDa average molecular weight, respectively. bCalcium mobilization assay using cell lines 
expressing the human NMU receptors 
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Introduction 

PEGylation is an important approach for prolonging the in vivo half-life of therapeutic peptides. 
PEGylation typically reduces renal clearance and proteolytic digestion of the peptide. However, 
these advantages are often accompanied by some loss in potency as a result of steric 
interference between the PEGylated peptide and its target. 

We explored PEGylation as a technique to modify the pharmacokinetic profile of 
therapeutic peptides. We report the results of various PEGylation strategies investigated in 
normal rats and in a rat model of renal insufficiency. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Aspects of PEGylation chemistry which have been explored include polymer length (5–40 
kDa), site of attachment, linkage chemistry (disulfide, amide, alkane and thioether) and spacers 
of different length and rigidity. As expected, 40 kDa PEG conjugates presented the most 
attractive PK profile in rats, with an in vivo half life of >10 hours (Figure 1). In conjunction 
with the extended plasma exposure of these PEG adducts, losses in potency were observed 
correlating with polymer length, but independent of the structure of the PEGylated moiety 
(Figure 2). 

 
Fig. 1. PK of PEG conjugates in Normal Rats. In normal rats, addition of 20 kDa PEG extended t1/2 
about 50 fold while addition of a 40 kDa PEG extended t1/2 more than 100 fold over non-PEGylated 
peptide. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of 5K & 20K PEG on Potency in Normal Rats. In normal rats, loss of the potency 
upon PEGylation was correlated to the size of the PEG but independent of the PEGylation site in 
conjugate structure (data not shown). 
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In disease indications where patients have renal insufficiency, PEG adducts of smaller size may 
be sufficient to achieve prolonged drug exposure. In a rat model of renal insufficiency, 5 kDa 
and 20 kDa PEGylated analogs of selected peptides showed a similar in vivo half life of 6 hours 
(Figure 3), suggesting that low molecule weight PEG offers the same level of protection as high 
molecule weight PEG in the absence of renal clearance. Low molecule weight PEG (2 kDa and 
5 kDa) may be expected to have minimal effect on the intrinsic potency of the peptide, but can 
potentially contribute to the stability of the peptide in the absence of renal clearance. These 
studies may help the design of PEGylated peptides for optimal application in disease indications 
in which different clearance pathways dominate. 

 
Conclusions 

PEGylation provided extended pharmacokinetic profile for a peptide therapeutic. The addition 
of a 40 kDa PEG extended the t1/2 about 100 fold compared to non-PEGylated peptide in 
normal rats. PEGylation was associated with loss of potency of a peptide therapeutic. In normal 
rats, the potency shift was correlated with the size of the PEG but was independent of the 
PEGylation site. In a rat model of renal insufficiency, 5 kDa and 20 kDa PEGylated peptides 
had similar in vivo half-lives, suggesting that, in the absence of renal clearance, drug exposure 
was independent of the size of the PEG which may allow PEGylation strategy to focus on 
minimizing loss of potency. 

These studies may help the design of PEGylated peptides for optimal application in 
disease indications in which different clearance pathways dominate. 
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Fig. 3. PK of 5K & 20K PEG-Peptide in Rat Model of Renal Insufficiency. In a disease model of 
renal insufficiency, both the 5 kDa PEG and the 20 kDa PEG provided similarly prolonged drug 
exposure for a therapeutic peptide.  
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Introduction 

Complement is a powerful arm of the innate immune system and a bridge to adaptive immunity, 
which plays important roles in antimicrobial defense and apoptotic cell clearance [1]. Under 
normal conditions, complement activation is tightly controlled by various fluid-phase and cell-
surface-bound regulatory proteins. However, inappropriate or excessive complement activation 
can overwhelm this delicate balance and cause host tissue damage as implicated in many 
pathological conditions including age-related macular degeneration (AMD), rheumatoid 
arthritis, sepsis, ischemia-reperfusion injuries and graft-rejection during transplantation etc. [2]. 
In 1996, our laboratory discovered a peptide named Compstatin (H-Ile-c[Cys-Val-Val-Gln-Asp-
Trp-Gly-His-His-Arg-Cys]-Thr-NH2) that selectively binds to human and primate complement 
component 3 (C3) and its active fragment C3b, and effectively inhibits complement activation 
[3]. Many years of optimization have led to the development of a largely improved Compstatin 
analog (Figure 1, 1, IC50=205 nM), which is 264-fold more potent than the original peptide [4]. 
Recently, a Compstatin derivative successfully completed a phase I clinical trial under the name 
POT-4 (Potentia Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) for the treatment of AMD and showed a highly 
beneficial safety and toxicity profile. Once injected intravitreally, it forms a gel-like deposit in 
the eye, which slowly releases active peptide over a prolonged period of time. The size of the 
deposit is depending on the amount of peptide injected [5]. In contrast to these advantageous 
properties for local injection in the eye, the relatively short in vivo half-life of Compstatin so far 
limited its potential for diseases requiring systemic administration. Conjugation of drugs to an 
albumin binding peptide (ABP: Ac-RLIEDICLPRWGCLWEDD-NH2, IC50,human=467 nM) has 
been described as a promising approach to significantly increase peptide half-life by taking 
advantage of the transporter/depot function of the highly abundant serum albumin [6]. 
Therefore, we have designed two chimeric peptides (2 and 3), in which ABP was conjugated to 
a Compstatin derivative (1) in either N-terminal or C-terminal position via a mini-PEG linker 
(Peptides International, Louisville, KY). Advanced peptide synthesis protocols were used since 
both Compstatin and ABP contain one disulfide bridge each that has to be formed sequentially. 
Their activities were investigated using ELISA and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). 
 
Results and Discussion 

The conjugated linear peptide chimeras were synthesized manually on MBHA Rink amide resin 
via Fmoc chemistry. DIC and HOBt were used for all coupling reactions. To avoid shuffling of 
the two distinct disulfide bonds, the two pairs of cysteine were orthogonally protected with Trt 
and Acm groups, respectively. After the peptides were cleaved from the resin with concurrent 
Trt group removal, they were subjected to air oxidation to form the first disulfide bond. The 
resulting products were purified by reverse-phase HPLC and lyophilized. They were then 
treated with AgOTf in TFA/anisole to remove the Acm protecting group. The second disulfide 
bond was formed when the deprotected peptides were treated with a 1N HCl/DMSO (1:1) 

Ac-ICVW(Me)QDWGHHRCT-miniPEG-RLIEDICLPRWGCLWEDD-NH2

1

Ac-RLIEDICLPRWGCLWEDD-miniPEG-ICVW(Me)QDWGHHRCT-NH2

2

Ac-ICVW(Me)QDWGHHRCT-NH2

3
 

Fig. 1. Sequences of peptide 1 and chimeric peptides 2 and 3. 
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solution [7]. Reverse-phase HPLC purification provided the final products with >95% purity. 
The inhibitory activities of the purified chimeras were tested using ELISA in human serum and 
their kinetic profiles were assessed on immobilized C3b using a Biacore 2000 instrument [8]. 
The results are summarized in Table 1. Both chimeric peptides displayed an only slightly 
decreased inhibitory potency (2-4 fold) for both the classical pathway (CP) and alternative 
pathway (AP) of complement activation. According to the SPR analysis, the drop in binding 
affinity was even lower (1.3-1.4 fold), which can be primarily attributed to slower kon rates 
because of the increased size of the peptides. Additional ELISA assays (data not shown) show 
that the chimeric peptides are able to bind both C3 and human serum albumin simultaneously. 
The collective data indicate that both chimeras are equally potent in serum. Considering the 
long half-life of human albumin (20 days), the compound is very likely to have significantly 
increased plasma half-life in human. To determine the plasma half-life of 3 in mice, the peptide 
was injected into the mouse tail vein. Plasma samples at different time points (up to 24 hour) 
were collected and analyzed using LC-MS. Our preliminary results indicate that the peptide is 
still detectable 24 hours after the initial injection. Thus, the chimeric peptides represent 
promising candidates for the treatment of a broader range of diseases associated with 
imbalanced complement activation. 

In conclusion, chimeras containing a Compstatin derivative and ABP were successfully 
constructed using a combination of solid phase and solution phase peptide synthesis techniques. 
ELISA and SPR assays show that their ability to inhibit complement activation is mostly 
retained, and the position of peptide 1 in the chimeras does not affect their activity. Preliminary 
in vivo experimenrts in mice suggest that these chimeras feature a largely improved plasma 
half-life. Further in vivo investigations in primates are planned and data will be reported in due 
course. 
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Table 1. Results of ELISA and SPR studies of compstatin analogues 

Peptide IC50 
(µM, CP) 

IC50 
(µM, AP) 

kon 
(105,M-1s-1) 

koff 
(10-3,s-1) 

KD 
(nM) 

1 0.22 0.20 9.9 11.0 11.0 

2 0.83 0.36 4.2 6.5 15.3 

3 0.48 0.40 4.9 7.0 14.5 
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Introduction 

Protein kinase C (PKC) is a large family of 11 serine/threonine homologous isozyme kinases 
that are key enzymes in many signaling events as well as in disease states such as cancer [1], 
heart failure [2] and regulation of the immune response [3]. There are two major domains in 
PKC: (a) a conserved C-terminal catalytic domain, and (b) a N-terminal regulatory domain. 
Although the catalytic region in different PKC isozymes is highly conserved, each isozyme 
mediates unique cellular functions. There are no commercial isozyme-specific activators of 
PKC and the commercial inhibitors target the conserved catalytic domain of the enzyme and 
thus fail to be PKC isozymes-specific. The regulatory domain contains a C1 and C2 domains 
that play a critical role in PKC activation and translocation through interactions with second 
messengers, phospholipids, and inter- and intra-molecular protein-protein interactions [4]. 
Relevant to this study, we showed that peptides derived from the C2 domain regulate the 
activity of single PKC isozyme by regulating isozyme-specific protein-protein interactions [4]. 

PKC delta (δPKC) isozyme participates in a variety of signal transduction pathways 
such as apoptosis [5], cell proliferation [6] and tumor suppression [7], and plays a significant 
role in many diseases such as cancer [8], stroke [9] and cardiac ischemia [10]. We previously 
described the use of δV1-1 and δψRACK, δPKC-selective antagonist and agonist, respectively. 
They were rationally designed [4] and are referred to here as: “First generation peptide 
regulators”. δψRACK induces translocation of δPKC to several sub-cellular sites where the 
enzyme phosphorylates select substrates. δV1-1 blocks δPKC translocation to all these sites and 
inhibits the interaction of PKC to its downstream signaling pathway [11] whereas δψRACK 
induces translocation to these sites. 

Focusing on δPKC, we sought to identify new regulators that are selective in regulating 
the biological activity of δPKC related to a particular disease without affecting other house-
keeping functions.  

 
Results and Discussion 

Based on the structure of the δPKC C2 domain, a series of short peptides was developed using a 
rational approach designed to regulate δPKC interaction with selective substrate at each sub-
cellular sites. Four second generation peptides, δ-P4.5, δ-P5, δ-P7 and δ-P11 (5-10 amino acids 
long) were generated. These peptides were conjugated to TAT47-57 peptide for cell permeability. 

PKC activation results in translocation of the enzyme from the cell soluble to the cell 
particulate fraction. δPKC translocation to different sub-cellular compartments was determined 
in in vitro and in vivo models. In the in vitro model cardiac-fibroblasts were treated with the C2 
domain-derived peptides and Myristoylated Alanine-Rich C Kinase (MARCKS) 
phosphorylation was determined as a marker of PKC activation. In the in vivo model, mouse 
hearts were treated with the C2 domain-derived peptides and δPKC translocation was measured 
to determine the specificity of the respective peptides for δPKC. We previously showed that the 
1st generation peptides, δψRACK, induces translocation of δPKC to the mitochondria and δV1-
1 inhibits the translocation of δPKC to the mitochondria. We demonstrated that δ-P4.5, a 2nd 
generation peptide, induces δPKC translocation to the mitochondria in in vitro and in vivo 
models (similar to the δPKC activator, δψRACK).  

δPKC translocation to sub-cellular compartments was then determined in rat hearts 
subjected to ischemia/reperfusion, which mimics myocardial infarction (MI), in the presence of 
various peptides. Infarct size and stress markers (e.g. level of JNK phosphorylation) were 
determined. δ-P4.5 was found to be a selective δPKC translocation activator, inducing δPKC 
translocation to the mitochondria, yet mediating tissue protection from ischemia and 
reperfusion; the infarct size decreased by 50% in the presence of δ-P4.5 and JNK1, JNK2 
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activation were inhibited by ~ 70%. This cardiac protection was similar to that achieved by the 
translocation inhibitor δV1-1 [11]. Furthermore creatine phosphokinase (CPK) release, a tissue 
damage marker, was decrease by 50% when the hearts were subjected to δ-P4.5, during 
ischemia/reperfusion. 

We previously suggested that the C2 domain of PKC participates in critical protein-
protein interactions [12]. We therefore extended the search for a new generation of peptides that 
may help to map the interaction sites on the surface of the δPKC C2 domain. A series of four 2nd 
generation peptides were developed using rational based design. These peptides were used to 
identify the role of δPKC in protection from cardiac ischemic damage. One peptide, δ-P4.5, was 
found to: i) induce MARCKS phosphorylation in in vitro assay; ii) induce δPKC translocation 
to the mitochondria in in vivo and induces δPKC translocation in MI model and iii) mediate 
tissue protection from ischemia and reperfusion in that model. See Table 1 for comparison 
between δ-P4.5, 2nd generation peptide and δ-V1-1, 1st generation peptide.  

 
How do both the δPKC activator (δ-P4.5) and inhibitor (δ-V1-1) protect the heart from 

ischemic injury?  
 
We conclude that based on the present results we suggest that δ-P4.5 inhibits access to 

only one substrate in the mitochondria, and thus lead to inhibition of δPKC function at that site. 
This sub-cellular-specific translocation inhibitor represents a 2nd generation peptide regulator, 
which may provide unique tools to regulate cell signaling.  
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Table 1. Summary of biological results regarding the 1st and 2nd generation δPKC regulating 
peptides 

 δ-P4.5 - 2nd generation δ-V1-1 - 1st generation 
Selective δPKC 

translocation 
Activator Inhibitor 

δPKC translocation 
regulator 

Inducing translocation 
specifically to the mitochondria 

Inhibiting translocation 
to all sub-cellular sites 

CPK (cytolysis) Decrease Decrease 

TTC staining (live tissue) Protection Protection 

Cell death Decrease Decrease 

Cardiac ischemic damage Protection Protection 
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Introduction 

Osteogenesis is a complex biological process that includes proliferation and differentiation of 
bone-forming cells (osteoblasts), synthesis of an organic matrix composed mainly of type I 
collagen, and mineralization of the organic matrix by deposition of hydroxyapatite crystals. 
These physiologic processes are controlled by circulating hormones and local factors. Various 
technologies have been developed to stimulate osteogenesis for bone regeneration in osseous 
reconstructive surgery. These include the use of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) as 
osteogenic agents, mostly in combination with a solid support such as metal meshes [1], 
atelopeptide type I collagen [2] or hydroxyapatite [3]. Mutations in the PHEX gene, a gene 
encoding a peptidase (formerly PEX; Phosphate regulating gene with homologies to 
endopeptidases on the X chromosome), are responsible for X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets. 
Numerous observations indicate that mineralization of the bone matrix could be under the 
control of still uncharacterized peptidergic systems, and establish PHEX as a putative target to 
regulate osteogenesis. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Results presented in Figure 1 
clearly indicate that sPHEX 
(a soluble form of PHEX) is 
capable of inhibiting 45Ca 
incorporation [4] into the 
secreted bone matrix of rat 
osteoblast in culture; the 
extent of inhibition was dose 
dependent. These results 
suggest that PHEX peptidase 
activity is capable of 
inactivating a peptide 
involved in the stimulation 
of the mineralization of the 
bone matrix deposited by 
cultures of rat osteoblasts. 
This peptide, still to be 
identified, thus appears to be part of an autocrine loop acting on mineralizing osteoblasts. 
Decreasing PHEX peptidase activity with specific inhibitors might therefore provide a useful 
strategy for potentiating this putative mineralizing peptide.  

We first investigated a series of simple aromatic hydroxamates as potential PHEX 
inhibitors. This series which lacks the omnipresent carboxylic acid side chain in P’1 of our 
previous series (mercaptoacyl dipeptide) was initiated with the aim of finding a new 
hydrophobic binding pocket in the vicinity of the chelated zinc atom at the active site of PHEX. 
Although the number of varied structures remains small, no relevant hits were found; all 
compounds showed IC50 values in the low millimolar range. When an aspartic acid side chain 
equivalent to the P’1 position was introduced, low micromolar and submicromolar inhibitors 
were initially obtained (Table 1, compounds 1-4).  

This result, obtained with a new series of inhibitors, therefore confirms our original 
notion of the importance of an aspartic acid pharmacophore at this position of the inhibitor for 
good biological activity. Table 1 shows that even though the S’2 of the enzyme tolerates 
aromatic moieties as was expected, it is rather specific in terms of the substitution on the 

Fig. 1. Inhibition of mineralization by sPHEX. 
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aromatic rings. As indicated, the best hydroxamate inhibitor of this series, compound 5, stands 
at 17 nM. The S enantiomer of 5, which was prepared through a stereoselective synthesis using 
the Evan’s auxiliary-based method, had an IC50 of 9 nM. 

Compound 5 was chosen for study in an animal model (Rat mandibular defect [5]) and 
was shown to possess very encouraging osteogenic properties. Analysis (microcomputed 
tomography and scanning electron microscopy) of the defects treated with implant of porous 
hydroxyapapatite in absence of PHEX inhibitor show bone formation after 14 days of healing. 
The addition of the PHEX inhibitor 5 to hydroxyapatite particles at a concentration of 1x10-5M, 
a concentration that completely inhibits PHEX, reduced significantly bone formation compared 
to saline suggesting that the rate of healing has been negatively affected by high concentration 
of this compound. On the contrary, lower concentrations of PHEX inhibitor significantly 
stimulated bone formation. It is worth mentioning here that 5 is not an inhibitor of NEP. These 
results are consistent with the observation that PHEX inhibitors have a biphasic effect on 
mineralization by cultured cells, and also suggest that low doses of PHEX inhibitors could be 
used in vivo as osteogenic agents in order to stimulate the bone healing process.  
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Introduction 

Osteogenesis is a complex biological process that includes proliferation and differentiation of 
bone-forming cells (osteoblasts), synthesis of an organic matrix composed mainly of type I 
collagen, and mineralization of the organic matrix by deposition of hydroxyapatite crystals. 
Mutations in the PHEX gene are responsible for X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets. This 
human genetic disease is characterized by undermineralization of the bone extracellular matrix 
amongst other clinical features. There have been many observations indicating the involvement 
of PHEX in mineralization/ undermineralization of the bone matrix which establish PHEX as a 
putative target to regulate osteogenesis.  
 
Results and Discussion 

During our search [1] for a suitable substrate for PHEX, we 
discovered that unlike NEP, which shows a wide specificity 
for its S'1 and S'2 pockets, PHEX showed a very restricted 
specificity for the same sub-sites. Of all peptides tested as 
putative PHEX substrates (approximately 15 different 
peptides) only PTHrp107-139 was cleaved. It was cleaved at 
three positions, all in amino-terminus of aspartate residues 
indicating a strong specificity of the S'1 pocket for this 
residue (Figure 1). Support for this conclusion came later 
when libraries of short internally-quenched fluorogenic 
peptides [2] were screened against PHEX. We learned that 
the P’1 aspartic acid could also be flanked by a more 
hydrophobic residue at P’2 such as phenylalanine, tyrosine 
or tryptophan. Building on the above information, we 
initially prepared simple derivatives containing the P’1 
aspartic acid side chain mimic, the thiol zinc-binding 
group, and an amino acid in P’2 (HS-CH2-CH(CH2CO2H)CO-amino acid). We examined a 
whole host of charged, uncharged, polar uncharged, non-polar and hydrophobic natural and 
non-natural amino acids at P’2. This effort yielded a dozen compounds or so where activities 
ranged from low micromolar to sub-micromolar. In an attempt to increase binding, we explored 
the mercaptoacyl moiety as the zinc- binding group. We also envisioned that additional binding 
could later be explored by installing an α-substituent on the mercaptoacyl group (vide infra). 
The initial efforts in this series focused on optimizing the P’2 site. All the derivatives in this 
series have the mercaptoacyl group as the ligand with an aspartic acid residue in P’1 and 
different amino acids (AA) in P’2 (Figure 2). Unfortunately, this series also resulted in only 
sub-micromolar activity (Figure 2).  
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Fig. 2. Contribution of the P1 pharmacophore. 
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Fig. 1. Specificity of the S’1 pocket of 
PHEX.   
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Table 1. Optimization of the P1 pharmacophore 

 
As exemplified in Figure 2, a major breakthrough in our endeavors came when we decided to 
explore the potential of gaining additional binding by seeking to introduce a ligand in the S1 
pocket of the enzyme. In the event, introduction of a P1 benzyl group, derived from 
phenylalanine, gave an inhibitor, compound 2, with an IC50 of 10 nM, which constitutes a sixty 
fold increase in potency (1 versus 2, Figure 2). Another important observation is that changing 
the stereochemistry of the chiral center bearing the benzyl group from S to R leads to a 
complete loss of the advantage of a group in the S1 pocket. In an effort to draw maximum 
benefit from the P1 pharmacophore, we explored in greater detail binding in the S1 pocket. As 
can be seen by examination of Table 1, the S1 pocket of PHEX is very receptive to hydrophobic 
pharmacophores of various sizes and selective single-digit nanomolar PHEX inhibitors can be 
designed and synthesized.  

Finally, it is noteworthy that although ACE and NEP are also metalloproteinase 
bearing a zinc atom at the active site, they differ in a very important way from PHEX in the 
sense that the S’1 pockets bind inhibitors [3] having a hydrophobic residue in P’1 which is in 
complete contrast to PHEX which binds inhibitors having an aspartic acid residue in that 
position. Replacing L-aspartic acid with its D enantiomer led to about a seven fold loss of 
potency. Substituting aspartic acid for glutamic acid resulted in a major drop in potency, and 
replacing L-Asp for L-Leu which has a hydrophobic side chain led to a complete loss of 
activity. A number of potent inhibitors of PHEX were tested against NEP and they were 
relatively inactive. These results augur well for the endeavor of developing selective inhibitors 
of PHEX. 
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2 Benzyl 10 10 Phenethyl 4 

3 4-Methoxybenzyl 20 11 Hydroxymethyl 48 

4 4-F-Benzyl 6 12 3-Hydroxy-3-methyl 4 

5 Phenyl 2 13 Methyl 68 

6 2-Naphthylmethyl 15 14 Isopropyl 6 

7 2-Indolylmethyl 23 15 Isobutyl 94 

8 Biphenmethyl 8 16 n-Butyl 7 

9 4-Benzoloxybenzyl 8 17 Cyclohexylmethyl 20 
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Introduction 

Acyclovir, 9-[(2-hydroxyethoxy)methyl] guanine (ACV), demonstrates high specificity against 
Herpes simplex virus (type I and type II) and varicella-zoster viruses. It is comparatively more 
active against the Herpes simplex virus. It has been applied successfully at viral infections. This 
therapeutic agent is not toxic, no resistance is observed at its application. One of the problems 
connected with its practical use is its poor bioavailability – 15% [1-3]. It causes a serious 
problem for medical treatment of AIDS suffering or transplantation undergoing patients. In 
order to improve the acyclovir bioavailability the drug valacyclovir (L-Val-acyclovir ester) was 
obtained in 1992. It is the famous and the most used acyclovir prodrug in practice today. In the 
living organisms it is rapidly transformed into acyclovir and valine. The advantage of this 
analogue is its higher bioavailability (nearly 60%). Possibility to make the acyclovir delivery 
across the cell membrane easier is its conjugation to amphiphilic transport molecules. 
Valacyclovir bioavailability improvement by bile acids modification was recently reported in 
literature. It was found that the valacyclovir connection to henodeoxycholic acid increases two 
times its bioavailability. The aim of this study was to design and to synthesize new esters of 
acyclovir with bile acid and to explore their activity on the HSV-1, HSV-2. 

Results and Discussion 

Acyclovir esters with bile acids (cholic, deoxycholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid) were 
prepared by DDC mediated condensation. A mixture of bile acid and DDC in 
dimethylformamide (DMF) was stirred for 1 h at nitrogen atmosphere. A solution of acyclovir 
and 4-N, N-(dimethylamino)-pyridine (DMAP) was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for 
24 h. Then DMF was evaporated in vacuo and the residue was chromatographed on silica gel, 
using 1:4 MeOH:CH2CH2. The 1H and 13C-NMR, mass-spectra were consistent with desired 
structure (Figure 1). 

Biological activity 
Cytotoxicity in vitro.  
The compounds were applied in concen-
tration range from 20 to 1µg/ml. The data 
showed no effect on the morphology of the 
cell cultures. Therefore the value of MTC 
could not be determined. This is probably 
due to the natural components of the 
compound. 

Inhibitory effect of the substances on the 
replications of HSV-1 and HSV-2.  
The associations of the molecule of 
acyclovir with cholic acid (chlol-Acv) and 
chenodeoxycholine (Ksdeochlol-Acv) 
added in concentrations 1, 2,5, 5, 10 and 
20µg/ml preserved inhibitory activity of 

acyclovir (Figure 2). The tested compounds significantly inhibited replication in dose-
dependent manner without apparent cytotoxicity.They had markedly similar effect as the 
reference drug. IC50 for the cholic acid-Acv was 2.9µg/ml and for chenodeoxychlolic-Acv it was 
8.7µg/ml in comparison with the value for acyclovir – 1.2 µg/ml. Deoxycholic-Acv did not 
suppress replication of HSV-1. The viral replication after addition of 20µg/ml was suppressed 
completely with both substances.  

 
R1=OH; R2=OH; R3=OH- cholic acid 
R1=OH; R2=H; R3=OH-deoxycholic acid 
R1=OH; R2=OH R3=H-chenodeoxycholic acid 
 
Fig. 1. Acyclovir esters. 
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The results of treatment of cells infected with HSV-2 with the tested substances are presented in 
Figure 2. The effects were similar to the effect on the replication of HSV-1. The difference in 
the values of ED50, is relatively insignificant (4.8 µg/ml and 10.5 µg/ml). Different results for 
inhibitory effect against HSV-1 and HSV-2 may be due to different thymidine kinase activity of 
the viruses. 

Results of this study indicate that the investigated substances show strong antiviral 
effect against the replication of HSV type 1 and type 2 in cell line MDBK. Hence, our results 
can be considered as an early step in elucidating the possibility for application of the 
investigated derivatives against acyclovir-resistant strains of HSV-1 and HSV-2. 
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Introduction 

Entry inhibitor peptides are a new class of antiretroviral drugs for the treatment of HIV 
infection. T20 (also known as Fuzeon, Enfuvirtide, or DP-178) is the only one in this class 
approved by FDA [1]. Although T20 has been successfully used in the treatment of HIV 
infection, it still faces many challenges. For example, T20 is a synthetic peptide that requires 
106 steps to synthesize, which is costly and time-consuming. It has low solubility at neutral pH, 
short half-life in human serum and HIV strains resistant to T20 have been reported recently [2]. 
Herein, we describe a successful method for the biosynthesis of the T20 and another HIV entry 
inhibitor peptide C37H6, and efforts to improve their solubility, biological activity and half-life 
through chemical modification of the expressed peptides. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The HIV entry inhibitor peptides T20 and C37H6 were expressed in bacteria as fusion proteins 
containing a TEV protease cleavage sequence (Scheme 1). The SUMO-T20 fusion protein with 
a TEV protease cleavable sequence was expressed and purified from E. coli. The SUMO-T20 

fusion protein was then cleaved by TEV protease to produce 
N-terminal cysteine containing T20 peptide (Scheme 1a) [3]. 
The GPRT-C37H6 fusion protein with a TEV protease 
cleavable sequence was also expressed and purified from 
E.coli. The GPRT-C37H6 fusion protein was then cleaved by 
TEV protease to produce N-terminal cysteine containing 
C37H6 peptide (Scheme 1b) [4].  
 To increase the solubility of T20, the N-terminal 
cysteine of T20 was modified with a quaternary ammonium 
betaine group using native chemical ligation (NCL). The 
betaine modified T20 showed increased solubility and reduced 
aggregation propensity compared to the unmodified T20 
(Figure 1). In addition, the betaine modified T20 can function 
as an aggregation inhibitor to prevent the aggregation of the 
unmodified T20 in a mixture of the two peptides. CD 

spectroscopy and HIV fusion inhibition assay indicate that the betaine modification of T20 does 
not significantly affect the structure and inhibition activity of the T20 peptide [3]. 

To increase the inhibition activity of C37H6, the N-terminal cysteine of C37H6 was 
modified with azide and alkyne moieties. The azide and alkyne modified C37H6 peptides were 
coupled together to produce a C37H6 homodimer. The alkyne modified C37H6 was also 
coupled to two diazide linkers with different linker lengths to form linker-conjugated 

 
Fig. 1. Betaine modification 
increases the solubility of T20. 

 
Scheme. 1. The strategies for the biosynthesis of N-terminal cysteine containing T20 and C37H6. 
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homodimers. The azide modified C37H6 was coupled to a trialkyne linker to form a linker-
conjugated homotrimer. All the dimers showed slightly increased potency compared to the 
C37H6 monomer, and the long linker-conjugated dimer has the best inhibition activity (3-fold 
better). To further increase the activity, longer linkers might be used in the future. The C37H6 
trimer showed slightly decreased inhibition activity, which might be due to the short space 

between the linker and the peptides. 
 To increase the half-life of C37H6, a fusion protein of 
IgG Fc-C37H6 was expressed and purified from yeast (Figure 2), 
in which the C37H6 peptide was fused to the C-terminus of the 
antibody fragment immunoglobulin G fragment crystallizable (IgG 
Fc). Although the IgG Fc-C37H6 fusion proteins (different 
glycoforms) were less potent than the C37H6 peptide (18~33 fold 
worse), the serum half-life of the IgG Fc-C37H6 fusion protein 
should be increased because of the long serum half-life of IgG Fc. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated approaches to improving the 
solubility, activity, and half-life of HIV entry inhibitor peptides 
through chemical modification of the expressed peptides. 
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Introduction 

Integramide A, an effective inhibitor of the coupled reaction of HIV-1 integrase, is a 16-mer 
linear peptide characterized by nine Cα-methylated α-amino acids [five Iva, isovaline, and four 
Aib, α-aminoisobutyric acid, residues (Figure 1)] that was isolated from fungal extracts of 
Dendrodochium sp. The amino acid sequence was fully elucidated by the Merck group a few 
years ago [1]. On the other hand, the chiral sequence was only partially determined. In 
particular, the precise stereochemistry of the Iva14-Iva15 dipeptide (known to contain one D- and 
one L-residue) near the C-terminus was not reported. 

We solved this unsettled issue by performing via solution methods the total chemical 
independent syntheses of both L-D and D-L 16-mer diastereomers and compared their 
chromatographic and spectroscopic properties with those of the natural inhibitor [2]. 

 

CH3CH3

NH CO

CH2CH3

NH CO

CH3 H

N CO

OH

                 1                                    5                                     10                                 14
CH3CO-D-Iva-L-Hyp-L-Ile-L-Iva-L-Leu-Aib-Aib-Aib-L-Hyp-L-Leu-L-Iva-Aib-L-Hyp-Iva-Iva-Gly-OH

Aib Iva Hyp  
Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence of integramide A and chemical structures of Aib, Iva, and Hyp. Here, Hyp is 
(2S, 4R)-4-hydroxyproline. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The occurrence in the sequence of integramide A of as many as nine poorly reactive residues 
(Aib and Iva), including di- and tripeptide stretches, precludes an efficient peptide synthesis by 
the solid-phase approach. Therefore, we decided to synthesize by solution methods the L-Iva14-
D-Iva15 and D-Iva14-L-Iva15 16-mer diastereoisomeric peptides. To speed up the preparation of 
the two peptides and allow, in the future, a relatively fast synthesis of additional analogues, we 
followed a segment-condensation strategy [2].  

Taking into account (i) the racemization risks associated with segment couplings, (ii) 
the acid lability of the Aib-Pro(Hyp) amide bond, and (iii) the remarkable tendency of the H-
Aib-Pro- N-terminal dipeptide sequence to cyclize to the Aib-Pro diketopiperazine, we designed 
and prepared 4 segments: A (CH3CO-D-Iva-OH), B (residues 2-8), C (residues 9-12), and D 
(residues 13-16). B, C and D were N- and C-protected with Z and OtBu, respectively, whereas 
the secondary alcoholic function of the three L-Hyp residues was left unprotected. After 
selective removal of the protecting groups, the four segments were covalently linked (from D to 
A) by means of the highly effective EDC/HOAt activation procedure. The yields of each 
individual coupling step were from moderate to good (50-85%).  
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The two 16-mer peptides and their synthetic intermediates were characterized by HPLC, NMR, 
mass spectrometry, and chiral chromatography (with Chirasil-L-Val) analysis on the total acid 
hydrolyzates.  

For the unambiguous assignment of the Iva14-Iva15 stereochemistry of the natural 
integramide A, we relied on HPLC and NMR techniques. In particular, we observed that the 
HPLC retention times and the NMR chemical shifts of a natural sample (obtained from a 
purified fungal extract) were perfectly matching those of the synthetic L-Iva14-D-Iva15 
diastereoisomer [2]. 

We also performed an in-depth conformational analysis of the two final synthetic 
compounds and selected intermediates, of different main-chain length, in the crystal state (by X-
ray diffraction) and in solvents of different polarities (using CD, FT-IR absorption, and 2D 
NMR techniques). By a combination of HMBC, HMQC, NOESY, and TOCSY experiments we 
were able to assign all proton and carbon NMR resonances. These data, together with molecular 
dynamics calculations, were also extremely useful to elucidate the preferred 3D-structure 
(Figure 2) for integramide A: a helical conformation characterized by the alignment on one face 
of all three L-Hyp residues.  

Overall, our 3D-structural results have provided useful information to shed light on the 
mechanism of inhibition of HIV-1-integrase, an important target for anti-HIV therapy. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Representation of the 3D-structure with the lowest energy obtained for integramide A from 2D-
NMR experiments and molecular dynamics calculations. The three L-Hyp residues are located on the same 
face of the amphiphilic helical structure. 
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Introduction 

Many proteins exert their biological activity through small regions of their folded surfaces, 
which could be replaced by small “designer” molecules retaining the local bioactive surface, 
while displaying improved pharmacodynamic and kinetic properties [1]. Such protein mimics 
could have enormous potential for the development of (therapeutic) antibodies [2], where an 
increasing number of protein targets is difficult to address with classical therapies (HIV, 
GPCR’s). Occasionally, short linear peptides have been shown to adequately mimic the function 
of a whole protein, but this approach is largely limited to unstructured N- and C-termini [3]. For 
mimicry of conformational and/or 
discontinuous binding sites linear 
peptides generally fail, because 
they do not adopt the correct 
secondary and/or tertiary 
structure. For that purpose, more 
elaborate tools are needed to 
position correctly the important 
functionalities in space, which is 
an absolute prerequisite for 
activity. 

We recently developed a novel and generic technology for structural fixation of linear 
peptides (Figure 1) [4-6]. This technology, termed CLIPS™ (Chemical LInkage of Peptides 
onto Scaffolds, (http://www.pepscan.com), is applicable to peptides in solution as well as on 
microarrays used for epitope mapping (PEPSCAN method). This technology has proven to be 
an extremely valuable tool for 1) binding site mapping of therapeutically relevant mAbs, 2) 
generating hyperimmune sera via immunization with CLIPS peptides, and 3) the generation of 
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) via the use of hybridoma technology. Currently, we have data 
available for more than 50 therapeutic drugs. 

Here we describe the development of peptide-based CLIPS mimics of Follicle 
Stimulating Hormone (hFSH), a protein involved in fertility regulation [6]. The hormone is a 
heterodimer, consisting of a common α-subunit and a unique, hormone-specific β-subunit. In 
vivo neutralization of hFSH has been considered a viable option for contraceptive therapy in 
men. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Epitope mapping studies with 
an anti-FSH monoclonal 
antibody (6602) with high 
neutralizing activity for hFSH 
using overlapping libraries of 
12- to 18-mer CLIPS peptides 
(1-12, 2-13, 3-14, etc.) showed 
that this mAb binds to a highly 
conformational binding site 
located mainly at the top of β3-
loop (core is R62-L73). It was 
found that for 12-mer peptides 

CLIPSlinear

c

c
scaffold

Br Br

double-CLIPS

Fig. 1. Structural fixation of peptides via CLIPS technology. 
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Fig. 2. Mapping of anti-FSH monoclonal antibody 6602 using 
CLIPS peptides derived from FSH. 
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the binding of CLIPS variants was far superior to linear peptides (Figure 2), while for longer 
peptides (18-mers) the difference in binding levelled off. Furthermore, libraries of overlapping 
double-loop CLIPS peptides (Figure 1) also showed strong binding for peptides derived from 
the top of the β1-loop (residues E16 and R18). This showed that the binding site for mAb 6602 on 
FSH-β is also discontinuous in nature, covering residues on top of both the β3- and β1-loop 
region. These results illustrate nicely the use of CLIPS technology to aid in visualizing binding 
sites on proteins that were “invisible” using our standard PEPSCAN-method involving only 
linear peptides. 

 Immunization studies in rats demonstrated the potential of CLIPS peptides to elicit 
antibodies specific for hFSH. In cases where the linear peptide failed completely, we observed 
that double-constrained peptide C(S-)VYETC(CLIPS)RVPGNAHHADSLC(CLIPS)TYPVC(S-)  
(CLIPS/SS) derived from the β3-loop of hFSH elicited reproducibly (4/4) antisera able to 
neutralize the bioactivity of hFSH in a Y1-cell assay [6]. This peptide comprises both a CLIPS 
module (connecting the two cysteines that replace V61 and Y74) and an additional SS bond 
between the cysteines replacing L56 and A79. The neutralizing activity of the most potent 
antisera was equivalent to that of a 50-100 mg/mL solution of the strongest neutralizing anti-
FSH mAb (6602) available. The activity of double-constrained CLIPS peptides was at least an 
order of magnitude higher than that of the corresponding single-constrained (only CLIPS or 
only SS) analogues. Competition ELISA, CD and NMR spectroscopy measurements were 
performed in order to determine if differences in antigenicity of linear, single and double-
constrained peptides can be 
related to structure of the 
peptides in solution. It was 
found that the increased 
antigenicity of double-
constrained CLIPS/SS-
peptide indeed correlates 
with improved binding to 
mAb 6602 (competition 
ELISA; data not shown) 
and with increased 
structural fixation (CD and 
NMR spectroscopy data; 
Figure 3). 

In conclusion, CLIPSTM technology proves to be useful in protein binding site 
reconstruction, not only for epitope mapping purposes, but more importantly also to raise 
neutralizing antibodies. The technology is particularly attractive for its ease of application, the 
extremely fast and clean conversions of the peptides involved, and the mild reaction conditions 
combined with the chemical robustness of the cyclised peptides. 
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Introduction 

Our laboratory has been involved in fusing bioactive peptides to human immunoglobulin G 
Fragment crystallizable (IgG Fc) recombinantly produced in yeast. The attachment of bioactive 
peptides to immunoglobulin G fragment crystallizable (IgG Fc) can have several desirable 
effects which can aid biochemical studies or the development of therapeutics [1]. These effects 
include increasing the avidity of binding of bioactive peptides through dimeric presentation by 
the Fc region, linking antibody effector functions to binding of peptides to cellular targets, and 
increasing the in vivo circulatory half-life of small bioactive peptides. Investigations into the 
production and properties of bioactive peptide-Fc fusion proteins using recombinant methods 
have been carried out. In this research yeast expression systems have been utilized to produce 
antibody Fc regions with controlled glycosylation for study of antibody effector functions. 
 
Results and Discussion 

IgG1 Fc is a homodimeric protein linked by interstrand disulfide bonds. It contains a single 
conserved N-linked glycosylation site at Asn297. We have produced yeast expression vectors 
for the recombinant expression of peptides fused to either the N- or C-terminus of IgG1 Fc 
(Figure 1). Secretory expression of the IgG1 Fc antibody fragment in the methylotropic yeast 
Pichia pastoris results in the formation of the full-length IgG1 Fc glycoprotein. Single-step 
protein G affinity purification allows convenient recovery of IgG1 Fc and IgG1 Fc fusion 
proteins from yeast media. Protein yields range from 5 to 40 mg of IgG1 Fc and peptide-IgG1 
Fc fusion proteins per liter from shake flask and spinner flask cultures. 
 We have utilized a combination of expression of IgG1 Fc in a glycosylation deficient 
strain of Pichia pastoris [2] and in vitro enzymatic synthesis to produce homogeneous, human-
type glycoforms of IgG1 Fc. The use of purified glycosidases and glycosyltransferases in vitro 
allows a high degree of control of enzymatic glycosylation reactions. Using this approach it is 
possible to produce homogeneous high mannose, hybrid, and complex type glycoforms which 
do not contain the sugar fucose. Such nonfucosylated IgG1 Fc glycoforms have been shown to 
have increased antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity activity [3]. 
 As an example of a C-terminal fusion to IgG1 Fc we have attached the HIV entry 
inhibitor peptide C37H6 [4]. C37H6 contains a N-linked glycosylation site in its sequence, so 
expression of the IgG1 Fc-C37H6 fusion protein in yeast results in the formation of a dimeric 
glycoprotein with two N-linked glycosylation sites. Incomplete glycosylation of C37H6 results 
in a mixture of glycosylated forms. Treatment of the IgG1 Fc-C37H6 fusion protein with 

Fig. 1. N- and C-terminal lgG1 Fc peptide fusion proteins. 
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glycosidases such as Endo H or PNGase F to trim or remove the N-linked oligosaccharides 
simplifies the mixture of glycoforms obtained from yeast expression. HIV entry inhibition 
assays of differentially glycosylated forms of IgG1 Fc-C37H6 demonstrate that they are all 
active at inhibiting HIV entry. Even though fusion of C37H6 to IgG1 Fc reduces inhibitory 
activity compared to the parent HIV entry inhibitor peptide 18-33 fold, the potentially increased 
half-life of the fusion proteins relative to the free peptide may prove useful. 
 As an example of an N-terminal fusion to IgG1 Fc we have attached the diabetes 
related peptide exendin-4 [5]. Exendin-4 is an glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) mimic which 
helps to regulate blood glucose and insulin levels in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Secretory 
expression of exendin-4 fused to IgG1 Fc in yeast results in a mixture of full-length fusion 
protein and proteolyzed forms, where approximately one third of the fusion protein is full 
length. Even though the fusion protein is partially proteolyzed it still retains significant 
biological activity, being only 2.2 fold less active than GLP-1 and 4.4 fold less active than the 
free exendin-4 peptide. The potential increase in in vivo half-life gained by fusing IgG1 Fc to 
exendin-4 may compensate for the lower observed activity of this IgG1 Fc peptide fusion. 
 Recombinant expression of bioactive peptides in yeast as described here has several 
advantages. Peptide-Fc constructs can be cloned rapidly and bioactive peptides can be fused to 
either the N- or C-terminus of IgG1 Fc. Expression in yeast allows production of sufficient 
material to conduct biochemical experiments from just 1L of growth. The use of glycosylation 
deficient yeast coupled with enzymatic synthesis allows for control of IgG1 Fc glycosylation 
and potentially modulation of antibody effector functions. Many bioactive peptides retain 
significant bioactivity when fused to IgG1 Fc’s such as the HIV entry inhibitor peptide and 
GLP-1 agonist presented here. 
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Introduction 

Exenatide is a 39 amino acid peptide which has been used to treat type 2 diabetes. Aside from 
its clinical application, detailed molecular mechanisms are not fully understood yet. Sirt1 is a 
class III histone protein deacetylase, which is essential in the aging process. It has been reported 
that Sirt1 is involved in glucose metabolism and can improve insulin sensitivity by repressing 
PTP1B [1]. Furthermore, it is suggested that Sirt1 can regulate insulin secretion by repressing 
UCP2 in pancreatic β cells [1]. We hypothesize that exenatide may regulate glucose metabolism 
through Sirt1. Here, we chose to use RINm-5F cells (an insulinoma cell line) as cell model, 
induced the cells into apoptosis state and treated the cells with exenatide. We found that sirt1 
gene expression is decreased under the induction of apoptosis and exenatide is able to rescue the 
sirt1 expression in both gene and protein level. 

 
Results and Discussion 

We have used the ELISA method to investigate whether exenatide could stimulate insulin 
secretion under high concentration glucose (16.7mM) and maintain the insulin content at low 
level under normal concentration glucose (4.0mM). RINm-5F Cells were cultured in 6-well 
plates with RPMI1640 medium. The medium was removed on the day of the experiment, and 
the cells were washed three times with warm KRB buffer before incubated with KRB 
containing glucose (16.7mM) and exenatide (50uM) for 1 h at 37 ℃. The supernatant was 
collected and insulin level was measured by ELISA. Figure 1 shows that exenatide maintains 
basal insulin level in the presence of 4.0mM glucose. High glucose level (16.7mM) together 
with exenatide treatment additively induced insulin secretion by over 1.5 fold. 

Sirt1 expression has been shown to be down-regulated during beta cell apoptosis. We 
hypothesized that exenatide protect pancreatic beta cell against apoptosis and this may function 
through regulating Sirt1 gene expression. The mRNA level of sirt1 has been measured by RT-
PCR (Figure 2), and real-time PCR (Figure 3). Glucose +Palmitate (Pal) treatment repressed 
sirt1 gene expression to 20% in RINm-5F cells and 100 µmol exenatide is able to partially 
reverse the repression. 

We then investigate whether exenatide would also rescue sirt1 protein level in RINm-
5F cells. Same treatments have been applied to the RINm-5F cells as described in the real-time 
PCR experiment, cell lyses were collected and protein level of Sir 1 were measured by western 
blot. Treatment of exenatide alone did not change Sirt1 protein level (Figure 4, lane1, 4). While 
high glucose significantly decreases Sirt1 protein level (Figure 4, lane3), add back in exenatide 
could partially rescue the level of Sirt1 (Figure 4, lane 2). 

 

Fig. 1. Exenatide stimulate insulin secretion in 
RIN-5F cells. 1 – Blank, 2 – Exenatide, 3 – 16.7 
mM Glucose, 4 – Exenatide + 16.7 mM 
Glucose. 
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Fig. 4. Sirt1 protein levels examined by western blot. 1 - 100umol Exenatide, 2 - 100umol 
Exenatide+50mM Glucose+0.2mM Pal, 3 - 50mM Glucose+0.2mM Pal 4 – Blank. 
 

Exenatide is a new drug for treating type 2 diabetes which has been approved by FDA. 
Although it is known to protect beta-cell against apoptosis [4], detail mechanism is not clear. 
Our results suggest that exenatide help to maintain normal Sirt1 expression under apoptosis 
condition.  
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Introduction 

Controlled drug release has been studied in depth for many years aiming for the treatment of 
cancer. Although there are a number of methods that have been successful, they often come 
with unwanted side effects. Bradykinin (BK) offers potential as a targeting vehicle in the fight 
against cancer. Composites of BK with the carrier potential of cyclodextrin and the advantages 
of sulfonamide drugs have great potential for successful drug targeting [1,2]. Herein we report 
for the first time the selective derivatisation of beta-cyclodextrin (β-CD) with a series of model 

peptides using solid phase peptide 
synthesis. This versatile and robust 
method enables the attachment of 
one or more peptides using SPPS 
(and solution synthesis if desired) by 
the selective removal of the Fmoc-
protecting group. This versatility 
allows for the addition and growth 
of C- and/or N-terminal peptides 
with the same and/or different 
functional properties (Figure 1). 
Peptide attachment of resin in 
solution using stepwise or ligation 
synthetic protocols is also possible.  

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 outlines a six-step process to multi-functionalise cyclodextrin 1 to allow for its use in 
Fmoc-SPPS for the attachment of one or more peptides on the resin. The end product 7, an 
amino acid, is thus set up for peptide synthesis. The synthetic procedure was carried out by 
initial mono-tosylation of a primary hydroxyl group of β-cyclodextrin 1 to yield 2 (mono-6-(4-
methylbenzenesulfonate)-β-cyclodextrin) as per known procedures [3]. Conversion to the 
mono-6-amino-β-cyclodextrin, 3 and Cbz protection leads to compound 4 (mono-6-
carbobenzyloxyamino-β-cyclodextrin). Addition of a succinyl group through an ester linkage (5, 
mono-6-carbobenzyloxyamino-succinyl-β-cyclodextrin) on the CD gave the carboxy terminal 
suitable for SPPS. This ester linkage was found to be stable to standard Fmoc- SPPS reaction 
conditions. HPLC purification using a stepwise methanol gradient enabled separation of the 
isomers, but the racemic mixture was used for the continuation of the synthesis.  Hydrogenation 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram indicating the potential for this 
cyclodextrin-peptide sulfonamide carrier system. 
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of the Cbz group (6) followed by Fmoc protection [4] of the free amino group gives the multi-
functionalised CD species, 7 (mono-6-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonylamino-succinyl-β-
cyclodextrin) as a racemic mixture. Purification of each compound was achieved using HPLC 
with HR-MS and NMR characterisation. 

The attachment of a short model peptide to 7 (Figure 3) at either the C- or N-terminus 
has been achieved using Fmoc-SPPS to give 8 and 9 respectively. The addition of a peptide to 
both the C- and N-terminus using Fmoc-SPPS gives compound 10. The coupling of Fmoc-
amino acids and compound 7 to Rink resin was achieved using standard Fmoc-coupling 
conditions [TBTU (O- (benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N',N'-tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate) and 
DIPEA (diisopropylethylamine) in DMF in excess]. Each peptide product was purified using 
HPLC using a stepwise acetonitrile gradient resulting in pure 15%, 25%, and 12% yields for 8, 
9 and 10 respectively (Figure 3). The products were characterised by LR-MS (MALDI-TOF). 
The attachment of a model sulfonamide, 4-aminobenzenesulfonamide, to the C and/or N-
terminus of the peptide in compounds 7, 8, and 9 has also been achieved using standard SPPS 
conditions. Bioactive testing by means of the carbonic anhydrase assay of these compounds is 
now under investigation to see whether the activity of sulfonamide is affected by the presence of 
the CD moiety. 

We have demonstrated a versatile and robust method for the development of a model 
peptide derivatised cyclodextrin for the potential use in the transportation of drugs. The 
versatility of this approach allows for the selective attachment of one or more different peptides 
to the CD moiety. It also allows for the selective synthesis of a combination of molecules 
incorporating one or more peptides and/or CD molecules in varying combinations. Studies are 
continuing into the attachment and analysis of potential bioactive peptides (bradykinin) and 
sulfonamide drugs for their potential in drug transportation and delivery. Metal complexation 
may also be investigated. 
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Introduction 

Alterations in activities of the matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) family of proteases have been 
implicated in primary and metastatic tumor growth, angiogenesis, and pathological degradation 
of extracellular matrix (ECM) components, such as collagen and laminin. Since hydrolysis of 
the collagen triple-helix is one of the committed steps in ECM turnover, we envisioned 
modulation of collagenolytic activity as a strategy for creating selective MMP inhibitors. 
Specifically, we considered two strategies for inhibitor design that took advantage of triple-helix 
interactions with MMP secondary binding sites (exosites) [1]. The first strategy incorporated a 
phosphinate transition state analog within a triple-helical peptide template, while the second 
strategy developed a triple-helical construct from a known exosite binding sequence. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The type V collagen-derived sequence Gly-Pro-Pro-Gly439~Val440-Val-Gly-Glu-Gln, when 
incorporated into a triple-helical structure, is hydrolyzed efficiently by MMP-2 and MMP-9 but 
not by MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-13, or MT1-MMP [2]. The sequence was thus used as a 
template for the design of a potentially selective MMP inhibitor. The P1-P1’ subsites of the 
triple-helical peptide, which are Gly~Val in the substrate, were substituted by a GlyΨ{PO2H-
CH2}Val transition state analog to create C6-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Pro-Pro-GlyΨ{PO2H-
CH2}(S)Val-Val-Gly-Glu-Gln-Gly-Glu-Gln-Gly-Pro-Pro-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-NH2 [3]. 

The GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val triple-helical peptide (THP) was initially tested against 
MMP-2 and MMP-9 (Table 1). Due to the low melting temperature of the potential inhibitor (Tm 
~ 25°C), Ki values were first determined at 10°C. GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP was found to be a 
very effective inhibitor of MMP-2 and MMP-9, with Ki values of 4 and 2 nM, respectively. 
When inhibition assays were repeated at 37°C, the Ki value increased for MMP-2 but not for 
MMP-9 (Table 1). Thus, triple-helical structure modulated inhibition of MMP-2 but not  
MMP-9. 

To determine if an increase in Ki as a function of temperature was general trend for 
inhibition of MMP-2, inhibition of MMP-2 by MMP inhibitor III (a hydroxamic acid-Leu-
homoPhe dipeptide) was examined. At 10°C, the Ki value for MMP-2 inhibition was 3 nM 
(Table 1). Increasing the temperature to 37°C decreased the Ki to 0.8 nM (Table 1). Thus, for a 
small molecule inhibitor, an increase in temperature slightly increased the affinity towards 
MMP-2, most likely due to enhanced hydrophobic interactions. This further suggested that the 
decreased inhibition of MMP-2 by the THP as a function of increasing temperature was due to 
unfolding of the inhibitor triple-helical structure. 

MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-8, MMP-13, and MT1-MMP were tested for inhibition by the 
GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP. No inhibition of MMP-1, MMP-3, or MT1-MMP was observed up 
to a THP concentration of 25 µM. MMP-8 and MMP-13 were inhibited weakly, with IC50 
values in the range of ~50 and ~10 µM, respectively. Thus, the GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP 
bound selectively at the S1-S1’ site of MMP-2 and MMP-9. Selective inhibition of these MMPs 
is desirable, as MMP-2 has been validated as an anti-cancer drug target, while MMP-9 
inhibition may be useful in treating early-stage cancers [4]. 

Our second inhibitor design was based on a THP substrate mimicking the interstitial 
collagen sequence α1(I-III)769-783 (Gly-Pro-Gln-Gly~Leu-Ala-Gly-Gln-Arg-Gly-Ile-Arg) 
which is hydrolyzed by MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-8, MMP-9, MMP-13, MT1-MMP, and MT2-
MMP [5-8]. The P1-P1’ subsites of the triple-helical peptide, which are Gly~Leu in the substrate, 
were substituted by a GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Leu transition state analog. Because the Tm value for 
GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP was considerably lower than that for the analogous substrate [3], 
the GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Leu THP incorporated the non-natural amino acid (2S,4R)-4-
fluoroproline (Flp) to enhance triple-helicity [9-11]. Thus, the sequence of this inhibitor was C6-
Gly-Pro-Flp-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Pro-Gln-GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}(R,S)Leu-Ala-Gly-Gln-Arg-Gly-
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Ile-Arg-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Pro-Flp-NH2, and it exhibited a Tm value of 30°C [12]. Low nM Ki 
values were observed for inhibition of MMP-1, MMP-2, and MMP-9 (Table 1). Our second 
transition state analog inhibitor appeared to be effective against a broader range of 
collagenolytic MMPs than the first inhibitor. Interestingly, MMP-1 was sensitive to the triple-
helical structure of the inhibitor (Ki increased ~4 times when the inhibitor was thermally 
unwound), but neither MMP-2 nor MMP-9 was (Table 1). This contrasts with the sensitivity of 
MMP-2 to the triple-helical structure of GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP (Table 1), and indicates 
that there is a sequence-dependent sensitivity to triple-helical structure for some MMPs. 

Recently, a single-stranded peptide model of the α1(I)715-721 collagen sequence was 
identified as a ligand for the MMP-2 fibronectin type II (FN II) insert and inhibited MMP-2 
gelatinolysis [13]. We assembled a triple-helical version of this ligand [α1(I)715-721 THP] 
which had a Tm value of 47 °C. α1(I)715-721 THP was evaluated for its ability to inhibit MMP-
2 and MMP-9 triple-helical peptidase and gelatinase activities [12]. Dose-dependent inhibition 
of gelatinolysis was observed for both MMP-2 and MMP-9, with Ki values of 52 and 54 µM, 
respectively (Table 2). There was no inhibition of MMP-2 or MMP-9 hydrolysis of a single-
stranded, short substrate [Mca-Lys-Pro-Leu-Gly-Leu-Lys(Dnp)-Ala-Arg-NH2] or a triple-
helical substrate that modeled interstitial collagens (fTHP-15) by α1(I)715-721 THP (Table 2). 
However, MMP-2 and MMP-9 hydrolysis of a triple-helical substrate that modeled type V 
collagen [α1(V)436-447 fTHP] was inhibited by α1(I)715-721 THP, with Ki values of 144 and 
123 µM, respectively (Table 2). Thus, α1(I)715-721 THP inhibited type V collagen-model 
triple-helical peptidase activity but not interstitial collagen-model triple-helical peptidase 
activity. To our knowledge, this demonstrated the first use of an exosite binder to selectively 
inhibit one collagen-based MMP activity but not another. 

Most inhibitor design uses hydrophobicity to generate binding energy, which creates a 
favorable ∆G but poor selectivity [14], and this is generally a feature of low molecular weight 
inhibitors (<800 Da) [15]. It may be possible to generate selective inhibitors that are more polar 
by incorporating interactions that are more specific for MMP sub-classes. Protein-protein 
recognition sites usually have larger contact areas (>1500Å2), and thus developing larger 
inhibitors might allow for greater specificity. One could design inhibitors that bind to regions 
that, in a family of enzymes, have similar structures but differing mobility [15] or where unique 
exosites exist within the family. The drawback of this approach has typically been the flexibility 
of larger inhibitors. However, triple-helical peptide inhibitor (THPI) design optimizes 

Table 1. Inhibition of MMP-2, MMP-9, and MMP-1 

Enzyme Inhibitor Temperature (°C) Ki
(app) (nM) 

MMP-2 GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP 10 4.14 ± 0.47 

“ “ 37 19.23 ± 0.6 

“ MMP inhibitor III 10 3.17 ± 0.23 

“ “ 37 0.83 ± 0.03 

“ GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Leu THP 10 0.18 ± 0.00 

“ “ 37 0.08 ± 0.01 

MMP-9 GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Val THP 10 1.76 ± 0.05 

“ “ 37 1.29 ± 0.00 

“ GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Leu THP 10 0.02 ± 0.01 

“ “ 37 0.09 ± 0.00 

MMP-1 GlyΨ{PO2H-CH2}Leu THP 10 7.83 ± 1.03 

“ “ 37 26.70 ± 5.2 

“ MMP inhibitor III 10 2.48 ± 0.35 

“ “ 37 4.72 ± 0.38 
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conformational entropy due to imino acid restriction of peptide backbone mobility. Specificity 
can then be generated by inhibitor binding to multiple sites on the enzyme (active site and 
exosites). This can lead to inhibitors that are highly selective between members of an enzyme 
family or inhibitors that are selective between activities of specific enzymes. 
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Table 2. Inhibition of MMPs by α1(I)715-721 THP at 37°C 

Enzyme Substrate Ki
(app) (µM) 

MMP-2 DQ gelatin 52.3 ± 5.1 
“ Mca-Lys-Pro-Leu-Gly-Leu-Lys(Dnp)-Ala-Arg-NH2 NIa 
“ fTHP-15 NIa 
“ α1(V)436-447 fTHP 143.5 ± 11.4 

MMP-9 DQ gelatin 54.4 ± 7.6 
“ Mca-Lys-Pro-Leu-Gly-Leu-Lys(Dnp)-Ala-Arg-NH2 NIa 
“ fTHP-15 NIa 
“ α1(V)436-447 fTHP 122.7 ± 5.83 

a NI = no inhibition 
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Introduction 

Efforts to develop an HIV-1 vaccine have focused on conserved structural elements which are 
the target of broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (mAb). In recent years we have 
validated the N-heptad repeat (NHR) region of gp41 as a potential vaccine target, based on the 
identification of mAb D5 which binds to a highly conserved hydrophobic pocket on the NHR 
coiled-coil [1].  

To identify a candidate vaccine, able to elicit a D5-like antibody response, we designed 
a series of constructs in which the gp41 NHR is presented as highly structured trimeric coiled-
coils. Here we review the evolution of our immunogen design, and report preliminary results on 
their immunological properties. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The structure of the constructs that we prepared as candidate vaccines is schematically shown in 
Figure 1, while their sequence is given in Table 1. They all include a region of NHR fused to the 
trimerization domain, IZ, described by Eckert and Kim [2]. 

The first construct was based on the hypothesis that the structural stability of IZN17 was limited 
at low concentrations by the self-association equilibrium, and dissociation of the structure was 
expected at the highly diluted concentrations resulting from vaccination. In (CCIZN17)3, we 
used intramolecular disulfide bonds to form a covalent trimer, whose association state is 
independent of concentration [3]. Addition of the CysCysGlyGly- sequence N-terminally to the 
IZ scaffold allowed smooth disulfide pairing at neutral pH. Not only was (CCIZN17)3 more 
stable to thermal denaturation, but it also showed enhanced antiviral potency [3]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the NHR immunogens described in the text. 
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Although (CCIZN17)3 was highly immunogenic, we found that a substantial amount of the 
elicited antibodies were directed against the scaffold IZ. To circumvent this, we selectively 
"shielded" the IZ epitope by attachment of small molecular weight polyethylene glycol chains at 
suitable locations (indicated as an asterisk in Table 1) (Figure 1). Immunization with 
(CCIPN17)3 elicited an intact antibody response against the gp41 region, equivalent to that 
obtained with (CCIZN17)3, while the response directed to the scaffold region, as measured by 
antibodies against (CCIZ)3 and (CCIP)3 in ELISA, was very low [4]. 

Our work leading to the selection of mAb D5 had shown that, when using the N36 
region to select from a scFv phage library, the preferred binding region was the hydrophobic 
pocket comprised in the N17 region. This was the motivation to initially focus on N17-based 
peptides. However, the neutralization efficiency of the elicited humoral response might be 
improved by the presence of additional antibodies, recognizing NHR at sites outside the 
hydrophobic pocket. Therefore our next set of immunogens consisted of chimeric N-peptides, 
where IZ was fused to N36. These included IZN36, which had been previously employed for 
D5 selection [1], (CCIZN36)3, analogous to (CCIZN17)3, and (CCIPN36)3, analogous to 
(CCIPN17)3 (Table1 and Figure 1). The three new constructs were fully helical at 10 μM, as 
determined by CD. Thermal denaturation experiments indicated a high degree of stability in 
HEPES buffer at 10 µM concentration, with no melting up to 90°C. In the presence of 2M 
guanidine hydrochloride, IZN36 had Tm = 72°C, while both covalent constructs had Tm > 90°C, 
which compares favorably with the data previously obtained for the corresponding N17-based 
constructs [3,4]. 

Comparative immunogenicity studies are in progress with the immunogens shown in 
Figure 1. The preliminary results obtained in guinea pigs and rabbits indicate that the chosen 
design strategy is indeed producing candidate vaccines with incrementally improved properties. 
First, a clear trend was observed towards greater neutralization potency in antisera elicited by 
immunization with covalently-stabilized trimers, relative to their non covalent counterparts, 
strongly suggesting that the former are more accurate mimetics of the NHR-trimeric coiled coil. 
Second, neutralization potency increased with increasing length of the gp41 sequence, with 
N36-based constructs being better than the N17-based ones. Third, unfractionated sera raised 
against the best vaccine candidates, (CCIZN36)3 and (CCIPN36)3 could neutralize the virus. To 
our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a neutralizing response against a highly 
conserved gp41 NHR epitope. 
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Table 1. Sequence of the immunogens described in this study 

Peptide Sequencea 

IZN17                          IKKEIEAIKKEQEAIKKKIEAIEKLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 

CCIZN17                      CCGGIKKEIEAIKKEQEAIKKKIEAIEKLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 

CCIPN17                      CCGGIK*EIEAIK*EQEAIKKKIEAIEKLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 

IZN36     IKKEIEAIKKEQEAIKKKIEAIEKEISGIVQQQNNLLRAIEAQQHLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 

CCIZN36 CCGGIKKEIEAIKKEQEAIKKKIEAIEKEISGIVQQQNNLLRAIEAQQHLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 

CCIPN36 CCGGIK*EIEAIK*EQEAIKKKIEAIEKEISGIVQQQNNLLRAIEAQQHLLQLTVWGIKQLQARIL 
aAll peptides N-terminal acetyl ,C-terminal amide;*Lys[NH-CO-(CH2-CH2-O)3-CH2-CH2-OCH3] 
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Introduction 

The role of solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) [1] and “Click chemistry” [2] continually 
became more and more important in the recombinant chemistry for development of modern 
drugs which in turn demand not solely the specificity and efficiency, but also a sufficient local 
concentration of the drug at the target site. Circumventing the drawbacks of new active 
substances, like poor diffusion across biological membranes and a restricted solubility 
 in physiological solvents requires both transport facilitating-(CPP) and address-peptides 
 (NLS) [3-5].  

The nature‘s treasure chest harbours excellent models for the development of 
pharmacological substances which allow a broad therapeutic index and simultaneously cause 
minimal adverse reactions of the transported active substances. Manifold multi-functional 
proteins like HIV-Tat and Homeo Box gene products which meet the demands are well 
identified.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Our approach to this problem is schematically outlined and consists of coupling of TMZ to the 
nuclear localization sequence NLS(SV40-T), which is disulfide-bridged to the cell-penetrating 
peptide pAntp43-58 resulting in an active nuclear targeting. Such a non-viral construct, named 
BioShuttle, was expected to facilitate the cellular entry and nuclear targeting of TMZ as 
previously observed in our laboratory for the delivery of PNAs [6]. Indeed, after the passage of 
the TMZ-BioShuttle across the cellular membrane into the cytoplasm, the peptide-module 
responsible for the transport across the cell membrane and discharges its TMZ-NLS(SV40-T)-
Cys-OH module containing the cargo TMZ by cytoplasmic glutathione or disulfide reductases. 
Thereby the NLS sequence serves as a substrate for the import in/Ran mediated active transport 
into the cell nucleus. The TMZ connection to transporter molecules resulted in a near 10-fold 
higher pharmacological effect in glioma cell lines while using reduced TMZ-BioShuttle  
doses [7].  
 
Fig. 1. Illustrates the modular composition of the TMZ-BioShutte.  

 
According to the nature‘s example we demonstrate this complexity for new more efficient 
solutions of the proper synthesis of the TMZ-BioShuttle incorporating these different methods 
as follows: the SPPS and the Diels Alder Reaction with inverse electron demand as described in 
the following methods part [8].   
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Methods 

Synthesis of the diene compound 
Compound 4 (0.5 mmol) and the chloride 5 (0.5 mmol) were dissolved in 5 ml chloroform and 5 
ml TEA at 0-5 °C. After 4 h at room temperature, the solution was washed with water, 1 N HCl 
and with water again. The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated (Schema 1). 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the dienophile compound. 
 
The Reppe anhydride (8) was prepared from 42 mg of (1Z,3Z,5Z,7Z)-cyclo-octa-1,3,5,7-
tetraene (7) and 44 mg maleic anhydride (8) in chloroform described by Reppe. The anhydride 
(10 mmol) was reacted with Boc-Lys-OH (10 mmol) in 50 ml methanol under reflux over 3h to 
Boc-Lys(TcT)-OH (9) (Schema 2). 
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of modified lysine. 

 
For solid phase syntheses of the NLS peptide as well as of the CPP peptide, we employed the 
Fmoc-strategy in a fully automated multiple synthesizer (Syro II). The synthesis was carried out 
on a 0.05 mmol Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-polystyrene resin 1% crosslinked and on a 0.053 mmol Fmoc-
Cys(Trt)-polystyrene resin (1% crosslinked). As coupling agent 2-(1H-Benzotriazole-1-yl)-
1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) was used. The last amino acid of the 
NLS-peptide was incorporated as Boc-Lys(TcT)-OH. Cleavage and deprotection of the peptide 
resin were affected by treatment with 90% trifluoroacetic acid, 5% ethanedithiol, 2.5% 
thioanisol, 2.5% phenol (v/v/v/v) for 2.5 h at room temperature. The products were precipitated 
in ether. The crude material was purified by preparative HPLC on an Kromasil 300-5C18 
reverse phase column (20 × 150 mm) using an eluent of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water (A) 
and 60% acetonitrile in water (B). The peptides were eluted with a successive linear gradient of 
25% B to 60% B in 40 min at a flow rate of 20 ml/min. The fractions corresponding to the 
purified peptides were lyophilized.  

As last step the (TcT)-NLS-Cys and the transport peptide were oxidized in an aqueous 
solution of 2mg/ml in 20% DMSO for about five hours. The oxidation progress was monitored 
by analytical C18 reversed-phase HPLC. The peptide was purified as described above. The 
purified material was characterized with analytical HPLC and laser desorption mass 
spectrometry in a Bruker Reflex II. 
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DAR-ligation 
Equimolar amounts of the TMZ-tetrazine conjugate (6) (1.03 mg; 2 µmol) and H-Lys(Tct)-
NLS(SV40-T)-Cys-S-S-Cys-pAntp43-58 (9) (7.3 mg, 2 µmol)) were dissolved in aqueous 
solution and stored at room temperature for 24 h. 
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Scheme 3. DAR-ligation. 
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Introduction 

Despite considerable progress in the treatment of HIV-infected patients, the need for new 
antiviral agents remains a major medical need. Ideally, these agents should exploit alternative 
mechanisms to those targeted by the existing drugs, which are mostly directed to the viral 
enzymes, the reverse transcriptase, the protease, and most recently, the integrase. The only 
approved drug targeting viral fusion is the peptide enfuvirtide (T20, Fuzeon®) [1]. Enfuvirtide is 
safe and effective in patients resistant to other antiviral drugs, but requires a high dose and twice 
daily subcutaneous injections, thus making attractive the development of second-generation 
fusion inhibitors (FI) with improved pharmaceutical properties. In the following we describe the 
strategy that we used to develop such a peptide. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The mechanism of action of enfuvirtide, and the other known peptide inhibitors derived  
from the fusogenic protein gp41, is to interfere with the key conformational change of the 
protein leading to fusion, through binding to a critical intermediate known as the "pre-hairpin" 
structure [2]. 

 
 
Fig. 1. Cartoon showing the hypothesized mechanism through which cholesterol derivatization 
increases the antiviral potency of a peptide. HIV entry occurs in cholesterol-rich domains known as 
"lipid rafts", and a cholesterol-tagged peptide co-localizes in the same membrane microdomain, 
driven by cholesterol affinity for the raft. The increase in the effective concentration of the peptide at 
the fusion site results in increased inhibitory potency. 
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A number of studies suggest that the pre-hairpin intermediate is formed in membrane 
microdomains ('lipid rafts') enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids, where HIV entry takes 
place [3]. We reasoned that if local concentration of a fusion inhibitor could be selectively 
enriched into the same lipid domains targeted by the virus, its antiviral potency would be 
considerably increased. Further, we envisaged that this might be realized by attaching to the 
inhibitor cholesterol, which is naturally enriched in the rafts. Our hypothesis is illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

We applied this concept to peptide C34, which is more potent than T20 in cell-based 
assays, but unlike T20 has a very short half-life in vivo. We found that indeed attachment of 
cholesterol to C34 to produce compound 3 (C34-chol) dramatically increased its antiviral 
potency: C34-chol is >50-fold more potent than C34 (1) and the control peptide 2, where the 
cysteine is alkylated with iodoacetamide (Table 1). To confirm that the observed increase of 
activity is consistent with the expected mechanism of action, we prepared peptides 4 and 5. 
Comparison between peptides 3 and 4 shows that the addition of cholesterol must be done at the 
C-terminus of the peptide, in line with the need for antiparallel orientation of the inhibitor in the 
pre-hairpin intermediate [2]. Comparison between peptide 3 and 5 shows that a different lipid 
group like palmitic acid, which is not enriched in rafts, cannot substitute for cholesterol. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We next examined if the length of the spacer between cysteine and cholesterol had an effect on 
antiviral potency. The IC90 of peptides 3, 6, 7 which differ only for the spacer length, and C34 
(1) against a panel of HIV strains, including primary isolates, are tabulated in Table 2. The 
results indicate that the spacer has no or minor influence, and that the GSG linker is sufficient to 
provide flexibility between C34 and the cholesterol group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. The SAR of C34-chol is in agreement with the hypothesized mechanism (see text).  
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Table 2. Addition of a spacer between cholesterol and cysteine does not alter antiviral potency 
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The three cholesterol-tagged peptides 3, 6, 7 are 15-150-fold more potent than C34. Similarly, 
compound 3 is 15-300-fold more potent than enfuvirtide and the second-generation inhibitor 
T1249 [4], making it the most potent HIV fusion inhibitor known to date [5]. 

Next, we investigated if C34-chol accumulates at the target cell membrane, as expected 
based on the mechanism of action. In a washout experiment, we incubated peptide 2 and 3 with 
P4-2/R4 cells for 1h, washed the cells to remove unbound peptide, and initiated infection by 
addition of the virus. While the antiviral activity of peptide 2 was dramatically reduced (IC50 
194 pM and 109 nM without and with wash, respectively), that of cholesterol-tagged peptide 3 
was nearly unchanged (IC50 7 pM and 50 pM). Our explanation is illustrated in Figure 2.  
 

Finally, we investigated if cholesterol derivatization can improve the peptide half-life, as 
described for other lipids, by increasing the binding of the peptide to plasma proteins. A 
pharmacokinetic study in mice indeed showed that C34-chol had a considerably longer 
circulatory half-life than C34 (3 vs. 0.6h) and a 30-fold reduced clearance (0.2 vs. 5.7 
mL/min/kg) [5]. Upon subcutaneous injection at the dose of 3.5 mg/kg, the plasma 
concentration of C34-chol after 24h was still >100-fold higher than the highest IC90 value 
against the panel of viruses in Table 2.  

In conclusion, cholesterol derivatization is a viable strategy to improve the potency and 
pharmacological properties of peptide fusion inhibitors, one that goes beyond HIV and may be 
applied to many other enveloped viruses. 
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Fig. 2. Cholesterol-tagged peptides retain their inhibitory potency after cell wash. The cartoon shows the 
hypothesized mechanism for retention of antiviral activity. The inhibitor needs to be present at the point 
along the reaction pathway where the "pre-hairpin" intermediate is formed. Incubation of the cells with 
the inhibitor and subsequent wash, prior to addition of the virus, results in loss of antiviral activity for 
C34 (Top) but not for C34-chol (Bottom) which binds to and remains localized in the membrane 
microdomain where the intermediate is formed.  
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Introduction 

Angiogenesis is the process of new blood vessel formation from existent vascular network and it 
is tightly regulated by a balance between pro- and anti-angiogenic factors [1]. Physiologically, 
angiogenesis is activated in wound healing, ovulation and menstruation. However, it is also 
observed in pathologic conditions such as cancer, macular degeneration in the eyes and others. 
Angiogenesis has been highly explored as drug target in cancer therapy after observations that 
tumors can only grow beyond a few millimeters when well supplied by vascular vessels [2]. 
Anti-antiogenic therapies have been demonstrated as an alternative to adjuvant therapy in cancer 
treatment after the correlation between angiogenesis and cancer development [2] was 
established. Our laboratory has developed peptide-based cancer vaccines with emphasis on the 
conformational epitopes of HER-2 which is over-expressed in at least 25% of breast cancer 
[3,4]. Expression of VEGF induced by HER-2 positive tumors led us to target VEGF dependent 
angiogenesis as a combination therapy. Our long term goal is to develop angiogenic inhibitors 
that can be used in combination with breast cancer peptide vaccines [3,4]. In this work, we 
focus on the VEGF activated pathway and propose an approach to interrupt VEGF and VEGFR-
2 receptor interaction using peptides designed to mimic the VEGF binding site. The interaction 
between VEGF and VEGFR-2 has been mapped by alanine scanning showing that the binding 
site is most localized at loop between β5- β6. This loop corresponds to “hot spots” for VEGF 
binding, which includes monoclonal epitope binding (Avastin, G-6 and B20-4) and VEGF 
receptors binding sites. We selected the VEGF sequence surrounding residues 70-100 to design 
a VEGF peptide mimic. 
 

Results and Discussion  

In order to understand the inhibition effect of VEGF mimic peptides, we performed number of 
in-vitro and in-vivo assays. The tube formation in Matrigel assay (Figure 1) indicates the peptide 
VEGF-P3(CYC) showing enhanced effect, while VEGF-RI-P4(CYC) with lower effect in tube 
formation in Matrigel. We performed HUVEC proliferation assay (data not shown), in which all 
VEGF peptide mimics showed inhibition of HUVEC proliferation in a dose dependent manner. 
The peptide VEGF-P3(CYC) inhibited proliferation of endothelial cell with higher efficiency 
compared with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor, while peptide mimics VEGF-RI-P4(NC) and 
VEGF-RI-(CYC) were not able to inhibit endothelial cell proliferation. The phosphorylation 
assay (data not shown) using VEGF mimic peptides demonstrated the peptide VEGF-P3(CYC) 
as the best inhibitor in VEGF-dependent pathways and affinity for VEGFR-2. VEGF-P3(CYC) 
was also efficient in delaying tumor growth in VEGF+/-/Neu2-5+/+ mice. The retro-inverso cyclic 
peptide VEGF-RI-P4(CYC) showed no inhibition in tumor growth, while VEGF-RI-P4(NC) 
demonstrated 2-fold increase in inhibition on VEGF-R2 phosphorylation compared with 
irrelevant retro-inverso peptide. Combining in vitro and in vivo results, peptide mimic VEGF-
P3(CYC) demonstrated to be the best candidate for development of peptide inhibitors. The 
conformational peptide mimic VEGF-P3(CYC) also demonstrated better affinity to the receptor 
and was efficient in delaying tumor burden in a VEGF over-expressing animal model.  In order 
to further support these observations, we have synthesized two peptides; MVFVEGFP3(CYC) 
and MVFVEGF-RI-P4(CYC), comprising of TH epitope MVF as reported earlier [3,4] and 
raised antibodies against MVFVEGFP3(CYC) peptide in rabbits and mice. We are evaluating 
these antibodies in-vivo and in-vitro assays for VEGF inhibition. We are also raising antibodies 
against MVFVEGF-RI-P4(CYC) peptide in rabbits and mice to further evaluate VEGF 
inhibition using these antibodies.   
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Introduction 

Trastuzumab and Pertuzumab are two humanized Abs that target two different regions of the 
extracellular domain of HER-2/neu. Although humanized Mabs have been approved by the 
FDA, a number of concerns still exist. They are expensive and require repeated administration 
due to their limited duration of action and produce side effects like cardiotoxicity. We have 
evaluated the safety, toxicity and immunogenicity of increasing doses of two chimeric HER-2 
B-cell epitope vaccines derived from the extracellular domain (ECD) in patients with metastatic 
and or recurrent solid tumors. Twenty four patients received three inoculations at the intended 
dose levels and the vaccine was well tolerated, with the maximum tolerable dose (MTD) being 
the highest dose level (1.5mg each of MVF-316-339 and MVF 628-647) (Table 1) [1] as no 
dose limiting toxicity was identified for any dose level. After vaccination, four patients were 
judged to stable disease, two patients had partial response and eleven patients had progressive 
disease. Anti-peptide abs recognized HER-2 and inhibited HER-2/neu –specific cellular 
proliferation and receptor phosphorylation. The antibodies were also able to cause antibody 
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) of HER-2 positive cells. This study shows the safety 
and immunogenicity of the vaccine in a population of patients with metastatic disease. 
 

Table 1. Two HER-2 peptide sequences used for vaccinating patients 

Peptide Amino acid Sequence 

316-339 MVF-PLHNQEVTAEDGTQRA EKCSKPCA 

628-647 MVF-INGTHSCVDLDDKGCPAEQR 

 
Results and Discussion 

Of 24 patients receiving 3 immunizations of the HER-2 peptide vaccines, 6 patients 
demonstrated clinical benefit after radiologic reassessment (Table 2). Only one patient (1B) was 
HER-2 positive whereas the others were all negative. IgG ab responses were performed using 
ELISA assays and there was an increase in response from dose level 1-4. Dose level 4 was 
determined to be the MTD. Importantly, these patients also elicited HER-2 specific recombinant 
Abs.These results confirm that one of the vaccines (316-339) elicited pertuzumab-like abs 
whereas Trastuzumab did not bind the rhHER-2 because the protein was truncated at sequence 
419 lacking the Trastuzumab binding site. 

Binding of the peptide Abs to intact HER-2 receptor was evaluated by 
immunofluorescence staining of single-cell suspension of BT-474. Differential binding was 
obtained at each dose level. In dose level 4, Abs elicited by each patient bound similarly or 
better to the HER-2 receptor as compared to the positive control Trastuzumab with pre-sera 
serving as negative control. The effects of the peptide Abs on both proliferation and 
phosphorylation were tested using BT-474 cells in the presence of HRG. The patient’s sera were 
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able to inhibit proliferation and phosphorylation of the HER-2 overexpressing cell line BT-474 
(Figure 1). In most of the cases, the difference in inhibition between the Abs from the pre-sera 
and post 3y +3w: 3 weeks post 3rd immunization was significant at dose level 4 (Figure 1). 84% 
of patients in dose level 4 lowered the concentration of the phosphotyrosine on BT-474 cells by 
40-50% as compared to the HER-2 phophorylation inhibitor AG825 used as the positive control. 

This first man/woman clinical trial described here consists of a vaccine strategy using 
two B-cell epitope peptides, MVF 316-339 and MVF 628-647, in combination with nor-MDP 
adjuvant in oil in water vehicle. The Disis group has vaccinated patients with HER-2 
overexpressing breast, NSCLC and ovarian cancers with peptides derived from the Th epitopes 
of the HER-2 protein in combination with GM-CSF [2]. 92% of patients developed T-cell 
immunity to the HER-2 peptides. Several preclinical studies have demonstrated that the 
inductions of anti-HER-2/neu abs are both necessary and sufficient for protection of BALB-
neuT mice [3, 4]. 

Table 1. Patient Characteristics. Patients with histologically confirmed metastatic and/or recurrent 
solid tumors were eligible for enrollment after having received standard therapy and were no 
longer responding. Patients were not required to have HER-2 over-expression for enrollment. 

Patient ID 
& Cohorts 

Age/ 
Gender Malignancy 

ECO
G PS 
n= 

Matastatic 
sites 

Prior 
Chemo 
n= 

Clinical 
Benefit 

HER-2 
status 

Cohort 1 :1A 73/F Colon 0 Lung 2 +SD - 

1B 75/F SCC 0 Thigh 2 +SD FISH+ 

1C 65/F Ovarian 1 Liver cyst 5 - FISH+ 

1D 78/F Endometrial 2 l. Peritoneum 2 +PR*** - 

1E 74/F Breast 1 Breast, bone 8 - IHC 3+ 

1F 37/F Breast 0 Lung 3 - IHC 3+ 

Cohort 2 :2A 57/M Adrenal 1 Lungs, liver 2 +SD - 

2B 55/M Pancreas 0 Pancreas 3 - - 

2C 67/F Ovarian 1 Liver 9 - - 

2D 59/M Rectal 1 Lung, liver 3 - - 

2E 53/F Leiomysarcoma 0 Lung 4 - - 

2F 75/F Endometrial 1 Lung 2 - FISH + 

Cohort 3 :3A 66/F Breast 1 Liver 6 - IHC 3+ 

3B 41/F Breast 0-1 Liver 4 - IHC 3+ 

3C 46/F Rectal 2 Periaortic 2 - - 

3D 58/M Colon 0 Liver, lung 3 - - 

3E 61/M Colorectal 0 Liver, bone 6 - - 

3F 66/F Breast 0 Lung, chest 3 - IHC 2+ 

Cohort 4 :4A 65/F Ovarian 0 Pelvis 1 - IHC 2+ 

4B 35/F GIST - Lung 1 - - 

4C 70/F Cervical 1 s. intestine 3 - - 

4D 74/F Ovarian 0 Abdomen 7 +PR - 

4E 71/F Ovarian 0 Abdomen 3 +SD - 

4F 49/F NSCLC 0 Abdomen 3 - - 

Abbreviations: ECOG PS = Eastern Cooperative Oncology group performance status; SCC = squamous 
cell carcinoma; GIST = gastrointestinal stromal tumor; NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer; SD = 
stable disease; PR = partial response; PD = progressive disease ***Patient 1D: durable clinical benefit 
4 years+. All patients received doses except 1A, 1D, 2A, 2D, 2E that received 4 doses and 5 for 1D. 
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We demonstrate here that the peptide vaccine elicited IgG abs at all dose levels 
indicating peptide specific T cell activation was provided by the promiscuous MVF T-epitope. 
Dose level 4 was determined to be the MTD based on the lack of dose limiting toxicity and a 
significant dose dependent increase in IgG ab response in patients. It is important to underscore 
that our vaccine epitopes correspond to overlapping sequences of Trastuzumab and Pertuzumab 
binding sites that target different extracellular regions of HER-2 tyrosine kinase receptor. 
Trastuzumab binds domain IV, causes ADCC and inhibits proliferation whereas Pertuzumab 
binds domain II and blocks its ability to dimerize with other HER receptors. Although the intent 
of our study was to determine the efficacy, we did find evidence of preliminary activity in 6 
patients who had either PR or SD. Interestingly, only one of these 6 patients was HER-2 
positive as determined by FISH and with the remaining five not overexpressing HER-2. Given 
the nature of our combination vaccine, one could anticipate that several mechanisms could be 
operative between HER-2 negative and positive patients. However it is difficult to infer clinical 
benefit to any immune response given the small number of patients. 

In conclusion, this Phase I study demonstrates the peptide vaccine is safe and it elicited 
IgG Abs in a population of patients with metastatic disease that have been heavily pre-treated. 
These abs recognized HER-2, specifically suppress its phosphorylation and inhibit cell 
proliferation. This study is the first to show that a combination B cell epitope vaccine can elicit 
abs that disrupt two different HER-2 signaling pathways. The design of HER-2 based peptides 
should offer safer alternatives given that clinicians are still facing many uncertainties 
concerning the optimal use of tyrosine kinase inhibitors. The clinical benefit of this vaccine 
remains to be investigated in a future Phase II clinical trial. 
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Fig. 1. Effects of purified anti-peptide antibodies on proliferation and phosphorylation of BT-474 cells. 
Cells were incubated with medium alone or treated with pre abs, peptide abs and Trastuzumab (100ug). 
The inhibition rate was calculated using the formula (ODmedium alone- ODtreated)/ODmedium alone X 100. Error 
bars represent SD. 
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Introduction 

HER-2 is a member of the EGFR family and is overexpressed in 20-30% of breast cancers. 
HER-2 overexpression causes increased expression of VEGF at both the RNA and protein level 
[1]. These two proteins are therefore considered good targets for cancer treatment which have 
led to the development of two humanized monoclonal antibodies (mAb) Pertuzumab and 
Bevacizumab that target HER-2 and VEGF respectively. Exposure of HER-2 overexpressing 
cells to trastuzumab/herceptin another mAb that targets HER-2 significantly decreases VEGF 
expression [2]. Although passive immunotherapy with these Abs has been approved for 
treatment of advanced breast cancer, a number of concerns exist with passive immunotherapy. 
Treatment is expensive, and has a limited duration of action, necessitating repeated 
administrations of the mAb. Peptide therapy with conformational B-cell epitope mimics can be 
cheaper with a longer half-life. The goal of the present study was to show that combination 
treatment with HER-2 and VEGF peptide mimics provides greater efficacy than single 
treatment. We designed and synthesized peptides based on the binding of (i) HER-2 with 
Pertuzumab and (ii) VEGF with VEGFR2. We show that combination treatment with these 
peptides induces potent anti-tumor and anti-angiogenic responses in vitro and in vivo. 
 
Results and Discussion 

B-cell epitopes from the HER-2 and VEGF (Table 1) proteins were synthesized using Fmoc 
chemistry on a Milligen/Biosearch 9600 peptide synthesizer (Bedford, MA). We synthesized the 
peptide VEGF-P3 cyclized (CYC), a conformational epitope, consisting of an anti-parallel β-
sheet and it required two artificial cysteine residues to be introduced between Gln79 and Gly92, 
and between Ile80 and Glu93. After synthesis and purification of the VEGF-P3 non-cyclized 
(NC) peptide, the disulfide bond was formed using iodine oxidation reaction, enabling the 
formation of the twisted anti-parallel β-sheet structure. Following characterization by HPLC and 
MS, peptides were kept lyophilized and dissolved prior to use in subsequent assays. The retro-
inverso (RI) peptide analog VEGF-RI-P4 is synthesized using D-amino acids with the amino 
acid sequence in reverse order. The HER-2 266 peptide was synthesized and disulphide pairing 
accomplished as described above. 

 
Combination treatment with HER-2 and VEGF peptide mimics were shown to cause a greater 
inhibition of cell proliferation using HER-2 positive cell lines (BT-474) (Figure 1A). HER-2 
signaling mainly occurs via dimerization with other receptors and the prevention of this 
dimerization will prevent intracellular signaling and phosphorylation. The peptides were also 
able to inhibit HER-2 specific phosphorylation due inhibition of HER-2 dimerization with other 
HER- receptors and combination treatment showed the best response (Figure 1B). In vivo 

HER-2-266-296(CYC)  LHCPA LVTYNTDTFESMPNPEGRYTFGASCV 

VEGF-P3(CYC)   76 –ITMQ-79-C-92-GIHQGQHPKIRMI-80-C-EMSF-96 

VEGF-RI-P4(CYC)                            (D)-96–FSME-80-C-92-IMRIKPHQGQHIG-79-C-QMTI-76 

Table 1. HER-2 and VEGF mimic peptide sequences 
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Fig. 1. Effects of combination treatment with peptides on (A) cancer cell proliferation, (B) HER-2 specific 
phosphorylation using BT474 Cells (HER-2 overexpressors) incubated with HER-2 peptide, VEGF 
peptides or combination of both. Trastuzumab, AG825 (Calbiochem) a potent HER-2 phosphorylation 
inhibitor and irrelevant peptide were used as controls. The inhibition rate was calculated using the formula 
(OD normal Untreated - OD peptides or Ab)/ODnormal untreated x 100. Error bars represent SD). 
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Fig. 2. Wild type BALB/c mice (n =5), at the age of 5-6 weeks was challenged with TUBO cells that were 
derived from BALB-neuT mice which are transgenic for the rat HER-2/neu oncogene, and were treated 
intravenously with HER-2 and VEGF peptide mimics, and scrambled irrelevant peptide, Tumor 
measurements were performed twice a week using  calipers. The data are presented as the average tumor 
size per group and are reported as mm3 for combination treatment for HER-2 peptide with D-amino acid 
VEGF peptide (A) and percentage tumor free (B) as compared to the control groups. Error bars represent 
mean standard deviations.  

studies using a transplantable mouse model showed that combination treatment with both 
peptide epitopes produced a greater delay in tumor growth and development as compared to 
single treatments (Figure 2B). In the case of combination treatment with both HER-2 and the 
retro- inverso peptide, there was an increase in % tumor free and one mouse remained tumor 
free at the end of the experiment (Figure 2A). Finally, combination treatment with the D-amino 
acid VEGF peptide mimic also produced a reduction in tumor weight with a statistically 
significant difference from the control (Figure 3). These results indicates that targeting both 
HER-2 and VEGF is a better strategy in treating HER-2 positive cancers since this will destroy 
two different targets of the same pathway 
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Fig. 3. Effects of combination treatment on tumor weight. Wild type BALB/c mice (n =5), at the age of 
5-7 weeks was challenged with TUBO cells that were derived from BALB-neuT mice which are 
transgenic for the rat HER-2/neu oncogene, and were treated intravenously with HER-2 and VEGF 
peptide mimics, and scrambled irrelevant peptide, Tumors were removed were removed at the end of 
treatment and % tumor weight was calculated using the formula tumor weight/ weight of mice with 
tumor X 100. The group treated both HER-2 and D-amino acid VEGF peptide showed the lowest 
percentage tumor weight  as compared to the control group with a p value of 0.05 (#) Error bars 
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Introduction 

Histone deacetylases (HDACs) are a family of enzymes that play a crucial role in regulating 
numerous vital functions by influencing on gene expression through the modification of 
chromosomal DNA conformation. They are typically grouped into four classes, and classes I, II 
and IV are characterized to have Zn2+ as a critical component at their active sites, whereas class 
III HDACs distinctly use a cofactor, NAD+ [1]. In the past two decades, many studies showed a 
correlation between an increased activity of Zn2+-dependent HDACs and tumorigenesis 
processes, and this makes HDACs a new attractive therapeutic target for cancer treatment [2]. A 
number of small molecules have been identified or developed as HDAC inhibitors that trigger 
cell cycle arrest, differentiation, and apoptosis in cancer cells [3]. 
 Isolated from Chromobacterium violaceum, FK228 (also known as FR901,228 or 
depsipeptide) is a highly potent inhibitor with selectivity toward class I HDACs that appears to 
be more relevant for intervention in oncology [4,5]. Despite its promising therapeutic profile, 
FK228 has a unique bicyclic structure and several synthetically challenging moieties. These 
synthetic difficulties prevented the synthesis of FK228 analogues that would promote the 
understanding of the molecular mechanism underling its anti-cancer activity.  
 
Results and Discussion 

To investigate structural requirements of FK228 for its functions, we have recently developed 
novel analogues of FK228 that were designed by replacing the most synthetically challenging 
unit, (3S,4E)-3-hydroxy-7-mercapto-heptenoic acid with a structure that can be easily assembled 
with readily available chemicals [6] (Figure 1). And, an efficient solid-phase synthetic strategy 
was achieved to prepare a series of FK228 analogues. 
 As described in Scheme 1, the synthesis started from a reductive amination of a 
cysteamine to a solid support, and the subsequent coupling of an Asp produced a surrogate (2) 
for the synthetically challenging heptenoic acid in FK228. After the remaining four amino acids 
were sequentially coupled, a macrolactam (5) was created and oxidized with iodine on resin to 
produce FK228 analogues (6-20) in high yield (>75%) and purity (>80%). 
 The synthesized FK228 analogues (6-20) were evaluated for their inhibitory activity on 
human bladder cancer cell line, T24. Each compound was incubated with T24 cells at various 
concentrations over 3 days and cell proliferation was measured after treating with MTT for 4 h. 
As shown in Figure 2, a range of cell growth inhibition was observed by the FK228 analogues, 
and several compounds (10, 17, and 19) were identified as the most potent analogues showing 
70-98% inhibition at 0.5 µM. Then, selected leads (10 and 19) were examined on six human 
cancer cell lines derived from either prostate or bladder tumor, and also demonstrated effective 
growth inhibitions on all six cancer cells (IC50 = 0.18-1.8 µM for 10; IC50 = 0.03-0.22 µM for 
19). 
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Fig. 1. Structures of (A) FK228 and (B) its analogues, and (C) superimposition of the two. 
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From this limited structure-activity study, introduction of two aromatic amino acids (e.g., L-Phe, 
L-2-Nal) at the positions of L-Val and Z-Dhb in FK228 was found to improve potency, and a 
bulkier aromatic ring (e.g., 2-naphthyl group in 17 and 19) appears to be more effective. In 
addition, a stereochemical preference at the position of the Z-Dhb was observed as D-Phe in 13 
led to a significant loss in potency.  
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Fig. 2. Antitumor activity of FK228 analogues on human bladder cancer cells. 
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Introduction 

SIR2 (silent mating type information regulation-2) and its orthologs represent a conserved group 
of genes encoding NAD+-dependent protein deacetylases that play important roles in lifespan-
extending effects [1]. Increased dosage of SIR2 orthologs from S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster, 
and C. elegans extend their lifespan, suggesting that Sir2 genes are conserved regulators of the 
aging process [2]. In C. elegans, it has been identified that SIR-2.1 functions through 14-3-3 
proteins and affect DAF-16 transcriptional activity [3]. DhHP-6 is a nonapeptide that contains 
deuterohaemin and histidine. It was designed as a mimetic of peroxidase. Our recent studies 
show that DhHP-6 extends the lifespan of wild type C. elegans by 20%. Here we found that 
DhHP-6 treatment up-regulates sir-2.1 gene encoding SIR2 like protein in C. elegans and the 
lifespan extension by DhHP-6 is also dependent upon sir-2.1. We predict that DhHP-6’s 
lifespan extension effect is mediated by sir-2.1/DAF-16 pathway.  
 
Results and Discussion 

DhHP-6 increased both the mean and maximum lifespan and a nearly 20% increase in a daf-16 
dependent manner in mean lifespan was observed in wild type worms with 0.2mM DhHP-6. To 
further identify genetic components that may contribute to DhHP-6 mediated lifespan extension, 
we analyzed several daf-16 upstream genes of worms grown in the presence and absence of 
DhHP-6 by real time RT-PCR. Sir-2.1, encoding SIR2 like protein in C. elegans, was 
upregulated ~6-fold in wild type (wt) worms after 4 days treatment (Figure 1A). This finding is 
in consistence with others’ result that over-expressing SIR-2.1 lead to further extension of 
lifespan in WT worms [4]. Expression level of daf-2 or daf-16 gene does not change upon 
DhHP-6 treatment.  

According to the former results that DhHP-6 extended worm’s lifespan in a daf-16 
dependent manner, we hypothesized that DhHP-6 might be a positive transcriptional regulator 
of sir-2.1 gene and thus result in nuclear localization of DAF-16. In sir-2.1 (ok434)Ⅳ mutant, 

 
 
Fig. 1. Effect of DhHP-6 on gene expression and lifespan. A: Expression levels of sir-2.1 and sir-2.3 
genes, relative to housekeeping gene gpd-1, were determined by real time RT-PCR. B: Lifespan extension 
was blocked in the sir-2.1(ok434) mutant. Data listed in Table 1. 
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we found that this lifespan extension mediated by DhHP-6 was fully blocked (Table 1 and 
Figure 1B). This result suggests that SIR-2.1 protein is essential for DhHP-6’s lifespan 
extension effects. Compared to other compounds that can also extend the lifespan of C. elegans 
[5], DhHP-6 has two major advantages. First, as a peptide-structured mimetic, DhHP-6 has 
higher activity, is easily synthesized, and has low toxicity even at a high dosage. Second, 
DhHP-6 has low molecular weight and high stability. As a stable peptide mimetic of low 
toxicity, DhHP-6 has the potential to be a useful clinical tool in delaying aging and ameliorating 
oxidation and age-related disease. 
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Table 1. The effects of DhHP-6 on Caenorhabditis elegans 

Strains Treatment  Mean lifespan ±SE (n) Max lifespan P value* 

Wt E.coli (0) 16.12 ± 0.3 (275) 25 - 

Wt E.coli (50) 19.35 ± 0.38 (168) 27 <0.001 

daf-16(mgDf50) E.coli (0) 12.76 ± 0.38 (121) 21 - 

daf-16(mgDf50) E.coli (50) 11.06 ± 0.38 (93) 19 0.001 

sir-2.1 (ok434) E.coli (0) 14.35 ± 0.68 (51) 23 - 

sir-2.1 (ok434) E.coli (50) 14.7 ± 0.7 (53) 23 0.471 

Wt=wild type; E.coli, E.coli OP50 to OD600=0.3 (about 1×108-1×109 cells/ml); *P value (log 
rank test) compared with untreated control  
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Introduction 

Protein prenylation is an important post-translational modification that controls the subcellular 
localization and membrane trafficking of more than one hundred human proteins, particularly 
G-proteins belonging to the Ras and Rho families [1]. Prenylation is executed by 
prenyltransferases - Farnesyltransferase (FTase) and Geranylgeranyltransferases-I & II 
(GGTase-I and GGTase-II) that catalyze the transfer of a C15 or C20 isoprenoid to the cysteine 
thiol present close to the C-terminus of the protein. FTase and GGTase-I have been established 
as promising targets for the development of cancer therapeutics [2]. These bisubstrate enzymes 
couple their protein substrates (or peptides containing a C-terminal CaaX-motif) with the 
respective isoprenoid pyrophosphate co-substrate. The C-terminal CaaX motif of the substrates 
comprises a cysteine residue followed by two ‘a’ residues that are typically aliphatic, and the 
“X” residue that plays a major role in prenyltransferase recognition and specificity [3]. These 
substrate structural features have been utilized in developing GGTIs designed to be competitive 
with the peptide or the isoprenoid substrates [1]. This paper explores an alternative approach to 
inhibition of GGTase-I based on bisubstrate analog design.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Bisubstrate inhibition of CaaX prenyltransferases offers a unique approach for structure-based 
inhibitor design. These analogues display 
the structural elements of the CaaX peptide 
as well as the isoprenoid substrate. This 
approach is particularly attractive because 
structural variations can be systematically 
carried out on two different platforms − the 
peptide motif and the isoprenoid motif −  to 
fine-tune the potency and selectivity of 
inhibitors for a specific CaaX 
prenyltransferase. We investigated the 
feasibility of this approach by designing 
lipidated peptidotriazoles as readily 
prepared bisubstrate mimetics (Figure 1). 

The lipidated peptidotriazoles 
were assembled by Cu-catalyzed Hüisgen 
cycloaddition [4] of isoprenoid alkynes 
with N-terminal azides of the peptide 
moiety. The synthetic accessibility of 1,4-
disubstituted-1,2,3-triazoles enabled us to 
develop a combinatorial methodology for 

generation of these analogs. We also envisioned that the triazole could serve as an alternative 
zinc-binding moiety, thereby eliminating the requirement for a free thiol in the peptide moiety. 

These peptidotriazoles were assembled on chlorotrityl resin [5] in a C- to N-terminal 
manner. The peptide fragment was assembled by standard Fmoc solid phase peptide synthesis 
methodology. The azide functionality was subsequently introduced by on-resin diazo transfer 
[6] to the free amine at the N-terminal of the peptide followed by click chemistry with 
isoprenoid alkynes. This methodology was optimized by utilizing a combination of qualitative 
tests and ESI-MS for analysis. The peptidotriazoles were cleaved from the resin using mild 
acidic conditions and purified by reverse phase preparative-HPLC.  

All peptidotriazoles were screened versus FTase and GGTase-I using a well-
established continuous fluorescence assay [7]. Substrate turnover is measured through 
fluorescence enhancement caused by prenylation of the fluorescent CaaX-peptide. Initial 

 

Fig. 1. Bisubstrate analog design for CaaX-
Prenyltransferases. 
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screening with lipidated peptidotriazoles demonstrated very poor inhibition of FTase, but more 
promising results were obtained with GGTase-I. The potency of bisubstrate peptidotriazoles was 
fine-tuned by systematically modifying the diversity elements such as the residues in “aaX” 
motif, the linker length between the peptide and triazole, and length of the isoprenoid chain. 
These SAR studies indicate the requirement for VFL as the peptide fragment for optimal 
potency. Additionally, the activity of these peptidotriazoles varied with the flexibility of the 
linker between the peptide fragment and the disubstituted triazole. As seen in Figure 2, the best 
bisubstrate analogs obtained exhibit nanomolar IC50 values for GGTase-I. 

Selected peptidotriazoles that are potent GGTIs were also screened versus FTase to 
determine the selectivity of these inhibitors. The most potent inhibitor of GGTase-I obtained by 
this methodology did not show any inhibition of FTase even at a concentration ten-fold higher 
than its IC50, revealing a high selectivity for GGTase-I. 

In conclusion, solid phase synthesis combined with Hüisgen cycloaddition offers a 
unique strategy to develop non-thiol bisubstrate inhibitors of CaaX-prenyltransferases. The 
potency and selectivity of these inhibitors can be fine-tuned by appropriately modifying the 
peptide and isoprenoid fragments in these compounds. 
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Introduction 

This is a systematic study of varying the number of positively charged residues on the polar face 
of our amphipathic α-helical antimicrobial peptides, D1 and analogs D5 [1-5] and D17 to D22 
(Table 1). The nonpolar face is identical in the six analogs D17 to D22. As shown in Table 1, 
the number of lysine residues increases systematically from 4 (D17), 5 (D18), 6 (D19), 7 (D20), 
8 (D21) to 9 (D22) on the polar face. The net charge on the peptides concomitantly increases 
from +5 to +10 because of the specificity determinant on the nonpolar face, K13, in each 
analog.  
 

Table 1. Peptides used in this study 

Peptide  Substitutiona Sequenceb Hydrophobicity 
     1                       13                        26 tR

c (min) 
D1 D-(V13K)  Ac-K-W-K-S-F-L-K-T-F-K-S-A-K-K-T-V-L-H-T-A-L-K-A-I-S-S-amide 76.75  
D5 D-(V13K,  V16K, A12L, A20L, A23L) Ac-K-W-K-S-F-L-K-T-F-K-S-L-K-K-T-K-L-H-T-L-L-K-L-I-S-S-amide 80.44  

D17 
D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, K10S, S11K, T15K, H18K, K1S, K3S, K7S, 
K22S) Ac-S-W-S-S-F-L-S-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-S-A-I-S-S-amide 98.81  

D18 D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, K10S, S11K, T15K, H18K, K1S, K3S, K22S) Ac-S-W-S-S-F-L-K-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-S-A-I-S-S-amide 97.87  
D19 D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, K10S, S11K, T15K, H18K, K1S, K3S) Ac-S-W-S-S-F-L-K-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-K-A-I-S-S-amide 97.94  
D20 D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, K10S, S11K, T15K, H18K, K1S) Ac-S-W-K-S-F-L-K-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-K-A-I-S-S-amide 95.90  
D21 D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, S11K, K10S, T15K, H18K, K1S, S26K) Ac-S-W-K-S-F-L-K-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-K-A-I-S-K-amide 93.77  
D22 D-(V13K, V16A, A20L, K10S, S11K, T15K, H18K, S26K) Ac-K-W-K-S-F-L-K-T-F-S-K-A-K-K-K-A-L-K-T-L-L-K-A-I-S-K-amide 90.67  

aD- denotes that all amino acid residues in each peptide are in the D conformation. bPeptide sequences are shown using the one-letter code for 
amino acid residues; Ac- denotes Nα-acetyl and -amide denotes Cα- amide. ctR denotes retention time in RP-HPLC at pH 2 and room temperature, 
and is a measure of overall peptide hydrophobicity. 
 

Results and Discussion 

Hemolytic activity:The hemolytic activities of the peptides against human erythrocytes were 
determined as a measure of peptide toxicity toward eukaryotic cells. The effect of peptide 
concentration on erythrocyte hemolysis (18 hours at 37oC) is shown in Figure 1. From these 
plots the peptide concentration that produced 50% hemolysis was determined (HC50, Table2). 
Increasing the number of positively charged residues on the polar face decreases the hemolytic 
activity (D19 to D22, Table 2). Peptide D22 showed the weakest hemolytic activity among the 

new analogs (HC50=249 µg/mL), 
and compares favorably with D1 
(HC50=421.5 µg/mL). 
Antimicrobial activity:  
Pseudomonas is a genus of gram-
negative bacteria with high intrinsic 
resistance to traditional antibiotics 
and resistance levels have been 
steadily increasing in recent years. 
We have chosen a diverse group of 
six Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
clinical isolates. We determined the 
MIC values for our peptides in two 
different media: Muller Hinton 
medium (Table 2A) and Brain 
Heart Infusion medium (Table 2B). 
In Muller Hinton medium, all the 
tested peptides except D17 have 
similar activity: their geometric 
mean MIC values were all low 

Fig. 1. The Hemolytic Activity of Peptide D1 (D-V13K) and 
analogs. The concentration-response curves of peptides for 
lysis of human red blood cells. 
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(varied from 6.2 µg/ml to 12.4 µg/ml or 2.1 µM to 4.1 µM) within a 2-fold difference (the 
geometric mean MIC value for D17 was 22.1 µg/ml). In Brain Heart Infusion medium, similar 
results were obtained for D17 to D22: their geometric mean MIC values were all low (varied 
from 6.2 µg/mL to 14.7 µg/mL or 2.1 µM to 5.1 µM) within a 2-fold difference except D17 
which had a geometric mean MIC value of 35.1 µg/ml.  
 
Table 2. Biological activity of D1 (D-V13K) analogs against six Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
strains in Muller Hinton medium (A) and Brain Heart Infusion medium (B) 

A 
Peptide 
Name 

Net 
Charge 

 Hemolytic activity   Antimicrobial activity measured in Muller Hinton medium  Therapeutic indexd 
  

HC50(µg/mL)a 
 MIC(µg/mL)b  

HC50/MIC Folde 
    PAO 1 PAK PA 14 CP 204 WR 5 M 2 GMc  

 D1 +7   421.5   7.8  15.6  15.6  15.6  15.6  7.8  12.4   34.0  1.00  
 D5 +8   47.0    7.8  15.6  7.8  15.6  15.6  7.8  11.0   4.3  0.13  
 D17 +5  62.0   15.6 15.6 15.6 31.3 31.3 31.3 22.1   2.8  0.08  
 D18 +6  55.0   7.8 7.8 7.8 15.6 15.6 7.8 9.8   5.6  0.16  
 D19 +7  36.0   3.9 3.9 3.9 15.6 15.6 15.6 7.8   4.6  0.14  
 D20 +8  77.0   7.8  7.8  7.8  31.3  15.6  15.6  12.4   6.2  0.18  
 D21 +9  88.5  7.8  3.9  0.5  15.6  15.6  15.6  6.2   14.2  0.42  
 D22 +10   249.0    3.9  3.9  0.5  31.3  31.3  15.6  7.0   35.6  1.05  

B 
Peptide 
Name 

Net 
Charge 

 Hemolytic activity   Antimicrobial activity measured in Brain Heart Infusion medium  Therapeutic indexd 
  

HC50(µg/mL)a 
 MIC(µg/mL)b  

HC50/MIC Folde 
    PAO 1 PAK PA 14 CP 204 WR 5 M 2 GMc   

 D1 +7   421.5   31.3 31.3 15.6 62.5 15.6 62.5 31.2    13.5  1.00  
 D5 +8   47.0    31.3 31.3 15.6 31.3 15.6 15.6 22.1    2.1  0.16  
 D17 +5  62.0   31.3 31.3 15.6 62.5 62.5 31.3 35.1   1.8  0.13  
 D18 +6  55.0   10.4 10.4 10.4 41.7 20.8 10.4 14.7   3.7  0.28  
 D19 +7  36.0   7.8 15.6 3.9 15.6 15.6 7.8 9.8   3.7  0.27  
 D20 +8  77.0   7.8 15.6 7.8 15.6 7.8 7.8 9.8   7.8  0.58  
 D21 +9  88.5  15.6 3.9 3.9 15.6 3.9 3.9 6.2   14.3  1.06  
 D22 +10   249.0    15.6 7.8 3.9 31.3 15.6 3.9 9.8    25.3  1.88  

aHC50 is the maximal peptide concentration that produces 50% hemolysis of human red blood cells after 18 h in the standard microtiter dilution 
method. bMIC is minimal inhibitory concentration that inhibited growth of different strains in Mueller-Hinton (MH) medium or Brain Heart 
Infusion (BHI) medium at 37oC after 24h. MIC is given based on three sets of determinations.  cGM, geometric mean of the MIC values. 
dTherapeutic index is the ratio of the HC50 value (mg/mL) over the geometric mean MIC value (µg/mL). Large values indicate greater antimicrobial 
specificity. eThe fold improvement in therapeutic index compared to that of D1. 
 

Therapeutic Index: In Muller Hinton medium (Table 2A), only one peptide, D22, had a 
therapeutic index (35.6) similar to peptide D1 (34.0). Interestingly, in Brain Heart Infusion 
medium, peptides D21 and D22 had therapeutic indices similar or better than peptide D1. The 
therapeutic index for D1 was 13.5 (Table 2B) compared to peptide D21 with a value of 14.3 and 
peptide D22 with a value of 25.3. These results show that the number of positively charged 
residues and their location on the polar face can be varied dramatically compared to peptide D1 
to achieve a similar or higher therapeutic index, as shown for peptide D22. 

It is important to note that peptide D22 has much higher overall hydrophobicity (90.7 
min) than D1 (76.8 min) (Table 1). Thus, you can have a wide range of sequences varying in 
hydrophobicity on the non-polar face and varying in number and location of the positively 
charged residues on the polar face and still maintain the desired biological properties. However, 
the changes in sequence must be complementary, that is, if hydrophobicity is increased on the 
non-polar face you must simultaneously increase the number of positively charged residues on 
the polar face. Since different sequences may be optimal for a particular organism, the above 
understanding provides us with know-how to optimize a particular sequence for a particular 
organism, based on screening a reasonable number of peptide analogs that vary in positive 
charge on the polar face and hydrophobicity on the non-polar face. 
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Introduction 

Despite their interest as alternatives to conventional antibiotics in the face of an alarming 
worldwide antibiotic resistance crisis, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are still to gain a foothold 
in therapeutics, largely due to the limitations intrinsic to their peptide nature. A number of 
structural modifications tending to enhance AMP biological lifetimes have been proposed with 
various results. Lys trimethylation, despite its predicament in epigenetic studies [1], has 
surprisingly received little attention from peptide medicinal chemists. Among other effects, 
lysine trimethylation (i) preserves global charge but (ii) abrogates the hydrogen bond-forming 
ability of the amino group, and (iii) increases side chain bulkiness as well as hydrophobicity.  
 
Results and Discussion 

We have examined the effect of Lys trimethylation using a well-known AMP platform, the 
cecropin A-melittin hybrid CA(1-7)M(2-9), KWKLFKKIGAVLKVL-amide [2]. Before Fmoc-
Lys(Me3)-OH became commercially available, trimethylation of designated Lys residues in the 
CA(1-7)M(2-9) sequence was achieved by (i) protection of the selected residue(s) with either 
Fmoc or Mmt (Boc or Fmoc chemistry, respectively), (ii) selective removal of these groups 
(piperidine or 1% TFA, respectively), (iii) treatment of the peptide-resin with methyl 
iodide/DIEA (1:2) in DMF, (iv) full deprotection and cleavage. Ten analogues displaying 
different levels of Lys trimethylation have been made and tested for antimicrobial activity on 
Leishmania promastigotes and amastigotes, as well as for hemolysis as a gauge of cytotoxicity.  

As shown in Table 1, trimethylation of all five Lys residues caused a significant 
decrease in antimicrobial potency but, interestingly, an even more marked reduction in 
cytotoxicity. The singly and doubly trimethylated analogues, on the other hand, provided more 
encouraging results: most were non-cytotoxic up to 60 μM yet retained antimicrobial activities 
in the μM range, thereby amounting to a sizable enhancement of their therapeutic indexes.  

As expected, trimethylated derivatives had improved proteolytic stability profiles 
relative to the parent CA(1-7)M(2-9), and thus the permethylated K1,3,6,7,13(Me3)5 analogue was 
basically inert to trypsin. On the other hand, derivatives with lower levels of trimethylation were 
protease-sensitive, albeit marginally more stable than CA(1-7)M(2-9). All in all, the proteolysis 
data do not appear to support the hypothesis that protease shielding plays a major role in the 
improved performance of the trimethylated analogues.  

The secondary structures of the analogues were investigated in solution by 2D-NMR 
(DQF-COSY, TOCSY and NOESY) experiments. While only random structures were observed 
in aqueous solution, upon TFE addition cross peaks with well-resolved, well-dispersed 
resonances in the αH-NH and NH-NH regions were detected, indicative of stable conformers. 
Upfield-shifted αH and NH resonances in TFE relative to water were suggestive of helical 
structures. For the different derivatives in Table 1, a switch from random coil to partial helical 
structures as the number of trimethyl-Lys residues increased was found, with a good correlation 
between trimethylation level and global helical content.   

The mechanism of antimicrobial action of the peptides was investigated by (i) analysis 
of plasma membrane permeabilization and (ii) electron microscopy. In the first approach, the 
influx of the vital dye SYTOX Green into Leishmania promastigotes following peptide addition 
was measured [3]. All peptides tested, except the K1,3,6,7,13(Me3)5  were able to permeabilize the 
membrane to a substantial extent, regardless of the degree of trimethylation. Thus, membrane 
disruption appears to be the main mechanism responsible for the lethal activity of the peptides. 
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The electron microscopy data, on the other hand (Figure 1), suggest that the peptides act 
through an all-or-none mechanism.  

In conclusion, trimethylation appears to be a useful tool for modulating the action of 
CA(1-7)M(2-9) and possibly other AMPs.  
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Table 1. Leishmanicidal and hemolytic activities of trimethylated CA(1-7)M(2-9) derivatives 

Peptidea 
Promastigotes L. donovani Amastigotes L. pifanoi Hemolysisb (%) 

EC50(µM)b LC50(µM)b EC50(µM) LC50(µM) 60 µM 80 µM 

CA(1-7)M(2-9) 1.8 (± 0.0) 1.5 (± 0.1) 4.3 (± 0.2) 4.5 (± 0.2) 60 100 

K1 (Me3) 3.9 (± 0.3) 2.8 (± 0.0) 6 (± 0.8) 6.4 (± 1.2) 50 85 

K3 (Me3) 3.3 (± 0.0) 3.1 (± 0.6) 9.4 (± 0.8) 8.2 (± 1.0) 0 0 

K6 (Me3) 3.7 (± 0.0) 1.7 (± 0.0) 13.4 (± 0.1) 16.3 (± 1.3) 0 0 

K7 (Me3)
 3.7  (± 0.2) 2.3 (± 0.0) 11.4 (± 0.8) 12.1 (± 1.2) 0 40 

K13 (Me3) 3.5  (± 0.1) 2.5 (± 0.0) 10.1 (± 0.6) 11.6 (± 0.5) 0 10 

K1,3 (Me3)2 12.8  (± 0.4) 15.5 (± 0.6) 16.2 (± 0.1) 24.8 (± 1.2) 0 6 

K3,6 (Me3)2 5.1  (± 0.2) 6.7 (± 0.2) 7.4 (± 0.3) 16.5 (± 1.6) 0 36 

K6,7 (Me3)2 6.1  (± 0.1) 5.3 (± 0.6) 9.2 (± 2.0) 27 (± 1.2) 0 13 

K1,13 (Me3)2 8.8  (± 0.3) 7.6 (± 0.1) 17 (± 3.0) 13.5 (± 1.4) 0 0 

K1,3,6,7,13 (Me3)5 >30 >30 >30 >30 0 0 
 

a CA(1-7)M(2-9) is KWKLFKKIGAVLKVL-amide. Subscripts refer to the Lys positions undergoing 
trimethylation. b Parasite viability evaluated by MTT reduction; hemolysis as hemoglobin release.   
 

 
Fig. 1. Electron microscopy of Leishmania promastigotes incubated with CA(1-7)M(2-9) (panel A) and 
trimethylated derivatives (panels B-E) at an equipotent concentration causing 70% inhibition of 
proliferation. Membrane blebbing (indicated by arrows), breakage as well as depletion of electron-dense 
cytoplasmic material can be observed (bar: 0.5 mm).    
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Introduction 

In the last two decades, the incidence of human fungal infections has increased dramatically. 
Pathogenic fungi, mainly Candida and Apergillus species, determine opportunistic infection in 
immunocompromised patients, including those affected by AIDS, cancer patients treated with 
chemotherapy, transplant recipients on immunosuppressive drugs and patients with advanced 
diabetes. Additionally, the spread of antibiotic resistance among pathogens especially in 
hospital environments but also in the community has occurred at an alarming rate. Therefore the 
necessity of alternative antimicrobial agents has increased.  

Antimicrobial peptides are promising candidates for treatment of resistant bacterial and 
fungal infections due primarily to their potency against pathogenic microbes that are resistant to 
conventional antibiotics, as well as their broad-spectrum activity. Antimicrobial peptides are 
ubiquitous, conserved in evolutionary scale and do not induce resistance.  

α-Melanocyte stimulating hormone is an endogenous linear peptide originated from 
enzymatic cuts of proopiomelanocortin (POMC). It belongs to melanocortin peptide family and 
it has antipyretic, anti-inflammatory and pigmentary effects. 

α-MSH and mainly C-terminal tripeptide Lys-Pro-Val have potent antimicrobial 
activity against two representative pathogens: Staphylococcus aureus and Candida albicans. 
Experimental evidence shows that α-MSH exerts antimicrobial effect through a different 
mechanism, in fact the antifungal effect is linked to the cAMP-inducing activity of the peptide: 
α-MSH increased cAMP production in C.albicans and the adenylyl cyclase inhibitor ddAdo 
partly reversed the candidacidal effect of peptide. It is remarkable that this mechanism of action 
in yeast mimics the influence of α-MSH in mammalian cells where the peptide binds to 
melanocortins receptors linked to G-proteins and induces the increase of cAMP [1].  

Previous studies allowed to obtain 
[D(2)Nal-7, Phe-12]- α-MSH(6-13), originated 
from changes into the sequence of α-MSH(6-13) 
[1,2]. This α-MSH analogue showed the most 
potent candidacidal activity and it became our 
lead compound. 
 
H-His-D(2)Nal-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Phe-Val-NH2 

 
To improve antifungal activity the 

residue of glycine of lead compound [3] was 
replaced with natural and unnatural aminoacids 
and we obtained 13 new α-MSH analogues.  
 
H-His-D(2)Nal-Arg-Trp-AA-Lys-Phe-Val-NH2 

 
The amino acids used for the 

replacement of glycine are reported in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Amino acids used 
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Table 2. Antimicrobial activity of compounds synthesized 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Peptides were synthesized using the conventional Fmoc-based solid-phase strategy in a manual 
reaction vessel.  

The purification of final products was achieved using a semipreparative RP-HPLC. 
Analytical HPLC indicated a purity greater than 97%, and molecular weights were confirmed 
by ESI-MS. Antifungal susceptibility testing was performed using the broth microdilution 
method according to the NCCLS M27-A guidelines (National Committee for Clinical 
Laboratory Standards. 1997). 

The peptides were tested on three different common strains of Candida for evaluating 
their antimicrobial activities. The results of the assays are reported in Table 2 below showing 
the MIC 90 at 48 hours, denoted as μg/ml concentration, for the peptide compounds. 

The replacement of glycine with β-cyclohexyl-(L)-alanine (Cha) and 2-aminoindane-2-
carboxylic acid (Aic) allowed to obtain the compounds 4 and 8 with potent candidacidal activity 
on all Candida strains. Therefore, the position next to core sequence of melanocortin peptides is 
critical for candidacidal activity. Structural studies performed to understand the relationship 
structure-antimicrobial activity are ongoing. The results obtained are the starting point for the 
design of new α-MSH analogues. 
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 Peptides 

Candida strain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

C.albicans  

ATCC 76615 no no no 61 117 no no 31 no no no 60 122 

ATCC 24433 no no no 31 59 no no 31 no no no 60 122 

995439 no no no 31 59 no 118 31 117 no 118 60 122 

995147 no no no 31 117 no no 31 no no no 60 122 

000954 no no no 61 117 no no 31 no no no 60 122 

991185 no no no 61 59 no no 31 117 no no 60 61 

994199 no no no 31 59 no no 31 117 no 118 60 61 

983201-R1 no no no 61 117 no no 61 no no no 60 122 

011587 no 115 no 31 117 no no 61 117 no 118 60 122 

              

C.glabrata  

18012 no no no 122 no no no 123 no no no no no 

995667 no no no 122 no - no 123 no no no no no 

995651 no no no 122 no no no 123 no no no no no 

              

C.krusei  

995668 no 115 no 61 117 no no 61 117 no 118 119 no 

991388 no 115 no 31 117 no 118 61 117 no 118 119 122 

004490 no 115 no 31 117 no 118 31 117 no 118 60 122 
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Introduction 

Fusaricidin A is a cyclic lipodepsipeptide originally isolated from Bacillus polymyxa KT-8 
strain, and exhibits promising activity against various kinds of fungi and Gram-positive bacteria, 
including methicillin-resistant S. aureus [1]. Fusaricidin’s relatively simple structure and potent 
antimicrobial activity make this natural product particularly interesting lead structure for the 
development of new and more potent antibiotics. In order to investigate structural basis for 
fusaricidin’s antimicrobial activity, and to define its minimal bioactive pharmacophore, we have 
synthesized fusaricidin A’s analogs that differ in the lipid tail part and alanine-scanning analogs. 
Defining the minimal structural requirements responsible for fusaricidin’s antibiotic activity 
may facilitate chemical synthesis of the antibiotic by reducing structural complexity and 
promote judicious chemical modifications for modulation of its pharmacological or 
physiochemical properties. 
  
Results and Discussion 

All analogs were synthesized using standard Fmoc-solid-phase chemistry and methods 
developed in our laboratory [2]. Figure 1 represents a schematic summary of all synthesized 
analogs and the corresponding sequences. In order to elucidate the role of the lipid tail in the 
biological activity of the peptide, analogs without the lipid tail were synthesized and tested 
against several Gram-positive bacterial strains, including methicilin- and vancomycin-resistant 
strains. No biological activity was observed for the analogs containing acetate group or 12-
aminododecanoic acid as lipid tail, respectively. On another hand, analog containing 12-
guanidinododecanoic acid, the closest commercially available compound to the 15-guanidino-3-
hydroxypentanedecanoic acid found in the natural product, showed significant antimicrobial 
activity. All these results indicate importance of the lipid tail and guanidino functionality for the 
antimicrobial activity. To determine which of the amino acids present in the peptide ring are 
important for the biological activity, fusaricidin’s alanine-scanning analogs were synthesized. 
Alanine-scanning technique is commonly used to determine relative importance of each amino 
acid residue by comparing the activity of analogs obtained in this manner with the activity of the 
natural product. Each amino acid in the sequence was replaced with alanine, alanine was 
replaced with glycine, and in analog 9 ester bond was replaced with lysine which accounted for 
the number of atoms in the ring and mimicked the ester bond.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. (A) General structure of tested fusaricidin A’s analogs. (B) Amino acid sequences of tested cyclic 
fusaricidin A analogs. 
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Table.1 Antimicrobial activity of fusaricidin A analogs 

The assessment of antibacterial activity and determination of minimal inhibitory concentration 
(MIC) was done in sterilized 96-well flat-bottomed polystyrene microtiter plates using standard 
micro dilution broth method [3]. Controls on each plate were media without bacteria, bacterial 
inoculum without antimicrobials added, bacterial inoculum to which methicillin was added and 
bacterial inoculum to which vancomycin was added. Concentrations of these antibiotics were 
the same as of the tested peptides, in the range from 0.01 to128 μg/mL. All samples were loaded 
in duplicates. Since the peptides were poorly soluble in water, they were dissolved in 5% or 
10% of dimethylsulfoxyde (DMSO) in water. After serial dilutions, the final concentration of 
DMSO in wells was 0.5% or 1%, depending on the synthetic peptide solubility. However, to 
eliminate possible effect of DMSO on bacterial growth all controls contained the same amount 
of DMSO. Plates were loaded with 90 μL of mid-logarithmic phase cells with initial 0.001 O.D. 
at 600 nm, and 10 μL aliquots of two-fold serial dilutions of the control antibiotics or fusaricidin 
analogs. Plates were incubated at 37 °C overnight with gentle shaking. The inhibition of the 
bacterial growth was determined by reading the O.D. at 600 nm. In the case of fungi, Candida 
albicans, the assays were done in RPMI 1640 media containing morpholinepropanesulfonic acid 
(MOPS) and glucose (final concentration of glucose was 2%) [4]. In this case commercially 
available antibiotics fluconazole and amphothericin B were used as controls. All tested 
microorganisms were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Results 
of antimicrobial assays are shown in Table 1. Replacing either D-Ala6 with Gly6 (analog 8) or 
both L-Thr1 and D-Ala6 with L-Lys1 (analog 9) causes complete loss of peptide's antimicrobial 
activity, indicating an important role of fusaricidin’s ester bond for its antimicrobial activity. On 
the other hand, replacing D-Val2 with D-Ala2 (analog 7) or D-Val3 with D-Ala3 (analog 6) does 
not result in complete loss of peptide’s antimicrobial activity. No significant antimicrobial 
activity loss was also observed in the case where D-allo-Thr4 was replaced with D-Thr4 (analog 
4). In conclusion, this study revealed fusaricidin’s minimal bioactive pharmacophore allowing 
further dissection of its structure and identification of new active compounds for combinatorial 
chemistry optimization. 
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 MIC values (µg/mL)* 

Microorganism 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

S. aureus (MRSA)  >128 >128 32 32 >128 16 64 >128 128 

S. aureus Mu50 (VRSA)  >128 >128 32 32 >128 32 128 >128 >128 

S. epidermidis  ND ND ND ND 64 16 32 >128 >128 

S. pyogenes  ND ND ND ND 128 32 128 >128 >128 

E. faecium (VRE)  >128 >128 >32 ND ND ND ND ND ND 

* MIC (µg/mL) - minimum inhibitory concentration. ND=not determined. 
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Introduction 

Gomesin (Gm) is a potent cationic antimicrobial peptide that was isolated and characterized 
from hemocytes of the Brazilian spider Acanthoscurria gomesiana [1]. The peptide contains 
eighteen amino acid residues, including four cysteines that form two disulfide bridges: Cys2-15 
and Cys6-11. The molecule adopts a β-hairpin-like structure, as determined by 2-D nuclear 
magnetic resonance and molecular dynamics studies [2] (Figure 1). The presence of two internal 
disulfide bridges plus a C-terminal amidation and a pyroglutamic acid in the N-terminus, 
certainly contributes to the stability of the peptide to human serum proteases. Due to its large 
range of antimicrobial and antifungical activities Gm seems to be an interesting lead peptide in 
the development of alternative new drug for human therapy [3-5]. 
 

 
 
 

To further understand the mechanism of the interaction of this peptide with 
membranes, we studied here the lytic action of Gm and its poorly active linear analogue 
([Ser2,6,11,15]-Gm) [6] on giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) [7], composed of mixtures of neutral 
[1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC)] and anionic [1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
phosphatidylglycerol (POPG)] phospholipids by using optical and fluorescence microscopies. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Two different experimental setups were used to study the interaction between the antimicrobial 
peptides and the GUVs with optical microscopy. First we observed the effect of injecting 
fluorescently labeled Gm (Gm with a rhodamine group attached to the Nε-amino group of the 
lysine residue; denoted Gm-Rh) by a micropipette placed at the vicinities of a GUV. Generally, 
we observed that, Gm-Rh first binds to the vesicle surface, then accumulates at certain points 
(small high-contrast regions). Afterwards, the vesicles suddenly burst through the opening of a 
large hole, and the membrane rearranges into an interconnected tubular structure. As control, in 
the absence of peptide, the GUVs were never spontaneously disrupted. A similar bursting 
behavior was observed previously with other antimicrobial peptide [8]. In the second setup, 
GUV solutions of different composition were mixed with increasing concentrations of Gm or 
[Ser2,6,11,15]-Gm. The number of GUVs as a function of time was used to quantify the lytic 
activity of the peptides. In the absence of the peptide, GUVs accumulate at the bottom of the 
cover slip, whereas in the presence of the peptide, the number of GUVs was considerably 
reduced. Figure 2A shows a typical set of data obtained with 25 mol% POPG, where the number 
of GUVs is shown as a function of time for different Gm concentrations. 
 

Fig. 1. Gomesin structure. 
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Such measurements as shown in Figure 2A were done for different compositions of 

GUVs and concentrations of Gm and [Ser2,6,11,15]-Gm. The lytic activity was measured 
employing the minimal peptide concentration that induced >90% vesicle bursting (MIC90). As 
it can be seen in Figure 2B, the lytic activity is enhanced when negatively charged GUVs 
(containing 15, 25 and 55 mol% POPG) were used. On the other hand, a higher concentration of 
both peptides had to be used to induce a similar lytic effect on pure POPC vesicles. For low 
POPG content, a higher concentration of [Ser2,6,11,15]-Gm in comparison to Gm was required to 
cause a similar lytic effect. We attribute this behavior to the particular lytic mechanism, i.e., the 
carpeting model. This partial insertion model is reasonable because short peptide sequences (18 
residues) cannot cross the bilayer due to the mismatch between the bilayer thickness and the 
peptide length [9]. 
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Introduction 

Katanosin B belongs to a large and diverse family of the non-ribosomally synthesized peptides, 
a family of microbial natural products that contain in addition to the known 20 proteinogenic 
amino acids, unusual residues that are not present in proteins. It was isolated in 1988 from 
Cytophaga sp. strain PBJ-5356 [1]. This natural product exhibits strong activity against 
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus 
faecium (VRE). However, lack of commercial sources of katanosin B producing organism and, 
particularly, unlimited access to its synthetic analogs hampered katanosin B utilization as a lead 
compound for the development of new antibiotics. Therefore, a total solid-phase synthesis of 
this natural product represents the first step toward complete exploitation of its antibacterial 
potential. 
 
Results and Discussion 

A key building block in the synthesis of katanosin B is L-threo-β-hydroxyaspartic acid (L-
tHyAsp). We have successfully developed a method for the synthesis of suitably protected L-
tHyAsp for use in Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis. Our method is based on the D,L-tHyAsp 
racemic mixture resolution by co-crystallization with L-Lys followed by the ion exchange 
chromatograpy [2]. RP-HPLC analysis of fractions obtained after ion-exchange chromatography 
and derivatization with Marfey’s reagent [3] confirmed enantiomeric separation. The specific 
optical rotation ([α]= +6.0 °; c=1.0, 5N HCl) was also determined and is in a good agreement 
with the literature data [2]. 

First selected approach towards the synthesis of orthogonally protected HyAsp 
employed benzyl (Bzl) protection of the side chain carboxyl group, 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl 
(Fmoc) protection of the α-amino group, tetrahydropyranyl ether (THP) protection of the β-
hydroxyl-group, and allyl protection of the α-carboxyl group. Although it was previously 
reported that benzyl-protecting group can be selectively removed by mild basic hydrolysis, such 
as K2CO3 in ethanol [4], we were not able to optimize this reaction in such a manner that the 
yields were satisfactory. The initial approach was then modified and alternative protecting 
groups were chosen (Scheme 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 1. a)Bzl-OH, HCl, 4 h (yield, 85 %);b)TBDMS-Cl (1.5 eq), DBU (1.5 eq), ACN, 3-8 h (yield, 82 
%);c) Fmoc-OSu (1.1 eq), NaHCO3 (2 eq),acetone/H2O, 2 h (yield, 95 %);d) Dmab-OH (1.1 eq), EDCI 
(1.5 eq), DMAP (1 eq), DCM, 10-18 h (yield, 65 %); e)H2, 5% Pd/C, EtOAc, 50 min (yield, 75 %). 
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The THP and Allyl protecting groups were replaced with TBDMS and Dmab groups, 
respectively, in order to be in compliance with the orthogonal protection necessary for the 
synthesis of resin-bound cyclic peptides. Using this protection strategy HyAsp 1 was 
successfully converted into desired Fmoc-HyAsp(TBDMS)-ODmab 6 in 5 reaction steps and 
total yield of 32%. The final product was characterized by NMR and MALDI-MS (calculated: 
[M+H]+ = 796.3, observed: [M+H]+ = 795.6 ). Fmoc solid-phase synthesis approach towards 
katanosin B was based on previously reported protocol by our group for the synthesis of cyclic 
lipodepsipeptides [5]. PEG-based resin, TentaGel S RAM, was chosen because of its best 
performance in on-resin ester bond formation. Our strategy for the katanosin B total SPPS 
included amide resin attachment of HyAsp via side chain, use of combination of four quasi-
orthogonal removable protecting groups, stepwise Fmoc solid-phase synthesis of a linear 
precursor peptide, followed by the last amino acid coupling via ester bond formation and on-
resin head-to-tail macrolactamization. Optically unresolved form of the HyAsp was used for the 
peptide assembly. Pentafluorophenyl activation was chosen for the HyAsp side-chain carboxyl 
group attachment to the resin. The efficiency of the coupling (90 %) was determined by a 
spetrophotometric Fmoc-quantitation assay. Linear precursor peptide (Boc-D-Leu-L-Leu-L-
PhSer-L-HyLeu-L-Leu-D-Arg-L-Ile-L-allo-Thr-Gly-D,L-HyAsp) was assembled using standard 
Fmoc-chemistry. Ester bond formation between Fmoc-Ser-OH and hydroxyl group of the resin-
bound PhSer was performed using N,N'-diisopropylcarbodiimide/4-dimethylaminopyridine 
(DIC/DMAP) in dichloromethane as previously described [5]. Dmab and the Fmoc protecting 
groups were removed by hydrazine treatment. Partial cleavage of the ester bond was observed 
during this step by MALDI-TOF MS and HPLC analyses. The linear peptide was cyclized using 
PyBOP coupling reagent. The peptide was cleaved from the resin using two cleavage cocktails: 
mixture of TFA, water, and thioanisol (90:5:5; v/v/v) and reagent K, respectively. The crude 
product was purified by HPLC. The significant amount of the side product was observed. The 
presence of HyAsp-Ser sequence and the results of the MALDI-TOF MS analysis (observed: 
[M+H]+ = 1258.41) suggest possible aspartimide formation. Further NMR studies are needed to 
confirm the true identity of the side product. The pure fraction of katanosin B was characterized 
by HPLC and MALDI-TOF MS analyses (calculated: [M+H]+ = 1275.72; observed: [M+H]+ = 
1274.47). Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of the katanosin B confirmed the random coil 
structure in water solution. Antimicrobial activity of katanosin B was determined against four 
representative strains (Table 1). Higher MIC values compared to the original katanosin B could 
be explained by the presence of the D,L-HyAsp that has been used in this first attempt to 
synthesize katanosin B on solid support by the Fmoc approach. 
 
Table 1. Antimicrobial activity of katanosin B  

Microorganism MIC∗ (µg/mL) 
S. aureus (MRSA) 8 

S. aureus Mu50 (VRSA) 8 
S. epidermidis 8 

S. aureus 6538P 8 
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Introduction 

(+)-Negamycin 1 [1], a dipeptidic antibiotic containing a hydrazine peptide bond is recently 
thought to be a potential therapeutic agent for genetic diseases such as Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy (DMD) with a nonsense mutation in the dystrophin gene [2]. Negamycin has attracted 
a great deal of synthetic interest. Several syntheses of negamycin in both racemic and optically 
active forms have been accomplished over three decades after its discovery. However, an 
efficient shortened synthetic route of (+)-1 and its derivatives appears significant to develop 
promising new therapeutic candidates for DMD and other diseases caused by nonsense 
mutations. In the previous study, we developed a new synthetic route to obtain (+)-1 from (R)-
ethyl-4-chloro-3-hydroxybutanoate in 26% overall yield over 13 steps [3]. Here, we report 
another attractive synthetic route for (+)-1 from commercially 
available achiral Boc-glycinal 2 using modern organic 
chemistry techniques, including asymmetric allylboration, 
microwave-assisted ruthenium catalyzed cross-metathesis and 
asymmetric Michael addition to afford (+)-1 with an overall 
yield 41% in 8 steps [4].  
  
Results and Discussion 

Our efficient route consists first on an asymmetric allylboration of N-Boc-glycinal 2 using the 
established Brown’s procedure for preparation of chiral allylic alcohols that led to a 
corresponding chiral intermediate (Scheme 1). This resulting chiral amino alcohol was directly 
used without further purification to form the target oxazoline 3 by treatment with 2,2-
dimethoxypropane (DMP) in the presence of BF3 Et2O in acetone. As a result, oxazoline 3 was 
generated in high yield after purification by silica gel column chromatography (90%). To 
prepare the key intermediate 4, a cross-metathesis (CM) reaction between oxazoline 3 and tert-
butyl acrylate was investigated. As a result, intermediate 4 was efficiently synthesized with 83% 
yield in the presence of 5 mol% Grubbs 2nd generation catalysis under a microwave irradiation 
condition for 15 min. NOE experiments revealed that the stereochemistry of the olefin moiety in 
4 was an E configuration (Jvinylic protons = 15.7 Hz). Thus, the desired chiral intermediate 4 was 
obtained with 75% yield after 2 steps from achiral starting material 2.  
 With intermediate 4 in hands, our focus shifted toward the asymmetric Michael 
addition reaction. Recently, Node et al. reported a highly stereoselective asymmetric Michael 
addition toward tert-butyl α,β-unsaturated carbonyl compounds using chiral amine 5 [5]. The 
chiral reagent 5 was reacted with 4 in the presence of n-BuLi in THF at -78oC to afford 
compound 6 as a single diastereomer (de >99%) with 80% yield after purification. Removal of 
both benzyl and 2-methoxybornyl protecting groups located on the same amine moiety could be 
achieved efficiently using 4 equiv of N-iodosuccinimide (NIS) in CH2Cl2 to obtain free amino 
compound 7 with 81% yield. No epimerization was observed during this reaction.  
 The last part of the synthesis of (+)-1 consisted of introducing a hydrazine unit, prior to 
a final deprotection. A Boc-protection of 7 using standard procedures was first quantitatively 
performed to afford N-protected tert-butyl ester 8, that was then efficiently converted to acid 9 
by a microwave-assisted saponification with 2M KOH in MeOH, and coupling with hydrazine 
unit 10 was then performed using the EDC-HOBt method. The synthesis of hydrazine 10 was 
achieved by reacting N-methylhydrazine with t-butyl bromoacetate with 40% yield after 
purification. Deprotection of compound 11 and purification by ion exchange chromatography on 
Amberlite CG50 (NH4

+ form) afforded the target compound (+)-1 with 98% yield, [α]D
25.2 +2.4° 

H2N
N
H

ONH2

N
OH

OOH

 
Fig. 1. Structure of (+)-
negamycin ((+)-1). 
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(c 0.36, H2O), lit. [α]D
29.0 +2.5° (c 2.00, H2O). The final compound was fully characterized and 

compared with the published data for the natural product to confirm the success of this new total 
synthesis of (+)-1. Furthermore, in vivo read-through activity of termination codons of 
synthesized (+)-1 during protein biosynthesis in mice was similar to that of the native (+)-1.  

For the purpose of preparing a sample of 5-epi-negamycin for biological testing, the opposite 
stereoisomer at the 5-position viz. a compound 3R,5S-6 was synthesized according to the same 
method, which begins with achiral N-Boc-glycinal 2, followed by an asymmetric allylboration 
using (-)-B-allyldiisopinocampheylborane [(-)-Ipc2B(allyl)] with the opposite stereochemistry, 
cross-metathesis reaction using Grubbs second-generation [Ru-II] catalyst, and asymmetric 
Michael addition. The obtained compound 3R,5S-6 was then subjected to the same sequence of 
reactions as just described for (+)-negamycin to give 5-epi-negamycin in 41% yield from 
substrate 3R,5S-6. 

In conclusion, the proposed synthetic route for the total synthesis of optically active 
(+)-negamycin starting from N-Boc-glycinal 2, led to the desired product with a total yield of 
42% from only 8 steps. To our knowledge, this study represents the most efficient strategy to 
prepare (+)-1. Current efforts with this synthetic approach are expanding into Medicinal 
Chemistry to discover new drug candidates with potent read-through activity for chemotherapy 
of DMD. 
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Introduction 

Temporins are short, linear 10-14 residues long peptides, with a net charge positive and an 
amidate C-terminal. To get insight into mechanism of action and biological activity of these 
compounds, we have investigated two members: temporin L (TL) (FVQWFSKFLGRIL-NH2) 
and temporin A (TA) (FLPLIGRVLSGIL-NH2). The first has the highest activity among all 
temporins but shows haemolytic activity too. TA active against Gram-positive bacterial strains, 
exerts the antimicrobial activity by its ability to form a transmembrane pore via a ‘barrel-stave’ 
mechanism or to form a ‘carpet’ on the membrane surface via the ‘carpet-like’ model [1, 2]. We 
have investigated the preferential conformation of TL and TA in SDS and DPC solutions. On 
the bases of the NMR results, we have designed and synthesized new TA and TL analogues, 
called Pro3TL (FVPWFSKFLGRIL-NH2), Gln3TA (FLQLIGRVLSGIL-NH2), D-isomers 
(fvqwfskflgril-NH2) and a Retro-TL (lirglfksfwqvf-NH2) analogue. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The difference observed between the TA and TL secondary structures both in SDS and DPC 
micelle solutions was the presence of a 
turn conformation in the N-terminal region 
of TA, likely induced by the Pro3 residue, 
we have investigated this position both in 
TA and in TL. We have replaced the Gln3 
of TL with a Pro residue obtaining the 
Pro3-TL analogue, analogously we have 
replaced a Pro3 residue in TA with a Gln3 
residue obtaining the Gln3-TA analogue. 
Furthermore on the bases of the CD data 
about Retro-TL and D-Isomer we have 
investigated the biological activity of all 
derivates (Table 1). For D-isomer and the 
Retro-TL is possible highlight a decrease 
of the antimicrobial activity, respect to 
TL template, due to an absence of α-helix 
structure. CD and NMR analysis [3] 
(Figure 1). The two analyzed peptides TA 
and TL, show in both SDS and DPC a 
stable amphipatic α-helix (Figure 2). 
Moreover the CD in DPC results show an 
α-helix structure for the template TL (a, 
Figure 1), and for the Retro-TL derivate 
there is a random coil structure (c, in 
Figure 1). Finally the D-isomer analogue 
(b, in Figure 1) shows neither the α-helix 
nor random coil structure; in fact their 

Fig. 1. a) TL template profile; b) D-isomer profile; c) 
Retro-TL profile. 

Fig. 2. Superposition of the 20 lowest energy 
conformers of TL in SDS(a), TL in DP (b), TA in 
SDS(c), TA in DPC(d). Structures were superimposed 
using the backbone heavy atoms of residues 3-11. 
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calculated value of the α-helix content is about 14%.  
Our results point to a different molecular mechanism underlying antimicrobial and 

haemolytic actions of TA and TL. The ‘carpet-like’ and the ‘barrel-stave’ models were 
employed to interpret the antimicrobial and haemolytic activities of temporins, respectively. 
Biological data show that the analogue Pro3-TL, with respect to the native TL, has an increased 
antimicrobial potency and a decreased haemolytic activity which make it an interesting 
molecule for further structure-function relationship studies. 
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Table 1. Biological data 

Strains Peptides(µM concentration) 

Gram negative TL Pro3-TL Retro-TL D-Isomer TA Gln3-TA 

E. Coli D21 12 12 12.5 12.5 >24 >24 
E. Faecalis ATCC 29212 6 6 3 12.5 12 6 
P. Aeruginosa ATCC 15692 24 24 50 >100 >24 >24 
P. Syringae pv tobaci 6 6 6 6 >24 >24 
Y.Pseudotubercolosis YPIII 6 6 3 6 12 6 
Gram positive       
B. Megaterium Bm11 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 0.75 
S. Aureus Cowan I 3 1.5 3 3 1.5 1.5 
S. Aureus  ATCC 25923 3 3 3 12.5 3 1.5 
S. Capitis 1.5 1.5 3 6 1.5 1.5 
S. Epidemidis ATCC12228 3 1.5 3 6 3 1.5 
S. Pyogenes ATCC 21547 6 6 6 6 12 6 
Yeast       
C. Albicans ATCC 10231 12 6 6 12.5 12 6 
S. Cerevisae 6 6 6 --- 6 6 
S. Pombe 6 3 6 --- 3 3 
Peptides concentration (µM) % Haemolysis 

25 94 92 90 81 28 92 
12.5 92 42 88 49 6 70 
6.25 48 10 46 15 4.5 18 
3.12 13 6 13 6 3 9 
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Introduction 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) initially discovered as a part of innate immunity system of 
practically all-living organisms, ranging from prokaryotes to humans, are attracting target as 
potential antimicrobial agents with different mode of action than traditional antibiotics. The 
most studied group of AMPs represents those which can adopt -helical structure within the 
bacterial cell membrane. These peptides which exhibit significant activity against a wide range 
of Gram-positive and -negative bacteria are frequently found in the venom of hymenoptera. In 
our laboratory we are currently focusing on the identification of novel AMPs in the venom of 
wild bees. Here we describe structural features and biological activities of two novel peptides 
named halictines (HAL-1, HAL-2) isolated from the venom of wild bee Halictus sexcinctus. We 
also prepared several HAL-1 analogs to study the effect of enhanced cationicity on 
antimicrobial and hemolytic activity. 

 

Results and Discussion  

Bee specimens were collected in the central part of the Czech Republic during June 2008 and 
kept frozen at -20 °C. The venom reservoirs of 6 individuals were removed by dissection and 
their contents extracted with a mixture (25 l) of acetonitrile/water (1:1) containing 0.1% TFA. 
The extract was fractioned by RP-HPLC (Figure 1). The components detected at 220 nm were 
collected, the solvent was evaporated and the material was analyzed by mass spectrometry. Two 
peptides of the peaks labeled as HAL-1 (1408.8 Da) and HAL-2 (1451.9 Da) were subjected to 
Edman degradation. Internally calibrated electrospray mass spectra of both peptides resulted in 
accurate masses which corresponded to calculated masses of the C-terminally amidated 
compounds (Table 1). For biological assays and CD and NMR study, the peptides were 
synthesized by the standard protocol of N -Fmoc chemistry with DIPCI/HOBt as coupling 
reagents on a Rink Amide MBHA resin. 

The secondary structures of HAL-1 and HAL-2 were studied by CD spectroscopy in 
water and in the various mixtures of water/trifluorethanol (0-50 % TFE) and water/SDS (0-16 
mM). The peptides occurred as a random coil structure in water and in the low concentrations of 
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Fig. 1. RP-HPLC profile of Halictus sexcinctus venom extract at 220 nm on Vydac C-18, 250 x 4.6 mm 
column. An elution gradient of solvents from 5% to 70% of acetonitrile/water/0.1% TFA was applied 
for 60 min at 1ml/min flow rate. 
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TFE or SDS. With increased TFE or SDS concentrations the peptides adopted -helical 
structures characterized by CD spectra with two typical minima at 207 and 221 nm. 

1
H NMR 

spectroscopy also confirmed that halictines in water solution behave as random coil peptides 
while they form α-helix in presence of 30% TFE. Halictines are rich in hydrophobic and 
positively charged amino acids (Lys and Arg). We assume that also in the anisotropic 
environment of the bacterial cell membrane halictines form amphipathic -helix with 
hydrophobic amino acid residues on one side of the helix and hydrophilic amino acids residues 
on the opposite side. The adaptation of such secondary structure is essential for their 
antimicrobial activity. Both structural investigations showed that HAL-2 has a better tendency 
to adopt -helical secondary structure in the anisotropic environment than HAL-1. 

A quantitative antimicrobial activity determination, the minimal inhibitory 
concentrations (MICs), was established by observing bacteria growth in multi-well plates. 
Hemolytic (as a toxicity measure) activities were established with rat red blood cells. Halictines 
exhibit potent antimicrobial activity against both Gram-positive and -negative bacteria and 
moderate hemolytic activity against rat erythrocytes (Table 1). To study the effect of increasing 
cationicity on biological activity, we prepared HAL-1 analogs in which additional Lys was 
walked through the HAL-1 sequence replacing stepwise single or double residues (Table 1). 
Antimicrobial potency of HAL-1/9 and HAL-1/5, where His9 or Ser4 were replaced by Lys, 
respectively, and HAL-1/10, where both amino acids were replaced by Lys, was enhanced 
against Gram-negative bacteria, especially against P.a.. In the case of HAL-1/10 also the 
undesired hemolytic activity was reduced. Comparison of antimicrobial and hemolytic activities 
of halictines and their analogs to other AMPs of the similar size - amphiphatic -helical peptide 
anoplin [1] and Trp rich indolicidin [2] shows, that under our testing conditions, halictines 
exhibit better antimicrobial properties than those AMPs and are comparable to tetracycline. 
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Table 1. Antimicrobial and hemolytic activity of halictines and their analogs compared to 
other antimicrobial agents 

Peptidea Sequenceb Mw [Da] 
Antimicrobial 

activities MIC [ M]c 
Hemolytic 

activity LC50 
[ M] 

Net 
charge 

B.s. E.c. S.a. P.a. 
HAL-1 GMWSKILGHLIR-NH2 1408.8 0.8 3.8 7.7 45.0 82.0 + 3 

HAL-2 GKWMSLLKHILK-NH2 1451.9 1.0 2.5 8.1 42.1 78.1 + 4 

HAL-1/6 GMWSKILGHLIK-NH2 1380.8 1.3 7.2 15.8 65.0 132 + 3 

HAL-1/4 GMWSKILGHLKR-NH2 1423.8 2.2 28.3 100 93.0 >200 + 4 

HAL-1/9 GMWSKILGKLIR-NH2 1399.9 0.9 3.7 9.2 26.3 143 + 4 

HAL-1/18 GMWSKILKHLIR-NH2 1479.9 0.9 2.3 3.7 13.5 45.0 + 4 

HAL-1/5 GMWKKILGHLIR-NH2 1449.9 0.9 1.8 8.4 16.3 92.9 + 4 

HAL-1/12 GKWSKILGHLIR-NH2 1405.9 3.0 3.7 23.3 71.7 >200 + 4 

HAL-1/17 KMWSKILGHLIR-NH2 1479.9 2.1 6.3 41.7 73.3 >200 + 4 

HAL-1/10 GMWKKILGKLIR-NH2 1440.9 0.8 2.3 15.0 13.1 >200 + 5 

HAL-1/14 GMWSKKLKHLIR-NH2 1494.9 13.3 60.0 >100 >100 >>200 + 5 

Anoplin GLLKRIKTLL-NH2 1152.8 5.0 20.0 >100 40.0 >200 + 4 

Indolicidin ILPWKWPWWPWRR-NH2 1906.3 1.0 >100 13.0 >100 >200 + 4 

Tetracycline - 444.4 12.5 0.4 1.5 75.7 >200 - 
a Working names  b Amino acid replacement are in bold c B.s., Bacillus subtilis; S.a., Staphylococcus 
aureus; E.c., Escherichia coli; P.a., Pseudomonas aeruginosa  
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Introduction 

Trichogin GA IV [1] (Figure 1) is a 10-mer member of the class of short lipopeptaibols [2] that 
are linear, membrane-active, peptide antibiotics of fungal origin, characterized by the presence 
of three strongly helicogenic Aib residues [3], a fatty acyl moiety at the N-terminus, and an 1,2-
aminoalcohol at the C-terminus. Trichogin GA IV and some of its analogues exhibit a strong 
activity against Gram positive bacteria and methicillin-resistant S. aureus with low hemolytic 
effect and a remarkable resistance to proteolytic degradation [4]. 

n-Oct-A1ib-Gly-L-Leu-Aib-5-Gly-L-Leu-Aib-Gly-L-I10
n-Oct-Aib-Gly-L-Leu-Aib-Gly-Gly-L-Leu-Aib-Gly-L-Ile-L-Lol 

Fig. 1. Primary structure of trichogin GA IV (n-Oct, n-octanoyl; Aib, α-aminoisobutyric acid; Lol, 
leucinol). 
 
Results and Discussion 

We prepared by SPPS and fully characterized a novel set of trichogin GA IV analogs where the 
three Aib residues at positions 1, 4, and 8 are replaced by one or two L-Leu residues. Leu is still 
a helix-supporting amino acid, but less effective than the non-coded Aib. Also, the Aib 
lipophilicity is even enhanced in Leu.  

To investigate the role of the Aib→L-Leu replacements, we carried out a 
conformational study using FT-IR absorption and CD (Figure 2) spectroscopies, and 2D-NMR 
accompanied by membrane leakage experiments. Interestingly, the results support the view that 
the L-Leu-based trichogin GA IV analogs do preserve the predominant 310-helix [5] 
conformation and the membrane permeability properties of the parent lipopeptaibol despite the 
presence of only one or two Aib residues in the 10-mer sequence. 
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Fig. 2. Far-UV CD spectra of trichogin GA IV (T) and its [L-Leu1] (L1), [L-Leu4] (L4), [L-
Leu8] (L8), and [L-Leu1,8] (L1,8) analogs in MeOH solution. 
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Introduction 

A few years ago, a novel, medium-length (14-mer) peptaibol (tylopeptin B) was extracted from 
the fruiting body of the mushroom Tylopilus neofelleus and sequenced [1,2]. Its primary 
structure (Figure 1) is characterized by an N-terminal Trp (an excellent intrinsic chromophoric 
probe) and a central Ser (which can be easily functionalized in the side chain), both residues 
rarely occurring in peptaibiotics, and by two Gln (one in the center and one near the C-terminus) 
and five strongly helicogenic Aib residues. This peptaibiotic is an interesting target in that it is 
selectively active against Gram-positive bacteria, but it is inactive against pathogenic fungi and 
Gram-negative bacteria. It is also almost unique among medium-length (14-15 amino acid) 
peptaibiotics in that it does not contain any Aib-Pro(Hyp) sequence. We synthesized in solution 
and in the solid phase as well, and fully characterized, tylopeptin B. A conformational analysis 
was performed on the full-length peptaibiotic and selected, protected, synthetic segments 
thereof. 

          1                            5                                     10                              14
Ac-L-Trp-L-Val-Aib-Aib-L-Ala-L-Gln-L-Ala-Aib-L-Ser-Aib-L-Ala-L-Leu-Aib-L-Gln-L-Lol  

Fig. 1. Primary structure of the peptaibiotic tylopeptin B (Ac, acetyl; Lol, leucinol, a 1,2-aminoalcohol). 
 
Results and Discussion 

For the synthesis in solution we used the segment (1-4, 5-8, and 9-14) condensation approach. 
The Gln residues were introduced as Glu(OMe) derivatives. For SPPS [3] we exploited a 2-
chlorotrityl resin (which, upon treatment with HFIP, affords the 1,2-aminoalcohol peptide), the 
Fmoc/tBu, Trt, Boc strategy, and double coupling in the difficult Xxx-Aib peptide bond 
formation. 

A conformational analysis was performed on the full-length (protected and 
deprotected) peptaibiotic and selected segments thereof using FT-IR absorption, CD (Figure 2) 
and fluorescence spectroscopies, and 2D-NMR spectrometry. The results indicate that 
tylopeptin B is largely helical in CDCl3, MeOH, and TFE solutions and in aqueous SDS, a 
membrane-mimetic environment. In general, the α-helix structure seems to prevail over the 310-
helix. 

Both protected and unprotected tylopeptins B exhibit remarkable membrane-modifying 
properties as highlighted by measuring the induced leakage of carboxyfluorescein entrapped in 
egg phosphatidylcholine/cholesterol small unilamellar vesicles. 
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Fig. 2. Far-UV CD spectra of tylopeptin B in MeOH and TFE solutions, and in 300 mM SDS in water 
(peptide concentration: 0.1 mM). 
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Introduction 

The lack of sequence or structural homology among antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) makes it 
difficult to predict the activity or target molecules to specific bacteria. Recently Strom et al 
reported that short R, W rich sequences are a pharmacophore for AMPs related to indolicin and 
tritrypticin [1]. We have pursued this lead and shown that (RW)n peptides with n ranging from 
1 to 5 are active against MDR Gram positive and negative bacterial strains [2]. Although longer 
chains are more effective antibacterial agents, they are cytotoxic. Next we explored the 
biological activity of dendrimeric displays of (RW)n sequences, seeking to enhance the intrinsic 
activity of these sequences by multivalency. We report here the antibacterial and hemolytic 
activity of the dendrimers as well as its stability against proteolytic degradation compared to the 
natural AMP indolicidin (ILPWKWPWWPWRR-NH2) with a sequence rich in R and W. The 
results show that dendrimeric displays of short RW sequences substantially reduce the MIC50 
value against bacterial strains as well as the hemolytic activity. (RW)4D is more stable and 
economical to synthesize than natural AMPs and offers a potentially practical topical or oral 
antimicrobial agent.. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The solid phase synthesis of the dendrimeric (RW)4D, (RW)4-Lys2-Lys-β-Ala-NH2, was 
carried out according to Tam [3]. Molecular weight of (RW)4D were verified by M/S using a 
Bruker MALDI-TOF spectrometer, which were in agreement with theoretical masses: M+H+ 
calcd 1843.2, found 1843.5. Growth inhibition and hemolysis assays were carried out as 
previously described [2]. The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC50) of (RW)4D, 
indolicidin and two control antibiotics were determined under physiological conditions. Relative 
to indolicidin, (RW)4D is more active against ampicillin- and streptomycin-resistant E. coli 
(D31) and the MDR strain S. aureus (Table 1). 

The use of peptides in vivo has largely been limited by their short half-lives, since peptides are 
susceptible to endogenous proteases and peptidases. The antimicrobial activity of (RW)4D was 
assayed out in the presence of protease. AMPs were incubated with trypsin, either at a constant 
enzyme concentration for various time intervals or with varied concentrations of the trypsin for 
1hr, and the antibacterial activity was then determined using standard broth microdilution 
protocols with E.coli and S.aureus as target bacteria. The data from these experiments indicate 
that trypsin inactivates the antibacterial activity of indolicidin in a time- and concentration-

Table 1. Biological activity and selectivity of AMPs (μg/ml) 

AMPs 
MIC50, μg/ml HD50 , μg/ml 

RBC E.coli S.aureus 

Indolicidin 48 29 293 

Den (RW)4D 4.5 16 1410 

Gentamicin 1.2 51 >2000 

Ceftazidime 44 63 >2000 
a The results are the mean of three independent experiments  
b HD50 determined from dose-response curve is peptide concentrations corresponding to 50% hemolysis 
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dependent manner (Figure 1). After indolicidin was treated with 100nM trypsin for 1 hr or 1 μM 
trypsin for 2-5 min, its antibacterial activity decreased to 25–30% of the untreated control. By 
contrast, the antibacterial activity of (RW)4D was resistant to inactivation by the trypsin at high 
concentration, and over various time intervals.  
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Fig. 1. Protease stability of AMPs. 
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Introduction 

Clostridium difficile is the main cause of nosocomial diarrhoea in developed countries. The 
incidence of disease due to this gram-positive bacterium has been increasing in recent years, 
with several outbreaks, including from strains such as 027 associated with increased severity 
and mortality [1]. The number of antibiotics for clinical treatment of Clostridium difficile 
infection is limited [2]. Antimicrobial peptides offer promise as novel anti-infective agents to 
which the development of resistance by microbes may be restricted [3]. We have developed a 
novel approach to combined delivery of antimicrobial peptides and agents that protect host 
epithelia from clostridial toxins for treatment of Clostridium difficile infection and disease and 
report here the synthesis and preliminary evaluation of the antimicrobial constituent of these 
multi-component delivery systems. 
There is a lack of development of new classes of antibiotic drugs. Many of the existing classes 
operate by targeting a specific aspect of microbial biochemistry. Consequently, microbes may 
easily evolve resistance mechanisms.  
Host defence peptides are molecular effectors of innate immunity in multicellular organisms. 
These cationic amphipathic peptides offer potential as novel therapeutic antimicrobial [3-5] and 
anticancer agents [6]. Their assets include potent and broad spectrum activity, low propensity to 
select resistant mutants and activity that does not rely upon bacterial division. However, to date, 
in clinical development host defence peptides have met a number of shortcomings, including 
lack of stability limiting their efficacy.  
The mode of action of these evolutionarily conserved mediators of innate immunity involves 
non-specific targeting of microbial function and structure such as anionic components of the 
microbial membrane [5]. Antimicrobial peptides can also be active against anaerobic bacteria, 
such as Clostridium species.  
Electrostatic properties, such as charge and hydrophobicity, and structural characteristics, such 
as alpha-helicity with segregation of polar and hydrophobic regions, of antimicrobial and host 
defence peptides impart selective action against membranes of pathogenic over host cells. Non-
coded or uncommon amino acids such as occurring in fungal peptaibiotics [7] may be 
incorporated into synthetic antimicrobial peptide sequences to enhance hydrophobicity or 
promote alpha-helicity [8]. We have synthesized antimicrobial peptides bearing alpha-
methylalanine or alpha-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) at the amino terminal, with the strategy of 
improving antimicrobial activity and stability over the parent peptide against the representative 
gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus. This approach contributes to the conversion of 
linear alpha-helical host defence peptides into peptidomimetics and should improve 
pharmacodynamic properties of these candidates.  
A method has been developed for combined delivery of antimicrobial peptides and anti-
inflammatory agents for treatment of Clostridium difficile infection and associated colitis.  
 
Results 

Peptide synthesis: The sequences were assembled by standard Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis on 
an automated synthesiser, according to the Fmoc/t-Bu protection strategy. The sequences were 
elongated from a Rink amide MBHA (4-methylbenzhydrylamine) or Sieber amide resin. 
Peptides were purified and analysed by reverse-phase HPLC and MALDI (Matrix Assisted 
Laser Desorption Ionisation) or ES+/− (ElectroSpray, positive/negative mode) mass 
spectrometry.  

Aib coupling: Boc-Aib-OH (10 equiv.) was coupled manually to a resin-bound peptide (1 
equiv.) by fluoro-N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylformamidinium hexafluorophosphate (10 equiv.) 
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coupling reagent in dimethylformamide (18ml∙mmol−1 peptide) with N,N-di-isopropyl-
ethylamine (20 equiv.). 

Determination of Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations (MIC): Bacterial broth suspension 
adjusted to 5×10−5 cfu ml−1 was incubated with antimicrobial agents in a 96 well microtitre plate 
for 18 hours at 37°C. Absorbance was measured in a plate reader with a 570nm filter. 

Peptide synthesis results: The following peptides were synthesized: Temporin analogue 
L512TA[9], FLPLLGRVLSGLL-NH2; LPLLGRVLSGLL-NH2; Lactoferricin decapeptide[10], 
YRWWRWARRW-NH2; Lactoferricin decapeptide D-isomer, yrwwrwarrw-NH2; Bac8c[11]: 
RIWVIWRR-NH2; CAMEL-24[12], KWKLFKHIGAVLKVL-NH2; Aib-lactoferricin, Aib-
YRWWRWARRW-NH2; Aib-RWWRWARRW-NH2; Aib-temporin, Aib-FLPLLGRVLSGLL-
NH2; Aib-LPLLGRVLSGLL-NH2; N

α-isobutyryl-temporin  

Antimicrobial testing: The results of susceptibility testing are displayed in Table 1. 
 
Discussion 

A series of antimicrobial peptides has been synthesized for susceptibility determination against 
bacterial pathogens causing nosocomial infection. Antimicrobial activity of Aib-terminal 
peptide against gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus has been demonstrated. These 
results indicate the potential of antimicrobial peptides for treatment of colonic infection due to 
bacterial pathogens. These peptides and other candidates synthesised are currently evaluated 
against Clostridium difficile, as single agents and as part of a multi-component delivery system. 
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Table 1. Susceptibility of Staphylococcus aureus to antibiotics 

Antibiotic 
MICa 

(μg∙ml−1) 
Absorbance range 

(OD570)
b 

Aib-temporin 50 

0.621±0.086 Aib-temporin+BSAc 25 

cephalothin 6.25 

Bac8c 100 

0.463±0.053 Bac8c+BSAc >10 

cephalothin 0.78 
aMIC: Minimum Inhibitory Concentration; bAbsorbance range is the difference between the OD570, 
Optical Density at 570nm, of the positive (minus antibiotic) and negative (minus bacteria) controls. 
Errors shown are one standard deviation; cBSA: Bovine Serum Albumin. 
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Introduction 

Two-component signal transduction (TCST) is the predominant signaling system used in 
bacteria to sense and respond to environmental changes in order to survive and thrive under 
various conditions. During infection, pathogens regulate the expression of specific sets of genes 
to adapt to conditions within its host. The PhoP/PhoQ signaling pathway in Salmonella enterica 
serovar Typhimurium senses and responds to pH and external Mg2+ levels to distinguish 
between the environment inside and outside of the host cell [1]. In this signaling scheme, PhoQ, 
the histidine kinase, senses low extracellular Mg2+ levels, which leads to autophosphorylation 
on a conserved histidine. PhoQ then interacts with the inactive PhoP monomer, leading to 
phosphorylation by PhoQ at a conserved aspartate. Phosphorylation of PhoP mediates the 
transition from the inactive monomer state to the active PhoP dimer state, and allows it to bind 
to its DNA promoter and act as a transcription factor to modulate gene expression. PhoP 
regulates the transcription of key virulence genes essential for invasion of host cells and for 
growth and survival in macrophages of a number of gram-negative pathogens (e.g. Shigella 
flexneri, Yersinia pestis, Neisseria meningitidis).   

PhoP is a member of the OmpR/PhoB family of response regulators, which accounts 
for about 30% of all TCST response regulators. Critical salt-bridges conserved at the interface 
govern PhoP dimerization and function [2]. Mutagenesis studies on other members of this 
family across various species suggest three sets of salt-bridge residues to be important in PhoP 
dimerization [3]. Mutating only one of the salt-bridge residues (Glu 107-Lys 87, Arg 111-Asp 
97, Arg 118-Asp 96) to an alanine or a residue of opposite charge will disrupt PhoP dimer 
formation in addition to its function as a transcription factor [4]. The hypothesis is that 
inhibiting PhoP dimerization will modulate gene expression and regulation of bacterial 
virulence. 

A computational approach using virtual screening combined with consensus scoring 
revealed drug-like compounds that inhibit the function of the PhoP TCST response regulator. 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays were used to test the predictability of the computational 
approach. This study serves as a proof-of-principle for targeting the two-component signal 
transduction response regulator to inhibit its function as a transcription factor and modulate 
gene expression and regulation of bacterial virulence. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Virtual Screening and Consensus Scoring: AutoDock 4 [5] was used to virtually screen a 
drug-like version of the NCI Diversity library with 1420 compounds [6] to generate possible 
ligand poses (30 poses for each ligand, 42600 poses total).  All docked ligand poses were then 
evaluated in a consensus manner with three separate scoring functions: AutoDock 4, X-SCORE 
[7], and CSCORE [8]. Compounds that scored in the top 15% (6390 poses, 220 unique 
compounds) of all three scoring functions were experimentally tested. This computational 
strategy has proven to be effective in identifying hit compounds [9]. 
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA): PhoP-His6 was activated by phosphorylation 
using acetyl phosphate, and then incubated with the predicted compounds. Radiolabeled γ-32P 
DNA containing PhoP boxes to represent the phoP promoter were incubated with the mix to test 
for the compounds’ ability to disrupt DNA binding. 
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EMSA Revealed 11 Hit Compounds From the NCI Diversity Library: 11 compounds out 220 
tested disrupted formation of the PhoP-DNA complex. Compound 1 (NSC130183) was 
identified with an estimated IC50 of 49 µM, and compound 2 (NSC311153) is estimated to have 
an IC50 of 29 µM (Figures 1 and 2). 

Future studies will include testing predicted compounds using size exclusion chromatography 
and multi-angle light scattering to confirm the mechanism of action.  Compounds will also be 
tested with circular dichroism to confirm that they do not bind to the phoP promoter instead of 
PhoP. Similarity searches for confirmed hits will be performed and tested to identify second-
generation hits with increased inhibition activity and selectivity to further characterize the PhoP 
dimerization interface. Binding constants and thermodynamic parameters will be determined by 
isothermal titration calorimetry. With the increasing resistance of pathogenic bacteria to current 
antibiotics, the success of this strategy suggests targeting two-component signal transduction 
systems as a promising potential approach for the development of novel antibiotics. 
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Introduction 

Structure-activity studies of antimicrobial peptides reveal the complement between 
hydrophobicity and cationicity being responsible for the desired properties of target specificity 
and selective toxicity [1]. Over the previous years, literature reports the augmentation of 
antimicrobial peptide activity by N-terminal acylation with fatty acids of different lengths [2-5]. 
Aside from this, attaching cinnamic acid 
into the peptide can also be a viable 
strategy in enhancing its antimicrobial 
properties [6]. This has inspired our study 
to introduce other aromatic carboxylic 
acids into the model antimicrobial wasp 
venom peptide, anoplin (GLLKRIKTLL-
NH2), thereby creating a conjugate that 
comprises both moieties of the 
antimicrobial peptide and a small molecule 
drug. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Addition of a pyrazinoyl ring results in a 
hybrid product constituting anoplin and the 
anti-tuberculosis drug pyrazinamide 
(Figure 1). On the other hand, benzoylating 
the glycine residue would allow the product 
to structurally resemble the N-peptidyl 
substituted carboxamide derivative of 
hippuric acid, a common therapeutic for 
urinary tract infections (Figure 2). 

The absence of conjugated π-electron ring systems in anoplin renders the peptide 
inactive towards UV-Vis absorption. With this parent peptide as the baseline profile, scanned 
peaks at 252 nm and 269 nm of 
BZ-Anoplin and PZ-Anoplin 
respectively show the presence of 
aromatic groups as these values 
are comparable to the maxima of 
hippuric acid (λmax = 258 nm) and 
pyrazinamide (λmax = 269 nm) 
(Figure 3). Further analysis by 
MALDI-TOF MS indicates that 
the observed MS peak signals of 
BZ-Anoplin and PZ-Anoplin 
match their respective calculated 
molecular weights (Table 1). This 
given information, clearly 
indicates the successful 
incorporation of benzoic acid and 
pyrazinoic acid into the peptide 
chain. 

 
     
   Fig. 3. UV Profile of BZ-Anoplin and PZ-Anoplin. 
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Screening 1mg/1mL of each crude peptide sample for antimicrobial activity shows that all 
compounds were tested negative against E. coli, P. aeruginosa, C. albicans (Table 2). Only PZ-
Anoplin completely inhibited the growth of M. phlei, whereas the BZ-anoplin showed 
significant activity towards S. aureus. Peptide purification by preparative HPLC and 
optimization of antimicrobial peptide activity in terms of concentration will be evaluated in the 
future. 
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Table 1. Characterization (% area HPLC, MALDI-TOF MS analysis) of the synthesized 
compounds  

Compound Puritya (% area) 
Molecular Weight (m/z) 

Calculated Observed 

Anoplin 35.0% 1153.50 1139.22b 

BZ-Anoplin 30.5% 1257.61 1258.28 

PZ-Anoplin 21.8% 1259.59 1260.28 
a Crude peptides were profiled for 30 minutes by analytical HPLC using 250 mm X 4.6 mm 5 µ Hypersil 
C18 column with linear gradients of 0.1% aqueous TFA and 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile as the mobile phase. 
b Signal of 1139.22 m/z might be a background signal as both MALDI-TOF MS analysis of BZ-Anoplin and 
PZ-Anoplin also detected a peak at 1139.2 m/z.  

Table 2. Antimicrobial activity of the following samples against different microorganismsa 

Sample 
S. aureus 

UPCC 1143 
C. albicans 
UPCC 2168 

P. aeruginosa 
UPCC 1244 

E. coli 
UPCC 1195 

M. phlei 
UPCC 1365 

Anoplin # # # # # 

Benzoic Acid # # # # + 

Pyrazinoic Acid # # # # # 

Pyrazinamide # # # # # 

BZ-Anoplin 20 # # # + 

PZ-Anoplin # + # + * 
a Antimicrobial activities are determined using the agar well method under acetate buffer at pH = 6. 
Values are expressed in terms of area of clearing zones. (# - no clearing zone; + - not tested; * - no 
growth) 
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Introduction 

Cervical cancer is caused by the human papillomavirus (HPV) [1,2]. The existence of traditional 
“druggable” targets for HPV is minimal at best because a very small number of proteins is 
encoded by the small HPV genome (see below). Our nontraditional approach to HPV16 
antivirals is to target viral DNA sequences, including those at or near the viral origin of 
replication (ori), using DNA-binding drug candidates. The compounds we used are polyamides 
(PAs) derived from N-methylpyrrole (Py) and N-methylimidazole (Im); they are selective DNA 
binding agents that can physically block access to target DNA sequences by proteins or alter the 
DNA local structure to prevent protein binding. Previous studies from other labs [3] have shown 
that PAs cause physical changes in DNA structure, widening the minor groove, narrowing of the 
major groove, raising the Tm, etc. 

HPV16 and 18 are the most common cancer-causing strains [2]. Viral proteins E1 and 
E2 bind to HPV DNA, at the ori and recruit human DNA polymerase; they control viral 
replication and some viral gene expression. We proposed that HPV16 replication could be 
stopped by designing DNA-binding polyamide molecules to bind viral DNA sites with possible 
targets, including the E1 and E2 binding sites and other regions of the HPV16 genome. The 
polyamides we chose to work with have a hairpin structure [2,4]. Armed with the HPV16 
sequence and the PA binding rules [3], polyamides can be synthesized [5,6] to selectively bind 
to specific regions of the HPV16 genome, which is a circular dsDNA molecule.   
 By testing in human keratinocyte monolayers, we discovered significant antiviral 
activity for certain polyamides; e.g. NV-HPV16-1 has an apparent IC50 of 0.10 ± 0.02 µM in 
human cell culture. The sequence of NV-HPV16-1 is Im-Py-Py-β-Py-Py-Py-γ-Py-Py-β-Py-Py-
Py-Py-β-Ta in which β, γ and Ta refer to β-alanine, γ-aminobutyric acid and N-N-
((dimethylamio)propyl)amine respectively. To further advance candidate NV-HPV16-1, we 
needed to scale-up the synthesis using a solid-phase method. 
 
Results and Discussion 

NV-HPV16-1 was successfully synthesized by the solid-phase method with 10g Boc-β-alanine 
PAM resin. The reactions were monitored by LC/MS. (Figure 1A and B). Figure 1A shows two 
product peaks, which is evidence of aggregation under HPLC conditions, even at 40 oC: the 
peaks at 1.6 and 4.4 min both show desired compound by ESI+ ms. The isolated yield of the 
tris(TFA) salt following synthesis (16 cycles) and HPLC was 17%. Although standard peptide 
methodology is applicable to the general synthetic process, the nucleophilicity of the aromatic 
amines of the pyrrole and imidazole-based building blocks is poor. Prolonged coupling time 
and/or double coupling are often necessary when the synthesis is near completion. Fmoc 
reagents became unstable during long reactions in the presence of DIEA, making tBoc methods 
preferred in this case (Boc is also preferred for atom economy).  
 
Conclusions 

The target antiviral polyamide has been synthesized by manual solid-phase methods on 10 g of 
Boc-β-alanine PAM resin with a 17% isolated yield. 
 
Statement: Drs. Fisher and Bashkin are co-founders and owners of NanoVir, LLC. 
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Fig. 1. A. RP HPLC, HPLC/MS of crude NV-HPV16-1. B. ESI mass spec of NV-HPV16-1 showing 
[M+H]+ and [M+2H]2+ at m/z = 1894.5 and 948. 
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Introduction 

The voltage-gated proton channel (VSOP/Hv) contains four transmembrane domains that are 
analogous to the voltage-sensor in voltage-gated cation (Na+, K+, or Ca2+) channels. Although 
VSOP contains no pore region (ion pathway), it allows protons to permeate the cell membrane 
from the inside by the sensing membrane potential [1,2]. VSOP(78–222) has sufficient 
functions such that it is comparable with the full-length VSOP [3]. To elucidate structural 
changes that are involved in voltage-sensing, we carried out the synthesis of VSOP(78-222). 
 
Results and Discussion 

The amino acid sequence of VSOP(78-222) (1) is shown in Figure 1(A). In our synthetic 
strategy for preparing VSOP(78-222) (1), three segments, VSOP(78-120), VSOP(121-157), and 
VSOP(158-222), were prepared and then sequentially ligated by the thioester method [4,5] as 
shown in Figure 1(B). Peptide thioesters containing a single transmembrane (TM) domain, 
Fmoc-VSOP(78-120)-SR (2, -SR = -SCH2CH2CO-Gly-Arg3-Ala-OH) and Fmoc-VSOP(121-
157)-SR´ (3, -SR´ = -SCH2CH2CO-Gly-Arg3-Leu-OH), were prepared based on Boc solid-phase  
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Fig. 1. (A) Amino acid sequence of VSOP(78-222) (1). Arrows indicate the ligation sites. Putative trans-
membrane regions are underlined. (B) Synthetic scheme for preparing VSOP(78-222)(1). 
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peptide synthesis (SPPS). In this synthesis, we used Arg tags to increase the solubility of 
peptide thioesters 2 and 3 [6,7]. Fmoc-VSOP(158-222)-NH2 (4) containing two TM domains 
was prepared by Fmoc SPPS. All peptides were purified by RP-HPLC using a mixture of formic 
acid, 1-propanol, and water as the eluent [8]. Side chain amino groups and thiol groups of the 
purified peptides were protected by Boc and methylthio groups [9], respectively, to produce 
Fmoc-[Lys(Boc)91, Cys(SMe)103]VSOP(78-120)-SR (5), Fmoc-[Lys(Boc)121,153]VSOP(121-
157)-SR´ (6), and Fmoc-[Lys(Boc)165,187,217]VSOP(158-222)-NH2 (7´). Peptide 7´ was 
continuously treated with piperidine to give H-[Lys(Boc)165,187,217]VSOP(158-222)-NH2 (7). 
Peptide thioester 6 was condensed with peptide 7 by treatment with silver chloride, 3,4-dihydro-
3-hydroxy-4-oxo-1,2,3-benzotriazine (HOOBt), and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) to give 
the ligation product, and Fmoc-VSOP(121-222)-NH2 (8) was obtained after trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA) treatment. The side chain amino groups of peptide 8 were protected with Boc groups and 
the N-terminal Fmoc group was removed by treatment with piperidine to provide H-
[Lys(Boc)121,153,165,187,217]VSOP(121-222)-NH2 (8´). Peptides 5 and 8´ were ligated following the 
same procedure as described above. After treating the ligated product with dithiothreitol (DTT), 
followed by a TFA solution, Fmoc-VSOP(78-222)-NH2 (1´), which was subjected to MALDI-
TOF MS (m/z 17410.2, calculated for [M+H]+, 17403.8) and SDS-PAGE. However, isolation of 
the product remains problematic. Experiments aimed at the purification and characterization, 
including an assay study are currently in progress.  

In conclusion, it is feasible to prepare a peptide containing four transmembrane 
domains, namely, Fmoc-VSOP(78-222)-NH2 (1´) using the thioester method. 
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Introduction 

The angiotensin II (Ang-II) is widely implicated in the development of hypertension and several 
progressive renal diseases by causing salt and fluid retention and inducing growth and 
proinflammatory responses. Ang-II has been shown to induce expression of the epithelial 
sodium channel, the sodium and hydrogen exchanger-3 (NHE3) [1] etc. Ang-II regulates NaCl 
reabsorption through both directly acting on the proximal tubule, and indirectly acting on 
aldosterone secretion. In isolated proximal tubule cells and also brush-border membrane vesicle 
preps, Ang-II stimulates Na+ absorption by increasing the activity of NHE3. Previous studies 
have shown that increased NHE3 function contributes to hypertension observed in rat models 
induced by Ang-II, and Ang-II stimulates NHE3 activity through increasing NHE3 gene 
expression levels [2]. These observations suggest the possible role of NHE3 in the 
pathophysiology of hypertension. The current studies revealed a group of newly designed and 
synthesized peptides which are selective antagonists of AT1, but are able to recruit β-arrestins, 
and can block the effect of A-II on NHE3 expression.   
 
Results and Discussion 

Earlier work from Holloway et al. [3] demonstrated that side-chain substitution within 
angiotensin II revealed different requirement for signaling, internalization, and phosphorylation 
of type 1A angiotensin receptors. Studies by Lefkowiz et al. [4] established two major 
components for AT1 receptor signaling: G protein-dependent and -independent signaling, which 
will lead to selective physiological functions. In order to develop specific ligands with selective 
physiological functions of the AT1 receptor, a series of peptide has been designed and 
synthesized (Table 1). All of these peptides have unique lowest energy conformations which are 
similar to Ang II share a β-turn binding domain (data not shown). It is interesting to note that 
these peptides are antagonists of AT1, but they are still able to recruit β-arrestins (data not 
shown). Furthermore, they can specifically block the effect of Ang-II on NHE3 expression. In 
OPK cells, Ang-II homologue peptides 1, 2 and 11 had no effect on stimulating NHE3 promoter 
activity. Other Ang-II homologue peptides retained the A-II function of activating NHE3 
promoter activity. In OK cells, A-II analogue peptides 1, 2, 11 significantly inhibited NHE3 
promoter activity induced by Ang-II. 

The cellular signaling of the AT1 receptor has been studied extensively. It involves 
multiple signaling molecules including heterotrimeric G Proteins, kinases and scaffold proteins. 
According to the classical paradigm, Ang II first binds on the receptor and causes the 
conformation change of the receptor.  The conformation change caused by agonist will lead to 
the activation of the heterotrimeric G protein initiating downstream cell signaling, which 
includes G-protein Coupled Receptor Kinases (GRKs) or a second messenger system (PKA, 
PKC, Ca2+ IP3, DRG etc), and finally promoting β-arrestins recruitment, whereas the antagonist 
will not have these responses. The binding of β-arrestins sterically hinders further G protein 
interaction. Finally, β-arrestins binding terminates the G-protein signaling. β-Arrestins also 
work as scaffold proteins to mediate receptor internalization through clathrin coated pits. The 
novel paradigm of GPCR signaling expands our vision of cell signaling. The typical example is 
Ang II analogue SII, an antagonist of AT1. SII is able to induce β-arrestin 2-dependent 
signaling that includes receptor internalization and activation of extracellular signal regulated 
kinases (ERK ½) without generation of inositol phosphate second messengers by the AT1 
receptor. Peptides 1, 2, 11 are analogues of SII, the inhibition of NHE3 promoter activity 
induced by SII could be via ERK-dependent pathway (data not shown). 
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The AT1 receptor’s selective activation of G protein independent signaling has proven relevant 
in OK and OKP cells in this work and many other primary cells, isolated organs and in vivo [5]. 
Similar observations from an increasing number of GPCRs have led to the development of 
concepts such as functional selectivity and change the fundamental pharmacological paradigms 
to allow description of multiple discrete states of receptor activation and ligands with different 
collateral degrees of efficacy for individual responses. Thus, developing G protein dependent 
and independent drugs will be promising for the future drug discovery in this area. 

 
Table 1. SII Alanine scan and D-amino acid scan  

Code  Sequence  Formula  Ave. Mass Ave.M+TFA  

1   H-Sar-Ala-Val-Ile-Val-His-Pro-Ile-OH  C39H66N10O9  819.0029  933.0263  

2   H-Sar-Arg-Ala-Ile-Val-His-Pro-Ile-OH  C40H69N13O9  876.0576  990.0810  

11   H-Sar-Arg-Val-Ile-Val-D-His-Pro-Ile-OH  C42H73N13O9  904.1107  1018.1341  

Ang II   NH2-Asp-Arg-Val-Tyr-Val-His-Pro-Phe-COOH C49H69N13O12  1031.52  1145.52  
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Introduction 

Integral membrane proteins (IMPs) are essential for cell signaling, cell proliferation, and cell 
death. These membrane proteins propagate extracellular signals to the intracellular matrix, 
generally starting a cascade of events to trigger a response. Unfortunately, structural analysis of 
IMPs, in particular of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), is hindered by difficulties in 
crystallization and by size limitations in NMR spectroscopy. GPCRs contain 7 transmembrane 
domain regions (TM) regions as well as connecting loops and N- and C-terminal regions and 
these large hydrophobic proteins need a membrane-like environment for proper structure 
formation. Studying smaller fragments of these GPCRs may be a useful tool in the 
determination of overall receptor folding and structure. 

The yeast GPCR, Ste2p, has been studied extensively using biological and biochemical 
analyses. Biophysical analysis using NMR has helped to elucidate the structural tendencies of 
each of its individual seven TM domains [1]. The analysis of larger double TM fragments of 

Ste2p required biosynthesis due to the need to incorporate 
stable isotopes for NMR analysis [2,3]. Recently, we solved 
the NMR structure of a double TM domain fragment of 
Ste2p(G31-T110, TM1-TM2) in lyso-palmitoylphosphatidyl-
glycerol (LPPG) micelles [4]. The observation of long range 
connectivities between the two TM helices in this high 
resolution structure was only possible when we used a 
selective methyl group labeling technique that resulted in one 
protonated methyl group on each Ile, Leu, Val in an otherwise 
perdeuterated background and high field magnets [4,5]. 

Structure determination of peptide fragments of IMPs in 
organic aqueous membrane mimetic media has been used in 
the past [6,7]. To this point, no systematic study comparing 
structures of multi-TM fragments of a GPCR in detergent 
micelles and organic aqueous membrane mimetics has been 
performed. Therefore, comparison of the structure of 
Ste2p(G31-T110) in LPPG micelles to that obtained in 

TFE:water (1:1, v:v) would be useful to determine whether the protein would fold into a similar 
conformation. Here, data comparing the NMR structures of Ste2p(G31-T110) in LPPG micelles 
and trifluoroethanol (TFE):water (1:1,v:v) is presented. 

 
Results and Discussion 

The protein fragment Ste2p(G31-T110) was cloned into an E. coli expression vector containing 
an upstream Trp∆LE and expression was optimized in BL21-AI cells [3]. Cleavage using CNBr 
to removed the Trp∆LE and purification were also different growth conditions. Circular 
dichroism (CD) was used as a screening technique to determine the conditions under which 
NMR could be performed. Only solvent mixtures found to optimized resulting in yields ranging 
from 8 to 20 mg/L depending on the labeling schemes and support helical structures were 
analyzed using NMR. Using this technique, the NMR structure was analyzed in LPPG micelles [4]. 

Based on CD analysis we concluded that TFE:water (1:1, v:v) would also be useful in the 
study of this protein fragment. [15N,1H]-HSQC analysis resulted in sharp well-resolved peaks 
that were assigned. Chemical shift perturbation analysis was performed comparing the [15N,1H]-

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of Ste2p(G31-
T110).  
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HSQC peaks from Ste2p(G31-T110) in LPPG micelles to those from TFE:water (1:1,v:v). 
Chemical shift differences between spectra measured in TFE:water at 25ºC and 45ºC were 
generally small, whereas larger differences were observed when comparing spectra in 
TFE:water and LPPG at 45ºC. For the two membrane mimetic solvents, chemical shift 
differences in the two TM regions were less than those in the loops and N-terminus. Cα-Cβ 
chemical shift indexing data for TM1-TM2 in TFE and LPPG was used as an indicator of 
secondary structure. In all cases evidence for strong α-helical tendencies were observed. Finally 
H-D exchange rate analysis was performed on the LPPG micelles and TFE:water at 25°C. The 
exchange in LPPG was determined using a water presaturation experiment. The exchange in 
TFE:water was determined by following [15N,1H]-HSQC peak intensity after dissolving the 
peptide in TFE-d3:D2O. The relative exchange rates were very similar when comparing the two 
conditions. This may indicate that they are folding into similar structures even in the different 
membrane mimetics. 

Initial calculations of the structure of the Ste2p(G31-T110) protein fragment in 
TFE:water (1:1,v:v) at 25°C show similarities to the bundles obtained in LPPG micelles (Figure 
2), These similarities indicate that TFE:water may, under certain conditions, be used to 
determine the secondary and even the tertiary structure of large domains of GPCRs. We are 
currently obtaining additional constraints to improve the quality of the TFE:water (1:1, v:v) 
structure. Application of this methodology may aid in the future structure characterization of 
larger IMP proteins or protein fragments. 
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Fig. 2. Preliminary structural analysis. Bundles of minimized conformers generated from NOEs for 
TM1-TM2 in LPPG micelles (top) and TFE:water (1:1, v:v, bottom). 
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Introduction 

Prenylation is an essential post-translational modification that increases protein hydrophobicity 
and targets them to membranes. The 3-step process consists of initial addition of a C15 or C20 
isoprenoid to proteins followed by the proteolytic removal of the -a1a2X tripeptide by ras 
converting enzyme 1 (RCE1), and methylation of the C-terminal prenylcysteine by the enzyme 
isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (Icmt). Many proteins involved in signal 
transduction pathways are farnesyl or geranylgeranylated, including the Ras family of 
oncoproteins. Because mutations in the ras oncogene are responsible for ~15-20% of human 
cancers, inhibitors of enzymes in the prenylation pathway hold potential as anticancer agents [1,2]. 
 
Results and Discussion 

We are synthesizing RCE1 peptide substrates that incorporate photoactive isoprenoids in order 
to perform photaffinity-labeling experiments and map the active site of RCE1. Lipidated 
photoprobes containing the C-terminal Ca1a2X sequence were developed for photoaffinity-
labeling of catalytic residues in the RCE1 active site. Peptides were synthesized by standard 
Fmoc methods and subsequently alkylated with the requisite allylic bromides to yield the 
corresponding peptides. 

A peptide substrate (1, Figure 1), derived from the C-terminal sequence of mammalian 
K-Ras (CVIM) was synthesized as a natural substrate analogue. The dinitrophenyl (Dnp) group 
at the V position acts as a quencher of the 2-aminobenzoyl (Abz) fluorophore [3]. Following 
proteolysis, there is a linear increase in fluorescence at 420 nm. Peptide analogs 3 and 5 
incorporating the C5BP or C10BP photoactive isoprenoid [4, 5, 6] were designed to imitate the 
naturally-occurring, prenylated protein and were shown in this fluorogenic Ca1a2X proteolysis 
assay to be substrates for RCE1. 

Comparative analysis of substrate cleavage by yRCE1p indicated that the photoactive 
peptides 3 and 5 are processed by the enzyme at rates 10-20 times less than the natural, 
farnesylated substrate, 1. Nonetheless, RCE1 is capable of accepting these non-natural Ca1a2X 
peptides as alternative substrates. The kinetic data was further supported by MS/MS sequencing 
of the products of RCE1 cleavage (peptides 4 and 6). The structures of the processed probes and 

Abz-K-S-K-T-K-C-K(Dnp)-I-M

R-S

Fr = farnesyl

C5BP

C10BP
O

O

O

O
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ONH2 O2N NO2

Dnp =

RCE1
Proteolysis

Abz-K-S-K-T-K-C-OH
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1, Abz-KSKTKC(Fr)K(Dnp)IM
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3, Abz-KSKTKC(C5BP)K(Dnp)IM
4, Abz-KSKTKC(C5BP)
5, Abz-KSKTKC(C10BP)K(Dnp)IM
6, Abz-KSKTKC(C10BP)
7, Biotin-K(Dde)KSKTKC(C5BP)K(Dnp)IM
8, Biotin-K(Dde)KSKTKC(C10BP)K(Dnp)IM

 
Fig. 2. RCE1 processing of prenylated substrates. 
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the site of cleavage as the C-terminal side of the modified cysteine were confirmed. 
 Membrane protein containing hemagglutinin (HA)-epitope-tagged RCE1 was 
photolyzed in the presence of biotinylated substrate (peptides 7 and 8). Streptavidin (SA) pull-
down was done to isolate protein cross-linked to the biotinylated probe, followed by Western 
blot analysis to detect yRCE1-HA. Probing for HA using anti-HA antibodies gave Western 
analysis that visualized only protein containing the HA tag (RCE1 construct). 
 Lane 1(Figure 2) shows a band at 35kDa which corresponds to RCE1 photolabeled by 
substrate 7, not present in the control (lane 2, membranes lacking RCE1). Lane 3 visualizes 
crude RCE1 membrane protein not subjected to SA pull-down. Lane 4 indicates competition 
between substrates 1 and 7 when photolyzed in the presence of RCE1. 
 The results presented here demonstrate that peptides that incorporate photoactive 
benzophenone groups in place of isoprenoids can be effectively processed by RCE1. Photolysis 
of RCE1 in the presence of probes 7 and 8 results in crosslinking with the protein. Efforts to 
isolate the crosslinked protein and determine the site of crosslinking are in progress. 
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Fig. 2. Western Blot Analysis of Photolysis Reactions 
after SA Pull-down and HA Detection. 
Lane 1:  yRCE1-HA, 7, 30 min. photolysis 
Lane 2:  control membranes, 7, 30 min. photolysis 
Lane 3:  yRCE1-HA (no SA pull-down or photolysis) 
Lane 4:  yRCE1-HA, 1, and 7, 30 min. photolysis 
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Introduction 

The human c-subunit of F1Fo-ATP synthase is comprised of 75 amino acid residues 
(DIDTAAKFIG AGAATVGVAG SGAGIGTVFG SLIIGYARNP SLKQQLFSYA 
ILGFALSEAM GLFCLMVAFL ILFAM, MW 7608) and contains two transmembrane helices. 
The multimeric c-subunits assemble into ring-like architecture in membranes that functions as a 
rotary proton-channel for Fo-proton motor. We previously reported on the synthesis of a c-
subunit of E. coli F1Fo-ATP synthase, which was accomplished by means of the thioester method 
[1]. However, little is known concerning the structural details of c-subunit of human F1Fo-ATP 
synthase (Sub.c) due to the inherent difficulties in producing, handling and purifying the protein. 
Large scale methods for the isolation and purification of human Sub.c by molecular biology 
techniques have not yet been achieved. Here we report on the status of our studies on the 
chemical synthesis of human Sub.c. The study largely involved elucidating the structure-function 
relationships of ATP synthase using solution and solid-state NMR techniques. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Sub.c(1–75) was synthesized using an Fmoc-solid phase strategy involving stepwise chain 
elongation on a Wang-ChemMatrix resin. Our initial attempts at a conventional workup using 
reagent K (TFA/thioanisole/water/phenol/EDT = 82.5:5:5:5:2.5) cleavage/deprotection, ether 
precipitation and RP-HPLC analysis were not successful and the desired peptide was not 
detected by RP-HPLC (Figure 1A) and MALDI-MS analysis. We hypothesized that this was due 
to the low solubility and high tendency of Sub.c(1–75) to undergo aggregation. RP-HPLC is 
widely used for the analysis and purification of chemically synthesized peptides, but difficulties 
are frequently encountered during the RP-HPLC analysis and purification of peptides that 
contain a transmembrane region(s) due to their insolubility in the mobile phases, and the fact that 
they have a tendency to absorb irreversibly to the column.  
 

 
Fig. 1. RP-HPLC traces of crude Sub.c(1–75). (A) Sub.c(1–75) without tag, and (B) (Arg)5-
photocleavable-tag incorporated-Sub.c(1–75). The arrow indicates the position of elution of the peptide. 
Conditions, Column: Nacalai 5C4-AR-300, 4.6 x 150 mm, Eluent A: formic acid/water = 2 : 3, B: formic 
acid/ propanol = 4 : 1, Gradient: B: 60–90% / 50min. 
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To overcome this issue, we developed a new strategy in which penta-arginine, which serves to 
enhance the solubility of the protein, is conjugated to the N-terminus of the target peptide via a 
photocleavable-linker, a 5-(3-aminopropyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyl oxycarbonyl group [2] (Figure 2). 
The addition of 5-6 arginine residues as “solubility enhancement peptide tags” to either the N or 
C terminus of low solubility proteins/peptides was successfully applied [3]. In contrast to the 
absence of a tagged peptide, (Arg)5-photocleavable incorporated Sub.c(1–75), which was 
obtained from the same peptidyl resin, was clearly detected by PR-HPLC/MALDI-TOFMS or 
ESI-MS analysis (Figure 1B). By taking advantage of the solubility enhanced penta-arginine and 
the chromophoric nature of the photocleavable linker, it became possible to purify tagged 
Sub.c(1–75) as a soluble peptide by RP-HPLC.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic representation for Sub.c(1–75) preparation by utilizing (Arg)5-tag and the photo-
cleavable linker. PG: protecting groups.  
 
Thus, the combination of a solubility enhancement tag and the photocleavable-linker strategy 
described herein may prove to be a useful method for minimizing aggregation and solubility 
problems that are associated with the isolation of transmembrane peptides. Studies related to the 
simultaneous photoremoval of the tag and linker, and the folding and assembly of Sub.c(1–75) 
are currently in progress. 
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Introduction  
β helices are helical peptide structures formed by sequences of alternating D- and L-α-amino 
acids (D,L peptides) and stabilized by β-sheet hydrogen bonding. Designing new foldamers 
based on D,L-peptides in general - and β helices in particular - is challenging due to the 
unpredictable folding of these peptides in solution. For example, linear D,L peptides can adopt 
multiple structures and/or aggregation states that depend strongly on the solvent and the identity 
of dissolved cations. This conformational polymorphism is undesirable for a functional 
foldamer; therefore, in earlier work we designed the cyclic 22-residue peptides 1 and 2 to limit 

the conformation to a singular antiparallel (↓↑) β-
hairpin/β-helical state [1,2]. Peptides 1 and 2 are 
hydrophobic and adopt unique conformations in 
nonpolar organic solvents, where folding is dominated 
by hydrogen bonding. We note that water is the most 
desirable medium for peptide model studies because 
biological interactions take place in this solvent. In 
comparison with organic solvents, however, water is 
known to reduce the propensity of peptides to form 
stable secondary structures. Nevertheless, our initial 
work on peptides 1 and 2 furnished synthetic and 
structural insights that led to the development of 

peptide 3 [3], which folds stably in polar media such as methanol - a solvent that is often used as 
a surrogate for water in studies of new foldamers. Building on these results structural studies in 
methanol, we are currently working to achieve stable β-helical structures in water. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Peptides 1, 2, and 3 consist of two 9-residue β-strand segments of alternating D-,L-α-amino 
acids (residues 1–9 and 12-20, Figure 2). We constrained the molecules by joining the two D,L-
peptide strands with two copies of the enantiomeric β-turn segment L-Pro-Gly (1 and 3) and D-
Pro-Gly (2). The chirality of the residues flanking the β-turn are opposite to the proline, and, as 
a result, we expected that peptides 1 and 3 would form a left handed ↓↑β helix, and peptide 2 
would form a right-handed ↓↑β helix. The joining of the two D,L-peptide strands with β-turns 
effectively constrains the resulting peptide so that it can form only a single ↓↑β-helical 
conformation [1,2], and prevents the formation of alternative double- or single-stranded species. 
We designed peptide 3 to be hydrophilic by distributing eight polar residues uniformly 
throughout the strands to increase water solubility. Four charged residues L-Glu(2), L-Lys(15), 
L-Arg(4), and L-Glu(13), form two salt bridges in the correctly folded β-hairpin /↓↑β helix. The 
salt bridges were designed to fold into an antiparallel double-stranded β-helix having ca. 5.6 
residues per turn (a ↓↑β5.6 helix) and prevent the folding of a β-helix having ca. 7.2 residues per 
turn (a ↓↑β7.2 helix). Within the two β-stands, seven β-branched amino acids help restrict the 
backbone conformation and promote β-sheet φ,Ψ angles. 

After synthesis and purification, we characterized the β helices using CD and NMR 
spectroscopies. The CD spectra of 1 and 2 displayed large bands at 220 nm which is consistent 
with D,L-peptides that form β-helical structures. Peptide 3 in methanol (3-m) revealed CD 
features that we previously established as arising from a left-handed β-hairpin/↓↑β5.6 -helical 
structure. Titration with water (3-w) triggered a transition to a shallow negative band at 204 nm, 
suggesting a β-hairpin-like conformation. We examined the structures in greater detail using 
NMR; the 3J coupling constants and CαH ∆δ chemical shifts indicate β-sheet-like character for 
peptides 1, 2, and 3-m. The NOESY spectra for these peptides revealed many cross-peaks 
characteristic of an antiparallel β helix. The spectrum for 3-w showed cross-strand NOEs but 
not helical NOEs, suggesting this structure is more akin to that of a simple β hairpin. 

 

Fig. 1. Peptide backbone structure of a 
β-hairpin/β-helical supersecondary 
structure. 
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Conclusion 
Our work demonstrated that addition of β turns and the corresponding cyclization of two D-, L-
strands not only traps the structures into a discrete conformation, but also allows control over 
left- versus right-handed helicity. By judiciously choosing the sequence of 3, we achieved a left-
handed β-hairpin/↓↑β5.6-helical structure in the polar solvent methanol. In current work, we are 
examining longer peptides and peptides having optimized electrostatic interactions with the goal 
of obtaining more stable structures. 
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Fig. 2. (a) CD spectra of 1 and 2 are mirror images. (b) Sequence and numbering schemes for peptide 1 
and 2, shown in a flat β-hairpin representation; L residues are boxed in red, while D residues are boxed 
in black (in CD color book version). Peptide 1 folds into a left-handed β-hairpin / ↓↑β56 –helical 
structure and peptide 2 folds into a right-handed β -hairpin /↓↑β5.6 - helical structure. (c) CD spectra 
showing 3 in methanol containing varying percentages of PBS. (d) Illustration depicts sequence and 
numbering scheme with NMR derived structures of 3-m and 3-w. 
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Introduction 

The anti-inflammatory activities of the neuroimmunomodulator α-melanocyte stimulating 
hormone (α-MSH) has been traced to a ‘message sequence’ contained in the C-terminal: the 
tripeptide amino acid Lys-Pro-Val (KPV; α-MSH 11-13) [1]. Inflammatory processes, in 
particular the induction of NF-κB by tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) have been shown to be 
inhibited by α-MSH through inhibition of TNF- α [2]. NF-κB resides in the cytosol bound to an 
inhibitor called IκB. Binding of TNF- α to its receptor triggers phosphorylation of IκB. IκB 
then becomes ubiquinated and destroyed by proteasomes, which liberates NF-κB to the nucleus. 
[3] NF-κB controls the synthesis of a number of genes required for an acute inflammatory 
response [4]. Cachexia is a clinical syndrome of wasting that accompanies many chronic 
diseases a condition found associated with diseases such as some cancers, infectious diseases, 
and cardiovascular disease [5]. Evidence from animal models suggests a compelling link 
between cachexia and inflammation, and a variety of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-
 α play an integral role in wasting syndrome [6]. This condition is marked by an increase in 
energy expenditure and preferential loss of lean body mass, creating a striking catabolic state. 
Few treatments have proved to be of significant benefit to patients suffering from cachexia. One 
new treatment that shows promise is pharmacological blockade of the central melanocortin 
system. The importance of this system is in maintaining normal body weight. In humans it is 
highlighted by the finding that disordered melanocortin signaling results in early-onset morbid 
obesity and dramatic increases in lean body mass in humans. Emerging evidence suggests that 
blocking this system via pharmacological antagonists of the type 4 melanocortin receptor 
(MC4R) may restore appetite and lean body mass in subjects with cachexia caused by a variety 
of underlying disorders [7]. Using the correlation between the anti-inflammatory effects of the 
KPV sequence found in α-MSH [4] and the hMC4 antagonistic functions of SHU9119 and 
MBP10 [8], bi-functional peptides have been designed using various linkers such as Gly, Ala, or 
β-Ala.  
 

c[CO(CH2)CO-D-Nal(2')-Arg-Trp-Lys]-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2 

 
Fig. 1. Bifunctional ligand containing MBP10 as an hMC4 antagonist 

Ac-Nle-c[Asp-His-D-Nal(2')-Arg-Trp-Lys]-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2 
 

Fig. 2. Bifunctional ligand containing SHU9119 as an hMC4 antagonist  
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Results and Discussion 

There has been no significant difference in binding ability in regards to the various linkers used. 
Compound 1 is the melanocortin superagonist MTII. Compounds 2 and 3 are the known 
melanocortin 4 antagonists SHU9119 and MBP10 respectively. Compounds 4 and 5 are two of 
the bifunctional peptides synthesized combining the anti-inflammatory sequence KPV and the 
hMC4 antagonist SHU9119. It was found that compounds 4 and 5 show some selectivity 
towards the melanocortin 4 receptor. Based on experiments we have seen some TNF- α 
inhibition with these compounds (data not shown). Cachexia (wasting) is a serious issue for 
many patients suffering from states of chronic inflammation. Melanocortins and TNF- α are 
believed to be intimately involved in the process of inflammation and feeding behavior. 
Although it is not known for certain at this time if the anti-inflammatory effects of melanocortin 
(MSH) act directly on melanocortin receptors (MC-R) or via another substrate among the 
inflammation mediators, these studies can not only lead to the development of effective drugs 
against cachexia but also allow the elucidation of the exact processes involved in inflammation. 
Considerable effort has been made toward the development of highly potent hMC4R-selective 
agonists and antagonist due to the involvement of this receptor in the regulation of feeding and 
sexual behavior. The area of melanocortin research is vast and promises many exciting 
possibilities in modulating a large number of physiological processes in the human body. 
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Table 1 Binding data for melanotropins 

Code Structure hMC1R 
nM 

hMC3R 
nM 

hMC4R 
nM 

hMC5R 
nM 

1 Ac-Nle-c[Asp-His-D-Phe-Arg-Trp-Lys]-NH2 3.1 1.1 0.02 1.6 

2 Ac-Nle-c[Asp-His-D-Nal(2')-Arg-Trp-Lys]-NH2  0.23 0.06 0.09 

3 c[CO(CH2)CO-D-Nal(2')-Arg-Trp-Lys]-NH2  150 0.5 540 

4 
Ac-Nle-c[Asp-His-DNal(2’)-Arg-Trp-Lys]-Ala-
Lys-Pro-Val-NH2 

1.2 1.5 0.4 2.7 

5 
Ac-Nle-c[Asp-His-DNal(2’)-Arg-Trp-Lys]-Ala-
Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2 

0.36 0.9 0.3 2.3 
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Introduction 

We previously reported the successful design and classification of a functional membrane 
protein, ME1, by engineering a bis-histidine binding site into a natural membrane protein, 
Glycophorin A. ME1 binds Fe (III) Protoporphyrin IX with submicromolar affinity, has a redox 
potential of –128 mV, and displays nascent peroxidase activity [1, 2]. Here we present a single-
point mutant, G25F, which modulates the redox potential of the cofactor by 150 mV. To our 
knowledge, this is the largest effect observed for a single point mutant in a peptide model 
system. G25F was designed to test whether aromatic-porphyrin interactions can modulate the 
properties of the heme complex in the context of a membrane protein.  
 
Results and Discussion 

CD Spectroscopy: Similar to the parent peptide 
ME1, the CD spectrum of G25F in DPC micelles 
shows minima at 208 and 222 nm, indicative of high 
helical content (Figure 1); no changes to the CD 
signal were observed upon addition of heme besides 
a weak induced dichroic signal at wavelengths 
corresponding the Soret band, suggesting that the 
peptide structure is preorganized independently from 
complex formation [1,2]. 

Binding of hemin: Binding affinity of 
G25F was assessed by spectrophotometric titrations, 
monitoring the appearance of a Soret band with 
maximum at 414 nm. The intensity of the band 
reached a maximum at the expected 2:1 peptide: 
hemin stoichiometry. A binding isotherm 
determined by titrating peptide into a low 
micromolar solution of hemin in DPC micelles was 
analyzed using a mutually depleting model [1,2], 
obtaining apparent dissociation constant, kdapp, of 

6.49 x10-8 M (Figure 2). Thus, introducing a single 
aromatic residue (G25F) results in tighter binding 
compared to ME1 (5.3x10-7M). This change is 
consistent with effects observed in de novo designed 
water soluble systems, such as four helix maquettes, 
sandwiched two helix systems, and cyclic peptide 
models.  

Redox Potential: The electrochemical 
reduction midpoint potential (E ½) of G25F-Hemin 
complex determined by UV-vis monitored potentio-
metric titration is -280 mV vs. SHE [1,2]. This value 
is a dramatic shift of -152 mV compared to ME1 
which has an E ½ of -128 mV vs. SHE (Figure 3, 
Table 1). 

G25F modulates the redox potential of ME1 
to a larger extent than any other single-point mutant 
previously reported. The shift to more negative 
potentials is counterintuitive, given that one would 
expect a stabilization of the neutral Fe2+ form of the 
porphyrin in a more hydrophobic environment.  

 
Fig. 2. The change in absorbance observed 
at the Soret maximum, 414 nm, was plotted 
against the increasing peptide con-
centration to obtain a binding isotherm. 
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Peroxidase activity: The peroxidase activity of ME1 
and G25F was assessed using ABTS, a standard 
compound for peroxidase studies that undergoes a 
single-electron oxidation as reducing agent (Figure 
4).The kinetic parameters are similar to those obtained 
for water-soluble model heme proteins [1,2]. The most 
efficient catalyst is ME1, with a kcat / KM of 5.05 
x104M-1s-1 , compared to 1.1x 104M-1s-1 for G25F.The 
trend appears to be inversely correlated to the affinity 
of each mutant for hemin: the mutant with tighter 
binding to the cofactor is the least active. 

 
Conclusion  

The results presented here show that the properties of 
bound cofactors in a minimalist membrane hemeprotein model, ME1, can be modulated by 
single-point mutation close to the binding site. The large shift to negative potential suggests that 
the G25F mutation has a much higher effect on the affinity for the ferric heme than the ferrous. 

The difference in redox potential between ME1 and 
G25F can be linked to difference in binding affinity 
for the two states of the cofactor. With experimentally 
determined Kd

Fe(III) for ME1 approximately an order 
of magnitude larger than for G25F, we used the 
Nernst equation to conclude that the ratio of Kd

Fe(II)s 
must be close to 1.  

Our studies show that bound heme in 
membrane proteins is more sensitive to factors such 
as aromatic stacking than in water soluble 
counterparts. While the binding constant shows a 
similar trend to what is observed in water soluble 
model hemoprotein, the shift in redox potential is 
unexpectedly higher. These results present a 
cautionary tale on the use of water soluble systems as 
models for membrane embedded hemoproteins, and 
point to the need for systematic, quantitative analysis 
of the factors affecting properties of cofactors in 
minimalistic membrane systems. Once fully 
investigated, these factors will be explicitly designed 
in artificial functional membrane proteins. 
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Fig. 3. Potentiometric titration of 
ME1/G25F-hemin: ME1 (triangles) 
and G25F (circles).  

 

Table 1. Redox potential for ME1 and G25F. For comparison the redox potential of bis-
imidazole coordinated Fe-Protoporphyrin IX in water and DPC micelles are reported. 

Peptide E ½ mV 

ME1 -128 
G25F -280 
P-Im2 in water -285 
P-Im2 in DPC -125 

 

 
Fig. 4 Peroxidase activity of ME1 
(triangles) and G25F (circles) at 
increasing hydrogen peroxide 
concentrations; Fe-PIX is reported as 
control. Conditions: peptide 4 mM, heme 
2 mM, 50 mM PBS, pH 7.2.  
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Introduction 

Protein and peptide phosphorylation is thought to play important roles in the biological aspects 
of drug activities. Different phosphorylation status in the pathway potentially distinguishes the 
biological output. However, detailed molecular understanding of protein phosphorylation is 
limited. Previously, we performed phosphoproteomic analysis using LC-MS/MS in the presence 
or absence of nocodazole, a known microtubule-interacting agent, in three distinct tumor cell 
lines (HeLa, HCT-116, and NCI-H460) (Figure 1) and found that 14 proteins were 
phosphorylated in all 3 tumor cell lines only as a result of treatment with nocodazole [1]. To 
gain more insight into the phosphorylation, we here performed phosphoproteomic analysis of 
HCT-116 cells in a time course of nocodazole treatment. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Protein and peptide phosphorylation has been shown to affect mitotic events such as mitotic 
checkpoints, spindle formation, and the anaphase-promoting complex. We performed temporal 
phosphoproteomic analysis of HCT-116 cells treated with nocodazole, which induces the 
activation of stress response pathways, M-phase cell cycle arrest, and the induction of apoptosis. 

Subconfluent HCT-116 cells were treated with nocodazole for 0, 6, 10, 14, or 24 h 
containing <10%, ~30%, ~50%, ~80%, or >90% of M-phase cells, respectively, and washed 
with PBS. The cells were then lysed by sonication and the proteins digested with N (alpha)-L-
tosyl-L-phenylalanylchloromethyl ketone-treated porcine trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI). The 
phosphopeptides were affinity-purified using MassPREPTM (Waters, MA) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol, desalted, and concentrated using a C18 column (Oasis, Waters, MA). 
LC-MS analysis was carried out using an LTQ Orbitrap XL linear ITMS system (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, CA) with a Paradigm MS4 dual solvent delivery nanoLC system  
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(Microm BioResources, CA). A database search for protein identification was performed with 
Mascot Ver.2.2.02 (Matrix Science, London, UK) against Refseq human database (NCBI), and 
the data were processed by in-house software STEM [2] to generate a list of identified proteins.   

Temporal changes of phosphorylation induced by nocodazole varied among the 
molecules (Table 1). Phosphorylations of NPM1 S254, PSMA5 S16, ILF3 T592, and TMPO 
S424 were induced by nocodazole after 6 h and sustained until 24 h. This result implies that 
phosphorylation of NPM1 S254 may be the early indicator of nocodazole treatment and may 
also be functionally involved in the induction of M-phase arrest by nocodazole. 
Phosphorylations of COPA S173, TK1 S231, and RIC8A S508 were observed after 14 h or 
more when the majority of the cells were arrested in M-phase. Especially, phosphorylation of 
COPA S173 was observed from 14 h of nocodazole treatment when ~80% of cells were in M-
phase, suggesting that COPA S173 may be phosphorylated as a result of M-phase arrest and 
may also be a candidate for an M-phase-specific biomarker. Phosphorylations of MYO1C S389 
and SFN S248, which were dentified only from cells treated with nocodazole for 10 h and 14 h, 
respectively, seemed to be induced transiently in the course of the nocodazole treatment. These 
results imply that phosphorylation may be involved in the induction of M-phase arrest by 
nocodazole and may be induced as a result of M-phase arrest, also suggest that phosphorylation 
of NPM1 S254 and COPA S173 may serve as biomarkers to monitor the efficacy of 
microtubule-interfering agents for cancer chemotherapy.   
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Molecule Sequence* Site 0hr 6hr 10hr 14hr 24hr

NPM1 MQASIEKGGSLPK S254 0 1 4 3 3

COPA NLSPGAVESDVR S173 0 0 0 0 2

PSMA5 GVNTFSPEGR S16 0 2 1 2 2

ILF3 LFPDTPLALDANK T592 0 2 2 1 2

PCBP1 VMTIPYQPMPASSPVICAGGQDR S189 2 1 3 3 1

IF2A SDKSPDLAPTPAPQSTPR S506 1 0 2 0 2

MYO1C DVESPSWR S389 0 0 1 0 0

RPL12 IGPLGLSPK S38 0 0 0 0 0

TK1 KLFAPQQILQCSPAN S231 1 1 1 4 2

TMPO FQETEFLSPPR S424 0 1 1 2 1

SFN DNLTLWTADNAGEEGGEAPQEPQS S248 0 0 0 2 0

RBM4 LHVGNISPTCTNK S86 0 1 1 1 0

RIC8A VIQPMGMSPR S508 0 1 1 2 2

IARS APLKPYPVSPSDK S1047 0 0 1 1 0

Values are the sum of the number of sequenced MS/MS spectra assigned to the phosphopeptide in 2 independent analyses.

*Identified phosphorylation sites are shown in boldface type. Bold number: early phosphorylation, Italic number: late phosphorylation.

Table 1. Time course analysis of nocodazole-induced phosphorylation of HCT-116
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Introduction 

β-Hairpin structures are frequently occurring structural elements in proteins involved in protein 
-protein interaction. The modeling of such structural elements is particularly difficult because of 
the complexity of β-hairpin structures given by access, stability and solubility. In the cell the 
extended PDZ domain of the neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) heterodimerizes with the α-
1-syntrophin PDZ domain [1]. The formation of this heterodimer requires the β-finger peptide 

[2] of the extended PDZ domain to bind into the binding pocket of the syntrophin. This 
association allows the integration of nNOS in signaling pathways in muscle cells inducing the 
production of the second messenger NO to muscle contraction. The control of such protein-
protein interactions by means of light-controlled switch units would result in an elegant tool to 
manipulate biological functions by extern stimuli. Photoswitchable ω-amino acids based on 
either azobenzene [3] or hemithioindigo [4] are good candidates for the modulation of peptide 
conformations [5]. We synthesized cyclic peptides that mimic the β-finger peptide of nNOS 
containing either 1 the -Val-D-Pro-Gly-His- motif for the non switchable form or 2 the 3,4’ 
AMPB as photoswitch [6]. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The azobenzene-ω-amino acid 3-((4’-aminomethyl)phenylazo) benzoic acid (3, 4’ AMPB) was 
embedded into the cyclic peptide 1 (Figure 1) replacing the -Val-D-Pro-Gly-His- motif. The 
extended geometry of the azobenzene in the trans-form compared to this of the cis-form was 
expected to disturb the binding site in the peptide ligand 2 [6].  

High isomerization yields in the pss of the cis-form of 2 (90% cis-content) were 
achieved after irradiation of the thermodynamically stable trans-form at 330 nm in buffer 
solution at pH 7.5. The thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 2 in aqueous solution was found to 

be slow (half-life time 25 days). The repeated photochemical interconversion of the two states 
was achieved without occurrence of association, precipitation or photobleaching. The ligand 
was immobilized via the lysine side chain on a CM5 sensor chip to perform surface plasmon 
resonance spectroscopic measurements (SPR). The pure trans-form of peptide 2 showed almost 
no binding. After photoisomerization to the cis-form, a remarkable binding of the syntrophin 
PDZ domain was found which is comparable to that of the model peptide 1. 

Fig. 1. Cyclic peptide ligands based on the sequence of the β-hairpin peptide of the neuronal NO 
synthase. The recognition motif is depicted in the dashed box.  
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Table 1. Photochromic properties of 2 

λmax [trans] 

(nm) 

λmax [cis] 

(nm) 

εtrans  

(dm3 M-1 cm-1) 

Isosb. points 

(nm) 

t1/2 (h) trans:cis 

(cis-pss) 

327 / 424 297 / 424 11500 390 / 276 597.5 10 : 90 

 

In solution the model peptide 1 adopts an antiparallel β-sheet structure [7]. The correlation 
between the binding affinities of either 2 in the cis-pss or 1 let us assume similar structural 
features of the binding site. FTIR spectroscopy reveals that the trans-form of 2 adopts an 
unordered peptide structure while photoisomerization to the cis-azobenzene induced the 
formation of a β-sheet secondary structure (Table 1). The protein binding affinity of a 
biologically relevant β-sheet has been controlled by a light-induced conformational change in a 
designed cyclic hairpin peptide. The trans-form (unordered peptide conformation) showed no 
binding while the cis-form exhibits increased β-sheet content along with a remarkable binding 
affinity to its target protein domain (Figure 2). 

Fig. 2. SPR sensorgram of the interaction of 2 as trans-form (black) and cis-form (dashed) with syntrophin 
PDZ. 
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Introduction 

Addition of a hydrophobic moiety to a peptide increases a peptide’s ability to penetrate plasma 
membranes. Hydrophobic moieties that increase peptide uptake include fifteen or twenty carbon 
isoprenoids, [1] fourteen carbon myristoyl groups, [2] and alkyl chains consisting of 10 or more 
carbons [3]. It is useful to attach these hydrophobic groups to a peptide via a disulfide linkage, 
since this linkage is reduced upon cellular entry [4]. This allows the peptide to localize in a 
manner that is not altered by hydrophobic modification. In this work, incorporation of a 
Cys(Acm) amino acid is utilized to produce a decyl-linked peptide attached by a disulfide bond. 
Attaching a decyl group to the sole Cys of the fluorescent peptide Flu-KKSRRCVLL via a 
disulfide linkage allowed the peptide to gain cellular entry via an energy independent pathway. 
After entry, the decyl group was reduced from the peptide leaving a C-terminus ending in 
CVLL. Proteins and peptides ending in the four amino acid sequence CVLL are natural 
substrates for subsequent processing by cellular enzymes; including geranylgeranylation of 
cysteine by GGTase, [5] proteolysis of VLL by RCE1, [6] and methylation of the resulting C-
terminal acid by ICMT [7]. Since the peptide used was fluorescent, the processing of this 
peptide can be analyzed using micellar electrokinetic chromatography with laser induced 
fluorescence detection by comparing migration times of the fluorescent products found in cell 
lysates to migration times of synthetic standards of suspected products (peptides 2-5).  

 
Results and Discussion 

Linear peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on an Applied Biosystems 433A 
automated peptide synthesizer according to manufacturer protocols using Rink acid with the N-
terminus set to be deprotected after the final coupling step. After automated synthesis, the 
peptide resin was dried in vacco and the N-terminus was attached to 5-carboxyfluorescein (5-
Fam) using HOBt, and DIPCDI as coupling reagents. Peptides were then cleaved from the resin 
and purified. Peptides 3 and 4 were then alkylated using geranylgeranyl bromide and ZnOAc2 
[8]. Peptide 5 was first methylated using methods developed by Waldmann and Peters [9] and 
subsequently alkylated using the acidic ZnOAc2 conditions noted above. For peptide 1 the 

 
Fig. 1 Intracellular enzymatic reactions of the peptide KKSRRCVLL. After the peptide Flu-KKSRRC(S-
decyl)VLL internalizes the disulfide bond connecting the parent peptide to the decyl group is reduced 
resulting in peptide 2. Peptide 2 is then prenylated by endogenous GGTase, proteolyzed by endogenous 
RCE1, and methylated by endogenous ICMT.  
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sequence Fam-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL was prepared and the Acm protecting group was converted 
to a Scm group by treatment with CH3O(CO)SCl [10]. The more reactive Scm group then 
underwent disulfide exchange when treated with decane thiol under acidic conditions to produce 
peptide 1.  

The cell-penetrating ability of decyl-linked peptide 1 was examined by incubating the 
peptide (1.0 µM) with HeLa cells at 37 ºC (+5% CO2) for 1 h. After this period of incubation, 
the plasma membranes were stained red with wheat germ agglutinin-Alexa Fluor 488 and the 
cells were fixed before confocal fluorescence microscopy imaging (Figure 3). Comparing the 
left and right panel of Figure 2 shows that the peptide has entered the cells and is not adhering 
to the outer plasma membrane. This result is similar to results obtained for prenylated peptides 
[1]. After it was confirmed that 1 was able to enter cells at 37 ºC, mechanistic studies were 
completed to determine if the uptake of the peptide was ATP-independent. HeLa cells that were 
ATP-depleted through treatment with rotenone and 2-deoxyglucose [11] before treatment with 1 
and HeLa cells treated at lower temperatures (4 ºC) both showed similar localization to cells 
treated at 37 ºC. This indicates that decyl-linked peptide 1 internalized via an ATP-independent 
mechanism which allows the peptide to interact with enzymes without having to first escape 
endosomal entrapment. The efficiency of peptide uptake along with its localization to the 
cytosol and membrane bound organelles make 1 a good candidate to use for the study of 
enzymatic processing of prenylated biomolecules. Preliminary experiments using micellar 
electrokinetic chromatographic analysis with laser induced fluorescence detection suggest that 
the internalized peptides can be detected (Data not shown). Efforts to follow their subsequent 
processing are in progress. This should allow for the analysis of the in vivo rates of protein 
prenylation, RCE1-catalyzed proteolysis and ICMT-promoted methylation. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Synthesis of fluorescent decyl-linked peptides.  

 
 
Fig. 3. Microscope images of HeLa cells that were treated with peptide 1 (1.0 µM) for 1 h. The cells 
were washed, fixed, treated with ProLong Gold to limit fluorescence fading, and imaged. Left Panel: 
Red channel image showing the plasma membrane of the cells by staining with wheat germ agglutinin-
Alexa Fluor 488. Middle Panel: Green channel image of the same cells showing that peptide 1 localizes 
to the cytoplasm and membrane bound organelles around the nucleus. Right Panel: Merged image of 
left and center panels. The bar in the lower right corner represent a distance of 20 µm. 
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Introduction 

Glucagon-like Peptide 1 (GLP-1) is a 30 amino acid gastrointestinal peptide hormone that is 
secreted in response to an oral glucose load to contribute to the normalization of plasma glucose 
levels by stimulating postprandial insulin secretion from pancreatic β cells while inhibiting 
glucagon secretion from pancreatic α cells. Furthermore, GLP-1 regulates glucose homeostasis 
through extra-pancreatic affects, including promoting feelings of satiety and delaying gastric 
emptying [1]. The reptilian-derived analog of GLP-1, exendin-4 (Byetta), is an FDA-approved 
medicine for treatment of type 2 diabetes. Because exendin-4 and GLP-1 are peptides, they are 
inherently impermeable to cellular membranes and are not passively taken up by cells, meaning 
they are not transported across a cell monolayer and are not absorbed through the small 
intestine. Therefore, GLP-1 and exendin-4 must be administered through a subcutaneous 
injection. Conversion of exendin-4 or GLP-1 to a more orally bio-available form could improve 
the therapeutic quality, patient compliance, and appeal of the drug. 

Extracellular HIV-1 Tat is a 101 amino acid protein that is taken up by cells to activate 
the transcription of the HIV-1 genome, and it has been shown that the cationic cluster that is 
derived from amino acids 47-57 of the HIV-1 Tat protein can be covalently fused to a wide 
degree of cargo molecules to stimulate delivery into cells [2]. Not only is this cationic cluster 
responsible for stimulating cellular uptake, but this same sequence is responsible for the 
secretion of expressed proteins from cells [3]. We hypothesize that this Tat-derived cationic 
peptide could function as a vector to improve the transduction efficiency of GLP-1 across the 
human epithelial cell layer of the small intestine.   
 

Results and Discussion 

The cationic Tat-derived peptide, with the sequence of YGRKKRRQRRR, was covalently 
attached to the C-terminus of the GLP-1 sequence with an intermediate lysine residue at 
position 32. The intermediate lysine residue serves as the site of fluorescein attachment for 
cellular transport studies. The C-terminus of GLP-1 was chosen for the site of covalent 
attachment because structure-function studies performed in our lab as well as alanine scan 
mutagenesis [5] suggest that modifications to the C-terminus do not significantly alter activity at 
the GLP-1 receptor. The fusion of the Tat-derived cationic peptide to GLP-1 reduced the 
activity at the GLP-1 receptor ~3-fold, but was still extremely potent (30pM for GLP-1 relative 
to 100pM for Tat-extended GLP-1). Substitution of native amino acids at positions 22 and 25 
with alanine yielded Tat-extended analogs with 7.2nM and 320pM potency, as similarly 
assessed relative to GLP-1 (EC50) in a GLP-1 receptor transformed cell. A GLP-1 scrambled 
sequence with a similar Tat-extension demonstrated a reduced potency in the same assay of 
6.2nM. 

The fusion of the Tat-derived sequence to native GLP-1 and to the scrambled GLP-1 
sequence confers significant cellular uptake at micromolar concentrations whereas fusion to the 
two GLP-1 analogs (A22 and A25) did not result in cellular uptake (Figure 1). This suggests that 
that cellular uptake is dependent on the physiochemical and biological properties of the cargo 
molecule. However, the degree of cellular uptake may be cell-type specific as well, as it is 
suggested that CaCo-2 cells may be resistant to Tat-derived peptides [6]. Of particular 
importance, permeability assays show the Tat-derived cationic peptide did not increase the 
transport of the GLP-1 cargo peptide from the apical domain to the basolateral domain of 
differentiated CaCo-2 cells. However, incubation with the GLP-1 Tat analogs that displayed a 
high degree of cellular internalization caused a severe disruption of the cell monolayer, as 
shown in a significant decrease in the trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) values. When 
observed morphometrically, the CaCo-2 cells appeared to lyse when incubated with GLP-1 Tat 
analogs at concentrations that display a high degree of cellular uptake.  
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Cytotoxicity studies suggest that internalization of the cargo molecule is required for Tat-
mediated toxicity. The two GLP-1 Tat analogs that did not exhibit a high degree of cellular 
uptake (A22 & A25) did not induce cytotoxicity, whereas the two analogs that show a high degree 
of uptake (GLP-1 & Scramble) exhibit cytotoxicity at concentrations that confer cellular 
internalization (Table 2). However, cellular uptake without a GLP-ligand is not sufficient for 

cytotoxicity because the Tat-derived sequence alone shows a high degree of cellular 
internalization (Figure 1) yet did not induce cytotoxicity in CaCo-2 cells (Table 2). 
Additionally, GLP-1 activity is not a requirement for cytotoxicity as the scrambled GLP-Tat 
peptide was transported and cytotoxic. These transported GLP-1 Tat analogs may be causing 
toxicity by micropinocytosis [7]. However, the molecular basis of this observation requires 
additional study. Most importantly, the Tat peptide does not seem suitable for peptide delivery 
since there was no apparent transcellular transport after internalization. 
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Fig. 1. Internalization into CaCo-2 cells. 

Table 2. Tat-Induced Cytotoxicity in CaCo-2 Cells 

Peptide GLP-1 Receptor 
IC50, uM n* 

GLP-1 N/A 2 

GLP-1 K32 Tat 50.0 ± 4.71 3 

GLP-1 K32(Flo) Tat 39.50 ± 3.96 3 

Scramble GLP-1 Tat 35.45 ± 3.51 3 

GLP-1 A22 K32 Tat N/A 2 

GLP-1 A25 K32 Tat N/A 2 

Flo-Tat N/A 2 
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Introduction 

Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels, is a critical process in both physiological 
development and pathological processes such as tumor progression, wound healing, 
cardiovascular, inflammatory, ischemic, and infectious diseases [1]. One of the most extensively 
studied angiogenesis-related signaling pathways is the vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF)/VEGF receptor (VEGFR) interactions [2]. Non-invasive imaging of VEGFR 
expression could serve as a new paradigm for the assessment of angiogenic/anti-angiogenic 
therapeutics and for better understanding the role and expression profile of VEGF/VEGFR in 
many angiogenesis-related diseases. In this presentation, we show that a 64Cu (t1/2 = 12.7 h; β+% 
= 17%)-labeled VEGF121 can be used for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of many 
angiogenesis-related diseases such as cancer, myocardial infarction (MI), peripheral artery 
disease (PAD), and stroke (Figure 1). 
 
Results and Discussion 

We reported the first PET imaging of VEGFR expression with 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 (DOTA 
denotes 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid) [3]. DOTA-VEGF121 
exhibited nano-molar receptor binding affinity (comparable to VEGF121) in vitro. MicroPET 
imaging revealed rapid, specific, and prominent uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 (~ 15%ID/g) in 
highly vascularized small U87MG human glioblastoma tumor with high VEGFR-2 expression 
but significantly lower and sporadic uptake (~ 3%ID/g) in large U87MG tumor with low 
VEGFR-2 expression. Western blotting of tumor tissue lysate, immunofluorescence staining, 
and blocking studies with unlabeled VEGF121 confirmed that the tumor uptake is VEGFR 
specific. This study demonstrated the 
dynamic nature of VEGFR expression 
during tumor development in that even for 
the same tumor model, VEGFR expression 
level can be dramatically different at 
different stages.  
 Quantitative PET imaging of 
VEGFR will facilitate the planning of 
whether, and when, to start anti-angiogenic 
treatment and enable more robust and 
effective monitoring of such treatment. In 
a follow-up study, PET imaging of mice 
bearing different-sized U87MG tumors 
were performed and Western blotting and 
immunofluorescence staining of tumor 
tissue was carried out to correlate 
with/validate the imaging results [4]. The 
uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 in the 
tumor peaked when the tumor size was 
about 100–250 mm3. All tumors had 
similarly low VEGFR-1 expression. Most 
importantly, the tumor uptake value 
obtained from PET imaging had good 
linear correlation with the relative tumor 
tissue VEGFR-2 expression as measured 
by Western blot, where r2 equals 0.68 
based on the PET uptake at 4 h post-

 
 

Fig. 1. PET imaging of VEGFR in various disease 
models with 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121. The in vivo 
imaging data are validated with ex vivo VEGFR-2 
staining of the targeted tissue.  
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injection. Such correlation laid the foundation for the following studies where 64Cu-DOTA-
VEGF121 PET was utilized to non-invasively evaluate the kinetics of VEGFR-2 expression in 
various diseases (e.g. MI and stroke) as well as the biological response of PAD to therapeutic 
intervention. These studies are described below.  
 In a rat MI model, we performed serial 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 PET imaging  to evaluate 
the kinetics of post-MI VEGFR-2 expression non-invasively [5]. In Sprague-Dawley rats, MI 
was induced by ligation of the left coronary artery and confirmed by ultrasound. Weekly PET 
scans revealed that baseline myocardial uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 was minimal. The 
uptake increased significantly after MI and remained elevated for about 2 weeks. VEGFR 
specificity of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 was confirmed by the use of a 64Cu-DOTA-VEGFmutant as 
the control. Studies like this may play a major role when studying pathophysiology and 
assessing therapies in different animal models of diseases and, potentially, in patients. 
 In another study, weekly 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 PET scans were carried out for non-
invasive spatial, temporal, and quantitative monitoring of VEGFR-2 expression in a murine 
model of hindlimb ischemia with and without treadmill exercise training [6]. Mice underwent 
unilateral ligation of the femoral artery and longitudinal VEGFR-2 expression in exercised and 
non-exercised mice was quantified weekly with 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 PET and post-mortem γ-
counting. 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 uptake in ischemic hindlimbs increased significantly from the 
baseline level and peaked at post-operative day 8, then gradually decreased over the following 3 
weeks. Compared with non-exercised mice, 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 uptake was increased 
significantly in exercised mice (at day 15, 22, and 29) and correlated with VEGFR-2 levels as 
measured by Western blotting. Further, in exercised mice, microvessel density was also 
significantly higher than the non-exercised mice.  
 VEGF and VEGFRs also play important roles during neurovascular repair after stroke. 
In a recent study, we imaged VEGFR expression with PET to non-invasively analyze post-
stroke angiogenesis [7]. Female Sprague-Dawley rats after distal middle cerebral artery 
occlusion surgery were subjected to weekly MRI, 18F-FDG PET, and 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 
PET scans. T2-weighed MRI correlated with the “cold spot” on 18F-FDG PET for rats 
undergoing surgery. The 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 uptake in the stroke border zone peaked at 10 
days after surgery, indicating neovascularization as confirmed by histology (VEGFR-2, BrdU, 
and lectin staining). VEGFR specificity of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGF121 uptake was confirmed by 
significantly lower uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-VEGFmutant in vivo and intense 125I-VEGF165 uptake 
ex vivo in the stroke border zone. This study suggested that in vivo imaging of VEGFR 
expression could become a significant clinical tool to plan and monitor therapies aimed at 
improving post-stroke angiogenesis.  
 In summary, we have imaged VEGFR expression in many angiogenesis-related 
diseases (cancer, MI, PAD, and stroke). These studies demonstrated the power of molecular 
imaging, which is molecular specific rather than disease specific, and the same tracer could be 
useful in a wide variety of diseases that involve the imaging target. We have also shown that 
VEGFR imaging can be used for both lesion detection and treatment monitoring, the two major 
goals of molecular imaging [8]. In the clinical setting, the right timing is critical for VEGFR-
targeted therapy and imaging of VEGFR can help determine whether, and when, to start the 
treatment. Further, quantitative and non-invasive imaging of VEGFR expression in patients may 
allow for more accurate monitoring of therapeutic intervention. 
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Introduction 

Lanthanide-based luminescent ligand binding assays are superior to traditional radiolabel assays 
due to improved sensitivity and affordability in high throughput screening while eliminating the 
use of radioactivity [1]. Accordingly, dissociation enhanced lanthanide fluoroimmunoassay 
(DELFIA) technology is rapidly emerging as a bioanalytical tool using Eu(III)-coordinated 
chelators such as DTPA (diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid) and DTTA (diethylene-
triaminetetraacetic acid) linked to peptides targeted towards a specific cell surface receptor. In 
DELFIA assays, a ligand is labeled with a lanthanide(III) ion [such as Eu(III) or Tb(III)] that is 
competed off with screened ligand or directly used in saturation binding assays [2,3]. The 
amount of specifically bound lanthanide-labeled ligand is then analyzed by adding an 
“enhancement solution” which is capable of completely releasing Eu(III) ions from their non-
photoactive chelator and rearranging them into highly luminescent coordination complexes. 
This process enhances the lanthanide-based luminescence by up to 107-fold [4]. Despite the 
widespread usage, DOTA (1,4,7,10-tetraaza-1,4,7,10-tetrakis(carboxymethyl)-cyclododecane) 
and its derivatives offer the highest thermodynamic and kinetic stability with a selection of 
metal ions, and therefore have potential for implementation with a wide range of in vivo 
imaging applications. However, their application for these purposes has been limited due to the 
incomplete release of lanthanide(III) ions under standard DELFIA. Here we report our 
preliminary results towards developing an improved DELFIA assay for whole cell ligand-
receptor binding studies, using lanthanide(III)-DOTA labeled ligands coupled with an acid 
treatment protocol. 

 
Results and Discussion 

The requirement of an acid treatment procedure for the complete release of lanthanide(III) ions 
from DOTA-labeled ligands is shown in Figure 1. Release of Eu(III) ions depends on the acid 
strength of HCl as evidenced by Figure 1A. Without the acid treatment, we were only able to 
detect ~ 4 % of the total Eu(III) ions. In contrast, a complete release of Eu(III) ions from the 
DOTA chelate was observed using HCl acid (2M) treatment (Figure 1B). Complementary 
experiments performed with or without acid treatment detected the same number of Eu(III) ions 
in DTPA-labeled ligands. The modified DELFIA protocol consists of additional acidification 
and neutralization steps prior to the addition of the enhancement solution. The conditions 
(concentrations, time, and temperature) were optimized for the complete release of Eu(III) ions. 
The optimized assay conditions, namely the volume of 2.0 M HCl and the incubation time with 
the acid are 50 μL and 2 hours, respectively.  

We evaluated the binding of NDP-α-MSH ([Nle4, D-Phe7]-α-melanocyte stimulating 
hormone) to Hek293 cells overexpressing the hMC4R (human melanocortin-4 receptors) as a 
model system using Eu(III)-DOTA labeled ligands [2]. DTPA labeled compounds were used for 
comparison with the traditional DELFIA. The ligands were synthesized manually as previously 
described using Nα-Fmoc/tBu solid-phase peptide synthesis strategy and standard DIC/HOBt or 
DIEA/HBTU activations on Rink amide Tentagel resin (0.23 mmol/g). A semi-rigid linker 
(PEG9, 8-amino-3,6-dioxaoctanoic acid) was introduced to the amino terminal of the NDP-α-
MSH before the attachment of lanthanide(III) chelators (DOTA and DTPA) as shown in Figure 
2. Attachment of the PEG9 linker to the α-amino terminal of serine was carried out using 
DIEA/HBTU activation. A previously reported procedure was adapted for the attachment of 
DTPA to PEG9-NDP-α-MSH wherein an in situ di-HOBt ester of DTPA was formed before the 
coupling with the free amino group of the resin-bound ligands [2]. Activated DOTA-NHS 
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(DOTA mono N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) ester was used for the coupling of DOTA chelator 
to the PEG9-NDP-α-MSH. Chelator-attached ligands were cleaved off the resin, purified by 
HPLC, and characterized by high-resolution mass spectroscopy. Eu(III) labeling was performed 
under pH=8 buffer conditions in the solution phase [2]. 

The saturation binding experi-
ments were carried out using Eu(III)-
DTPA-PEG9-NDP-α-MSH and Eu(III)-
DOTA-PEG9-NDP-α-MSH ligands. Non-
specific binding was determined in the 
presence of 100 μM NDP-α-MSH. Kd 
values of both Eu(III)-DTPA and Eu(III)–
DOTA-labeled ligands were similar 
verifying that the presence of the Eu(III)-

DOTA chelator with NDP-α-MSH did not significantly alter its binding affinity to Hek293 cells 
overexpressing the hMC4R compared to that of Eu(III)-DTPA (Table 1). The use of time 
resolved luminescent measurements of Eu(III) improves the signal-to-noise ratio allowing the 
detection of amoles of Eu(III). In summary, we have optimized the conditions for the detection 
of total Eu(III) ions coordinated to a highly stable DOTA chelator linked to NDP-α-MSH using 
an acid treatment protocol. The developed functional DELFIA can be used in a whole cell 
binding assay using 96-well plates and provides a platform to explore novel ligands labeled with 
highly stable lanthanide chelators such as DOTA for evaluating ligand-receptor interactions.  
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Fig. 1. (A) Eu(III) ion release kinetics of Eu(III)-DOTA-PEG9-NDP-α-MSH (HCl acid strength 
dependency) (B) Measured Eu(III) ion concentrations of Eu(III)-DOTA labeled NDP-α-MSH with no 
HCl (A) and with 2.0 M HCl (B) and Eu(III)-DTPA  labeled NDP-α-MSH with no HCl (C) and with 2.0 
M HCl (D) 10 nM ligand solutions predetermined using tryptophan assay were used for the analysis. 
 

Fig. 2. Structures of the Eu(III)-DOTA labeled ligands used in this study. 

Table 1. Ligand-receptor saturation binding data 

Compound Kd (nM) 

Eu(III)-DOTA-PEG9- NDP-α-MSH 49 

Eu(III)-DTPA-PEG9- NDP-α-MSH 38 
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Fig. 1. Heterobivalent ligands (htBVLs) of melanocortin receptor (hMC4R) and cholecystokinin receptor 
(CCK-2R). The Cy5 label was introduced in the linker region of 1 between PEGO and Pro-Gly region. 
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Introduction 

Current cancer therapies involve targeting either differential metabolism, especially nucleic acid 
biosynthesis pathways, or overexpressed specific gene products. We propose an alternative 
approach – to specifically target combinations of cell-surface receptors using heteromultivalent 
ligands (htMVLs). We envision that a combination of cell-surface proteins, which is expressed 
on a cancer cell but not on a normal cell, could be targeted with htMVLs displaying cognate 
binding motifs of moderate to weak affinities. These constructs should bind with high avidity 
and specificity to cancer populations in vivo [1,2]. As a proof-of-concept, we have synthesized 
series of heterobivalent ligands (htBVLs) composed of human melanocortin-4 receptor 
(hMC4R) and cholecystokinin-2 receptor (CCK-2R) ligand motifs (Figure 1). These motifs 
were connected via semi-rigid poly(Pro-Gly) linkers flanked by flexible polyethylene glycol 
based PEGO chains. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Heterobivalent ligands were synthesized using Fmoc/tBu chemistry on Tentagel Rink amide 
resin using parallel solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) approach (Fig. 2) [3]. The residues for 
the first ligand (i.e., CCK-6) were coupled on the resin, followed by coupling of a PEGO linker 
as described previously [3,4]. Subsequently, proline and glycine residues were added, as many 
as were needed, to build the poly(Pro-Gly) linker, followed by a second PEGO assembly. 
Finally, the residues for the second ligand (i.e., MSH-7) were coupled, and the N-terminal 
capped. Following the completion of synthesis, compounds were cleaved from the resin with 
TFA-scavengers (82.5% CF3COOH, 5% H2O, 5% iPr3SiH, 5% CH3-S-C6H5, 2.5% C2H5-S-S- 
C2H5), purified by C18 RP-HPLC, and characterized by ESI-MS and/or MALDI-TOF and/or FT-
ICR. 

For labeling of heterobivalent ligands with fluorescent and other tags, Fmoc-Lys(Mtt)-
OH (Mtt: methyltrityl) was introduced in the linker region of 1. The tag was introduced in 
between the poly(Pro-Gly) and the PEGO linker region in order to provide adequate spacing 
between the labels and ligands. The choice of Mtt allows on-resin coupling of tags (following 
Mtt deprotection with 5% TFA, 5% iPr3Si in CH2Cl2), or in-solution coupling following peptide 
cleavage from the resin. Thus, Cy5 was coupled in solution to the purified peptide (bearing a 
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Fig. 2. Synthesis of MSH-CCK heterobivalent ligands. Fmoc/tBu SPPS procedure: 3 eq. each of Fmoc-
amino acid, Cl-HOBt, DIC for amino acid couplings; and 20% Piperidine/DMF for Fmoc deprotection. 
The PEGO linker can be introduced by reacting the free amino groups with diglycolic anhydride (10 eq.) 
in DMF, followed by activation with carbonyldiimidazole (CDI, 20 eq.) in DMF for 30 min and 
substitution with diamine 4,7,10-trioxa-1,13-tridecaneamine (20eq) in DMF for 30 min. n is 1, 2, 4 or 6. 

free amine side chain on lysine) with 1.1 eq. of Cy5-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (Amersham 
Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in DMSO. The coupling was monitored with analytical HPLC and 
additional aliquots were added until reaction completion. The final product was isolated with 
solid-phase extraction (with C18 Sep-Pak Vac RC cartridges, Waters, Milford, MA). 
The heterobivalent constructs were evaluated for bivalent binding in HEK293 cells lines that co-
expressed hMC4R and CCK-2R. Monovalent binding was tested on cells lines that expressed 
only one of these receptors [5]. These compounds were shown to have enhanced bivalent 
binding affinities against cells expressing both receptors when compared to cells expressing 
only one of these receptors. For example, compound 1 exhibited a monovalent IC50 of 150 nM 
and a bivalent IC50 of 6.3 nM for CCK-6 binding. Thus, the construct exhibited a roughly 25-
fold enhancement in binding affinity when targeted to a two-receptor combination. Clearly, this 
level of enhancement results from crosslinking of heterologous receptors. It is our contention 
that a high degree of specificity could be achieved in the context of this heterovalent affinity 

Table 1. Binding data of htBVLs tested for crosslinking in HEK293/hMC4R/CCK-2R  

No. Ac-MSH(7)-Linker-
CCK(6)-NH2 

IC50 (nM) of CCK-6a β’ IC50 (nM) of MSH-7 a β’ 

CCK-2Rb Dual expressiond hMC4Rc Dual expressiond 

1 -PEGO-[PG]3-PEGO- 150 (120-180) 6.3 (5.0-7.9) 24 390 (89-1700) 1600 (560-4700) 0.2 

2 -PEGO-[PG]6-PEGO- 72 (56-94) 20 (15-26) 4 230 (160-340) 21 (17-27) 11 

3 -PEGO-[PG]12-PEGO- 130 (110-150) 38 (29-50) 3 10 (6.7-16) 32 (25-39) 0.3 

4 -PEGO-[PG]18-PEGO- 160 (130-200) 93 (78-110) 2 35 (26-47) 28 (21-40) 1.3 
aIC50 concentration in nM from at least 4 independent experiments reported. Values in parentheses 
represent the 95% confidence intervals of the IC50 values; Binding data from competition with bEu-DTPA-
CCK-8 (unsulfated) against CCK-2R expressing cells, cEu-DTPA-NDP-α-MSH against hMC4R 
expressing cells, and with either dEu-DTPA-CCK-8 (unsulfated) or Eu-DTPA-NDP-α-MSH against cells 
expressing both CCK-2R and hMC4R. IC50’s of Ac-MSH(7)-NH2 and Ac-CCK(6)-NH2 are 39 ± 4 nM and 
26 ± 4 nM, respectively. β’ (fold increase) is ratio of IC50’s of single- and dual- expressing cell lines. 
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Fig. 3. In vitro imaging of cells expressing single or both complementary receptors as a proof-of-
hypothesis of heteromultivalency-based enhanced targeting specificity. (A) Surface labeling of cells 
expressing both hMC4R and CCK-2R with Cy5 labeled htBVL 5 at a conc. of 0.8 nM each. (B&C) Surface 
labeling of cells expressing either hMC4R or CCK-2R only with Cy5 labeled htBVL 5 at a conc. of 0.8 nM 
and 0.2 nM, respectively. The images were acquired after 3 minutes of incubation with htBVL 5, followed 
by washing the cells. 

enhancement. This was validated with in vitro imaging of htBVL 5 tested for its binding avidity 
to cells expressing either one (i.e., hMC4R or CCK-2R only), or both receptors (Figure 3). High 
fluorescence intensity even at low nanomolar concentrations was achieved when the Cy5-
htBVL was allowed to bind to both receptors simultaneously, highlighting its high binding 
avidity. Only a faint outline of monovalent binding to singly-expressing cells was observed at 
this ligand concentration and fluorescence detection settings (Figure 3B and C). Further, the 
data illustrates the remarkable gain in specificity in differentiating cell-surfaces with two-
receptor combination vs single receptor target. Thus, this approach provides a venue for 
enhanced targeting specificity even when one of the receptors is expressed in normal tissues as 
well. 

We envision that in the near future when a patient tissue expression profile would be 
easily identifiable, it will become feasible to tailor heteromultivalent ligands to different cancer 
populations (with defined receptor combinations). Further, good receptor combinations could 
become available when good individual targets are not (e.g., ~ 2.9 million two-receptor 
combinations from ~ 2408 known cell-surface proteins). Thus, a high degree of specificity in 
multivalent targeting coupled with the ability to identify unique receptor combinations will 
provide a novel and revolutionary platform technology for targeted diagnostics and therapeutics. 
The work presented here is a step towards this goal of personal medicine in cancer. 
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Introduction 

The success of treating neuroendocrine tumors with somatostatin binding peptides linked to a 
177Lu-chelate, such as [177Lu-DOTA0,Tyr3]Octreotate [1] has stimulated the search for other G-
coupled receptors appropriate for radiotherapy [2]. The observation of extrapituitary LHRH 
receptors on cancer cells has led to the investigation of this receptor. There is evidence that 
cancer cells may have abundant low affinity LHRH binding-sites as well as much fewer high 
affinity binding-sites [3]. LHRH-I and its analogs have been studied more extensively than 
LHRH-II. Not surprisingly, LHRH-I analogs have been conjugated to cytotoxic drugs (e.g. 
Doxorubicin) particularly at position-6 for targeted chemotherapy of cancer. In a recent report 
[4], the in vitro binding of LHRH-I analogs derivatized on Dlys6 with [68Ga]DO3A10CM or β-
Ala-[18F]FBOA to several tumor lines, including ovarian cancer (EFO-27) cells, were reported. 
High non-specific binding, low levels of LHRH-I receptor expression in vitro and poor uptake 
in tumors in vivo were observed. As the binding affinity and activity of LHRH-II analogs for 
peripheral sites is reported to be similar or superior to LHRH-I and the anti-proliferative effects 
of LHRH-II on ovarian cancer cells at various doses (1 nM to 10 mM) are similar to that of 
LHRH-I, [5] we attempted to prepare radiometal derivatized LHRH-II derivatives, for which 
little has been reported. 
 
Results and Discussion 

As was found by Schottelius [5] for LHRH-I derivatives, we observed that substitution of the 
chelate DO3A10CM onto the Dlys6 of LHRH-II analogs also produced lower affinity binding 
ligands. As a result, our initial studies focused on the attachment of the chelating agent to the N-
terminus of the LHRH-II sequence. We found that the replacement of amino acids such as 
pyroglutamic acid (pGlu) with sarcosine (Sar) and Tyr with Bpa4 (L-4-Benzoylphenylalanine) 
yielded surprisingly an analog of LHRH-II, Seq04, with much improved in vitro binding 
affinity, EC50 = 0.95 µM. Sequences and cell binding results of these constructs in competition 
with the radioiodinated LHRH, [Darg6,125I-Tyr8,azaGly10-LHRH-II] on human ovarian cancer 
(EFO-27) cells are shown in Table 1. The binding effect was presumably influenced by the 
known potency enhancing effect of the D-arginine (r, Darg) at the 6 position and an azaglycine 
(azaG) amide at position 10. These results prompted us to prepare LHRH-II analogs with 
DO3A10CM on the N-terminus and with various lipophilic and hydrophilic amino acids in the 
sequence, and molecules that were derivatized at the C-terminus with various alkylamines or 
oxyalkylamines. EC50 data were determined and structure-function analysis was performed; the 
results of the selective best binders (EC50 = ~0.20 µM) are shown in Table 1. The increase in 
binding of Seq04 due to the lipophilicity of Bpa4 led us to make a series of LHRH-II analogs 
with modifications at position 8, using amino acids such as L-Trp, L-Tyrosine, D/L-1/2-
Naphthylalanine, L-Diphenylalanine and L-Biphenylalanine with varied lipophilicity and in 
some cases bearing basic groups. Among them, sequences with Bpa4 at position 8 showed 
better binding potency (usually 10X better), indicating the important role played by the linear 
aromatic hydrophobic moiety and the positive influence of a group like C=O. In our initial 
studies, a peptide with D-2-naphthylalanine (Dnal2) and L-Arginine (R) at position 1 and 2 
respectively (Seq05) showed EC50 = 0.33 µM. That led us to synthesize several LHRH 
derivatives incorporating amino acids with varied lipophilicity at position 1 in combination with 
hydrophilic amino acids at position 2. This study provided LHRH analogs, Seq05-Seq08 with 
increased binding potency EC50 = ~0.25 µM. These observations led us to the conclusion that 
basic lipophilic amino acids at positions 1 and 2, would yield LHRH-II good binders with 
increased biological potency. From the binding data of compounds, Seq07-Seq09, it appears 
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Table 1. LHRH-II Analogs with increased in vitro binding potency 

Seq # 
Chelating 

Group 
Linker Sequence (AA1 to AA9) AA10 

EC50 
µM 

LHRH-I   pGlu1-H2-W3-S4-Y5-G6-L7-R8-P9 G-NH2 - 
LHRH-II   pGlu1-H2-W3-S4-H5-G6-W7-Y8-P9 G-NH2 - 

Seq01 -  pGlu1-H2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Y8-P9 azaG-NH2 0.74 
Seq02 -  Sar1-H2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Y8-P9 azaG-NH2 0.25 
Seq03 DO3A10CM  Sar1-H2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Y8-P9 azaG-NH2 10.00 
Seq04 DO3A10CM  Sar1-H2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 azaG-NH2 0.95 
Seq05 DO3A10CM  Dnal21-R2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 azaG-NH2 0.33 
Seq06 DO3A10CM - Bip1-R2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 azaG-NH2 0.28 
Seq07 DO3A10CM  Dnal21-R2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 G-R-NH2 0.24 
Seq08 DO3A10CM - Dnal21-R2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 Da15o3pt 0.24 
Seq09 DO3A10CM Da48oa Dnal21-R2-W3-S4-H5-Darg6-W7-Bpa48-P9 Da18o36ot 0.14 

Darg = D-Arginine, DNal2 = D-2-Naphthylalanine, Bip = L-Biphenylalanine, Bpa4 = L-4-Benzoylphenylalanine, Da48oa 
= L-4,8-Diaminooctanoic acid, Da15o3pt = 1,5-Diamino-3-oxapentane, Da18o36ot = 1,8-Diamino-3,6-dioxaoctane 
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Seq09, EC50 = 0.14 µM

DO3A10CM-Da48oa-Dnal21-Arg2-Trp3-Ser4-His5-Darg6-Trp7-Bpa48-Pro9-Da18o36ot  
 
that the terminal azaglycine amide is not essential for high potency and the total chain length 
and the basic character of the substitution on the amide of Pro9 play an important role in the 
binding affinity. Based on this observation, the introduction of L-4,8-diaminooctanoic acid 
(Da48oa) as a linker between AA1 and DO3A10CM and 1,8-diamino-3,6-dioxaoctane 
(Da18o36ot) at the C-terminus resulted in Seq09, an agonist with higher in vitro potency, EC50 
= 0.14 µM. 

We have generated N-terminal DO3A10CM analogs of LHRH-II that exhibit enhanced 
binding affinity towards human ovarian tumor cells as a result of various amino acid 
substitutions, specifically oxyalkylamine as a C-terminus amide of Pro at position 9, Darg at 
position 6, Bpa4 at position 8 and a lipophilic amino acid with or without a basic moiety like 
guanidine at N-terminal positions. Though our results further highlight the general low affinity 
nature of the cancer cell LHRH binding sites, this structure-function relationship study opens a 
new route to LHRH analogs suggesting that fine tuning of the functional and conformational 
properties of new peptides bearing unusual amino acids at key positions could lead to analogs 
bearing not only enhanced binding affinity towards LHRH receptors but also improved 
inhibitory effects on cancer cell proliferation. 
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Introduction 

Dysfunction and loss of pancreatic β-cells is the primary cause of Diabetes, and is observed 
during the immunological destruction of β-cells in insulin dependent (Type 1) Diabetes 
Mellitus. The ability to monitor changes in β-cell mass (BCM) and function is critical to 
analyzing the developing pathology, as well as the efficacy of treatments. Specific ligands 
targeting single-receptors have been limited by poor discrimination between β-cells and other 
cell types within the imaging field such as non-endocrine pancreatic cells and hepatocytes. 
Development of approaches to improve specificity for β-cells is required to facilitate these in 
vivo analyses. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Recently, we demonstrated that multiple surface receptors can be cross-linked using a synthetic 
heterobivalent ligand against the hMC4R, CCK2R and δ-opioid receptors expressed at high 
levels (> 106 copies per cell) in model systems. Multivalent interactions were characterized by 
enhanced affinities (avidities) and enhanced specificities 48-80 fold when binding was 
compared to cells with only one of the targeted receptors [1,2]. The relevance of multivalent 
ligands as well as theoretical definitions of interactions (avidity, cooperativity, etc.) is well 
documented [3] By combining multiple specific ligands into a single molecule, using suitable 
linkers, it is possible to create compounds which will selectively bind to cells expressing only 
the complementary set of receptors. The structure of the linker plays an important role in the 
orientation of the pharmacophores and must be chosen with care. The ideal linker should not 
interfere with the binding affinities of the ligand to the receptor, and preferably should be both 

hydrophilic and small. Our previous 
studies indicated that short flexible 
ethylene glycol (PEGO) spacers in 
combination with semirigid Pro-Gly (PG) 
repeats were optimal as linkers for 
bivalent ligands [3,4]. In addition, 
modeling of GPCR (G-protein coupled 
receptor) dimers estimated the distance 

 
 
Scheme 1. Synthesis of Glibenclamide carboxy 
analog. (a) Boc-glycinol, PPh3, DEAD, 0 oC; (b) 2N 
NaOH; (c) (i) EtOCOCl, NMM, 0 oC, (ii) 4-(2-
aminoethyl) benzenesulfonamide; (d) cyclohexyliso-
cyanate, CuI; (e) TFA (f) diglycolic anhydride. 
  

 

 
Scheme 2. Synthesis of 5-HT1F ligand. (a) 
Boc-glycinol, PPh3, DEAD, 0 oC to rt; (b) 
2N NaOH; (c) (i) EtOCOCl, NMM, 0 oC, (ii) 
aminoindole, DMF, 0 oC to rt; (d) TFA; (e) 
diglycolic anhydride.  
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between two adjacent binding sites 
to be in the range of 25–50 Å and 
possibly longer up to 100 Å. Based 
on our initial findings, we designed 
multivalent ligand against specific 
receptors that are expressed on the 
surface of β-cells; the glucagon 
like peptide 1 receptor (GLP-1R) 
the sulfonylurea receptor 1 
(SUR1), and the the 5-
Hydroxytryptamine 1F Receptor 
(5-HT1FR).  

For bivalent ligands a 
semi-rigid linker [poly(Pro-Gly)] 
which was designed and optimized 
for this purpose, was used to tether 
the ligands. Briefly, derivatives of 
the SUR1 ligand glibenclamide 
and the 5-HT1FR ligand 5-
aminoindole suitable for 
attachment to the bivalent linker 
were designed so that their binding 
affinity to their cognate receptors 
was retained. The synthesis of 
these analogs is depicted in 

Scheme 1 and 2. Glibenclamide carboxy-
derivative was conjugated to the GLP-1 on 
solid support via lysine side chain as shown in 
Figure 1. Similarly, the 5-HT1FR ligand 5-
aminoindole was attached to the Glp1-resin. 
Heterovalent dimers GLP-1/Glb and GLP-
1/5-HT1F were cleaved off the resin, purified 
by HPLC, and characterized by high-
resolution Mass Spec. The linker was 
modified with orthogonally protected cysteine 
or lysine for conjugation of Eu3+ -DOTA or 
Cy5. Both labeled heterovalent ligands were 
prepared in high yield and purity. 

Saturation binding of a Cy5-labeled 
heterobivalent GLP-1/SUR1 ligand to βTC3 
cells which expresses normal levels of both 
receptors is shown in Figure 2. Single cell 
imaging demonstrates that within 10 minutes 
of incubation, the ligand is capped, and taken 
from the cell surface (not shown). Our 
findings indicate that heterovalent ligands 
may provide an approach for specific 
targeting, and analysis of β-cells in vivo. 
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Fig. 1. Synthesis of GLP-1/ 5-HT1F heterovalent ligand. 
  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of GLP-1/GLB divalent binding 
to βTC3 cells. A. Saturation binding curve for the 
divalent GLP-1/Glb: 3 min. after the addition of 
ligand, cells were washed to decrease signal from 
the media. Binding measured at 7 min indicates 
Km of ~30 nM. B. Cells were incubated in the 
presence of 50 nM Cy5-labeled ligand alone or in 
the presence of either saturating cold ligand (no 
Cy5 label) dimer or Glb alone (highest affinity 
monomer). Although the cold dimer was 
completely effective in blocking binding, saturating 
monomer had only partial inhibitory effect. 
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Introduction 

Localization sequences are specific signals that sort proteins to precise cellular compartments. 
Among those, cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) are natural or synthetic sequences, cationic and 
amphipathic, capable of translocating eukaryotic membranes, occasionally localizing to the 
nucleus. Animal venoms, for their part, are a rich source of bioactive peptides that on occasion 
can be turned into useful drugs. Snakes, scorpions or spiders produce and secrete a valuable 
diversity of toxins capable of interacting with distinct molecular targets. A limited number of 
animal toxins is known to translocate the cytoplasmic membrane and localize into distinct cell 
compartments. One example is crotamine [1], a rattlesnake toxin of 42 amino acids that 
selectively translocates into cells at specific phases of cell cycle, and localizes to the nucleus. In 
solution, crotamine adopts an αβββ fold, stabilized by three disulfide bonds [2], similar to β-
defensin 2 and Na+-channel scorpion toxin.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Our laboratory has previously used structure-based deconstruction of complex, highly folded 
peptides to identify minimal traits essential for activity [3] and to design therapeutically useful, 
size-reduced versions. When applied to crotamine, with the goal of defining minimal motifs for 
translocation, one particularly interesting result of this type of minimalistic analysis was a 
peptide where the N-terminal (residues 1-9) and C-terminal (residues 38-42) regions were 
spliced together [4], with or without an Ahx spacer [YKQCHKKGGXKKGSG, X=Ahx 
(NrTP1) or nil (NrTP2)]. To explore peptide uptake and targeting, peptides were labeled with 
rhodamine B and analyzed by time-lapsed confocal microscopy on live HeLa cells (Figure 1). 
At 15 µM, and as early as 15 min, both peptides translocated the membrane and localized to the 
nucleus, specifically to the nucleolus (Figure 1A), where they bound various stages of nucleolar 
organization, including pre-mitotic re-associating, self-organizing and cytokinetic nucleoli, as 
well metaphasic chromosomes. Given this ability to target the nucleolus, NrTP (nucleolar 
targeting peptides) was chosen as an appropriate acronym for this new family of CPPs. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Penetration and nucleolar localization of NrTP1 (panel A) and its retro isomer, NrTP3 
(panel B), into HeLa cells. 
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The relative chemical similarity between the spliced N- and C-terminal segments, each 
displaying a KKG triad, prompted us to investigate an inverted version of NrTP1 
(GSGKKXGGKKHCQKY, rNrTP1), which was found equally able to translocate into HeLa 
cells, albeit at concentrations >50 µM. Interestingly, an HisIle replacement in this retro 
sequence resulted in an analogue (GSGKKXGGKKICQKY, NrTP3, Figure 1B) with uptake 
and localization properties similar to NrTP1 and NrTP2, suggesting that all three peptides share 
an intrinsic nucleolar homing trait. In all cases, the peptides were found by an MTT assay to be 
non-toxic to HeLa cells up to 100 µM. To gain further insight on the process of cell penetration 
and nucleolar compartmentalization, the all-D version (ykqchkkGGXkkGsG, enantio-NrTP1) 
was made. When tested on HeLa cells, it failed to translocate, localizing instead on the plasma 
membrane (images not shown) and thus suggesting that internalization of the all-L peptides 
NrTP1-3 is mediated by some receptor capable of chiral discrimination. The translocating 
properties and nucleolar localization of NrTP1-3 in HeLa cells also applied to several other 
tumor cell lines such as human pancreatic adenocarcinoma (BxPC-3), human ductal mammary 
gland carcinoma (BT-474 or human colorectal adenocarcinoma (Caco2). Both NrTP1 and its 
retro version were also shown to penetrate mouse neuroblastoma (N2a) and mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (NIH 3T3) cells. 

Since nucleolar assembly/disassembly is known to depend on the dynamic traffic of 
cell cycle-dependent proteins, which in turn might affect the uptake efficiency of CPPs, we used 
multi-parametric flow cytometry (FC) analysis to investigate the extent, cell preference and cell-
cycle dependency of NrTP uptake. NrTP1 was quite efficiently uptaken by HeLa cells at 
concentrations in the 6-50 μM range (Figure 2a-b), and a clear-cut, quantitative distinction 
between cell populations uptaking (or not) the peptide could be established (Figure 2c-d). In 
addition, it was found that, of the total of HeLa cells uptaking fluorescently-labeled NrTP1, the 
fraction of those not alive, i.e., incorporating propidium iodide, was rather small, (Figure 2e-f), 
in agreement with the MTT assay data. Finally, FC analysis of NrTP1 uptake under conditions 
where HeLa cells were arrested to defined phases of their cycle confirmed that peptide uptake 

 
 
Fig. 2. Flow cytometry analysis of fluorescein (FL)-labeled NrTP1 uptake by HeLa cells. (a): 
concentration dependence of uptake. In panels (b)-(f), channels FL1-H, FL3-H and SSC-H detect green 
(FL) and red (propidium iodide, PI) fluorescence, and light scattering, respectively; (b): cells uptaking 
FL-NrTP1; (c): artificial 1:1 mixture of cells treated-untreated with FL-NrTP1 (upper and lower left, 
respectively); (d): as (c), with green vs. red detection; (e) PI-uptaking dead cells (upper left) vs. live cells 
(lower left) (f) live cells uptaking FL-NrTP1 (upper left) vs. dead cells uptaking PI (upper right).  
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and nucleolar localization were independent of the cell cycle phase (results to be published 
elsewhere). 

Taken together, the above results appear to define a novel CPP family with fairly 
simple structural features (e.g., allowing sequence reversion) that nonetheless translate into 
precise nucleolar localization. A detailed biophysical elucidation of the structural features 
underlying the penetrating mechanism of these new CPPs is under way. Meanwhile, it is worth 
noting that the nucleolus is one of the most prominent structural and functional elements of the 
nucleus, with a role conventionally associated to ribosome biogenesis. Recently, additional 
biological functions mediated by nucleoli have been unveiled, including roles in viral infection, 
regulation of tumor supression and oncogenic activities, stress sensing, aging control, and 
modulation of telomerase activity [5]. We expect that our new NrTPs will find use as probes for 
investigating protein traffic at the nucleolar level, and/or as carriers of drugs and other cargos 
into this important subnuclear organelle. 
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Introduction 

Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from pre-existing blood vessels, is a 
fundamental process during tumor progression [1]. Molecules regulating angiogenesis include, 
but are not limited to, growth factor receptors, tyrosine kinase receptors, G-protein-coupled 
receptors for angiogenesis-modulating proteins, integrins, and matrix metalloproteinases. The 
focus of this presentation is on one of the most intensively studied angiogenesis-related 
molecular targets: integrin αvβ3. All the studies described here use the same tumor model: 
U87MG human glioblastoma xenograft in athymic nude mice. The tumor cells express high 
level of human integrin αvβ3. Further, immunofluorescence staining of the tumor tissue revealed 
that CD31 and mouse β3 staining co-localizes very well, indicating that the tumor vasculature 
expresses high level of mouse integrin αvβ3.  
 
Results and Discussion 

In one early study, near-infrared (NIR) fluorochrome Cy7-labeled RGD peptides were tested for 
tumor integrin αvβ3 targeting [2]. Mono-, di-, and tetrameric RGD peptides were synthesized 
and conjugated with Cy7. The tetrameric RGD peptide probe with the highest integrin affinity 
showed the highest tumor activity accumulation and strongest tumor-to-normal tissue contrast. 
Since the probes used in this study is quite small (< 5 kDa), they were able to target both human 
(the tumor cells) and mouse (the tumor vasculature) integrin αvβ3.  
 In a subsequent report, Abegrin (MEDI-522 or Vitaxin), a humanized monoclonal 
antibody against human integrin αvβ3, was labeled with 64Cu for positron emission tomography 
(PET) imaging of integrin αvβ3 [3]. Abegrin was conjugated with a macrocyclic chelating agent, 
1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA), for 64Cu-labeling. This 
radiolabeled antibody targeted exclusively the tumor cells and very high tumor uptake was 
observed at 24 h post-injection of the probe. 
 Many nanoparticles have been explored for tumor targeting and imaging [4]. One type 
of the most well-studied nanoparticles for biomedical applications is quantum dots (QDs) [5]. 
QDs are inorganic fluorescent semiconductor nanoparticles with many desirable optical 
properties for imaging applications, such as high quantum yields and narrow emission spectra. 
Specific targeting can be achieved by attaching targeting ligands to the QD surface. However, in 
vivo targeting and imaging is very challenging because of the relatively large overall size 
(typically > 20 nm in hydrodynamic diameter) and short circulation half-life of most QD 
conjugates. One key question for such QD-based probes is whether they are targeting the tumor 
cells, the tumor vasculature, or both.  
 We reported the first NIR fluorescence (NIRF) imaging of integrin αvβ3 on tumor 
vasculature with RGD peptide-conjugated QDs [6]. The QD705-RGD conjugates exhibited 
high-affinity integrin αvβ3-specific binding in cell culture and ex vivo. Tumor contrast was 
observed as early as 20 minutes after QD705-RGD conjugate injection, and the fluorescence 
intensity in subcutaneous U87MG tumors reached a maximum at 6 h after injection. As with 
most nanoparticles, the large size of the QD705-RGD conjugates (~ 20 nm in diameter) 
prevented efficient extravasation; therefore, the QD705-RGD conjugates mainly targeted 
integrin αvβ3 on the tumor vasculature instead of the tumor cells, as confirmed by ex vivo 
immunofluorescence staining.  
 Among all molecular imaging modalities, no single modality is perfect and sufficient 
to obtain all of the necessary information for a particular question. For example, it is difficult to 
accurately quantify fluorescence signal in living subjects with fluorescence imaging alone, 
particularly in deep tissues; radionuclide-based imaging techniques are very sensitive but have 
relatively poor spatial resolution. Combination of multiple molecular imaging modalities can 
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offer synergistic advantages over 
any modality alone. Multimodality 
imaging with a small-molecule-
based probe is very challenging, 
sometimes impossible, because of 
the limited number of conjugation 
sites and potential interference with 
its receptor-binding affinity. On the 
other hand, nanoparticles have large 
surface areas to which multiple 
functional moieties can be attached 
for multimodality molecular 
imaging [7]. 
 We have developed a QD-
based probe for both NIRF and PET 
imaging of integrin αvβ3 (Figure 1) 
[8]. QD surface modification with 
RGD peptides allowed for integrin 
αvβ3 targeting, and DOTA 
conjugation enabled PET after 64Cu labeling (Figure 2). With this dual-modality probe, we 
quantitatively evaluated its tumor-targeting efficacy, an evaluation that was not possible with 
NIRF imaging alone [6]. Ex vivo PET and NIRF imaging were also performed on harvested 
tissues (Figure 3). The trends for signal intensity were similar with both imaging modalities; the 
liver, spleen, and bone marrow all had very strong signals, and the U87MG tumor had 
significantly higher uptake than the heart, kidneys, and muscle.  
 With the quantitative data for in vivo/ex vivo PET imaging, ex vivo NIRF imaging, 
and tissue homogenate fluorescence, all obtained at 5 h after injection of DOTA-QD-RGD, the 
tissue-to-muscle ratios were plotted to correlate the quantification results obtained by different 
measurement methods. Excellent linear correlation was found between the ratios measured by in 
vivo PET imaging and ex vivo NIRF imaging as well as between the in vivo PET and tissue 
homogenate fluorescence data (Figure 3). Thus, in vivo PET of the QD-based probe can allow 
for accurate quantification of the probe distribution. As in the previous study [6], it was also 
found that the majority of the probe in the tumor was within the vasculature, as evidenced by 
excellent overlay of the QD fluorescence signal and vasculature integrin αvb3 staining. This 
dual-modality (PET/NIRF) probe can confer sufficient tumor contrast at a concentration much 
lower than that required for in vivo NIRF imaging, thus significantly reducing the potential 
toxicity of cadmium-based QDs, and may facilitate the future translation of QD-based imaging 
agents for clinical and biomedical applications. 

 
Fig. 1. NIRF (after injection of QD-RGD) and coronal PET 
(after injection of 64Cu-DOTA-QD-RGD) images of a U87MG 
tumor-bearing mice. Arrowheads indicate tumors. 

 
Fig. 2. Synthesis of the PET/NIRF probe DOTA-QD-RGD. 
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In summary, we have quantitatively evaluated the tumor-targeting efficacy of dual-modality 
QD-based probes using both PET and NIRF imaging. PET/NIRF imaging overcomes the tissue 
penetration limitation of optical imaging, thereby allowing quantitative imaging in deep tissue 
and can facilitate future biomedical applications of QDs. Multifunctional nanoplatform is the 
future for multimodality molecular imaging and cancer nanomedicine, and tumor vasculature 
targeting is more likely to succeed than tumor cell targeting. 
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Fig. 3. Top: PET and NIRF image of harvested tissues at 5 h after injection of 64Cu-labeled DOTA-QD-
RGD. Bottom left: Correlation among kidney-, U87MG-, bone-, spleen-, and liver-to-muscle ratios 
measured by in vivo PET and ex vivo NIRF imaging. Bottom right: Correlation among kidney-, U87MG-, 
bone-, spleen-, and liver-to-muscle ratios measured by in vivo PET and tissue homogenate fluorescence. 
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Introduction 

The Id proteins (inhibitors of DNA binding and cell differentiation Id1-Id4) are negative 
regulators of gene expression and key players in many biological processes, including angio-, 
neuro- and organogenesis. Moreover, they are crucial in the development of vascular diseases 
and cancer [1]. These small proteins (13-18 kDa) share a highly conserved HLH (helix-loop-
helix) structural domain that is flanked by non-conserved N- and C-terminal regions. The HLH 
motif is required for protein-protein interaction. The N-terminus contains a phosphorylation site 
at Ser-5. A so-called destruction box (D-box) is present within the C-terminus of Id2, which is 
recognized by the anaphase promoting complex and triggers Id2 degradation [2]. Additionally, a 
nuclear export signal has been identified within the C-terminus of Id2, which is important for a 
nuclear receptor-dependent transport of the protein from the nucleus to the cytoplasm [3]. A 
proline-rich region C-terminal to the HLH motif is unique for Id3.  

Contrarily to the parent bHLH transcription factors [4], the Id proteins lack the DNA-
binding basic region N-terminal to the HLH domain. Consequently, unlike the homo-
/heterodimers of two bHLH proteins, bHLH-Id-protein dimers are unable to form a ternary 
complex with the DNA: therefore, the Id proteins not only sequester positive bHLH factors, like 
the ubiquitous E proteins, into inactive (non-DNA binding) dimers, but also prevent their 
association with tissue-specific bHLH factors, like MyoD, which would lead to activation of 
DNA transcription. As the highly conserved Id HLH motif is essential for protein sequestration, 
we are interested in the characterization and modulation of its folding and dimerization. 

 
Results and Discussion 

The conserved HLH region consists of two putative amphipathic helices (16 residues each) 
connected by a nine-residue-long loop (Figure 1). We have investigated the conformational 
properties of synthetic peptides reproducing the amino acid sequences of each putative helix by 
CD spectroscopy: the results indicate that the C-terminal segment has superior intrinsic helix 
propensity, whereas the N-terminal segment maintains alone a flexible conformation [5]. 
Instead, synthetic peptides representing the entire HLH domain of the Id proteins self-associate 
into dimeric and tetrameric structures characterized by high helix content and high 
conformational stability [6, 7].  

 
Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence of the human Id1 HLH domain (residues 66−106). The three Ser/Thr 
residues suitable for O-acyl-isodipeptide replacement are underlined. The iso-Id1 HLH analog is shown, 
in which Ser at position nine of the loop has been used to incorporate the O-acyl-isodipeptide. 
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The synthetic peptide reproducing the 41-residue long HLH domain of the Id2 protein has been 
further studied by 2D-NMR spectroscopy. However, to increase peptide solubility and reduce 
peptide aggregation, a water/TFE mixture has been used to prepare the NMR sample (40% 
alcohol). The chemical shift index of the α-CH protons suggests the presence of two helical 
regions connected by a short flexible fragment in the middle of the sequence (positions 14-19). 
Moreover, the C-terminal helix appears to be longer and much better defined than the N-
terminal one, thus confirming the CD results. 

The Id HLH domains contain two conserved serine residues at positions nine of helix-1 
and the loop, respectively, and, with the exception of Id3, a serine/threonine residue at position 
one of the loop (Figure 1). These positions are suitable for the replacement of the dipeptide units 
Xaa-Ser/Thr with the corresponding O-acyl-isodipeptide ones [8-10]. The resulting analogs – 
referred to as iso-Id-HLH analogs in this work – can be converted into the native domains by 
triggering the O→N-intramolecular acyl-migration at neutral pH values. Incorporation of the O-
acyl-isodipeptide unit at the junction between the loop and helix-2 leads to complete loss of 
ordered structure [11]. However, after restoring the native amide bond the characteristic HLH 
fold is fully recovered. These results suggest that the residues at the loop-helix-2 junction are 
structurally important.  

Two other iso-Id1-HLH analogs have been prepared, in which an O-acyl-isodipeptide 
unit has been incorporated in the middle of helix-1 or at the junction between helix-1 and the 
loop. In the latter case, it has been necessary to optimize the synthetic procedure to reduce 
diketopiperazine formation. The conformational properties of these iso-Id1 HLH analogs are 
currently investigated.  
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Introduction 

In most moths, the sex pheromone production is regulated by pheromone biosynthesis-
activating neuropeptide (PBAN), a 33-34 amino acid neuropeptide [1]. PBAN exerts its 
pheromonotropic effects by binding to PBANR, a member of G protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCR), predominantly expressed in the pheromone-producing cells of the female pheromone 
gland [2]. The shortest peptide with the pheromonotropic activity is the C-terminal 
pentapeptide-amide, PBAN(29-33)-NH2 (FSPRL-NH2), and the C-terminal amide group is 
required for the activity of PBAN [3]. In this study, we have analyzed the solution structures of 
the C-terminal decapeptides of PBAN with an amidated and a free C-termini (active and 
inactive, respectively), and an active cyclic octapeptide by two-dimensional NMR, and 
compared their structures to reveal the structural requirements for the PBAN activity. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The decapeptides, SRTRYFSPRL-NH2 and -OH, referred to as PBAN(24-33)-NH2 and -OH, 
respectively, were synthesized by Fmoc-based solid-phase synthesis. The cyclic octapeptide, 
cyclo(NTSFTPRL) [4,5], referred to as cyclic PBAN, was synthesized by Fmoc-based solid-
phase synthesis followed by cyclization by amide bond formation. Each sample for NMR 
measurements contained 10 mM PBAN(24-33)-NH2, -OH or cyclic PBAN dissolved in (1) 50 
mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0)/100 mM NaCl/0.02% NaN3 in 90%(v/v) H2O/10%(v/v) 
D2O (buffer A), (2) 500 mM dodecyl phosphocholine (DPC)-d38 in buffer A, or (3) 30%(v/v) 
2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)-d3 in buffer A. DQF-COSY, TOCSY (mixing time, 50 ms) and 
NOESY (mixing time, 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500 ms) spectra were recorded at 25°C on a Unity 
Inova 500-MHz spectrometer (Varian). All the observed proton resonances were assigned by 
the conventional sequential assignment procedure. In buffer A, very few NOE cross-peaks were 
observed for all the peptides used even with a long mixing time (500 ms). Thus, all these 
peptides including cycloPBAN do not take a specific conformation in aqueous solution at pH 
6.0. However, in the presence of DPC-d38 micelles or 30%(v/v) TFE-d3 in buffer A, many NOE 
cross-peaks were observed for all the peptides used. Thus, all these peptides adopt specific 
conformations under these solvent conditions. Solution structures of these peptides were 
calculated using interproton distance restraints derived from cross-peak intensities in their 
NOESY spectra (mixing time, 200 ms). Solution structures were calculated with ca. 100 NOE-
derived distance restraints by torsion angle dynamics using the program CYANA. Twenty 
conformers with the lowest CYANA target functions were used to represent the solution 
conformation of these peptides. The RMS deviations of atomic coordinates of the 20 structures 
range 0.01-0.38 Å for the backbone atoms and 0.38-1.27 Å for all the non-hydrogen atoms. 
PBAN(24-33)-NH2 and -OH take a similar β-turn structure at the active core region in the C-
terminus, 30SPRL33, in the presence of DPC micelles. On the other hand, the two linear peptides 
take different conformations in 30%(v/v) TFE. PBAN(24-33)-NH2 adopts a type-I β-turn at the 
active core region in the C-terminus, whereas PBAN(24-33)-OH does not adopt a β-turn, but 
instead adopts an extended conformation. In other words, the β-turn structure is abolished in 
30%(v/v) TFE when the amide group is lost. Several reports already show that the C-terminal 
active core region of PBAN can adopt a β-turn structure [4-8]. Our comparative NMR structural 
analyses of PBAN(24-33)-NH2 and PBAN(24-33)-OH (preliminarily reported in [9]) have 
demonstrated for the first time that the C-terminal amide group of PBAN contributes to the 
stabilization of the β-turn. In addition, we have shown that cyclic PBAN, whose PBAN activity 
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is comparable to PBAN(24-33)-NH2, also adopts a β-turn at the active core region, TPRL, in the 
presence of DPC micelles or 30%(v/v) TFE (Figure 1). In summary, our results support the 
proposition that the β-turn structure at the C-terminus of PBAN would be important for exerting 
the PBAN activity [4-8] and indicate the C-terminal amide group of PBAN would contribute to 
the stabilization of the β-turn. 
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Fig. 1. Solution conformations of cycloPBAN, cyclo(26NTSFTPRL33), at pH 6.0 and 25°C in the presence of 
DPC micelles or 30%(v/v) TFE. The residue numbers are derived from the amino acid sequence alignment 
with Bombyx mori PBAN. 
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Introduction 

Electronic delocalization, a central concept in organic chemistry, 
is being invoked increasingly in biological contexts [1–3]. We 
have discovered a non-covalent interaction in proteins, termed 
the n→π* interaction, in which the lone pair (n) of the oxygen 
(Oi–1) of a peptide bond overlaps with the antibonding orbital 
(π*) of the carbonyl group (C′i=Oi) of the subsequent peptide 
bond (Figure 1A, B) [1]. The n→π* interaction is reminiscent of 
the renowned Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory [1c] and analogous to a 
hydrogen bond, which likewise involves the delocalization of a 
lone pair of an acceptor atom over the antibonding orbital (σ*) of 
a donor [2]. The stereochemical constraints required for an 
energetically meaningful n→π* interaction are met in several 
fundamental structural elements in proteins, including α-helices, 
310 helices, and polyproline II type helices, as well as within the 
backbone of peptoids. A signature of the n→π* interaction is a 
short Oi–1··C′i contact [3]. Others have argued that the attractive 
C=O···C=O interaction is primarily a dipole–dipole (Figure 1C) 
[4] or a charge–charge interaction (Figure 1D) [5]. We used a 
peptidic model system (Figure 2) to explore the origin of this 
interaction. Regardless of the nature of the interaction between 
the adjacent carbonyl groups, the interaction stabilizes the trans 
conformation preferentially over the cis conformation. Thus, the 
value of Ktrans/cis reports on the strength of the C=X···C=O 
interaction. 
 

Results and Discussion 

To distinguish between a charge–charge interaction and an n→π* interaction, we envisaged the 
replacement of Oi-1 with sulfur, Si-1, in this model system. A charge–charge interaction would be 
attenuated because sulfur is less negatively polarized than 
oxygen, whereas the n→π* interaction would be 
strengthened because sulfur is a softer base than oxygen. 
An increase in Ktrans/cis is observed from this isosteric 
substitution. Hence, the stabilization of the trans 
conformation cannot be due to a charge–charge 
interaction. Another signature of the n→π* interaction is 
the pyramidalization of the acceptor carbonyl group. Such 
pyramidalization should appear in the computationally 
optimized, gas-phase geometries and the crystal structures. 
Additionally, the degree of pyramidalization should 
increase as the distance between the donor and the 
acceptor atoms is decreased. We employed a subtle means 
to alter the distance between the donor and acceptor atoms 
[6]. In accord with a potent n→π* interaction, a positive 
correlation is indeed observed between the C′i 
pyramidalization and the Ktrans/cis value in both the 
computational and experimental data (Figure 3).  

Fig. 3. Relationship between the 
degree of C′i pyramidalization 
and the value of Ktrans/cis. Open 
symbols, computational; filled 
symbols, experimental. 

Fig. 1. Possible C=X··C=O 
interactions. 

Fig. 2. Compounds used to 
examine the C=X···C=O 
interaction.  
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Next, we reasoned that the replacement of the C=O acceptor with a C–F bond would retain the 
dipole–dipole interaction but attenuate the n→π* interaction [7]. This isosteric substitution 
leads to reversal of the conformational preference from trans to cis. Again, the observed value 
of Ktrans/cis again cannot be explained by classical electrostatic models. 
 A recent Protein Data Bank search has revealed that more than 81% of α-helical 
residues exhibit a short contact (d < rC + rO) between neighboring carbonyl groups [8]. 
Employing an AcAla4NHMe peptidic model system, we scanned the allowed regions of the 
Ramachandran map for n→π* interactions. We found a widespread prevalence of n→π* 
interaction in the allowed regions [9]. Common protein secondary structures, such as α-helices 
and 310 helices, show significant stabilization by n→π* interactions. As the adjacent carbonyl 
dipoles repel each other in an α-helix, the n→π* interaction likely plays an important role in 
helix nucleation. Considerable carbonyl bond lengthening [10], polarization of the π-electron 
cloud [10], and pyramidalization of the carbonyl carbon [9] have been observed in the α-helices 
of high-resolution protein structures. Our computational analyses also predict significant n→π* 
interactions in the twisted β–sheet region. The conformational stability of the collagen triple 
helix has already been attributed, in part, to n→π* interactions [11]. 
 The resonance character between adjacent carbonyl groups in proteins has important 
implications. The distorted conformation of a fluoroalkene isostere emphasizes the stabilization 
afforded by an n→π* interaction, which is absent in that system [7]. Short Oi–1··Ci=Oi contacts 
are widespread in common protein folds [8]. Yet, closed shell repulsion between the lone-pair of 
Oi–1 and the π-orbital of Ci=Oi tends to increase the Oi–1···Ci=Oi distance and thereby 
compromise the structural integrity of proteins. We propose that the availability of a low-lying 
π*-orbital effectively counters the closed shell repulsion and enables polypeptide chains to 
adopt α-helices, 310 helices, and polyproline II type helices. 
 Finally, we note that n→π* electronic delocalization likely plays a role in many 
protein–ligand interactions and catalytic processes. Our data suggest that an isosteric 
substitution of an amide donor with a thioamide could be used to increase the ligand affinity and 
stabilize unstable intermediates in a catalytic cycle. 
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Introduction 

β-Hairpins, the simplest form of antiparallel β-sheet, are stabilized by cross-strand hydrogen 
bonds and sidechain-sidechain interactions, which include aromatic-aromatic, cation-π and CH-
π interactions [1]. Recently designed β-hairpins show high melting temperatures (Tm) and two-
state folding [2]. 
 The decapeptide Tyr-Tyr-Asp-Pro-Glu-Thr-Gly-Thr-Trp-Tyr (CLN025; Figure 1) 
forms a stable β-hairpin with a Tm of 70 oC [2]. It is a variant of chignolin with the terminal Gly 
residues replaced by Tyr. The central 8 residues were selected by statistical analysis using a 
position-specific scoring matrix with a peptide having a classical β-hairpin structure as the 

target [3]. CLN025 is stabilized by hydrogen bonds 
between Asp3 and Thr6, Gly7 and Thr8 and an 
aromatic-aromatic interaction between Tyr2 and 
Trp9 [2]. 
 The vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) 
spectroscopic properties of polypeptide structures 
including α-helices, turns, poly Pro II helices and β-
sheets have been studied extensively, but the 
properties of the β-hairpin have not. The previous 
studies of the VCD spectroscopic properties of β-
hairpins were of those formed either by DPro-Xxx 
turns or head-to-tail cyclization to form a stable 
structure [4-6]. In this study, the VCD spectroscopic 
properties of CLN025, which has been shown to 
form a stable β-hairpin in aqueous solution, with 
only naturally occuring amino acids [2], were 
determined. 
 CLN025 was synthesized by microwave 
SPPS with Nα-Fmoc amino acids. The structure of 
the HPLC-purifield CLN025 was confirmed by 
electro-spray mass spectrometry. VCD spectra were 

recorded in 5% (v/v) DMSO-d6 in 20 mM deuterated potassium phoshphate buffer (pD 7.4) by 
performing 8 block measurements obtained from 4500 scans for VCD and 225 scans for IR 
absorbtion at 8 cm-1 resolution. The spectra were averaged and background spectra of the 
solvent and water vapor were subtracted. Spectra were set to 0 at 1800 cm-1 and normalized by 
dividing each data point by the maximum IR absorbance in the amide I' region. Deconvolution 
and peak fitting of the IR spectra were performed with the PROTA software package. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The VCD spectrum of CLN025 (Figure 2) shows a (-, +, -) pattern with bands at 1640 cm-1, 
1667 cm-1 and 1679 cm-1, respectively. The first couplet, centered at 1654 cm-1, is indicative of 
random meander structure and the second, centered at 1673 cm-1, is indicative of turn structure.  
The signal from the β-sheet component of the β-hairpin is not apparent, due to its lower 
intensity and the overlap of its negative band with the negative band of the first couplet, which 
might explain the larger width of the negative band at 1640 cm-1. 
 The IR absorption spectrum of CLN025 (Figure 2) has a maximum absorbance at 1647 
cm-1. Shoulders at 1612 cm-1, 1630 cm-1, 1658 cm-1, 1675 cm-1 and 1696 cm-1 are seen in the 
deconvoluted spectrum. The band at 1612 cm-1 is due to the tertiary amide of the Pro residue. 
The band at 1630 cm-1 is due to β-sheet, while the bands at 1647 cm-1 and 1658 cm-1 are due to 
random meander structure and the bands at 1675 cm-1 and 1696 cm-1 are due to turn-like 
structure. The band at 1515 cm-1 is caused by the ring vibration of the tyrosyl sidechain.  Peak 

 
Fig. 1. The crystal structure of CLN025. H-
bonds are represented by dotted lines [2]. 
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analysis of the IR absorption spectrum (Table 1) indicates that the peptide is approximately 10% 
turn, 20% β-sheet and 70% random meander.  
 The VCD spectral properties of CLN025 are comparable to those of less stable β-
hairpins formed by DPro residues.  Zhao and colleagues [4] found a (-,+,-,+) pattern with bands 
at 1643 to 1659 cm-1, 1655 to 1670 cm-1, 1670 to 1678 cm-1 and 1690 to 1697 cm-1, respectively, 
while Hilario and colleagues [5, 6] found a negative couplet with a negative band at 1635 to 
1645 cm-1 and positive band at 1660 to 1680 cm-1. The present results suggest that the negative 
couplet with bands at 1635 to 1659 cm-1 and 1655 to 1680 cm-1 is typical of β-hairpins. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized VCD (top) and IR absorption (bottom) spectra of 20 mg/mL CLN025 in deuterated 
potassium phosphate buffer.  The deconvoluted absorbance spectrum is shown by the thin curve. 

Table 1. The areas of the component peaks in the deconvoluted FT-IR spectrum at the amide 
I' region of CLN025 

Wavenumber / cm-1 1612 1630 1646 1658 1675 1696  

Area (%) 4 16 40 27 5 2  

Assignment Pro β-sheet 
Random 
meander 

Random 
meander 

Turn Turn 
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Table 1. All observable protection 
factors (H-bonded amides in bold; 
estimates due to overlap in italics.) 

 Prot. Fact. %fold ∆Gu 
 kRC/kexp  kJ/mol 

Trp1 13.66 93.2 6.07 
Thr2 26.92 96.4 7.67 
Val4 90.47 98.9 10.49 
Ile6 153.57 99.4 11.72 
Arg7 5.77 85.2 4.08 
Lys8 156.02 99.4 11.76 
Thr10 3.53 77.9 2.94 

 

Hyperstable β Sheets Without Turns 
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Introduction 

Recent investigations into the nature of β-sheet formation have involved simple β-hairpin 
structures: two antiparallel sheets connected by a turn or short reversing loop [1,2]. β-Hairpins 
have proven to be useful model systems, and are considered to be the smallest unit of natural β 
structure available. However, despite their usefulness, β hairpins are not the universal β 
archetype. In proteins, β sheets may have very high contact order, exist at the interface of two 
proteins, or be arranged in parallel. Any investigation carried out on β hairpins is, by necessity, 
a study of both antiparallel β strands and reversing turns. Previous examples of cystine-linked 
turnless β structures have been very poorly folded in water, [3,4] but we hypothesized that well-
folded cystine-linked β sheet homodimers could be achieved with the use of two highly fold-
stabilizing β caps [5]. The general formula for this doubly-capped design would be: 

(Me/Et)W(X)nC(Z)nWTG(PK)-NH2 
H2N-(KP)GTW(Z)nC(X)nW(Me/Et) 

where the central Cys functioned as the dimerizing unit, X and Z could be any residue(s), and 
sheet length could be modulated by varying n.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Turnless Model Systems 
Peptides with n=1 and n=3 were investigated. Peptide (Pr-WVCKWTGPK-NH2)2 incorporated 
a single lysine at position Z for solubility, and a single valine at X; the optimal residue to 
precede a disulfide according to Cochran et al [6]. The expected β-sheet and β-cap 
characteristics were observed by NMR: Gly HN CSD (Chemical Shift Deviation) > 3ppm, W5 
Hε3>1.8ppm (cap) and alternating downfield HN and Hα CSDs (strand association). Circular 
dichroism was used to determine a Tm of ~60 °C. Peptide (Pr-WTTVCIRKWTGPK-NH2)2 
(X=TTV, Z=IRK) displayed analogous diagnostic strand and capping shifts, was highly soluble, 
melted at ~70 °C, and exhibited remarkably sharp lineshape in NMR, indicative of a fast folding 
process. The fold population was determined via an amide exchange study. The protection 
factors determined in this manner for the H-bonded amides are comparable to those we have 
determined for capped hairpin peptides, indicating a fold population of 96.4-99.4%  
 
Capping Energies 
Though the twin β-cap motifs [5] were 
considered essential for β-sheet formation, the 
longer sheet retained some fold population even 
after removal of the N-terminal propionyl 
abolished cap formation. The core 280K β-
sheet fold population of (WTTVCIRKW-
TGPK-NH2)2 was reduced to <72% (∆∆Gu=-
8.2 kJ/mol versus its capped counterpart) and 
showed severe terminal fraying. The capping 
energy in the turnless sheet context for the 
smaller system was hard to gauge due to near-
complete loss of β-sheet fold, but was greater 
than 10 kJ/mol. After halving to account for 
dual β-cap content, these results imply a 4.1-5+ 
kJ/mol folding increment per capping unit. 
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Table 2. Diagnostic chemical shift deviations (CSDs) and core fold % calculated for 
turnless β-sheet dimers. Data at 280K. italics: estimates. 

 Cys Hα CSD Edge W Hε3 Fold% 

    (KKTCTTT)2 pH 6.5 0.626  42% 

    (KKVCITT)2 pH 2.5 0.536  43% 

    (KKVCITT)2 pH 6.5 0.857  65% 

     (WVCKWTGPK-NH2)2 0.199 -0.151 13% 

  (Pr-WVCKWTGPK-NH2)2 1.301 -1.993 97% 

    WTTVCIRKWTGPK-NH2 -0.082 0.054 0% 

   (WTTVCIRKWTGPK-NH2)2 0.884 -0.465 72% 

(Pr-WTTVCIRKWTGPK-NH2)2 1.15 -2.011 99% 

 
Minimalist Turnless Models 
The partly viable uncapped β-sheets inspired the design of simpler sheets with terminal ion 
pairs. Peptide (KKTCTTT)2 was 42% folded at 280K, suggesting that even short disulfide-
linked sequences devoid of hydrophobic residues could exhibit some β structure. (This value 
was calculated from the alternating downfield HN and Hα protons analogous to those in peptide 
(Pr-WTTVCIRKWTGPK-NH2)2). Introducing a hydrophobic cluster resulted in the 65% folded 
(280K) (KKVCITT)2. The importance of the twin ion pairings was deduced from the 22% 
reduction in fold population at pH 2.5 (∆∆Gu=1.1 kJ per ion pair.) 
 
Implications 
Turnless, hyperstable β sheets are viable replacements for β hairpins as models for dynamics 
studies, MD simulations, and biologically relevant β-sheet agonists; they enable the 
investigation of β sheets without potential interference from turns or loops. The very existence 
of well-folded β sheets lacking turns may finally dispel the notion that β hairpin folding 
invariably proceeds via a “zipper” mechanism, whereby turn formation acts as a nucleator for 
interstrand H-bond formation. Though all sheets were homodimeric (for ease of synthesis and 
assignment) a diverse array of mixed-strand systems should prove viable if ~50% yield 
reduction is not an issue. Capped β strands may also be linked by biologically relevant loop 
sequences that would not otherwise fold into a hairpin turn, thus forming minimal scaffolds for 
stabilizing loops that may not adopt the proper conformation with a disulfide alone. 
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Introduction 

Protein glycosylation is the most prevalent and complex form of protein post-translational 
processing. The variety and dynamic aspects of these modifications add an additional dimension 
to the diversity of protein properties and function. Mucin glycoproteins comprise a major subset 
of the universe of glycoproteins. This class is characterized by a high density of S and T 
residues, often in clusters, whose sidechains serve as loci of glycosylation, either throughout the 
length of the protein or in subdomains. A number of prominent examples are found as domains 
in cell surface proteins. The distribution of glycosylation is determined through the initial 
attachment of an α-O-GalNAc residue to S or T residues as mediated by the particular 
member(s) of the repertoire of polypeptide GalNAc transferase enzymes that the cell is 
expressing at the time. Thus, the patterns and glycan structures reflect the condition of the cell 
in a time dependent way and can serve as biomarkers. These changes play an important role in 
modulating normal cellular interactions. Aberrant glycosylation of cell surface molecules often 
is a manifestation of diseases including cancer, [1] raising the prospect of using these unusual 
structures in targeted therapies. An understanding of the molecular recognition events of the 
normal and unusual forms of these molecules requires knowledge of their conformational 
properties at atomic resolution. Unfortunately, both the natural microheterogeneity of 
glycosylation on native glycoproteins, as well as their high molecular weight, has seriously 
limited this effort. Chemical synthesis, however, can provide homogeneous and well defined 
material that circumvents these problems, and solid phase synthesis has proven invaluable in 
preparing mucin glycopeptide motifs for our efforts to address the conformation of mucins by 
NMR [2]. Since glycosylated mucins naturally show extended structures, interactions with 
sequentially remote portion of the molecule are unlikely, and the short synthetic segments are 
expected to be subject to the same local forces that dominate the structure of the native 
glycoprotein. In this work we have characterized the conformations of a mucin glycoprotein 
motif derived from MUC2, systematically varying the distribution and density of α-O-GalNAc 
glycosylation. Several members of this series have also previously been examined as substrates 
for polypeptide GalNAc transferase enzymes, allowing, as well, for potential insights into the 
structure/function relationships of the enzymatic reactions [3]. 

 
Results and Discussion 

A set of glycopeptides based on the MUC2 related sequence PTTTPLK were synthesized using 
solid-phase peptide synthesis techniques, [2] incorporating all permutations of α-O-GalNAc 
substitutions on the sidechain hydroxyl groups of the T residues (Figure 1).  

The variations in location and density of glycosylation provide an opportunity to assess the 
impact of glycosylation at the individual sites, and the incremental effect of neighboring 
modifications on the overall organization. A variety of 1D and 2D NMR experiments were 
carried out on these constructs in aqueous solution, from which we were able to extract J-
coupling and NOE parameters, that were used in computing sets of structures consistent with 
the restraints for each of the members of the group. While the average structure for the peptide 

Fig. 1. MUC2 derived glycopeptides. 
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backbone in the central core of each of the constructs were well-defined, and similar across the 
set, as the level of glycosylation was increased in the series, the distribution of the cluster of 
acceptable structures narrowed, suggesting an increase in rigidity. Interestingly, neither the local 
conformation at individual isolated glycosylated T residues nor the orientation of the sugar 
residue are significantly perturbed by the addition of neighboring GalNAcs as is illustrated in 
Figure 2 below where the three singly glycosylated constructs and the triglycosylated form are 
compared. The structure found for the fully glycosylated tri-T glycopeptide scaffold 
superimposes quite closely on that which we determined for the glycosylated STTAV sequence 
reported earlier, suggesting that this geometry may be more widely representative of a motif [4].  

To begin relating the structures we have observed to biomolecular recognition, we 
have collaborated with Profs. David Smith and Richard Cummings at Emory University to 
immobilize these and some additional S/T- α-O-GalNAc (Tn antigen) bearing glycopeptides on 
a microarray slide and investigate their binding to anti-Tn antibodies raised earlier in mice from 
immunization with Tn bearing cellular fractions. In these experiments, given antibodies show 
distinct selective binding to some members of the MUC2 structure group but not to others. 
Clearly these are recognizing more than just the presence of the sugar residue. The cross 
reactivities between antibodies raised to natural material and our constructs provide strong 
support for our contention that biologically relevant epitopes are captured in our synthetic 
motifs. Further, being able to define the epitope geometry from our conformational studies can 
be of considerable value in the design of immunotherapy directed against these targets. Pursuing 
this further will allow us to unravel the role of glycosylation patterns in contributing to the 
diversity of the glycoprotein interactions. 

 A         B    C  G 
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Fig. 2. The closest to the average of the NMR structures for constructs A, B, C, and G with the GalNAc 
residues highlighted. 
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Introduction 

Nucleopeptides containing alanyl-nucleoamino acids, carrying nucleobases at their side-chains, 
are a recently developed class of nucleic acid analogs displaying promising biological properties 
[1]. We have recently used α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib, Figure 1), a sterically hindered Cα-
tetrasubstituted α-amino acid promoting the adoption of helical structures [2], to freeze the 
conformational freedom of nucleopeptides [3]. In this communication we report the effects of 
the presence of Aib residues on the conformation and the biological properties of thymine-based 
nucleopeptides. Three water-soluble nucleo-heptapeptides have been synthesized (Figure 1): 
T2A, carrying two AlaT, one Lys and four Ala residues; T2U, in which the central Ala residue 
is replaced by an Aib residue, and 6TTK, in which all Ala residues are replaced by Aib 
residues. 
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of Aib, L-AlaT and the nucleo-heptapeptides T2A, T2U, and 6TTK. 
 
Results and Discussion 

AlaT was synthesized by nucleophilic ring opening of the N-protected (Boc or Z) serine β-
lactone with thymine in the presence of NaH at low temperature [4]. The synthesis of the 
nucleo-heptapeptides T2A and T2U was accomplished on solid phase using the Boc/Bzl 
strategy on a MBHA resin. The Aib-rich nucleopeptide 6TTK was synthesized in solution, by a 
segment condensation approach, because of the reduced reactivity of Aib in peptide bond 
formation. 
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The conformational preferences of the three nucleo-heptapeptide amides were investigated by 
means of 2D-NMR and CD techniques. Both in DMSO solution (NMR) and phosphate buffer 
(CD) nucleopeptide 6TTK appears to be folded into a helical conformation, most likely of the 
310 type, to a much higher extent as compared to T2A and T2U. In addition, 6TTK appears to 
be structurally very stable, as its CD pattern is almost unaffected by a temperature variation of 
60 °C (Figure 2A).  

Stability tests in mouse serum reveal that T2U, in which a single Ala residue is 
replaced by Aib, is significantly more stable towards enzymatic degradation than T2A (Figure 
2B). However, the replacement of all Ala with Aib residues in 6TTK affords a nucleopeptide 
which is stable even after 8 hour incubation. Interestingly enough, nucleopeptide 6TTK 
displays no cytotoxic effects on human lymphoid tumor Raji cells, after 24 hour incubation with 
peptide concentrations up to 100 µM. Therefore, 6TTK can be potentially exploited as a new 
carrier for drug delivery and for gene therapy applications. Indeed, its nucleobases might 
influence the cell biological functions by interacting with RNA or DNA chains in the cell 
cytoplasm or nucleus. 
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Fig. 2. A: Molar ellipticity values at 222 nm for the three nucleopeptides as a function of temperature.  
B: Fraction of intact nucleopeptide after different incubation times in 50% murine serum evaluated by 
analytical HPLC. 
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Introduction 

The interaction between the GPCR, rhodopsin, and its G-protein, transducin is a widely studied 
interaction. Involved in the vision cascade, rhodopsin is comprised of the apoprotein opsin and 
11-cis retinal. In its inactive form, rhodopsin is connected to 11-cis retinal via a protonated 
Schiff base. Rhodopsin is activated via a single photon, which leads to cis-trans isomerization 
of 11-cis retinal, deprotonation of the Schiff base, and a conformational change to the 
Metarhodopsin II (MII) state that can bind to transducin. MII decays via hydrolysis of the 
unprotonated Schiff base, leaving all-trans retinal and opsin. Recently, knowledge of the 
interaction between opsin and transducin has been enhanced by the X-ray crystal structure of 
opsin [1] bound to Gtα(340-350)K341L. The X-ray crystal structure of Gtα(340-350)K341L 
bound to opsin [1] was nearly identical to the TrNOE structure of Gtα(340-350) bound to MII-
state of rhodopsin [2] solved nearly a decade prior to the crystal structure. However, it remained 
unclear if the X-ray crystal structure of opsin bound to Gtα 340-350)K341L was relevant to the 
MII state. In the present study, the TrNOE structures of Gtα(340-350) and several constrained 
analogs bound to the MII state were docked to opsin to determine if the MII-binding modes of 
these analogs were similar to the X-ray crystal structure of Gtα(340-350)K341L bound to opsin.  

 
Results and Discussion 

The TrNOE structures of Gtα(340-350) and several analogs bound to photoactivated rhodopsin 
have been solved that have binding affinities similar to Gtα(340-350) [2-4]. In a previous study 
[5], we assumed that these very similar analogs (sequences shown in Table 1) stabilize the MII 
state by binding R* (activated rhodopsin) in a manner similar to Gtα(340-350). A model of the 
intracellular (IC) loops in the MII state bound to Gtα(340-350) was generated by docking 
Gtα(340-350) and its analogs to an ensemble of low-energy IC loop models generated 
previously. Distance filters that required Gtα(340-350) and its analogs to bind near sites known 
to be important from experiments were applied to top poses from a low-resolution docking 
program and then these poses were optimized and scored using a higher-resolution scoring 
function. The study found that Gtα(340-350) and its analogs only bound to the “most open” set 
of IC loop conformations. A common binding mode for Gtα(340-350) and its analogs emerged 
from the study, revealing important residue-residue interaction necessary for complex formation 
with the C-terminal recognition motif of Gtα Using these important residue-residue interactions 
as constraints, the model of the MII state bound to Gtα(340-350) was used with virtual screening 
to identify structurally diverse compounds that stabilized the MII state and also inhibited the 

interaction between R* and transducin [6]. Therefore, 
the assumption that Gtα(340-350) and its analogs bound 
in a similar manner to the IC loops yielded a model used 
successfully in virtual screening, indicating some 
validity of the model.  

To determine if the binding site on opsin site is 
relevant to the MII state of rhodopsin, the same 
assumption that Gtα(340-350) and its analogs should 
bind opsin in a similar manner was made. Two different 
docking programs, SKATE (Feng and Marshall, 
unpublished) and RosettaLigand [7], were used to dock 
the set of peptides. SKATE performed an exhaustive 
systematic search anchored by hydrogen bonding where 
all poses were generated and later scored using a scoring 
function. There was no receptor side-chain flexibility. 
The set of TrNOE structures from each peptide were run 

 

   
    

 

 

Fig. 1. Gtα(340-350)K341L redocked 
onto opsin.  
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separately and then the poses were combined and scored using FRED [8] with rigid-body 
optimization and minimization. A volume 9 Å in all directions from the binding site of Gtα(340-
350)K341L in the crystal structure was sampled. The top 10 poses based on the FRED score 
were analyzed in detail. RosettaLigand was used in a separate docking calculation. The 
sampling with RosettaLigand was stochastic with receptor side-chain flexibility and some 
backbone flexibility during docking. RosettaLigand sampled poses within a 10 Å x 10 Å x 10 Å 
box with its center at the center of mass of Gtα(340-350)K341L from the X-ray crystal structure. 
The program sampled the sets of TrNOE structures and created 10,000 poses per analog. For 
both SKATE and RosettaLigand, the top 10 poses based on their respective scoring functions 
were analyzed and the pose closest to Gtα(340-350) is reported in Table 1. Those that dock 
horizontally along the receptor loops or upside down do not have RMSDs reported. A reference 
structure was generated by superimposing Cα atoms of each analog onto the X-ray crystal 
structure of Gtα(340-350)K341L to calculate the RMSD. 

To test the methodology, RosettaLigand was used to dock the X-ray crystal structure of 
Gtα(340-350)K341L back onto a structure of opsin with its side chains repacked. The results are 
shown in Figure 1. All of the top 10 poses of Gtα(340-350) docked within 0.44 to 0.61 Å of the 
X-ray crystal structure as shown in light grey, and Gtα(340-350)K341L from the X-ray crystal 
structure is shown in black. RosettaLigand was able to recapitulate the binding pose of Gtα(340-
350)K341L onto opsin. 

The TrNOE structures of Gtα(340-350) were docked onto the opsin crystal structure 
using SKATE and RosettaLigand. Out of the top 10 solutions based on the respective scoring 
functions, the best docked pose is shown in Figure 2 along with the X-ray crystal structure of 
Gtα(340-350)K341L. The TrNOE structure from Gtα(340-350) docked in the same general area 
as the X-ray crystal structure of Gtα(340-350)K341, but the C-terminal region was tilted 
upwards more. The RMSD values, when compared to the reference structure, differ by a 
significant amount more than when the X-ray crystal structure itself is redocked onto opsin. The 
TrNOE structure gives the conformation of Gtα(340-350) and its analogs when bound to the MII 
state. These structures should dock well to opsin if the binding of Gtα(340-350)K341L to opsin 
is truly indicative of the binding of Gtα(340-350) to MII.  

 

Fig. 2. Docked pose is shown in light grey and pose from the X-ray crystal structure is shown in black. 
Pose closest to Gtα(340-350)K341L from top 10 solutions using  A. SKATE and B. RosettaLigand. 

Table 1. RMSD values for SKATE and RosettaLigand; X indicates a phenylethylamine derivative 

Peptide Sequence RMSD SKATE RMSD RosettaLigand 

Native - IKENLKDCGLF-OH 3.51 Å 7.60 Å 

1LVZ - IRENLKDSGLF-OH 4.68 Å ----- 
GTA14 - IKENLKDCGLF-NH2 4.34 Å 6.79 Å 

GTA13 - IKENLKDCGL(2-Nal)-NH2 ----- 7.50 Å 

GTA19 - IKENLKDCGLX* ----- 4.06 Å 
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The TrNOE structures of Gtα(340-350) analogs were also docked onto the opsin crystal 
structure using SKATE and RosettaLigand. The RMSD of the pose closest to the Gtα(340-
350)K341L X-ray crystal structure out of the top 10 best scoring poses is shown in Table 1. 
Some of the analogs docked with RMSD values similar to the TrNOE structure of Gtα(340-
350), whereas other analogs docked horizontally along the receptor (those RMSD values are not 
shown in Table 1). Despite the difference in RMSD values between the docked pose and the 
reference structure, Gtα(340-350) and its analogs have a binding site on opsin similar to the X-
ray crystal structure binding site. However, precise residue-residue interactions between 
Gtα(340-350) and its analogs are different in the X-ray crystal structure and the docked 
structures.  

In conclusion, the TrNOE structures of Gtα(340-350) and its analogs bind to a similar 
region of opsin as Gtα(340-350)K341 in the crystal structure, making interactions with many of 
the same residues. However, the residue-residue interactions differ and the RMSD between the 
reference structure and the docked poses are significantly different. The inability to recapitulate 
the exact binding pose of native Gtα(340-350) via docking the TrNOE structures is concerning. 
Although there are potential inaccuracies in both docking calculations due to sampling and 
scoring, these docking results may indicate that the structure of opsin bound to Gtα(340-
350)K341L is irrelevant to studies of MII bound to Gtα(340-350) for several reasons. First, 
opsin can be stabilized by the C-terminus of the α-subunit of transducin, Gtα(340-350), but 
activates at only 4000 to 2,000,000 of the rate MII exhibits. Secondly, transducin could not be 
built onto Gtα(340-350)K341L without transducin clashing with the membrane. To avoid the 
clash, the main body of transducin had to be tilted by 40º [1]. Recently, an intermediate 
conformation of Gtα(340-350)K341L has been suggested based on docking calculations using 
an extended model of Gtα(340-350)K341L and opsin [9]. The intermediate pose is similar to the 
pose seen in this study when the TrNOE structures of the native peptide and its analogs are 
docked onto opsin. In this study, the authors propose a switch between the R*-Gt-GDP complex 
and R*-Gt[empty] complex. In addition, another docking study also has suggested there may be 
multiple binding modes for Gtα(340-350) [10]. Further, the peptide in the X-ray crystal structure 
also has a mutation from Lys to Leu at 341, causing it to bind with a much higher affinity than 
the native peptide, too tight to be an object for TrNOE studies. Therefore, this analog, and the 
other analogs, may not have the same binding mode as native Gtα(340-350). In addition, the 
crystal structure itself may not be accurate enough to elucidate precise residue-residue 
interactions, as the X-ray crystal structure of opsin bound to Gtα(340-350)K341L has very high 
B-factors in the intracellular loop region and particularly on the Gtα(340-350)K341L peptide 
and also a resolution of only 3.2 Å. More research needs to be done to confirm the validity of 
Gtα(340-350)K341L bound to opsin before this structure is assumed to represent the interaction 
between rhodopsin and transducin in the MII state. 
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Introduction 

Advantageously to other fluorescent quenching probes known so far, the TOAC (2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-amino-4-carboxylic acid) spin label, introduced earlier by us in 
the chemistry of peptides [1,2] , can be inserted at any position of an enzyme substrate. Taking 
into account this characteristic, the present work examined the specificity of angiotensin I-
converting enzyme (ACE) that cleaves the vasoactive angiotensin I (AI, DRVYIHPFHL) to 
produce the angiotensin II and on the other hand, inactivates the hypotensor bradykinin (BK, 
RPPGFSPFR) [3,4]. For this evaluation, TOAC-attaching AI (at positions 0, 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10) 
and BK (at positions 0, 3, 7 and 9) were synthesized and evaluated towards their properties as 
ACE substrates. Moreover, EPR and fluorescence investigations were also initiated with these 
labeled analogues aiming at further investigating the structure-function relationship and also the 
possibility of monitoring kinetics of ACE activity.   
 
Results and Discussion 

Following a previously described method [2,5], all TOAC-bearing AI and BK analogues were 
synthesized manually in 0.2 mmol scale and purified by preparative HPLC to > 97% purity. The 
peptides were assayed for ACE activity, taking either AI or BK as the control substrates. The 
progress of hydrolysis reaction was monitored through LC/ESI-MS of the components at 
different times (up to 120 min).  TOAC-attaching AI analogues at positions 0, 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 
10 indicated that only the first four analogues are substrates for ACE with kcat/km values of 
11.9; 9.2; 3.2 and 2.0 respectively, in comparison with 15.4 µM-1.min-1 of the native AI. These 
results confirm that greater the proximity of the unnatural probe to the cleavage site, the smaller 
is the substrate specificity of analogues. Comparatively, a greater decrease in the substrate 
activity was observed with BK derivatives, where TOAC0-BK and TOAC3-BK presented 
kcat/km of 20.9 and 38.9 respectively (against 202 µM-1.min-1 for BK). Other two analogues 
(TOAC7-BK and TOAC9-BK) were devoid of substrate activity.  

EPR spectra that the rotational correlation time (τc) at neutral pH, for AI derivatives 
attaching TOAC probe at positions 0, 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10 were about 2.3; 2.0; 7.4; 8.4; 7.4; 3.3 
and 5.1 x 10-10 s, respectively. In the case of BK derivatives labeled at positions 0, 3, 7 and 9, 
the calculated τc values were about 2.2; 4.8; 5.4 and 3.5 x 10-10 s, respectively. These results 
indicated higher mobility for AI and BK analogues containing the paramagnetic probe at either 
N- or C-terminal positions.  

Fluorescence studies clearly demonstrated the quenching property of the nitroxide 
function present in the TOAC structure, affecting mainly the Tyr4 residue in AI and Phe5 and 
Phe8 in BK, respectively. In general, the fluorescence intensity of paramagnetically labeled 
substrates decreased with increasing proximity between TOAC and fluorescent residue, thus 
suggesting extended structures for most of these peptides. According to preliminary 
fluorescence results previously observed with TOAC-attaching AI derivatives [5], rather similar 
effect was also observed for BK analogues. Figure 1 displays the fluorescence spectra of BK 
and its four labeled derivatives.  
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence spectra of BK and its TOAC-labeled analogues in water, pH 7.0. 

 
A significant degree of quenching phenomenon is clearly observed when all the fluorescence 
curves of BK analogues are compared with the native peptide. Due to the greater proximity 
between TOAC probe and the two Phe residues located at positions 5 and 8 of the sequence, the 
TOAC3-BK, TOAC7-BK and TOAC9-BK induced greater quenching effect than the N-
terminally labeled TOAC0-BK. 

In conclusion, due to the feasibility of monitoring on the dynamics and conformation 
of TOAC-bearing peptides, the application of this paramagnetically substrate labeling strategy 
would be of great potential also for better understanding of enzyme-catalyzed peptide reactions. 
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Introduction 

Caging groups that allow thiol groups to be revealed upon photolysis have significant utility in 
studying a plethora of biological processes [1,2]. Here we describe the preparation of peptides 
and peptidomimetics that include cysteine residues that have been masked with a 
photoremovable BHQ (brominated hydroxyquinoline) group. The protecting group can be 
installed in peptides either by post- synthetic modification or via standard Fmoc SPPS. Kinetic 
analysis reveals that BHQ uncaging of thiols is significantly more rapid compared to 
nitrobenzyl-based groups although BHQ photolysis results in other nonproductive 
photoproducts that decreases the overall efficiency. A peptidomimetic farnesyltransferase 
inhibitor (FTI) has been prepared that contains a BHQ-protected cysteine residue that attenuates 
its activity in inhibiting ras protein prenylation. Photolysis of that FTI-BHQ conjugate in the 
presence of living cells results in farnesyltransferase inhibition and a concomitant decrease in 
ras processing as evidenced by confocal microscopy. 
 
Results and Discussion 

In order to examine the ability of BHQ to serve as a caging group for thiols, we synthesized the 
peptide dansyl-GC(BHQ)VLS (1) and peptidomimetic FTI BHQ-L-744,823 (2) (see Figure 1). 
Peptide 1 was irradiated with 365-nm light for varying amounts of time and the extent of the 
photochemical reaction was monitored by HPLC. From the HPLC data, an exponential decay 
time course was plotted (see Figure 2), and according to this data decay rate k = 0.028 s-1 and 
peptide half-life t1/2 = 25.2 s. This rate is faster than the uncaging of thiols containing 
nitrobenzyl protecting groups available in the literature [3,4]. LC-MS analysis of the uncaging 

reaction was also performed in order to confirm the 
presence of free peptide (3) upon irradiation. However, in 
addition to detecting free thiol, a nonproductive 
photoproduct also appeared which seems to correspond 
to the loss of HBr from the caged peptide based on MS 
results. Though the formation of this byproduct decreases 
the overall efficiency of the reaction, its presence is not 
problematic since it remains caged and does not behave 
as the uncaged peptide.  

We synthesize caged FTI 2 by coupling the 
commercially available FTI L-744,832 (4) with our BHQ 
protecting group. Irradiation with 365-nm light and 
subsequent HPLC analysis resulted in decay rate k = 
0.056 s-1 and half life t1/2 12.4 s. Additionally, LC-MS 
analysis revealed the presence of free thiol after uncaging 
as well as a byproduct that corresponds to the loss of HBr 
from the caged FTI. In order to study the photolysis 
reaction in cells, we utilized GFP-ras producing MDCK 
cells. Untreated cells have ras protein prenylated and 
fully processed and it localizes to the cell membrane 
(Figure 3, top left), whereas in FTI treated cells ras is 
unprenylated and localizes evenly throughout the 
cytoplasm (Figure 3, bottom left). Cells were treated with 
caged FTI 2, irradiated for 4 min and allowed to grow for 

 
Fig. 1. BHQ-caged peptide and 
peptidomimetic and their respective 
uncaged products. 
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24 hr before being visualized by confocal 
microscopy. These cells showed an evenly 
distributed fluorescence similar to cells treated with 
FTI, indicating the uncaging of 2 and inhibition of 
ras processing (Figure 3, bottom right). In a similar 
control experiment, cells were treated with caged 
FTI 2 but not irradiated, and allowed to grow for 24 
hr. Upon visualization these cells showed 
fluorescence localized to the cell membrane similar 
to untreated cells, suggesting that uncaging did not 
take place in the absence of 350 nm light and hence 
ras processing was not blocked (Figure 3, top right). 
In summary, our work demonstrates the usefulness 
of BHQ as a thiol caging group for cellular studies. 
We are currently exploring the use of caged BHQ 
compounds in two-photon experiments in order to 
avoid the harmful effects of low wavelength UV 
light. 
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Fig. 3. MDCK cells localize Ras 
protein differently depending on its 
prenylation status. Top left: 
untreated cells. Top right: cells 
treated with 2, no UV. Bottom left: 
FTI treated cells. Bottom right: cells 
treated with 2 and UV light. 
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Introduction 

C. difficile is a gram-positive, strictly anaerobic, spore-forming bacillus which can cause 
pseudomembranous colitis requiring colectomy and resulting in death in hospitalized patients. 
Currently the treatment of C. difficile colitis is inadequate and relapse rates are close to 50%. 
Pathogenic strains of C. difficile produce toxins. The toxins can cause severe inflammatory 
changes of colonic mucosa, leading to formation of an inflammatory pseudomembrane. 
However, the mechanism of the pathogenesis of the toxins to cause the disease is not clear. 
Development of imaginable toxin peptides will allow us to better understand the interactions 
between the toxins and human cells. 
 
Results and Discussion 

A toxin A peptide with 10 amino acids (TIDGKKYYFN) was synthesized and conjugated with 
near-infrared (NIR) dyes, either 783-analog dye generated in-house or commercial available 
IRdye 800CW (Figure 1). The cellular 
imaging study of both imaging agents 
was carried out on two cell lines, HFF-1 
(normal human foreskin cell line) and 
.Caco-2 (human colorectal adenocarci-
noma cell line) using a custom modified 
NIR Olympus confocal system (Figure 
2). The cellular toxicity assay of toxin A, 
TIDGKKYYFN, and 783a-
TIDGKKYYFN was performed on HFF-
1, Caco-2 cell lines (Figure 3) and HT29 
(human colorectal adeno-carcinoma cell 
line) (Figure 4).  
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Confocal images of 783a-
TIDGKKYYFN (left) and IRdye800-
TIDGKKYYFN (right) interactions 
with human cells HFF-1(top) and 
Caco-2 (bottom) respectively. 
Images demonstrate that imaging 
agent 783a-TIDGKKYYF binds to 
both cell lines while the IRDye800-
TIDGKKYYFN only shows binding 
signal with HFF-1. 
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Resin

Fmoc solid-phase chemistry

Thr(But)-Ile-Asp(OBut)-Gly-Lys(Boc)-Lys(Boc)-
Tyr(But)-Tyr(But)-Phe-Asn(Trt)-resin

NIR-dye conjugation

NIRdye-Thr(But)-Ile-Asp(OBut)-Gly-Lys(Boc)-
Lys(Boc)-Tyr(But)-Tyr(But)-Phe-Asn(Trt)-resin

NIRdye-TIDGKKYYFNTIDGKKYYFN

deprotection and cleavage

NIRdye : 783-analog (783a), IRdye800  

Fig. 1. Synthesis procedure for optical 
imaging toxin A peptides, 738a-
TIDGKKYYFN and IRdye800-
TIDGKKYYFN. 
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Conclusions 

Confocal images reveals that IRdye 800-TIDGKKYYF does not bind to the  cell line Caco-2. It 
indicates that the conjugation of a fluorophore to a peptide can interfere with its binding affinity 
to the desired target.  

The toxicity assay confirms that 783-analog-TIDGKKYYFN maintains same 
properties as the unlabeled toxin A peptide and commercial toxin protein. Furthermore, peptide 
and imaginable peptide are less toxic than toxin A.  

The imaginable toxin A peptide (783a-TIDGKKYYFN) can be used as tool to study 
the toxin mechanisms as well as to develop inhibitors, blocking agents and therapeutic agents. 
Confocal images demonstrate that 783-analog-TIDGKKYYF internalizes into both tested cell 
lines (HFF-1 and Caco-2).  
 

Fig. 4. Cellular toxicity assay. Microscope visualizes 
intoxicated rounding cells. Cell rounding effect stated 
at 1, 3, and 4 days for toxin A peptide and 783a-
peptide respectively. The results demonstrate that 
peptide and peptide conjugated with NIR dye are less 
toxic than toxin A. 

Fig. 3. Microscopic images of toxin A, peptide 
and 783a-peptide on HFF-1 and Caco-2 cell 
lines respectively. The results reveals that 
783a-peptide possesses similar properties as 
Toxin A and unlabeled peptide. 
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Introduction 

Biologically active G Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) structures are not yet accessible to 
analytical methods. The human angiotensin II type 1 receptor (hAT1) has been investigated with 
photoaffinity labeling approaches using Angiotensin II (DRVYIHPF, AngII) analogues with 
biologically acceptable photolabile moieties. The radio iodinated photolabile ligand would bind 
with high affinity to the hAT1 receptor and UV irradiation would covalently link the ligand to 
the receptor. Following chemical and enzymatic digestions direct ligand receptor interactions 

could be elucidated. Many ligand-receptor contact 
points were found for most ligand residues; 
nevertheless, the central amino acid of AngII, the 
Tyrosine 4 residue could never be addressed due to 
inadequate SAR results with all attempted photolabile 
substitutions. For labeling experiments to succeed we 
needed an analogue with high specific affinity to its 
cognate receptor, a labeling moiety inserted in the 
analogue and a revealing moiety to identify the labeled 
receptor. To remediate this difficulty a DOPA (3’, 4’-
dihydroxyphenylalanine or 3’-hydroxy-tyrosine) was 
introduced into position 4 of AngII, maintaining low 
nM receptor affinity (Table 1). Once oxidized with 
NaIO4, the DOPA moiety may form a covalent bond to 
a Cysteine residue of the target receptor trough a 
Michael addition of the free thiol group (Figure 1). The 

oxidized DOPA forms an electrophilic ortho-quinone that reacts with nearby nucleophiles such 
as Cysteine or Histidine and through a Schiff base formation with Lysine [1,2]. This analogue 
can thus maintain native like binding and permit the oxidative labeling of hAT1.  
 

Results and Discussion 

Position 4 of AngII is refractive to modification and all photolabile amino acid   substitution of 
this residue resulted in a great loss of affinity and efficacy. Previous unpublished experiment 
had shown when AngII was modified to incorporate a traditional photoprobe in position 4, such 
as Bpa and Tdf, the ligand’s affinity dropped a thousand fold (Table 1). The electronegativity of 
Tyrosine’s aromatic ring had been shown to be of importance for ligand binding [3,4]. The 
angII analogue first prepared was the [Sar1, Dopa4] AngII on solid phase peptide synthesis. The 
DOPA structure maintains the para orientation of the hydroxy on the aromatic ring, like 
tyrosine, which is important for SAR [4]. This peptide had sub nM affinity, slightly better than 
native AngII to displace 125I-[Sar1, Ile8] AngII (Table 1). Also the binding affinity was tested on 
the constitutively active (CAM) hAT1 mutant: N111G hAT1. This CAM has been shown to be 
more permissive to ligand modification than WT hAT1. The N111G hAT1 mutant also showed 
sub nM affinity towards [Sar1, Dopa4] AngII. 
 To assure thiol linking capabilities, this peptide was incubated in 1 mM H-Cys-OH, 
oxidized with 1mM of NaIO4 for 10 min and the reaction was quenched with 0.1M DTT. 
Samples were submitted to MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Free Cysteine addition to the 
analogue was confirmed. The peptide was also iodinated as previously described [5] to permit 
subsequent radiolabeling and autoradiographic identification of the ligand hAT1 receptor 
complex. Mass spectrometry also confirmed peptide iodination but the iodinated peptide could 
not be confirmed to link free Cysteine. This is due to the Iodine’s electrophilic addition within  

 
Fig. 1. Oxidation and Michael addition 
mechanism. 
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Table 1. AngII analogue affinities on WT hAT1 and N111G hAT1.  

 
the aromatic ring of the DOPA residue. Such a modification either sterically hindered the 
reaction or modified the electronic density on the aromatic ring to inhibit normal quinone 
formation and subsequent Cysteine addition.  
 In order to reveal ligand labeled receptors two distinct modifications were undertaken. 
The first consisted of an iminobiotin addition with an aminocaproic acid (ACA) linker on the N-
terminal part of the ligand. This would enable ligand identification through western blotting 
using a Streptavidin-HRP chemiluminescence reaction. Ligand affinity with the iminobiotinated 
analogue was assessed with a concentration-dependent displacement of the 125I-[Sar1, Ile8] 
AngII radiotracer. This [Iminobiotin-ACA0, Gly1, DOPA4] AngII analogue shows a 10 fold loss 
of Kd to WT hAT1 receptors compared to the [Sar1, DOPA4] AngII analogue but a Kd of 5nM 
should be sufficient for labeling attempts.  Nevertheless, the same analogue maintained sub nM 
affinity towards the more SAR-tolerant N111G hAT1 (Table 1). 
 The second approach, allowing the hitherto utilized autoradiography approach, was 
made possible with the addition of a Tyrosine in position 8 of AngII. This peptide demonstrated 
even higher affinity than the previous analogues on WT hAT1 and N111G hAT1 receptors with 
an almost 10 fold increase compared to AngII affinity. The 3’,4’-dihydroxyphenyl moiety can 
be protected prior to synthesis with the semi-permanent acetonide group during peptide 
synthesis, cleavage, purification and radio iodination on the Tyrosine residue in position 8. 
Subsequent treatment with 95% TFA removed the acetonide group and thus protected DOPA 
during radioiodination. 
 These labeling analogues will be tested on the hundreds of Cysteine hAT1 mutants 
previously prepared and characterized for the Substituted Cysteine Accessibility Method 
(SCAM) on AT1 and on N111G-hAT1 [6]. Reactive Cysteine mutants should then give exact 
ligand to receptor contact points as opposed to the variable binding affinities obtained from 
SCAM studies. These results would enhance our understanding of ligand receptor interactions 
and of receptor activation mechanisms. 
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  Kd (nM) Kd (nM) 
Ligand WT hAT1 N111G hAT1 
AngII 1.7±0.1 0.7±0.1 
[Sar1, Ile8] AngII 0.8±0.2 0.6±0.2 
[Sar1, Bpa4, Tyr8] Ang II >1000 >500 
[Sar1, Tdf4, Tyr8] Ang II >1000 >500 
[Sar1, Dopa4] Ang II 0.5±0.4 0.8±0.4 
[Iminobiotin-ACA0, Gly1, Dopa4] AngII 5±2 0.4±0.2 
[Sar1, Dopa4, Tyr8] AngII 0.2±0.1 0.3±0.2 
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H-Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Lys-Gly-NH2 

                | 
         (PEG)2-Suc 
       S      S         | 
                 5-TAMRA 
 
Fig. 1. Sequence of analog 1512-5 (VPTMR). 
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Introduction 

Since the original synthesis of vasopressin, hundreds of its analogs have been synthesized and 
studied. However, only a few fluorescent vasopressin analogs are available [1-4]. The need for 
suitable fluorescent tools to study intracellular trafficking of G protein-coupled receptors has 
resulted in the search of novel fluorescent vasopressin (VP) analogs for receptor-ligand 
interactions. We base our study on previous studies that show the feasability of using cyclic 
fluorescent VP analogs to observe intracellular binding studies between ligand and VP receptor 
type 2 (V2R). The aim of this study was to develop a cyclic fluorescent vasopressin analog with 
high affinity, and containing a fluorophore with a good quantum yield and low pH-sensitivity. 
Thus, our studies involve the synthesis and biological activities of analogs with Lys8 
modifications. In these analogs, Lys8 was coupled to spacers of different lengths on the ε-amine, 
followed by coupling of fluorophores, 5 or 6-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) at amino 
groups of these spacers. The N-terminus of some analogs were also altered to incorporate (2-
mercapto)propionic acid which formed a disulfide linkage with Cys6. The biological activities 
of these analogs were measured using receptor affinity binding assays and cAMP production in 
LLC-PK1 cells. 
 
Results and Discussion 

We studied the intracellular trafficking of V2R by using seven analogs, which include 1512-5 
(VPTMR), synthesized by Fmoc solid-phase chemistry. Vasopressin analogs were purified and 
their structures were confirmed by Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time of Flight 
mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF/MS). Of all the analogs tested, the analogue 1512-5 (VPTMR) 
as illustrated in Figure 1, with molecular mass of 1698.92 Da, exhibited a binding affinity (Kd) 
(157 + 52 nM) close to that of the native LVP (35 + 18 nM). Affinity of ligands for the V2R 
were investigated by radioligand binding assays conducted in LLC-PK1a cells stably transfected 
with human Flag tagged V2R (LLC-FLAG-V2R cells) [5]. LLC-PK1a cells, a subtype of LLC-

PK1 that expresses only few 
endogenous V2R [5]. Figures 2A and B 
show the concentration-dependent 
inhibition of [3H]-AVP binding to 
LLC-FLAG-V2R cells with [Mpa1]-
VP-Tamra or [Cys1]-VP-Tamra 
analogs. Figure 2B suggested that the 
inhibition of [3H]-AVP binding to V2R 
by 1512-5 and 1512-6 is close to that 
of the native ligand LVP. cAMP assays 

conducted to measure and compare the intracellular levels of cAMP led to a comparable cAMP 
accumulation amount in cells in the presence of analogs 1512-5 and 1512-6 or if not better than 
that by native AVP and LVP (data not shown). We showed that fluorescent analogs coupled to a 
spacer at Lys8 can be successfully synthesized by Fmoc chemistry, and the presence of an amino 
group at the N-terminus of analogs increased the affinity for VP receptor type 2 (V2R). 
Interestingly, our studies suggest the importance of linker-length and hydrophobicity. PEG 
based linkers were found to be more potent than hydrophobic linker. The analog (1512-5) 
containing (PEG)2-Suc linker [6] of 12 atoms in length exhibited a lower Kd value than the 
analog (1505) that contained PEG2-COOH linker which was 20 atoms long (data not shown). 
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Fig. 2A and B. Concentration-dependent inhibition of [3H]-AVP binding to LLC-FLAG-V2R cells by 
[Mpa1]-VP-Tamra analogs (A) or [Cys1]-VP-Tamra (B). LLC-FLAG-V2R cells were grown to confluence. 
In panel A, cells were incubated 3 h at 4°C with [3H]-AVP (3nM) with an increasing amount of AVP 
([Cys1,Arg8]VP, ), LVP ([Cys1,Lys8]VP, ), P1480 ([Mpa1, Lys-Tamra8]VP, ), P1481 ([Mpa1, Lys-
(ahex)-Tamra8]VP,), P1482 ([Mpa1, Lys-(PEG2)-Tamra8]VP, ♦). In Panel B, cells were incubated with 
an increasing amount of AVP (), LVP (), P1512-5 ([Cys1, Lys-(PEG2)-5-Tamra8]VP,), P1512-6 ([Cys1, 
Lys-(PEG2)-6 Tamra8]VP,), P1503 ([Cys1, Lys-Tamra8]VP, ). Each point represents the mean of 
triplicate determinations. The data are expressed as values relative to the total binding observed in the 
absence of unlabeled ligand and are corrected for nonspecific binding. This experiment is representative 
of at least three separate experiments. (ahex): aminohexanoic acid; (PEG2): Polyethyleneglycol; (Mpa): 1-
(2-Mercapto)propionic acid]. 
 
Confocal immunofluorescent microscopy studies showed the internalization of VPTMR analogs 
in LLC-PK1a, whereas more significant amount of VPTMR ligands were found to be internalized 
in LLC-FLAG-V2R cells. The level of VPTMR internalization seems to be proportional to the 
level of cell surface V2R. Interestingly, internalized VPTMR was observed as being co-localized 
with V2R in LLC-PK1a stably transfected with the green fluoresence protein (GFP) tagged V2R 
(LLC-V2R-GFP) cells (n = 3, data not shown). Overall, these results confirm both the specificity 
of VPTMR to interact with V2R and its ability to induce V2R activation and internalization. Thus, 
VPTMR is a functional new tool to study V2R intracellar trafficking.  

We conclude that fluorescent analogs such as VP-Lys8-(PEG)2-Suc-TAMRA (1512-5 
or VPTMR ) can be used to study V2R trafficking in live cells as well as be applied to other G 
protein-coupled receptors’ intracellular trafficking studies. 
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Introduction 

L-Proline (Figure 1) is conformationally unique among coded amino acids in that its φ torsion 
angle is blocked (-65 ± 10°) by its characteristic five-membered pyrrolidine ring structure and 
the preceding ω torsion angle (tertiary amide) can undergo cis (0°) trans (180°) 
isomerization much easier than the secondary amides of the usual peptide bonds. In addition, its 
ψ torsion angle is commonly found either in the right-handed, 310-/α- helical, region (-40 ± 10°, 
or cis' conformation) or in the left-handed, semi-extended, region [-150 ±10°, or trans', or poly-
(L-Pro)n conformation].  

Methylation at the Cα-position of an L-Pro residue was suggested to block the 
preceding tertiary amide (ω) torsion angle of the resulting L-(αMe)Pro (Figure 1) to the trans 
disposition and to restrict the φ, ψ surface to a single region, that where the types I and III β-
turns and the 310/α-helices are found [1].  

We have synthesized a large set of Nα-blocked, (αMe)Pro-containing, dipeptide N'-
alkylamides having the general formulas P-D-(αMe)Pro-Xxx-NHiPr and P-Xxx-D-(αMe)Pro-
NHiPr, where P is Ac, iBu, Z, or Boc and Xxx is D-Ala, L-Ala, Aib, Gly, D-(αMe)Pro, or L-
(αMe)Pro, long enough to fold into intramolecularly H-bonded β-turns. The corresponding Pro-
based peptides have been also prepared. 

 

Results and Discussion 

For the crystal state 3D-structural analysis we exploited X-ray diffraction, while our solution 
conformational study was heavily based on the FT-IR absorption and 1H (Figure 2) and 13C 
NMR techniques. 

From the results of our investigation we conclude that (αMe)Pro is able to explore both 
trans' and cis' ψ areas of the conformational space, but the latter, typical of type I and III β-
turns, and the 310/α-helices, is overwhelmingly more populated, in marked contrast to the Pro 
preference for type II β-turn and type II poly(Pro)n conformations. This finding is a clear 
indication that in (αMe)Pro the major 3D-structural determinant is the Cα-methyl group. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of Cα-methyl proline [(αMe)Pro] and α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib). 
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Fig. 2. Section of the ROESY spectrum of Ac-D-(αMe)Pro-D-(αMe)Pro-NHiPr in CDCl3 solution. The 
sequential and medium-range connectivities are indicated. 
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Introduction 

Cell penetrating peptides (CPP) are now widely utilised as biologically inert vectors to affect the 
highly efficient intracellular delivery of bioactive cargoes. Commonly, delivery is achieved by 
employing a sychnologically-organised tandem combination of a CPP and an additional 
bioactive moiety. More recently, a QSAR-based algorithm has been developed to identify 
cryptic CPP motifs within the primary sequences of proteins [1]. Our studies have, therefore, 
focussed upon the identification of rhegnylogic CPPs in which the multiple pharmacophores for 
cellular penetration and other biological activities are discontinuously organised within a single 
peptide [2]. As an example of this approach, we have studied a cryptic CPP derived from nitric 
oxide synthase, eNOS492-507, located within a helical domain known to tightly bind calmodulin. 
 
Results and Discussion 

In accordance with the prediction algorithm, eNOS492-507 demonstrated a strong propensity for 
cellular penetration (Figure 1). Most strikingly, eNOS492-507 modulated biological features of in 
vitro angiogenesis and inhibited, in the nanomolar range, the proliferation, migration and tube-
forming capacity of primary endothelial cells (Figure 2). Specifically, eNOS492-507 inhibited, 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2, 25 ng/ml) induced proliferation of bovine aortic endothelial 
cells (BAEC) with an IC50 of 83.7 nM, FGF-2-induced migration of BAEC with an IC50 of 38.2 
nM and FGF-induced tube formation of BAEC with an IC50 of 509 nM. Furthermore, eNOS492-

507 displayed potent anti-angiogenic properties in an in vivo model of angiogenesis. Using the 
chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assay, application of eNOS492-507 to the egg abrogated 
neovascularisation induced by FGF-2 (200 µg). A feature that was evident even at an 
application dosage of 100 ng eNOS492-507.        

Additional studies using eNOS492-507 have 
also demonstrated an absence of non-specific 
cardiovascular and cytotoxic effects. In vivo pressor 
assays carried out in rats have shown that eNOS492-507 
has no effect upon resting blood pressure or elevated 
pressure induced by vasopressin. Similarly, we have 
performed viability assays on numerous cell lines and 
data from our laboratory indicate that eNOS492-507 is 
not cytotoxic. 

Clearly, eNOS492-507 holds important 
pharmaceutical potential for the prevention of tumour 
angiogenesis. As a highly efficient CPP, eNOS492-507 

inhibits the proliferation, migration and tube-forming 
capacity of primary endothelial cells and displays 
potent anti-angiogenic properties in vivo. Further 
characterisation studies shall consolidate this peptide 
as a viable therapeutic. Therefore, synthesis and 
evaluation of structural analogues and analysis of the 
peptide’s stability by high performance liquid 
chromatography shall be performed. We are also 
currently focussing upon the molecular mechanisms 
employed by this novel CPP and hope to shortly 
identify intracellular binding partners alongside any 
alterations in gene expression.  

 
 
Fig. 1. Rho-eNOS492-507 translocates 
plasma membranes of ECV304 cells. 
Live confocal cell imaging was captured 
45minutes after the addition of 5µM 
rhodamine-labeled peptide. 
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Fig. 2. eNOS492-507is a potent inhibitor of FGF-2 (25 ng/ml)-induced proliferation (a), migration (b) and tube 
formation (c) of primary endothelial cells. 
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Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed an escalating interest in the therapeutic applications of cell 
penetrating peptides (CPP). We have employed a strategy for the modulation of intracellular 
biology using CPP that possess signal transduction modulatory properties. These novel 
constructs of rhegnylogic organization are proteomimetic CPP [1]. Such advances were pursued 
following the development of a prediction algorithm which identifies key cell penetrant peptide 
fragments within key intracellular signalling proteins [2]. Proteomimetic CPP, therefore possess 
the dual function of modulating intracellular events whilst being intrinsically cell penetrant, thus 
circumventing difficult conjugation steps. One such peptide, Cyt c77-101 (H-GTKMIFVGIKKK-
EERADLIAYLKKA-NH2) that is derived from the apoptogen cytochrome c, demonstrates a 
strong propensity for cellular penetration and moderate apoptotic activity when exogenously 
applied to U373MG astrocytoma [1]. 

Given our recent success with the mitochondriotoxic CPP mitP and its target-selective 
analogues [3], we evaluated a range of chimeric constructs combining apoptogenic CPP and 
peptidyl address motifs. The overriding objective of these studies was to enhance cytotoxicity 
and/or develop target-selective drug delivery vectors. One address motif, Nup153980-987 
(NFKFGLSS) was designed to target the nuclear pore complex as a novel therapeutic strategy 
and is a target mimetic of FG nucleoporins (Nups). FG Nups are components of the nuclear pore 
that control import and export between the cytoplasm and the nucleus and are characterized by 
multiple FXFG repeat sequences. This repeat sequence, NFKFGLSS residues 980-988 
(Nup153980-987) was derived from the C-terminal of human Nup153. For the design of our target 
mimetic, Nup153 was the protein of choice and was based on the following lines of evidence; 
Nup153 is one of the most characterized of the Nups and assumes roles in nuclear import and 
the regulation of pore selectivity, nuclear basket formation, nuclear pore complex anchoring and 
nuclear envelope breakdown [4, 5]. Sequence design was based on there being 15 FXFG repeat 
sequences throughout the protein, 4 of which are FKFG. In addition numerous viscinal serines 
appear throughout the protein. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The apoptogenic potency of the moderately apoptogenic CPP Cyt c77-101 was significantly 
enhanced by chimeric N-terminal extension with Nup153980-987. Thus, the chimeric construct 
Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 induced apoptosis of U373MG astrocytoma with an LD50 of 
0.73 µM, a concentration readily achieved in vivo (Figure 1). Apoptosis was confirmed as the 
mechanism of cell death and was demonstrated by the peptide’s ability to activate caspase-3, as 
was measured by cleavage of the caspase-3 specific substrate DEVD, and induce inter-
nucleosomal DNA fragmentation, as was measured by in situ TUNEL assay. 

Interestingly, when translocated into cells by the inert CPP M918, as a fluorescein-
conjugated disulphide-linked cargo (Fluo-Nup153980-987Cys-CysM918), Fluo-Nup153980-987 
accumulated around the nuclear envelope. Given the subcellular localization of Fluo-Nup153980-

987, additional studies were carried out to establish whether Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 was 
modulating the functional utility of the nuclear pore complex. Indirect immuno-fluorescence 
analysis demonstrated that Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 facilitates the dramatic 
redistribution of Nup153 from the nuclear periphery to the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm (Figure 
2). Interestingly, the intracellular delivery of Nup153980-987 using either the inert CPP penetratin, 
or M918, induces only moderate reductions in cellular viability indicating that the chimeric 
peptide Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cytc77-101 may target multiple intracellular sites, in addition to the 
nuclear pore complex, to induce apoptosis.  

We conclude that Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 demonstrates potential as a potent 
inducer of apoptosis and propounds the nuclear pore complex as a target for the therapeutic 
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induction of apoptosis. Future work shall be 
focussed upon assessing the impact of Ac-
Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cytc77-101 on nuclear import and 
export, whilst we shortly anticipate the production of 
a protease resistant analogue with improved 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters. 
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Fig. 1. Characterization of Ac-Nup153980-

987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 as a potent apoptogenic 
chimera. N-terminal extension of Cytc77-101 
with Nup153980-987 significantly enhances 
the cytotoxic potency of Cyt c77-101, whilst 
Nup153980-987 and the scrambled sequence 
chimera ScrAc- Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-

101 (Ac-GFSNSFKLN(Ahx)Cytc77-101 ) are 
inactive. U373MG were exposed to 
increasing concentrations of peptides for 
24hours. Cell viability was measured by 
MTT conversion and expressed as a 
percentage of those cells treated with 
medium alone. Data points are mean ± 
S.E.M. from 3 experiments. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-101 elicits redistri-
bution of Nup153 in U373MG cells. Under control 
conditions, Nup153 resides in the nuclear periphery to 
face the nucleoplasm and can be visualised by 
predominant staining of the nuclear periphery (A). 
Following treatment with Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt c77-

101, Nup153 assumes a more diffuse pattern and 
redistributes to the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm (B). Cells 
were treated for 4 hours with Ac-Nup153980-987(Ahx)Cyt 
c77-101 (3µM) or vehicle (medium alone). Fixed cells were 
probed with primary (sheep polyclonal Anti-Nup153) 
and secondary (Anti-sheep IgG conjugated to FITC) 
antibodies and visualized by confocal microscopy. 
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Introduction 

The para-benzoylphenylalanyl (Bpa) residue (Figure 1) [1] is extensively used as a 
photoaffinity label, particularly for studies of intermolecular (peptide)ligand-receptor(protein) 
interactions, where it is believed to most frequently remove a hydrogen atom from the side 
chain of a Met residue followed by covalent C-C bond formation of the resulting radical pair. 
We have recently investigated the chemical and 3D-structures of the products resulting from the 
intramolecular excited state Paternò-Yang photocyclization in Bpa-spacer-Met 310-helical 
hexapeptides [2]. However, the remarkable flexibility of the Bpa side chain [3] may question 
the extrapolation of results of photocross-linking experiments and photophysical data to protein 
mapping and intramolecular distances. To overcome this problem, we designed and synthesized 
a new "constrained Bpa" amino acid, BpAib (Figure 1), belonging to the sub-class of Cα-
tetrasubstituted α-amino acids (strong β-turn and 310-/α-helix supporters in peptides), the 
prototype of which is Aib (α-aminoisobutyric acid) (Figure 1).  

O

CO

NH

O

CO

NH

H3C

H3C

CO

NH

Bpa BpAib Aib

**

 
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of Bpa, BpAib, and Aib. 
 
Results and Discussion 

In our synthetic approach both enantiomers of H-BpAib-OMe were obtained. The absolute 
configuration of the amino acid was determined by an X-ray diffraction study of the Z-(R)-
BpAib-(S)-Phe-NHChx (Chx, cyclohexyl) dipeptide derivative. 

Photochemical experiments indicate that the benzophenone moiety of BpAib does 
preserve its reactivity, which resembles that of Bpa mentioned above [2]. The HPLC profile of 
the photoreaction between Boc-(S)-BpAib-OMe and Boc-(S)-Met-Aib-OMe shows two newly 
formed, roughly equivalent peaks (Figure 2). 

Mass spectrometry and NMR data favor the conclusion that the two products are 
diastereomeric adducts originated from the regioselective cross-linking of the BpAib derivative 
to the Met S-methyl function of the dipeptide substrate with formation of an additional chiral 
center at the reactive, former BpAib side-chain carbonyl carbon. 
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Fig. 2. Reverse-phase HPLC profile of the products of the photoreaction between Boc-(S)-BpAib-OMe and 
Boc-(S)-Met-Aib-OMe. 
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Introduction 

Peptido[2]rotaxanes based on an achiral, aromatic, tetrabenzamido macrocycle locked onto 
various chiral Gly-L-Xxx dipeptide axles were first characterized by Leigh and coworkers [1]. 
We are currently expanding this field by synthesizing and studying the properties of a new set of 
peptido[2]rotaxanes. In this work we describe our results on non-symmetrical compounds 
involving a reversible peptido[2]rotaxane molecular shuttle (powered by light and heat), based 
on a rigid, helical peptide axle (Figure 1) and the Leigh’s macrocyclic wheel. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The axle of this peptido[2]rotaxane is based on a D-Leu-(Gly)2- tripeptide N-terminal station, a 310-
helical-(Aib)6-peptide spacer, and an ester-amido junction followed by a fumaramide (FUM)/L-Leu C-
terminal station. The two stoppers are characterized by benzhydryl moieties. 
 
Results and Discussion 

A significant part of the initial stabilization energy of this peptido[2]rotaxane stems from two 
sets of intermolecular N-H…O=C H-bonds originated from the four isophthalamide NH groups 
of the macrocycle and the two fumaramide carbonyls. 

By use of NMR we were able to identify all of the stations of this novel class of 
peptido[2]rotaxanes and to switch the wheel by irradiation [fumaramide (trans)  maleamide 
(cis)] and heating from one station to the next. This is the first example of a [2]rotaxane where 
the wheel makes a journey [from compound (II) to compound (III) and vice versa] by wrapping 
up around a helical peptide axle (Figure 2). 

Interestingly, we also characterized by X-ray diffraction a simplified, symmetrical, 
peptido[2]rotaxane with a [Fmoc-(Aib)4-O-(CH2)2-NH-FUM]2 axle and the Leigh’s 
tetrabenzamido wheel. 
 
 
 

                    -CO-D-Leu-Gly-Gly-                310-helical-(Aib)6-                                           -NH-FUM-L-Leu-NH- 
                      N-terminal station                    peptide linker                                   C-terminal station 

 
Stopper Stopper 
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Fig. 2. Motions of this stimuli-responsive peptido[2]rotaxane molecular shuttle: (I) initial wheel position; 
(II) wheel position after UV light stimulus in MeCN solution at room temperature; (III) wheel position 
after heating in MeCN solution at 50 °C; again wheel position (II) after heating in CHCl3 solution at  
50 °C. 
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Introduction 

The reaction products and mechanisms involved in the radiolysis of macromolecules of 
biological relevance are object of several studies and they are known to be involved in many 
pathological diseases [1]. In order to evaluate the modifications that gamma radiation may cause 
upon structure of peptides - mainly the oxidation induced by free radicals produced in solution - 
the present report selected the vasoactive peptides angiotensin II (AngII) and bradykinin (BK) 
as models for investigation. Purified BK and AngII were submitted to 1 to 15 kGy gamma 
irradiation doses as preliminarily reported [2] and the most abundant components of the each 
irradiated peptide solutions were purified and characterized for further structure-function 
studies. 
 
Results and Discussion 

All experiments were done using a Gammacell 220 irradiator (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., 
Ottawa, Canada), in the presence of oxygen, at room temperature and dose rate of 3.32 kGy/h. 
Solutions of 1mg/mL of AngII and BK - both synthesized manually according to early reported 
protocol [3] - were irradiated with 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 15 kGy. By comparing the HPLC 
chromatogram of each irradiated solution and the corresponding peak absorbance values, it was 
possible to detect significant degradation occurring in parallel with increases in the radiation 
dose. Non-linear profiles for the degradation processes of both peptides were observed as the 
gamma radiation doses increased (Figure 1).The variation in the quantities of remaining AngII 
and BK present in irradiated solutions were determined by measuring the peak area of each 
peptide in solution. Noteworthy, AngII seems to be more stable to radiation than BK as the 
degradation values reached about 50% with 4 kGy and 2 kGy, respectively (Figure 1a and 1b). 
 
    a      b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For initiating the evaluation of the radiation effect in the structures of AngII and BK molecules, 
50 mg of both peptides were irradiated with 4 kGy and 2 kGy doses, respectively and the main 
components of solutions were fractionated in semi-preparative HPLC column. A combination of 
amino acid analysis (Biochrom 20 Plus Amino Acid analyzer - Biochrom Ltd., Cambridge, UK) 
and LC-ESI/MS (Waters) mass spectrometry were applied for characterization of fractionated 

Fig. 1. Remaining AngII (a) and BK (b) quantities (in percentage) as a function of the gamma irradiation 
dose. 
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components of AngII and BK. Preliminarily findings revealed that the former peptide 
(DRVYIHPF) generated the Tyr8-AngII and m-Tyr8-AngII as a consequence of the Phe8 residue 
oxidation, inducing 16 Da increase in the molecular weight in these two derivatives. In 
complement, a small amount of Lys6-AngII was also isolated but the mechanism of His to Lys 
structural modification in this octapeptide induced by radiation is still unclear. 

In the case of BK (RPPGFSPFR), initial results depicted that only one Phe residue of 
its sequence was affected by the radiation, generating two BK analogues bearing Tyr or m-Tyr 
residues in their sequences. To elucidate which Phe residue (positions 5 or 8) was modified, an 
electrospray triple-quadrupole Quattro II (Micromass, Manchester, UK) tandem mass 
spectrometry was next used for peptide sequencing, using the daughter ion scanning by collision 
induced dissociation (CID-MS/MS) strategy. Interesting, the findings demonstrated that only the 
Phe residue at position 8 was affected, generating the Tyr8-BK and m-Tyr8-BK derivatives thus 
depicting a clear residue and sequence-dependent effect in the gamma irradiation process. 
Interestingly, the Phe8 residue was also sensitive to radiation in the AngII sequence. By taking 
into account the sequences of both peptides, one can conclude that the Phe to Tyr or m-Tyr 
transformation is facilitated by the presence of a Pro residue at its N-terminal position. Our 
group has investigated both vasoactive peptides with different approaches for decades [4-6] and 
the present results strongly suggested that this gamma radiation approach seems to be of great 
potential for generating analogues, some of them, of uncommon structure. Other physiologically 
relevant peptides are currently been examined with this strategy. 
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Introduction 

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) belong to a family of secreted or membrane-associated zinc 
endopeptidases involved in both normal and disease related tissue remodeling. They are capable 
of degrading extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and processing a number of bioactive 
molecules [1,2]. MMPs are key players in normal and pathological processes, including 
embryogenesis, wound healing, inflammation, arthritis, and cancer [3-5]. The use of FRET 
technology has facilitated MMP assay development. Previously described FRET substrates 
include Mca/Dnp, EDANS/DABCYL donor acceptor pairs. The introduction of the longer 
wavelength 5-FAM/QXL™ 520 FRET based MMP substrates increased assay sensitivity and 
signal/background ratio. To further improve MMP FRET assays, i.e. minimize autofluorescence 
from reaction components, we developed a new series of MMP substrates containing the 5-
TAMRA/QXL™ 570 FRET pair. In these FRET peptides, the fluorescence of 5-TAMRA is 
quenched by QXL™ 570 and recovered upon cleavage of the peptide by active MMP enzyme. 
The resulting fluorescence is monitored at excitation/emission wavelengths = 540 nm/575 nm. 
After screening several 5-TAMRA/QXL® 570 substrates, one sequence was identified to be 
cleaved by most of the MMPs. This substrate was chosen for the development of the 
SensoLyte® 570 Generic MMP Assay Kit. This kit provides high sensitivity and accuracy and 
can detect human MMP-1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 14. It is ideal for detecting of enzyme activity 
in the samples containing multiple MMPs or for high throughput screening of MMP inhibitors 
using purified enzymes.  
 
Results and Discussion 

MMP generic 5-TAMRA/QXL™ 570 FRET substrates were synthesized by Fmoc solid phase 
synthesis method. 5-TAMRA and QXL™ 570 is a new donor - acceptor pair for FRET peptides. 
The absorption spectrum of QXL™ 570 overlaps with the emission spectrum of 5-TAMRA. 
QXL™ 570 is an excellent quencher for 5-TAMRA.  

One of the MMP peptide substrates containing the novel FRET pair 5-TAMRA/QXL® 
570 was chosen for the development the SensoLyte® 570 Generic MMP Assay Kit. This 
substrate can detect most of human MMPs tested. MMP assay was performed as recommended 
by the protocol found in SensoLyte® 570 Generic MMP Assay Kit. The reaction volumes for 
this kit are 40 µl of enzyme, 10 µl of test compound/buffer, 50 µl of substrate. Assays are 
performed in 96-well black opaque plates. Fluorescence was measured using FlexStation 384II 

(Molecular Devices, 
Sunnyvale, CA).  

MMP generic 5-
TAMRA/QXL™ 570 FRET 
substrate is hydrolyzed by 
human MMP-1, 2, 9, and 
13 and at less degree by 
MMP-7, 8, 12 and 14. 
SensoLyte® 570 Generic 
MMP Kit is very amenable 
for kinetic measurements 
due to its homogeneous 
assay format and 
continuous nature of the 
assay.  
 Fig. 1. Comparison of signal/background ratio for various MMPs.  
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To compare signal/background ratio for various MMPs APMA-activated MMPs, 30 ng each, 
were mixed with 5-TAMRA/QXL™ 570 FRET peptide substrate and fluorescence was 
monitored for 1 hr. Endpoint signals were compared to background (FRET substrate without 
enzyme) to demonstrate MMP activities (Figure 1).  

The new 5-TAMRA /QXL™ 570 FRET substrate is highly sensitive and can detect at 
least nanogram range of MMPs tested. To evaluate sensitivity of assay for MMP-9, the activated 
enzyme was titrated with 5-TAMRA/QXL™ 570 FRET substrate. Sensitivity of assay at 1 hour 
incubation was 0.78 ng/mL of MMP-9 enzyme (Figure 2)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. MMP-9 titration with 5-TAMRA/QXL® 570 FRET substrate. Detection of low MMP-9 
concentrations. 

 
The SensoLyte® 570 Generic MMP Assay Kit was validated for inhibitor screening using a 
broad-spectrum matrix metalloproteinases inhibitor. 5-TAMRA/QXL® 570 substrate was 
incubated with 10 ng of each of human MMP-9 and MMP-13 enzymes in the presence of a 
broad-spectrum matrix metalloproteinases inhibitor, Galardin [6]. The calculated IC50 were 0.27 
nM and 0.77 nM for MMP-9 and MMP-13, respectively (Figure 3). The red-shifted excitation 
and emission wavelengths of 5-TAMRA show minimal interference from the autofluorescence 
of test compounds. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 Fig. 3. Inhibitor studies.  
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Introduction 

Natural agonists of melanocortin receptors (MCR) α-, β- and γ-melanocyte stimulating 
hormones (MSH) share the common melanocortin core sequence His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9 (HFRW) 
existing in a β-turn conformation [1]. Stabilization of the β-turn conformation in MSH synthetic 
analogs (NDP-MSH, MT-II) with the His6-D-Phe7

 

-Arg8-Trp9 (HfRW) core is believed to be 
responsible for their increased potency [1,2]. Despite high potency, these peptide agonists are 
non-selective at MC1, MC3, MC4 and MC5Rs. Recently, we have reported [3] a superpotent 
hMC1R selective agonist LK-184 Ph(CH2)3CO-HfRW-NH2 (1) with an EC50 of 0.01 nM and 
ca. 500-fold selectivity for hMC1R compared to hMC3 and hMC4Rs and LK-394 Ph(CH2)3CO-
HfR-NH2 (2) - a full hMC1 agonist with an EC50 of 5 nM and weak partial agonism at 
hMC3/4Rs. In order to understand the origin of melanocortin activity of short linear peptides, 
conformations of 1, 2, the core tetrapeptide Ac-HfRW-NH2 (3), and analogs of 1 with β-turn 
stabilizing AAs (4-8) were studied by 2D-NMR in CD3OH, circular dichroism (CD), NMR 
constrained MD (Insight II, CVFF force field) and conformational analysis (Macromodel, 
OPLS_2005 in water, MCMM). 

Results and Discussion 

The NMR data (Figure 1) show that in contrast to unstructured tripeptide 2 all tetrapeptides 
possess secondary structures in solution (well resolved peaks in Figure 1A vs. unresolved in 
1B). The core melanocortin tetrapeptide 3 demonstrates a classic β-turn with three NHi+1 
contacts and one i+2 between His and Arg. Presence of the phenylbutyric tail in 1 leads to 
disruption of the β-turn and “hydrophobic collapse”: β-CH2 of the tail interacts with NH of His 
(the tail folds inside), α-CH of Arg interacts with γ- and δ- CH2 (side chain folds inside) and 
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Fig. 1. 1H NMR of amide region of 1 (A) and 2 (B) and NOE/ROE distances for tetrapeptides 1, 3-8.  
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rotation of Ph in D-Phe becomes restricted (close contacts of o-CHAr and α-CH of D-Phe absent 
in 2). The only contact that survives the transition from 3 to 1 is the most distal i+1 between Arg 
and Trp.  

Since existing in the β-turn conformation 3 has low potency at MCRs [4,5] and 
existing in the totally different conformation 1 is superpotent, it appears that, contrary to the 
general belief, the β-turn conformation of the HfRW fragment is not crucial for melanocortin 
activity of short peptides. This is supported by the fact that 4 (D-β-Phe analog of 1) retaining the 
folded-in conformations of the tail and Arg similar to 1 with addition of rigidified backbone 
similar to 3 is practically inactive in human MC1R (determined as in [5]). Rigidifying different 
parts of the peptide backbone by introduction of β-turn inducing amino acids made compounds 
5-8 inactive. NMR data are supported by MD simulations.  
 Conformational analysis [6] confirms that 2 lacks any structure [7], 3 exists exclusively 
in a β-turn conformation due to hydrogen bonding (only 5 conformations within 10 kcal/mol!) 
and 1 is much more flexible (122 conformations within 5 kcal/mol) but well aligned due to 
synergetic combination of hydrophobic and polar interactions.  

CD data (Table 1) support the above results. The maximum percentage of the β-I turn 
(negative bands at 230 and 210 nm) were observed for the core melanocortin peptide 3, D-β-Phe 
derivative 4 and, rather unexpectedly, for the truncated peptide 2 both in MeOH and water. The 
latter finding can be explained by a slower time scale of NMR compared to CD and further 
support our conclusion that β-turn per se is not required for melanocortin activity.  

Thus, we have shown that presumably flexible tetrapeptides RCO-X-Z-Arg-Trp-NH2 
in methanol and water solutions have clear conformational preferences that affect their 
biological activity. This information is useful for design of novel melanocortin ligands.  
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Table 1. CD data for RCO-X-Z-Arg-(Trp)n-NH2 (β-turn qualitative analysis)a  

No. R X Z n Methanol Water 

1 Ph(CH2)3 His D-Phe 1 Type I Small % of Type I 

2 Ph(CH2)3 His D-Phe 0 Type I (max. %) Type I (max. %) 

3 Ac His D-Phe 1 Type I (max. %) Type I (max. %) 

4 Ph(CH2)3 His D-β-Phe 1 Type I Type I 

5 Ph(CH2)3 His L-β-Phe 1 Small % of Type I Small % of Type I 

6 Ph(CH2)3 L-Pro D-Phe 1 Small % of Type I Type I 

7 Ph(CH2)3 D-Pro D-Phe 1 Small % of Type I Not clear 

8 Ph(CH2)3 ACPC D-Phe 1 Not clear Type I 
a Average of 4 scans at 50nm/min,  c = 0.6 mg/mL 
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Introduction 

It has long been recognized that 13C’, 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shift deviations (CSDs) from 
random coil values strongly correlate with protein backbone conformations [1,2]. 13C’, 13Cα 
CSDs are generally positive (more downfield relative to random coil shifts) in α-helices and 
negative (more upfield) in β-sheets, while 13Cβ have opposite trend in the two types of 
secondary structures. Although the range of 13C CSDs occurring in β-sheets slightly overlaps 
with the narrower range for α-helices, 13C chemical shifts are very useful for assigning 
secondary structure and thereby determining the 3D structure of a protein [3]. 

Since both backbone Hα and amide protons HN of β-strands display an i/i+2 periodicity 
of downfield shifts in a β-hairpin or at the edge of a β-sheet, only the more positive CSDs are 
used for estimating hairpin fold population [4,5]. On the other hand, 13Cα and 13Cβ CSDs were 
also found to be a potential means to quantify β-hairpin fold population [6,7]. The CSDs of 13Cα 
and 13Cβ were separately averaged for all the strand residues in the considered peptide, 
excluding the non-protected N- and C-terminal residues, to estimate hairpin fold population. 
This implies that detailed pattern for 13C CSDs along the β-strands do not appear to have been 
recognized in literature yet, unlike the case of 1Hα and 1HN shifts. 

In our aromatic-free hairpin model, we observed the diagnostic 13C’, 13Cα and 13Cβ 
shifts for β-structuring are, almost exclusively, associated with the cross-strand hydrogen-
bonded residues. Their CSD magnitudes correlate qualitatively well with hairpin fold population 
based on measurements under different temperatures and incorporating different turn sequences 
into the hairpin model. HFIP (hexafluoroisopropanol) is shown to greatly influence 13C shifts, 
and the random coil values applied to derive the β-strand CSD pattern should be adjusted when 
this co-solvent is present. 
 
Results and Discussion 
13C Random Coil Shifts Adjustment: We measured the 13C chemical shifts of Val residues 
within random coil control sequences that is Ala-rich or analogous to a single β-strand 
sequence. The sequential effect on the 13C shifts under aqueous condition was revealed: 13C’ is 
0.2 ppm more downfield being in a higher β-propensity environment, and 13Cα/β are about 0.1 
ppm shifted. On the other hand, any 13C nuclei in the random coil peptides are consistently 
downfield shifted by HFIP, suggesting that the solvent effect has significant influence on 
chemical shifts. Therefore the random coil shifts should be different when being applied to β 
hairpins under various solvent conditions. 
13Cα and 13Cβ Patterns along 
Strands: The CSD histograms 
show the clear i → i+2 periodic 
pattern along β strands, and the 
diagnostic 13Cα and 13Cβ CSDs 
are strongly associated with the 
hydrogen bonded residues 
(Figure 1). The CSD magnitudes 
were compared under different 
turn propensities (pG > NG), 
temperatures, and solution 
conditions to see if they are 
consistent with the peptide 
stabilities. Indeed, the diagnostic 
shifts are all structurally 
induced. Such a pattern is also 
observed in other hairpin 

 

 
Fig. 1. The alternating magnitude pattern of 13Cα/β CSDs along 
β strands in hairpins MrH4a (left), MrH4b (top right); HP6Va3 
(bottom right) peptide shows the aromatic residue effect. 
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models, including an antiparallel three-stranded β sheet. However, aromatic residues can, in 
some cases, have quite large effects on the pattern of backbone atom 13Cα/β CSDs. In the case of 
HP6Va3 peptide, a non-hydrogen bonded residue V11 Cα has the largest CSD observed in the 
sequence, and the 13Cα/β CSDs of the two aromatic residues (Y4, W9) have signs opposite to 
those observed in the hairpin lacking aryl functions.  

13Cα/β CSDs vs. Percentage Fold (% fold): In each studied hairpin, the 13Cα/β CSDs 
values corresponding to fully folded (100%) state were extrapolated based on the hairpin fold 
population measured by Hα CSDs of the non-HB residues [5]. The resulting 100% CSD values 
were averaged separately for hydrogen bonded (HB), turn flanking hydrogen bonded (HB turn), 
and non-hydrogen bonded (non-HB) residues from all systems examined (Table 1). It reveals 
that the nuclei of the hydrogen bonded residues, including that of the turn flanking sites, have 
larger structuring shifts than those of the non-hydrogen bonded residues. Therefore, the 13C 
results presented indicate that the structuring probes should be specifically chosen, mostly at 
hydrogen bonded sites, for evaluating the hairpin formation, instead of averaging the CSDs 
from all the strand residues [6,7]. Notice that the CSD difference between the hydrogen bonded 
and non-hydrogen bonded residues is even larger in 13Cβ than that in 13Cα. 

Cross-stranded Hydrogen Bonded 13C’ CSDs Correlate with Hairpin Stability: 13C’ 
labeled residues were selectively placed at certain sites in β strands of hairpins with varied 
stabilities. The 13C’ CSDs are strongly negative and weakly positive at hydrogen bonded and 
non-hydrogen bonded positions, respectively. The linear relationship of hydrogen bonded 13C’ 
CSDs and hairpin fold population also suggests their direct correlation (Figure 2).  

Protein β Sheets: 13C CSDs of natural protein β sheets are also examined, taken from 
biological magnetic resonance bank (BMRB) database. The examined residues are classified 
into three groups: residues on the 
edge-strand hydrogen-bonded with 
one neighboring β-strand (Inny), 
those on the strand hydrogen-bonded 
with two neighboring β-strands 
(Central), and those on the edge-
strand that is not hydrogen-bonded 
with any other motifs (Outy). The 
observed CSDs are very similar to the 
pattern found in our hairpin models: 
the backbone-backbone hydrogen-
bonding property strongly influences 
13C CSDs, the trend is clearer for 13Cβ 
and 13C’ than for the 13Cα CSDs. 
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Table 1. Averaged 100% CSDs in various hairpins 

(ppm) HB HB turn non-HB 

Cα -1.9 ± 0.6 -1.2 ± 0.6 -0.7 ± 0.2 
Cβ 2.9 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 0.3 

 

 
Fig. 2. Correlation of 13C’ with fold population determined 
by Hα CSD. 
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Introduction 

The excitatory glutamic acid is a potent neurotransmitter in central nervous system. Glutamic 
Acid Peptide (GAP) exerts its action via binding to glutamate receptors (GluRs). GAP has been 
employed as a targeted carrier, which conjugate to an anticancer agent, a chemotherapeutic 
agent by peptide or ester linkage. Moreover, its acid residue could chelate to radiometallic 
isotopes such as 68Ga, 99mTc for imaging or radiotherapeutic application. Previous study reported 
that a polyglutamate (MW. 20-50k) is not suitable for imaging needs due to high molecular 
weight. Thus, commercially available poly-L-glutamic acid (MW. 750-5,000) containing 5-33 
glutamic acid moieties is an advantage for better quality of imaging. A wide variety of imaging 
or radiotherapeutic agents could be developed using this technology for example GAP-estradiol 
[1,2]. However, various ranges of peptide chain in commercially available GAP lead to 
occasionally difficult explanation of experiment results. Herein, we rationally designed 
GAP(YCU)-EDL, a model of conjugated GAP-anticancer, to avoid complicated debates by 
limiting peptide size to eight glutamic acid moieties. The octapeptide GAP-EDL was 
synthesized and well characterized to serve for an assessment of precise carrier. 
 
Results and Discussion 

GAP(YCU)-EDL was synthesized by conjugation of 3-aminoethyl estradiol (EDL) to the first 
and fifth glutamic acid prior to sequence synthesis of octapeptide GAP prepared by solid phase 
peptide synthesis according to Fmoc/tBu strategy, and the remaining acid moieties were 
designed for chelating to 68Ga (Figure 1).  

Cocktail cleavage was performed to remove resin, Fmoc and tBu protecting groups by 
mixture of TFA:thioanisole:EDT (90:5: 5). The crude product was analyzed and purified by 

HPLC using Wakopak C18-55 
column, gradually eluted with 
eluent A (0.1% AcOH in CH3CN) 
and eluent B (0.1% AcOH in H2O) 
in 40 min at flow rate 3.0 mL/min. 
The sample was dissolved in 
eluent A and the peaks were 
dectected at 210 nm. Subsequently, 
mass spectroscopy analysis 
resulted in the molecular weight 
for each of purified 7 peaks as in 
Table 1. Surprisingly, the 2nd and 
6th peaks showed same molecular 
weight with different retention 
time. 
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Fig. 1. GAP(YCU)-EDL. 
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We hypothesized that trace amount of metal cation in the solvent might chelate to the remaining 
acid residue to provide different configuration of same molecule. EDTA is mainly sequestering 
metal ions in solutions. Therefore, exploiting the same HPLC analysis system with adding 0.1 
mM EDTA to eluents was performed. We first examine sample of 6th peak alone, an addition of 
EDTA resulted in shifting retention time of 6th peak from 26.5 min to 19.0 min, which could be 
identified as the 2nd peak whilst sample of 2nd peak and 6th peak mixture in presence of 0.1 mM 
EDTA was examined, only the 2nd peak was observed. These results suggested that the 
compound of 6th peak should be the same compound as 2nd peak with weakly chelating to metal 
cation by the acid residue of octapeptide GAP. 

In summary, this methodology could be applied to the synthesis of conjugated anticancer agent 
or imaging agent to octapeptide GAP as precise carrier for radiotherapeutic or imaging 
application. 
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Table 1. Mass spectroscopy analysis results 

Peak Retention Time (min) Molecular Weight 

1 15.6 1218.5 
2 19.0 1644.7 
3 20.4 1314.4 
4 22.0 927.3 
5 24.2 1218.5 
6 26.5 1644.7 
7 32.0 1410.5 
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Introduction 

The conformational control of poly(α-olefin) exerted by the combined configurations of the 
main-chain and side-chain asymmetric carbon atoms of the monomeric unit was carefully 
investigated as early as in the 1960’s. Conversely, for oligo- and polypeptides this potentially 
relevant influence has been only scarcely studied [1,2]. In this work, we made efforts to address 
this issue by investigating the conformational properties of the two diastereomeric n-But-Xxx-
Aib-(Xxx)2-Aib-Xxx-NH2 hexapeptides, where n-But is n-butanoyl and Xxx is L-Ile in one 
peptide and L-alloIle (Figure 1) in the other. 
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Fig. 1. Fischer’s projections of the diastereomeric α-amino acids L-Ile and L-alloIle. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Terminally-blocked hexapeptide amides containing two well-spaced, strongly helicogenic, 
achiral Aib (α-aminoisobutyric acid) residues are known to be highly folded [3]. For the 
assignment of the preferred conformation(s) adopted by these peptides in structure-supporting 
solvents we heavily relied on FT-IR absorption, 2D-NMR, and electronic and vibrational 
circular dichroism (ECD and VCD, respectively) techniques. 

The two peptides are largely helical (Figure 2) despite the presence of 66% of the β-
sheet former (Ile, alloIle) residues [4,5]. In these peptides based on α-amino acids characterized 
by asymmetric α- and β-carbons, the right-handed helical screw sense is largely dictated by the 
chirality (L) at the α-position. The nature (mostly 310) of the helix formed seems to be poorly 
influenced by the side-chain chirality. 
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Fig. 2. Far-UV ECD spectra in MeOH solution for the n-But-Xxx-Aib-(Xxx)2-Aib-Xxx-NH2 hexapeptides, 
in which I is the Xxx = L-Ile peptide and aI is its L-alloIle diastereomer (peptide conc.: 0.1 mM). 
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Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes are promising nanoscale building blocks for molecular devices ranging from 
molecular electronics to ultra-sensitive biosensors, thanks to their unique electrical and 
structural features. Creating intricate nanodevices requires the precise patterning of carbon 
nanotube arrays. However, creating such complex and carefully aligned structures at nanometer 
scales is a challenge for researchers, especially in large-scale fabrication [1]. 

Inspired by peptide self-assembly processes [2] and by the interaction of carbon 
nanotubes with aromatic amino acids [3-4], we have developed a simple protocol to assemble 
peptide-attached carbon nanotubes on a substrate surface, on which patterns were created by 
peptide functionalization. This strategy appears promising in the fabrication of carbon nanotube 
circuits with single-nanotube precision, and may enable nanotube-based devices, such as nano-
biosensors, to be produced industrially.  

 
Results and Discussion 

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were functionalized through carboxylation to 
increase their solubility in aqueous solution (Figure 1). The dipeptide, L-phenylalanyl-L-
phenylalanine (i.e., Phe-Phe), can form peptide nanotubes in aqueous solution through a process 
of self-assembly. When the dipeptide is dissolved in organic solvents, such as 1,1,1,3,3,3,-
hexafluoro-2-propanol [2] and acetonitrile [5] at concentrations greater than 100 mg/ml and then 
diluted with water to a final concentration of 2 mg/ml, hollow nanotubes are instantly formed. A 
schematic description of peptide nanotube formation through self-assembly (SAM) is shown in 
Figure 1. Hollow peptide nanotubes exhibited uniform size as visualized by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM).  

In this work, it is our interest to employ this SAM process to deposit dipeptides on the 
surfaces of SWNTs so that individual SWNTs as well as small bundles of SWNTs can be 
wrapped and separated from large aggregates. To achieve this purpose, the dipeptide is initially 
dissolved in organic solvents and then diluted with an aqueous solution containing oxidized 
SWNTs. Dipeptides were deposited and coated the SWNTs through peptide-SWNT interactions 

Fig. 1. Solubilization of SWNTs and Self-assembly of dipeptides. a. SWNTs were functionalized by strong 
acids. Only one carboxyl group is shown at each end of the SWNT for simplicity b. Dipeptide, i.e., L-
phenylalanyl-L-phenylalanine which is represented as oval, can self-assemble into peptide nanotubes 
(PNTs) in aqueous solution. SAM: self-assembly. c. PNTs are visualized by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM). 
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[4] and peptide-peptide interaction. Figure 2 represents a schematic configuration of the 
dipeptide/SWNT complex, in which dipeptides coat the surface of SWNTs. The complex was 
characterized by SEM, as shown in Figure 2, indicating that SWNTs are well separated. These 
wrapped SWNTs were further confirmed to have specific diameters, as indicated by the 
lineshapes of the radial breathing mode (RBM) in the Raman spectra.  

Now we are interested in utilizing the dipeptide self-assembly process to guide the 
alignment of peptide-bound SWNTs on silica substrate surfaces. Dipeptide blocks (i.e., Phe-
Phe) were directly deposited on silica substrate surfaces by use of dip-pen nanolithography [6]. 
This approach enabled us to functionalize any substrate without resorting to intermediate 
chemical steps, thereby minimizing surface contamination. When the substrate is placed in 
contact with a suspension of dipeptide-bound SWNTs, the dipeptide-bound SWNTs are 
attracted to areas on the silica substrate surface which contain pre-marked dipeptide blocks, and 
self-assembled to rapidly form pre-designed patterns (Figure 2). Unbound nanotubes could be 
washed away with H2O. Alternatively, conjugation of dipeptide at both ends of SWNT has been 
also used for guiding the template-oriented assembly of SWNTs on silica substrate with pre-
marked dipeptides (data not shown).  

In the future work, we are planning to incorporate this process into conventional 
microfabrication methods to synthesize SWNT-based field-effect transistors (FET) biosensors. 
In this case, we will focus on bridging nanotubes (preferably single nanotubes) between 
electrodes. 
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Fig. 2. Peptide-mediated alignment of SWNTs on silica substrate with pre-designed template. a. A 
schematic graphic which shows a possible structure for the peptide-bound SWNTs. b. Peptide-bound 
SWNTs are characterized by SEM. c. Peptide-bound SWNTs are assayed by Raman spectroscopy. d. 
Peptide-bound SWNTs are able to carry out self-assembly with dipeptides marked on silica substrate. 
The SEM image indicates aligned peptide-bound SWNTs. 
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Introduction 

The coiled coil motif plays a prominent role in the structure and function of a range of proteins. 
The heptad repeat of coiled coil peptides (Figure 1) is a unique pattern of seven residues in 
which positions a and d are typically hydrophobic and positions b, c, e, f, and g are polar. 
GCN4-p1 is a widely studied leucine zipper domain of the yeast transcription factor GCN4 [1], 
which is stabilized as a parallel homodimer. It has been established that different 
oligomerization states exist depending on the amino acid composition of the hydrophobic core 
at the a and d positions [2]. With regards to electrostatic interactions between peptides within 
the coiled coil, studies have focused on manipulating the residues at the e and g positions to 
control coiled coil formation [3]. In this case, however, we wished to investigate the affects on 
peptide conformation of modifying the solvent exposed position f. Through the incorporation of 
glutamic acid residues, it was proposed that pH could be used to manipulate the formation of a 
coiled coil. At neutral pH, electrostatic repulsion between the side chains would result in a 
random coil conformation, however, upon lowering the pH, the native coiled coil structure 
would be regained.  
 
Results and Discussion 

GCN4-p1 was used as the starting point for the design. The four solvent-exposed residues at the 
f positions of the coiled coil were altered to glutamic acids. Two residues at the c positions were 
also modified to alanine resulting in GCN4-E (Figure 1). This cofacial arrangement of glutamic 
acid residues should allow the conformation of GCN4-E to be controlled by pH. An anionic 
control peptide lacking the hydrophobic interface and grouping of Glu residues was also 
designed by scrambling residues of GCN4-E to produce GCN4-X. This peptide would allow us 
to determine if helicity was dependent solely on charge neutralization or by the placement of the 
negative charges. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Helical wheels of GCN4-p1, GCN4-E, and GCN4-X. 
 

The peptides were synthesized by standard Fmoc solid phase peptide synthesis on Rink 
ChemMatrix resin, purified to homogeneity by reverse phase HPLC, and characterized by 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Circular dichroism (CD) was used to determine the helical 
content of GCN4-E and GCN4-X at neutral and acidic pH, to determine if a helical switch was 
obtained upon charge neutralization. At pH 7.4, both GCN4-E and GCN4-X resulted in mainly 
a random coil conformation with 17% and 10% helical content, respectively (Figure 2a). 
However, when the pH was lowered to 3.4, GCN4-E was found to mainly adopt an α-helical 
conformation (90%), whereas GCN4-X was still mostly random coil with additional features of 
α-helix and β-sheet in evidence. These data suggest that neutralization of the negative charge on 
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the glutamate residues can result in a helical conformation, and potentially a dimeric coiled coil, 
when the residues are arranged to promote amphiphilicity [4]. To determine the amount of 
coiled coil character, the ratio at θ222/ θ 208 can be utilized.  If this value is greater than 1.0, the 
peptide is considered to adopt a coiled coil conformation [5]. Under acidic conditions for 
GCN4-E, this ratio was found to be 1.05, whereas at neutral conditions the value was 0.45. 
These data indicate that GCN4-E does adopt a coiled coil helical conformation at acidic pH. 

Further experiments were performed to determine the formation of the GCN4-E coiled 
coil with increasing salt concentrations at neutral pH (Figure 2b). Sodium sulfate is a known 
kosmotropic salt that disrupts hydrogen bonding with water, and has been shown to stabilize 
peptide conformation, such as the α-helix, in aqueous solution at high concentrations [6-7]. 
Additions of increasing amounts of sodium sulfate were found to result in a corresponding 
increase in helicity of GCN4-E; addition of 500 mM of sodium sulfate was found to increase 
the helicity to 82%.   

   

Fig. 2. CD spectra of GCN4-E and GCN4-X (15 μM) at a) 10 mM acetate buffer pH 3.4 and phosphate 
buffer pH 7.4. b) CD spectra of GCN4-E (15 μM) with increasing amounts of Na2SO4. 
 
Next, to determine the oligomerization state of the coiled coil of GCN4-E under acidic 
conditions, analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) was performed. At low concentration (<100 
μM), 90% of GCN4-E was found in the dimeric form (exp. MW 7949, calc. MW 7306). At 
higher concentrations increases in the tetrameric form of the peptide were observed  

In conclusion, solvent exposed residues of the coiled coil motif were replaced with 
glutamic acid residues without disrupting the overall secondary structure. A switch between 
random-coil to an α-helix was observed by decreasing the pH from 7.4 to 3.4, or by increasing 
the kosmotropic salt content. The coiled coil at acidic pH was identified by AUC experiments to 
be a dimeric structure. It will be interesting to determine if cationic scaffolds may be also used 
to assembly GCN4-E into a coiled coil via charge complementation.  
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Introduction 

Self-assembling peptides provide a bottom up approach for generating macro-scale materials 
from smaller peptide fragments [1,2]. These systems are of particular interest in the fields of 
drug delivery, cell adhesion, and regenerative medicine where self-assembling peptides have 
successfully been used as scaffolds for cellular proliferation and differentiation [3,4]. Because 
of collagen’s ubiquitous involvement in the extracellular matrix and current widespread clinical 
applications in regenerative medicine, self-assembling collagen peptides have become an 
attractive alternative. To date, several groups have developed self-assembling collagen peptides 
by incorporating a variety of N- and C-terminal sticky ends that propagate through a linear 
mechanism [4-8]. As an alternative assembly strategy, we hypothesized that the placement of 
metal binding ligands with in the collagen triple helix could facilitate assembly through a radial 
mechanism. 

Our previously designed metal-triggered self-assembling peptide H-bpy utilized a 
bipyridine ligand to achieve radial-assembly, and was capable of assembling into collagen fibers 
in the presence of Fe(II) [9]. To expand the radial assembly strategy we have functionalized a 
collagen triple helical peptide with an iminodiacetate (IDA) ligand at the central trimer position 
(H-IDA) (Figure 1). Specifically, the tridentate coordination geometry of H-IDA allows for two 
collagen triple helices to join around one metal ion followed by further radial-assembly. This is 
in contrast to the bidentate coordination geometry of H-bpy that required three triple helices to 
assemble around each metal ion. We hypothesized that the different coordination geometry of 
the IDA ligand would still facilitate radial-assembly, but wished to evaluate how the different 
binding geometry would alter its structure as compared to the bipyridine ligand. This 
information may provide further insight into how radially-assembled collagen peptide structures 
can be controlled by altering the ligands. 

 
Results and Discussion 

H-(IDA) was synthesized by standard Fmoc based chemistry on the ChemMatrix resin using 
Lys(Mtt) in the central position.  After the deprotection of Lys(Mtt) (1.8% TFA:DCM) the 
resin-bound peptide was treated with tert-butyl bromoacetate (3 eq). The peptide was 
subsequently cleaved from the resin with TFA/TIPS/H20 (95:2.5:2.5), purified to homogeneity 
and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. To confirm that H-IDA formed a stable 
triple helix and to investigate how the addition of Ni(II) would alter its stability, circular 
dichroism (CD) in conjunction with thermal denaturation studies were implemented (Figure 
2A).  The CD spectrum of H-IDA (250 µM in HEPES 10mM pH 7.0) revealed a characteristic 
type-II polyproline helix profile with and without the addition of Ni(II) (250 µM). However, the 
addition of Ni(II) did enhance the thermal stability (Tm) of the triple helix. Specifically, the Tm 
of H-IDA was observed to be 48 oC and 54 oC respectively in the absence and presence of 
Ni(II). The increase in the thermal stability was consistent with our previously reported 
bipyridine ligand, [9] and is presumably due to the metal binding of multiple triple helices.   

The self-assembly resulting from the addition of Ni(II) was initially confirmed using 
dynamic light scattering (DLS). H-IDA (1 mM, HEPES 10 mM pH 7.0) was incubated in the 
presence of Ni(II) (1 mM) for 48 h at 20 oC. The hydrodynamic radius of a single H-IDA triple 

 
Fig. 1. H-IDA polypeptide chain.  Triple helix formation leading to further assembly after the addition of 
Ni(II) to H-IDA. 
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helix was found to be approximately 4 nm indicated the absence of assembly, while the 
coordination of Ni(II) resulted in an increase to approximately 215 nm, a clear indication of 
metal-promoted assembly of the radius (Figure 2B).  To further confirm that the assembly was a 
result of metal-ligand binding, EDTA (5 mM) was added to the assembly to chelate the Ni(II) 
from the IDA ligands. It was found that the addition of EDTA resulted in the loss of the 
assembled species and a return of the radius to that of the pre-metal state. 

Visualization of assembly was performed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
H-IDA (1 mM, HEPES 10 mM pH 7.0) and Ni(II) (500 µM) were incubated for 48 h at 4 oC 
and visualized by TEM after staining with 1% phosphotungstic acid pH 7.2 on a carbon grid 
(Figure 2C). The TEM images revealed that the metal-promoted assembly of H-IDA resulted in 
fiber formation.  Interestingly, these fibers differ from those previously reported [9] in that they 
appear to be flatter.  This difference in structure is presumably a result of the tridentate IDA 
coordination geometry that does not allow three triple collagen peptide fragments to assemble 
around one Ni(II) ion, as compared to the bidentate coordination geometry of H-byp [9]. We 
hypothesized that fibers formed via the radial assembly of H-IDA as a result of a staggering 
between multiple metal-bound collagen segments, leading to sticky-ends and the subsequent 
fiber formation.  

We have successfully shown that the H-IDA peptide can assemble in the presence of 
Ni(II) through a radial growth mechanism into collagen fibers.  This data suggests that the 
placement of different ligands along the collagen triple helix may be a versatile approach for 
gaining control over specific collagen assemblies, leading to unique biological properties.  
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Fig. 2. (A) Thermal denaturing curve of H-IDA (250 µM) and Ni(II) (250 µM). (B)Dynamic light 
scattering of H-IDA (1 mM), with Ni(II) 1 mM, and EDTA (5 mM). (C) Transmission electron 
microscopy of H-IDA (1 mM) with Ni(II) 500 µM in HEPES (10 mM, pH 7.0). 
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Introduction 

Collagen is the main structural component of animal connective tissues, and has a wide variety 
of medical applications in tissue engineering and drug delivery [1,2]. The tertiary structure of 
numerous types of collagen is composed of a common structural motif - the collagen triple helix 
(CTH). Repeating units of GlyXaaYaa are common within the different collagens, with a 
propensity for X being proline and Y being hydroxyproline (Hyp). Thermally unstable domains 
of collagen proteins, based on regions deficient in Hyp, have been reported to facilitate the 
unraveling of CTH structures [3]. Collagen-mimetic peptides have also been shown interact 
with collagen films and intact collagen fibers presumably through a strand invasion mechanism 
[4,5]. Herein, we demonstrate that charged-complemented collagen peptides can show strand 
exchange facilitated via electrostatic interaction.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Previously we reported that O-alkylation of hydroxyproline may be used to introduce a 
carboxylic acid functionality (PE) or an amino group (PK) into functionalized proline residues. 
These modified amino acids were used to functionalize collagen peptides and cell penetrating 
peptides without disrupting the CTH or polyproline type II helical structure [6,7]. We 
hypothesized that a combination of negatively and positively charged collagen triple helical 
peptides may facilitate strand exchange due to charge compensation. With this in mind, we 
designed two peptides with complementary charges; PPEG-5E containing five negatively 
charged residues placed at both the N- and C- termini of the peptide, and PPKG-3 with three 
positive residues located in the center of the peptide. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Peptides sequences of this study, and melting temperatures (Tm) for their triple helical structures.  

 
The modified hydroxyproline residues with charged moieties, PE and PK, were 

synthesized by previously reported methods [6,7]. The collagen-based peptides were 
synthesized on the Chem matrix resin using Fmoc based chemistry and HBTU as a coupling 
agent. The peptides were cleaved from the resin using TFA/anisole (95:5), purified to 
homogeneity by reverse-phase HPLC and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 
The formation of a polyproline type II helix and CTH thermal stability was confirmed by 
circular dichroism (CD) studies. The peptide PPEG-5E (200 µM, 10 mM phsophate buffer, pH 
7.0) was found to form a triple helix with a Tm of 24 °C, while PPKG-3 under the same 
conditions displayed a more stable triple helix with a Tm of 56 °C (Figure 1). 

Strand invasion of the two peptides was investigated as a function of time by CD 
(Figure 2). Equimolar concentrations of PPEG-5E and PPKG-3 (200 µM) were mixed in 
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) at 4 °C and the thermal stability of the mixture was evaluated. 
Immediately upon mixing the peptides two distinct melting transitions were observed, 
corresponding to Tm values of 40 °C and 23 °C (Figure 2A). The former melting temperature is 
significantly lower than the Tm of PPKG-3, suggesting that there may be a rapid interaction 
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between the two peptides. After incubating the peptide mixture for 24 hr at 4 °C, evaluation of 
the melting curve revealed a new Tm value at approximately 32 °C, along with the two previous 
values (Figure 2B). This trend continued after 3 days of incubation at 4 °C as mainly one 
unfolding transition was observed corresponding to a Tm of 39 °C (Figure 2C). After 14 days of 
incubation, the mixture of PPEG-5E and PPKG-3 also showed mainly one transition with a 
slightly lower melting temperature of 35 °C (Figure 2D). These data suggest that each 
homotrimeric helix of the two peptides is re-assembling at 4 °C to form new heterotrimeric 
helices. As a control experiment, we facilitated heterotrimer formation between PPEG-5E and 
PPKG-3 by thermal denaturation and re-annealing [8]. An equimolar mixture of each peptide 
(200 µM) was heated to 95 °C for 15 min followed by incubation at 4 °C for 24 hrs. The 
thermal denaturation profile of the heated peptide mixture was found to be identical to the 
profile of the unheated sample after 14 days: mainly one transition with a Tm value of 35 ºC 
(Figure 2D-dashed line). These results support the occurrence of strand exchange at 4 °C 
between the trimers of the PPEG-5E and PPKG-3 peptides leading to heterotrimeric helices.  

 

 

In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated that charged collagen-based peptides 
can participate in strand exchange to form new heterotrimeric assemblies, an event that is 
presumably promoted by electrostatic interactions. Charged collagen-based peptides of this type 
may be helpful in understanding the behavior of fibril-associated collagens with interrupted 
triple helices [9] and may also play an interesting role in the modification of natural collagens. 
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Fig. 2. The time course of strand invasion of PPEG-5E and PPKG-3 (1:1 ratio, 200 µM each) as monitored 
by CD spectroscopy at 4 °C in phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Each graph represents the first derivative of 
unfolding versus temperature from thermal unfolding studies. (A) melting transitions observed immediately 
upon mixing the peptides, (B) after 24 hr incubation of the peptide mixture, (C) after 3 day incubation, (D) 
solid line - after 14 day incubation, and dashed line - the same peptide mixture after thermal annealing. 
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Introduction 

Growth factors are potent signaling molecules initiating essential cellular programs for 
differentiation, proliferation and survival. Recently these macromolecules have been deployed 
on medical devices to enhance the efficacy and specificity of medical therapies. Affinergy has 
developed bifunctional peptides that help promote biology at the critical interface between a 
biomaterial (collagen) or synthetic device materials (polymer, metals) and a biological material 
(growth factors, cells). Conjugating a peptide designed to bind a growth factor to another 
peptide designed to bind a medical device offer a simple and target-specific therapeutic strategy. 
Click chemistry was attempted as one such modular approach towards linking peptides in order 
to produce a combinatorial array of potential bifunctional peptides.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Affinergy’s bifunctional peptide linker system as 
outlined in Figure 1 is involved in mediating the 
interaction between a biologic and a biomaterial 
or a synthetic surface. All modules of the 
bifunctional peptides can be synthesized as one 
piece or the two peptide components can be 
synthesized separately and tethered together with 
a variety of linkers. Click chemistry as an 
example of later approach provides a rapid tool to 
build bifunctional peptides. In the present study, 
we demonstrate that bifunctional peptides 
synthesized using click chemistry improved the 
retention of BMP-2 onto a collagen matrix. We 
designed, synthesized and tested a panel of 
“collagen: BMP” peptides synthesized using this 

[3+2] cycloaddition reaction. We optimized the reaction conditions and developed methods to 
facilitate the coupling of large (>15 mer) peptides in aqueous solution in a selective manner 
without altering the properties of the individual peptides and their resulting biological effects. 

The synthesis strategies for 
bifunctional peptides is summarized in 
Figure 2. Click chemistry allows flexibility 
in the orientation of individual peptides 
within the bifunctional peptide framework. 
We developed click chemistry conditions 
that could be effectively used for the 
ligation of long, fully deprotected peptides 
in water or water/organic solvent mixtures. 
After evaluating several sets of click 
chemistry conditions such as sources of 
Cu(I), solvents, pH, temperatures, 
mixing/sonication, with/without stabilizer 
(TBTA), we determined that the published 
conditions [1,2] need several modifications 
in order to be compatible with our fully 
deprotected peptides. 

Fig. 1. Affinergy peptide bifunctional linker 
system. 

Fig. 2. Synthetic strategies for bifunctional peptides. 
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The collagen peptide 
(AFF-0016) and BMP-2 
binding peptide incorpo-
rating a linker was 
synthesized as one conti-
guous molecule using 
conventional peptide 
synthesis (AFF-7010). 
For click chemistry, the 
collagen-binding peptides 
and the BMP-2 peptides 
were derivatized using 
the click groups via 
alkyne and azide moieties at both peptide termini and then ligated using the modified click 
conditions to obtain products (AFF-7079) shown in Figure 3.  

The peptides were evaluated 
for binding to collagen and recruitment 
and release of BMP-2 as described 
below (Figure 4). Collagen sponges 
(Helistat®) were pretreated with 
peptides (indicated on legend), and 
subsequently incubated in a range of 
BMP-2 concentrations. After washing, 
BMP-2 was detected using anti-BMP-2 
antibodies, an alkaline phosphatase-
conjugated secondary antibody and the 
colorimetric reagent pNPP. The 
resulting reaction was then quantified 
on a spectrophotometric plate reader at 
405 nm. 

Collagen sponges were loaded 
with peptides and 125-I radiolabeled 
BMP-2. At each data point, saline was 
replaced and radioactivity counts taken 
from the sponge as a measure of 
retained BMP-2 (Figure 5). Radio-
activity counts were also taken from 
aspirated saline as a measure of BMP-2 
released from peptide coated collagen 
sponge. In vitro studies suggest that 
click chemistry derived bifunctional 
peptides enhance BMP-2 binding to 
collagen sponges and can retain BMP-2 
on the sponge for at least 28 days. 
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Fig. 3. Bifunctional peptides. 
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Introduction 

There has been an increasing interest in recent years in the issue of energy resources and CO2 
reduction. Therefore dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [1] that can be fabricated with low 
material and production costs have been receiving much attention as a means of resolving these 
issues. DSSCs have generally been prepared by adsorption of dyes (Ru complexes and metal-
free organic compounds) on a TiO2 substrate [2]. However, in many cases, adsorption of dyes 
causes aggregation of the dye molecules on the substrate. Therefore, DSSCs have an essential 
problem that the electronic injection through dyes decreases because the aggregation of dye 
molecules occasionally causes a self-quenching of the dye molecules. In this study, we report a 
new method that prevents aggregation of dye molecules on substrates and enables effective 
electronic injection through the dyes. For the new method, we used a dye modified with bulky 
peptide consisting of oligo(ethylene glycol)s. It was expected that the dye molecules would be 
adsorbed on the electrode without aggregation because of steric hindrance between the peptides. 
 
Results and Discussion 

We synthesized peptides comprised of oligo(ethylene glycol)s, a tetramethyl rhodamine (TMR) 
modified on the N-terminus and two glutamic acids modified on the C-terminus by Fmoc-based 
solid-phase peptide synthesis. The structures of the peptides are shown in Figure 1. These 
peptides were identified by MALDI-TOF Mass. The N-terminus of these peptides is protected 
with an acetyl group and the C-terminus is a primary amide. The Lys(TMR) is utilized as a dye 
to transduce from photons to electrons. Two glutamic acids on the C-terminus play a role in 
adsorbance of the dyes on a TiO2 substrate. We investigated the incident photons-to-current 
conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra for dye-modified peptides on electrodes. Of the  
dye-modified peptides, maximum IPCE of TMR-G was the highest value (11.9%) as shown in 
Table 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Molecular structures of dye-modified oligo(ethylene glycol)s.  
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Values of TMR-G, TMR-O(2) and TMR-O(6) were higher than that of 5(6)-TMR (8.0%). The 
dyes containing longer oligo(ethylene glycol) tended to show lower values of maximum IPCE. 

We redissolved the dye-modified peptides adsorbed on electrodes in THF/DMSO/1 
M NaOH aq and the dyes were measured by UV spectroscopy, which was used to determine the 
amount of dye-modified peptides adsorbed on the electrodes. We estimated molecular areas of 
the dye-modified peptides from the amounts and real surface area (1470 cm2 for 1 cm2 
geometric area of the electrode). The molecular areas are listed in Table 1. The results indicate 
that the molecular area depends on chain length of oligo(ethylene glycol)s modified with the 
dyes. The molecular area tended to be larger when the chain length of oligo(ethylene glycol) 
was longer. For example, the molecular area of TMR-O(28) was approximately ten-times larger 
than that of 5(6)-TMR. This result indicates that the dyes are long away from the other dyes 
because of steric hindrance between peptides. This result also suggests that dye-modified 
peptides successfully control space between the dye molecules. Finally, we compared intensity 
of IPCE per dye molecule (IPCE max/Molecules) in Table 1. All dye-modified peptides have 
higher values than the value of 5(6)-TMR. The value of TMR-O(6) is highest in these peptides 
and the value of TMR-O(6) is 7.5-times higher than that of 5(6)-TMR. 

In summary, we clarified that the performance of DSSCs was improved when dyes 
were adsorbed on electrodes through bulky peptides. First, we prepared DSSCs using dyes 
connected to oligo(ethylene glycol)s of various chain lengths by conventional SPPS. When the 
oligo(ethylene glycol)s in the peptides were longer, the density of the dye-modified peptide 
adsorbed on electrodes was lower due to steric hindrance between peptides. However, 
aggregation of the dye molecules can be prevented because of its steric hindrance. Also, the 
efficiency of conversion of photons to electrons per a dye molecule was ascended by virtue of 
elusion of the aggregation. Improvement in the performance of DSSCs using dyes connected to 
oligo(ethylene glycol)s depends on the density of dyes and the aggregation of dye molecules on 
electrodes.  
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Table 1. Maximum IPCE, maximum wavelength, molecular area and maximum IPCE per 
molecule for DSSCs using oligo(ethylene glycol)-modified dyes 

Sample IPCE max (%) Molecular area (nm2) IPCE max /Molecules 

5(6)-TMR 8.0 4.3 *1.0 
TMR-G 11.9 18.5 6.1 

TMR-O(2) 9.2 24.0 6.4 
TMR-O(6) 9.4 34.3 7.5 

TMR-O(12) 4.8 23.6 3.5 
TMR-O(28) 4.5 49.2 5.9 
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